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CHAPTER I.

HISTORICAL SURVEY

The second century of the existence of Gentile-Christian

communities was characterised by the victorious conflict with

Gnosticism and the Marcionite Church, by the gradual devel-

opment of an ecclesiastical doctrine, and by the decay of the early

Christian enthusiasm. The general result was the establishment

of a great ecclesiastical association, which, forming at one and

the same time a political commonwealth, school and union for

worship, was based on the firm foundation of an ''apostolic"

law of faith, a collection of "apostolic" writings, and finally,

an "apostolic" organisation. This institution was the Catholic

Church. ' In opposition to Gnosticism and Marcionitism, the main

articles forming the estate and possession of orthodox Christianity

were raised to the rank of apostolic regulations and laws, and

thereby placed beyond all discussion and assault. At first

the innovations introduced by this were not of a material, but

of a formal, character. Hence they were not noticed by any of

those who had never, or only in a vague fashion, been elevated

to the feeling and idea of freedom and independence in religion.

1 Aube (Histoire des Persecutions de I'Eglise, Vol. II. 1878. pp. i—68) has

given a survey of the genesis of ecclesiastical dogma. The disquisitions of Renan

in the last volumes of his great historical work are excellent, though not seldom

exaggerated in particular points. See especially the concluding observations in

Vol. VII. cc. 28—34. Since the appearance of RitschFs monograph on the

genesis of the old Catholic Church, a treatise which, however, forms too narrow a

conception of the problem, German science can point to no work of equal rank

with the French. Cf. Sohm's Kirchenrecht, Vol. I. which, however, in a very one-

sided manner, makes the .ndoption of the legal and constitutional arrangements

responsible for all the evil in the Church.
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How great the innovations actually were, however, may be

measured by the fact that they signified a scholastic tutelage

of the faith of the individual Christian, and restricted the im-

mediateness of religious feeHngs and ideas to the narrowest

hmits. But the conflict with the so-called Montanism showed

that there were still a considerable number of Christians who
valued that immediateness and freedom; these were, however,

defeated. The fixing of the tradition under the title of apostolic

necessarily led to the assumption that whoever held the apostolic

doctrine was also essentially a Christian in the apostolic sense.

This assumption, quite apart from the innovations which were

legitimised by tracing them to the Apostles, meant the separation

of doctrine and conduct, the preference of the former to the

latter, and the transformation of a fellowship of faith, hope, and

discipline into a communion " eiusdem sacramenti", that is, into

a union which, like the philosophical schools, rested on a doc-

trinal law, and which was subject to a legal code of divine

institution.
'

The movement which resulted in the Catholic Church owes

its right to a place in the history of Christianity to the victory

1 Sohm (p. i6o) declares: ^-The foundation of Catholicism is the divine Church

law to which it lays claim." In many other passages he even seems to express

the opinion that the Church law of itself, even when not represented as divine,

is the hereditary enemy of the true Church and at the same time denotes the

essence of Catholicism. See, e.g., p. 2: "The whole essence of Catholicism

consists in its declaring legal institutions to be necessary to the Church."' Page 700:

"The essence of Church law is incompatible with the essence of the Church."

This thesis really characterises Catholicism well and contains a great truth, if

expressed in more careful terms, somewhat as follows: The assertion that there is

a divine Church law (emanating from Christ, or, in other words, from the Apostles),

which is necessary to the spiritual character of the Church and which in fact is a

token of this veiy attribute, is incompatible with the essence of the Gospel and is

the mark of a pseudo-Catholicism." But the thesis contains too narrow a view of

the case. For the divine Church law is only one feature of the essence of the

Catholic Church, though a very important element, which Sohm, as a jurist, was

peculiarly capable of recognising. The whole essence of Catholicism, however,

consists in the deification of tradition generally. The declaration that the empirical

institutions of the Church, created for and necessary to this purpose, are apostolic,

a declaration which amalgamates them with the essence and content of the Gospel

and places them beyond all criticism, is the peculiarly '• Catholic " feature. Now,

as a great part of these institutions cannot be inwardly appropriated and cannot

really amalgamate with faith and piety, it is self-evident that such portions become
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over Gnosticism and to the preservation of an important part

of early Christian tradition. If Gnosticism in all its phases was

the violent attempt to drag Christianity down to the level of

the Greek world, and to rob it of its dearest possession, belief

in the Almighty God of creation and redemption, then Cathol-

icism, inasmuch as it secured this belief for the Greeks, pre-

served the Old Testament, and supplemented it with early

Christian writings, thereby saving—as far as documents, at least,

were concerned—and proclaiming the authority of an important

part of primitive Christianity, must in one respect be acknow-

ledeed as a conservative force born from the vigour of Christi-

legal ordinances, to which obedience must be rendered. For no other relation to

these ordinances can be conceived. Hence the legal regulations and the corres-

ponding slavish devotion come to have such immense scope in Catholicism, and

well-nigh express its essence. But behind this is found the more general con-

viction that the empirical Church, as it actually exists, is the authentic, pure, and

infallible creation : its doctrine, its regulations, its religious ceremonial are apostolic.

Whoever doubts that renounces Christ. Now, if, as in the case of the Reformers,

this conception be recognised as erroneous and unevangelical, the result must

certainly be a strong detestation of "the divine Church law." Indeed, the inclination

to sweep away all Church law is quite intelligible, for when you give the devil

your little finger he takes the whole hand. But, on the other hand, it cannot be

imagined how communities are to exist on earth, propagate themselves, and train

men without regulations; and how regulations are to exist without resulting in the

formation of a code of laws. In truth, such regulations have at no time been

wanting in Christian communities, and have always possessed the character of a

legal code. Sohm's distinction, that in the oldest period there was no "law ", but

only a "regulation", is artificial, though possessed of a certain degree of truth;

for the regulation has one aspect in a circle of like-minded enthusiasts, and a

different one in a community where all stages of moral and religious culture are

represented, and which has thei^efore to train its members. Or should it not do so ?

And, on the other hand, had the oldest Churches not the Old Testament and the

hxTXzs'i; of the Apostles? Were these no code of laws? Sohm's proposition:

^'The essence of Church law is incompatible with the essence of the Church," does

not rise to evangelical clearness and freedom, but has been formed under the shadow

and ban of Catholicism. I am inclined to call it an Anabaptist thesis. The
Anabaptists were also in the shadow and ban of Catholicism; hence their only

course was either the attempt to wreck the Church and Church history and found

a new empire, or a return to Catholicism. Hermann Bockelson or the Pope!

But the Gospel is above the question of Jew or Greek, and therefore also above

the question of a legal code. It is reconcilable with everything that is not sin,

even with the philosophy of the Greeks. Why should it not be also compatible

with the monarchical bishop, with the legal code of the Romans, and even with

the Pope, provided these are not made part of the Gospel.
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anity. If we put aside abstract considerations and merely look

at the facts of the given situation, we cannot but admire a

creation which first broke up the various outside forces assailing

Christianity, and in which the highest blessings of this faith have

always continued to be accessible. If the founder of the Christian

religion had deemed belief in the Gospel and a life in accordance

with it to be compatible with membership of the Synagogue

and observance of the Jewish law, there could at least be no

impossibility of adhering to the Gospel within the Catholic Church.

Still, that is only one side of the case. The older Cathol-

icism never clearly put the question, "What is Christian?" In-

stead of answering that question it rather laid down rules, the

recognition of which was to be the guarantee of Christianism.

This solution of the problem seems to be on the one hand too

narrow and on the other too broad. Too narrow, because it

bound Christianity to rules under which it necessarily languished;

too broad, because it did not in any way exclude the intro-

duction of new and foreign conceptions. In throwing a protec-

tive covering round the Gospel, Catholicism also obscured it.

It preserved Christianity from being hellenised to the most

extreme extent, but, as time went on, it was forced to admit

into this religion an ever greater measure of secularisation. In

the interests of its world-wide mission it did not indeed directh"

disguise the terrible seriousness of religion, but, by tolerating

a less strict ideal of life, it made it possible for those less in

earnest to be considered Christians, and to regard themselves

as such. It permitted the genesis of a Church, which was no

longer a communion of faith, hope, and discipline, but a political

commonwealth in which the Gospel merely had a place beside

other things. ' In ever increasing measure it invested all the

forms which this secular commonwealth required with apostolic,

that is, indirectly, with divine authority. This course disfigured

Christianity and made a knowledge of what is Christian an

obscure and difficult matter. But, in Catholicism, religion for the

first time obtained a formal dogmatic system. Catholic Christi-

1 In the formation of the Marcionite Church we have, on the other hand, the

attempt to create a rigid oecumenical community, held together solely by religion.

The Marcionite Church therefore had a founder, the Catholic has none.
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anity discovered the formula which reconciled faith and know-

ledge. This formula satisfied humanity for centuries, and the

blessed efit'ects which it accomplished continued to operate even

after it had itself already become a fetter.

Catholic Christianity grew out of two converging series of

developments. In the one were set up fixed outer standards

for determining what is Christian, and these standards were

proclaimed to be apostolic institutions. The baptismal confession

was exalted to an apostolic rule of faith, that is, to an apostolic

law of faith. A collection of apostolic writings was formed from

those read in the Churches, and this compilation was placed on

an equal footing with the Old Testament. The episcopal and

monarchical constitution was declared to be apostolic, and the

attribute of successor of the Apostles was conferred on the

bishop. Finally, the religious ceremonial developed into a cele-

bration of mysteries, which was in like manner traced back to

the Apostles. The result of these institutions was a strictly

exclusive Church in the form of a communion of doctrine, cere-

monial, and law, a confederation which more and more gathered

the various communities within its pale, and brought about the

decline of all nonconforming sects. The confederation was pri-

marily based on a common confession, which, however, was not

only conceived as "law," but was also very soon supplemented

by new standards. One of the most important problems to be

investigated in the history of dogma, and one which unfortun-

ately cannot be completely solved, is to show what necessities

led to the setting up of a new canon of Scripture, what circum-

stances required the appearance of living authorities in the

communities, and what relation was established between the

apostolic rule of faith, the apostolic canon of Scripture, and the

apostolic ofiice. The development ended with the formation of a

clerical class, at whose head stood the bishop, who united in

himself all conceivable powers, as teacher, priest, and judge.

He disposed of the powers of Christianity, guaranteed its purity,

and therefore in every respect held the Christian laity in tutelage.

But even apart from the content which Christianity here

received, this process in itself represents a progressive secularising

of the Church. This would be self-evident enough, even if it
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were not confirmed by noting the fact that the process had

already been to some extent anticipated in the so-called Gnos-

ticism (See vol. I. p. 253 and Tertullian, de praiscr. 35). But

the element which the latter lacked, namely, a firmly welded,

suitably regulated constitution, must by no means be regarded

as one originally belonging and essential to Christianity. The
depotentiation to which Christianity was here subjected appears

still more plainly in the facts, that the Christian hopes were

deadened, that the secularising of the Christian life was tolerated

and even legitimised, and that the manifestations of an unconditional

devotion to the heavenly excited suspicion or were compelled to

confine themselves to very narrow limits.

But these considerations are scarcely needed as soon as we
turn our attention to the second series of developments that

make up the history of this period. The Church did not mereh^

set up dykes and walls against Gnosticism in order to ward it

off externally, nor was she satisfied with defending against it the

facts which were the objects of her belief and hope ; but, taking the

creed for granted, she began to follow this heresy into its own
special territory and to combat it with a scientific theolog}-.

That was a necessity which did not first spring from Christianity's

own internal struggles. It was already involved in the fact that

the Christian Church had been joined by cultured Greeks, who
felt the need of justifying their Christianity to themselves and

the world, and of presenting it as the desired and certain answer

to all the pressing questions which then occupied men's minds.

The beginning of a development which a century later reached

its provisional completion in the theology of Origen, that is, in

the transformation of the Gospel into a scientific system of

ecclesiastical doctrine, appears in the Christian Apologetic, as

we already find it before the middle of the second century. As
regards its content, this system of doctrine meant the legitimis-

ing of Greek philosophy within the sphere of the rule of faith.

The theology of Origen bears the same relation to the New
Testament as that of Philo does to the Old, What is here

presented as Christianity is in fact the idealistic religious philosophj-

of the age, attested by divine revelation, made accessible to

all by the incarnation of the Logos, and purified from an)-
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connection with Greek mythology and gross polytheism. ' A
motley multitude of primitive Christian ideas and hopes, derived

from both Testaments, and too brittle to be completely recast,

as yet enclosed the kernel. But the majority of these were

successfully manipulated by theological art, and the traditional

rule of faith was transformed into a system of doctrine, in which,

to some extent, the old articles found only a nominal place. -

This hellenising of ecclesiastical Christianity, by which we do

not mean the Gospel, was not a gradual process ; for the truth

rather is that it was already accomplished the moment that the

reflective Greek confronted the new religion which he had

accepted. The Christianity of men like Justin, Athenagoras,

and Minucius is not a whit less Hellenistic than that ofOrigen.

But yet an important distinction obtains here. It is twofold.

In the first place, those Apologists did not yet find themselves

face to face with a fixed collection of writings having a title

to be reverenced as Christian ; they have to do with the Old

Testament and the "Teachings of Christ" {'^I'^x'^'y.xrx Xsittov).

In the second place, they do not yet regard the scientific

presentation of Christianity as the main task and as one which

this religion itself demands. As they really never enquired

what was meant by "Christian," or at least never put the

question clearly to themselves, they never claimed that their

scientific presentation of Christianity was the first proper ex-

pression of it that had been given. Justin and his contemporaries

make it perfectly clear that they consider the traditional faith

existing in the churches to be complete and pure and in itself

requiring no scientific revision. In a word, the gulf which existed

1 The historian who wishes to determine the advance made by Grceco-Roman

humanity in the third and fourth centuries, under the influence of Catholicism and

its theology, must above all keep in view the fact that gross polytheism and

immoral mythology were swept away, spiritual monotheism brought near to all,

and the ideal of a divine life and the hope of an eternal one made certain.

Philosophy also aimed at that, l^ut it was not able to establish a community of

men on these foundations.

- Luther, as is well known, had a very profound impression of the distinction

between Biblical Christianity and the theology of the Fathers, who followed the

theories of Origen. See, for example, Werke, Vol. LXII. p. 49. quoting Proles:

'When the word of God comes to the Fathers, me thinks it is as if milk were
' filtered through a coal sack, where the milk must become black and spoiled."
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between the religious thought of philosophers and the sum of

Christian tradition is still altogether unperceived, because that

tradition was not yet fixed in rigid forms, because no religious

utterance testifying to monotheism, virtue, and reward was as

yet threatened by any control, and finally, because the speech

of philosophy was only understood by a small minority in the

Church, though its interests and aims were not unknown to

most. Christian thinkers were therefore still free to divest of

their direct religious value all realistic and historical elements

of the tradition, while still retaining them as parts of a huge

apparatus of proof, which accomplished what was really the

only thing that many sought in Christianity, viz., the assur-

ance that the theory of the world obtained from other sources

was the truth. The danger which here threatened Christianity

as a religion was scarcely less serious than that which had been

caused to it by the Gnostics. These remodelled tradition, the

Apologists made it to some extent inoperative without attacking

it. The latter were not disowned, but rather laid the found-

ation of Church theology, and determined the circle of interests

within which it was to move in the future.
'

But the problem which the Apologists solved almost offhand,

namely, the task of showing that Christianity was the perfect

and certain philosophy, because it rested on revelation, and that

it was the highest scientific knowledge of God and the world,

was to be rendered more difficult. To these difficulties all that

primitive Christianity has up to the present transmitted to the

Church of succeeding times contributes its share. The conflict

with Gnosticism made it necessary to find some sort of solution

to the question, "What is Christian?" and to fix this answer.

But indeed the Fathers were not able to answer the question

confidently and definitely. They therefore made a selection

from tradition and contented themselves with making it binding

on Christians. Whatever was to lay claim to authority in the

' They were not the first to determine this circle of interests. So far as we

can demonstrate traces of independent religious knowledge among the so-called

Apostolic Fathers of the post-apostolic age, they are in thorough harmony with

the theories of the Apologists, which are merely expressed with precision and

divested of Old Testament language.
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Church had henceforth to be in harmony with the rule of faith

and the canon of New Testament Scriptures. That created an

entirely new situation for Christian thinkers, that is, for those

trying to solve the problem of subordinating Christianity to the

Hellenic spirit. That spirit never became quite master of the

situation ; it was obliged to accommodate itself to it. ' The
work first began with the scientific treatment of individual

articles contained in the rule of faith, partly with the view

of disproving Gnostic conceptions, partly for the purpose of

satisfying the Church's own needs. The framework in which

these articles were placed virtually continued to be the apologetic

theology, for this maintained a doctrine of God and the world,

which seemed to correspond to the earliest tradition as much
as it ran counter to the Gnostic theses. (Melito), Irenseus, Ter-

tullian and Hippolytus, aided more or less by tradition on the

one hand and by philosophy on the other, opposed to the Gnostic

•dogmas about Christianity the articles of the baptismal confes-

sion interpreted as a rule of faith, these articles being developed

into doctrines. Here they undoubtedly learned very much from

the Gnostics and Marcion. If we define ecclesiastical dogmas
as propositions handed down in the creed of the Church, shown

to exist in the Holy Scriptures of both Testaments, and

rationally reproduced and formulated, then the men we have just

mentioned were the first to set up dogmas'—dogmas but no

^ It was ouly after the apostolic tradition, fixed in the form of a comprehensive

collection, seemed to guarantee the admissibility of every form of Christianity that

reverenced that collection, that the hellenising of Christianity within the Church

began in serious fashion. The fixing of tradition had had a twofold result. On
the one hand, it opened the way more than ever before for a free and unhesitating

introduction of foreign ideas into Christianity, and, on the other hand, so far as

it really also included the documents and convictions of primitive Christianity, it

preserved this religion to the future and led to a return to it, either from scientific

or religious considerations. That we know anything at all of original Christianity

is entirely due to the fixing of the tradition, as found at the basis of Catholicism.

On the supposition—which is indeed an academic consideration—^^that this fixing

had not taken place because of the non-appearance of the Gnosticism which

occasioned it, and on the further supposition that the original enthusiasm had

continued, we would in all probability know next to nothing of original Christianity

to-day. How much we would have known may be seen from the Shepherd of Hermas.

- So far as the Catholic Church is concerned, the idea of dogmas, as individual

theorems characteristic of Christianity, and capable of being scholastically proved,
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system of dogmatics. As yet the difficulty of the problem was

by no means perceived by these men either. Their peculiar

capacity for sympathising with and understanding the traditional

and the old still left them in a happy blindness. So far as

they had a theology they supposed it to be nothing more than

the explanation of the faith of the Christian multitude (yet

Tertullian already noted the difference in one point, certainly a

very characteristic one, viz., the Logos doctrine). They still

lived in the belief that the Christianity which filled their minds

required no scientific remodelling in order to be an expression

of the highest knowledge, and that it was in all respects iden-

tical with the Christianity which even the most uncultivated

could grasp. That this was an illusion is proved by man}-

considerations, but most convincingly by the fact that Tertullian

and Hippolytus had the main share in introducing into the

doctrine of faith a philosophically formulated dogma, viz., that

the Son of God is the Logos, and in having it made the articiilits

constitiitivus eaicsiiß. The effects of this undertaking can never

be too highly estimated, for the Logos doctrine is Greek philos-

ophy /';/ mice, though primitive Christian views may have been

subsequently incorporated with it. Its introduction into the creed

of Christendom, which was, strictly speaking, the setting up

of the first dogma in the Churchy meant the future conversion

of the rule of faith into a philosophic system. But in yet another

respect Irena^us and Hippolytus denote an immense advance

beyond the Apologists, which, paradoxically enough, results both

from the progress of Christian Hellenism and from a deeper

study of the Pauline theology, that is, emanates from the con-

troversy with Gnosticism. In them a religious and realistic idea

takes the place of the moralism of the Apologists, namely, the

deifying of the human race through the incarnation of the Son

of God. The apotheosis of mortal man through his acquisition

of immortality (divine life) is the idea of salvation which was

taught in the ancient mysteries. It is here adopted as a Christian

one, supported by the Pauline theology (especially as contained

in the Epistle to the Ephesians), and brought into the closest

originated with the Apologists. Even as early as Justin we find tendencies tu

amalgamate historical material and natural theology.
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connection with the historical Christ, the Son of God and Son

of man (fihus dei et fiHus hominis). What the heathen faintly

hoped for as a possibility was here announced as certain, and

indeed as having already taken place. What a message ! This

conception was to become the central Christian idea of the future.

A long time, however, elapsed before it made its way into the

dogmatic system of the Church. '

But meanwhile the huge gulf which existed between both

Testaments and the rule of faith on the one hand, and the

current ideas of the time on the other, had been recognized

in Alexandria. It was not indeed felt as a gulf, for then either

the one or the other would have had to be given up, but as

a problem. If the Church tradition contained the assurance,

not to be obtained elsewhere, of all that Greek culture knew,

hoped for, and prized, and if for that very reason it was re-

garded as in every respect inviolable, then the absolutely in-

dissoluble union of Christian tradition with the Greek philosophy

of religion was placed beyond all doubt. But an immense

number of problems were at the .same time raised, especially

when, as in the case of the Alexandrians, heathen syncretism

in the entire breadth of its development was united with the

doctrine of the Church. The task, which had been begun by

Philo and carried on by Valentinus and his school, was now under-

taken in the Church. Clement led the way in attempting a

solution of the problem, but the huge task proved too much
for him. Origen took it up under more difficult circumstances,

and in a certain fashion brought it to a conclusion. He, the

rival of the Neoplatonic philosophers, the Christian Philo, wrote

the first Christian dogmatic, which competed with the philoso-

phic .systems of the time, and which, founded on the Scriptures

ot both Testaments, presents a peculiar union of the apologetic

theology of a Justin and the Gnostic theology of a Valentinus,

^ It is almost completely wanting in Tertullian. That is explained by the

fact that this remarkable man was in his inmost soul an old-fashioned Christian,

to whom the Gospel was conscientia religionis^ disciplina viiiC and spes ßde/\ and

who found no sort of edification in N'eoplatonic notions, but rather dwelt on tlie

ideas '•command", '•performance'", '"error"', ''forgiveness"". In Irenreus also,

moreover, the ancient idea of salvation, supplemented by elements derived from the

Pauline theology, is united with the primitive Christian eschatology.
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while keeping steadily in view a simple and highly practical

aim. In this dogmatic the rule of faith is recast and that quite

consciously. Origen did not conceal his conviction that Christi-

anity finds its correct expression only in scientific knowledge,

and that every form of Christianity that lacks theology is but

a meagre kind with no clear consciousness of its own content.

This conviction plainly shows that Origen was dealing with a

different kind of Christianity, though his view that a mere relative

distinction existed here may have its justification in the fact,

that the untheological Christianity of the age with which

he compared his own was already permeated by Hellenic

elements and in a very great measure secularised. ' But Origen,

as well as Clement before him, had really a right to the con-

viction that the true essence of Christianity, or, in other words,

the Gospel, is only arrived at by the aid of critical speculation;

for was not the Gospel veiled and hidden in the canon of both

Testaments, was it not displaced by the rule of faith, was it

not crushed down, depotentiated, and disfigured in the Church

which identified itself with the people of Christ? Clement and

Origen found freedom and independence in what they recog-

nized to be the essence of the matter and what they contrived

with masterly skill to determine as its proper aim, after an

examination of the huge apparatus of tradition. But was not

that the ideal of Greek sages and philosophers? This question

can by no means be flatly answered in the negative, and still

less decidedly in the affirmative, for a new significance was

here given to the ideal by representing it as assured beyond

all doubt, already realised in the person of Christ and incom-

patible with polytheism. If, as is manifestly the case, they found

joy and peace in their faith and in the theory of the universe

connected with it. if they prepared themselves for an eternal

life and expected it with certainty, if they felt themselves to be

perfect onh' through dependence on God, then, in spite of their

Hellenism, they unquestionably came nearer to the Gospel than

Irena^us with his slavish dependence on authority.

The setting up of a scientific system ofChristian dogmatics, which

1 On the sigaiticaiice of Clement and Origen see Overbeck. "Über die Anfänge

der patristischen Litteratur" in d. Mist. Ztschr. X. F., Vol. XII. p. 417 ff.
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was still something different from the rule of faith, interpreted

in an Antignostic sense, philosophically wrought out, and in some
parts proved from the Bible, was a private undertaking of

Origen, and at first only approved in limited circles. As yet, not

only were certain bold changes of interpretation disputed in

the Church, but the undertaking itself, as a whole, was disapproved. '

The circumstances of the several provincial churches in the

first half of the third century were still very diverse. Many
communities had yet to adopt the basis that made them into

Catholic ones; and in most, if not in all, the education of the

clergy—not to speak of the laity—was not high enough to enable

them to appreciate systematic theology. But the schools in

which Origen taught carried on his work, similar ones were

established, and these produced a number of the bishops and

presbyters of the East in the last half of the third century.

They had in their hands the means of culture afforded by the

age, and this was all the more a guarantee of victory because

the laity no longer took any part in deciding the form of religion.

Wherever the Logos Christology had been adopted the future

of Christian Hellenism was certain. At the beginning of the

fourth century there was no community in Christendom which,

apart from the Logos doctrine, possessed a purely philosophical

theory that was regarded as an ecclesiastical dogma, to say

nothing of an official scientific theology. But the system of

Origen was a prophecy of the future. The Logos doctrine

started the crystallising process which resulted in further deposits.

Symbols of faith were already drawn up which contained a

peculiar mixture of Origen's theology with the inflexible Antignostic

regiila fidei. One celebrated theologian, Methodius, endeavoured

to unite the theology of Irenaeus and Origen, ecclesiastical

realism and philosophic spiritualism, under the badge of monastic

mysticism. The developments of the following period therefore

no longer appear surprising in any respect.

As Catholicism, from every point of view, is the result of

^ Information on this point may be got not only from the writings of Origen

(see especially his work against Celsus), but also and above all from his history.

The controversy between Dionysius of Alexandria and the Chiliasts is also instructive

on the matter.
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the blending of Christianity with the ideas of antiquity, ' so the

Cathohc dogmatic, as it was developed after the second or third

century on the basis of the Logos doctrine, is Christianity con-

ceived and formulated from the standpoint of the Greek philos-

ophy of religion. "" This Christianity conquered the old world,

and became the foundation of a new phase of history in the

Middle Ages. The union of the Christian religion with a definite

historical phase of human knowledge and culture may be la-

mented in the interest of the Christian religion, which was thereby

secularised, and in the interest of the development of culture

which was thereby retarded (?). But lamentations become here

ill-founded assumptions, as absolutely everything that we have

and value is due to the alliance that Christianity and antiquity

concluded in such a way that neither was able to prevail over

the other. Our inward and spiritual life, which owes the least

part of its content to the empiric knowledge which we have

acquired, is based up to the present moment on the discords

resulting from that union.

These hints are meant among other things to explain and

justify '^ the arrangement chosen for the following presentation,

which embraces the fundamental section of the history of Christian

dogma. ^ A few more remarks are, however, necessary.

1 The three or (reckoning JMethodius) four steps of the development of church

doctrine (Apologists, Old Catholic Fathers, Alexandrians) correspond to the progressive

religious and philosophical development of heathendom at that period: philosophic

moralism, ideas of salvation (theology and practice of mysteries), Neoplatonic

philosophy, and complete syncretism.

2 "Virtus omnis ex his causam accipit, a quibus provocatur (Tertull.. de bapt. a.^i

•* The plan of placing the apologetic theology before everything else would

have much to recommend it, but I adhere to the arrangement here chosen, because

the advantage of being able to represent and survey the outer ecclesiastical develop-

ment and the inner theological one, each being viewed as a unity, seems to nie

to be very great. We must then of course understand the two developments as

proceeding on parallel lines. But the placing of the former parallel before the

latter in my presentation is justified by the fact that what was gained in the foimer

passed over much more directly and swiftly into the general life of the Church,

than what was reached in the latter. Decades elapsed, for instance, before the

apologetic theology came to be generally known and accepted in the Church, as

is shown by the long continued conflict against Monarchianism.

• The origin of Catholicism can only be very imperfectly described within

the framework of the histoiy of dogma, for the political situation of the Christian
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1. One special difficulty in ascertaining the genesis of the

CathoUc rules is that the churches, though on terms of close

connection and mutual intercourse, had no real forum puhliaim,

though indeed, in a certain sense, each bishop was in foro

publico. As a rule, therefore, we can only see the advance in

the establishment of fixed forms in the shape of results, without

being able to state precisely the ways and means which led

to them. We do indeed know the factors, and can therefore

theoretically construct the development; but the real course of

things is frequently hidden from us. The genesis of a harmonious

Church, firmly welded together in doctrine and constitution, can

no more have been the natural unpremeditated product of the

conditions of the time than were the genesis and adoption of

the New Testament canon of Scripture. But we have no direct

evidence as to what communities had a special share in the

development, although we know that the Roman Church played

a leading part. Moreover, we can only conjecture that conferences,

common measures, and synodical decisions were not wanting.

It is certain that, beginning with the last quarter of the second

century, there were held in the different provinces, mostly in

the East, but later also in the West, Synods in which an under-

standing was arrived at on all questions of importance to

Christianity, including, e.g., the extent of the canon. '

2. The degree of influence exercised by particular ecclesiastics

communities in tlie Roman Empire had quite as important an influence on the

development of the Catholic Church as its internal conflicts. But inasmuch as

that situation and these struggles are ultimately connected in the closest way, the

history of dogma cannot even furnish a complete picture of this development

within definite limits.

1 See TertulUan, de pudic. lo: '-Sed cederem tibi, si scriptura Pastoris, qure

sola moechos amat, divine instrumento meruisset incidi, si non ab omni concilio

ecclesiarum etiam vestrarum inter aprocrypha et falsa iudicaretur;" de ieiun. 13:

*'Aguntur prteterea per Grrecias ilia certis in locis concilia ex universis ecclesiis,

per qure et altiora quasque in commune tractantur, et ipsa reprjesentatio totius

nominis Christiani magna veneratione celebratur." We must also take into account

here the intercourse by letter, in which connection I may specially remind the

reader of the correspondence between Dionysius, Bishop of Corinth, Euseb.,

H.E. IV. 23, and journeys such as those of Polycarp and Abercius to Rome.
Cf. generally Zahn, Weltverkehr und Kirche während der drei ersten Jahrhunderte,

1877.
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on the development of the Church and its doctrines is also

obscure and difficult to determine. As they were compelled to

claim the sanction of tradition for every innovation they intro-

duced, and did in fact do so, and as every fresh step they took

appeared to themselves necessary only as an explanation, it is

in many cases quite impossible to distinguish between what the\-

received from tradition and what they added to it of their own.

Yet an investigation from the point of view of the historian of

literature shows that Tertullian and Hippolytus were to a great

extent dependent on Irenseus. What amount of innovation these

men independently contributed can therefore still be ascertained.

Both are men of the second generation. Tertullian is related

to Irenaeus pretty much as Calvin to Luther. This parallel holds

good in more than one respect. First, Tertullian drew up

a series of plain dogmatic formulae which are not found in Ire-

nseus and which proved of the greatest importance in succeeding

times. Secondly, he did not attain the power, vividness, and

unity of religious intuition which distinguish Irenaeus. The truth

rather is that, just because of his forms, he partly destroyed the

unity of the matter and partly led it into a false path of develop-

ment. Thirdly, he everywhere endeavoured to give a conception

of Christianity which represented it as the divine law, whereas

in Irenaeus this idea is overshadowed by the conception of the

Gospel as real redemption. The main problem therefore resolves

itself into the question as to the position of Irenaeus in the

history of the Church. To what extent were his expositions new,

to what extent were the standards he formulated already employed

in the Churches, and in which of them? We cannot form to

ourselves a sufficiently vivid picture of the interchange of Christian

writings in the Church after the last quarter of the second cen-

tury. ' Every important work speedily found its way into

the churches of the chief cities in the Empire. The diftusion

was not merely from East to West, though this was the general

rule. At the beginning of the fourth century there was in Cae-

sarea a Greek translation of TertuUian's Apology and a collection

> See my studies respecting the tradition of the Greek Apologists of the second

century in the early Church in tlie Texte und Unters, z. Gesch. der alt christL

Litteratur, Vol. I. Part I. 2.
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of Cyprian's epistles. ' The influence of the Roman Church

extended over the greater part of Christendom. Up till about

the year 260 the Churches in East and West had still in some
degree a common history.

3. The developments in the history of dogma within the

period extending from about 150 to about 300 were by

no means brought about in the different communities at the

same time and in a completely analogous fashion. This

fact is in great measure concealed from us, because our

authorities are almost completely derived from those leading

Churches that were connected with each other by constant

intercourse. Yet the difference can still be clearly proved

by the ratio of development in Rome, Lyons, and Carthage

on the one hand, and in Alexandria on the other. Besides,

we have several valuable accounts showing that in more remote

provinces and communities the development was slower,

and a primitive and freer condition of things much longer

preserved.
"

4. From the time that the clergy acquired complete sway

over the Churches, that is, from the beginning of the second

third of the third century, the development of the history of

dogma practically took place within the ranks of that class, and

was carried on by its learned men. Every mystery they set

up therefore became doubly mysterious to the laity, for these

did not even understand the terms, and hence it formed another

new fetter.

1 See Euseb., H.E. II. 2; VI. 43.

- See the accounts of Christianity in Edessa and the far East generally

The Acta Archelai and the Homilies of Aphraates should also be specially

examined. Cf. further Euseb., H. E. VI. 12, and finally the remains of the Latin-

Christian literature of the third century—apart from Tertullian, Cyprian and

Novatian—as found partly under the name of Cyprian, partly under other titles.

Commodian, Arnobius, and Lactantius are also instructive here. This literature has

been but little utilised with respect to the history of dogma and of the Church.



FIXING AND GRADUAL SECULARISING OF
CHRISTIANITY AS A CHURCH.

CHAPTER II.

THE SETTING UP OF THE APOSTOLIC STANDARDS FOR

ECCLESIASTICAL CHRISTIANITY. THE CATHOLIC

CHURCH. '

We may take as preface to this chapter three celebrated

passages from TertuUian's "de praescriptione haereticorum." In

chap. 21 we find: "It is plain that all teaching that agrees

with those apostolic Churches which are the wombs and origins

of the faith must be set down as truth, it being certain that

such doctrine contains that which the Church received from the

Apostles, the Apostles from Christ, and Christ from God." In

chap. 36 we read: "Let us see what it (the Roman Church) has

learned, what it has taught, and what fellowship it has likewise

had with the African Churches. It acknowledges one God the

' In itself the predicate ''Catholic"" contains no element that signifies a secularising

of the Church. "Catholic" originally means Christianity in its totality as contrasted

with single congregations. Hence the concepts "all communities"" and the ''universal

Church " are identical. But from the beginning there was a dogmatic element

in the concept of the universal Church, in so far as the latter was conceived to

have been spread over the whole earth by the Apostles; an idea which involved

the conviction that only that could be true which was found everywhere in Christen-

dom. Consequently, "entire or universal Christendom," "the Church spread over

the whole earth," and "the true Church" were regarded as identical conceptions.

In this way the concept "Catholic" became a pregnant one, and finally received

a dogmatic and political content. As this result actually took place, it is not

inappropriate to speak of pre-Catholic and Catholic Christianity.
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Lord, the creator of the universe, and Jesus Christ, the Son of

God the creator, born of the Virgin Mary, as well as the resur-

rection of the flesh. It unites the Law and the Prophets with

the writings of the Evangelists and Apostles. From these it

draws its faith, and by their authority it seals this faith with

water, clothes it with the Holy Spirit, feeds it with the eucharist,

and encourages martyrdom. Hence it receives no one who rejects

this institution." In chap. 32 the following challenge is addressed

to the heretics :
" Let them unfold a series of their bishops

proceeding by succession from the beginning in such a way
that this first bishop of theirs had as his authority and prede-

cessor some one of the Apostles or one of the apostolic men,

who, however, associated with the Apostles." * From the con-

sideration of these three passages it directly follows that three

standards are to be kept in view, viz., the apostolic doctrine,

the apostolic canon of Scripture, and the guarantee of apostolic

authority, afforded by the organisation of the Church, that is,

by the episcopate, and traced back to apostolic institution. It

will be seen that the Church always adopted these three stand-

ards together, that is simultaneously. ^ As a matter of fact they

originated in Rome and gradually made their way in the other

Churches. That Asia Minor had a share in this is probable,

though the question is involved in obscurity. The three Catho-

* Translator's note. The following is Tertullian's Latin as given by Professor

Harnack: Cap. 21: -'Constat omnem doctrinam qua; cum ecclesiis apostolicis

matricibus et originalibus fidei conspiret veritati deputandam, id sine dubio tenen-

tem quod ecclesire ab apostolis, apostoli a Christo, Christus a deo accepit."

Cap. 36 : "Videamus quid (ecclesia Romanensis) didicerit, quid docuerit, cum
Africanis quoque ecclesiis contesserarit. Unum deum dominum novit, creatorem

universitatis, et Christum lesum ex virgine Maria filium dei creatoris, et carnis re-

surrectionem ; legem et prophetas cum evangelicis et apostolicis litteris miscet ; inde

potat fidem, eam aqua signat, sancto spiritu vestit, eucharistia pascit, martyrium

exhartatur, et ita adversus hanc institutionem neminem recipit." Chap. 32:'-Evol-

vant ordinem episcoporum suorum, ita per successionem ab initio decurrentem, ut

primus ille episcopus aliquem ex apostolis vel apostolicis viris, qui tarnen cum
apostolis perseveravit, habuerit auctorem et antecessorem.'"

1 Xone of the three standards, for instance, were in the original of the first

six books of the Apostolic Constitutions, which belong to the third century and

are of Syrian origin; but instead of them the Old Testament and Gospel on the

one hand, and the bishop, as the God of the community, on the other, are taken

as authorities.
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lie standards had their preparatory stages, (i) in short kerygmatic

creeds; (2) in the authority of the Lord and the formless

apostoHc tradition as well as in the writings read in the Churches

;

(3) in the veneration paid to apostles, prophets, and teachers,

or the "elders" and leaders of the individual communities.

A. The Transformation of the Baptismal Confession

into the Apostolic Rule of Faith.

It has been explained (vol. I. p. 157) that the idea of the

complete identity of what the Churches possessed as Christian

communities with the doctrine or regulations of the twelve

Apostles can already be shown in the earliest Gentile-Christian

literature. In the widest sense the expression, x^vi;/ -•/,:

7rxpix,'Zo<7s:cc (canon of tradition), originally included all that was

traced back to Christ himself through the medium of the Apostles

and was of value for the faith and life of the Church, together

with everything that was or seemed her inalienable possession,

as, for instance, the Christian interpretation of the Old Testament.

In the narrower sense that canon consisted of the history and

words of Jesus. In so far as they formed the content of faith

they were the faith itself, that is, the Christian truth; in so far

as this faith was to determine the essence of everything Christian,

it might be termed xxvcüv rijc Trhrsccc, •a.x-jx'j t-^c xKy^sIx!: (canon of

the faith, canon of the truth). ' But the very fact that the

extent of what was regarded as tradition of the Apostles was

quite undetermined ensured the possibility of the highest degree

of freedom; it was also still allowable to give expression to

' See Zahn, Glaubensregel und Taufbekenntniss in der alten Kirche in the

Zeitschrift f. Kirchl. Wissensch. u. Kirchl. Leben, 1881, Part 6, p. 302 ff., espe-

cially p. 314 ff. In the Epistle of Jude, v. 3, mention is made of the «VaS Kxfx-

SoSslia-x Toic, xyioic; x/a-T/i;, and in v. 20 of "building yourselves up in your most holy

faith." See Polycarp, ep. III. 2 (also VII. 2; II. i). In either case the expressions

Kxvuv Tvii; 'TfiiXTSbic,, xxvuv TVji; x^itäeix^, or the like, might stand for ttio-tiz, for the faith

itself is primarily the canon ; but it is the canon only in So far as it is comprehen-

sible and plainly defined. Here lies the transition to a new interpretation of the

conception of a standard in its relation to the faith. Voigt has published an

excellent investigation of the concept kxvuv ri^t; x^yiSi/x^ cum synonymis

(Eine verschollene Urkunde des antimont. Kampfes, 1891, pp. 184—205).
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Christian inspiration and to the intuition of enthusiasm without

any regard to tradition.

We now know that before the violent conflict with Gnosticism

short formulated summaries of the faith had already grown out

of the missionary practice of the Church (catechising). The
shortest formula was that which defined the Christian faith as

belief in the Father, Son, and Spirit. ' It appears to have been

universally current in Christendom about the year 1 50. In the

solemn transactions of the Church, therefore especially in baptism,

in the great prayer of the Lord's Supper, as well as in the

exorcism of demons, - fixed formulae were used. They embraced

also such articles as contained the most important facts in the

history of Jesus. ' We know definitely that not later than about

the middle of the second century (about 140 A.D.) the Roman
Church possessed a fixed creed, which every candidate for baptism

had to profess ;
^ and something similar must also have existed

1 In Hennas, Mand. I., we find a still shorter formula which only contains the

confession of the monarchy of God, who created the world, that is the formula

TTiTTSvu Sit; eva 6sbv vxvTXicpxTopos, which did not originate with the baptismal

ceremony. But though at first the monarchy may have been the only dogma in the

strict sense, the mission of Jesus Christ beyond doubt occupied a place alongside

of it from the beginning; and the new religion was inconceivable without this.

- See on this point Justin, index to Otto's edition. It is not surprising that

formulas similar to those used at baptism were employed in the exorcism of

demons. However, we cannot immediately infer from the latter what was the

wording of the baptismal confession. Though, for example, it is an established

fact that in Justin's time demons were exorcised with the words: "In the name of

Jesus Christ who was crucified under Pontius Pilate," it does not necessarily follow

from this that these words were also found in the baptismal confession. The sign

of the cross was made over those possessed by demons; hence nothing was more
natural than that these words should be spoken. Hence they are not necessarily

borrowed from a baptismal confession.

3 These facts were known to every Christian. They are probably also alluded

to in Luke I. 4.

* The most important result of Caspari's extensive and exact studies is the

establishment of this fact and the fixing of the wording of the Romish Confession.

(Ungedruckte, unbeachtete und wenig beachtete Quellen z. Gesch. des Taufsymbols

u d. Glaubensregeis. 3 Vols. 1866— 1875. Alte u. neue Quellen zur Gesch. des

Taufsymbols u. d. Glaubensregel, 1879). After this Hahn, Bibliothek d. Symbole u.

Glaubensregeln der alten Kirche. 2 Aufl. 1877; see also my article '"Apostol.

Symbol" in Herzog's R.E.. 2nd. ed., as well as Book I. of the present work,

Chap. III. § 2.
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in Smyrna and other Churches of Asia Minor about the year

1 50, in some cases, even rather earlier. We may suppose that

formulae of similar plan and extent were also found in other

provincial Churches about this time. ' Still it is neither probable

that all the then existing communities possessed such creeds, nor

that those who used them had formulated them in such a rigid

way as the Roman Church had done. The proclamation of the

history of Christ predicted in the Old Testament, the •/,•/; :-jyy.x

rijc x)y,^six:, also accompanied the short baptismal formula

without being expressed in set terms. -

Words of Jesus and, in general, directions for the Christian

life were not, as a rule, admitted into the short formulated

creed. In the recently discovered "Teaching of the Apostles"

(A/^Ä%vj t:c'j x77077o?.:c-^) we have no doubt a notable attempt

to fix the rules of Christian life as traced back to Jesus through

the medium of the Apostles, and to elevate them into the

foundation of the confederation of Christian Churches ; but

this undertaking, which could not but have led the development

of Christianity into other paths, did not succeed. That the

formulated creeds did not express the principles of conduct, but

the facts on which Christians based their faith, was an unavoid-

able necessity. Besides, the universal agreement of all earnest

and thoughtful minds on the question of Christian morals was

practically assured, •* Objection was not taken to the principles

1 This supposition is based on observation of the fact that particular

statements of the Roman Symbol, in exactly the same form or nearly so, are

found in many early Christian writings. See Patr. App. Opp, I. 2. ed. 2.

pp. 115—42.

- The investigations which lead to this result are of a very complicated nature

and cannot therefore be given here. We must content ourselves with remarking

that all Western baptismal formulae (creeds) may be traced back to the Roman,

and that there was no universal Eastern creed on parallel lines with the latter.

There is no mistaking the importance which, in these circumstances, is to be

attributed to the Roman symbol and Church as regards the development of

Catholicism.

3 This caused the pronounced tendency of the Church to the formation of

dogma, a movement for which Paul had already paved the way. The development

of Christianity, as attested, for example, by the AtSxx^' received an additional

factor in the dogmatic tradition, which soon gained the upper hand. The great

reaction is then found in monasticism. Here again the rules of moralilv become
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of morality—at least this was not a primary consideration—for

there were many Greeks to whom they did not seem foolishness,

but to the adoration of Christ as he was represented in tradition

and to the Church's worship of a God, who, as creator of the

world and as a speaking and visible being, appeared to the

Greeks, with their ideas of a purelyjspiritual deity, to be inter-

woven with the world, and who, as the God worshipped by the

Jews also, seemed clearly distinct from the Supreme Being. This

gave rise to the mockery of the heathen, the theological art

of the Gnostics, and the radical reconstruction of tradition as

attempted by Marcion. With the freedom that still prevailed

Christianity was in danger of being resolved into a motley mass

of philosophic speculations or of being completely detached from

its original conditions. '• It was admitted on all sides that Christi-

anity had its starting-point in certain facts and sayings ; but if

any and every interpretation of those facts and sayings was

possible, if any system of philosophy might be taught into which

the words that expressed them might be woven, it is clear that

there could be but little cohesion between the members of the

Christian communities. The problem arose and pressed for an

answer : What should be the basis of Christian union ? But the

problem was for a time insoluble. For there was no standard

and no court of appeal. " From the very beginning, when the

differences in the various Churches began to threaten their unity,

appeal was probably made to the Apostles' doctrine, the words

of the Lord, tradition, "sound doctrine", definite facts, such as

the reality of the human nature (flesh) of Christ, and the reality

of his death and resurrection. ' In instruction, in exhortations,

and above all in opposing erroneous doctrines and moral aber-

tlie prevailing feature, and therefore the old Christian gnomic literature attains in

this movement a second period of vigour. In it again dogmatics only form the

background for the strict regulation of life. In the instruction given as a pre-

paration for baptism the Christian moral commandments were of course always

inculcated, and the obligation to observe these was expressed in the renunciation

of Satan and all his works. In consequence of this, there were also fixed fonnulce

in these cases.

^ See the Pastoral Epistles, those of John and of Ignatius; also the epistle of

Jude, I Clem. VII., Polycarp, ad Philipp. VII.. II. I, VI. 3, Justin.
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rations, this precept was inculcated from the beginning : x~c>.'t7ru[ji,£v

rxc 'Asvxq y.xi iJ.xrxix: (ppovri'hx:^ y.x) fA^:ü,af> iV/ r;v svy./.sij y.xi T£[/,vh

rijc xxpx^OTsooc '/i[/.oo'j zx'jo'^x ("Let us leave off vain and foolish

thoughts and betake ourselves to the glorious and august canon of

our tradition "). But the very question was : What is sound doctrine?

What is the content of tradition? Was the flesh of Christ a

reality? etc. There is no doubt that Justin, in opposition to those

whom he viewed as pseudo-Christians, insisted on the absolute

necessity of acknowledging certain definite traditional facts and
made this recognition the standard of orthodoxy. To all appearance

it was he who began the great literary struggle for the expulsion

of heterodoxy (see his I'J'j-x.yij.x. yx-x 77x.7^'j rxv ysys'j-.jiji.hxv

xipsiTfCüi/)
; but, judging from those writings of his that have

been preserved to us, it seems very unlikely that he was already

successful in finding a fixed standard for determining orthodox

Christianity. '

The permanence of the communities, however, depended on

the discovery of such a standard. They were no longer held

together by the conscientia religionis, the tmitas disciplinie, and

the fccdiis spei. The Gnostics were not solely to blame for that.

• In the apologetic writings of Justin the courts of appeal invariably continue

to be the Old Testament, the words of the Lord, and the communications of

prophets; hence he has hardly insisted on any other in his anti-heretical work. On
the other hand we cannot appeal to the observed fact that TertuUian also, in his

apologetic writings, did not reveal his standpoint as a churchman and opponent

of heresy, for, with one exception, he did not discuss heretics in these tractates at

all. On the contrary Justin discussed their position even in his apologetic writings

;

but nowhere, for instance, wrote anything similar to Theophilus' remarks in "•ad

Autol.," II. 14. Justin was acquainted with and frequently alluded to fixed formula'

and perhaps a baptismal symbol related to the Roman, if not essentially identical

with it. (See Bornemann. Das Taufsymbol Justins in the Ztschr. f. K. G. Vol. III.

p. I ff.), but we cannot prove that he utilised these formula; in the sense of Irenceus

and TertuUian. We find him using the expression opioyvui^ovei; in Dial. 80. The
resurrection of the flesh and the thousand years' kingdom (at Jerusalem) are there

reckoned among the beliefs held by the op^oyvuiJLovs^ kxtoc xxvrct Xftttrnxvot. But

it is very characteristic of the standpoint taken up by Justin that he places between

the heretics inspired by demons and the orthodox a class of Christians to whom
he gives the general testimony that they are t?? xxSxfxt; xx) eva-sßovi; yvw/zi^?,

though they are not fully ortiiodo.x in so far as they reject one important doctrine.

Such an estimate would have been impossible to Irenaeus aad TertuUian. They

have advanced to tlie principle that he who violates the law of faith in one point

is guilty of breaking it all.
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They rather show us merely the excess of a continuous trans-

formation which no community could escape. The gnosis

which subjected religion to a critical examination awoke in

proportion as religious life from generation to generation lost

its warmth and spontaneity. There was a time when the majority

of Christians knew themselves to be such, (i) because they had
the "Spirit" and found in that an indestructible guarantee of

their Christian position, (2) because they observed all the

commandments of Jesus (fvrcA^} ''lijTov). But when these

guarantees died away, and when at the same time the most
diverse doctrines that were threatening to break up the Church
were preached in the name of Christianity, the fixing of tradition

necessarily became the supreme task. Here, as in every other

case, the tradition was not fixed till after it had been to some
extent departed from. It was just the Gnostics themselves who
took the lead in a fixing process, a plain proof that the setting

up of dogmatic formula; has always been the support of new
formations. But the example set by the Gnostics was the very

thing that rendered the problem difficult. Where was a beginning

to be made? "There is a kind of unconscious logic in the minds

of masses of men when great questions are abroad, which some
one thinker throws into suitable form." ' There could be no

doubt that the needful thing was to fix what was "apostolic",

for the one certain thing was that Christianity was based on a divine
,

revelation which had been transmitted through the medium
of the Apostles to the Churches of the whole earth. It certainly

was not a single individual who hit on the expedient of

affirming the fixed forms employed by the Churches in their

solemn transactions to be apostolic in the strict sense. It must

have come about by a natural process. But the confession of

the Father, Son, and Spirit and the kerygvia of Jesus Christ

had the most prominent place among these forms. The special

emphasising of these articles, in opposition to the Gnostic and

Marcionite undertakings, may also be viewed as the result of

the "common sense" of all those who clung to the belief that

the Father of Jesus Christ was the creator of the world, and

^ Hatch, "Organisation of the Church ", p. 96.
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that the Son of God really appeared in the flesh. But that was

not everywhere sufficient, for, even admitting that about the

period between 150 and 180 A.D. all the Churches had a fixed

creed which they regarded as apostolic in the strict sense—and

this cannot be proved,—the most dangerous of all Gnostic

schools, viz., those of Valentinus, could recognise this creed,

since they already possessed the art of explaining a given text

in whatever way they chose. What was needed was an apostolic

creed definitely interpreted ; for it was only by the aid of

a definite interpretation that the creed could be used to

repel the Gnostic speculations and the Marcionite conception of

Christianity.

In this state of matters the Church of Rome, the proceedings

of which are known to us through Irenaius and Tertullian, took,

with regard to the fixed Roman baptismal confession ascribed

to the Apostles, the following step: The Antignostic interpret-

ation required by the necessities of the times was proclaimed

as its self-evident content; the confession, thus explained, was

designated as the "Catholic faith" ("fides catholica "), that is

the rule of truth for the faith; and its acceptance was made
the test of adherence to the Roman Church as well as to the-'

general confederation of Christendom. Irenaius was not the

author of this proceeding. How far Rome acted with the cooper-

ation or under the influence of the Church of Asia Minor is a

matter that is still obscure,' and will probably never be deter-

mined with certainty. What the Roman community accomplished

practically was theoretically established by Irenaius - and Ter-

tullian. The former proclaimed the baptismal confession, defi-

nitely interpreted and expressed in an Antignostic form, to

be the apostolic rule of truth (regula veritatis), and tried

I We can only conjecture that some teachers in Asia Minor contemporar\- with

;

Irenseus, or even of older date, and especially Melito, proceeded in like manner,

adhering to Polycarp's exclusive attitude. Dionysius of Corinth (Eusehius. H. K. IV.

23. 2, 4) may perhaps be also mentioned.

- Irenseus set forth his theory in a great work, adv. liaeres., esjiecially in tlie

third book. Unfortunately his treatise, " ?^6yoi; sic S7ri2sihv rov xtovto^ikov y.v,f6y-

iJiXTO^", probably the oldest treatise on the rule of faith, has not been preserved

(Euseb., n. E. V. 26.)
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to prove it so. He based his demonstration on the theory

that this series of doctrines embodied the faith of the churches

founded by the Apostles, and that these communities had

ahvays preserved the apostoHc teaching unchanged (see under C).

Viewed historically, this thesis, which preserved Christianity

from complete dissolution, is based on two unproved assump-

tions and on a confusion of ideas. It is not demonstrated that

any creed emanated from the Apostles, nor that the Churches

they founded always preserved their teaching in its original

form ; the creed itself, moreover, is confused with its interpret-

ation. Finally, the existence of a fides catholica, in the strict

sense of the word, cannot be justly inferred from the essential

agreement found in the doctrine of a series of communities. ^

But, on the other hand, the course taken by Irenaius was the

only one capable of saving what yet remained of primitive

Christianity, and that is its historical justification. A fides apos-

tolica had to be set up and declared identical with the already

existing fides eatJiolica. It had to be made the standard for

judging all particular doctrinal opinions, that it might be deter-

mined whether they were admissible or not.

The persuasive power with which Irena^us set up the principle of

the apostolic " rule of truth," or of "tradition " or simply of" faith,"

was undoubtedly, as far as he himself was concerned, based on the

facts that he had already a rigidly formulated creed before him

and that he had no doubt as to its interpretation. " The rule

^ Irenceus indeed asserts in several passages that all Chiuxhes—those in German'}",

Iberia, among tlie Celts, in the East, in Egypt, in Lybia and Italy; see I. lO. 2;

III. 3. i; III. 4. I sq.—possess the same apostolic kerygma\ but "qui nimis probat

nihil probat." The extravagance of the expressions shows that a dogmatic theory

is here at work. Nevertheless this is based on the correct view that the Gnostic

speculations are foreign to Christianity and of later date.

- We must further point out here that Irenreus not only knew the tradition of the

Churches of Asia Minor and Rome, but that he had sat at the feet of Polycarp and

associated in his youth with many of the "elders"' in Asia. Of these he knew for certain

that they in part did not approve of the Gnostic doctrines and in part would not

have done so. Tlie confidence with which he represented his antignostic inter-

pretation of the ci-eed as that of the Church of the Apostles was no doubt owing

to this sure historical recollection. See his epistle to Florinus in Euseb., H. E. V. 20

and his numerous references to the "-elders" in his great work. (.\ collection of

these may be found in Patr. App. Opp. I. 3, p. 105 sq.)
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of truth (also j^ utto rijg ey.yJ.yi7ix: y.'^pu77Z[Jt,aT/j x}.'/j^£ix " the truth

proclaimed by the Church;" and to T'/Jc dK'/iUtx: 5-a;/zir/5v, " the

body of the truth") is the old baptismal confession well known
to the communities for which he immediately writes. (See I. 9. 4

;

O'jToo 5f y.x) ro'j y.xvoyx r'/j.; x?.'^Ö£ixs xyJ.iT/j iv sxvr^: zxr^x^jy

h ^ix rov ßx7rri7fj(,xroc siKyi^ps, " in like manner he also who
retains immovably in his heart the rule of truth which he

received through baptism"); because it is this, it is apostolic, firm

and immovable. '

By the fixing of the rule of truth, the formulation of which

in the case of Irenaeus (I. 10. 1,2) naturally follows the arrange-

ment of the (Roman) baptismal confession, the most important

Gnostic theses were at once set aside and their antitheses

established as apostolic. In his apostolic rule of truth Irenaeus

himself already gave prominence to the following doctrines :

-

' Caspari's investigations leave no room for doubt as to the relation of the nile

of faith to the baptismal confession. The baptismal confession was not a deposit

resulting from fluctuating anti-heretical rules of faith ; but the latter were the explan-

ations of the baptismal confession. Tlie full authority of the confession itself was

transferred to every elucidation that appeared necessary, in so far as the needful

explanation was regarded as given with authority. Each momentary formula employed

to defend the Church against heresy has therefore the full value of the creed. This

explains the fact that, beginning with Irenseus' time, we meet with differently

formulated rules of faith, partly in tlie same writer, and yet each is declared to be

fhe rule of faith. Zahn is virtually right when he says, in his essay quoted above,

that the rule of faith is the baptismal confession. But, so far as I can judge, he has

not discerned the dilemma in which the Old Catholic Fathers were placed, and which

they were not able to conceal. This dilemma arose from the fact that the Church

needed an apostolic creed, expressed in fixed formulae and at the same time definitely

interpreted in an anti-heretical sense; whereas she only possessed, and this not in

all churches, a baptismal confession, contained in fixed formulae but not interpreted,

along with an ecclesiastical tradition which was not formulated, althougii it no

doubt excluded the most offensive Gnostic doctrines. It was not yet possible for

the Old Catholic Fathers to frame and formulate that doctrinal confession, and

they did not attempt it. The only course therefore was to assert that an elastic

collection of doctrines which were ever being formulated anew, was a fixed standard

in so far as it was based on a fixed creed. But this dilemma—we do not know
how it was viewed by opponents—proved an advantage in the end, for it enabled

churchmen to make continual additions to the rule of faith, whilst at the same time

continuing to assert its identity with tiie baptismal confession. We must make the

reservation, iiowever, that not only the baptismal confession, but other fi.xed

propositions as well, formed the basis on which particular rules of faith were

f(jrmulated.

3 Besides Irenceus I. lo. i, 2. cf. 9. 1—5: 22. i: 11. i. 1:9. i ; 28. i; 32. 3,
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the unity of God ; the identity of the supreme God with the

Creator; the identity of the supreme God with the God of the

Old Testament; the unity of Jesus Christ as the Son of the

God who created the world; the essential divinity of Christ;

the incarnation of the Son of God; the prediction of the

entire history of Jesus through the Holy Spirit in the Old

Testament ; the reality of that history ; the bodily reception

{h^xpxoc Jcyx/.y/-^ic) of Christ into heaven; the visible return

of Christ; the resurrection of all flesh (ivi^raT/.: ttxt-zic 7xpy2s,

7rx(7y,c xyßpciTröryiTo:), the universal judgment. These dogmas,

the antitheses of the Gnostic regulae, ' were consequently, as

apostolic and therefore also as Catholic, removed beyond all

discussion.

Tertullian followed Irenseus in every particular. He also

interpreted the (Romish) baptismal confession, represented it,

thus explained, as the regula fidei, - and transferred to the latter

the attributes of the confession, viz., its apostolic origin (or

origin from Christ), as well as its fixedness and completeness. '

Like Irenaeus, though still more stringently, he also endeavoured

to prove that the formula had descended from Christ, that is,

from the Apostles, and was incorrupt. He based his demon-

stration on the alleged incontestable facts that it contained the

faith of those Churches founded by the Apostles, that in these

communities a corruption of doctrine was inconceivable, because

in them, as could be proved, the Apostles had always had

successors, and that the other Churches were in communion with

them (see under C). In a more definite way than Irenaeus, Tertullian

conceives the rule of faith as a rule for the faith, ^ as the law given

4: in. I—4; II. i; 12. 9; 15. i: 16. 5 sq.; 18. 3; 24. i: IV. i. 2; 9. 2: 20. 6;

Zl- 7 sq.: V. Prxf. 12. 5; 20. i.

1 See Iren. I. 31. 3: II. Pr«f. 19. 8.

2 This expression is not found in Irenaeus, but is very common in Tertullian.

^ See de prasscr. 13: "Haec regula a Christo instituta nullas habet apud nos

qusestiones."

•* See 1. c. 14: "Ceterum manente forma regulae in suo ordine quantumlibet

quaeras et ti'actes."' See de virg. vol. i.
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to faith,' also as a " regula doctrina:; " or "doctrina regulae

"

(here the creed itself is quite plainly the regula), and even

simply as "doctrina" or " institutio". " As to the content of

the regula, it was set forth by Tertullian in three passages. '

It is essentially the same as in Irenaeus. But Tertullian

already gives prominence within the regula to the creation of

the universe out of nothing,^ the creative instrumentality of the

1 See 1. c. 14: '-Fides in regula posita est, habet legem et salutem de obser-

vatione legis," and de vir. vol. i.

- See de prsescr. 21: "Si hsec ita sunt, constat perinde omnem doctrinam, quit

cum illis ecclesiis apostolicis matricibus et originalibus fidei conspiret, veritati

deputandum . . . Superest ergo ut demonstremus an hasc nostra doctrina, cujus

regulam supra edidimus, de apostolorum traditione censeatur . . . Communicamus
cum ecclesiis catholicis, quod nulla doctrina diversa."' De prrescr. 32: "Ecclesia;,

quae licet nullum ex apostolis auctorem suum proferant, ut multo posteriores,

tarnen in eadem fide conspirantes non minus apostolicse deputantur pro consan-

guinitate doctrina;." That Tertullian regards the baptismal confession as identi-

cal with the regula ßdei\ just as Irenreus does, is shown by the fact that in de

spectac. 4 (''• Cum aquam ingressi Christianam fidem in legis suje verba profitemur,

renuntiasse nos diabolo et pompse et angelis eius ore nostro contestamur.") the

baptismal confession is the lex. He also calls it "sacramentum" (military oath)

in ad mart. 3; de idolol. 6; de corona 11; vScorp. 4. But he likewise gives the

same designation to the interpreted baptismal confession (de prajscr. 20, 32; adv.

Marc. IV. 5); for we must regard the passages cited as referring to this. Adv.

Marc. I. 21: '-regula sacramenti"; likewise V. 20, a passage .specially insti-uctive as

to the fact that there can be only one regula. The baptismal confession itself had

a fixed and short form (see de spectac. 4; de corona, 3: "amplius aliquid respon-

dentes quam dominus in evangelic determinavit"; de bapt. 2: '•-homo in aqua

demissus et inter pauca verba tinctus": de bapt. 6, 11; de orat. 2 etc.). We can

still prove that, apart from a subsequent alteration, it was the Roman confession

that was used in Carthage in the days of Tertullian. In de praescr. 26 Tertullian

admits that the Apostles may have spoken some things "inter domesticos", but

declares that they could not lie communications '-qua; aliam regulam fidei super-

ducerent."

3 De prKscr. 13; de virg. vol. i; adv. I'rax. 2. The latter ])assage is thus

worded: "Unicum quidem deum credimus, sub hac tamen dispensatione tpiam

hiy.ovofj.ix-j dicimus, ut uuici dei sit et filius sermo ipsius, qui ex ipso processerit,

per quem omnia facta sunt et sine quo factum est nihil, hunc missum a patre in

virginem et ex ea natum, hominem et deum, filium hominis et filium dei et

cugnominatum lesum Christum, hunc passum, hunc niorluum et sepultum secundum

scripturas et resuscitatum a patre et in coelo resumptum sedere ad dextram patris,

venturum judicare vivos et mortuos: qui exinde miserit secundum promissionem

suam a patre spiritum s. paracletum sanctificatorem fidei eorum qui credunt in

])atrem et filium et spiritum s. Hanc regulam ab initio evangelii decucurrisse."

* De pntscr. 13.
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1

Logos, ' his origin before all creatures, - a definite theory of

the Incarnation, •' the preaching by Christ of a nova lex and

a nova promissio regni ccelomni. ^ and finally also the Trinitarian

economy of God. '" Materially, therefore, the advance beyond

Irenaeus is already very significant, Tertullian^s regiila is in

point of fact a doctrina. In attempting to bind the communities

to this he represents them as schools. ^ The apostolic " lex et

doctrina" is to be regarded as inviolable by every Christian.

Assent to it decides the Christian character of the individual.

Thus the Christian disposition and life come to be a matter

which is separate from this and subject to particular conditions.

In this way the essence of rehgion was split up—the most fatal

turning-point in the history of Christianity.

But we are not of course to suppose that at the beginning

of the third century the actual bond of union between all the

Churches was a fixed confession developed into a doctrine, that

is, definitely interpreted. This much was gained, as is clear from

the treatise de prcEScriptione and from other evidence, that

in the communities with which Tertullian was acquainted,

mutual recognition and brotherly intercourse were made to

depend on assent to formulae which virtually coincided with

the Roman baptismal confession. Whoever assented to such a

formula was regarded as a Christian brother, and was entitled

to the salutation of peace, the name of brother, and hospitality.

'

1 L. c.

- L. c.

3 L. c. : '-id verbum filium eius appellatum, in nomine dei varie visum a patriarchis,

in prophetis semper auditum, postremo delatum ex spirilu patiis dei et virtute in

virginem Mariam, carnem factum, " etc.

4 L. c.

* Adv. Prax. 2 :
•• Unicum quidem deum credimus, sub hac tarnen dispensatione

quam oty.ovoiux^ dicimus, ut unici dei sit et filius sermo ipsius," etc.

s But Tertullian also knows of a '-regula disciplinas" (according to the New
Testament) on which he puts great value, and thereby shows that he has by no

means forgotten that Christianity is a matter of conduct. We cannot enter more

particularly into this rule here.

' Note here the use of ••contesserare" in Tertullian. See de prasscr. 20 : "Itaque

tot ac tantse ecclesise una est ilia ab apostolis prima, ex qua omnes. Sic omnes
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In SO far as Christians confined themselves to a doctrinal for-

mula which they, however, strictly applied, the adoption of this

practice betokened an advance. The scattered communities now-

possessed a "lex" to bind them together, quite as certainly as

the philosophic schools possessed a bond of union of a real

and practical character ' in the shape of certain briefly for-

mulated doctrines. In virtue of the common apostolic lex of

Christians the Catholic Church became a reality, and was at

the same time clearly marked off from the heretic sects. But

more than this was gained, in so far as the Antignostic inter-

pretation of the formula, and consequently a "doctrine", was

indeed in some measure involved in the lex. The extent to

which this was the case depended, of course, on the individual

community or its leaders. All Gnostics could not be excluded

by the wording of the confession ; and, on the other hand, every

formulated faith leads to a formulated doctrine, as soon as it

is set up as a critical canon. What we observe in Irenzeus

and Tertullian must have everywhere taken place in a greater

or less degree ; that is to say, the authority of the confessional

formula must have been extended to statements not found in

the formula itself.

We can still prove from the works of Clement of Alexan-

dria that a confession claiming to be an apostolic law of faith,
-

ostensibly comprehending the whole essence of Christianity, was

not set up in the different provincial Churches at one and the

prima et omnes apostolicse, dum una omnes. Probant unitatem communicatio pacis

et appellatio fraternitatis et contesseratio hospitalitatis, quje iura non alia ratio

regit quam eiusdem sacramenti una traditio." De prtescr. 36: '"Videamus, quid

ecclesia Romanensis cum Africanis ecclesiis contesserarit."

1 We need not here discuss whether and in what way the model of the phil-

osophic schools was taken as a standard. But we may refer to the fact that from

the middle of the second century the Apologists, that is the Christian philosophers,

had exercised a very great influence on the Old Catholic Fathers. But we cannot

say that 2. John 7—11 and Didache XI. i f. attest the practice to be a very old

one. These passages only show that it had preparatory stages; the main element,

namely, the formulated summary of the faith, is there sought for in vain.

- Herein lay the defect, even if the content of the law of faith had coincided

completely with the earliest tradition. A man like Tertullian knew how to protect

himself in his own way from this defect, but his attitude is not typical.
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same time. From this it is clearly manifest that at this period

the Alexandrian Church neither possessed a baptismal confession

similar to that of Rome, nor understood by " regula fidei

"

and synonymous expressions a collection of beliefs fixed in

some fashion and derived from the apostles. " Clement of

Alexandria in his Stromateis appeals to the holy (divine)

1 Hegesippus, who wrote about the time of Eleutherus, and was in Rome about

the middle of the second century (probably somewhat earlier than Irenaeus), already

set up the apostolic rule of faith as a standard. This is clear from the description

of his work in Euseb.. H. E. IV. 8. 2 {ev ttsmts a-vyypixiu.i/.xa-iv rifv xttäxv^ vccpx-

Soo-iv rov x7roa-TO?^iy.ov KvjpvyiiXToc vTtotJ.vvi(j.xTt7X(jL€y/OQ) as well as from the fragments

of this work (I.e. IV. 22.' 2, 3:0 op&oi; Aoyoi; and § 5 i(x.ipiTxv rijv svutiv tvic

sKK^ija-ixg (pSopifzxioti; AoyoK; kxtx rov SsoO ; see also § 4). Hegesippus already

regarded the unity of the Church as dependent on the correct doctrine. Polycrates

(Euseb., H. E. V. 24. 6) used the expression hxvwv tvic, Trirrrsoo^ in a very wide

sense. But we may beyond doubt attribute to him the same conception with regard

to the significance of the rule of faith as was held by his opponent Victor The
Antimontanist (in Euseb. H. E. V. 16. 22.) will only allow that the martyrs who
went to death for the y.xrce xÄ^hixv Triimt; were those belonging to the Church.

The regula fidei is not here meant, as in this case it was not a subject of dispute.

On the other hand, the anonymous writer in Eusebius, H. E. V. 28. 6, 13 understood

by TO hHy.Ä-/j(7ixa-Tixov (^povyjizx or kxvwv t^q xpxaixQ TTiiTTSWt; the interpreted

baptismal confession, just as Irenaeus and Tertullian did. Hippolytus entirely agrees

with these (see Philosoph. Pr^f., p. 4. v. 50 sq. and X. 32—34). Whether we are

to ascribe the theory of Irenceus to Theophilus is uncertain. His idea of the Church

is that of Irenjeus (ad Autol. II. 14): SsSwksv 6 ©so? Tip y.6<rfj.cc xvixxivoizsvcc y.xt

Xiti/,x^oiJ.sv(i] vxb TÜv x(j.xpTii(iXTMV Txz uvvxyM-/ x(;, ?\syo(j.svx^ oe iy.K^i^Tixc; xytxq,

iv xIq KxSxTrsp Knj.i(7iv sv6p(JL0tQ EV vvj<j-oii; XI '^i^xuKxhixi T^c, xKv\^six!; siaiv. . . Kx}

üa-TTsp xit vi^(rot eiTtv STSpxi TrsTpoiiSsii; y.x} xvvSpot xxi XKxpTTOi hxi SyipiwSsii; y.x:

xo/y.yiTOi STTi ß?Mßy, tmv x/so'yrwv . . . ouruic; sia-iv xi $iox(ry.xÄixi tvjc x/ävjjc, Ksyu

^i rüv xlpe(7i(ü'j^ xi etxTTOÄÄvcvtj-iv rciii; 7:po(7to-jrxi; xiirxlc.

- This has been contested by Caspari (Ztschr. f. Kirchl. Wissensch. 1886, Part. 7,

p. 352 ff. : "Did the Alexandrian Church in Clement's time possess a baptismal

confession or not"?); but his arguments have not convinced me. Caspari correctly

shows that in Clement the expression "ecclesiastical canon" denotes the summary
of the Catholic faith and of the Catholic rule of conduct; but he goes on to trace

the baptismal confession, and that in a fixed form, in the expression vj Tspi rüv

IJLsyia-TüJv Sfzo^oyix, .Strom. VII. 15. 90 (see remarks on this passage below), and is

supported in this view by Voigt, 1. c. p. 196 ff. I also regard this as a baptismal

confession ; but it is questionable if it was definitely formulated, and the passage

is not conclusive on the point. But, supposing it to be definitely formulated, who
can prove that it went further than the formula in Hermas, Mand. I. with the

addition of a mere mention of the Son and Holy Spirit. That a free kerygma of

Christ and some other matter were added to Hermas, Mand. I. may still be proved

by a reference to Orig., Comm. in Joh. XXXII. 9 (see the passage in vol. I. jx 155.)-

3
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Scriptures, to the teaching of the Lord, ' and to the standard

tradition which he designates by a great variety of names,

though he never gives its content, because he regards the whole

of Christianity in its present condition as needing to be recon-

structed by gnosis, and therefore as coming under the head of

tradition. ' In one respect therefore, as compared with Irenaeus

and TertuUian, he to some extent represents an earHer stand-

point; he stands midway between them and Justin. From this

author he is chiefly distinguished by the fact that he employs

sacred Christian writings as well as the Old Testament, makes

the true Gnostic quite as dependent on the former as on the

latter and has lost that naive view of tradition, that is, the

complete content of Christianity, which Irenaeus and TertuUian

still had. As is to be expected, Clement too assigns the

ultimate authorship of the tradition to the Apostles ; but it is

characteristic that he neither does this of such set purpose as

Irenaius and TertuUian, nor thinks it necessary to prove that

the Church had presented the apostolic tradition intact. But

as he did not extract from the tradition a fixed complex of

fundamental propositions, so also he failed to recognise the import-

ance of its publicity and catholicity, and rather placed an esoteric

alongside of an exoteric tradition. Although, like Irenaeus and

TertuUian, his attitude is throughout determined by opposition to the

Gnostics and Marcion, he supposes it possible to refute them

by giving to the Holy Scriptures a scientific exposition which

must not oppose the y.x'jh'j rijc £xz?.yi<7ix:, that is, the Christian

common sense, but receives from it only certain guiding rules.

But this attitude of Clement would be simply inconceivable

if the Alexandrian Church of his time had already employ-

ed the fixed standard applied in those of Rome, Carthage

(
1 'H KVficcm SiSxa-KxAix, e.g., \l. 15. 124: VI. 18. 165; VII. 10. 57; VII. 15. 90;'

VII. 18. 165, etc.

2 We do not find in Clement the slightest traces of a baptismal confession

related to the Roman, unless we reckon the ©so? xocvTOKpocTup or sli; 0. t. as such.

But this designation of God is found everywhere and is not characteristic of the

baptismal confession. In the lost treatise on the Passover Clement expounded tlie

'^ xxpxSoreti; rcSv «p%«<wv vpsurßvTspuv''^ which had been transmitted to him.
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and Lyons. ' Such a standard did not exist ; but Clement

made no distinction in the yet unsystematised tradition, even

between faith and discipHne, because as a theologian he was

not able to identify himself with any single article of it without

• Considering the importance of the matter it is necessary to quote as copiously

as possible from original sources. In Strom. IV. 15. 98, we find the expression

y.xvuv tJjc vitTTSui;; but the context shows that it is used here in a quite general

sense. With regard to the statement of Paul: "whatever you do, do it to the

glory of God," Clement remarks oV« vtto tov xäcvövie tJJ? viaTsug ttoisIv stitstpxtttxi.

In Strom. I. 19. 96; VL 15. 125; VI. 18. 165; VII. 7. 41 ; VIL 15. 90; VIL 16. 105 we find

6 Kxvuv TvJ? sKK^y^irixi; (exxAvfo-zAa-Tiw?). In the first passage that canon is the rule for the

right observance of the Lord's Supper. In the other passages it describes no doubt the

correct doctrine, that is, the rule by which the orthodox Gnostic has to be guided

jn contrast with the heretics who are guided by their own desires (it is therefore

parallel to the SiSxiricx^tx too avpiov); but Clement feels absolutely no need to

mention wherein this ecclesiastical canon consists. In Strom IV. 1.3; VI. 15. 124; M-
15. 131; VII. 16. 94, we find the expression y.xviiov tjj? x^viöiixi;. In the first

passage it is said: i) yovv kxtx tov tjJ? x?^vi^sixi; y.xvovx yvwa-r/x^; 7rxpx§d<}-£ü)(;

^v/Ttohoyix, (zxÄÄov Se eTTovTStx, sk tov Trepi y.o(7(jiO'yovtxc, '^pryfTxi Koyov, svSsvSs

xvxßxivov<7x sTTt TO QsoXoyixov slSog. Here no one can understand by the rule of

truth what TertuUian understood by it. Very instructive is the second passage in

which Clement is dealing ^with the right and wrong exposition of Scripture. He
says first: TrxpxxxTxS^x^i xTroStSoi^evii @S(i i] kxtx tviv tov xvp/ov SiSxirxxf^ixv Six

TÜV x7ro(rTÖÄCiiv xvtov tvh &so(3-sßovi; TrxpxSöcreciii; a-vvetriz tb y.xi trvvxaziiirtz; then

lie demands that the Scriptures be interpreted hxtx tov t55? xP^yfösixi; xxvövx, or t.

£y.y.Äif<7. Kxv. ; and continues (125) : xxvuv Se eKKf^i^iTtxiTTtKOZ ii a-vvuSix axi vi a-vf/.-

^wvix v6iJ.ov re xxl TrpocpifTcSv Tjj kxtx Tijv tov y.vpi'ov vxpova-ixv vxpxhiSonsvv)

stx&^^Kjfi. Here then the agreement of the Old Testament with the Testament of

Christ is described as the ecclesiastical canon. Apart from the question as to

whether Clement is here already referring to a New Testament canon of Scripture, his

rule agrees with Tertullian's testimony about the Roman Church : " legem et proph-

etas cum evangelicis et apostolicis litteris miscet.'" But at any rate the passage shows
the broad sense in which Clement used the term " ecclesiastical canon." The following

expressions are also found in Clement: -^ äAj^Sjj? rij? fu.xy.xpixt; St§xo-xxÄix!;vxpxSoa-ii;

(I. 1. 1 1), XI xytxi TTxpxSöffSte; (VII. 18. 1 10), vi svKÄsiii; kxi as(j.voQ tvjz TxpxSoasüic^ xxvcüv

(all gnosis is to be guided by this, see also i\ y.xTx tjjv ^eixv TrxpxSoa-iv <pi?,oa-o<pix,

I, 1. 15. I: II. 52., also the expression it Ssix TrxpxSoa-tQ (VII. 16. 103), vi skkK-/i-

TtXTTlKij TTXpxSoa-K; (VII. 16. 95), XI TOV XpilTTOV TrxpxSÖOSli; (VII. 16. 99), if TOV

Kvpiov TTxpocSoa-ii; (VII. 17. 106: VII. 16. 104), ^ äeoasßiji; TxpxSoa-i^ (VI. 15. 124).

Its content is not more precisely defined, and, as a rule, nothing more can he

gathered from the context than what Clement once calls to xoivov Tijt; Tr/o-Tew?

(VII. 16. 97). Where Clement wishes to determine the content more accurately he

makes use of supplementary terms. He speaks, e.g., in III. i o. 66 of the kxtx
«Avjfle/izv evxyysMy.OQ xxvouv, and means by that the tradition contained in the Gospels

recognised by the Church in contradistinction to that found in other gospels (IV. 4. 15 :

KXTX TOV y,xvQvx TOV svxyysKiov = y.xTX t. si/xyy.). In none of these formulae is
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hesitation, and because he ascribed to the true Gnostic the

ability to fix and guarantee the truth of Christian doctrine.

Origen, although he also attempted to refute the heretics

chiefly by a scientific exegesis of the Holy Scriptures, exhibits

any notice taken of the Apostles. That Clement (like Justin) traced back the public

tradition to the Apostles is a matter of course and manifest from I. i. ii, where

he gives an account of his early teachers [oi i^ev xsjv äAjjÖjj riit; fMxy.xpict^ a-w^o'yrs;

StSxa-KXÄitxi; TrxpiiSoa-iv si/ii/t; xiro TlsTpov re xxi 'Ixxaißou, ^luxvvov rs xxi nx6>.ov

Twv xyi'cov xTVOtTTÖ^KUiv, TToüc, TTxfix vxTfOQ EX Je%o7''evo? yfKov Si) cTvv SsZ xxl £;'? ^//«;

Tx TTfoyovr/.x skbivx kx^ xTToaTO^iKx xxTxiyi(7Öix.£voi a-TTspfzxTx). Clement does not

yet appeal to a hierarchical tradition through the bishops, but adheres to the

natural one through the teachers, though he indeed admits an esoteric tradition

alongside of it. On one occasion he also says that the true Gnostic keeps the

x770(ttoMkvi KXi ixxÄyi<T(X(TTiKii opSoTOi^ix TcSv Soyix-XTUV (VII. i6. 104). He has no

doubt that : {zix vi ttxvtuv yeyovB tüv «ttoo-to'Awv wtrTrep SiSxu-kxäix ovrui; Se xxi

it TTxpxSoG-ii; (VII. 17. 108). But all that might just as well have been written in

the first half of the second century. On the tracing back of the Gnosis, the esoteric

tradition, to the Apostles see Hypotyp. in Euseb., H. E. II. i. 4, Strom. VI. 15. 131

:

xuTiKX SiSxixvTO(; Tov (T&iTij/JO? TOVQ xTTOiTTdÄovQ vj t5}? syypxi^ov xypxipot^ 'vj^vj y.xi

sic; ij/^S; SixStSorxi TrxpxSoa-ig. VI. y . 61 : vi yvutrK; Ss xlrii vi xxtx SixSoxxt;{this i<.

the only place where I find this expression) et(; oÄr/oxji; sk tmv x'^oo-töäwv xypxipu:

7rxpxSo6s7i7x xxrsÄtiÄväsv, ibid ft yvwa-rixii TrxpxSoa-ti ; VII. 10. 55 : vi yväa-i^ sk

7rxpx§6(7S(üi; $ix$iSoiu.£Vii to~ic; x^iovi; a-<px(; xvroiii; xij? $iSx(rKXÄixi TÄp£%o/.tgvo/c oio-j

TTxpxHxrxStjxyj l'y%f<p/^eT«;. In VII. 17. 106 Clement has briefly recorded the theories

of the Gnostic heretics with regard to the apostolic origin of their teaching, and

expressed his doubts. That the tradition of the '"Old Church", for so Clement

designates the orthodox Church as distinguished from the "human congregation"

of the heretics of his day, is throughout derived from the Apostles, he regards as

so certain and self-evident that, as a rule, he never specially mentions it, or gives

prominence to any particular article as apostolic. But the conclusion that he had

no knowledge of any apostolic or fixed confession might seem to be disproved by

one passage. It is said in -Strom. VII. 15. 90 : M^ ri oi/v, si kxi rrxpxßxi'yi n;

tjvvät^y.xi; KXt rijv 6(j.oAoyixv TtxpsÄ^oi rijv tt/io; yii-ix^. Six tov ^sva-xfj-Bvov rijv 6i/,o?.oyix\>

x^et6fj.s^x Tv\i; xX^jösix^ y.xi •^//s;?, äAA' w? xipevSs'iv Xf^ "^^^ STTisiy.^ xxi f^yfSev wv

vTrea-x^fxt xxvpovv y.xv x^?^ot Tivse; '!7xpxßxtvctii7t a-vvSiiKXC, oVtci):; xxi v^i^x^ y.xrx

(/.tiSevx rpÖTTov tov hx>cÄ^(rix!rTiy.bv Trxpxßxiveiv 7rpoa-,^xei xxvövx xxi fzxÄta-Tx rifj

TTspi räv iJL£yi<TTOiiv ofjio^oylxv iii/,e7i;ju.ev i^vÄxTTOfjLSv, 01 Se Tzxpxßxivovcrt. But in

the other passages in Clement where oj-ioÄoyix appears it nowhere signifies a fixed

formula of confession, but always the confession in general which receives its

content according to the situation (see Strom. IV. 4. 15 5 IV. 9. 71 : III. i. 4:

iyxpxTSix (Tui-iXTOt; vTrepo^pix xxrx Tijv %poc; fleov öi-iOÄoyixv). In the passage quoted

it means the confession of the main points of the true doctrine. It is possible or

probable that Clement was here alluding to a confession at baptism, but that is

also not quite certain. At any rate this one passage cannot prove that Clement

identified the ecclesiastical canon with a formulated confession similar to or identical

with the Roman, or else such identification must have appeared more frequently

in his works.
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an attitude which is already more akin to that of Irenaeus and
Tertullian than to that of Clement, In the preface to his great work,

"De principiis," he prefixed the Church doctrine as a detailed

apostolic rule of faith, and in other instances also he appealed

to the apostolic teaching. ' It may be assumed that in the

time of Caracalla and Heliogabalus the Alexandrian Christians

had also begun to adopt the principles acted upon in Rome
and other communities. '" The Syrian Churches, or at least a

part of them, followed still later. ^ There can be no doubt that,

from the last decades of the third century onward, one and the

same confession, identical not in its wording, but in its main
features, prevailed in the great confederation of Churches ex-

tending from Spain to the Euphrates and from Egypt to beyond
the Alps. ' It was the basis of the confederation, and therefore

also a passport, mark of recognition, etc., for the orthodox Chris-

1 De princip. 1. I. prcef. § 4— 10., IV. 2. 2. Yet we must consider the passage

already twice quoted, namely, Com. in John. XXXII. 9, in order to determine the

practice of the Alexandrian Church at that time. Was this baptismal confession not

perhaps compiled from Herm., Mand. I., and Christological and theological teachings,

so that the later confessions of the East with their dogmatic details are already

to be found here?

- That may be also shown with regard to the New Testament canon. Very
important is the declaration of Eusebius (H. E. VI. 14) that Origen, on his own
testimony, paid a brief visit to Rome in the time of Zephyrinus, " because he
wished to become acquainted with the ancient Church of the Romans." We learn

from Jerome (de vir. inl. 61) that Origen there became acquainted with Hippolytus,

who even called attention to his presence in the church in a sermon. That Origen
kept up a connection with Rome still later and followed the conflicts there with

keen interets may be gathered from his works. (See Dollinger, "Hippolytus und
Calixtus" p. 254 ff.) On the other hand, Clement was quite unacquainted with that

city. Bigg therefore I.e. rightly remarks :
" The West is as unknown to Clement as it

was to his favourite Homer." That there was a foi-mulated wia-Ttt; kxi 6iJ.o^oyiu in

Alexandria about 250 A.D. is shown by the epistle of Dionysius (Euseb., H. E. VII. 8)

He says of Novatian, xvarpeTrei tvjv vpo Äovrpov tt/Vt/v xxt Si-io^oyixv. Dionysius

would hardly have reproduced this Roman reproach in that way, if the Alexandrian

Church had not possessed a similar tt'kttic.

^ The original of the Apostolic Constitutions has as yet no knowledge of the

Apostolic rule of faith in the Western sense.

* The close of the first homily of Aphraates shows how simple, antique, and
original this confession still was in outlying districts at the beginning of the fourth

century. C)n the other hand, there were oriental communities where it was already

heavily weighted with theology.
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tians. The interpretation of this confession was fixed in certain

ground features, that is, in an Antignostic sense. But a definite

theological interpretation was also more and more enforced.

By the end of the third century there can no longer have been

any considerable number of outlying communities where the

doctrines of the pre-existence of Christ and the identity of this

pre-existent One with the divine Logos were not recognised as

the orthodox belief. ' They may have first become an " aposto-

lic confession of faith" through the Nicene Creed. But even

this creed was not adopted all at once.

B. The designation of selected writings read in the churches as

New Testament Scriptures or, in other words, as a collectio7i

of apostolic zvritings.
^

Every word and every writing which testified of the y.vpiog

(Lord) was originally regarded as emanating from him, that is, from

his spirit: "Oösy y; xopiöry/C KxÄsTnxi sxsTKüpiög i^riv. (Didache IV. i;

1 Cf. tlie epistles of Cyprian, especially ep. 69. 70. When Cyprian speaks (69. 7)

of one and the same law which is held by the whole Catholic Church, and of one

symbol with which she administers baptism (this is the first time we meet with this

expression), his words mean far more than the assertion of Ireneeus that the con-

fession expounded by him is the guiding rule in all Churches; for in Cyprian's

time the intercourse of most Catholic communities with each other was so regulated

that the state of things in each was to some extent really known. Cf. also Novatian.

"de trinitate seu de regula fidei,'' as well as the circular letter of the Synod of

Antioch referring to the Metropolitan Paul (Euseb., H. E. VII. 30. 6 . . . ätos-tä;

rov Kxvovo:; stti K/ßSifÄx y.xi voSx SiSxyijCxrcc ix.£Te?i^ÄuSsv)^ and the homilies of

Aphraates. The closer examination of the last phase in the development of the

confession of faith during this epoch, when the apostolic confessions received an

interpretation in accordance with the theology of Origen, will be more convenienll)

left over till the close of our description (see chap. 7 fin).

" See the histories of the canon by Credner, Reuss. Westcott. Hilgenfeld,

Schmiedel, Holtzmann, and Weiss ; the latter two, which to some extent .supplement

each other, are specially instructive. To Weiss belongs the merit of having kept

Gospels and Apostles clearly apart in the preliminary history of the canon (see

Th. L. Z. 1886. Nr. 24): Zahn, Gesch. des N. Tlichen Kanons. 2 vols. 1888 flf.:

Harnack, Das Neue Test, urn d. J- 200. 1889 ; Voigt, Eine verschollene Urkunde

des antimontan. Kampfes, 1891, p. 236 ff.; Weizsäcker, Rede bei der akad. I'reis-

vertheilung, 1892. Nov.; Koppel, Stud. u. Krit. 1891, p. 102 ff. ; Barth, Neue Jahrbb.

f. deutsche Theologie, 1893, p. 56 ff. The following account gives only a few

aspects of the case, not a history of the genesis of the canon.
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see also i Cor. XII. 3). Hence the contents were holy. ^ In this

sense the New Testament is a "residuary product," just as the

idea of its inspiration is a remnant of a much broader view.

But on the other hand, the New Testament is a new creation

of the Church, " inasmuch as it takes its place alongside of

the Old—which through it has become a complicated book for

Christendom,—as a Catholic and apostolic collection of Scrip-

tures containing and attesting the truth.

Marcion had founded his conception of Christianity on a new
canon of Scripture, ^ which seems to have enjoyed the same

authority among his followers as was ascribed to the Old Test-

ament in orthodox Christendom. In the Gnostic schools, which

likewise rejected the Old Testament altogether or in part, Evangelic

and Pauline writings were, by the middle of the second century,

treated as sacred texts and made use of to confirm their theological

1 "Holy" is not always equivalent to "possessing absolute authority."" There

are also various stages and degrees of "holy."

* I beg here to lay down the following principles as to criticism of the New
Testament, (i) It is not individual writings, but the whole book that has been

immediately handed down to us. Hence, in the case of difficulties arising, we
must first of all enquire, not whether the title and historical setting of a book are

genuine or not, but if they are original, or were only given to the work when it

became a component part of the collection. This also gives us the right to assume

interpolations in the te.\t belonging to the time when it was included in the canon,

though this right must be used with caution. (2) Baur\s ' tendency-criticism " has fallen

into disrepute; hence we must also free ourselves from the pedantry and hair-splitting

which were its after effects. In consequence of the (erroneous) assumptions of the

Tübingen school of critics a suspicious examination of the texts was justifiable and
obligatory on their part. (3) Individual difficulties about the date of a document
ought not to have the result of casting suspicion on it, when other good grounds

speak in its favour; for, in dealing with writings which have no, or almost no
accompanying literature, such difficulties cannot fail to arise. (4) The condition

of the oldest Christianity up to the beginning of the second century did not favour

literary forgeries or interpolations in support of a definite tendency. (5) We must

remember that, from the death of Nero till the time of Trajan, very little is known
of the history of the Church except the fact that, by the end of this time,

Christianity had not only spread to an astonishing extent, but also had become
vigorously consolidated.

•* The novelty lies first in the idea itself, secondly in the form in which it was
worked out, inasmuch as Marcion would only admit the authority of one Gospel

to the exclusion of all the rest, and added the Pauline epistles which had orig-

inally little to do with the conception of the apostolic doctrinal tradition of the

Church.
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speculations. ' On the other hand, about the year 150 the main body
of Christendom had still no collection ofGospels and Epistles possess-

ing equal authority with the Old Testament, and, apart from Apoca-

lypses, no new writings at all, which as such, that is, as sacred texts,

were regarded as inspired and authoritative. " Here we leave

1 It is easy to understand that, wherever there was criticism of the Old Testament,

the Pauline epistles circulating in the Church would be thrust into the foreground.

The same thing was done by the Manichteans in the Byzantine age.

' Four passages may be chiefly appealed to in support of the opposite view, viz.,

2 Peter III. i6 ; Polycarp ep. 12. i; Bam. IV. 14; 2 Clem. IL 4. But the first is

put out of court, as the second Epistle of Peter is quite a late writing. The second

is only known from an unreliable Latin translation (see Zahn on the passage:

'verba "his scripturis" suspecta sunt, cum interpres in c. II. 3 ex suis inseruerit

"quod dictum est'"), and even if the latter were faithful here, the quotation from

the Psalms prefixed to the quotation from the Epistle to the Ephesians prevents us

from treating the passage as certain evidence. As to the third passage {iz^ttots, uii;

ysypxvrxi, tto^Xoi y.?iViToi, o^lyot Se hxÄsxToi svpeScSizs)/), it should be noted that the

author of the Epistle of Barnabas, although he makes abundant use of the evangelic

tradition, has nowhere else described evangelic writings as 'ypx<pi^^ and must have

drawn from more sources than the canonic Gospels. Here, therefore, we have an

enigma which may be solved in a variety of ways. It seems worth noting that

it is a saying of the Lord which is here in question. But from the very beginning

words of the Lord were equally reverenced with the Old Testament (see the Pauline

Epistles). This may perhaps explain how the author—like 2 Clem. IL 4: sTepxSs

ypoi(pil Keyer on oiiy. if^Sov y.x?J<7xi Sixxtovi; «AAi xiJ.xpT(ahov(;—has introduced a

saying of this kind with the same formula as was used in introducing Old Test-

ament quotations. Passages, such as Clem. XIII. 4 : Aeys/ fleo?- ol x^P'i ''/•*''' ^'

xyxTTXTS x.T.X. would mark the transition to this mode of expression. The correctness

of this explanation is confirmed by observation of the fact that the same formula

as was employed in the case of the Old Testament was used in making quotations

from early Christian apocalypses, or utterances of early Christian prophets in

the earliest period. Thus we already read in Ephesians V. \/^:$io Xsyir 'iysips

6 Kx^svhiO'j y.xi xvxa-TX SK räv vsKpcSv y.x) sTri^xva-si <jOi 6 XpiTTÖ^. Tliat.

certainly, is a saying of a Christian prophet, and yet it is introduced with tlie

usual '•?Jyei'\ We also find a saying of a Christian prophet in Clem. XXIII.

(the saying is more complete in 2 Clem. XL) introduced with the words: i^ ypxipij

auT'/j, 'o'ttov >.syst. These examples may l^e multiplied still further. From
all this we may perhaps assume that the trite formula; of quotation ^-ypxipif,

ysypxTTTXt" etc., were applied wherever reference was made to sayings of the Lord

and of prophets that were fixed in writings, even when the documents in question

had not yet as a whole obtained canonical authority. Finally, we must also draw
attention to liie following:—The Epistle of Barnabas belongs to Egypt; and there

probably, contrary to my former opinion, we must also look for the author of the

second Epistle of Clement. There is much to favour the view that in Egypt

Christian writings were treated as sacred texts, without being united into a collection

of equal rank witli the Old Testament. (See below on this ]ioint.)
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out of consideration that their content is a testimony of the

Spirit. From the works of Justin it is to be inferred that the

ultimate authorities were the Old Testament, the words of the

Lord, and the communications of Christian prophets. ' The

memoirs of the Apostles {x7rof^v'/^f/,ovsvfji,izriZ rccv outo'jtÖXoov ^
Tx svxyysKix) owed their significance solely to the fact that

they recorded the words and history of the Lord and bore

witness to the fulfilment of Old Testament predictions. There

is no mention whatever of apostolic epistles as holy writings of

standard authority. ' But we learn further from Justin that the

Gospels as well as the Old Testament were read in public

worship (Apol. L 67) and that our first three Gospels were already

in use. We can, moreover, gather from other sources that other

Christian writings, early and late, were more or less regularly

read in Christian meetings. ^ Such writings naturally possessed

a high degree of authority. As the Holy Spirit and the Church

are inseparable, everything that edifies the Church originates

with the Holy Spirit, ^ which in this, as well as every other

respect, is inexhaustibly rich. Here, however, two interests were

predominant from the beginning, that of immediate spiritual

edification and that of attesting and certifying the Christian

1 See on Justin Bousset. Die Evv.—Citate Justins. Gott., 1891. We may also

infer from the expression of jHegesippus (Euseb., H. E. IV. 22. 3 ; Stephanus Gobarus

in Pliotius, Bibl. 232. p. 288) that it was not Christian writings, but the Lord himself,

who was placed on an equality with Law and Prophets. Very instructive is the

formula: ^-Libri et epistolce Pauli viri iusti" {xi nacd' -hf-i-xc; ßißf^oi y.cä at vpoa-s'Ki-

TovTOi: sTTis-roÄxi TlxvÄov tov öiriov xvSpoQ), which is found in the Acta Mart.

Scillit. anno 180 (ed. Robinson, Texts and Studies, 1891, I. 2, p. 114 f.), and tempts

us to make certain conclusions. In the later recensions of the Acta the passage,

characteristically enough, is worded: ^-Libri evangeliorum et epistolte Pauli viri

sanctissimi apostoli" or "Quattuor evv. dorn, nostrl J. Chr. et epp. S. Pauli ap. et

omnis divinitus inspirata scriptura."'

* It is worthy of note that the Gnostics also, though they quote the words of

the Apostles (John and Paul) as authoritative, place the utterances of the Lord on
an unattainalile height. See in support of this the epistle of Ptolemy to Flora.

•* Rev. I. 3: Herrn. Vis. II. 4; Dionys. Cor. in Euseb., IV. 23. 11.

* Tertullian, this Christian of the primitive type, still reveals the old conception

of things in one passage where, reversing 2 Tim. III. 16, he says (de cultu fern. I. 3)
' Legimus omnem scripturam oedificationi habilem divinitus inspirari."
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Kerygma iy, xaCpxAsix tc^'j /.oyccv). The ecclesiastical canon was
the result of the latter interest, not indeed in consequence of

a process of collection, for individual communities had already

made a far larger compilation, ^ but, in the first instance, through

selection, and afterwards, but not till then, through addition.

We must not think that the four Gospels now found in the

canon had attained full canonical authority by the middle of the

second century, for the fact—easily demonstrable — that the

texts were still very freely dealt with about this period is

in itself a proof of this. "" Our first three Gospels contain pas-

sages and corrections that could hardly have been fixed before

about the year i 50. Moreover, Tatian's attempt to create a new
Gospel from the four shews that the text of these was not yet

fixed. ^ We may remark that he was the first in whom we
find the Gospel of John ^ alongside of the Synoptists, and these

four the only ones recognised. From the assault of the *' Alogi

"

on the Johannine Gospel we learn that about 1 60 the whole of

our four Gospels had not been definitely recognised even in

Asia Minor. Finally, we must refer to the Gospel of the Egyp-

' The history of the collection of the Pauline Epistles may be traced back to-

the first century (i.Clem. XLVII. and like passages). It follows from the Epistle of

PolycaqD that this native of Asia Minor had in his hands all the Pauline Epistles

(quotations are made from nine of the latter; these nine imply the four that are

wanting, yet it must remain an open question whether he did not yet possess

the Pastoral Epistles in their present form), also i Peter, i John (though he has not

named the authors of these), the first Epistle of Clement and the Gospels. The
extent of the writings read in churches which Polycarp is thus seen to have had

approaches pretty nearly that of the later recognised canon. Compare, however,

the way in which he assumes sayings from those writings to be well known by

introducing them with "e/Jotei;" (I. 3; IV. 15 V. I). Ignatius likewise shows him-

self to be familiar with the writings which were subsequently united to form the

New Testament. We see from the works of Clement, that, at the end of the second

century, a great mass of Christian writings were collected in Alexandria and were

used and honoured.

' It should also lie pointed out that Justin most probably used the (jospel of

Peter among the x7ro(j.v>JiJ.ovsv(Mxrx\ see Texte u. Unters. IX. 2.

' See my article in the Zeitschr. f. K. Gesch. Vol. IV. p. 471 ff. Zahn ^Tatian's

Diatessaron, 1881) takes a different view.

* Justin also used the Gospel of John, but it is a disputed matter whether he

regarded and u.sed it like the other Gospels.
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tians, the use of which was not confined to circles outside the

Church. '

From the middle of the second century the Encratites stood

midway between the larger Christendom and the Marcionite Church

as well as the Gnostic schools. We hear of some of these using

the Gospels as canonical writings side by side with the Old

Testament, though they would have nothing to do with the

Epistles of Paul and the Acts of the Apostles. * But Tatian,

the prominent Apologist, who joined them, gave this sect a

more complete canon, an important fact about which was its

inclusion of Epistles of Paul. Even this period, however, still sup-

pUes us with no testimony as to the existence of a New Testament

canon in orthodox Christendom, in fact the rise of the so-called

" Montanism " and its extreme antithesis, the " Alogi ", in Asia Minor

soon after the middle of the second century proves that there was

still no New Testament canon there ; for, if such an authori-

itative compilation had existed, these movements could not have

arisen. If we gather together all the indications and evidence

bearing on the subject, we shall indeed be ready to expect the

speedy appearance in the Church of a kind of Gospel canon

comprising the four Gospels ;
^ but we are prepared neither for

this being formally placed on an equality with the Old Testa-

iment, nor for its containing apostolic writings, which as yet

I are only found in Marcion and the Gnostics. The canon emerges

1 quite suddenly in an allusion of Melito of Sardis preserved

by Eusebius, •* the meaning of which is, however, still dubious;

lin the works of Irenasus and Tertullian ; and in the so-called

iMuratorian Fragment. There is no direct account of its origin

' The Sabellians still used it in the third century, which is a proof of the great

1 authority possessed by this Gospel in Christian antiquity. (Epiph.. H. 62. 2.)

2 Euseb., H. E. IV. 29. 5.

^ In many regions the Gospel canon alone appeared at first, and in very

many others it long occupied a more prominent place than the other canonical

writings. Alexander of Alexandria, for instance, still calls God the giver of the

Law, the Prophets, and the Gospels (Theodoret, I. 4).

* Euseb., H. E. II. 26. 13. As Melito speaks here of the xy.fißnx tüv Kxhix.tSi\

ßiß?<iuv, and of roc ßißx/x tv\q ttxäxixq hxi-^y.-^c. we may assume that he knows tx
ßißÄix Tij? KXivv\^ Sixij^xyji;.
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and scarcely any indirect; yet it already appears as something

to all intents and purposes finished and complete. ' Moreover,

it emerges in the same ecclesiastical district where we were first

able to show the existence of the apostolic regiila fidei. We
hear nothing of any authority belonging to the compilers, be-

cause we learn nothing at all of such persons. - And yet the

collection is regarded by Irenseus and Tertullian as completed.

A refusal on the part of the heretics to recognise this or that

book is already made a severe reproach against them. Their

Bibles are tested by the Church compilation as the older one,

and the latter itself is already used exactly like the Old Testa-

ment. The assumption of the inspiration of the books ; the

harmonistic interpretation of them ; the idea of their absolute

sufficiency with regard to every question which can arise and every

event which they record; the right of unlimited combination of

passages ; the assumption that nothing in the Scriptures is without

importance; and, finally, the allegorical interpretation: are the

immediately observable result of the creation of the canon. '*

1 We may here leave undiscussed the hesitancy with regard to the admissibility

of particular books. That the Pastoral Epistles had a fixed place in the canon

almost from the very first is of itself a proof that the date of its origin cannot

be long before i8o. In connection with this, however, it is an important cir-

cumstance that Clement makes the general statement that the heretics reject the

Epistles to Timothy (Strom. II. 12. 52: 01 ol-ko tcSv xipeosajv tä? Trpog T(i/.66eov

xSerova-tv sttkttoXxc;). They did not happen to be at the disposal of the Church

at all till the middle of the second century.

- Vet see the passage from Tertullian quoted, p. 15. note i ; see also the •• recep-

tior", de pudic. 20, the cause of the rejection of Hermas in the Muratorian Fragment

and Tertull. de bapt. 17: ''Quodsi quae Pauli perperam scripta sunt exemplum

TheclK ad licentiam mulierum docendi tinguendique defendunt, sciant in Asia

presbyterum, qui earn scripturam construxit, quasi titulo Pauli de suo cumulans,

convictum atque confessum id se amore Pauli fecisse, loco decessisse." The hypoth-

esis that the Apostles themselves (or the apostle John) compiled the New Testament

was definitely set u]) by no one in antiquity and therefore need not be discussed.

Augustine (c. Faustum XXII. 79) speaks frankly of "sancti et docti homines" who
produced the New Testament. We can prove by a series of testimonies that the

idea of the Church having compiled the New Testament writings was in no way

offensive to the Old Catholic Fathers. As a rule, indeed, they are silent on the

matter. Irenceus and Tertullian already treat the collection as simply existent.

' Numerous examples may be found in proof of all these points, especially in

the writings of Tertullian, though such are already to be met with in Irenseus

also. He is not yet so bold in his allegorical exposition of the Gospels as Ptole-
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The probable conditions which brought about the formation

of the New Testament canon in the Church, for in this case

we are only dealing with probabilities, and the interests which

led to and remained associated with it can only be briefly in-

dicated here.
'

The compilation and formation of a canon of Christian writ-

ings by a process of selection " was, so to speak, a kind of

involuntary undertaking of the Church in her conflict with

Marcion and the Gnostics, as is most plainly proved by the

niKUS whom he finds fault with in this respect; but he already gives an exegesi>

of the books of the New Testament not essentially different from that of the

Valentiniaus. One should above all read the treatise of TertuUian " de idololatria " to

perceive how the authority of the New Testament was even by that time used for

solving all questions.

1 I cannot here enter into the disputed question as to the position that should

be assigned to the Muratorian Fragment in the history of the formation of the

canon, nor into its interpretation, etc. See my article "Das Muratorische Frag-

ment und die Entstehung einer Sammlung apostolisch-katholischer Schriften"' in

the Ztschr. f. K. Gesch. III. p. 358 ff. See also Overbeck, Zur Geschichte des

Kanons, 1880; Hilgenfeld, in the Zeitschrift f W-issensch. Theol. 1881, part 2:

Schmiedel, Art. '-Kanon"" in Ersch. u. Gruber"s Encykl., 2 Section, Vol. XXXII,

p. 309 ff.; Zahn, Kauongeschichte, Vol. II. p. i ff. I leave the fragment and the

conclusions I have drawn from it almost entirely out of account here. The fol-

lowing sketch will show that the objections of Overbeck have not been without

influence on me.

- The use of the word '•canon" as a designation of the collection is first plainly

demonstrable in Athanasius (ep. fest, of the year 365) and in the 59th canon of the

synod of Laodicea. It is doubtful whether the term was already used by Origen.

Besides, the word "canon" was not applied even to the Old Testament before the

fourth century. The name "New Testament" (books of the New Testament) is

first found in Melito and TertuUian. For other designations of the latter see

Rönsch, Das N. T. Tertulliau's p. 47 f. The most common name is "Holy Scrip-

tures". In accoi^dance with its main components the collection is designated as

rb euocyye^tov xxi «.tzöittoKoc, '(evangelical et apostolica; litterse); see TertuUian,

de bapt. 15: "tam ex domiiii evangelic quam ex apostoli litteris."' The name
"writings of the Lord" is also found very early. It was already used for the

Gospels at a time when there was no such thing as a canon. It was then occa-

sionally transferred to all writings of the collection. Conversely, the entire col-

lection was named, after the authors, a collection of apostolic writings, just 'as the

Old Testament Scriptures were collectively called the writings of the prophets.

Prophets and Apostles (= Old and New Testament) were now conceived as the

media of God's revelation fixed in writing (see the Muratorian Fragment in its

account of Hermas, and the designation of the Gospels as "Apostolic memoirs"

already found in Justin.) This grouping became exceedingly important. It occasioned
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warnings of the Fathers not to dispute with the heretics about

the Holy Scriptures, ' although the New Testament was already

in existence. That conflict necessitated the formation of a new

Bible. The exclusion of particular persons on the strength of

some apostolic standards, and by reference to the Old Testa-

ment, could not be justified by the Church in her own eyes

and those of her opponents, so long as she herself recognised

that there were apostolic writings, and so long as these heretics

appealed to such. She was compelled to claim exclusive pos-

session of everything that had a right to the name "apostolic,"

to deny it to the heretics, and to shew that she held it in the

highest honour. Hitherto she had "contented" herself with

proving her legal title from the Old Testament, and, passing

over her actual origin, had dated herself back to the beginning

of all things. Marcion and the Gnostics were the first who ener-

getically pointed out that Christianity began with Christ, and

that all Christianity was really to be tested by the apostolic

preaching, that the assumed identity of Christian common sense

with apostolic Christianity did not exist, and (so Marcion said)

that the Apostles contradicted themselves. This opposition made
it necessary to enter into the questions raised by their opponents.

Rut, in point of content, the problem of proving the contested

identity was simply insoluble, because it was endless and sub-

ject to question on every particular point. The " unconscious

logic," that is the logic of self-preservation, could only prescribe

an expedient. The Church had to collect everything apostolic

and declare herself to be its only legal possessor. She was

obliged, moreover, to amalgamate the apostolic with the canon

of the Old Testament in such a way as to fix the exposition

iiew speculations about the unique dignity of the Apostles and did away with tlie

old collocation of Apostles and I'rophets (that is Christian prophets). By this alteration

we may measure the revolution of the times. Finally, the new collection was also

called "the writings of the Church" as distinguished from the Old Testament and

the writings of the heretics. This expression and its amplifications shew that it

was the Church which selected these writings.

1 Here there is a distinction between Ii-enreus and Tertullian. The former

disputed with heretics about the inteqjretation of the Scriptures, the latter, although

he has read Iren?eus, forbids sucli dispute. He cannot therefore have cousidei'ed

Irenseus' efforts as successful.
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from the very first. But what writings were apostoHc? From
the middle of the second century great numbers of writings

named after the Apostles had already been in circulation, and there

were often different recensions of one and the same writing.
'

Versions which contained docetic elements and exhortations to

the most pronounced asceticism had even made their way into

the public worship of the Church. Above all, therefore, it was

necessary to determine (i) what writings were really apostolic, (2)

what form or recension should be regarded as apostolic. The
selection was made by the Church, that is, primarily, by the churches

of Rome and Asia Minor, which had still an unbroken history

up to the days of Marcus Aurelius and Commodus. In making

this choice, the Church limited herself to the writings that were

used in public worship, and only admitted what the tradition

of the elders justified her in regarding as genuinely apostolic.

The principle on which she proceeded was to reject as spurious

all writings, bearing the names of Apostles, that contained any-

thing contradictory to Christian common sense, that is, to the

rule of faith — hence admission was refused to all books in which

the God of the Old Testament, his creation, etc., appeared to

be depreciated,—-and to exclude all recensions of apostolic

writings that seemed to endanger the Old Testament and the

monarchy of God. She retained, therefore, only those writings

which bore the names of Apostles, or anonymous writings to

which she considered herself justified in attaching such names, -

and whose contents were not at variance with the orthodox

1 The reader should remember the different recensions of the Gospels and the

complaints made by Diouysius of Corinth (in Euseb., H. E. IV. 23. 12).

- That the text of these writings was at the same time revised is more than

probable, especially in view of the beginnings and endings of many New Testament

writings, as well as, in the case of the Gospels, from a comparison of the canon-

ical text with the quotations dating from the time when there was no canon. But

much more important still is the perception of the fact that, in the course of the

second century, a series of writings which had originally been circulated anony-
mously or under the name of an unknown author were ascribed to an Apostle

and were also slightly altered in accordance with this. In what circumstances or

at what time this happened, whether it took place as early as the beginning of

the second century or only immediately before the formation of the canon, is in

almost every individual case involved in obscurity; but the fact itself, of which
unfortunately the Introductions to the New Testament still know so little, is, in
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creed or attested it. This selection resulted in the awkward

fact that besides the four Gospels there was almost nothing but

Pauline epistles to dispose of, and therefore no writings or almost

none which, as emanating from the twelve Apostles, could im-

mediately confirm the truth of the ecclesiastical Kerygnia. This

perplexity was removed by the introduction of the Acts of the

Apostles^ and in some cases also the Epistles of Peter and jfohji,

though that of Peter was not recognised at Rome at first. As
a collection this group is the most interesting in the new com-

pilation. It gives it the stamp of Catholicity, unites the Gospels

with the Apostle (Paul), and, by subordinating his Epistles to

the "Acta omnium apostolorum ", makes them witnesses to the

particular tradition that was required and divests them of every

thing suspicious and insufificient. ' The Church, however, found

my opinion, incontestable. I refer the reader to the following examples, without

indeed being able to enter on the proof here (see my edition of the ''Teaching

of the Apostles" p. io6 ff). (i) The Gospel of Luke seems not to have been

known to Marcion under this name, and to have been called so only at a later date.

(2) The canonical Gospels of Matthew and Mark do not claim, through their content,

to originate with these men; they were regarded as apostolic at a later period. (3)

The so-called Epistle of Barnabas was first attributed to the Apostle Barnabas by

tradition. (4) The Apocalypse of Hermas was first connected with an apostolic

Hermas by tradition (Rom. XVI. 14). (5) The same thing took place with regard

to the first Epistle of Clement (Philipp. IV. 3). (6) The Epistle to the Hebrews,

originally the writing of an unknown author or of Barnabas, was transformed inti>

a writing of the Apostle Paul (Overbeck zur Gesch. des Kanons, 1880), or given

out to be such. (7) The Epistle of James, originally the communication of an

early Christian prophet, or a collection of ancient holy addresses, first seems tC'

have received the name of James in tradition. (8) The first Epistle of Peter,

which originally appears to have been written by an unknown follower of Paul,

first received its present name from tradition. The same thing perliaps holds good

of the Epistle of Jude. Tradition was similarly at work, even at a later period, as

may for example be recognised by the transformation of the epistle "de virginitate
"

into two writings by Clement. The critics of early Christian literature have created

for themselves insoluble problems Ijy misunderstanding the work of tradition. Instead

of asking whether the tradition is reliable, they always wrestle with the dilemma

'•genuine or spurious", and can prove neither,

1 As regards its aim and contents, this book is furthest removed from the claim

to be a portion of a collection of Holy Scriptures. Accordingly, so far as we laio\\',

its reception into the canon has no preliminary history.

" People were compelled Ijy internal and external evidence (recognition of their

apostolicity; example of the Gnostics) to accept the epistles of Paul. But. from the

Catholic point of view, a canon which comprised only the four Gospels and the
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the selection facilitated by the fact that the content of the

early Christian writings was for the most part unintelligible to

the Christendom of the time, whereas the late and spurious

additions were betrayed not only by heretical theologoumena,

but also and above all by their profane lucidity. Thus arose

a collection of apostolic writings, which in extent may not have

been strikingly distinguished from the list of writings that for

Pauline Epistles, would liave been at best an edifice of two wings without the

central structure, and therefore incomplete and uninhabitaljle. The actual novelty-

was the bold insertion into its midst of a bool:, which, if everything is not decep-

tive, had formerly been only in private use, namely, the Acts of the Apostles, which

some associated with an Epistle of Peter and an Epistle of John, others with an

Epistle of Jude, two Epistles of John, and the like. There were now (i) writings

of the Lord which were at the same time regarded as x77oimvvi(jlov£6ix.xtx of definite

Apostles; (2) a book which contained the acts and preaching of all the Apostles,

which historically legitimised Paul, and at the same time gave hints for the explana-

tion of "difficult" passages in his Epistle; (3) the Pauline Epistles increased by

the compilation of the Pastoral ones, documents which " in ordinatione ecclesiastics

disciplinjE sanctificatK erant." The Acts of the Apostles is thus the key to the

understanding of the Catholic canon and at the same time shows its novelty. In

tliis book the new collection had its bond of cohesion, its Catholic element (apostolic

tradition), and the guide for its exposition. That the Acts of the Apostles found

its place in the canon fatite de mieiix is clear from the extravagant terms, not at

all suited to the book, in which its appearance there is immediately hailed. It is

inserted in place of a book which should have contained the teaching and mis-

sionary acts of all the 12 Apostles; but, as it happened, such a record was not in

existence. The first evidence regarding it is found in the Muratorian fragment and

in Irenjeus and Tertullian. There it is called ''acta omnium apostolorum sub uno

libro scripta sunt, etc.'' Irenteus says (III. 14. l): "Lucas non solum prosecutor

sed et cooperarius fuit Apostolorum^ maxime autem Paidi'', and makes use of the

book to prove the sul^ordination of Paul to the twelve. In the celebrated passages,

de prsescr. 22, 23: adv. Marc. I. 20: IV. 2—5; V. i—3,Tertullian made a still more
extensive use of the Acts of the Apostles, as the .\ntimarcionite book in the canon.

One can see here why it was admitted into that collection and used against Paul

as the Apostle of the heretics. The fundamental thought of Tertullian is that no

one who fails to recognise the Acts of the Apostles has any right to recognise

Paul, and that to elevate him by himself into a position of authority is unhistorical

and absolutely unfounded fanaticism. If the §iSxx*l tuv SuSbkx XTrarröKwj was

needed as an authority in the earlier time, a book which contained that authority

was requii^ed in the later period; and nothing else could be found than the work

of the so-called Luke. ''Qui Acta Apostolorum non recipiunt, nee spiritus sancti

esse possunt, qui necdum spiritum sanctum po^sunt agnoscere disceutibus missum,

sed nee ecclesiam se dicant defendere qui quando et quibus incunabulis institutum

est hoc corpus probare non habent."' But the greater part of the heretics remained

obstinate. Neither Marcionites, Severians, nor the later Manicheans recognised the

Acts of the Apostles. To some extent they replied by setting up other histories of

4
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more than a generation had formed the chief and favourite

reading in the communities, ' The new collection was already

exalted to a high place by the use of other writings being

prohibited either for purposes of general edification or for

theological ends. But the causes and motives which led to

Apostles in opposition to it, as was done later by a fraction of tlie Ebionites and

even by the Marcionites. But the Church also was firm. It is perhaps the most

striking phenomenon in the history of the formation of the canon that this late

book, from the very moment of its appearance, asserts its right to a place in the

collection, just as certainly as the four Gospels, though its position varied. In Clement

of Alexandria indeed the book is still pretty much in the background, perhaps on

a level with the K^pvyiix TIstjiov, but Clement has no New Testament at all in

the strict sense of the word; see below. But at the very beginning the book stood

where it is to-day, i.e.^ immediately after the Gospels (see Muratorian Fragment,

Irengeus, etc.). The parallel creation, the group of Catholic Epistles, acquired a

much more dubious position than the Acts of the Apostles, and its place was never

really settled. Its germ is probably to be found in two Epistles of John (viz., ist

and 3rd) which acquired dignity along with the Gospel, as well as in the Epistle

of Jude. These may have given the impulse to create a gi-oup of narratives about

the twelve Apostles from anonymous writings of old Apostles, prophets, and teachers.

But the Epistle of Peter is still wanting in the Muratorian Fragment, nor do we

yet find the gi'oup there associated with the Acts of the Apostles. The Kpistle of

Jude, two Epistles of John, the Wisdom of Solomon, the Apocalypse of John and

that of Peter form the uirsymmetrical conclusion of this oldest catalogue of the

canon. But, all the same writings, by Jude, John, and Peter are here found side

by side; thus we have a preparation for the future arrangement made in different

though similar fashion by Irenreus and again altered by Tertullian. The genuine

Pauline Epistles appear enclosed on the one hand by the Acts of the Apostles and

the Catholic Epistles, and on the other by the Pastoral ones, which in their way

are also "Catholic." That is the character of the "Catholic" New Testament

which is confirmed by the earliest use of it (in Irenieus and Tertullian). In speaking

above of the Acts of the Apostles as a late book, we meant that it was so relative!}-

to the canon. In itself the book is old and for the most part reliable.

' There is no doubt that this was the reason why to all appearance the innovation

was scarcely felt. Similar causes were at work here as in the case of the apostolic

rule of faith. In the one case the writings that had long been read in the Church

fomied the basis, in the other the baptismal confession. But a great distinction is

found in the fact that the baptismal confession, as already settled, afforded an elastic

standard which was treated as a fixed one and was therefore extremely practical

:

whilst, conversely, the undefined group of writings hitherto read in the Church

was reduced to a collection which could neither be increased nor diminished.

' At the beginning, that is about 180, it was only in practice, and not in theory,

that the Gospels and the Pauline Epistles possessed equal authority. Moreover, the

name New Testament is not yet found in Irenccus, nor do we yet find him giving

an exact idea of its content. See Werner in the Text. u. Unters, z. altchristl.

Lit. Gesch. Bd. VI. 2. I
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its being formed into a canon, that is, being placed on a foot-

ing of complete equality with the Old Testament, may be

gathered partly from the earlier history, partly from the mode
of using the new Bible and partly from the results attending

its compilation. First, Words of the Lord and prophetic utter-

ances, including the written records of these, had always pos-

sessed standard authority in the Church; there were therefore

parts of the collection the absolute authority of which was un-

doubted from the first. ' Secondly, what was called "Preaching

of the Apostles," "Teaching of the Apostles," etc., was like-

wise regarded from the earliest times as completely harmonious

as well as authoritative. There had, however, been absolutely

no motive for fixing this in documents, because Christians sup-

posed they possessed it in a state of purity and reproduced it

freely. The moment the Church was called upon to fix this

teaching authentically, and this denotes a decisive revolution,

she was forced to have recourse to zvritmgs, whether she would

or not. The attributes formerly applied to the testimony of

the Apostles, so long as it was not collected and committed

to writing, had now to be transferred to the written records

they had left. Thirdly, Marcion had already taken the lead in

forming Christian writings into a canon in the strict sense of

the word. Fourthly, the interpretation was at once fixed

by forming the apostoHc writings into a canon, and placing

them on an equality with the Old Testament, as well as by
subordinating troublesome writings to the Acts of the Apostles.

Considered by themselves these writings, especially the Pauline

Epistles, presented the greatest difficulties. We can see even

yet from Irenaeus and TertuUian that the duty of accommodating

herself to these Epistles was forced upon the Church by Marcion

and the heretics, and that, but for this constraint, her method

of satisfying herself as to her relationship to them would hardly

have taken the shape of incorporating them with the canon. "

See above, p. 40, note 2.

• We have ample evidence in the great work of Irenseus as to the difficulties

he found in many passages of the Pauline Epistles, which as yet were almost

solely utilised as sources of doctrine by such men as Marcion, Tatian, and theolo-

gians of the school of Valentinus. The difficulties of course still continued to be felt

in the period which foUow'ed. (See, e.g., Method, Conviv. Orat. III. i, 2.)
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This shows most clearly that the collection of writings must

not be traced to the Church's effort to create for herself a

powerful controversial weapon. But the difficulties which the

compilation presented so long as it was a mere collection

vanished as soon as it was viewed as a sacred collection. For

now the principle: "as the teaching of the Apostles was one,

so also is the tradition" Qjax vi ttx-jtccj ykyc-js t:c-j xTrcjri/.x-j

:c(T7rsp ^ihxny.x'/Joi ovrcc: Vs zx) •/, Tnzpx^OTicy was to be applied

to all contradictory and objectionable details. ^ It was now

imperative to explain one writing by another; the PauHne Ep-

istles, for example, were to be interpreted by the Pastoral

Epistles and the Acts of the Apostles. " Now was required what

Tertullian calls the "mixture" of the Old and New Testaments, '

in consequence of which the full recognition of the knowledge

got from the old Bible was regarded as the first law for the

interpretation of the new. The formation of the new collection

into a canon was therefore an immediate and unavoidable

necessity if doubts of all kinds were to be averted. These

were abundantly excited by the exegesis of the heretics; they

were got rid of by making the writings into a canon. Fifthly,

the early Christian enthusiasm more and more decreased in the

course of the second century; not only did Apostles, prophets,

and teachers die out, but the religious mood of the majority

of Christians was changed. A reflective piety took the place

of the instinctive religious enthusiasm which made those who

felt it believe that they themselves possessed the Spirit. ^ Such

a piety requires rules; at the same time, however, it is char-

acterised by the perception that it has not the active and spon-

taneous character which it ought to have, but has to prove its

1 Apolliuaris of Hierapolis already regards any contradiction between the (41

(Jospels as impossible. (See Routh, Reliq. Sacr. I. p. 150.)

- See Overbeck, "Ueber die Auffassung des Streites des Paulus mit Petrus in

Antiochien bei den Kirchenvätern,'' 1877, p. 8.

•'* See also Clement Strom. IV. 21. 124; VI. 15. 125. The exjjression is alsn

frequent in Origen, e.g., de princip. proef. 4.

• The Roman Church in her letter to that of Corinth designates her own word

<

as the words of God (i Clem. LIX. i) and therefore requires obedience "to7; Jsp

iifjiüv yeypxiif^svoit; ^ix rov xytov xvsviiXTO^^' (LXIII. 2).
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legitimacy in an indirect and "objective" way. The breach

with tradition, the deviation from the original state of things

is felt and recognised. Men, however, conceal from themselves

their own defects, by placing the representatives of the past

on an unattainable height, and forming such an estimate of

their qualities as makes it unlawful and impossible for those of

the present generation, in the interests of their own comfort,

to compare themselves with them. When matters reach this

point, great suspicion attaches to those who hold fast their

religious independence and wish to apply the old standards. Not

only do they seem arrogant and proud, but they also appear

disturbers of the necessary new arrangement which has its justifi-

cation in the fact of its being unavoidable. This development

of the matter was, moreover, of the greatest significance for the

history of the canon. Its creation very speedily resulted in the

opinion that the time of divine revelation had gone past and

was exhausted in the Apostles, that is, in the records left by

them. We cannot prove with certainty that the canon was

formed to confirm this opinion, but we can show that it was

very soon used to oppose those Christians who professed to be

prophets or appealed to the continuance of prophecy. The in-

fluence which the canon exercised in this respect is the most

decisive and important. That which TertuUian, as a Montanist,

asserts of one of his opponents: "Prophetiam expulit, paracle-

tum fugavit" ("he expelled prophecy, he drove away the Para-

clete"), can be far more truly said of the New Testament which

the same TertuUian as a Catholic recognised. The New Testa-

ment, though not all at once, put an end to a situation where

it was possible for any Christian under the inspiration of the

Spirit to give authoritative disclosures and instructions. It like-

wise prevented belief in the fanciful creations with which such

men enriched the history of the past, and destroyed their pre-

tensions to read the future. As the creation of the canon, though

not in a hard and fast way, fixed the period of the production

of sacred facts, so it put down all claims of Christian prophecy

to public credence. Through the canon it came to be acknow-

ledged that all post-apostolic Christianity is only of a mediate

and particular kind, and can therefore never be itself a standard.
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The Apostles alone possessed the Spirit of God completel}' and

without measure. They only, therefore, are the media of revel-

ation, and by their word alone, which, as emanating from the

Spirit, is of equal authority with the word of Christ, all that is

Christian must be tested.
'

The Holy Spirit and the Apostles became correlative concep-

tions (TertulL, de pudic. 21). The Apostles, however, were

more and more overshadowed by the New Testament Scrip-

tures ; and this was in fact an advance beyond the earlier state

of things, for what was known of the Apostles? Accordingly,

iis aiithors of these lun/ings, they and the Holy Spirit became
correlative conceptions. This led to the assumption that the

apostolic writings were inspired, that is, in the full and only

intelligible sense attached to the word by the ancients. ' By
this assumption the Apostles, viewed as prophets, received a

significance quite equal to that of Old Testament writers. ' But.

though Irenseus and TertuUian placed both parties on a level,

they preserved a distinction between them by basing the whole

authority of the New Testament on its apostolic origin, the

concept "apostolic" being much more comprehensive than that

1 Tertull., de exhort. 4: 'Spiritum quidem del etinm hdeles habeut, sed iiou

omnes fideles apostoli . . . Proprie enim apostoli spiritum sanctum habent. qui pleue

habent in operibus prophetias et efficacia virtutum documentisque linguarum, non

ex parte, quod ceteri." Clem. Alex. Strom. IV. 21. 135 : "EKX<rToi;'iSiov sx^' ;t^/="'/''^

xTTo Ssov, 6 lisv ovTCiJt;, 6 Ss ovtw^^ 6( xTrotrTO/^ot $e sv 77x<ri •^rsTTfit^pui^evot ; I^erapion

in Euseb., H. E. VI. 12. 3 : /iiu.eli; [y.xl tov nirpov xxi Toiic, xÄ?^ovi; xtto<7t6>^ovz

xTToSexoi^i^x w? Xpia-Tov. The success of the canon here referred to was an un-

doubted blessing, for, as the result of enthusiasm, Christianity was menaced with

complete coiTuption, and things and ideas, no matter how alien to its spirit, were

able to obtain a lodgment under its protection. The removal of this danger, which

was in some measure averted by the canon, was indeed coupled with great

disadvantages, inasmuch as believers were refeiTed in legal fashion to a new book,

and the writings contained in it were at first completely obscured by the assuin]iticin

that they were inspired and by the requirement of an "expositio legitima."

- See Tertull.. de virg. vol. 4, de resurr. 24. de ieiun. 15. de ))udic. 12. Suf-

ficiency is aljove all included in the concept '• inspiration "" (see for ex. Tertull., de

monog. 4: ^'Negat scriptura quod non notat""), and the same measure of authority

belongs to all parts (see Iren., IV. 28. 3. Niliil vacuum neque sine signo apud deum").

3 The direct designation "prophets"" was, however, as a rule, avoided. 'I'he

conflict with JNIontanism made it expedient to refrain from this name: but see TertuUian,

adv. Marc. IV. 24: "Tam apostolus Moyses, quam et apostoli prophetas.""
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of "prophet," These men, being Apostles, that is men chosen

by Christ himself and entrusted with the proclamation of the

Gospel, have for that reason received the Spirit, and their writ-

ings are filled with the Spirit. To the minds of Western Chris-

tians the primary feature in the collection is its apostolic author-

ship. ' This implies inspiration also, because the Apostles cannot

be inferior to the writers of the Old Testament. For that very

reason they could, in a much more radical way, rid the new

collection of everything that was not apostolic. They even

rejected writings which, in their form, plainly claimed the charac-

ter of inspiration ; and this was evidently done because they

did not attribute to them the degree of authority which, in their

view, only belonged to that which was apostolic. ' The new

canon of Scripture set up by Irena;us and TertuUian primarily

professes to be nothing else than a collection of apostolic writ-

ings, which, as such, claim absolute authority. ^ It takes its place

beside the apostolic rule of faith ; and by this faithfully preserved

1 Compare also what the author of the Muratorian Fragment says in the passage

about the Shepherd of Hernias.

" This caused the most decisive breach with tradition, and the estimate to be

formed of the Apocalypses must at first have remained an open question. Their

fate was long undecided in the West; but it was very soon settled that they could

have no claim to public recognition in the Church, because their authors had not

that fulness of the Spirit which belongs to the Apostles alone.

3 The disputed question as to whether all the acknowledged apostolic writings

were regarded as canonical must l^e answered in the affirmative in reference ta

IreniEUs and TertuUian, who conversely regarded no book as canonical unless written

l^y the Apostles. On the other hand, it appears to me that no certain opinion on

this point can lie got from the Muratorian Fragment. In the end the Gospel, Acts,

Kerygma, and Apocalypse of Peter as well as the Acts of Paul were rejected, a

proceeding which was at the same time a declaration that they were spurious. But

these three witnesses agree (see also App. Constit. VI. i6) that the apostolic r^^?//^?

fidei is practically the final court of appeal, inasmuch as it decides whether a writing

is really apostolic or not, and inasmuch as, according to TertiUlian, the apostolic

writings belong to the Church alone, because she alone possesses the apostolic

regtila (de prsescr. 37 ff.). The regtila of course does not legitimise those writings,

hwX. only proves that they ai-e authentic and do not l^elong to the heretics. These

witnesses also agree that a Christian writing has no claim to lie received into the

canon merely on account of its prophetic form. (-)n looking at the matter more

closely, we see that the view of the early Church, as opposed to Montanism, led

to the paradox that the Apostles were prophets in the sense of being inspired by

the Spirit, but that they were not so in the strict sense of the word.
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possession, the Church scattered over the world proves herself

to be that of the Apostles.

But we are very far from being able to show that such a

rigidly fixed collection of apostolic writings existed everywhere

in the Church about the year 200. It is indeed continually

asserted that the Antiochian and Alexandrian Churches had at

that date a New Testament which, in extent and authority,

essentially coincided with that of the Roman Church; but this

opinion is not well founded. As far as the Church of Antioch

is immediately concerned, the letter of Bishop Serapion (whose

episcopate lasted from about 190 to about 209), given in Eusebius

(VI. 12), clearly shows that Cilicia and probably also Antioch itself

as yet possessed no such thing as a completed New Testament.

It is evident that Serapion already holds the Catholic principle

that all words of Apostles possess the same value to the Church

as words of the Lord ; but a completed collection of apostolic

writings was not yet at his disposal. ' Hence it is very im-

probable that Theophilus, bishop of Antioch, who died as early

as the reign of Commodus, presupposed such a collection. Nor,

in point of fact, do the statements in the treatise "ad Autoly-

cum" point to a completed New Testament. - Theophilus makes

diligent use of the Epistles of Paul and mentions the evangelist

John (C.I.I.» as one of the bearers of the Spirit. But with him

the one canonical court of appeal is the Scriptures of the Old

Testament, that is, the writings of the Prophets (bearers of the

Spirit). These Old Testament Prophets, however, are continued

in a further group of "bearers of the Spirit", which we cannot

definitely determine, but which at any rate included the authors

of the four Gospels and the writer of the Apocalypse. It is

remarkable that Theophilus has never mentioned the Apostles.

Though he perhaps regards them all, including Paul, as " bearers

of the Spirit", yet we have no indication that he looked on

their Epistles as canonical. The different way he uses the Old

' The fragment of Serapion's letter given in Eusebius owes its interest to the

fact that it not only shows the progress made at this time with the formation of

the canon at Antioch, but also what still remained to be done.

- See my essay • Theojiliilus v. Antiocliien und das X. T. " in tlie Ztschr. f.

K. Gesch. XI. p i ft'.
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Testament and the Gospels on the one hand and the Pauline

Epistles on the other is rather evidence of the contrary. Theo-

philus was acquainted with the four Gospels (but we have no
reference to Mark), the thirteen Epistles of Paul (though he does

not mention Thessalonians), most probably also with the Epistle

to the Hebrews, as well as ist Peter and the Revelation of

John. It is significant that no single passage of his betrays an

acquaintance with the Acts of the Apostles. '

It might certainly seem venturesome, on the basis of the

material found in Theophilus and the original document of the

first six books of the Apostolic Constitutions, to conclude that

the formation of a New Testament canon was not everywhere

determined by the same interest and therefore did not every-

where take a similar course. It might seem hazardous to

as^sume that the Churches of Asia Minor and Rome began by

creating a fixed canon of apostolic writings, which was thus

necessarily declared to be inspired, whereas other communities

applied or did not deny the notion of inspiration to a great

number of venerable and ancient writings not rigidly defined,

and did not make a selection from a stricter historical point of

view, till a later date. But the latter development not only

corresponds to the indication found in Justin, but in my opinion

may be verified from the copious accounts of Clement of

Alexandria. - In the entire literature of Greeks and barbarians

Clement distinguishes between profane and sacred, /'. e.. inspired

1 The most important passages are Autol. II. 9. 22 : o^s'j SiSxa-y.ovs-iv ijf.ici<; xi

xyixi ypx(pxt y.xi vccvre^ ot 7rv£vf^xTO<p6poi, e^ üv ^luxw/ft; ^^syst x.r.Ä. {foYlowsJohnl. l)

III. 12: y.xi TTBpi Siy.xioa-vv/ii;, vjq 6 vaf-ioi; sipyjxsv, xy.o^ovSx svpiery.erxt Kxi roe, rcSv

Trpo^vjTÖüv y.x) twv eiixyye^ucav s^Eiv, htx to tovq ttxvtxi; Trvsvf^xTO^opovQ ivi Trvsv/^xri

5scv AfAasA'^xEva« ; III. 13: xyioc Äöyo^— i] ivxyysMo^ 4''<'''"^- ; ^H- I4-- 'Hs-ä/ä;—to

3£ slxyys^io'j— SfToi; ÄÖyoi;. The latter formula is -not a quotation of Epistles of

Paul viewed as canonical, but of a divine command found in the Old Testament

and given in Pauline form. It is specially worthy of note that the original of the

six books of the Apostolic Constitutions, written in Syria and belonging to the

second half of the third century, knows yet of no New Testament. In addition to

the Old Testament it has no authority but the ^-Gospel.""

- There has as yet been no sufficient investigation of the New Testament of

Clement. The information given by Volkmar in Credner's Gesch. d. N.Tlichen

Kanon, p. 382 flf., is not sufficient. The space at the disposal of this manual

prevents me from establishing the results of my studies on this point. Let me at
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writings. As he is conscious that all knowledge of truth is

based on inspiration, so all writings, that is all parts, paragraphs,

or sentences of writings which contain moral and religious truth

are in his view inspired. ' This opinion, however, does not

exclude a distinction between these writings, but rather requires

it. (2) The Old Testament, a fixed collection of books, is

regarded by Clement, as a whole and in all its parts, as the

divine, that is, inspired book par excellence. (3) As Clement in

theory distinguishes a new covenant from the old, so also he

distinguishes the books of the new covenant from those of the

old. (4) These books to which he applies the formula " Gospel

"

{jo hjocyyb.io'j) and "Apostles" {01 xTröfyro/.oi) are likewise

viewed by him as inspired, but he does not consider them as

forming a fixed collection. (5) Unless all appearances are

deceptive, it was, strictly speaking, only the four Gospels that

he considered and treated as completely on a level with the

Old Testament. The formula : -jouc: zx) ;/ rrpc^'^rxi zx) r:

s-jxy/sAioy ("the Law and the Prophets and the Gospel") is

frequently found, and everything else, even the apostolic writings,

is judged by this group. " He does not consider even the

Pauline Epistles to be a court of appeal of equal value with

the Gospels, though he occasionally describes them as ypxQxt. ^

least refer to some important passages which I have collected. .Strom. I. !j§ 28,

100: II. §§ 22. 28, 29:111. §§ II, 66, 70, 71, 76, 93, 108: IV. §§ 2. 91, 97. 105,

130, 133, 134, 138, 159; V. §§ 3, 17, 27, 28, 30, 31, 38, 80, 85. 86: VI. §§42,44r

54, 59, 61, 66—68, 88, 91, 106. 107, 119, 124, 125, 127, 128. 133. 161. 164: \ II.

ij§ I, 14, 34, 76, 82, 84, 88, 94, 95, 97, 100, loi, 103, 104. 106, 107. As to the estimate

of the Epistles of Barnabas and Clement of Rome as well as of the .Shepherd, in

Clement, see the Prolegg. to my edition of the Opp. Patr. Apost.

1 According to Strom. V. 14. 138 even the Epicin-ean Metrodorus uttered certain

words Ivflew?: but on the other liand Homer was a prophet against liis will. See

Peed. I. 6. 36, also
Jj

51.

2 In the Pred. the Gospels are regularly called -^ ypx^)^, but this is seldom the

case with the Epistles. The word "Apostle" is used in quoting these.

* It is also very interesting to note that Clement almost nowhere illustrates

the parabolic character of the Holy -Scriptures by quoting the Epistles, but in this

connection employs the Old Testament and the Gospels, just as he almost never

allegorises passages from other writings, i Cor. III. 2 is once cptoted thus in

Psed. I. 6. 49: TO hv rii «ttos-toAw xyiov ttvsviax tv« tov xvpiov xttoxp^I-'-^'^o'^ »I'Wi'?

^sysi. We can hardly conclude from P;vd. I. 7. 61 that Clement called Paul a

" prophet.''
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A further class of writings stands a stage lower than the Pauline

Epistles, viz., the Epistles of Clement and Barnabas, the Shepherd

of Hermas, etc. It would be wrong to say that Clement views

this group as an appendix to the New Testament, or as in any

sense Antilegomena. This would imply that he assumed the

existence of a fixed collection whose parts he considered of

equal value, an assumption which cannot be proved. ' (6) As

to certain books, such as the "Teaching of the Apostles," the

" Kerygma of Peter," etc., it remains quite doubtful what

authority Clement attributed to them. " He quotes the At'^xz>!

as ypxCp-Jj. (7) In determining and estimating the sacred books of

the New Testament Clement is manifestly influenced by an

ecclesiastical tradition, for he recognises four Gospels and no

more because that was the exact number handed down. This

tradition had already applied the name "apostolic" to most

Christian writings which were to be considered as ypx^xi but

it had given the concept "apostolic" a far wider content than

Irenseus and TertuUian, * although it had not been able to

include all the new writings which were regarded as sacred

under this idea. (Hermas). At the time Clement wrote, the

Alexandrian CJiurcJi can neither have held the principle

that all writings of the Apostles must be read in the Church

and form a decisive court of appeal like the Old Testament,

nor have believed that nothing but the Apostolic—using this

word also in its wider sense—has any claim to authority among

Christians. We willingly admit the great degree of freedom

I It is worthy of special note that Clem., Pffid. II. 10.3; Strom. II. 15. 67 has

criticised an interpretation given by the author of ^the Epistle of Barnabas, although

he calls Barnabas an Apostle.

' In this category we may also include the Acts of the Apostles, which is

perhaps used like the y.-^pvyizx. It is quoted in Fred. II. 16. 56: Strom. I. 50, 89,

91. 92. 153, i54;III- 49: I^'- 97-"V. 75, 82:\T. 63, loi. 124. 165.

3 The '•'seventy disciples" were also regarded as Apostles, and the authors of

writings the names of which did not otherwise offer a guarantee of authority were

likewise included in this category. That is to say, writings which were regarded

as valuable and which for some reason or other could not be characterised as

apostolic in the narrower sense were attributed to authors whom there was no

reason for denying to be Apostles in the wider sense. This wider use of the concept

'apostolic" is moreover no innovation. See my edition of the Didache. pp. 1 1 1— uS.
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and peculiarity characteristic of Clement, and freely acknow-

ledge the serious difficulties inseparable from the attempt to

ascertain from his writings what was regarded as possessing

standard authority in the Church. Nevertheless it may be

assumed with certainty that, at the time this author wrote, the

content of the New Testament canon, or, to speak more

correctly, its reception in the Church and exact attributes had

not yet been finally settled in Alexandria.

The condition of the Alexandrian Church of the time may
perhaps be described as follows: Ecclesiastical custom had

attributed an authority to a great number of early Christian

writings without strictly defining the nature of this authority or

making it equal to that of the Old Testament. Whatever

professed to be inspired, or apostolic, or ancient, or edifying

was regarded as the work of the Spirit and therefore as the

Word of God. The prestige of these writings increased in

proportion as Christians became more incapable of producing

the like themselves. Not long before Clement wrote, however,

a systematic arrangement of writings embodying the early

Christian tradition had been made in Alexandria also. But,

while in the regions represented by Irenjeus and Tertullian the

canon must have arisen and been adopted all at once, so to

speak, it was a slow process that led to this result in Alexandria.

Here also the principle of apostolicity seems to have been of

great importance for the collectors and editors, but it was

otherwise applied than at Rome. A conservative proceeding

was adopted, as they wished to insure as far as possible the

permanence of ancient Christian writings regarded as inspired.

In other words, they sought, wherever practicable, to proclaim

all these writings to be apostolic by giving a wider meaning

to the designation and ascribing an imaginary apostolic origin

to many of them. This explains their judgment as to the

Epistle to the Hebrews, and how Barnabas and Clement were

described by them as Apostles. ' Had this undertaking succeeded

in the Church, a much more extensive canon would have resulted

1 The formation of the canon in Alexandria nui>t have had some connection

with tile same process in Asia Minor and in Rome. This is shown not only by

each Church recognising four Gospels, but still more by the admission of
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1

than in the West. But it is more than questionable whether it

was really the intention of those first Alexandrian collectors to

place the great compilation thus produced, as a New Testa-

ment, side by side with the Old, or, whether their undertaking

was immediately approved in this sense by the Church. In

view of the difference of Clement's attitude to the various

groups within this collection of ypxCpxl, we may assert that in

the Alexandrian Church of that time Gospels and Apostles were

indeed ranked with the Law and the Prophets, but that this

position of equality with the Old Testament was not assigned

to all the writings that were prized either on the score of

inspiration or of apostolic authority. The reason of this was
that the great collection of early Christian literature that was
inspired and declared to be apostolic could hardly have been

used so much in public worship as the Old Testament and the

Gospels.

Be this as it may, if we understand by the New Testament

a fixed collection, equally authoritative throughout, of all the

writings that were regarded as genuinely apostolic, that is, those

of the original Apostles and Paul, then the Alexandrian Church

at the time of Clement did not yet possess such a book ; but

the process which led to it had begun. She had come much
nearer this goal by the time of Origen. At that period the

writings included in the New Testament of the West were all

regarded in Alexandria as equally authoritative, and also stood

in every respect on a level with the Old Testament. The
principle of apostolicity was more strictly conceived and more

surely applied. Accordingly the extent of "Holy Scripture"

was already limited in the days of Origen. Yet we have to

thank the Alexandrian Church for giving us the seven Catholic

Epistles. But, measured by the canon of the Western Church,

which must have had a share in the matter, this sifting process

was by no means complete. The inventive minds of scholars

thirteen Pauline Epistles. We would see our way more clearly here, if anything

certain could be ascertained from the works of Clement, including the Hypotyposes,

as to the arrangement of the Holy Scriptures; but the attempt to fix this arrangement

is necessarily a dubious one, because Clement's "canon of the New Testament"

was not yet finally fixed. It may be compared to a half-finished statue whose bust is

already completely chiselled, while the under parts are still embedded in the stone.
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designated a group of writings in the Alexandrian canon as

" x'Xntilegomena." The historian of dogma can take no great interest

in the succeeding development, which first led to the canon

being everywhere finally fixed, so far as we can say that this

was ever the case. For the still unsettled dispute as to the extent

of the canon did not essentially aftect its use and authority,

and in the following period the continuous efforts to estab-

lish a harmonious and strictly fixed canon were solely

determined by a regard to tradition. The results are no doubt

of great importance to Church history, because they show

us the varying influence exerted on Christendom at different

periods by the great Churches of the East and West and by

their learned men.

AddendiiDi.—The results arising from the formation of a part

of early Christian writings into a canon, which was a great and

meritorious act of the Church, ' notwithstanding the fact that it

was forced on her by a combination of circumstances, may be

summed up in a series of antitheses, (i) The New Testament, or

group of "'apostolic" writings formed by selection, preserved

from destruction one part, and undoubtedly the most valuable

one, of primitive Church literature ; but it caused all the rest

of these writings, as being intrusive, or spurious, or superfluous,

to be more and more neglected, so that they ultimately perished.
'

(2) The New Testament, though not all at once, put an end

to the composition of works which claimed an authority binding

on Christendom (inspiration); but it first made possible the

production of secular Church literature and neutralised the extreme

dangers attendant on writings of this kind. By making room

for all kinds of writings that did not oppose it, it enabled the

Church to utilise all the elements of Greek culture. At the same

1 No greater creative act can be mentioned in the whole history of the Church

than the formation of the apostolic collection and the assigning to it of a position

of equal rank with the Old Testament.

' The history of early Christian writings in the Church which were not definitely

admitted into the New Testament is insti"uctive on this point. The fate of some

of these may be described as tragical. Even when they were not branded as

downright forgeries, the writings of the Fathers from the fourth century downwards

were far prefen-ed to them.
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time, however, it required an ecclesiastical stamp to be placed

on all the new Christian productions due to this cause.' (3) The

New Testament obscured the historical meaning and the histo-

rical origin of the writing contained in it, especially the Pauline

Epistles, though at the same time it created the conditions for

a thorough study of all those documents. Although primarily

the new science of theological exegesis in the Church did more

than anything else to neutralise the historical value of the New
Testament writings, yet, on the other hand, it immediately

commenced a critical restoration of their original sense. But,

even apart from theological science, the New Testament enabled

original Christianity to exercise here and there a quiet and

gradual effect on the doctrinal development of the Church,

without indeed being able to exert a dominant influence on the

natural development of the traditional system. As the standard

of interpretation for the Holy Scriptures was the apostolic regiila

fidei, always more and more precisely explained, and as that

rcgnla, in its Antignostic and philosophico-theological inter-

pretation, was regarded as apostolic, the New Testament was

explained in accordance with the conception of Christianity that

had become prevalent in the Church. At first therefore the

spirit of the New Testament could only assert itself in certain

undercurrents and in the recognition of particular truths. But

the book did not in the least ward off the danger of a total

secularising of Christianity. (4) The New Testament opposed

a barrier to the enthusiastic manufacture of "facts." But at

the same time its claim to be a collection of ms/^ired writings '

naturally resulted in principles of interpretation (such as the

principle of unanimity, of unlimited combination, of absolute

clearness and sufficiency, and of allegorism) which were neces-

' See oil this point Overbeck *•• Abhandluiig über die Anfänge der patristischen

Litteratur, I.e., p. 469." Nevertheless, even after the creation of the New Testament

canon, theological authorship was an undertaking which was at first regarded as

highly dangerous. See the Antimontanist in Euseb., H. E. V. 16. 3 : SsStwi; y.xi

svxyys^iov y.xtvvii; SixSt^KtiQ ^oyu. We find similar remarks in other old Catholic

Fathers (see Clemen. Alex.).

- But how diverse were the expositioias; compare the exegesis of Origeii and

Tertullian, Scorp. II.
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sarily followed by the manufacture of new facts on the part of

theological experts. (5) The New Testament fixed a time within

which divine revelation ceased, and prevented any Christian from

putting himself into comparison with the disciples of Jesus. B}-

doing so it directly promoted the lowering of Christian ideals

and requirements, and in a certain fashion legitimised this

weakening of religious power. At the same time, however, it

maintained the knowledge of these ideals and requirements,

became a spur to the conscience of believers, and averted the

danger of Christianity being corrupted by the excesses of en-

thusiasm. (6) The fact of the New Testament being placed on

a level with the Old proved the most effective means of pre-

serving to the latter its canonical authority, which had been so

often assailed in the second century. But at the same time it

brought about an examination of the relation between the Old

and New Testaments, which, however, also involved an enquiry

into the connection between Christianity and pre-christian revel-

ation. The immediate result of this investigation was not only

a theological exposition of the Old Testament, but also a theory

which ceased to view the two Testaments as of equal authority

and subordinated the Old to the New. This result, which can

be plainly seen in Irena^us, TertuUian, and Origen, led to

exceedingly important consequences. ' It gave some degree of

insight into statements, hitherto completely unintelligible, in

certain New Testament writings, and it caused the Church to

reflect upon a question that had as yet been raised only by
heretics, viz., what are the marks which distinguish Christianity

from the Old Testament religion \ An historical examination

imperceptibly arose; but the old notion of the inspiration of the

Old Testament confined it to the narrowest limits, and in fact always

continued to forbid it ; for, as before, appeal was constantly made to

the Old Testament as a Christian book which contained all the

truths of religion in a perfect form. Nevertheless the conception

1 On tlie extent to which the Old Testament had become subordinated to the

New and the Prophets to the Apostles, since the end of the second century, see the

following passage from Novatian, de trinit. 29: "Unus ergo et idem spiritus qui

in prophetis et apostolis, nisi quoniam ibi ad momentum, hie semper. Ceterum ilii

non ut semper in illis inesset, hie ut in illis semper maneret, et ibi mediocriter

distributus, hie totus effusus, ibi parce datus, hie large commodatus."
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of the Old Testament was here and there full of contradictions. '

(7) The fatal identification of words of the Lord and words

of the Apostles (apostolical tradition) had existed before the

creation of the New Testament, though this proceeding gave it

a new range and content and a new significance. But, with

the Epistles of Paul included, the New Testament elevated the

highest expression of the consciousness of redemption into a

guiding principle, and by admitting Paulinism into the canon it

introduced a wholesome ferment into the history of the Church.

(8) By creating the New Testament and claiming exclusive posses-

sion of it the Church deprived the non-Catholic communions of

every apostolic foundation, just as she had divested Judaism of

every legal title by taking possession of the Old Testament;

but, by raising the New Testament to standard authority, she

created the armoury which supplied the succeeding period with

the keenest weapons against herself. ' The place of the Gospel

was taken by a book with exceedingly varied contents, which

theoretically acquired the same authority as the Gospel. Still,

the Catholic Church never became a religion "of the book",

because every inconvenient text could be explained away by

the allegoric method, and because the book was not made use of

as the immediate authority for the guidance of Christians, this

latter function being directly discharged by the rule of faith.
'

' That may he shown in all the old Catholic Fathers, but most plainly pei'haps

in the tlieology of Origen. Moreover, the subordination of the Old Testament

revelation to the Christian one is not simply a result of the creation of the New
Testament, but may be explained by other causes; see chap. 5. If the New Testa-

ment had not been formed, the Church would perhaps have obtained a Christian

Old Testament with numerous interpolations—tendencies in this direction were not

wanting: see vol. I. p. 1 14 f.—and increased in extent by the admission of apocalypses.

The creation of the New Testament preserved the purity of the Old, for it removed

the need of doing violence to the latter in the interests of Christianity.

' The Catholic Church had from the beginning a very clear consciousness of the

dangerousness of many New Testament writings, in fact she made a virtue of

necessity in so far as she set up a theory to prove the unavoidableness of this

danger. See Tertullian, de prsescr. passim, and de resurr. 63.

2 To a certain extent the New Testament disturbs and prevents the tendency

to summarise the faith and reduce it to its most essential content. For it not only

puts itself in the place of the unity of a system, but frequently also in the place of

5
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In practice it continued to be the rule for the New Testament

to take a secondary place in apologetic writings and disputes

with heretics. ' On the other hand it was regarded (i) as the

directly authoritative document for the direction of the Christian

life, " and (2) as the final court of appeal in all the conflicts

that arose within the sphere of the rule of faith. It was freely

applied in the second stage of the Montanist struggle, but still

more in the controversies about Christology, that is, in the conflict

with the Monarchians. The apostolic writings belong solely to the

Church, because she alone has preserved the apostolic doctrine

(regula). This was declared to the heretics and therewith all

controversy about Scripture, or the sense of Scripture passages,

was in principle declined. But within the Church herself the

Holy Scripture was regarded as the supreme and completely

independent tribunal against which not even an old tradition

could be appealed to ; and the rule TroKirsvsfjQxi zxrx ro

eiix'/yb.io'j ("live according to the Gospel") held good in every

respect. Moreover, this formula, which is rarely replaced by
the other one, viz., y.xrx t'a'j y.xiyy;y ^ixJ'/jX'/jy (" according to the

New Testament"), shows that the words of the Lord, as in the

earher period, continued to be the chief standard of /(fe and
conduct.

a harmonious and complete creed. Hence the rule of faith is necessary as a guiding

principle, and even an imperfect one is better than a mere haphazard reliance upon

the Bit:)le.

1 We must not, however, ascriije that to conscious mistrust, for Irenffius and

Tertullian bear very decided testimony against such an idea, h\\\. to the acknowledgment

that it was impossible to make any effective use of the New Testament Scriptures in

arguments with educated non-Christians and heretics. For these writings could

carry no weight with the former, and the latter either did not recognise them or

else interpreted them by dififerent rules. Even the offer of several of the Fatliers

to refute the Marcionites from their own canon must by no means l)e attributed

to an uncertainty on their part with regard to the authority of the ecclesiastical canon

of Scripture. We need merely add that the extraordinary difficulty originally felt

by Christians in conceiving the Pauline Epistles, for instance, to lie analogous and equal

in value to Genesis or the prophets occasionally appears in the terminology even in

the third century, in so far as the term "divine writings" continues to be more
frequently applied to the Old Testament tlian to certain parts of the New.

' Tertullian, in de corona 3, makes his Catholic opponent say: '-Etiam in

traditionis obtentu exigenda est auctoritas scripta."
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C. TJic trmisformation of the episcopal office in the Church in-

to an apostolic office. The history of the remodelling

of the conception of the ChnrcJi. '

I. It was not sufficient to prove that the rule of faith was of

apostoUc origin, i.e., that the Apostles had set up a rule of

faith. It had further to be shown that, up to the present, the

Church had always maintained it unchanged. This demonstration

was all the more necessary because the heretics also claimed

an apostolic origin for their regulcE. and in different ways tried

to adduce proof that they alone possessed a guarantee of in-

heriting the Apostles' doctrine in all its purity. - An historical

demonstration was first attempted by the earliest of the old

Catholic Fathers. They pointed to communities of whose
apostolic origin there could be no doubt, and thought it could

not reasonably be denied that those Churches must have

preserved apostolic Christianity in a pure and incorrupt

form. The proof that the Church had always held fast by
apostoHc Christianity depended on the agreement in doctrine

between the other communities and these. ^ But Irenaius as

well as Tertullian felt that a special demonstration was needed

to show that the Churches founded by the Apostles had really

at all times faithfully preserved their genuine teaching. General

considerations, as, for instance, the notion that Christianity would

otherwise have temporarily perished, or "that one event among
many is as good as none ; but when one and the same feature

is found among many, it is not an aberration but a tradition
"

(" NuUus inter multos eventus unus est . . . quod apud multos unum

1 Hatch, Organisation of the early Christian Cliurch, 1 883. Harnack, Die Lehre

der zwölf Apostel. 1884. Sohm, Kirchenrecht, Vol. I. 1892.

" Marcion was the only one who did not claim to prove his Christianity from

traditions inasmuch as he rather put it in opposition to tradition. This disclaimer

of ^Nlarcion is in keeping with his renunciation of apologetic proof, whilst, conversely,

in the Church the apologetic proof, and the proof from tradition adduced against

the heretics, were closely related. In the one case the truth of Christianity was
proved by showing that it is the oldest religion, and in the other the truth of

ecclesiastical Christianity was established from the thesis that it is the oldest

Christianity, viz., that of the Apostles.

3 See Tertullian. de prcescr. 20, 21, 32.
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invenitur, non est erratum sed traditum") and similar ones which

TertuUian does not fail to mention, were not sufficient. But

the dogmatic conception that the ecclesia; (ox ecclesia) are the

abode of the Holy Spirit, ' was incapable of making any impres-

sion on the heretics, as the correct application of this theor}-

was the very point in question. To make their proof more

precise TertuUian and Irenaeus therefore asserted that the

Churches guaranteed the incorruptness of the apostohc inheritance,

inasmuch as they could point to a chain of "elders," or, in

other words, an " ordo episcoporum per successionem ab initio

decurrens," which was a pledge that nothing false had been

mixed up with it.
'^ This thesis has quite as many aspects as

the conception of the "Elders," e.g., disciples of the Apostles,

disciples of the disciples of the Apostles, bishops. It partly

' This theory is maintained by Irenaeus and TertuUian, and is as old as the

association of the xyix iy.y.K-ii\<7ix and the Trvsui-ice xyiov. Just for that reason the

distinction they make between Churches founded by the Apostles and those of

later origin is of chief value to themselves in their arguments against heretics.

This distinction, it may be remarked, is clearly expressed in TertuUian alone.

Here, for example, it is of importance that the Church of Carthage derives its

"authority" from that of Rome (de prsescr. 36).

- Tertull., de prsescr. 32 (see p. 19). Iren., III. 2.2: "Cum autem ad eam iterum

traditionem, quae est ab apostolis, quae per successiones presbyterorum in ecclesiis

custoditur, provocamus eos, etc." III. 3. i :
" Traditionem itaque apostolorum in toto

mundo manifestatam in omni ecclesia adest perspicere omnibus qui vera velint

videre, et habemus annumerare eos, qui ab apostolis instituti sunt episcopi in ec-

clesiis et successiones eorum usque ad nos . . . valde enim perfectos in omnibus eos

volebant esse, quos et successores relinquebant, suum ipsorum locum magisterii

tradentes . . . traditio Romanas ecclesise, quam habet ab apostolis, et annuntiala

hominibus fides per successiones episcoporum perveniens usque ad uos." III. 3. 4,

4. i: "Si de aliqua modica quaestione disceptatio esset, nonne oporteret in anti-

quissimas recurrere ecclesias, in quibus apostoli conversati sunt . , . quid autem si

neque apostoli quidem scripturas reliquissent nobis, nonne oportebat ordinem sequi

traditionis, quam tradiderunt üs, quibus committebant ecclesias?" IV. ;^;^. 8: "Character

corporis Christi secundum successiones episcoporum, quibus apostoli eam quix; in

unoquoque loco est ecclesiam tradiderunt, quas pervenit usque ad nos, etc." V. 20. i :

"Omnes enim ii valde posteriores sunt quam episcopi, quibus apostoli ti'adiderunt

ecclesias." IV. 26. 2: "Quapropter eis, qui in ecclesia sunt, presbyteris obaudire

oportet, his qui successionem habent ab apostolis; qui cum episcopatus successione

charisma veritatis certum secundum placitum patris acceperunt." IV. 26. 5: "Ubi
igitur charismata domini posita sunt, ibi discere oportet veritatem, apud quos est

ea quae est ab apostolis ecclesias successio." The declaration in Luke X. 16 was

already applied by Irenasus (III. praef.) to the successors of the Apostles.
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preserves a historic and partly assumes a dogmatic character.

The former aspect appears in the appeal made to the foundation

of Churches by Apostles, and in the argument that each series

of successors were faithful disciples of those before them and there-

fore ultimately of the Apostles themselves. But no historical con-

sideration, no appeal to the " Elders " was capable of affording the

assurance sought for. Hence even in Irenaeus the historical view of

the case had clearly changed into a dogmatic one. This, however,

by no means resulted merely from the controversy with the

heretics, but was quite as much produced by the altered consti-

tution of the Church and the authoritative position that the

bishops had actually attained. The idea was that the Elders,

i.e.. the bishops, had received " cum episcopatus successione

certum veritatis charisma," that is, their office conferred on them

the apostolic heritage of truth, which was therefore objectively

attached to this dignity 2^2. charisvi. This notion of the transmis-

sibility of the charism of truth became associated with the epis-

copal office after it had become a monarchical one, exercising

authority over the Church in all its relations ;

' and after the

bishops had proved themselves the strongest supports of the

communities against the attacks of the secular power and of

1 For details on this point see my edition of the Didache, Proleg., p. 140. As

the legtila fidei has its preparatory stages in the baptismal confession, and the New
Testament in the collection of writings read in the Churches, so the theory that

the bishops receive and guarantee the apostolic heritage of truth has its preparatoiy

stage in the old idea that God has bestowed on the Church Apostles, prophets,

and teachers, who always communicate his word in its full purity. The functions

of these persons devolved by historical development upon the bishop; but at the

same time it became more and more a settled conviction that no one in this latter

period could be compared with the Apostles. The only true Christianity, however,

was that which was apostolic and which could prove itself to be so. The natural

result of the problem which thus arose was the theory of an objective transference

of the charisma veritatis from the Apostles to the bishops. This notion preserved

the unique personal importance of the Apostles, guaranteed the apostolicity, that

is, the truth of the Church's faith, and formed a dogmatic justification for the

authority already attained by the bishops. The old idea that God bestows his Spirit

on the Church, which is tlierefore the holy Church, was ever more and more

transformed into the new notion that the bishops receive this Spirit, and that it

appears in their official authority. The theory of a succession of prophets, which

can be proved to have existed in Asia Minor, never got beyond a rudimentary

form and speedily disappeared.
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heresy. ' In Irenaeus and Tertullian, however, we only find the

first traces of this new theory. The old notion, which regarded

the Churches as possessing the heritage of the Apostles in so far

as they possess the Holy Spirit, continued to exercise a powerful

influence on these writers, who still united the new dogmatic

view with a historical one, at least in controversies with the

heretics. Neither Irenaeus, nor Tertullian in his earlier writings,
-

asserted that the transmission of the cJiarisma veritatis to the

bishops had really invested them with the apostolic office in its

full sense. They had indeed, according to Irenaeus, received the

"locum magisterii apostolorum " ("place of government of the

Apostles"), but nothing more. It is only the later writings of

Tertullian, dating from the reigns of Caracalla and Heliogabalus,

which show that the bishop of Rome, who must have had

imitators in this respect, claimed for his office the full authority

of the apostolic office. Both Calixtus and his rival Hippolytus

described themselves as successors of the Apostles in the full

sense of the word, and claimed for themselves in that capacity

much more than a mere guaranteeing of the purity of Christianity.

Even Tertullian did not question this last mentioned attribute

of the bishops. •' Cyprian found the theory already in existence.

but was the first to develop it definitely and to eradicate ever\-

1 This theory must liave been current in the Roman Cluirch before tlie time

when Irena;us wrote; for the list of Roman bishops, which we find in .Iremxuis and

which he obtained from Rome, must itself be considered as a result of that dogmatic

tlieory. The first half of the list must have been concocted, as there were no

monarchical bishops in the strict sense in the first century (see my treatise :
" Die

ältesten christlichen Datirungen und die Anfänge einer bischöfliclien Chronographie

in Rom."' in the report of the proceedings of the Royal Prussian Academy of

Science, 1892, p. 617 ff). We do not know whether such lists were drawn up so

early in the other churches of apostolic origin (Jerusalem?). Not till the beginning

of the 3rd century have we proofs of that being done, whereas the Roman com-

munity, as early as Soter's time, had a list of bishops giving the duration of each

episcopate. Nor is there any evidence before the 3rd century of an attempt to invent

such a list for Churches possessing no claim to have been founded by Apostles.

- We do not yet find this assertion in Tertullian's treatise "de iJroescr."

•' Special importance attaches to 'I'enallian's treatise "de pudicitia." wliich has

not been sufficiently utilised to explain the development of the episcopate ami the

pretensions at that time set up by the Roman bishop. It shows clearly that Ca-

lixtus claimed for himself as bishop the powers and rights of the Apostles in their

full extent, and that Tertullian did not deny that the "doctrina apostolorum" was
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remnant of the historical argument in its favour. The conception

of the Church was thereby subjected to a further transformation.

(2) The transformation of the idea of the Church by Cyprian

completed the radical changes that had been gradually taking

inherent in his office, but merely questioned the ''potestas apostolorum."' It is very

significant that Tertullian (c. 21) sneeringly addressed him as "apostolice" and

reminded him that "ecclesia spiritus, non ecclesia numerus episcoporum." What
rights Calixtus had already claimed as belonging to the apostolic office may be

ascertained from Hippol. Philos.IX. 11. 12. But theinti-oductiontothePhilosophoumena

proves that Hippolytus himself was at one with his opponent in supposing that

the bishops, as successors of the Apostles, had received the attributes of the latter:

T«? xtpeirei^ srspot; oxjy. h^ey^st, vj to ev ey-y.Ä^aix TxpxSoüev xytov Trvevf^x, oil

TuxovTSQ TTpore pot oi xxöirroÄoi izsTeSoirxv to7q dpiUQ xfTr/s-TfuxoV/v wv iiij-slc^ixooxoi

Ti/y^ÄVOVTS; TJjc te xvtviq ^ap/xoi; (J-STexovreQ xpX'^P'XT£ix(; re y.xi SiSxtry-xAixi; y.xi

^povpo] Tv\i; exK^iis-txi; >^£^oyi<T(j.ivoi ovx o^p&xÄi^ci vviTTx^oix,ev, cvSs Koyov opSbv

TtüJTTäJizsv, K.T.K. In these words we have an immense advance beyond tlie conception

of Irenteus. This advance, of course, was first made in practice, and the coiresponding

tlieory followed. How greatly the prestige and power of the bishops had increased

in the first 3rd part of the 3rd century may be seen by comparing the edict of Maxi-

minus Thrax with the earlier ones (Euseb., H. E. VI. 28; see also the genuine

Martyr. Jacobi, JNIariani, etc., in Numidia c. 10 [Ruinart, Acta mart. p. 272 edit.

Ratisb.]): "Nam ita inter se nostrae religionis gradus artifex stevitia diviserat, ut

laicos clericis sepai-atos tentationibus sseculi et terroribus suis putaret esse cessuros"

that is, the heathen authorities also knew that the clergy formed the bond of union in

tlie Churches). But the theory that the bishops were successors of the Apostles, that

is, possessed the apostolic office, must be considered a Western one which was

very slowly and gi-adually adopted in the East. Even in the original of the first six

books of the Apostolic Constitutions, composed about the end of the 3rd century,

which represents the bishop as mediator, king, and teacher of the community, the

episcopal office is not yet regarded as the apostolic one. It is rather presbyters, as

in Ignatius, who are classed with the Apostles. It is very important to note that

the whole theory of the significance of the bishop in detennining the truth of

ecclesiastical Christianity is completely unknown to Clement of Alexandria. As we
have not the slightest evidence that his conception of the Churcli was of a hi-

erarchical and anti-heretical type, so he very rarely mentions the ecclesiastical

officials in his works and rarest of all the bishops. These do not at all belong to his

conception of the Church, or at least only in so far as they reseml^le the Englisli

orders (cf. Paed. III. 12. 97, presbyters, bishops, deacons, widows; Strom. VII. i. 3 ;

III. 12. 90, presbyters, deacons, laity; VI. 13. 106, presbyters, deacons; VI. 13. 107,

bishops, presbyters, deacons
;
Quis dives 42, bishops aiid presbyters). On the other

hand, according to Clement, the true Gnostic has an office like that of the Apostles.

See Strom. \I. 13. 106, 107: V'Seo't/v ot/v y.xi vrJv txIq y.xipixy.xia lvxTy.vi<TxvTX(i

svTOÄxit; Kxrx TO si/xyyeÄtov TsKstaii; ßi(iia-xvrxi; y.xi yvaia-Ttxaq f<? xijv ey.Äoyijv toov

ÄTOiTTO/wv syypxipi^vxi. ovTOt; TrpefrßuTspÖQ e<j'Ti tm '6vri xif? skkä'/i^ixq xxt Sixxovoi;

x^vjaiji; Ti5c Tov Ssov ßoxjhvjtrsoii;. Here we see plainly that the servants of the earthly

Church, as such, have nothing to do with the true Church and the heavenly hierarchy).

Strom. VII. 9, 52 says : the true Gnostic is the mediator witli God. In Strom. VI.
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place from the last half of the second century. ' In order to

understand them it is necessary to go back. It was only with

slowness and hesitation that the theories of the Church followed

the actual changes in her history. It may be said that the idea

of the Church always remained a stage behind the condition

reached in practice. That may be seen in the whole course of

the history of dogma up to the present day.

The essential character of Christendom in its first period was

a new holy life and a sure hope, both based on repentance

14. 108: VII. 12. 77 Ave find the words: 6 yvmittmot; ovtoi; a-v^e^ovTi iiTrfiv tjjv

ceTroa-ro^miiv xttovo-ixv cevTxvxTT^vipol, z.T. A. Clement could not have expressed him-

self in this way if the office of bishop had at that time been as much esteemed

in the Alexandrian Church, of which he was a presbyter, as it was at Rome and in

other Churches of the West (see Bigg I.e. loi). According to Clement the Gnostic

as a teacher has the same significance as is possessed by the bishop in the West

:

and according to him we may speak of a natural succession of teachers. Origen

in the main still held the same view as his predecessor. But numerous passages in

his works and above all his own history shew that in his day the episcopate had

become stronger in Alexandria also, and had begun to claim the same attributes

and rights as in the West (see besides de princip. praef. 2 :
" servetur ecclesiastica

praedicatio per successionis ordinem ab apostolis tradita et usque ad praesens in

ecclesiis permanens: ilia sola credenda est Veritas, quse in nullo ab ecclesiastica et

apostolica discordat traditione"—so in Rufinus, and in IV. 2. 2 : rov y.xvövoc,

Tt}? 'I>ia-ov Xpia-Tov y.xTx SixSox^v r. xTrotrTOf^wv ovpxviov sy.x^v\a-ixi^. The state of

things here is therefore exactly the same as in the case of the apostolic regulafidei

and the apostolic canon of scripture. Clement still represents an earlier stage, whereas

by Origen's time the revolution has been completed. Wherever this was so, the theory

that the monarchical episcopate was based on apostolic institution was the natural

result. This idea led to the assumption—which, however, was not an immediate

consequence in all cases—that the apostolic office, .and therefore the authority of

Jesus Christ himself, was continued in the episcopate: "Manifesta est sententia lesu

Christi apostolos suos mittentis et ipsis solis potestatem a patre sibi datam per-

mittentis, quibus nos successimus eadem potestatex ecclesiam domini gubernantes et

credentium fidem b.iptizantes (Hartel, Opp. Cypr. I. 459).

1 See Rothe, Die Anfänge der christliclien Kirche und ilirer Verfassung, 1837.

Köstlin, Die Katholische Auffassung von der Kirche in ihrer ersten Ausbildung

in the Deutsche Zeitschrift für christliche Wissenschaft und christliches Leben,

1855. Ritschi, Entstehung der altkatholischen Kirche," 2nd ed., 1857. Ziegler,

Des Irenäus Lehre von der Autorität der Schrift, der Tradition und der Kirche,

1868. Ilackensclimidt, Die Anfänge des katholischen Kirchenbegriffs, 1874.

Ilatcli—Ilarnack. Die Gesellschaftsverfassung der christlichen Kirche im Allerlhum,

1883. Seeberg, Zur Geschichte des Begrifts der Kirche, Dorpat, 1884. Söder,

Der Begriff der Katholicität der Kirche und des Glaubens, 1881. O. Ritschi,

Cyprian von Karthago und die Verfassung der Kirche, 1885. (This contains the

special literature treating of Cyprian's conception of the Church). Sohm, I.e.
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towards God and faith in Jesus Christ and brought about by

the Holy Spirit. Christ and the Church, that is, the Holy Spirit

and the holy Church, were inseparably connected. The Church,

or, in other words, the community of all believers, attains her

unity through the Holy Spirit. This unity manifested itself in

brotherly love and in the common relation to a common ideal

and a common hope. ^ The assembly of all Christians is realised

in the Kingdom of God, viz., in heaven ; on earth Christians

and the Church are dispersed and in a foreign land. Hence,

properly speaking, the Church herself is a heavenly community

inseparable from the heavenly Christ. Christians believe that

they belong to a real super-terrestrial commonwealth, which, from

its very nature, cannot be realised on earth. The heavenly goal

is not yet separated from the idea of the Church; there is a

holy Church on earth in so far as heaven is her destination.

"

Every individual congregation is to be an image of the heav-

enly Church. ' Reflections were no doubt made on the contrast

between the empirical community and the heavenly Church

whose earthly hkeness it was to be (Hermas); but these

did not affect the theory of the subject. Only the saints of

God, whose salvation is certain, belong to her, for the essential

thing is not to be called, but to be, a Christian. There

was as yet no empirical universal Church possessing an out-

ward legal title that could, so to speak, be detached from the

personal Christianity of the individual Christian, ' All the lofty

1 See Hatch, I.e. pp. 191, 253.

- See s'ol. I. p. 150 f. Special note should be given to the teachings in the

Shepherd, in the 2nd Epistle of Clement and in the AiSecx^-

3 This notion lies at the basis of the exhortations of Ignatius. He knows nothing

of an empirical union of the different communities into one Church guaranteed by

any law or office. The bishop is of importance only for the individual communit)-,

and has nothing to do with the essence of the Church; nor does Ignatius view

the separate communities as united in any other way than by faith, charity, and

hope. Christ, the invisible Bishop, and the Church are inseparably connected (ad

Ephes. V. I ; as well as 2nd Clem. XIV.), and that is ultimately the same idea as

is expressed in the associating of wsCiix and ey.y.^i^^ix. But every individual

community is an image of the heavenly Church, or at least ought to be.

4 The expression "Catholic Church" appears first in Ignatius (ad Smyrn. VIII. 2)

:

Ö—OV «V ipCC'ly 6 £771)7X077 01;, SKSl TO TT/tJäo? S<Trlü- ai777Bp '6770V XV Jj XfiO-TOt; ^It^uovi;,

sy.sl -^ y.xio/.iy.it eyy.Ä>i(7ix. But in this passage these words do not yet express a
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designations which Paul, the so-called Apostolic Fathers, and

Justin gathered from the Old Testament and applied to the

Church, relate to the holy community which originates in heaven

and returns thither.
'

But, in consequence of the naturalising of Christianity in the

world and the repelling of heresy, a formulated creed was made
the basis of the Church. This confession was also recognised

as a foundation of her unity and guarantee of her truth, and in

certain respects as the main one. Christendom protected itself

by this conception, though no doubt at a heavy price. To
Irenaeus and Tertullian the Church rests entirely on the apostolic,

traditional faith which legitimises her. -" But this faith itself

appeared as a laiv and aggregate of doctrines, all of which are

of equally fundamental importance, so that their practical aim

became uncertain and threatened to vanish ('' fides in regula posita

est, habet legem et salutem de observatione legis").

The Church herself, however, became a union based on the

true doctrine and visible in it ; and this confederation was at

the same time enabled to realise an actual outward unity by

means of the apostolic inheritance, the doctrinal confession, and

the apostolic writings. The narrower and more external character

assumed by the idea of the Church was concealed by the fact

that, since the latter half of the second century. Christians in

new conception of the Churcli, which represents her as an empirical common-

wealth. Only the individual earthly communities exist empirically, and the universal,

i.e.^ the whole Church, occupies the same position towards these as the bishops of

the individual communities do towards the Lord. The epithet '' y.x^ohiy.oc'' does

not of itself imply any secularisation of the idea of the Church.

1 The expression '" invisible Cliurch ""
is liable to be misunderstood here, because

it is apt to impress us as a mere idea, wliich is certainly not tlie meaning attached

to it in the earliest period.

- It was thus regarded by llegesippus in whom the exjiression "w 'ivwtr/; tv,:;

I«>«A>)o-/äi;" is first found. In his view the SKX?^yi<rix is founded on the dp6dt; ?.äyoi

transmitted by the Apostles. The innovation does not consist in the emphasis laid

upon faith, for the unity of faith was always supposed to be guaranteed by the

possession of the one Spirit and the same hope, but in the setting up of a formulated

creed, which resulted in a loosening of the connection between faith and conduct.

The transition to the new conception of the Church was therefore a gradual one.

The way is very plaiidy prepared for it in i 'I'im. HI. 15: cly.c: 'jicxj iv.y.Kv.TiX,

(TTiiXo% y.xi iSpxieoiJ.ae tvj^ xÄyjösixt;.
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all parts of the world had really united in opposition to

the state and "heresy", and had found compensation for the

incipient decline of the original lofty thoughts and practical

obligations in the consciousness of forming an oecumenical and

international alliance. The designation " Catholic Church " gave

expression to the claim of this world-wide union of the same faith

to represent the true Church. ' This expression corresponds to the

powerful position which the "great Church" (Celsus), or the

1 The oldest predicate whicli was given to the Church and which was always

associated with it, was th at of /^^/m^jj. See the New Testament ; Barn. XIV. 6 ; Hermas,

Vis. I. 3, 4:1. 6; the Roman symbol; Dial." 119 ; Ignat. ad Trail, inscr.: Theophil., ad

.\utol., II. 14 (here we have even the plural, "holy churches'"); Apollon. inEuseb,

H. E. V. 18. 5; Tertull., adv. Marc. IV. 13; V. 4; de pudicit. i ; Mart. Polyc. inscr.

:

Alexander Hieros. in Euseb., H. E. VI. 11. 5; Clemens Alex. ; Cornelius in Eus^b.,

VI. 43. 6; Cyprian. But the holiness (purity) of the Church was already refeiTed

by Hegesippus (Euseb., H. E. IV. 22. 4) to its pure doctrine: IkäAokv tsjv I;<;<A;j5-/äv

TTxpSsvo)/- ovTTM "/xp sipSxpTO ocKox'tq (/.XTXtxtQ. The unity of the Church according

to Hegesippus is specially emphasised in the Muratorian Fragment (line 55): see

also Hennas; Justin; Irenreus; TertuUian, de prsescr. 20; Clem. Alex., Strom. VII.

17. 107. Even before Irenseus and TertuUian the universality of the Church was

emphasised for apologetic pm-poses. In so far as universality is a proof of truth,

' universal " is equivalent to " orthodox." This signification is specially clear in

expressions like: vj kv Eiu.upvy; y.xiohiy.i) ly.y.Ä-^7ix (Slari. Polyc. XVI. 2). Prom Irenseus,

III. 15, 2, we must concUide that the Valentinians called their ecclesia.stical opponents

"Catholics."' The word itself is not yet found in Irenaeus, but the idea is there

(see I. 10. 2 ; II. 9. i, etc., Serapion in Euseb., H. E. V. 19: täs-ä vi sv xöci^m

x^shipÖT-i^i). Kx^oÄty.oQ is found as a designation of the orthodox, visible Church

in Mart. Polyc. inscr. : xi y.xrx ttxvtx tottov tvJ? xyixt; Kxi y.xSoÄm^t; sy.y.^i^(j ixc,

TTxpoiKixt: 19. 2 ; 16. 2 (in all these passages, howevei", it is probably an inter-

polation, as I have shown in the "Expositor" for Dec. 1885, p. 410 f.); in the

Muratorian Fragment 61, 66, 69; in the anonymous writer in Euseb., H. E. V. 16.9.

in Tertull. frequently, e.^.. de prsescr. 26, 30; adv. Marc. III. 22 : IV. 4; in Clem.

Alex., Strom. VII. 17. 106, 107; in Hippol. Philos. IX. 12; in Mart. Pionii 2, 9,

13, 19; in Cornelius in Cypr., epp. 49. 2 ; and in Cypi-ian. The expression " catholica

traditio" occurs in Tertull., de monog. 2, "fides catholica" in Cyprian ep. 25,

" y.xvuv y.xSoÄiHÖi;" in the jNIart. Polyc. rec. Mosq. fin. and Cypr. ep. 70. I, "cath-

olica fides et religio in the Mart. Pionii 18. In the earlier Christian literature the

word xxioMKOi; occurs in various connections in the following passages : in fragments

of the Peratae (Philos. V. 16), and in Herakleon, e.g.^ in Clement, Strom. IV. 9. 71

;

in Justin, Dial.. 81, 102 ; Athenag., 27; Theophil., I. 13 ; Pseudojustin, de monarch, i,

(y.xSoÄ. 5oS«); Iren., III. 11. 8: Apollon. in Euseb., H. E. IV. 18. 5, Tertull., de

fuga 3; adv. Marc. II. 17; IV. 9; Clement, Strom., IV. 15. 97 ; VI. 6. 47; 7. 57; •'^- 67-

The addition "catholicam" found its way into the symbols of the West only at a

comparatively late period. The earlier expressions for the whole of Christendom are

7:x<Txi xisy.y.^>i<7-ixL £y.y.^-^(7ixi y.xrx tx^xv To'Ar/, sy.y.Kvi7ixi xi£\i y.d^iia, xiv!^'' ovpxvov^ etc
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"old" Church (Clemens Alex.) had attained by the end of the

second century, as compared with the Marcionite Church, the

school sects, the Christian associations of all kinds, and the

independent Christians. This Church, however, was declared

to be apostolic, i. e.. founded in its present form by Christ

through the Apostles. Through this idea, which was supported

by the old enthusiastic notion that the Apostles had already

proclaimed the Gospel to all the world, it came to be completely

forgotten how Christ and his Apostles had exercised their

ministry, and an empirical conception of the Church was created

in which the idea of a holy life in the Spirit could no longer

be the ruling one. It was taught that Christ received from

God a law of faith, which, as a new lawgiver, he imparted to

the Apostles, and that they, by transmitting the truth of which

they were the depositaries, founded the one Catholic Church

(Iren. III. 4. i). The latter, being guardian of the apostolic

heritage, has the assurance of possessing the Spirit ; whereas

all communities other than herself, inasmuch as they have not

received that deposit, necessarily lack the Spirit and are there-

fore separated from Christ and salvation. ^ Hence one must be

a member of this Church in order to be a partaker of salvation,

because in her alone one can find the creed which must be

recognised as the condition of redemption. Consequently, in

proportion as the faith became a doctrine of faith, the Catholic

Church interposed herself as an empiric power between the

individual and salvation. She became a condition of salvation

;

t Very significant is Tertullian's expression in adv. Val. 4: '• Valentinus de ecclesia

aiuhentica; regulre abrupit," (but proliably this still refers specially to the Roman
Churchj.

- TertuUian called the Church mother (in Gal. IV. 26 the heavenly Jerusalem is

called "mother"); see de orat. 2: '-ne mater quidem ecclesia pneteritur", demonog. 7;

adv. Marc. V. 4 (the author of the letter in Euseb., H. E. V. 2. 7, i. 45, had already

done this before him). In the African Church the symbol was thus worded soon

after Tertullian's time: '••credis in remissionem peccatorum et vitam reteniam per

sanctam ecclesiam" (see Hahn, Bibliothek der Symbole, 2nd ed. p. 29 ff.) On
the other hand Clement of Alexandria (Strom. VI. 16. 146) rejected the designation

of the Church, as "mother": f^i^T*ip Ss olx, ^? t<v£? sxSeSuxxTtv, y iK>iK\^<Ttx, ixK'

Vi Sstx yviia-it; xxi vi a-oipiee (there is a different idea in Peed. I. 5. 21 and 6. 42:

IJ.vjT-^p TTcepSsvoi;' hxK^iiiTiav ei^oi <pi?.o-j xuryf/ y.xhitv). In the Acta Justini c. 4 the

faith is named '-mother."
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but the result was that she ceased to be a sure communion of

the saved and of saints (see on this point the following chapter).

It was quite a logical proceeding when about the year 220

Calixtus, a Roman bishop, started the theory that there must

be wheat and tares in the Catholic Church and that the Ark

of Noah with its clean and unclean beasts was her type. ' The

departure from the old idea of the Church appears completed

in this statement. But the following facts must not be over-

looked : — First, the new conception of the Church was not

yet a hierarchical one. Secondly, the idea of the union and

unity of all believers found here magnificent expression.

Thirdly, the development of the communities into one solid

Church also represents the creative power of the Christian

spirit. Fourthly, through the consolidation effected in the

Church by the rule of faith the Christian religion was in some

measure preserved from enthusiastic extravagancies and arbiträr}-

misinterpretation. Fifthly, in consequence of the regard for a

Church founded on the doctrine of faith the specific significance

of redemption by Christ, as distinguished from natural religion

and that of the Old Testament, could no longer be lost to

behevers. Sixthly, the independence of each individual com-

munity had a wide scope not only at the end of the second

but also in the third century, " Consequently, though the

revolution which led to the Catholic Church was a result of the

situation of the communities in the world in general and of the

struggle with the Gnostics and Marcion in particular, and though

it was a fatal error to identify the Catholic and apostolic

Churches, this change did not take place without an exalting

of the Christian spirit and an awakening of its self-consciousness.

But there was never a time in history when the conception

of the Church, as nothing else than the visible communion of

those holding the correct apostolic doctrine, was clearly grasped

or exclusively emphasised. In Irenaeus and TertuUian we

rather find, on the one hand, that the old theory of the

1 Hippol. Philos. IX. 12 p. 460.

" The phraseology of Irenaeus is very instructive here. As a rule he still speaks

of Churches (in the plural) when he means the empirical Church. It is already

otherwise with TertuUian, though even with him the old custom still lingers.
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Church was still to a great extent preserved and, on the other,

that the hierarchical notion was already making its appearance.

As to the first point, Irena^us frequently asserts that the Spirit

and the Church, that is, the Christian people, are inseparable;

that the Spirit in divers ways continually effects whatever she

needs ; that she is the totality of all true believers, that all the

faithful have the rank of priests; that outside the holy Church

there is no salvation, etc. ; in fact these doctrines form the ver}-

essence of his teaching. But, since she was also regarded as

the visible institution for objectively preserving and commun-

icating the truth, and since the idea of the Church in contra-

distinction to heresy was necessarily exhausted in this as far

as Irenseus was concerned, the old theories of the matter could

not operate correctively, but in the end only served to glorify

the earthly Catholic Church. ' The proposition that truth is

only to be found in the Church and that she and the Hoh'

Spirit are inseparable must be understood in Irenaeus as already

referring to the Catholic Church in contradistinction to every

other calling itself Christian. ' As to the second point, it can-

not be denied that, though Irenaeus desires to maintain that

the only essential part of the idea of the Church is the fact of

her being the depository of the truth, he was no longer able

to confine himself to this (see above). The episcopal succes-

sion and the transmission to the bishops of the inagisterhtin of

the Apostles were not indeed of any direct importance to his

idea of the Church, but they were of consequence for the

preservation of truth and therefore indirectly for the idea of

the Church also. To Irenaeus, however, that theory was still

1 The most important passages bearing on this are II. 31. 3:111. 24. I (see

the whole section, but especially: '••in ecclesia posiiit deus universam operationem

Spiritus; cuius non sunt participes omnes (jui non concurrunt ad ecclesiam . . . ubi

enim ecclesia, ibi et spiritus dei, et ubi spiritus dei, illic ecclesia et omnis gratia '"»:

III. II. 8: (TTt/Ao? v.cä a-Tt^ptyiiix gxxAj/y/«; to svxyysÄiov y.xi 7rvsviJ,x ^uiii; :1V. 8. i :

"semen Abrahce ecclesia"., IV. 8. 3: ''omnes iusti sacerdotalem habent ordinem":

IV. 36. 2: "ubique praeclara est ecclesia; ubique enim sunt qui suscipiunt spiritum ":

IV. 33. 7 : £y.y.Äti<7ix [j.iyci x«( svSotov ü-ä(ix tov Xpta-Tov ; IV. 26. i sq. : V . 20. I. : V . 32.

:

V. 34. 3., " LevitK et sacerdotes sunt discipuli omnes domini."

" Hence the repudiation of all those who separate themseh'es from tlie Catholic

Church (HI. 11. 9; 24. i : IV. 26. 2; 33. 7).
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nothing more than an artificial Hne ; but artificial lines are really

supports and must therefore soon attain the value of found-

ations. ^ Tertullian's conception of the Church was essentially

the same as that of Irena^us ; but with the former the idea that

she is the outward manifestation of the Spirit, and therefore a

communion of those who are spiritual, at all times continued to

operate more powerfully than with the latter. In the last period

of his life TertuUian emphasised this theory so vigorously that

the Antignostic idea of the Church being based on the " traditio

unius sacramenti " fell into the background. Consequently we

find nothing more than traces of the hierarchical conception of

the Church in TertuUian. But towards the end of his life he

found himself face to face with a fully developed theory of this

"kind. This he most decidedly rejected, and, in doing so,

advanced to such a conception of ecclesiastical orders, and

therefore also of the episcopate, as clearly involved him in a

contradiction of the other theory—which he also never gave

up—viz., that the bishops, as the class which transmits the rule

of faith, are an apostolic institution and therefore necessary to

the Church.
""

' On I\'. 33. 7 see Seeberg, I.e., p. 20, who has correctly punctuated the passage,

but has weakened its force. The fact that Irenaeus was here able to cite

ihe -antiquus ecclesise status in universo mundo et character corporis Christi

secundum successiones episcoporum", etc., as a second and independent item along-

side of the apostolic doctrine is, however, a proof that the transition from the idea

of the Church, as a community united by a common faith, to that of a hierarchical

institution was already revealing itself in his wi-itings.

- The Church as a communion of the same faith, that is of the same doctrine,

is spoken of in de prcescr. 20; de virg. vol. 2. On the other hand we find the

ideal spiritual conception in de bapt. 6 :
" ubi tres, id est pater et filius et spiritus

sanctus, ibi ecclesia, qure trium corpus est"; 8: " columba s. spiritus advolat, pacem
dei adferens, emissa de ccelis, ubi ecclesia est area figurata"; 15: " unus deus et

unum baptismum et una ecclesia in ccelis" ; de psenit. 10 : "in uno et altero ecclesia

est, ecclesia vero Christus "
; de orat. 28 :

" nos sumus veri adoratores et veri sacer-

dotes, qui spiritu orantes spiritu sacrificamus ;
" Apolog. 39 ; de exhort. 7 : "differ-

entiam inter ordinem et plebem constituit ecclesije auctoritas et honor per ordinis

consessum sanctificatus. Adeo ubi ecclesiastici ordinis non est consessus, et offers

et tinguis et sacerdos es tibi solus. Sed ubi tres, ecclesia est, licet laici " (the same
idea, only not so definitely expressed, is already found in de bapt. 17); de monog. 7 :

" nos autem lesus summus sacerdos sacerdotes deo pati-i suo fecit . . . vivit unicus

pater noster deus et mater ecclesia, . . certe sacerdotes sumus a Christo vocati " :

12; de pudic. 21: "-nam et ipsa ecclesia proprie et principaliter ipse est spiritus, in

I
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From the disquisitions of Clement of Alexandria we see how-

vigorous the old conception of the Church, as the heavenly

communion of the elect and believing, still continued to be

about the year 200. This will not appear strange after what we
have already said as to Clement's views about the rule of faith,

the New Testament, and the episcopate. It is evident that his

philosophy of religion led him to give a new interpretation to

the original ideas. Yet the old form of these notions can be

more easily made out from his works than from those of Irenaeus.
"

Up to the 1 5th Chapter of the 7th Book of his great work, the

Stromateis, and in the Pzedagogus, Clement simply speaks of

the Church in the sense of the Epistle to the Ephesians and

the Shepherd of Hermas. She is a heavenly formation, continued

in that which appears on earth as her image. Instead of

distinguishing two Churches Clement sees one, the product of

God's will aiming at the salvation of man—a Church which is

to be on earth as it is in heaven, and of which faith forms the

subjective and the Logos the objective bond of union. But,

beginning with Strom. VII. 15 (see especially 17), where he is

influenced by opposition to the heretics, he suddenly identifies

this Church with the single old Catholic one, that is, with the

visible "Church" in opposition to the heretic sects. Thus the

empirical interpretation of the Church, which makes her the

institution in possession of the true doctrine, was also completely

adopted by Clement; but as yet he employed it simply in

polemics and not in positive teachings. He neither reconciled

nor seemingly felt the contradiction in the statement that the

Church is to be at one and the same time the assembly of the

elect and the empiric universal Church. At any rate he made

quo est trinitas imius divinitatis, pater et filius et spiritus sanctus. 1 11am ecclesiaiu

congregat quam domimis in tribus posuit. Atque ita exinde etiam numerus omuis

qui in hanc fidem conspiraverint ecclesia ab auctore et consecratore censetur. Et

ideo ecclesia quidem delicta doaabit, sed ecclesia spiritus per spiritalem hominem,

non ecclesia numerus episcoporum " ; de anima ii, 21. Contradictions in detail

need not surprise us in TertuUian, since his whole position as a Catholic and

as a Montanist is contradictory.

1 The notion that the true Cnostic can attain the same position as the Apostles

also preserved Clement from thrusting die ideal conception of the Church into

the background.
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1

as yet no unconditional acknowledgment of the Catholic Church,

because he was still able to attribute independent value to

Gnosis, that is, to independent piety as he understood it.
'

Consequently, as regards the conception of the Church, the

mystic Gnosis exercised the same effect as the old religious

enthusiasm from which in other respects it differs so much.

"

The hierarchy has still no significance as far as Clement's idea

of the Church is concerned. ^ At first Origen entirely agrees

with Clement in regard to this conception. He also starts with

the theory that the Church is essentially a heavenly communion

and a holy communion of believers, and keeps this idea con-

stantly before him. ^ When opposing heretics, he also, like Clem-

ent, cannot help identifying her with the Catholic Church,

because the latter contains the true doctrine, though he likewise

1 Some very significant remarks are found in Clement about the Church which

is the object of faith. See Paed. I. 5. 18, 21 ; 6. 27 : ait; yxp ro SsAyjixx tbv ®iov

spyov sff'Ti Kxl TOVTO K6<rix.0i ovoizx^stixi, ovTifi Kcet TO ßou?iyii^ac xlrov xvipaiTTuiv £s-t<

<7UTyipix, Kxi TOVTO SKKK'i^aix kskKvitxi—here an idea which Hermas had in his

mind (see Vol. I., p. 180. note 4) is pregnantly and excellently expressed. Strom.

II. 12. 55; IV. 8. 66: ilnMv Tvji; ohpxvlov eHKÄyia-ix^ ii eTiysioi;, SiOTrep svxöl-i-iSx kxI

sTTt yvjt; yeveirSxi to SsÄi^i^x tov ®sov w? ev ot/pxvui ; IV. 26. 1^2 : vi lx.Khvj<rix vtto

Xoyov xTTOÄiOpxyiTOt; xTvpxwifTOt; ttöäi^ IttI yvj^, öeÄyjixx 6e7ov stti yvji;, ui; sv ovpxvZ'^

VI. 13. 106, 107 ; VI. 14. 108 : ii xvaiTXTw iy.nhi^a-ix, kx6' >fv 61 cpiÄöa-o<f)ot a-vvx-

yovTxt TOV 0EOV ; VII. 5- 29: ttüSi; ov xvpiux; tvjv eii; Tiiiifv tov @sov «at' Wiyvciiariv

xyixv ysvoi^BVitv Ikk^.'^/tIxv tepov xv 'inroiij-Bv @sov to tto^^Kov x^tov . . . ov yxp vvv

TOV ToVov, «AA« TO xipoi<rjJ.x TcSv sxÄixTÜv sKK^yjo-ixv Kx?,ü; VII. 6. 325 VII. 11.68;

it TtveviiXTiKvi sKx.?\i^'7ix. The empirical conception of the Church is most clearly

formulated in VII. 17. 107; we may draw special attention to the following sen-

tences : (^xvepov oli-LXi yeysvi^a-Sxi \J.ixv slvxi rjjv xÄv/äii SKKÄija-ixv Tifv tu '6vti xpxxixv,

eii; J/v 61 KXTx TTpöSsiTiv Sixxtot eyKXTx^syovTXi, evo? yxp 'ovtoq tov ®eov Kxt svbg

TOV xvp/ov . . . t5) yovv tov ivbg (pvcrsi a-vyy.^v^povTxi Ikk^v^t^ix vi i-i-ix, ijv f/; toAA«;^

KXTXTSI^V3IV ßlX^OVTXI XtpSTEt^.

2 It may, however, be noted that the old eschatological aim has fallen into the

background in Clement's conception of the Church.

^ A significance of this kind is suggested by the notion that the orders in the

earthly Church coiTespond to those in the heavenly one ; but this idea, which after-

wards became so important in the East, was turned to no further account by

Clement. In his view the '"Gnostics" are the highest stage in the Church. See

Bigg: 1-C-, P- 100.

* De princip. IV. 2. 2 : ^ ohpxvioc, sKK^yjo-ix ; Hom. IX. in Exod. c. 3: "ecclesia

credentium plebs"; Hom. XI. in Lev. c. 5 ; Hom. VI. in Lev. c. 5 ; ibid. Hom. IX. : "omni

ecclesias dei et credentium populo sacerdotium datum.": T.XIV. in Mt. c. I7:c. Cels.

VI. 48 : VI. 79; Hom. VII. in Lk.;and de orat. 31 a twofold Church is distinguished

6
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refrains from acknowledging any hierarchy. ' But Origen is

influenced by two further considerations, which are scarcely

hinted at in Clement, but which were called forth by the

actual course of events and signified a further development in

the idea of the Church. For, in the first place, Origen saw

himself already compelled to examine closely the distinction

between the essence and the outward appearance of the Church,

and, in this process, reached results which again called in

question the identification of the Holy Church with the empiric

Catholic one (see on this point the following chapter). Secondly,

in consequence of the extraordinary extension and powerful

position attained by the Catholic Church by the time of Philip

the Arabian, Origen, giving a new interpretation to a very old

Christian notion and making use of a Platonic conception, -

arrived at the idea that she was the earthly Kingdom of God,

destined to enter the world, to absorb the Roman Empire and

indeed all mankind, and to unite and take the place of the

various secular states. ^ This magnificent idea, which regards

the Church as y.o'jiJ.oq rov yJo-y.ov, ' denoted indeed a complete

departure from the original theory of the subject, determined

by eschatological considerations; though we must not forget

(ftio-re slvoit stti t»v «yiuv a-vvceSpoi^oizsvuv J/tAJjv suK^via-ixv tjjv (jlIv xvipuTruv, x^v Ss

xyyifiüiv). Nevertheless Origen does not assume two Churches, but, like Clement,

holds that there is only one, part of which is already in a state of perfection and

part still on earth. But it is worthy of note that the ideas of the heavenly hierarchy

are already more developed in Origen (de princip. I. 7). He adopted the old

speculation about the origin of the Church (see Papias, fragm. 6 ; 2 Clem. XIV.).

Socrates (H. E. III. 7) reports that Origen, in the 9th vol. of his commentary on

Genesis, compared Christ with Adam and Eve with the Church, and remarks that

Pamphilus' apology for Origen stated that this allegory was not new : ov Trpürov

'Slpiysvifv STTi TXVTVjv rvjv TrpxyiMetrelxv iÄ6s7v (poetriv, xXXx x^v xi}? exKK^(7ixc; i-i-vir-

Tiniiv ipii^vsvaxt 7rxpx§0(riv. A great many more of these speculations are to he

found in the 3rd century. See, e.g., tAe Acts of Fete?- and Paul 2^.

' De princip. IV. 2. 2; Horn. III. in Jesu N. 5: "nemo tibi persuadeat, nemo
semetipsum decipiat : extra ecclesiam nemo salvatur." The reference is to the

Catholic Churcli which Origen also calls xo oAov a-üi^ix tüv a-uvxyuyäv rvi^ exxA^tr/aic.

2 Hermas (Sim. I.) has spoken of the "city of God" (see also pseudo-Cyprian's

tractate "de pascha computus"); but for him it lies in Heaven and is the complete

conti"ast of the world. Tiie idea of Plato here referred to is to be found in liis AVy'?//'//?.

3 See c. Cels. VIII. 68—75.

^ Comment, in joh. VI. 38.
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that Origen still demanded a really holy Church and a new

polity. Hence, as he also distinguishes the various degrees of

connection with the Church, ' we already find in his theory a

combination of all the features that became essential parts of

the conception of the Church in subsequent times, with the

exception of the clerical element. -

3. The contradictory notions of the Church, for so they appear

to us, in Irenaeus and Clement and still more in TertuUian and

Origen, need not astonish any one who bears in mind that none

of these Fathers made the Church the subject of a theological

theory. ^ Hence no one as yet thought of questioning the old

article: "I believe in a holy Church." But, at the same time,

actual circumstances, though they did not at first succeed in

altering the Church's bellet, forced her to realise her changed

position, for she had in point of fact become an association

which was founded on a definite law of doctrine and rejected

everything that did not conform to it. The identifying of this

association with the ideal Church was a matter of course, ^ but

it was quite as natural to take no immediate theoretical notice

of the identification except in cases where it was absolutely

necessary, that is, in polemics. In the latter case the unity of

faith and hope became the unity of the doctrine of faith, and

the Church was, in this instance, legitimised by the possession of

the apostolic tradition instead of by the realising of that tradi-

tion in heart and life. From the principle that had been set

1 Accordingly he often speaks in a depreciatory way of the 'ox^ot; tj^i; ixxAvta-ioct;

(the ignorant) without accusing them of being unchristian (this is very frequent in

the books c. Cels., but is also found elsewhere).

- Origen, who is Augustine's equal in other respects also, and who anticipated

many of the problems considered by the latter, anticipated prophetically this Father's

view of the City of God—of course as a hope (c. Cels. viii. 68 f.). The Church is also

viewed as to xxrk @eoM xcA/rgy/z« in Euseb., H. E. V. Prsef. § 4, and at an earlier

period in Clement.

3 This was not done even by Origen, for in his great work ''de principiis"

we find no section devoted to the Church.

^ It is frequently represented in Protestant writers that the mistake consisted in

this identification, whereas, if we once admit this criticism, the defect is rather to be

found in the development itself which took place in the Church, that is, in its

secularisation. No one thought of the desperate idea of an invisible Church ;
this notion

would probably have brought about a lapse from pure Christianity far more rap-

idly than the idea of the Holy Catholic Church.
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up it necessarily followed that the apostolic inheritance on

which the truth and legitimacy of the Church was based, could

not but remain an imperfect court of appeal until living author-

ities could be pointed to in this court, and until every possible

cause of strife and separation was settled by reference to it.

An empirical community cannot be ruled by a traditional written

word, but only by persons; for the written law will always

separate and split. If it has such persons, however, it can

tolerate within it a great amount of individual differences,

provided that the leaders subordinate the interests of the whole

to their own ambition. We have seen how Irenaeus and

Tertullian, though they in all earnestness represented the fides

catholica and ecclesia catholica as inseparably connected, ' were

already compelled to have recourse to bishops in order to

ensure the apostolic doctrine. The conflicts within the sphere

of the rule of faith, the struggles with the so-called Montanism,

but finally and above all, the existing situation of the Church

in the third century with regard to the world within her pale,

made the question of organisation the vital one for her. Ter-

tullian and Origen already found themselves face to face with

episcopal claims of which they highly disapproved and which, in their

own way, they endeavoured to oppose. It was again the Roman
bishop " who first converted the proposition that the bishops are

direct successors of the Apostles and have the same " locus magis-

terii " ("place of government") into a theory which declares that

all apostolic powers have devolved on the bishops and that these

have therefore peculiar rights and duties in virtue of their office.
^

Cyprian added to this the corresponding theory of the Church.

1 Both repeatedly and very decidedly declared that tlie unity of faith (the rule

of faith) is sufficient for the unity of the Church, and that in other things there

must be freedom (see above all Tertull., de orat., de bapt., and the Montanist

writings). It is all the more worthy of note that, in the case of a question ia

which indeed the customs of the different countries were exceedingly productive

of confusion, but which was certainly not a matter of faith, it was again a bishop

of Rome, and tliat as far back as the 2nd century, who first made the observance

of the Roman practice a condition of the unity of the Church and treated non-

conformists as heterodox (V'ictor' see Euseb., H. E. V. 24). On the other hand

Irenseus says: vi ^txtptavlx tvji; v^^itteixq rijv ofiövoixv t^^ TTiffrsuQ o'üv/Vt»}«"/.

2 On Calixtus see Hippolyt., Philos. IX. 12, and Tertull., de pudic.

^ See on the other hand Tertull., de monog., but also Hippol., I.e.
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In one decisive point, however, he did not assist the secularising

process which had been completed by the Roman bishop,

in the interest of Catholicity as well as in that of the

Church's existence (see the following chapter). In the second

half of the third century there were no longer any Churches,

except remote communities, where the only requirement was to

preserve the Catholic faith ; the bishops had to be obeyed. The
idea of the one episcopally organised Church became the main

one and overshadowed the significance of the doctrine of faith

as a bond of unity. The Church based on the bishops^ the

successors of the Apostles, the vicegerents of God, is herself the

legacy of the Apostles in virtue of this her foundation. This

idea was never converted into a rigid theory in the East,

though the reality to which it corresponded was not the less

certain on that account. The fancy that the earthly hierarchy

was the image of the heavenly was the only part that began

to be taken in real earnest. In the West, on the other hand,

circumstances compelled the Carthaginian bishop to set up a

finished theory. ^ According to Cyprian, the Catholic Church,

to which all the lofty 'predictions and predicates in the Bible

apply (see Hartel's index under "ecclesia"), is the one institu-

tion of salvation outside of which there is no redemption

1 Cyprian's idea of the Church, an imitation of the conception of a political

«mpire, viz., one great aristocratically governed state with an ideal head, is the

result of the conflicts through which he passed. It is therefore first found in a

complete form in the treatise "de unitate ecclesias" and, above all, in his later

epistles (Epp. 43 sq. ed. Hartel). The passages in which Cyprian defines the Church

as " constituta in episcopo et in clero et in omnibus credentibus " date from an

earlier period, when he himself essentially retained the old idea of the subject.

Moreover, he never regarded those elements as similar and of equal value. The
limitation of the Church to the community ruled by bishops was the result of the

Novatiau crisis. The unavoidable necessity of excluding orthodox Christians from

the ecclesiastical communion, or, in other words, the fact that such orthodox Christians

had separated themselves from the majority guided by the bishops, led to the setting

up of a new theory of the Church, which therefore resulted from stress of circum-

stances just as much as the antignostic conception of the matter held by Irenceus.

Cyprian's notion of the relation between the whole body of the Church and the epis-

copate may, however, be also understood as a generalisation of the old theory about the

•connection between the individual community and the bishop. This already contained

an oecumenical element, for, in fact, every separate community was regarded as a

copy of the one Church, and its bishop therefore as the representative of God (Christ).
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(ep. 'ji- 2i). She is this, moreover, not only as the community
possessing the true apostoHc faith, for this definition does not

exhaust her conception, but as a harmoniously organised feder

ation. ' This Church therefore rests entirely on the episcopate,

which sustains her," because it is the continuance of the apostolic

office and is equipped with all the power of the Apostles. *

Accordingly, the union of individuals with the Church, and

therefore with Christ, is effected only by obedient dependence

on the bishop, i.e., such a connection alone makes one a member
of the Church. But the unity of the Church, which is an

attribute of equal importance with her truth, because this union

is only brought about by love, ^ primarily appears in the unity

of the episcopate. For, according to Cyprian, the episcopate has

been from its beginning undivided and has continued to be

1 We need only quote one passage here—but see also epp. 69. 3, 7 sq.: 70. 2:

73. 8—ep. 55. 24: "Quod vero ad Novatiani personam pertinet, scias nos primo

in loco nee curiosos esse debere quid ille doceat, cum foris doceat; quisquis ille

est et qualiscunque est, christianus non est, qui in Christi ecclesia non est." In the

famous sentence (ep. 74. 7; de unit. 6): "habere non potest deum patrem qui

ecclesiam non habet matrem," we must understand the Church held together by

the sacramentum ufiitatis^ i.e., by her constitution Cyprian is fond of referring

to Korah's faction, who nevertheless held the same faith as Moses.

2 Epp. 4. 4 : 33. I : "ecclesia super episcopos constituta": 43. 5 : 45. 3: "unitatem

a domino et per apostolus nobis successoribus traditam"; 46. i : 66. 8: '"scire debes

episcopum in ecclesia esse et ecclesiam in episcopo et si qui cum episcopo non sit

in ecclesia non esse"; de unit. 4.

3 According to Cyprian the bishops are the sacerdotes y.xr^ eSo^tji' and the

indices vice Christi. See epp. 59. 5:66. 3 as well as c. 4: "Christus dicit ad

apostolos ac per hoc ad omnes przepositos, qui apostolis vicaria ordinatione suc-

cedunt: qui audit vos me audit." Ep. 3. 3: "dominus apostolos, i.e.. episcopos

elegit"; ep. 75. 16.

^ That is a fundamental idea and in fact the outstanding feature of the treatise

"de unitate". The heretics and schismatics lack love, whereas the unity of the

Church is the product of love, this being the main Christian virtue. That is the

ideal thought on which Cyprian builds his theory (see also epp. 45. I : 55. 24 : 69. i

and elsewhere), and not quite wrongly, in so far as his purpose was to gather and

preserve, and not scatter. The reader may also recall the early Christian notion

that Christendom should be a band of brethren ruled by love. But this love

ceases to have any application to the case of those who are disobedient to the

authority of the bishop and to Christians of the sterner sort. The appeal which

Catholicism makes to love, even at the present day, in order to justify its secu-

larised and tyrannical Church, turns in the mouth of hierarchical politicians intcw

hypocrisy, of which one would like to acquit a man of Cyprian's stamp.
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SO in the Church, in so far as the bishops are appointed and

guided by God, are on terms of brotherly intercourse and ex-

change, and each bishop represents the whole significance of

the episcopate. ^ Hence the individual bishops are no longer

to be considered primarily as leaders of their special communi-

ties, but as the foundation of the one Church. Each of these

prelates, however, provided he keeps within the association of

the bishops, preserves the independent right of regulating the

circumstances of his own diocese. ' But it also follows that

' Ep. 43. 5:55- 24: " episcopatus unus episcoporum multorum concordi num-

erositate diffusus"; de unit. 5: '-episcopatus unus est, cuius a singulis in solidum

pars tenetur." Strictly speaking Cyprian did not set up a theory that the bishops

were directed by the Holy Spirit, but in identifying Apostles and bishops and

asserting the divine appointment of the latter he took for granted their special

endowment with the Holy vSpirit. Moreover, he himself frequently appealed to

special communications he had received from the Spirit as aids in discharging his

official duties.

- Cyprian did not yet regard uniformity of Church practice as a matter of

moment—or rather he knew that diversities must be tolerated. In so far as the

concordia episcoforum was consistent with this diversity, he did not interfere with

the differences, provided the regula fidci was adhered to. Every bishop who

adheres to the confederation has the greatest freedom even in questions of Church

discipline and practice (as for instance in the baptismal ceremonial); see ep. 59.

14: "Singulis pastoribus portio gregis est adscripta, quam regit unusquisque et

gubernat rationem sui actus domino redditurus'"; 55. 21: " Et quidem apud anteces-

sores nostros quidam de episcopis istic in provincia nostra dandam pacis moechis

non putaverunt et in totum paenitentiae locum contra adulteria cluserunt, non tamen

a co-episcoponim suorum collegio recesserunt aut catholicse ecclesise unitatem

ruperunt, ut quia apud alios adulteris pax dabatur, qui non dabat de ecclesia

separaretur." According to ep. 57. 5 Catholic bishops, who insist on the strict

practice of penance, but do not separate themselves from the unity of the Church,

are left to the judgment of God. It is different in the case referred to in ep. 68,

for Marcion had formally joined Novatian. Even in the disputed question of

heretical baptism (ep. 72. 3) Cyprian declares to Stephen (See 69. 17: 73. 26;

Sententiae episc, praefat.): "qua in re nee nos vim cuiquam facimus aut legem

damns, quando habeat in ecclesiae administratione voluntatis suae arbitrium liberum

unusquisque prsepositus, rationem actus sui domino redditurus.'' It is therefore

plain wherein the unity of the episcopate and the Church actually consists; we

may say that it is found in the regula^ in the fixed purpose not to give up the unity

in spite of all differences, and in the principle of regulating all the affairs of the

Church "ad originem dominicam et ad evangelicam adque apostolicam traditionem"

(ep. 74. 10). This refers to the New Testament, which Cyprian emphatically insisted

on making the standard for the Church. It must be taken as the guide, "si in

aliquo in ecclesia nutaverit at vacillaverit Veritas " ; by it, moreover, all false customs

are to be corrected. In the controversy about heretical baptism, the alteration of
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the bishops of those communities founded by the Apostles them-

selves can raise no claim to any special dignity, since the unity

of the episcopate as a continuation of the apostolic office in-

volves the equahty of all bishops. ^ However, a special import-

ance attaches to the Roman see, because it is the seat of the

Apostle to whom Christ first granted apostolic authority in

order to show with unmistakable plainness the unity of these

powers and the corresponding unity of the Church that rests

on them; and further because, from her historical origin, the

Church of this see had become the mother and root of the

Catholic Church spread over the earth. In a severe crisis which

Cyprian had to pass through in his own diocese he appealed

to the Roman Church (the Roman bishop) in a manner which

made it appear as if communion with that Church was in itself

the guarantee of truth. But in the controversy about heretical

baptism with the Roman bishop Stephen, he emphatically

denied the latter's pretensions to exercise special rights over

the Church in consequence of the Petrine succession. Finally,

Church practice in Carthage and Africa, which was the point in question—for

whilst in Asia heretical baptism had for a very long time been declared invalid

(see ep. 75. 19) this had only been the case in Carthage for a few years—was

justified by Cyprian through an appeal to Veritas in contrast to constietudo sine

veritate. See epp. 71. 2, 3 : 73. 13, 23 : 74. 2 sq.: 9 (the formula originates with

Tertullian; see de virg. vel. i—3). The Veritas^ however, is to be learned from the

Gospel and words of the Apostles: "Lex evangelii", '"prsecepta dominica", and

synonymous expressions are very fiequent in Cyprian, more frequent than reference

to the regula or to the symbol. In fact there Avas still no Church dogmatic, there

being only principles of Christian faith and life, which, however, were taken from

the Holy Scriptures and the regula.

1 Cyprian no longer makes any distinction between Churches founded by Apostles,

and those which arose later (that is, between their bishops).

- The statement that the Church is "super Petrum fundata" is very frequently

made by Cyprian (we find it already in Tertullian, de monog.) ; see de habitu

virg. 10; Epp. 59. 7:66. 8:71. 3:74.11:73.7. But on the strength of Matth. XVI.

he went still farther; see ep. 43. 5: " deus unus est et Christus unus et una ecclesia

et cathedra una super Petrum domini voce fundata"; ep. 48. 3 (ad Cornel.): "com-

municatio tua, id est catholicse ecclesise unitaspariter et caritas"; de unit. 4: "super-

unum aedificat ecclesiam, et quamvis apostolis omnibus post resurrectionem suam

parem potestatem tribuat, tarnen ut unitatem manifestaret, unitatis eiusdem originem

ab uno incipientem sua auctoritate disposuit"; ep. 70.3: "una ecclesia a Christo

domino nostro super Petrum origine unitatis et ratione fundata" ("with regard to the

origin and constitution of the unity" is the translation of this last passage in the
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although Cyprian exalted the unity of the organisation of the

Church above the unity of the doctrine of faith, he preserved

the Christian element so far as to assume in all his statements

that the bishops display a moral and Christian conduct in keep-

ing with their office, and that otherwise they have ipso facto

forfeited it. ' Thus, according to Cyprian, the episcopal office

does not confer any indelible character, though Calixtus and other

bishops of Rome after him presupposed this attribute. (For

more details on this point, as well as with regard to the contra-

^'Stimmen aus Maria Laach," 1877, part 8, p. 355; but "ratio" cannot mean that)

;

*?• 73- 7 •
" Petro primum dominus, super quem asdificavit ecclesiam et unde unitatis

originem instituit et ostendit, potestatem istam dedit." The most emphatic passages

are ep. 48. 3, where the Roman Church is called " matrix et radix ecclesiaj cath-

olicse" (the expression "radix et mater" in ep. 45. I no doubt also refers to her),

and ep. 59. 14 :
" navigare audent et ad Petri cathedram atque ad ecclesiam prin-

zipalem, unde unitas sacerdotalis exorta est, ab schismaticis et profanis litteras ferre

nee cogitare eos esse Romanos, quorum fides apostolo praedicante laudata est (see

epp. 30. 2, 3 : 60. 2), ad quos perfidia habere non possit accessum." We can see

most clearly from epp. 67. 5 and 68 what rights were in point of fact exercised

by the bishop of Rome. But the same Cyprian says quite naively, even at the time

when he exalted the Roman cathedra so highly (ep. 52. 2), "quoniam pro magni-

tudine sua debeat Carthaginem Roma pra^cedere." In the controversy about heretical

baptism Stephen like Calixtus (Tertull., de pudic. i) designated himself, on the

ground of the successio Petri and by reference to Matth. XVI., in such a way that

one might suppose he wished to be regarded as "episcopus episcoporum" (Sentent.

episc. in Hartel I., p. 436). He expressly claimed a primacy and demanded obedience

from the "ecclesiEe novellre et posters" (ep. 71. 3). Like Victor he endeavoured to

enforce the Roman practice "tyrannico terrore" and insisted that \\\q ttnifas ecclesice

required the observance of this Church's practice in all communities. But Cyprian

opposed him in the most decided fashion, and maintained the principle that every

laishop, as a member of the episcopal confederation based on the regtila and the

Holy Scriptures, is responsible for his practice to God alone. This he did in a

way which left no room for any special and actual authority of the Roman see

alongside of the others. Besides, he expressly rejected the conclusions drawn by

Stephen from the admittedly historical position of the Roman see (ep. 71. 3): "Petrus

non sibi vindicavit aliquid insolenter aut adroganter adsumpsit, ut diceret se prin-

cipatum tenere et obtemperari a novellis et posteris sibi potius oportere." Firmilian,

ep. 75, went much farther still, for he indirectly declares the J7<ff«j/fl /'^///claimed

by Stephen to be of no importance (c. 17), and flatly denies that the Roman Church

has preserved the apostolic tradition in a specially faithful way. See Otto Ritschl,

I.e., pp. 92 ff., no— 141. In his conflict with Stephen Cyprian unmistakably took

up a position inconsistent with his foi-mer views as to the significance of the Roman
see for the Church, though no doubt these were ideas he had expressed at a critical

time when he stood shoulder to shoulder with the Roman bishop Cornelius.

1 See specially epp. 65, 67, 68.
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dictions that remain unreconciled in Cyprian's conception of

the Church, see the following chapter, in which will be shown
the ultimate interests that lie at the basis of the new idea of

the Church).

Addendum I. The great confederation of Churches which

Cyprian presupposes and which he terms the Church was in

truth not complete, for it cannot be proved that it extended

to any regions beyond the confines of the Roman Empire or

that it even embraced all orthodox and episcopally organised

communities within those bounds. ^ But, further, the conditions

of the confederation, which only began to be realised in the

full sense in the days of Constantine, were never definitely formu-

lated—before the fourth century at least. - Accordingly, the

idea of the one exclusive Church, embracing all Christians and

founded on the bishops, was always a mere theory. But, in

so far as it is not the idea, but its realisation to which Cyprian

here attaches sole importance, his dogmatic conception appears

to be refuted by actual circumstances. ^

II. The idea of heresy is always decided by the idea of the

Church. The designation xi:s7i^ implies an adherence to some-

1 Hatch I.e., p. 189 f.

2 The gradual union of the provincial communities into one Church may be

studied in a very interesting way in the ecclesiastical Fasti (records, martyrologies,

calendars, etc.), though these studies are as yet only in an incipient stage. See De
Rossi, Roma Sotter, the Bollandists in the 12th vol. for October; Stevenson, Studi

in Italia (1879), pp. 439, 458; the works of Nilles: Egli, Altchristl. Studien 1887

(Theol. Lit. Ztg. 1887, no. 13): Duchesne, Les sources du Jlartyrol. Hieron. Rome
1885, but above all the latter's study: Memoire sur Torigine des dioceses episcopaux

dans Tancienne Gaule, 1890. The history of the unification of liturgies from the

4th century should also be studied.

3 There were communities in the latter half of the 3rd century, which can be

proved to have been outside the confederation, although in perfect harmony with

it in point of belief (see the interesting case in Euseb., H.E. VII. 24. 6). Conversely,

there were Churches in the confederation whose faith did not in all respects cor-

respond with the Catholic legula as already expounded. But the fact that it was

not the dogmatic system, but the practical constitution and principles of the Church,

as based on a still elastic creed, which formed the ultimate determining factor, was

undoubtedly a great gain : for a system of dogmatics developed beyond the limits

of the Christian kerygma can only separate. Here, however, all differences of faith

had of course to be glossed over, for the demand of Apelles : /./>} Js7v üA&i? iis-

Txl^llV TOV ÄÖyOV, «AA' '^XaSTCV, dlQ XiXhreVKi. SlXI/.£veiV (TUl^VjlTiaBxl yxp Toi/C ITTl

TOv iffTxvpufjcevc-j vjhTiKcrxz x.r.A., was naturally regarded as inadmissible.
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thing self-chosen in opposition to the acknowledgment of some-

thing objectively handed down, and assumes that this is the

particular thing in which the apostasy consists. Hence all

those who call themselves Christians and yet do not adhere to

the traditional apostolic creed, but give themselves up to vain

and empty doctrines, are regarded as heretics by Hegesippus,

Irenaeus, Tertullian, Clement, and Origen. These doctrines are

as a rule traced to the devil, that is, to the non-Christian

religions and speculations, or to wilful wickedness. Any other

interpretation of their origin would at once have been an

acknowledgment that the opponents of the Church had a right

to their opinions, ' and such an explanation is not quite foreign

to Origen in one of his lines of argument. " Hence the ortho-

dox party were perfectly consistent in attaching no value to

any sacrament ^ or acts esteemed in their own communion,

when these were performed by heretics ;
^ and this was a prac-

tical application of the saying that the devil could transform

himself into an angel of light.
''

* Hence we need not be surprised to find that the notion of heresy which arose

in the Church was immediately coupled with an estimate of it, which for injustice

and harshness could not possibly be sui-passed in succeeding times. The best

definition is in Tertull., de prsescr. 6: ''Nobis nihil ex nostro arbitrio indulgere licet,

sed nee eligere quod aliquis de arbitrio suo induxerit. Apostolus domini habemus
auctores, qui nee ipsi quicquam ex suo arbitrio quod inducerent elegerunt, sed

acceptam a Christo disciplinam fideliter nationibus assignaverunt."

- See Vol. I., p. 224, note i.

3 We already find this idea in Tertullian; see de bapt. 15: "Hasretici nullum

habent consortium nostrae discipline, quos extraneos utique testatur ipsa ademptio

communicationis. Non debeo in illis cognoscere, quod mihi est prceceptum, quia

non idem deus est nobis et illis, nee unus Christus, id est idem, ideoque nee bapt-

ismus unus, quia non idem; quem cum rite non habeant, sine dubio non habent,

nee capit numerari, quod non habetur; ita nee possunt accipere quia non habent."

Cyprian passed the same judgment on all schismatics, even on the Novatians, and

like Tertullian maintained the invalidity of heretical baptism. This question agitated

the Church as early as the end of the 2nd century, when Tertullian already wrote

against it in Greek.

1 As far as possible the Christian virtues of the heretics were described as

hypocrisy and love of ostentation (see e.g:, Rhodon in Euseb., H. E. V. 13. 2 and

others in the second century). If this view was untenable, then all morality and

heroism among heretics were simply declared to be of no value. See the anonymous

writer in Eusebius, H. E. V. 16. 21, 22; Clem., Strom. VII. 16. 95; Orig., Comm.
ad Rom. 1. X., c. 5; Cypr., de unit. 14, 15; ep. 73. 21 etc.

^ Tertull., de praescr. 3— 6.
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But the Fathers we have named did not yet completely

identify the Church with a harmoniously organised institution.

For that very reason they do not absolutely deny the Christian-

ity of such as take their stand on the rule of faith, even when
these for various reasons occupy a position peculiar to them-

selves. Though we are by no means entitled to say that they

acknowledged orthodox schismatics, they did not yet venture

to reckon them simply as heretics. ' If it was desired to get

rid of these, an effort was made to impute to them some devi-

ation from the rule of faith ; and under this pretext the Church

freed herself from the Montanists and the Monarchians. " Cyprian

was the first to proclaim the identity of heretics and schismatics,

by making a man's Christianity depend on his belonging to

the great episcopal Church confederation, ^ But, both in East

> Irenasus definitely distinguishes between heretics and schismatics (III. ii. 9:
IV. 26. 2; 33. 7), but also blames the latter very severely, "qui gloriosum corpus

Christi, quantum in ipsis est, interficiunt, non habentes dei dilectionem suam-

que utilitatem potius considerantes quam unitatem ecclesise." Note the parallel

with Cyprian. Yet he does not class them with those "qui sunt extra veritatem,"

i.e.^ "extra ecclesiam," although he declares the severest penalties await them. Ter-

tuUian was completely preserved by his Montanism from identifying heretics and

schismatics, though in the last years of his life he also appears to have denied the

Christianity of the Catholics (r).

2 Read, on the one hand, the Antimontanists in Eusebius and the later opponents

of Montanism; and on the other, Tertull., adv. Prax. ; Hippol., c. Noet; Novatian,

de trinitate. Even in the case of the Novatians heresies were sought and found

(see Dionys. Alex., in Euseb., H. E. VII. 8, where we find distortions and wicked

misinterpretations of Novatian doctrines, and many later opponents). Nay, even

Cyprian himself did not disdain to join in this proceeding (see epp. 69. 7 : 70. 2).

The Montanists at Rome were placed by Hippolytus in the catalogue of heretics

(see the Syntagma and Philosoph.). Origen was uncertain whether to reckon them

among schismatics or heretics (see in Tit. Opp. IV., p. 696).

^ Cyprian plainly asserts (ep. 3. 3): "hsec sunt initia ha;reticorum et ortus

adque conatus schismaticorum, ut praepositum superbo tumore contemnant" (as to

the early history of this conception, which undoubtedly has a basis of truth, see

Clem., ep. ad Cor. i. 44; Ignat. ; Hegesippus in Euseb., H. E. IV. 22. 5 ; Tertull.,

adv. Valent. 4; de bapt. 17; Anonymus in Euseb; H. Y.. V. 16. 7; Ilippolyt. ad.

Epiphan. II. 42. i; Anonymus in Eusebius, H. E. V. 28. 12; according to Cyprian

it is quite the common one); see further ep. 59. 3: " neque enim aliunde hcereses

obortas sunt aut nata sunt schismata, quam quando sacerdoti dei non obtempcraiur";

epp. 66. 5 : 69. i :
" item b. apostolus Johannes nee ipse uUam hreresin aut schisma

discrevit aut aliquos speciatim separes posuit"; 52. i : 73. 2:74. 11. Schism and

heresy are always identical.
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and West, this theory of his became established only by very

imperceptible degrees, and indeed, strictly speaking, the process

was never completed at all. The distinction between heretics,

and schismatics was preserved, because it prevented a public:

denial of the old principles, because it was advisable on political

grounds to treat certain schismatic communities with indulgence,,

and because it was always possible in case of need to prove,

heresy against the schismatics.
'

III. As soon as the empiric Church ruled by the bishops-

was proclaimed to be the foundation of the Christian religion,

we have the fundamental premises for the conception that

everything progressively adopted by the Church, all her func-

tions, institutions, and liturgy, in short, all her continuously

changing arrangements were holy and apostolic. But the courage

to draw all the conclusions here was restrained by the fact that

certain portions of tradition, such as the New Testament canon

of Scripture and the apostolic doctrine, had been once for all

exalted to an unapproachable height. Hence it was only with

slowness and hesitation that Christians accepted the inferences

from the idea of the Church in the remaining directions, and

these conclusions always continued to be hampered with some
degree of uncertainty. The idea of the 7rxpJi^o<Ti7 xypxcpoq (un-

written tradition); i.e., that every custom, however recent, within

the sphere of outward regulations, of public worship, discipline,

etc., is as holy and apostolic as the Bible and the "faith",

never succeeded in gaining complete acceptance. In this case,

complicated, uncertain, and indistinct assumptions were the results

1 Neither Optatus nor Augustine take Cyprian's theory as the starting-point of

their disquisitions, but they adhere in principle to the distinction between heretic

and schismatic. Cyprian was compelled by his special circumstances to identify

them, but he united this identification with the greatest liberality of view as to

the conditions of ecclesiastical unity (as regards individual bishops). Cyprian did

not make a single new article an "articulus stantis et cadentis ecclesise". In fact

he ultimately declared—and this may have cost him struggle enough—that even

the question of the validity of heretical baptism was not a question of faith.



CHAPTER III. ^

CONTINUATION. THE OLD CHRISTIANITY AND THE NEW CHURCH.

I . The legal and political forms by which the Church secured

herself against the secular power and heresy, and still more

the lower moral standard exacted from her members in con-

sequence of the naturalisation of Christianity in the world,

called forth a reaction soon after the middle of the second

century. This movement, which first began in Asia Minor

and then spread into other regions of Christendom, aimed at

preserving or restoring the old feelings and conditions, and

preventing Christendom from being secularised. This crisis

(the so-called Montanist struggle) and the kindred one which

succeeded produced the following results: The Church merely

regarded herself all the more strictly as a legal community

basing the truth of its title on its historic and objective

foundations, and gave a correspondingly new interpretation to

the attribute of holiness she claimed. She expressly recognised

two distinct classes in her midst, a spiritual and a secular, as

well as a double standard of morality. Moreover, she renounced

her character as the communion of those who were sure of

salvation, and substituted the claim to be an educational insti-

tution and a necessary condition of redemption. After a keen

struggle, in which the New Testament did excellent service to

the bishops, the Church expelled the Cataphrygian fanatics and

the adherents of the new prophecy (between i8o and 220);

and in the same way, during the course of the third century,

she caused the secession of all those Christians who made the

truth of the Church depend on a stricter administration of moral

disciphne. Hence, apart from the heretic and Montanist sects,

there existed in the Empire, after the middle of the second
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century, two great but numerically unequal Church confeder-

ations, both based on the same rule of faith and claiming the

title "ecclesia catholica", viz., the confederation which Constan-

tine afterwards chose for his support, and the Novatian Catharist

one. In Rome, however, the beginning of the great disruption

goes back to the time of Hippolytus and Calixtus
;
yet the

schism of Novatian must not be considered as an immediate

continuation of that of Hippolytus.

2. The so-called Montanist reaction ' was itself subjected to

a similar change, in accordance with the advancing ecclesiastical

development of Christendom. It was originally the violent

undertaking of a Christian prophet, Montanus, who, supported

by prophetesses, felt called upon to realise the promises held

forth in the Fourth Gospel. He explained these by the Apo-

calypse, and declared that he himself was the Paraclete whom
Christ had promised—that Paraclete in whom Jesus Christ him-

self, nay, even God the Father Almighty, comes to his own
to guide them to all truth, to gather those that are dispersed,

and to bring them into one flock. His main effort therefore

was to make Christians give up the local and civil relations

in which they lived, to collect them, and create a new undivided

Christian commonwealth, which, separated from the world, should

prepare itself for the descent of the Jerusalem from above.

"

1 See Ritschl, 1. c; Schwegler, Der Montanismus, 184 1 ; Goltwald, De Montan ismo

Tertulliani, 1862: Reville, Tertull. et le Montanisme, in the Revue des Deux Mondes

of 1st Novr. 1864; Stroehlin, Essai sur le Montanisme, 1870; De Soyres, Mont-

anism and the Primitive Church, 1878; Cunningham, The Churches of Asia, 1880;

Renan, Les Crises du Catholicisme Naissant in the Revue des Deux Mondes of 15th

Febr. 1881 ; Renan, Marc Aurele, 1882, p. 208 ff.; Bonwetsch, Geschichte des

Montanismus, 1881 ; Hamack, Das Mönchthum, seine Ideale und seine Geschichte,

3rd. ed., 1886; Belck, Geschichte des Montanismus, 1883; Voigt, Eine verschollene

Urkunde des antimontanistischen Kampfes, 1891. Further the articles on Montanism

by Möller (Herzog's Real-Encyklopädie), Salmon (Dictionary of Christian Biography),

and Harnack (Encyclopedia Britannica). Weizsäcker in the Theologische Litter-

aturzeitung, 1882, no. 4; Bonwetsch, Die Prophetie im apostolischen und nach-

apostolischen Zeitalter in the Zeitschrift für kirchliche Wissenschaft und kirchliches

Leben. 1884, Parts 8, 9; M. von Engelhardt, Die ersten Versuche zur Aufrichtung

des wahren Christenthums in einer Gemeinde von Heiligen, Riga, 1881.

- In certain vital points the conception of the original nature and history of

Montanism, as sketched in the following account, does not correspond with that

traditionally current. To establish it in detail would lead us too far. It may be
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The natural resistance offered to the new prophets with this

extravagant message— especially by the leaders of communities^

and the persecutions to which the Church was soon after sub-

jected under Marcus Aurelius, led to an intensifying of the

eschatological expectations that beyond doubt had been specially

keen in Montanist circles from the beginning. For the New
Jerusalem was soon to come down from heaven in visible form^

and establish itself in the spot which, by direction of the Spirit,

had been chosen for Christendom in Phrygia. ' Whatever
amount of peculiarity the movement lost, in so far as the ideal

of an assembly of all Christians proved incapable of being

realised or at least only possible within narrow limits, was

abundantly restored in the last decades of the second century

by the strength and courage that the news of its spread in

Christendom gave to the earnest minded to unite and offer

resistance to the ever increasing tendency of the Church to

assume a secular and political character. Many entire commu-

noted that the mistakes in estimating the original character of this movement arise

from a superficial examination of the oracles preserved to us and from the un-

justifiable practice of interpreting them in accordance with their later application

in the circles of Western Montanists. A completely new organisation of Christen-

dom, begiiniing with the Church in Asia, to be brought about by its being

detached from the bonds of the communities and collected into one region, was^

the main effort of Montanus. In this way he expected to restore to the Church a

spiritual character and fulfil the promises contained in John. That is clear from

Euseb., V. l6 ff. as well as from the later history of Montanism in its native land (see

Jerome, ep. 41 ; Epiphan., H. 49. 2 etc.). In itself, however, apart from its par-

ticular explanation in the case of Montanus, the endeavour to detach Christians

from the local Church unions has so little that is striking about it, that one rather

wonders at being unable to point to any parallel in the earliest history of the

Church. Wherever religious enthusiasm has been strong, it has at all times felt

that nothing hinders its effect more than family ties and home connections. But it

is just from the absence of similar undertakings in the earliest Christianity that we
are justified in concluding that the strength of enthusiastic exaltation is no standai'd

for the strength of Christian faith. (Since these words were written, we have

read in Hippolytus' Commentary on Daniel [see Georgiades in the journal 'ExxA.

«Ajjfle/«, 1885, p. 52 sq.] very interesting accounts of such undertakings in the

time of Septimius Severus. A Syrian bishop persuaded many brethren with wives

and children to go to meet Christ in the wilderness ; and another in Pontus induced

his people to sell all their possessions, to cease tilling their lands, to conclude no-

more marriages etc., because the coming of the Lord was nigh at hand).

' Oracle of Prisca in Epiph. H. 49. i.
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nities in Phrygia and Asia recognised the divine mission of the

prophets. In the Churches of other provinces reUgious societies

were formed in which the predictions of these prophets were

circulated and viewed as a Gospel, though at the same time

they lost their effect by being so treated. The confessors at

Lyons openly expressed their full sympathy with the move-

ment in Asia. The bishop of Rome was on the verge of

acknowledging the Montanists to be in full communion with

the Church. But among themselves there was no longer, as at

the beginning, any question of a new organisation in the strict

sense of the word, and of a radical remodelling of Christian

society. ' Whenever Montanism comes before us in the clear

light of history it rather appears as a religious movement already

deadened, though still very powerful. Montanus and his prophet-

esses had set no limits to their enthusiasm ; nor were there as

yet any fixed barriers in Christendom that could have restrained

them. ' The Spirit, the Son, nay, the Father himself had

appeared in them and spoke through them. ^ Imagination pic-

1 Even in its original home Montanism must have accommodated itself to

circumstances at a comparatively early date—which is not in the least extra-

ordinary. No doubt the Montanist Churches in Asia and Phrygia, to which the

bishop of Rome had already issued litera; pacis^ were now very different from the

original followers of the prophets (TertulL, adv. Prax. i). When TertuUian further

reports that Praxeas at the last moment prevented them from being recognised by

the bishop of Rome, "falsa de ipsis prophetis et ecclesiis eorum adseverando",

the "falsehood about the Churches" may simply have consisted in an account of

the original tendencies of the Montanist sect. The whole unique history which, in

spite of this, Montanism undoubtedly passed through in its original home is, how-

ever, explained by the circumstance that there were districts there, where all

Christians belonged to that sect (Epiph., H. 51. 33; cf. also the later history of

Novatianism). In their peculiar Church organisation (patriarchs, stewards, bishops),

these sects preserved a record of their origin.

- Special weight must be laid on this. The fact that whole communities became

followers of the new prophets, who nevertheless adhered to no old regulation, must

above all be taken into account.

3 See Oracles i, 3, 4, 5, 10, 12, 17, 18, 21 in Bonwetsch, I.e., p. 197 f. It can

hardly have been customary for Christian prophets to speak like Montanus (Nos. 3—5)

:

lyw xvpio/; 6 debt; 6 TTxvTOxpxTup KXTxytvouBvo^ Iv xvSpwTriii, or eyu Kvpiog 6 Ssot;

TTxriip yjÄäov^ or hyw slfj-i 6 vxTijp kxi 6 vtbi Kxt 6 TrxpxKÄijTo^, though Old Testa-

ment prophecy takes an analogous form. Maximilla says on one occasion (No. 11)

;

x'TTsa-TSiAs fie Kvpioi; rovrov tov "ttovov xxi Tviza-uvQviK\^(;Kxi Tv\^e7rx'y'ye>\ix!; xlpeTt<Tri^v\

and a second time (No. 12): Siüikoi^xi w? As/xo? kx TrpoßxToiv ovk slf-u Ävxo^' fi^/AX

7
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tured Christ bodily in female form to the eyes of Prisca.

'

The most extravagant promises were given. ' These prophets

spoke in a loftier tone than any Apostle ever did, and they

were even bold enough to overturn apostolic regulations. ^ They
set up new commandments for the Christian life, regardless of

any tradition, ^ and they inveighed against the main body of

stj-ii KCtl Tvsvi-ix Kxt Svvaeizii;. The two utterances do uot exclude, but include, one

another (cf. also No. lo : sij.ov i^ii xkovit^ts «AA« Xpia-rov xxov/txts). From James
IV. V. and Hermas, and from the Didache, on the other hand, we can see how the

prophets of Christian communities may have usually spoken.

1 L.c, no. 9: Xpta-TOt; sv iSex yvvxtxbi; sa-x^ll'^xTKTixsvoi. How variable must the

misbirths of the Christian imagination have been in this respect also ! Unfortunately

almost everything of that kind has been lost to us because it has been suppressed.

The frag^ments of the once highly esteemed Apocalypse of Peter are instructive,

for they still attest that the existing remains of early Christian literature are not

able to give a correct picture of the strength of religious imagination in the first

and second centuries. The passages where Christophanies are spoken of in the

earliest literature would require to be collected. It would be shown what naive

enthusiasm existed. Jesus appears to believers as a child, as a boy, as a youth, as

Paul etc. Conversely, glorified men appear in visions with the features of Christ.

' See Euseb., H. E. V. 16. 9. In Oracle No. 2 an evangelical promise is repeated

in a heightened form ; but see Papias in Iren., V. 33. 3 f.

* We may unhesitatingly act on the principle that the Montanist elements, as

they appear in Tertullian, are, in all cases, found not in a strengthened, but a

weakened, form. So, when even Tertullian still asserts that the Paraclete in the

new prophets could overturn or change, and actually did change, regulations of

the Apostles, there is no doubt that the new prophets themselves did not adhere

to apostolic dicta and had no hesitation in deviating from them. Cf., moreover,

the direct declarations on this point in Hippolytus (Syntagma and Philos. VIII. 19)

and in Didymus (de trin. III. 41. 2).

* The precepts for a Christian life, if we may so speak, given by the new

prophets, cannot be determined from the compromises on which the discipline of

the later Montanist societies of the Empire were based. Here they sought for a

narrow line between the Marcionite and Encratite mode of life and the common
church practice, and had no longer the courage and the candour to proclaim the

" e sseculo excedere". Se.xual purity and the renunciation of the enjoyments of

life were the demands of the new prophets. But it is hardly likely that they

prescribed precise "laws", for the primary matter was not asceticism, but the

realising of a promise. In later days it was therefore possible to conceive the

most extreme demands as regulations referring to none but the prophets themselves,

and to tone down the oracles in their application to believers. It is said of

Montanus himself (Euseb., H. E. V. 18. 2): 6 SiSx^x^ Xvasii; yxizuv, 6 vtia-reixi;

votJ-oSsryia-XQ., Prisca was a vxpievoi; (I.e. § 3); Proculus, the chief of the Roman
Montanists, "virginis senectre" (Tert., adv. Val. 5). The oracle of Prisca (No. 8)

declares that sexual purity is the preliminary condition for the oracles and visions
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Christendom. ' They not only proclaimed themselves as prophets,

but as the last prophets, as notable prophets in whom was
first fulfilled the promise of the sending of the Paraclete.

"

These Christians as yet knew nothing of the " absoluteness of

of God; it is presupposed in the case of every '^sanctus minister". Finally,

Origen tells us (in Titum, Opp. IV. 696) that the (older) Cataphrygians said: "ne
accedas ad me, quoniam mundus sum-, non enim accepi uxorem, nee est sepulcrum

patens guttur meum, sed sum Nazarenus dei non bibens vinum sicut illi". But an

express legal direction to abolish marriage cannot have existed in the collection of

oracles possessed by Tertullian. But who can guarantee that they were not already

corrected? Such an assumption, however, is not necessary.

1 Euseb., V. 16. 9:V. 18. 5.

2 It will not do simply to place Montanus and his two female associates in the

same category as the prophets of primitive Christian Churches. The claim that

the Spirit had descended upon them in unique fashion must have been put forth

by themselves with unmistakable clearness. If we apply the principle laid down
on p. 98, note 3, we will find that—apart from the prophets' own utterances

—

this is still clearly manifest from the works of Tertullian. A consideration of the

following facts will remove all doubt as to the claim of the new prophets to the

possession of an unique mission, (i) From the beginning both opponents and followers

constantly applied the title "New Prophecy" to the phenomenon in question

(Euseb., V. 16. 4 : V. 19. 2; Clem., Strom. IV. 13. 93; Tertull., monog. 14, ieiun. i,

resurr. 63, Marc. III. 24:1V. 22, Prax. 30; Firmil. ep. 75. 7; alii). (2) Similarly,

the divine afflatus was, from the first, constantly designated as the " Paraclete " (Orac.

no. 5; Tertull. passim; Hippol. passim; Didymus etc.). (3) Even in the third

century the Montanist congregations of the Empire must still have doubted whether

the Apostles had possessed this Paraclete or not, or at least whether this had been

the case in the full sense. Tertullian identifies the Spirit and the Paraclete and

declares that the Apostles possessed the latter in full measure—in fact as a Catholic

he could not do otherwise. Nevertheless he calls Montanus etc. "prophetae proprii"

of the Spirit (pudic. 12; see Acta Perpet. 21). On the contrary we find in Philos.

VIII. 19: vTsp $1 xTTOtrTO^ov^ xxi ttxv %«p/a-f.ta! rxura tx yvvxtx Soix^ovtrtv, w?

ToA//5v TTÄsJöv T< XpiiTTOv kv TOVTOtt; ^sysiv Tivxi; xvTcSv ysyovivxt. Pseudo-Tertullian

says : " in apostolis quidem dicunt spiritum sanctum fuisse, paracletum non fuisse,

et paracletum plura in Montano dixisse quam Christum in evangelio protulisse."

In Didymus, I.e., we read : roC xttoittö^ov ypx'^xvrot; x.t.A., exelvot f^syovtrtv tov

MovTXVov sAtjAvfleva« xxt £(T%j}X£vä; to teAe/ov to tov TTxpxxf^-^TOv, toCt' eiTTlV TO

TOV xyi'ov Tvsvi^xTot;. (4) Lastly, the Montanists asserted that the prediction contained

in John XIV. ff. had been fulfilled in the new prophecy, and that from the beginning,

as is denoted by the very expression •*• Paraclete."

What sort of mission they ascribed to themselves is seen from the last quoted

passage, for the promises contained in it must be regarded as the enthusiastic

carrying out of Montanus' programme. If we read attentively John XIV. 16—21,

23, 26 : XV. 20—26 : XVI. 7— 15, 25 as well as XVII. and X.; if we compare the

oracles of the prophets still preserved to us; if we consider the attempt of Mont-

anus to gather the scattered Christians and really form them into a flock, and also
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a historically complete revelation of Christ as the fundamental

condition of Christian consciousness;" they only felt a Spirit

to which they yielded unconditionally and without reserve. But^

after they had quitted the scene, their followers sought and

found a kind of compromise. The Montanist congregations that

sought for recognition in Rome, whose part was taken by the

Gallic confessors, and whose principles gained a footing in

North Africa, may have stood in the same relation to the

original adherents of the new prophets and to these prophets

themselves, as the Mennonite communities did to the primitive

Anabaptists and their empire in Münster. The " Montanists

"

outside of Asia Minor acknowledged to the fullest extent the

legal position of the great Church. They declared their adher-

his claim to be the bearer of the greatest and last revelations that lead to all

truth; and, finally, if we call to mind that in those Johannine discourses Christ

designated the coming of the Paraclete as his own coming in the Paraclete and

spoke of an immanence and unity of Father, Son, and Paraclete, which one finds

re-echoed in Montanus' Oracle No. V., we cannot avoid concluding that the latter's-

undertaking is based on the impression made on excited and impatient prophets

by the promises contained in the Gospel of John, understood in an apocalyptic

and realistic sense, and also by Matt. XXIII. 34 (see Euseb., V. 16. 12 sq.). The
correctness of this interpretation is proved by the fact that the first decided opponents

of the Montanists in Asia—the so-called " Alogi" (Epiph., H. 51)—rejected both

the Gospel and Revelation of John, that is, regarded them as written by some one

else. Montanism therefore shows us the first and—up till about 180—really the-

only impression made by the Gospel of John on non-Gnostic Gentile Christians^

and what a remarkable one it was ! It has a parallel in Marcion's conception

of Paulinism. Here we obtain glimpses of a state of matters which probably

explains why these writings were made innocuous in the canon. To the view

advanced here it cannot be objected that the later adherents of the new prophets

founded their claims on the recognised gift of prophecy in the Church, or on a

prophetic succession (Euseb., H. E. V. 17. 4; Proculus in the same author, XL

25. 7:111. 31. 4), nor that Tertullian, when it suits him, simply regards the

new prophecy as a restitutio {e.g.^ in Monog. 4); for these assumptions merely

represent the unsuccessful attempt to legitimise this phenomenon within the Catholic

Church. In proof of the fact that Montanus appealed to the Gospel of John see

Jerome, Ep. 41 (Migne I. p. 474), which begins with the words: "Testimonia de

Johannis evangelio congregata, quae tibi quidam Montani sectator ingessit, in

quibus salvator noster se ad patrem iturum niissurumque paracletum poUicetur etc."'

In opposition to this Jerome argues that the promises about the Paraclete are ful-

filled in Acts II., as Peter said in his speech, and then continues as follows:

"Quodsi voluerint respondere et Philippi deinceps quattuor filias prophetasse et

prophetam Agabum reperiri et in divisionibus spiritus inter apostolus et doctores.

et prophetas quoque apostolo scribente formatos. etc."
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ence to the apostolic "regula" and the New Testament canon. ^

The organisation of the Churches, and, above all, the position

of the bishops as successors of the Apostles and guardians of

doctrine were no longer disputed. The distinction between

them and the main body of Christendom, from which they were

unwilling to secede, was their belief in the new prophecy of

Montanus, Prisca, and Maximilla, which was contained, in its

final form, in written records and in this shape may have pro-

duced the same impression as is excited by the fragments of

an exploded bomb. "

In this new prophecy they recognised a subsequent revelatioii

of God, which for that very reason assumed the existence of a

previous one. This after-revelation professed to decide the

practical questions which, at the end of the second century,

were burning topics throughout all Christendom, and for which

no direct divine law could hitherto be adduced, in the form of

a strict injunction. Herein lay the importance of the new

prophecy for its adherents in the Empire, and for this reason

they believed in it. ^ The belief in the efficacy of the Para-

' We are assured of this not only by Tertullian, but also by the Roman Mon-

tanist Proculus, who, like the former, argued against heretics, and by the testimony

of the Church Fathers (see, e.g.^ Philos. VIII. 19). It was chiefly on the ground of

their orthodoxy that Tertullian urged the claim of the new prophets to a hearing:

and it was, above all, as a Montanist that he felt himself capable of combating the

Gnostics, since the Paraclete not only confirmed the regula^ but also by unequivocal

utterances cleared up ambiguous and obscure passages in the Holy Scriptures, and

<(as was asserted) completely rejected doctrines like the Monarchian (see fuga I, 14;

corona 4; virg. vel. i; Prax. 2, 13, 30; resurr. 63; pud. i; monog. 2; ieiun. 10, 11).

Besides, we see from Tertulliau's writings that the secession of the Montanist convent-

icles from the Church was forced upon them.

- The question as to whether the new prophecy had or had not to be recognised

as such became the decisive one (fuga i, 14; coron. i; virg. vel. i; Prax. i:

pudic. 11; monog. i). This prophecy was recorded in writing (Euseb., V. 18. i;

Epiph., H. 48. 10; Euseb., VI. 20). The putting of this question, however, denoted

a fundamental weakening of conviction, which was accompanied by a corresponding

falling off in the application of the prophetic utterances

^ The situation that preceded the acceptance of the new prophecy in a portion

of Christendom may be studied in Tertullian's writings "de idolol." and "de

spectac." Christianity had already been conceived as a nova lex throughout the

whole Church, and this lex had, moreover, been clearly defined in its bearing on

the faith. But, as regards outward conduct, there was no definite lex^ and arguments

an favour both of strictness and of laxity were brought forward from the Holy
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clete, who, in order to establish a relatively stricter standard

of conduct in Christendom during the latter days, had, a few

decades before, for several years given his revelations in a

remote corner of the Empire, was the dregs of the original

enthusiasm, the real aspect of which had been known only to

the fewest. But the diluted form in which this force remained

was still a mighty power, because it was just in the generation

between 190 and 220 that the secularising of the Church had

made the greatest strides. Though the followers of the new
prophecy merely insisted on abstinence from second marriage,

on stricter regulations with regard to fasts, on a stronger

manifestation of the Christian spirit in daily life, in morals and

customs, and finally on the full resolve not to avoid suffering

and martyrdom for Christ's name's sake, but to bear them

willingly and joyfully, ' yet, under the given circumstances,

these requirements, in spite of the express repudiation of every-

thing " Encratite," * implied a demand that directly endangered

the conquests already made by the Church and impeded

the progress of the new propaganda. ^ The people who put

forth these demands, expressly based them on the injunctions

of the Paraclete, and really lived in accordance with them,

were not permanently capable of maintaining their position in

the Church. In fact, the endeavour to found these demands

Scriptures. No divine ordinances about morality could be adduced against the

progressive secularising of Christianity; but there was need of statutory command-

ments by which all the limits were clearly defined. In this state of perplexity the

oracles of the new prophets were gladly welcomed; they were utilised in order to

justify and invest with divine authority a reaction of a moderate kind. More than

that—as may be inferred from Tertullian's unwilling confession—could not be

attained; but it is well known that even this result was not reached. Thus the

Phrygian movement was employed in support of undertakings, that had no real

connection with it. But this was the form in which Montanism first became a

factor in the history of the Church. To what e.\.tent it had been so before, partic-

ularly as regards the creation of a New Testament canon (in Asia Minor and Rome),

cannot be made out with certainty.

' See Bonwetsch, I.e., p. 82— 108.

2 This is the point about which Tertullian's difficulties are greatest. Tatian is

expressly repudiated in de ieiun. 15.

3 TertuUian (de monog.) is not deterred by such a limitation: " qui potest capere

capiat, inquit, id est qui uon potest discedat.""
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on the legislation of the Paraclete was an undertaking quite as

strange, in form and content, as the possible attempt to re-

present the wild utterances of determined anarchists as the

programme of a constitutional government. It was of no avail

that they appealed to the confirmation of the rule of faith by
the Paraclete ; that they demonstrated the harmlessness of the

new prophecy, thereby involving themselves in contradictions ;

'

that they showed all honour to the New Testament; and that

they did not insist on the oracles of the Paraclete being inserted

in it. '" As soon as they proved the earnestness of their temper-

1 It is very instructive, but at the same time very painful, to trace Tertullian's

endeavours to reconcile the in-econcilable, in other words, to show that the prophecy

is new and yet not so; that it does not impair the full authority of the New
Testament and yet supersedes it. He is forced to maintain the theory that the

Paraclete stands in the same relation to the Apostles as Christ does to Moses,

and that he abrogates the concessions made by the Apostles and even by Christ

himself; whilst he is at the same time obliged to reassert the sufficiency of both

Testaments. In connection with this he hit upon the peculiar theoiy of stages in

revelation—a theory which, were it not a mere expedient in his case, one might

regard as the first faint trace of a historical view of the question. Still, this is

another case of a dilemma, furnishing theology with a conception that she has

cautiously employed in succeeding times, when brought face to face with certain

difficulties; see virg. vel. i; exhort. 6; monog. 2, 3, 14; resurr. 63. For the rest,

Tertullian is at bottom a Christian of the old stamp; the theory of any sort of

finality in revelation is of no use to him except in its bearing on heresy; for the

Spirit continually guides to all truth and works wherever he will. Similarly, his

only reason for not being an Encratite is that this mode of life had already been

adopted by heretics, and become associated with dualism. But the conviction that

all religion must have the character of a fixed law and presupposes definite regula-

tions—a belief not emanating from primitive Christianity, but from Rome—bound
him to the Catholic Church. Besides, the contradictions with which he struggled

were by no means peculiar to him ; in so far as the Montanist societies accepted the

Catholic regulations, they weighed on them all, and in all probability crushed them

out of existence. In Asia Minor, where the breach took place earlier, the sect held

its ground longer. In North Africa the residuum was a remarkable propensity to

visions, holy dreams, and the like. The feature which forms the peculiar charac-

teristic of the Acts of Perpetua and Felicitas is still found in a similar shape in

Cyprian himself, who makes powerful use of visions and dreams; and in the genuine

African Acts of the Martyrs, dating from Valerian's time, which are unfortunately

little studied. See, above all, the Acta Jacobi, Mariani etc., and the Acta Montani,

Lucii etc. (Ruinart, Acta Mart, edit Ratisb. 1859, p. 268 sq., p. 275 sq.)

" Nothing is known of attempts at a formal incorporation of the Oracles with

the New Testament. Besides, the Montanists could dispense with this because they

distinguished the commandments of the Paraclete as " novissima lex "' from the
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ate but far-reaching demands, a deep gulf that neither side

could ignore opened up between them and their opponents.

Though here and there an earnest effort was made to avoid a

schism, yet in a short time this became unavoidable; for vari-

ations in rules of conduct make fellowship impossible. The lax

Christians, who, on the strength of their objective possession,

viz., the apostolic doctrine and writings, sought to live comfort-

ably by conforming to the ways of the world, necessarily sought

to rid themselves of inconvenient societies and inconvenient

monitors ;
' and they could only do so by reproaching the latter

with heresy and unchristian assumptions. Moreover, the follow-

ers of the new prophets could not permanently recognise the

Churches of the "Psychical,"^ which rejected the '* Spirit" and

extended their toleration so far as to retain even whoremongers

and adulterers within their pale.

In the East, that is, in Asia Minor, the breach between the

Montanists and the Church had in all probability broken out

before the question of Church discipline and the right of the

bishops had yet been clearly raised. In Rome and Carthage

this question completed the rupture that had already taken

place between the conventicles and the Church (de pudic. 1.2 1).

Here, by a peremptory edict, the bishop of Rome claimed the

right of forgiving sins as successor of the Apostles; and de-

clared that he would henceforth exercise this right in favour of

repentant adulterers. Among the Montanists this claim was

"novum testamentum." The preface to the Montanist Acts of Perpetua and

Felicitas (was Tertullian the author:) showed indeed the high value attached to the

visions of martyrs. In so far as these were to be read in the Churches they were

meant to be reckoned as an " instrumentum ecclesise" in the wider sense.

1 Here the bishops themselves occupy the foreground (there are complaints about

their cowardice and serving of two masters in the treatise de fugd). But it would

be very unjust simply to find fault with them as Tertullian does. Two interests

combined to influence their conduct; for if they drew the reins tight they gave

over their flock to heresy or heathenism. This situation is already evident in

Hermas and dominates the resolutions of the Church leaders in succeeding

generations (see below).

" The distinction of "Spiritales" and "Psychici" on the part of the Montanists

is not confined to the West (see Clem., Strom. IV. 13. 93); we find it very

frequently in Tertullian. In itself it did not yet lead to the formal breach with

the Catholic Church.
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violently contested both in an abstract sense and in this appli-

cation of it. The Spirit the Apostles had received, they said,

could not be transmitted ; the Spirit is given to the Church

;

he works in the prophets, but lastly and in the highest measure

in the new prophets. The latter, however, expressly refused

to readmit gross sinners, though recommending them to the

grace of God (see the saying of the Paraclete, de pud. 21
;

'"potest ecclesia donare delictum, sed non faciam "). Thus agree-

ment was no longer possible. The bishops were determined

to assert the existing claims of the Church, even at the cost

of her Christian character, or to represent the constitution of

the Catholic Church as the guarantee of that character. At the

risk of their own claim to be Catholic, the Montanist sects re-

sisted in order to preserve the minimum legal requirements for

a Christian life. Thus the opposition culminated in an attack

on the new powers claimed by the bishops, and in consequence

awakened old memories as to the original state of things, when

the clergy had possessed no importance. ' But the ultimate

motive was the eftbrt to stop the continuous secularising of the

Christian life and to preserve the virginity of the Church as a

holy community. " In his latest writings Tertullian vigorously

' A contrast to the bishops and the regular congregational offices existed in

primitive Montanism. This was transmitted in a weakened fonn to the later

adherents of the new prophecy (cf. the Gallic confessors' strange letter of recom-

mendation on behalf of Irenceus in Euseb., H. E. V. 4), and finally broke forth

with renewed vigour in opposition to the measures of the lax bishops (de pudic.

21; de exhort. 7; Hippolytus against Calixtus). The ecclesia^ represented as intm-

€rus episcopornin^ no longer preserved its prestige in the eyes of Tertullian.

2 See here particularly, de pudicitia i, where Tertullian sees the virginity of the

Church not in pure doctrine, but in strict precepts for a holy life. As will have

been seen in this account, the oft debated question as to whether Montanism was an

innovation or merely a reaction does not admit of a simple answer. In its

original shape it was undoubtedly an innovation; but it existed at the end of a

period when one cannot very well speak of innovations, because no bounds had

yet been set to subjective religiosity. Montanus decidedly went further than any

Christian prophets known to us; Hermas, too, no doubt gave injunctions, as a

prophet, which gave rise to innovations in Christendom; but these fell short of

Montanus' proceedings. In its later shape, however, Montanism was to all intents

and purposes a reaction, which aimed at maintaining or reviving an older state of

things. So far, however, as this was to be done by legislation, by a novissima

lex^ we have an evident innovation analogous to the Catholic development. Whereas
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defended a position already lost, and carried with him to the

grave the old strictness of conduct insisted on by the Church.

Had victory remained with the stricter party, which, though

not invariably, appealed to the injunctions of the Paraclete,
'

the Church would have been rent asunder and decimated.

The great opportunist party, however, was in a very difficult

position, since their opponents merely seemed to be acting up

to a conception that, in many respects, could not be theoretic-

ally disputed. The problem was how to carry on with caution

the work of naturalising Christianity in the world, and at the

same time avoid all appearance of innovation which, as such,

was opposed to the principle of Catholicism. The bishops

therefore assailed the form of the new prophecy on the ground

of innovation; ' they sought to throw suspicion on its content;

in some cases even Chiliasm, as represented by the Montanists,

was declared to have a Jewish and fleshly character. ^ They
tried to show that the moral demands of their opponents were

extravagant, that they savoured of the ceremonial law (of the

Jews), were opposed to Scripture, and were derived from the

worship of Apis, Isis, and the mother of the Gods. ^ To the

in former times exalted enthusiasm had of itself, as it were, given rise to strict

principles of conduct among its other results, these principles, formulated with

exactness and detail, were now meant to preserve or produce that original mode

of life. Moreover, as soon as the New Testament was recognised, the conception

of a subsequent revelation thi-ough the Paraclete was a highly questionable and

strange innovation. But for those who acknowledged the new prophecy all this

was ultimately nothing but a means. Its practical tendency, based as it was on

the conviction that the Church abandons her character if she does not resist gross

secularisation at least, was no innovation, but a defence of the most elementary

requirements of primitive Christianity in opposition to a Church that was always

more and more becoming a new thing.

1 There were of course a great many intermediate stages between the extremes-

of laxity and rigour, and the new prophecy was by no means recognised by all

those who had strict views as to the principles of Christian polity; see the letters

of Dionysius of Corinth in Euseb., H. E. IV. 23. Melito, the prophet, eunuch, and

bishop, must also be reckoned as one of the stricter party, but not as a Montanist.

We must judge similarly of Ireuseus.

2 Euseb., H. E. V. 16. 17. The life of the prophets themselves was subse-

quently subjected to sharp criticism.

3 This was first done by the so-called Alogi who, however, had to he repudiated.

* De ieiun. 12, 16.
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claim of furnishing the Church with authentic oracles of God,

set up by their antagonists, the bishops opposed the newly

formed canon ; and declared that everything binding on Christ-

ians was contained in the utterances of the Old Testament

prophets and the Apostles. Finally, they began to distinguish

between the standard of morality incumbent on the clergy and

a different one applying to the laity, ' as, for instance, in the

question of a single marriage; and they dwelt with increased

emphasis on the glory of the heroic Christians, belonging to the

great CJmrch, who had distinguished themselves by asceticism

and joyful submission to martyrdom. By these methods they

brought into disrepute that which had once been dear to the

whole Church, but was now of no further service. In repudi-

ating supposed abuses they more and more weakened the regard

felt for the thing itself, as, for example, in the case of the so-call-

ed Chiliasm, ' congregational prophecy and the spiritual independ-

ence of the laity. But none of these things could be absolutely

rejected ; hence, for example, Chiliasm remained virtually un-

weakened (though subject to limitations ^) in the West and

certain districts of the East; whereas prophecy lost its force

so much that it appeared harmless and therefore died away. ^

1 TertuUian protested against this in the most energetic manner.

" It is well known that in the 3rd century the Revelation of John itself was
viewed with suspicion and removed from the canon in wide circles in the East.

^ In the West the Chiliastic hopes were little or not at all affected by the Montanist

struggle. Chiliasm prevailed there in unimpaired strength as late as the 4th century.

In the East, on the contrary, the apocalyptic expectations were immediately weakened

by the Montanist crisis. But it was philosophical theology that first proved their

mortal enemy. In the rural Churches of Egypt Chiliasm was still widely prevalent

after the middle of the 3rd century; see the instructive 241h chapter of Eusebius'

Ecclesiastical History, Book VII. "Some of their teachers," says Dionysius, " look

on the Law and the Prophets as nothing, neglect to obey the Gospel, esteem the

Epistles of the Apostles as little worth, but, on the contrary, declare the doctrine

contained in the Revelation of John to be a great and a hidden mystery." There

were even temporary disruptions in the Egyptian Church on account of Chiliasm

(see Chap. 24. 6).

^ "Lex et prophetce usque ad Johannem " now became the motto. Churchmen spoke

of a " completus numerus prophetarum " (Muratorian Fragment), and formulated the

proposition that the prophets corresponded to the pre-Christian stage of revelation,

but the Apostles to the Christian; and that in addition to this the apostolic age

was also particularly distinguished by gifts of the Spirit. " Prophets and Apostles "
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However, the most effective means of legitimising the present

state of things in the Church was a circumstance closely con-

nected with the formation of a canon of early Christian writ-

ings, viz., the distinction of an epoch of revelation^ along with

a corresponding classical period of Christianity unattainable

by later generations. This period was connected with the pre-

sent by means of the New Testament and the apostoHc office

of the bishops. This later time was to regard the older period

as an ideal, but might not dream of really attainmg the same

perfection, except at least through the medium of the Holy

Scriptures and the apostolic office, that is, the Church. The
place of the holy Christendom that had the Spirit in its midst

was taken by the ecclesiastic institution possessing the " instru-

ment of divine literature" (" instrumentum divinae litteraturae ")

and the spiritual office. Finally, we must mention another factor

that hastened the various changes; this was the theology of

the Christian philosophers, which attained importance in the

Church as soon as she based her claim on and satisfied her

conscience with an objective possession.

3. But there was one rule which specially impeded the natur-

alisation of the Church in the world and the transformation of

a communion of the saved into an institution for obtaining

now replaced "Apostles, prophets, and teachers," as the court of appeal. Under

such circumstances prophecy might still indeed exist; but it could no longer be of

a kind capable of ranking, in the remotest degree, with the authority of the Apostles

in point of importance. Hence it was driven into a corner, became extinct, or at

most served only to support the measures of the bishops. In order to estimate the

great revolution in the spirit of the times let us compare the utterances oflrenjeus

and Origen about gifts of the Spirit and prophecy. Irenasus still expressed himself

•exactly like Justin (Dial. 39, 81, 82, 88): he says (II. 32. 4 : V. 6. i): xasflw; x«/

TToAAÄiv' <xKOvoix.sv x§£^(pcov sv T}j SKKÄijiTix TTpoipifTixx x^P'^f^'^'''^ f;^0VTiwv x.T.A. Origen

on the contrary (see numerous passages, especially in the treatise c. Cels.), looks back

to a period after which the Spirit's gifts in the Church ceased. It is also a very

characteristic circumstance that along with the naturalisation of Christianity in the

world, the disappearance of charisms, and the struggle against Gnosticism, a strictly

ascetic mode of life came to be viewed with suspicion. Euseb., H. E. V. 3 is

especially instructive on this point. Here it is revealed to the confessor Attalus that

the confessor Alcibiades, who even in captivity continued his ascetic practice of

living on nothing but bread and water, was wrong in refraining from that which

God had created and thus become a "xt/Tro; (rx«vJ«Aoi»" to others. Alcibiades changed

his mode of life. In Africa, however, (see above, p. 103) dreams and visions still

retained their authority in the Church as important means of solving perplexities.
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salvation, viz., the regulation that excluded gross sinners frorm

Christian membership. Down to the beginning of the third

century, in so far as the backslider did not atone for his

guilt ^ by public confession before the authorities (see Ep. Lugd.

in Euseb., H. E. V. iff.), final exclusion from the Church was
still the penalty of relapse into idolatry, adultery, whoredom,

and murder ; though at the same time the forgiveness of God
in the next world was reserved for the fallen provided they

remained penitent to the end. In theory indeed this rule was
not very old. For the oldest period possessed no theories;

and in those days Christians frequently broke through what

might have been counted as one by appealing to the Spirit,

who, by special announcements—particularly by the mouth of

martyrs and prophets—commanded or sanctioned the readmis-

sion of lapsed members of the community (see Hermas). - Still,

the rule corresponded to the ancient notions that Christendom

is a communion of saints, that there is no ceremony invariably

capable of replacing baptism, that is, possessing the same value,,

and that God alone can forgive sins. The practice must on

the whole have agreed with this rule ; but in the course of the

latter half of the second century it became an established

custom, in the case of a first relapse, to allow atonement to be
made once for most sins and perhaps indeed for all, on condi-

tion of public confession. ^ For this, appeal was probably made

• Tertullian, adv. Marc. IV. 9, enumerates "septem maculas capitalium delicto-

rum," namely, "idololatria", " blasphemia", "homicidium ", adulterium" "stuprum",

"falsum testimonium", "fraus". The stricter treatment probably applied to all these

seven offences. So far as I know, the lapse into heresy was not placed in the same
category in the first centuries; see Iren. III. 4. 2: Tertull., de praescr. 30 and, above

all, de pudic. 19 init. ; the anonymous writer in Euseb., H. E. V. 28. 12, from which»

passages it is evident that repentant heretics were readmitted.

- Hermas based the admissibility of a second atonement on a definite divine

revelation to this effect, and did not expressly discuss the admission of gross

sinners into the Church generally, but treated of their reception into that of the-

last days, which he believed had already arrived. See particulars on this point in

my article "Lapsi", in Herzog's Real-Encyklopädie, 2 ed. Cf. Preuschen, Tertul-

lian's Schriften de pasnit. et de pudic. mit Rücksicht auf die Bussdisciplin,. 1890;

Rolffs, Indulgenz-Edict des Kallistus, 1893.

^ In the work de poenit. (7 ff.) Tertullian treats this as a fixed Church regulation..

K. Müller, Kirchengeschichte I. 1892, p. 114, rightly remarks: "He who desired

this expiation continued in the wider circle of the Church, in her "antechamber""
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to Hermas, who very likely owed his prestige to the service

he here unwittingly rendered. We say "unwittingly," for he

could scarcely have intended such an application of his precepts,

though at bottom it was not directly opposed to his attitude.

In point of fact, however, this practice introduced something

closely approximating to a second baptism. Tertullian indeed

(de paenit. 12) speaks unhesitatingly of tivo planks of salvation.
'

Moreover, if we consider that in any particular case the decision

as to the deadly nature of the sin in question was frequently

attended with great difficulty, and certainly, as a rule, was not

arrived at with rigorous exactness, we cannot fail to see that,

in conceding a second expiation, the Church was beginning to

abandon the old idea that Christendom was a community of

indeed, but as her member in the wider sense. This, however, did not exclude

the possibility of his being received again, even in this world, into the ranks of

those possessing full Christian privileges,—after the performance of penance or

exhomologesis. But there was no kind of certainty as to that taking place. Mean-

while this exhomologesis itself underwent a transformation which in Tertullian

includes a whole series of basal religious ideas. It is no longer a mere expression

of inward feeling, confession to God and the brethren, but is essentially performance.

It is the actual attestation of heartfelt sorrow, the undertaking to satisfy God by

works of self-humiliation and abnegation, which he can accept as a voluntarily

endured punishment and therefore as a substitute for the penalty that naturally

awaits the sinner. It is thus the means of pacifying God, appeasing his anger,

and gaining his favour again—with the consequent possibility of readmission into

the Church. I say the possibility^ for readmission does not always follow. Participa-

tion in the future kingdom may be hoped for even by him who in this world is

shut out from full citizenship and merely remains in the ranks of the penitent.

In all probability then it still continued the rule for a person to remain till death

in a state of penance or exhomologesis. For readmission continued to involve the

assumption that the Church had in some way or other become certain that God
had forgiven the sinner, or in other words that she had power to grant this

forgiveness in virtue of the Spirit dwelling in her, and that this readmission there-

fore involved no violation of her holiness." In such instances it is first prophets

and then martyrs that appear as organs of the Spirit, till at last it is no longer

the inspired Christian, but the professional medium of the Spirit, viz., the priest,

who decides everything.

1 In the 2nd century even endeavours at a formal repetition of baptism were

not wholly lacking. In Marcionite congregations repetition of baptism is said to

have taken place (on the Elkesaites see Vol. I. p. 308). One can only wonder that there

is not more frequent mention of such attempts. The assertion of Hippolytus

(Philos. IX. 12 fin.) is enigmatical: 'Ew/ KasAA/a-TOu 'TTfUToo rsTO^iii^TXi Sevr-

sfiov ivTolq ßecTTTttri^x.
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saints. Nevertheless the fixed practice of refusing whoremongers,

adulterers, murderers, and idolaters readmission to the Church,

in ordinary cases, prevented men from forgetting that there

was a boundary line dividing her from the world.

This state of matters continued till about 220. ' In reality

the rule was first infringed by the peremptory edict of bishop

Calixtus, who, in order to avoid breaking up his community,

granted readmission to those who had fallen into sins of the

flesh. Moreover, he claimed this power of readmission as a

right appertaining to the bishops as successors of the Apostles,

that is, as possessors of the Spirit and the power of the keys.
"'

At Rome this rescript led to the secession headed by Hippoly-

tus. But, between 220 and 250, the milder practice with re-

gard to the sins of the flesh became prevalent, though it was

not yet universally accepted. This, however, resulted in no

further schism (Cyp., ep. 55. 21). But up to the year 250 no

concessions were allowed in the case of relapse into idolatry.
^

These were first occasioned by the Decian persecution, since

in many towns those who had abjured Christianity were more

numerous than those who adhered to it. ^ The majority of the

bishops, part of them with hesitation, agreed on new principles. ^

' See TertuU., de pudic. 12: "hinc est quod neque idololatricC neque sanguini

pax ab ecclesiis redditur." Orig., de orat. 28 fin; c. Cels. III. 50.

2 It is only of whoremongers and idolaters that Tertullian expressly speaks in

de pudic. c. I. We must interpret in accordance with this the following statement by

Hippolytus in Philos. IX. 12: KäAA/itto? vpüroc, tx tt^ö; t«? ^Jovä? To7q xvSpaiTroit;

(Tvyx^^ps^v STrevöiiiTe, Äsyuv Trxtrtv vt ' xvtov x<pie<rSx( xi^ixprixt;. The aim of this

measure is still clear from the account of it given by Hippolytus, though this indeed

is written in a hostile spirit. Roman Christians were then split into at least five

different sects, and Calixtus left nothing undone to break up the unfriendly parties

and enlarge his own. In all probability, too, the energetic bishop met with a

certain measure of success. From Euseb., H. E. IV. 23. 6, one might be inclined

to conclude that, even in Marcus Aurelius' time, Dionysius of Corinth had issued

lax injunctions similar to those of Calixtus. But it must not be forgotten that we
have nothing but Eusebius' report; and it is just in questions of this kind that his

accounts are not reliable.

* No doubt persecutions were practically unknown in the period between 220

and 260.

' See Cypr., de lapsis.

* What scruples were caused by this innovation is shown by the first 40 letters

in Cyprian's collection. He himself had to struggle with painful doubts.
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To begin with, permission was given to absolve repentant

apostates on their deathbed. Next, a distinction was made be-

tween sacrificati and libellatici, the latter being more mildly-

treated. Finally, the possibility of readmission was conceded

under certain severe conditions to all the lapsed, a casuistic

proceeding was adopted in regard to the laity, and strict

measures—though this was not the universal rule—were only

adopted towards the clergy. In consequence of this innovation,

which logically resulted in the gradual cessation of the belief

that there can be only one repentance after baptism—an assump-

tion that was untenable in principle—Novatian's schism took

place and speedily rent the Church in twain. But, -even in

cases where unity was maintained, many communities observed

the stricter practice down to the fifth century. ' What made

it difficult to introduce this change by regular legislation was

the authority to forgive sins in God's stead, ascribed in primitive

times to the inspired, and at a later period to the confessors in

virtue of their special relation to Christ or the Spirit (see Ep.

Lugd. in Euseb., H.E. V. iff. ; Cypr. epp. ; TertuU. de pudic. 22).

The confusion occasioned by the confessors after the Decian

persecution led to the non-recognition of any rights of "spirit-

ual" persons other than the bishops. These confessors had

frequently abetted laxity of conduct, whereas, if we consider

the measure of secularisation found among the great mass of

Christians, the penitential discipline insisted on by the bishops

is remarkable for its comparative severity. The complete adop-

tion of the episcopal constitution coincided with the introduction

of the unHmited right to forgive sins.
-

1 Apart from some epistles of Cyprian, Socrates, H. E.V. 22, is our chief source

of information on this point. See also Couc. Illib. can. 1,2,6—8,12,17, 18—47,

70—73, 75-

See my article '^Novatian" in Herzog's Real-Encyklopädie, 2nd ed. One

might be tempted to assume that the introduction of the practice of unlimited for-

giveness of sins was an "evangelical reaction" against the merciless legalism which,

in the case of the Gentile Church indeed, had established itself from the beginning.

As a matter of fact the bishops and the laxer party appealed to the New Testament in

justification of their practice. This had already been done by the followers of

Calixtus and by himself. See Philos. IX. 12: ii^öi.ay.ovTii:i Xpi<7Tbv aopihxt tc/?

siiSoxoCffi; Rom. XIV. 4 and Matt. XIII. 29 were also quoted. Before this Ter-

tullian's opponents who favoured laxity had appealed exactly in the same way to
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4. The original conception of the relation of the Church to

salvation or eternal bliss was altered by this development.

According to the older notion the Church was the sure com-

munion of salvation and of saints, which rested on the forgive-

ness of sins mediated by baptism, and excluded everything un-

holy. It is not the Church, but God alone, that forgives sins,

and, as a rule, indeed, this is only done through baptism, though,

in virtue of his unfathomable grace, also now and then by special

proclamations, the pardon coming into effect for repentant sinners,

after death, in heaven. If Christendom readmitted gross sinners, it

would anticipate the judgment of God, as it would thereby assure

them of salvation. Hence it can only take back those who have

been excluded in cases where their offences have not been commit-

ted against God himself, but have consisted in transgressing

the commandments of the Church, that is, in venial sins. ' But

in course of time it was just in lay circles that faith in God's

grace became weaker and trust in the Church stronger. He
whom the Church abandoned was lost to the world ; therefore

she must not abandon him. This state of things was expressed

in the new interpretation of the proposition, "no salvation out-

side the Church" ("extra ecclesiam nulla salus"), viz., the

Church alone saves front da7nnatio7i zvJiich is otherivise certain.

In this conception the nature of the Church is depotentiated,

but her powers are extended. If she is the institution which,

according to Cyprian, is the indispensable preliminary condition

of salvation, she can no longer be a sure communion of the saved

;

in other words, she becomes an institution from which proceeds

the communion of saints ; she includes both saved and unsaved.

Thus her religious character consists in her being the indispens-

numerous Bible texts, e.g.^ Matt. X. 23 : XI. 19 etc., see de monog , de pudic, de

ieiun. Cyprian is also able to quote many passages from the Gospels. However,

as the bishops and their party did not modify their conception of baptism, but

rather maintained in principle, as before, that baptism imposes only obligations for

the future, the "evangelical reaction" must not be estimated very highly; (see

below, p. 117, and my essay in the Zeitschrift für Theologie und Kirche, Vol, I.,

"Die Lehre von der Seligkeit allein durch den Glauben in der alten Kirche."

1 The distinction of sins committed against God himself, as we find it in Ter-

tullian, Cyprian, and other Fathers, remains involved in an obscurity that I cannot

clear up.
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able medium, in so far as she alone guarantees to the individual

the possibility of redemption. From this, however, it immedi-

ately follows that the Church would anticipate the judgment

of God if she finally excluded anyone from her membership

who did not give her up of his own accord ; whereas she could

never prejudge the ultimate destiny of a man by readmission. '

But it also follows that the Church must possess a means of

repairing any injury upon earth, a means of equal value with

baptism, namely, a sacrament of the forgiveness of sins. With

this she acts in God's name and stead, but—and herein lies the

inconsistency—she cannot by this means establish any final

condition of salvation. In bestowing forgiveness on the sinner

she in reality only reconciles him with herself, and thereby, in

fact, merely removes the certainty of damnation. In accord-

ance with this theory the holiness of the Church can merely

consist in her possession of the means of salvation : tJie Church

is a holy institution in virtue of the gifts with ivhich she is

endozued. She is the moral seminary that trains for salvation

and the institution that exercises divine powers in Christ's room.

Both of these conceptions presuppose political forms ; both

necessarily require priests and more especially an episcopate.

(In de pudic. 21 Tertullian already defines the position of his

adversary by the saying, "ecclesia est numerus episcoporum.")

This episcopate by its unity guarantees the unity of the Church

and has received the power to forgive sins (Cyp., ep. 69. 11).

The new conception of the Church, which was a necessary

outcome of existing circumstances and which, we may remark,

was not formulated in contradictory terms by Cyprian, but by

Roman bishops, " was the first thing that gave a fundamental

' Cyprian never expelled any one from the Church, unless he had attacked the

authority of the bishops, and thus in the opinion of this Father placed himself

outside her pale by his own act.

2 Hippol., Philos. IX. 12: K«/ 5rafi«/3oA^i/ TÄv ^/^Äv/wv TT/jo? toCto g^'i^ K«AA/a-TO?

Afysa-fl«/" "A.(psrs tx ^i^xvix a-vvxv^eiv rii o-ztöj, rovrea-Ttv ev rfj IxxAj^o-Za roiii;

xi^xpTxvovTxi;. 'AAAi xx^ rijv Kißcorov tov Nwe eii öfJiOMnx sy.nXvjO-ixc; 'i^vf ysyovivxi,

hv y) xx) xt/ve? nxl ^itxoi kxi xöpxxeQ kxi ttxvtx tx xxixpx kx\ xKxSxprx. cvru

(pxa-tcaiv 5e7v shxi hv eKxAtfirix oi^oiu^- kxi 'd(TX vpoi; rovro Svvxto^ ifv trvvxyttv

ovruic, iip(x,iivevT£v. From Teriull., de idolol. 24, one cannot help assuming that even

before the year 200 the laxer sort in Carthage had already appealed to the Ark.
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religions significance to the separation of clergy and laity. The
powers exercised by bishops and priests were thereby fixed

and hallowed. No doubt the old order of things, which gave

laymen a share in the administration of moral discipline, still

continued in the third century, but it became more and more

a mere form. The bishop became the practical vicegerent of

Christ; he disposed of the power to bind and to loose. But

the recollection of the older form of Christianity continued to

exert an influence on the Catholic Church of the third century.

It is true that, if we can trust Hippolytus' account, Calixtus

had by this time firmly set his face against the older idea, in-

asmuch as he not only defined the Church as essentially a mixed
body (corpus permixttim), but also asserted the unlawfulness of

deposing the bishop even in case of mortal sin. ' But we do

not find that definition in Cyprian, and, what is of more im-

portance, he still required a definite degree of active Christianity

as a sine qua non in the case of bishops ; and assumed it as

a self-evident necessity. He who does not give evidence of this

forfeits his episcopal ofifice ipso facto. - Now if we consider

{"Viderimus si secundum arcae typum et corvus et milvus et lupus et canis et serpens

in ecclesia erit. Certe idololatres in arcae typo non habetur. Quod in area non

fuit, in ecclesia non sit"). But we do not know what form this took and what

inferences they drew. Moreover, we have here a very instructive example of the

multitudinous difficulties in which the Fathers were involved by typology : the Ark
is the Church, hence the dogs and snakes are men. To solve these problems it

required an abnormal degree of acuteness and wit, especially as each solution

always started fresh questions. Orig. (Horn. II. in Genes. III.) also viewed the Ark

as the type of the Church (the working out of the image in Hom. I. in Ezech.,

Lomm. XIV. p. 24 sq., is instructive); but apparently in the wild animals he

rather sees the simple Christians who are not yet sufficiently trained— at any rate

he does not refer to the whoremongers and adulterers who must be tolerated in

the Church. The Roman bishop Stephen again, positively insisted on Calixtus'

conception of the Church, whereas Cornelius followed Cyprian (see Euseb., H. E.

VI. 43. 10), who never declared sinners to be a necessary part of the Church in

the same fashion as Calixtus did. (See the following note and Cyp., epp. 67. 6; 68. 5).

' Philos., l.c, : KaAA/o-TOi; sSoyixxTia-iv otw? el sx/a-KO'^roi; xfidproi rt, si xxi vpoc;

SxvxTov, (i>i Se7v HXTxrßea-äxi. That Hippolytus is not exaggerating here is evident

from Cyp., epp. 67, 68; for these passages make it very probable that Stephen

also assumed the irremovability of a bishop on account of gross sins or other

failings.

2 See Cypr., epp. 65, 66, 68; also 55. 11.
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that Cyprian makes the Church, as the body of beHevers /^/r^.$-

credentium), so dependent on the bishops, that the latter are

the only Christians not under tutelage, the demand in question

denotes a great deal. It carries out the old idea of the Church

in a certain fashion, as far as the bishops are concerned. But

for this very reason it endangers the new conception in a point

of capital importance; for the spiritual acts of a sinful bishop

are invaUd; ^ and if the latter, as a notorious sinner, is no

longer bishop, the whole certainty of the ecclesiastical system

ceases. Moreover, an appeal to the certainty of God's installing

the bishops and always appointing the right ones " is of na

avail, if false ones manifestly find their way in. Hence Cyprian's

idea of the Church—and this is no dishonour to him—still in-

volved an inconsistency which, in the fourth century, was des-

tined to produce a very serious crisis in the Donatist struggle.

"

The view, however—which Cyprian never openly expressed,,

and which was merely the natural inference from his theory

—

that the CathoHc Church, though the "one dove" (''una co-

lumba"), is in truth not coincident with the number of the elect,.

was clearly recognised and frankly expressed by Origen be-

fore him. Origen plainly distinguished between spiritual and

fleshly members of the Church ; and spoke of such as only be-

long to her outwardly, but are not Christians. As these are

finally overpowered by the gates of hell, Origen does not hesitate

to class them as merely seeming members of the Church.

Conversely, he contemplates the possibility of a person being

expelled from her fellowship and yet remaining a member in

1 This is asserted by Cyprian in epp. 65. 4 and 67. 3 ; but he even goes on to

declare that everyone is polluted that has fellowship with an impure priest, and

takes part in the offering celebrated by him.

2 On this point the greatest uncertainty prevails in Cyprian. Sometimes he says

that God himself instals the bishops, and it is therefore a deadly sin against God

to criticise them {e-g-^ in ep. 66. i); on other occasions he remembers that the

bishops have been ordained by bishops; and again, as in ep. 67. 3, 4, he appears

to acknowledge the community's right to choose and control them. Cf. the sections

referring to Cyprian in Reuter's " Augustinische Studien " (Zeitschrift für Kirchen-

geschichte, Vol. VII., p. 199 ff.).

ä The Donalists were quite justified in appealing to Cyprian, that is, in one of

his two aspects.
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the eyes of God. ' Nevertheless he by no means attained to

clearness on the point, in which case, moreover, he would have

been the first to do so; nor did he give an impulse to fiarther

reflection on the problem. Besides, speculations were of no

• Origen not only distinguishes between different groups within the Church as

ludged by their spiritual understanding and moral development (Comm. in Matt.

Tom. XI. at Chap. XV. 29; Hom. II. in Genes. Chap. 3; Hom. in Cantic. Tom. I.

sit Chap. I. 4: "• ecclesia una quidem est, cum perfecta est; multae vero sunt

adolescentulK, cum adhuc instruuntur et proficiunt"; Hom. III. in Levit. Chap, iii.),

liut also between spiritual and carnal members (Hom. XXVI. in Num. Chap, vii.) i.e.,

lietween true Christians and those who only bear that name without heartfelt faith

—who outwardly take part in everything, but bring forth fruits neither in belief

nor conduct. Such Christians he as little views as belonging to the Church as does

Clement of Alexandria (see Strom. VII. 14. 87, 88). To him they are like the

Jebusites who were left in Jerusalem: they have no part in the promises of Christ,

but are lost (Comm. in Matt. T. XII. c. xii.). It is the Church's task to remove

•such members, whence we see that Origen was far from sharing Calixtus' view of

the Church as a corpus permixUim\ but to carry out this process so perfectly that

•only the holy and the saved remain is a work beyond the powers of human sagacity.

One must therefore content oneself with expelling notorious sinners; see Hom. XXI.

in Jos., c. i. :
*' sunt qui ignobilem et degenerem vitam ducunt, qui et fide et actibus

et omni conversatione sua perversi sunt. Neque enim possibile est, ad liquidum

purgari ecclesiam, dum in terris est, ita ut neque impius in ea quisquam, neque

peccator residere videatur, sed sint in ea omnes sancti et beati, et in quibus nulla

prorsus peccati macula deprehendatur. Sed sicut dicitur de zizaniis: Ne forte erad-

icantes zizania simul eradicetis et triticum, ita etiam super iis dici potest, in quibus

vel dubia vel occulta peccata sunt . . . Eos saltern eiiciamus quos possumus, quorum

peccata manifesta sunt. Ubi enim peccatum non est evidens, eiicere de ecclesia

neminem possumus." In this way indeed very many wicked people remain in the

Church (Comm. in Matt. T. X. at c. xiii. 47 f. : {j.vi ^svi^wf^söx, sxv 6füix.£v viizäiv

Tx xSpoi(Tixeerx 7rs7!-Äi^pu}i/.svx xxt Trovyipäv) ; du^ in his work against Celsus Origen

already propounded that etnpiric and relative theory of the Christian Churches

which 7'iews them as simply '•''better^'' than the societies andcivic commtmities existitig

alongside of thetn. The 29th and 30th chapters of the 3rd book against Celsus,

in which he compares the Christians with the other population of Athens, Corinth,

and Alexandria, and the heads of congregations with the councillors and mayors of

these cities, are exceedingly instructive and attest the revolution of the times. In

conclusion, however, we must point out that Origen expressly asserts that a person

unjustly excommunicated remains a member of the Church in God's eyes; see

Hom. XIV. in Levit. c. iii. : "ita fit, ut interdum ille qui foras mittitur intussit, et

ille foris, qui intus videtur retineri." DöUinger (Hippolytus and Calixtus, page

254 fit'.) has correctly concluded that Origen followed the disputes between Hip-

polytus and Calixtus in Rome, and took the side of the former. Origen's trenchant

remarks about the pride and arrogance of the bishops of large towns (in Matth.

XL 9. 15: XII. 9—14: XVI. 8. 22 and elsewhere, e.g., de orat. 28, Hom. VI. in

Tsai c. i., in Joh. X. 16), and his denunciation of such of them as, in order to
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use here. The Church with her priests, her holy books, and

gifts of grace, that is, the moderate secularisation of Christen-

dom corrected by the means of grace, was absolutely needed

in order to prevent a complete lapse into immorality. '

But a minority struggled against this Church, not with specu-

lations, but by demanding adherence to the old practice with

regard to lapsed members. Under the leadership of the Roman
presbyter, Novatian, this section formed a coalition in the

Empire that opposed the Catholic confederation. - Their ad-

herence to the old system of Church discipline involved a re-

action against the secularising process, which did not seem ta

be tempered by the spiritual powers of the bishops. Novatian's

conception of the Church, of ecclesiastical absolution and the

rights of the priests, and in short, his notion of the power of

the keys is different from that of his opponents. This is clear

from a variety of considerations. For he (with his followers)

assigned to the Church the right and duty of expelling gross-

sinners once for all ;
^ he denied her the authority to absolve

glorify God, assume a mere distinction of names between Father and Son, are also

correctly regarded by Langen as specially referring to the Roman ecclesiastics

(Geschichte der römischen Kirche I. p. 242). Thus Calixtus was opposed by the three

greatest theologians of the age—Tertullian, Hippolytus, and Origen.

1 If, in assuming the irremovability of a bishop even in case of mortal sin^

the Roman bishops went beyond Cyprian, Cyprian drew from his conception of the

Church a conclusion which the former rejected, viz., the invalidity of baptism

administered by non-Catholics. Here, in all likelihood, the Roman bishops were

only determined by their interest in smoothing the way to a return or admission

to the Church in the case of non-Catholics. In this instance they were again

induced to adhere to their old practice from a consideration of the catholicity of

the Church. It redounds to Cyprian's credit that he drew and firmly maintained

the undeniable inferences from his own theory in spite of tradition. The matter

never led to a great dogj?iaiic controversy.

2 As to the events during the vacancy in the Roman see immediately before

Novatian's schism, and the part then played by the latter, who was still a member

of the Church, see my essay: "Die Briefe des römischen Klerus aus der Zeit, der

Sedisvacanz im Jahre 250" (Abhandl. f. Weizsäcker, 1892).

^ So far as we are able to judge, Novatian himself did not extend the severer

treatment to all gross sinners (see ep. 55. 26, 27); but only decreed it in the case

of the lapsed. It is, however, very probable that in the later Novatian Churches-

no mortal sinner was absolved (see, e.^., Socrates, H. E. I. 10). The statement of

Ambrosius (de pcenit. III. 3) that Novatian made no difference between gross and

lesser sins and equally refused forgiveness to transgressors of every kind distorts the
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idolaters, but left these to the forgiveness of God who alone

has the power of pardoning sins committed against himself;

and he asserted: "non est pax illi ab episcopo necessaria

habituro gloriae suae (seil, martyrii) pacem et accepturo maiorem

de domini dignatione mercedem,"—" the absolution of the bishop

is not needed by him who will receive the peace of his glory

{i.e., martyrdom) and will obtain a greater reward from the

approbation of the Lord" (Cypr. ep. 57. 4), and on the other

hand taught :
" peccato alterius inquinari alteram et idololatriam

delinquentis ad non delinquentem transire."—"the one is defiled

by the sin of the other and the idolatry of the transgressor

passes over to him who does not transgress." His proposition

that none but God can forgive sins does not depotentiate the

idea of the Church ; but secures both her proper religious signifi-

cance and the full sense of her dispensations of grace : it limits

her powers and extent in favour of her content. Refusal of her

forgiveness under certain circumstances—though this does not

exclude the confident hope of God's mercy—can only mean
that in Novatian's view this forgiveness is the foundation of

salvation and does not merely avert the certainty of perdition.

To the Novatians, then, membership of the Church is not the

si7ie qua non of salvation, but it really secures it in some measure.

In certain cases nevertheless the Church may not anticipate the

judgment of God. Now it is never by exclusion, but by re-

admission, that she does so. As the assembly of the baptised,

who have received God's forgiveness, the Church must be a

real communion of salvation and of saints ; hence she cannot

endure unholy persons in her midst without losing her essence.

Each gross sinner that is tolerated within her calls her legiti-

macy in question. But, from this point of view, the constitution

of the Church, i.e., the distinction of lay and spiritual and the

authority of the bishops, likewise retained nothing but the

secondary importance it had in earlier times. For, according to

those principles, the primary question as regards Church member-

truth as much as did the old reproach laid to his charge, viz., that he as "a Stoic"

made no distinction between sins. Moreover, in excluding gross sinners, Novatian's

followers did not mean to abandon them, but to leave them under the discipline

and intercession of the Church.
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ship is not connection with the clergy (the bishop). It is rather

connection with the community, fellowship with which secures

the salvation that may indeed be found outside its pale, but

not with certainty. But other causes contributed to lessen the

importance of the bishops : the art of casuistry, so far-reach-

ing in its results, was unable to find a fruitful soil here, and

the laity were treated in exactly the same way as the clergy.

The ultimate difference between Novatian and Cyprian as to the

idea of the Church and the power to bind and loose did not

become clear to the latter himself. This was because, in regard

to the idea of the Church, he partly overlooked the inferences

from his own view and to some extent even directly repudiated

them. An attempt to lay down a principle for judging the case

is found in ep. 69. 7 :
'' We and the schismatics have neither the

same law of the creed nor the same interrogation, for when

they say: 'you believe in the remission of sins and eternal life

through the holy Church', they speak falsely" ("non est una

nobis et schismaticis symboli lex neque eadem interrogatio

;

nam cum dicunt, credis in remissionem peccatorum et vitam

aeternam per sanctam ecclesiam, mentiuntur "). Nor did Diony-

sius of Alexandria, who endeavoured to accumulate reproaches

against Novatian, succeed in forming any effective accusation

(Euseb., H. E. VII. 8). Pseudo-Cyprian had just as little success

(ad Novatianum).

It was not till the subsequent period, when the Catholic

Church had resolutely pursued the path she had entered, that

the difference in principle manifested itself with unmistakable

plainness. The historical estimate of the contrast must vary

in proportion as one contemplates the demands of primitive

Christianity or the requirements of the time. The Novatian

confederation undoubtedly preserved a valuable remnant of the

old tradition. The idea that the Church, as a fellowship of

salvation, must also be the fellowship of saints [Kxöxpoi) corre-

sponds to the ideas of the earliest period. The followers of

Novatian did not entirely identify the political and religious

attributes of the Church ; they neither transformed the gifts of

salvation into means of education, nor confused the reality with

the possibility of redemption ; and they did not completely lower
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the requirements for a holy life. But on the other hand, in

view of the minimum insisted upon, the claim that they were

the really evangelical party and that they fulfilled the law of
Christ^ was a presumption. The one step taken to avert the

secularising of the Church, exclusion of the lapsed, was certainly,

considering the actual circumstances immediately following a

great apostasy, a measure of radical importance ; but, estimated

by the Gospel and in fact simply by the demands of the Mon-

tanists fifty years before, it was remarkably insignificant. These

Catharists did indeed go the length of expelling all so-called

mortal sinners, because it was too crying an injustice to treat

libellatici more severely than unabashed transgressors

;

" but,

even then, it was still a gross self-deception to style them-

selves the "pure ones", since the Novatian Churches speedily

ceased to be any stricter than the Catholic in their renunciation

of the world. At least we do not hear that asceticism and

devotion to religious faith were very much more prominent in

1 The title of the evangelical life (evangelical perfection, imitation of Christ) in

contrast to that of ordinary Catholic Christians, a designation which we first find

among the Encratites (see Vol. I. p. 237, note 3) and Marcionites (see Tertull., adv.

Marc. IV. 14: "Venio nunc ad ordinarias sententias Marcionis, per quas proprietatem

doctrinas suae inducit ad edictum, ut ita dixerim, Christi, Beati mendici etc."), and

then in Tertullian (in his pre-Montanist period, see ad mart., de patient., de psenit.,

de idolol.; in his later career, see de coron. 8, 9, 13, 14; de fuga 8, 13; de

ieiun. 6, 8, 15; de monog. 3, 5, 11; see Aube, Les Chretiens dans I'empire Romain

de la fin des Antonins, 1881, p. 237 ff. : "Chretiens intransigeants et Chretiens

opportunistes ") was expressly claimed by Novatian (Cypr., ep. 44. 3: "si Novatiani

se adsertores evangelii et Christi esse confitentur"; 46. 2: "nee putetis, sic vos

€vangelium Christi adserere"). Cornelius in Eusebius, H. E. VI. 43. 11 calls

Novatian: ej«J<xifTij; roZ svxyysKiov. This is exceedingly instructive, and all the

more so when we note that, even as far back as the end of the second century, it

was not the "evangelical", but the lax, who declared the claims of the Gospel to

be satisfied if they kept God in their hearts, but otherwise lived in entire conform-

ity with the world. See Tertullian, de spec, i; de psenit. 5: "Sed aiunt quidam,

satis deum habere, si corde et animo suspiciatur, licet actu minus fiat; itaque se

salvo metu et fide peccare, hoc est salva castitate matrimonia violare etc."; de

ieiun. 2: "Et scimus, quales sint canialium commodorum suasorias, quam facile

dicatur: Opus est de totis prscordiis credam, diligam deum et proximum tanquam

me. In his enim duobus prseceptis tota lex pendet et prophetse, non in pulmonum

et intestinorum meorum inanitate." The Valeutinian Heracleon was similarly

understood, see above Vol. I. p. 262.

2 Tertullian (de pud. 22) had already protested vigorously against such injustice.
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the Catharist Church than in the CathoHc. On the contrary,

judging from the sources that have come down to us, we may
confidently say that the picture presented by the two Churches

in the subsequent period was practically identical. ' As Nova-

tian's adherents did not differ from the opposite party in doctrine

and constitution, their discipline of penance appears an archaic

fragment which it was a doubtful advantage to preserve; and

their rejection of the Catholic dispensations of grace (practice

of rebaptism) a revolutionary measure, because it had insufficient

justification. But the distinction between venial and mortal sins,

a theory they held in common with the Catholic Church, could

not but prove especially fatal to them ; whereas their opponents,

through their new regulations as to penance, softened this dis-

tinction, and that not to the detriment of morality. For an

entirely different treatment of so-called gross and venial trans-

gressions must in every case deaden the conscience towards

the latter.

5. If we glance at the CathoHc Church and leave the

melancholy recriminations out of account, we cannot fail to see

the wisdom, foresight, and comparative strictness ' with which

the bishops carried out the great revolution that so depotentiated

the Church as to make her capable of becoming a prop of

civic society and of the state, without forcing any great changes

upon them. ^ In learning to look upon the Church as a training

1 From Socrates' Ecclesiastical History we can form a good idea of the state

of the Novatian communities in Constantinople and Asia Minor. On the later

history of the Catharist Church see my article "Novatian", I.e., 667 flf. The most

remarkable feature of this history is the amalgamation of Novatian's adherents in

Asia Minor with the Montanists and the absence of distinction between their man-

ner of life and that of the Catholics. In the 4th century of course the Novatians

were nevertheless very bitterly attacked.

2 This indeed was disputed by Hippolytus and Origen.

3 This last conclusion was come to after painful scruples, particularly in the

East— as we may learn from the 6th and 7th books of Eusebius' Ecclesiastical

History. For a time the majority of the Oriental bishops adopted an attitude

favourable to Novatian and unfavourable to Cornelius and Cyprian. Then they

espoused the cause of the latter, though without adopting the milder discipline in

all cases (see the canons of Ancyra and Neoccesarea IV. ssec. init.). Throughout

the East the whole question became involved in confusion, and was not decided

in accordance with clear principles. In giving up the last remnant of her exclusiveness
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school for salvation, provided with penalties and gifts of grace,

and in giving up its religious independence in deference to her

authority, Christendom as it existed in the latter half of the

third century, ' submitted to an arrangement that was really

best adapted to its own interests. In the great Church every

distinction between her political and religious conditions neces-

sarily led to fatal disintegrations, to laxities, such as arose in

Carthage owing to the enthusiastic behaviour of the confessors;

or to the breaking up of communities. The last was a danger

(the canons of Elvira are still very strict while those of Aries are lax), the Church

became "Catholic" in quite a special sense, in other words, she became a com-

munity where everyone could find his place, provided he submitted to certain

regulations and rules. Then, and not till then, was the Church's pre-eminent im-

portance for society and the state assured. It was no longer variance, and no longer

the sword (Matt. X. 34, 35), but peace and safety that she brought; she was now

capable of becoming an educative or, since there was little more to educate in the

older society, a conservative power. At an earlier date the Apologists (Justin,

Melito, Tertulliaii himself) had already e.^tolled her as such, but it was not till

now that she really possessed this capacity. Among Christians, first the Encratites

and Marcionites, next the adherents of the new prophecy, and lastly the Novatians

had by turns opposed the naturalisation of their religion in the world and the

transformation of the Church into a political commonwealth. Their demands had

progressively become less exacting, whence also their internal vigour had grown

ever weaker. But, in view of the continuous secularising of Christendom, the

Montanist demands at the beginning of the 3rd century already denoted no less

than those of the Encratites about the middle of the second, and no more than

those of the Novatians about the middle of the third. The Church resolutely

declared war on all these attempts to elevate evangelical perfection to an inflexible

law for all, and overthrew her opponents. She pressed on in her world-wide

mission and appeased her conscience by allowing a twofold morality within her

bounds. Thus she created the conditions which enabled the ideal of evangelical

perfection to be realised in her own midst, in the form of monasticism, without

threatening her existence. " What is monasticism but an ecclesiastical institution that

makes it possible to separate oneself from the world and to remain in the Church,

to separate oneself from the outward Church without renouncing her, to set oneself

apart for purposes of sanctification and yet to claim the highest rank among her

members, to form a brotherhood and y^t to further the interests of the Church ?

"

In succeeding times great Church movements, such as the Montanist and Nova-

tian, only succeeded in attaining local or provincial importance. See the movement
at Rome at the beginning of the 4th century, of which we unfortunately know so

little (Lipsius, Chronologie der römischen Bischöfe, pp. 250—255), the Donatist

Revolution, and the Audiani in the East.

1 It is a characteristic circumstance that Tertullian's de ieiun. does not assume that

the great mass of Christians possess an actual knowledge of the Bible.
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incurred in all cases where the attempt was made to exercise

unsparing severity. A casuistic proceeding was necessary as

well as a firm union of the bishops as pillars of the Church.

Not the least important result of the crises produced by the

great persecutions was the fact that the bishops in West and

East were thereby forced into closer connection and at the

same time acquired full jurisdiction (" per episcopos solos peccata

posse dimitti "). If we consider that the archiepiscopal constitu-

tion had not only been simultaneously adopted, but had also

attained the chief significance in the ecclesiastical organisation, '

we may say that the Empire Church was completed the moment
that Diocletian undertook the great reorganisation of his domin-

ions. " No doubt the old Christianity had found its place in

the new Church, but it was covered over and concealed. In

spite of all that, little alteration had been made in the expression

of faith, in religious language
;

people spoke of the universal

holy Church, just as they did a hundred years before. Here

the development in the history of dogma was in a very special

sense a development in the history of the Church. Catholicism

was now complete; the Church had suppressed all utterances

of individual piety, in the sense of their being binding on

' The condition of the constitution of the Church about the middle of the 3rd

century (in accordance with Cyprian's epistles) is described by Otto Ritschl, I. c,

pp. 142—237. Parallels to the provincial and communal constitution of secular

society are to be found throughout.

' To how gi-eat an extent the Church in Decius' time was already a state

within the state is shown by a piece of information given in Cyprian's 55th epis-

tle (c. 9.): "Cornelius sedit intrepidus Romse in sacerdotal! cathedra eo tempore:

cum tyrannus infestus sacerdotibus dei fanda adque infanda comminaretur, cum

multo patientius et tolerabilius audiret levari adversus se semuluin principem quam

constitui Romae dei sacerdotem." On the other hand the legislation with regard

to Christiau flamens adopted by the Council of Elvira, which, as Duchesne (Me-

langes Renier: Le Concile d'Elvire et les flamines chretiens, 1886) has demonstrated,

most probably dates from before the Diocletian persecution of 300, shows how

closely the discipline of the Church had already been adapted to the heathen regu-

lations in the Empire. In addition to this there was no lack of syncretist systems

within Christianity as early as the 3rd century (see the Kso-toi of Julius Africanus,

and other examples). Much information on this point is to be derived from Origen's

works and also, in many respects, from the attitude of this author himself. We
may also refer to relic- and hero-worship, the foundation of which was already laid

in the 3rd century, though the '-religion of the second order" did not become a

recognised power in the Church or force itself into the official religion till the 4th.
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Christians, and freed herself from every feature of exclusiveness.

In order to be a Christian a man no longer required in any

sense to be a saint. " What made the Christian a Christian

was no longer the possession of charisms, but obedience to

ecclesiastical authority," share in the gifts of the Church, and

the performance of penance and good works. The Church by

her edicts legitimised average morality, after average morality

had created the authority of the Church. ("La mediocrite fonda

I'autorite "). The dispensations of grace, that is, absolution and

the Lord's Supper, abolished the charismatic gifts. The Holy

Scriptures, the apostolic episcopate, the priests, the sacraments,

average morality in accordance with which the whole world could

live, were mutually conditioned. The consoling words: "Jesus

receives sinners", were subjected to an interpretation that

threatened to make them detrimental to morality, ' And with

all that the self righteousness of proud ascetics was not excluded

—

quite the contrary. Alongside of a code of morals, to which

any one in case of need could adapt himself, the Church began

to legitimise a morality of self-chosen, refined sanctity, which

really required no Redeemer. It was as in possession of this

constitution that the great statesman found and admired her,

and recognised in her the strongest support of the Empire.
"

A comparison of the aims of primitive Christendom with those

of ecclesiastical society at the end of the third century—a com-

parison of the actual state of things at the different periods is

hardly possible—will always lead to a disheartening result;

but the parallel is in itself unjust. The truth rather is that

the correct standpoint from which to judge the matter was al-

1 See TertuUian's frightful accusations in de pudic. (10) and de ieiun. (fin) against

the "Psychici", />., the Catholic Christians. He says that with them the saying

had really come to signify "peccando promeremur", by which, however, he does

not mean the Augustinian: "o felix culpa".

2 The relation of this Church to theology, what theology she required and what

she rejected, and, moreover, to what extent she rejected the kind that she accepted

may be seen by reference to chap. 5 ff. We may here also direct attention to the

peculiar position of Origen in the Church as well as to that of Lucian the Martyr,

concerning whom Alexander of Alexandria (Theoderet, H.E. i. 3) remarks that he

was a xvotTvvxyuyoi^ in Antioch for a long time, namely, during the rule of three

successive bishops.
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ready indicated by Origen in the comparison he drew (c. Cels.

III. 29. 30) between the Christian society of the third century

and the non-Christian, between the Church and the Empire,

the clergy and the magistrates. ' Amidst the general disorgan-

isation of all relationships, and from amongst the ruins of a

shattered fabric, a new structure, founded on the belief in one

God, in a sure revelation, and in eternal life, was being labor-

iously raised. It gathered within it more and more all the

elements still capable of continued existence ; it readmitted the

old world, cleansed of its grossest impurities, and raised holy

1 We have already referred to the passage above. On account of its importance

we may quote it here:

"•'According to Celsus Apollo required the Metapontines to regard Aristeas as

a god; but in their eyes the latter was but a man and perhaps not a virtuous one...

They would therefore not obey Apollo, and thus it happened that no one believed

in the divinity of Aristeas. But with regard to Jesus we may say that it proved

a blessing to the human race to acknowledge him as the Son of God, as God who

appeared on earth united with body and soul." Origen then says that the demons

counterworked this belief, and continues: "But God who had sentJesus on earth brought

to nought all the snares and plots of the demons and aided in the victory of the Gospel of

Jesus throughout the whole earth in order to promote the conversion and ameliora-

tion of men; and everywhere brought about the establishment of Churches which

are ruled by other laws than those that regulate the Churches of the superstitious,

the dissolute and the unbelieving. For of such people the civil population {TroÄtrev-

oijlsvx iv Touc, sxxÄyia-ixtt; tüv TroAewv xA>jfl;j) of the towns almost everywhere consists."

At §£ TOv &eov Xpta-TU iJ-xii^rsviiva-ui SKXA-^trixi, o-vvs^eTX^öixevxi tx7; div Trxpoiy.ovtrt

Sifl^uv SKKAv^trixic;, wt; (^(titrrvjpsc, eta-tv ev KÖa-f^cti. tii; yxp ovk xv 6iJ.o^oy^<7xi, xxt toih;

^iipovt; rüv xTTO rv\z luKKvitTixc; ax] a-vyxpia-st ßBÄnövciiv s^xttov^ toAAoj xpsiTTOvg

Tvyxxvsiv Twv ev to7? S^fzoii; exxÄ>ia-tcSv^ sHx^ifiTix (isv yxp rov @eov, <pep'' si7re7v, ^

'Afl)}vvi«r/ Ttpxelx tii; xxl sha-rx'ivft;, xre @eii xpiaxstv rii stt) 'Jtxti ßov/^ofzsvi]- yj

S^Adi^vxiciiv iKxhvjiTtx (TTxiTiaiSyit; x«< ovSxi-iät; 7:xpxßxK?^oiJ.iv\^ tP; ixsl SKx^yf^ix rov

®eov' TO S^xi/TO speii;, TSp; sxKhy^trixi; tov ®sov tviq Iv KopivSu xxi t>5? £XKKvi<riXi tov

hvlfiOV KOptvdlUV \ XXI, 4>Sp^ SITl'lV, TTSpi «XJCA^Jit/«? TOV @10V TV\Z SV 'AhS^XvS pllX, XXI

exxXyfd-ixi; tov 'AAstÄvJpgwv ^vj(ji.ov. xxt sxv evyvufiuv vi 6 tovtov xxcvüiv xx} {pt^x^yiiut;

i^STX^yj TX T7pxyfJ.XTX, Sxvi^xa-eTxi tov xxi ßovXev<rxiJ.evov xxt xvvij-xt Svvy^isvTX

vxvtxxov <j-v(TTvitTx<s-^xt ixxAifo-ixt; TOV Osoii, TTxpoixova-xi; exxh-^Tixi^TUv xx6^ ixivT't^v

•KoXtv Sifiiuv ovTU Se XXI ßov^ijv ixxÄita-ixi; @sov ßovKy, rfj x«ä' ixxa-T^v ttoA/v (tvvs-

^STX^uv evpoii; xv 'oti Tivec; (j,ev tv\i; ixxAyfa-iXQ ßovÄevTxi x%ioi si<ri— e'l tii; sittiv ev

Tiä TTxvTi TToMi; TOV @£0v—Iv exe/vvj TroAiTevsaSxi ot Sb ttxvtxxov ßovÄevTxi ovSev xiiov

Ti5c ex xxTXTxieuiQ vTrepox^i?, >iv vTepex^'v Soxova-i tüv TroA/TÄfv, (pspova-tv ev to~ii; bxvtüv

vjQea-tv ovTca 5e xxi xpxovTX exxh\^crixi; £X«;t)j; TToKeui; xpxovTi tüv ev t^ Träfet

a-vyxpiTeov Vvx xxtxvovjit^c;, oti xxi stti tüv a-<p6Spx xTTOTvyxxvoizevccv ßov^evTÜv xxi

xpxövTMV exxhvjirixi; ®eov, xxi px6v(iOTepuv vxpx Toi/i; evrovaiTspcüi ßtovvTxt; ovSev

^tt6v etrTiv evpe'tv uq eniirxv vTrepoxyiv ri^v ev t^ e^ri txi; xpeTXi; TrpoxoTyj 'n'xpx tx

ijflij TÜV iv Txlq TTÖKea-i ßovKevTÜv xxi xpxövroov.
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barriers to secure its conquests against ail attacl<s. Within tiiis

edifice justice and civic virtue shone with no greater bright-

ness than they did upon the earth generally; but within it

burned two mighty flames—the assurance of eternal life, guaran-

teed by Christ, and the practice of mercy. He who knows

history is aware that the influence of epoch-making personages

is not to be sought in its direct consequences alone, as these

speedily disappear : that structure which prolonged the life of

a dying world, and brought strength from the Holy One to

another struggling into existence, was also partly founded on

the Gospel, and but for this would neither have arisen nor

attained solidity. Moreover, a Church had been created within

which the pious layman could find a holy place of peace and

edification. With priestly strife he had nothing to do, nor had

he any concern in the profound and subtle dogmatic system

whose foundation was now being laid. We may say that the

religion of the laity attained freedom in proportion as it became

impossible for them to take part in the establishment and

guardianship of the ofificial Church system. It is the professional

guardians of this ecclesiastical edifice who are the real martyrs

of religion, and it is they who have to bear the consequences

of the worldliness and lack of genuineness pertaining to the

system. But to the layman who seeks from the Church nothing

more than aid in raising himself to God, this worldliness and

unveracity do not exist. During the Greek period, however,

laymen were only able to recognise this advantage to a limited

extent. The Church dogmatic and the ecclesiastical system

were still too closely connected with their own interests. It

was in the Middle Ages, that the Church first became a Holy

Mother and her house a house of prayer—for the Germanic

peoples ; for these races were really the children of the Church,

and they themselves had not helped to rear the house in which

they worshipped.
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ADDENDA.

I. The Priesthood. The completion of the old Catholic

conception of the Church, as this idea was developed in the

latter half of the third century, is perhaps most clearly shown

in the attribute of priesthood, with which the clergy were in-

vested and which conferred on them the greatest importance. '

The development of this conception, whose adoption is a proof

that the Church had assumed a heathen complexion, cannot

be more particularly treated of here. " What meaning it has

1 Ritschl, Entstehung der altkatholischen Kirche pp. 362, 368, 394, 461, 555,

560, 576. Otto Ritschl, I.e., pp. 208, 218, 231. Hatch "Organisation of the

early Christian Church", Lectures 5 and 6: id., Art. " Ordination", "Priest", in the

Dictionary of Christian Antiquities. Hauck, Art. "Priester" in Herzog's Real-

Encyklopadie, 2nd ed. Voigt, I.e., p. 175 ff. Sohm, Kirchenrecht I. p. 205 ff,

Louw, Het ontstaan van het Priesterschap in de christ. Kerk, Utrecht, 1892.

- Clement of Rome was the first to compare the conductors of public worship

in Christian Churches with the priests and Levites, and the author of the AiSxxfl

was the first to liken the Christian prophets to the high priests. It cannot, however,

be shown that there were any Christian circles where the leaders were directly

styled "priests" before the last quarter of the 2nd century. We can by no means-

fall back on Ignatius, Philad. 9, nor on Iren., IV. 8. 3, which passage is rather

to be compared with AiS. 13. 3. It is again different in Gnostic circles, which iu

this case, too, anticipated the secularising process; read for example the description

of Marcus in Iren., I. 13. Here, mutatis tmiiandis^ we have the later Catholic

bishop, who alone is able to perform a mysterious sacrifice to whose person

powers of grace are attached—the formula of bestowal was : (jlstxSovvxi a-ot ösÄw

TVjc, i(J.v\i; x^piTOt; . . . ÄxiJ.ßxvs xtt' i/JiSv Kxi h' ifj-Sv ;c«p'v, and through whose

instrumentality union with God can alone be attained: the xTrof^vrpua-tt; (I. 21.) is^

only conferred through the mystagogue. Much of a similar nature is to be found,

and we can expressly say that the distinction between priestly mystagogues and laymen

was of fundamental importance in many Gnostic societies (see also the writings of

the Coptic Gnostics); it was different in the Marcionite Church. Tertullian (de

bapt. 17) was the first to call the bishop "summus sacerdos", and the older opinion

that he merely "played" with the idea is untenable, and refuted by Pseudo-Cyprian,

de aleat. 2 (" sacerdotalis dignitas"). In his Antimontanist writings the former has

repeatedly repudiated any distinction in principle of a particular priestly class

among Christians, as well as the application of certain injunctions to this order

(de exhort. 7: "nonne et laici sacerdotes sumus? . . . adeo ubi ecclesiastici ordinis

non est consessus, et offers et tinguis et sacerdos es tibi solus, sed ubi tres,

ecclesia est, licet laici."; de monog. 7). We may perhaps infer from his works

that before about the year 200, the name "priest" was not yet universally applied

to bishop and presbyters in Carthage (but see after this de prjescr. 29, 41 : sacer-
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is shown by its application in Cyprian and the original of the

first six books of the Apostolic Constitutions (see Book IL).

The bishops (and also the presbyters) are priests, in so far as

they alone are empowered to present the sacrifice as represent-

atives of the congregation before God * and in so far as they

dispense or refuse the divine grace as representatives of God
in relation to the congregation. In this sense they are also

judges in God's stead. ^ The position here conceded to the

dotalia munera; de pud. i, 21; de nionog. 12: disciplina sacerd.; de exhort. 7:

sacerdotalis ordo; ibid. 11: "at offeres pro duabus uxoribus, et commendabis illas

duas per sacerdotem de monogamia ordinatum; de virg. vel. 9 : sacerdotale officium
;

Scorp. 7: sacerdos). The latest writings of Tertullian show us indeed that the

name and the conception which it represents were already prevalent. Hippolytus

(Philos. prsef. : ccv i^fist^ SixSoxoi rvyxxvovTS^ ri^Q ts «i/tj?? x^9''^°i (iBrexovre:;

«p%<£p«T£/a:i; Kxi StSxa-tcxAixt;, see also the Arabian canons) expressly claimed high

priesthood for the bishops, and Origea thought he was justified in giving the

name of "Priests and Levites" to those who conducted public worship among
Christians. This he indeed did with reserve (see many passages, e.g., Hom. II. in

Num., Vol. II. p. 278; Hom. VI. in Lev., Vol. 11. p. 211; Comment, in Joh., Vol.

I. 3), but yet to a far greater extent than Clement (see Bigg, I.e., p. 214 f.). In

Cyprian and the literature of the Greek Church in the immediately following period

we find the designation "priest" as the regular and most customary name for the

bishop and presbyters. Novatian (Jerome, de vir. inl. 70) wrote a treatise de

sacerdote and another de ordinatione. The notable and momentous change of

conception expressed in the idea can be traced by us through its preparatory stages

almost as little as the theory of the apostolic succession of the bishops. Irenasus

(IV. 8. 3, 17. 5, 18. I) and Tertullian, when compared with Cyprian, appear here

as representatives of primitive Christianity. They firmly assert the priesthood of

the whole congregation. That the laity had as great a share as the leaders of

the Churches in the transformation of the latter into Priests is moreover shown
by the bitter saying of Tertullian (de monog. 12): "Sed cum extoUimuret inflamur

adversus clerum. tunc unum omnes sumus, tunc omnes sacerdotes, quia 'sacerdotes

nos deo et patri fecit'. Cum ad peraequationem disciplinse sacerdotalis provocamur,

deponimus infulas."

1 See Sohm, I. p. 207.

2 The "deservire altari et sacrificia divina celebrare" (Cypr , ep. 67. l) is the

distinctive function of the sacerdos dei. It may further be said, however, that all

ceremonies of public worship properly belong to him, and Cyprian has moreover

contrived to show that this function of the bishop as leader of the Church follows

from his priestly attributes; for as priest the bishop is antistes Christi (dei);

see epp. 59. 18: 61.2: 63. 14: 66.5, and this is the basis of his right and duty to

preserve the lex evangelica and the traditio doininica in every respect. As antistes

dei., however, an attribute bestowed on the bishop by the apostolic succession and

the laying on of hands, he has also received the power of the keys, which confers

the right to judge in Christ's stead and to grant or refuse the divine grace. In

9
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higher clergy corresponds to that of the mystagogue in heathen

religions, and is acknowledged to be borrowed from the latter.
^

Divine grace already appears as a sacramental consecration of

an objective nature, the bestowal of which is confined to spirit-

ual personages chosen by God. This fact is no way affected

by the perception that an ever increasing reference is made to

the Old Testament priests as well as to the whole Jewish cere-

monial and ecclesiastical regulations. " It is true that there is

no other respect in which Old Testament commandments were

incorporated with Christianity to such an extent as they were

in this. ^ But it can be proved that this formal adoption every-

Cyprian's conception of the episcopal office the successio apostolica and the position

of vicegerent of Christ (of God) counterbalance each other; he also tried to

amalgamate both elements (ep. 55. 8: "cathedra sacerdotalis). It is evident that as

far as the inner life of each church was concerned, the latter and newer necessarily

proved the more important feature. In the East, where the thought of the apos-

tolical succession of the bishops never received such pronounced expression as in

Rome it was just this latter element that was almost exclusively emphasised from

the end of the 3rd century. Ignatius led the way when he compared the bishop, in

his position towards the individual community, with God and Christ. He, how-

ever, is dealing in images, but at a later period the question is about realities

based on a mysterious transference.

1 Soon after the creation of a professional priesthood, there also arose a class

of inferior clergy. This was first the case in Rome. This development was not

uninfluenced by the heathen priesthood, and the temple service (see my article in Texte

und Untersuchungen II. 5). Yet Sohm, 1. c, p. 128 ff., has disputed this, and proposed

modifications, worth considering, in my view of the origin of the ordines minores.

2 Along with the sacerdotal laws, strictly so called, which Cyprian already

understood to apply in a frightful manner (see his appeal to Deut. XVII. 12;

I Sam. VIII. 7: Luke X. 16; John XVIII. 22 f.; Acts XXIII. 4—5 in epp. 3.43,

59. 66), other Old Testament commandments could not fail to be introduced. Thus

the commandment of tithes, which Irenseus had still asserted to be abolished, was

now for the first time established (see Origen; Constit. Apost. and my remarks on

A/ J. c. 13); and hence Mosaic regulations as to ceremonial cleanness were adopted

(see Hippol. Canones arab. 17; Dionys. Alex., ep. canon.). Constantine was the

first to base the observance of Sunday on the commandment as to the Sabbath.

Besides, the West was always more hesitating in this respect than the East. Id

Cyprian's time, however, the classification and dignity of the clergy were everywhere

upheld by an appeal to Old Testament commandments, though reservations still

continued to be made here and there.

3 Tertullian (de pud. I.) sneeringly named the bishop of Rome "pontifex maximus",

thereby proving that he clearly recognised the heathen colouring given to the

episcopal office. With the picture of the bishop drawn by the Apostolic constitutions

may be compared the ill-natured descriptions of Paul of Samosata in Euseb., VII. 30.
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where took place at a subsequent date, that is, it had practi-

cally no influence on the development itself, which was not

legitimised by the commandments till a later period, and that

often in a somewhat lame fashion. We may perhaps say that

the development which made the bishops and elders priests

altered the inward form of the Church in a more radical fashion

than any other. "Gnosticism", which the Church had repudi-

ated in the second century, became part of her own system in

the third. As her integrity had been made dependent on in-

alienable objective standards, the adoption even of this greatest

innovation, which indeed was in complete harmony with the

secular element within her, was an elementary necessity. In

regard to every sphbre of Church life, and hence also in respect

to the development of dogma ' and the interpretation of the

Holy Scriptures, the priesthood proved of the highest signifi-

cance. The clerical exposition of the sacred books, with its

frightful . ideas, found its earliest advocate in Cyprian and had

thus a most skilful champion at the very first.
-

II. Sacrifice. In Book I., chap. III., § 7, we have al-

ready shown what a wide field the idea of sacrifice occupied

in primitive Christendom, and how it was specially connected

with the celebration of the Lord's Supper. The latter was re-

• Yet this influence, in a direct form at least, can only be made out at a compar-

atively late period. But nevertheless, from the middle of the 3rd century the

priests alone are possessed of knowledge. As /zaajjo-;; and izva-Txyccyttx are insep-

arably connected in the mysteries and Gnostic societies, and the mystagogue was

at once knowing one and priest, so also in the Catholic Church the priest is accounted

the knowing one. Doctrine itself became a mystery to an increasing extent.

" Examples are found in epp. i, 3, 4, 33, 43, 54, 57, 59, 65,66. But see Iren.,

IV. 26. 2, who is little behind Cyprian here, especially when he threatens offenders

with the fate of Dathan and Abiram. One of the immediate results of the forma-

tion of a priestly and spiritual class was that the independent "teachers" now
shared the fate of the old -'prophets" and became extinct (see my edition of the

AiSxx^, prolegg. pp. 131— 137). It is an instructive fact that Theoktistus of Cae-

sarea and Alexander of Jerusalem in order to prove in opposition to Demetrius

that independent teachers were still tolerated, i.e., allowed to speak in public meetings

of the Church, could only appeal to the practice of Phrygia and Lycaonia, that

is, to the habit of outlying provinces where, besides, Montanism had its original

seat. Euelpis in Laranda, Paulinus in Iconium, and Theodorus in Synnada, who
flourished about 216, are in addition to Origen the last independent teachers {i.e.,

outside the ranks of the clergy) known to us in Christendom (Euseb., H. E. VI. 19 fin.).
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garded as the pure {i.e., to be presented with a pure heart)^

bloodless thank-offering of which Malachi had prophesied in

I. II. Priesthood and sacrifice, however, are mutually conditioned.

The alteration of the concept "priest" necessarily led to a

simultaneous and corresponding change in the idea of sacrifice,,

just as, conversely, the latter reacted on the former. ^ In Irenaeus-

and TertuUian the old conception of sacrifice, viz., that prayers

are the Christian sacrifice and that the disposition of the believer

hallows his whole life even as it does his offering, and forms

a well-pleasing sacrifice to God, remains essentially unchanged.

In particular,, there is no evidence of any alteration in the

notion of sacrifice connected with the Lord's Supper. " But

nevertheless we can already trace a certain degree of modification

in TertuUian. Not only does he give fasting, voluntary celibacy,,

martyrdom, etc., special prominence among the sacrificial acts

of a Christian life, and extol their religious value—as had al-

ready been done before ; but he also attributes a God-propi-

tiating significance to these performances, and plainly designates

them as "merita" ("promereri deum "). To the best ofmy belief

TertuUian was the first who definitely regarded ascetic perform-

ances as propitiatory offerings and ascribed to them the " potestas

reconciliandi iratum deum." ^ But he himself was far from using

^ See Dollinger, Die Lehre von der Eucharistie in den ersten drei Jahrhunderten,

1826. Höfling, Die Lehre der ältesten Kirche vom Opfer, p. 71 ff. Th. Harnack,

Der christliche Gemeindegottesdienst im apostolischen und altkatholischen Zeitalter,

p. 342 ff. Steitz, Art. "Messe" in Herzog's Real Encyklopädie, 2nd ed. It is idle

to enquire whether the conception of the " sacerdotium " or that of the "sacrificium"

vi^as first altered, because they are correlative ideas.

2 See the proof passages in Höfling, 1. c, who has also treated in detail Clement

and Origen's idea of sacrifice, and cf. the beautiful saying of Irenaeus IV. 18. 3:

"Non sacrificia sanctificant hominem; non enim indiget sacrificio deus ; sed con-

scientia eius qui offert sanctificat sacrificium, pura exsistens, et prsestat acceptare

deum quasi ab amico" (on the offering in the Lord's Supper see Iren. IV. 17. 5,

18. I); TertuU., Apolog. 30; de orat. 28; adv. Marc. III. 22 ;
IV. i, 35: adv. Jud. 5',-

de virg. vel. 13.

3 Cf. specially the Montanist writings; the treatise de ieiunio is the most impor-

tant among them in this case; see cc. 7, 16; de resurr. 8. On the use of the word
" satisfacere " and the new ideas on the point which arose in the West (cf. also the

word "meritum") see below chap. 5. 2 and the 2nd chap, of the 5th Vol. Note

that the 2nd Ep. of Clement already contains the sayings : xatAov fAsjj^oo-i/vi^ w?

[jiSTKVotäc xfiXfTtxi- KfBia-a-uv v^a-TSioc Ttpotrevx^i, e^e^fioavv^ Ze acfJi^OTspwv . . . sÄetj-
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this fatal theory, so often found in his works, to support a lax

Church practice that made Christianity consist in outward forms.

This result did not come about till the eventful decades, prolific

in new developments, that elapsed between the persecutions of

Septimius and Decius; and in the West it is again Cyprian

who is our earliest witness as to the new view and practice. ' In

the first place, Cyprian was quite familiar with the idea of

ascetic propitiations and utilised it in the interest of the Catholi-

city of the Church; secondly, he propounded a new theory of

the offering in the cultus. As far as the first point is concerned,

Cyprian's injunctions with regard to it are everywhere based on

the understanding that even after baptism no one can be with-

out sin (de op. et eleemos. 3) ; and also on the firm conviction

that this sacrament can only have a retrospective virtue. Hence
he concludes that we must appease God, whose wrath has been

aroused by sin, through performances of our own, that is,

through offerings that bear the character of "satisfactions". In

other words we must blot out transgressions by specially meritorious

deeds in order thus to escape eternal punishment. These deeds

(/.oa-vvti yxp hov^ktimx ocizxpTixi; ylvSTXt (16. 4; similar expressions occur in the

^'Shepherd"). But they only show how far back we find the origin of these injunc-

tions borrowed from Jewish proverbial wisdom. One cannot say that they had no

effect at all on Christian life in the 2nd century; but we do not yet find the idea

that ascetic performances are a sacrifice offered to a wrathful God. Martyrdom seems

to have been earliest viewed as a performance which e.xpiated sins. In Tertullian's

time the theory, that it was on a level with baptism (see Melito, 12. Fragment

in Otto, Corp. Apol. IX. p. 418: ^vo o-vvso-tvi tx x(psa-iv xiiXfTvuMXTX 7r«pE%o/'-'gvia;,

TTx^oi^ Six Xpia-Tov Kxt ßxTTTKj-fjLx)^ had long been universally diffused and was also

•exegetically grounded. In fact, men went a step further and asserted that the merits

of martyrs could also benefit others. This view had likewise become established long

before Tertullian's day, but was opposed by him (de pudic. 22), when martyrs abused

the powers universally conceded to them. Origen went furthest here ; see exhort, ad

mart. 50: üa-Trsp rtfiiM x't(/.xTi rov 'Ivitrov ifyopxirSiii^sv . . . o'uTia^ rii rtfiita x'tfj-xri

Twv (/.xpTvpuv xyopxiriiia-ovTxi Tiveg' Horn. X. in Num. c. II. : "ne forte, ex quo mar-

tyres non hunt et hostile sanctorum non offeruntur pro peccatis nostris, peccatorum

nostrorum remissionem non mereamur." The origin of this thought is, on the one

hand, to be sought for in the wide-spread notion that the sufferings of an innocent

man benefit others, and, on the other, in the belief that Christ himself suffered in

the martyrs (see, e.g., ep. lAigd. in Euseb., H. E. V. i. 23, 41).

1 In the East it was Origen who introduced into Christianity the rich treasure

of ancient ideas that had become associated with sacrifices. See Bigg's beautiful

account in "The Christian Platonists of Alexandria," Lect. IV.—VI.
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Cyprian terms "merita", which either possess the character of

atonements, or, in case there are no sins to be expiated, entitle

the Christian to a special reward (merces). ' But, along with

Imnentationes and acts of penance, it is principally alms-giving

that forms such means of atonement (see de lapsis, 35,36). In

Cyprian's eyes this is already the proper satisfaction ; mere
prayer, that is, devotional exercises unaccompanied by fasting

and alms, being regarded as "bare and unfruitful". In the

work "de opere et eleemosynis" which, after a fashion highly

characteristic of Cyprian, is made dependent on Sirach and

Tobias, he has set forth a detailed theory of what we may
call alms-giving as a vieans of grace in its relation to baptism

and salvation. ^ However, this practice can only be viewed as

a means of grace in Cyprian's sense in so far as God has ac-

cepted it, that is, pointed it out. In itself it is a free human
act. After the Decian persecution and the rearrangement of

ecclesiastical affairs necessitated by it, works and alms (opera

et eleemosynse) made their way into the absolution system of

the Church, and were assigned a permanent place in it. Even

^ Moreover, Tertullian (Scorp. 6) had already said :
•' Quomodo multce mansiones

apud patrem, si non pro varietate meritorum."

2 See c. I : Nam cum dominus adveniens sanasset ilia, quae Adam portaverit

vulnera et venena serpentis antiqua curasset, legem dedit sano et prsecepit, ne

ultra iam peccaret, ne quid peccanti gravius eveniret: coartati eramus et in angustum

innocentise praescriptione conclusi, nee haberet quid fragilitatis humanas infirmitas

adque imbecillitas faceret, nisi iterum pietas divina subvenieus iustilire et miseri-

cordiffi operibus ostensis viam quandam tuendae salutis aperiret. ut sordes postmoduni

quascumque contrahimus eleemosynis abluamus." c. 2 : sicut lavacro aquas salutaris

gehennae ignis extinguitur, ita eleemosynis adque operationibus iustus delictorum

flamma sopitur, et quia semel in baptismo remissa peccatorum datur, adsidua et

iugis operatio baptismi instar imitata dei rursus indulgentiam largiatur." 5, 6, 9.

In c. 18 Cyprian already established an arithmetical relation between the number of

alms-offerings and the blotting out of sins, and in c. 21, in accordance with an

ancient idea which Tertullian and Minucius Felix, however, only applied to martyrdom,

he describes the giving of alms as a spectacle for God and Christ. In Cyprian's

epistles "satisfacere deo" is exceedingly frequent. It is almost still more important

to note the frequent use of the expression '' promereri deum (iudicem) " in Cyprian.

See de unitate 15: "iustitia opus est, ut promereri quis possit deum iudicem:

praeceptis eius et monitis obtemperandum est, ut accipiant merita nostra mercedem."

18; de lapsis 31; de orat. 8, 32, 36; de mortal. 10; de op. 11, 14, 15, 26; de

bono pat. 18; ep. 62. 2: 73. lo. Here it is everywhere assumed that Christians

acquire God's favour by their works.
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the Christian who has forfeited his Church membership by ab-

juration may ultimately recover it by deeds of sacrifice, of course

under the guidance and intercessory cooperation of the Church.

The dogmatic dilemma we find here cannot be more clearly

characterised than by simply placing the two doctrines professed

by Cyprian side by side. These are:—(i) that the sinfulness

common to each individual can only be once extirpated by the

power of baptism derived from the work of Christ, and (2) that

transgressions committed after baptism, inclusive of mortal sins,

can and must be expiated solely by spontaneous acts of sacrifice

under the guidance of kind mother Church. ' A Church cap-

able of being permanently satisfied with such doctrines would

very soon have lost the last remains of her Christian character.

What was wanted was a means of grace, similar to baptism

and granted by God through Christ, to which the opera et

eleeniosyyice are merely to bear the relation of accompanying

acts. But Cyprian was no dogmatist and was not able to form

a doctrine of the means of grace. He never got beyond his

"propitiate God the judge by sacrifices after baptism" ("pro-

mereri deum judicem post baptismum sacrificiis"), and merely

hinted, in an obscure way, that the absolution of him who has

committed a deadly sin after baptism emanates from the same

readiness of God to forgive as is expressed in that rite, and

that membership in the Church is a condition of absolution.

His whole theory as to the legal nature of man's (the Chris-

tian's) relationship to God, and the practice, inaugurated by

Tertullian, of designating this connection by terms derived from

Roman law continued to prevail in the West down to Augus-

tine's time. " But, during this whole interval, no book was written

by a Western Churchman which made the salvation of the

sinful Christian dependent on ascetic offerings of atonement,

1 Baptism with blood is not referred to here.

2 With modifications, this has still continued to be the case beyond Augustine's

time down to the Catholicism of the present day. Cyprian is the father of the

Romish doctrine of good works and sacrifice. Yet is it remarkable that he was not

yet familiar with the theory according to which man mtist acquire nierita. In his

mind "•merits" and "blessedness" are not yet rigidly correlated ideas; but the

rudiments of this view are also found in him; cf. de unit. 15 (see p. 134, note 3).
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with so little regard to Christ's grace and the divine factor in

the case, as Cyprian's work de opere et eleemosynis.

No less significant is Cyprian's advance as regards the idea

of the sacrifice in public worship, and that in three respects.

To begin with, Cyprian was the first to associate the specific

offering, i.e., the Lord's Supper ' with the specific priesthood.

Secondly, he was the first to designate the passio dominis, nay,

the sanguis Christi and the dominica Jiostia as the object of

the eucharistic offering. "^ Thirdly, he expressly represented the

• " Sacrificare ", "sacrificium celebrare", in all passages where they are unaccom-

panied by any qualifying words, mean to celebrate the Lord's Supper. Cyprian

has never called prayer a '^sacrifice" without qualifying terms; on the contrary he

collocates "preces" and "sacrificium", and sometimes also "oblatio" and ''sacrifi-

cium". The former is then the offering of the laity and the latter of the priests.

^ Cf. the whole 63rd epistle and above all c. 7- "Et quia passionis eius men-

tionem in sacrificiis omnibus facimus, passio est enim domini sacrificium quod

offerrimus, nihil aliud quam quod ille fecit facere debemus"; e.g.: '^unde apparet

sanguinem Christi non offerri, si desit vinum calici." 13; de unit. 17: '-dominicae

hostias veritatem per falsa sacrificia profanare"; ep. 63. 4: '•sacramentum sacrificii

dominici". The transference of the sacrificial idea to the consecrated elements,

which, in all probability, Cyprian already found in existence, is ultimately based

on the effort to include the element of mystery and magic in the specifically

sacerdotal ceremony of sacrifice, and to make the Christian offering assume, though

not visibly, the form of a bloody sacrifice, such as secularised Christianity desired.

This transference, however, was the result of two causes. The first has been

already rightly stated by Ernesti (Antimur. p. 94) in the words: "quia eucharistia

habet av«/xv;j<r<v Christi mortui et sacrificii eius in cruce peracti, propter ea paul-

latim coepta est tota eucharistia sacrificium dici." In Cyprian's 63rd. epistle it is

still observable how the "calicem in commemorationem domini et passionis eius

offerre" passes over into the "sanguinem Christi offerre", see also Euseb. demonstr.

I. 13: {J.MViiJ.vt'j TJ)? ^vaixci Xpia-ToV 7rpo(r(psp£iv and r^v svcrxpxov tov Xpia-Tov 7rixpov<Tixv

XXI ro KXTxpTKräev xuroO a-aizx Trpo(r(psp£iv. The other cause has been specially

pointed out by Theodore Harnack (I.e., p. 409 f.). In ep. 63. 2 and in many other

passages Cyprian expresses the thought "that in the Lord's Supper nothing else is

done dy us but what the Lord has first done for us." But he says that at the

institution of the Supper the Lord first ofiered himself as a sacrifice to God the

Father. Consequently the priest officiating in Christ's stead only presents a true

and perfect offering when he imitates what Christ has done (c. 14: "si Christus

Jesus dominus et deus noster ipse est summus sacerdos dei patris et sacrificium

patri se ipsum obtulit et hoc fieri in sui commemorationem prrecepit, utique ille

sacerdos vice Christi vere fungitur, qui id quod Christus fecit imitatur et sacrificium

verum et plenum tunc offert in ecclesia deo patri, si sic incipiat offerre secundum

quod ipsum Christum videat obtulisse"). This brings us to the conception of the

repetition of Christ's sacrifice by the priest. But in Cyprian's case it was still, so

to speak, only a notion verging on tliat idea, that is, he only leads up to it,
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celebration of the Lord's Supper as an incorporation of the

congregation and its individual members with Christ, and was

the first to bear clear testimony as to the special importance

attributed to commemoration of the celebrators (" vivi et defuncti"),

though no other can be ascertained than a specially strong

intercession. ' But this is really the essential effect of the sac-

rifice of the supper as regards the celebrators; for however

much the conceptions about this ceremony might be heightened,

and whatever additions might be made to its ritual, forgiveness

of sins in the strict sense could not be associated with it.

Cyprian's statement that every celebration of the Lord's Supper

is a repetition or imitation of Christ's sacrifice of himself, and

that the ceremony has therefore an expiatory value remains a

mere assertion, though the Romish Church still continues to

abstains from formulating it with precision, or drawing any further conclusions from

it, and even threatens the idea itself inasmuch as he still appears to conceive the

^''calicem in commemorationem domini et passionis eius offerre" as identical with

it. As far as the East is concerned we find in Origen no trace of the assumption

of a repeated sacrifice of Christ. But in the original of the first 6 books of the

Apostolic Constitutions this conception is also wanting, although the Supper cere-

monial has assumed an exclusively sacerdotal character (see II. 25: xi tots (in the

old covenant) ävirixi, vSv ehxoä x^t Sst^a-si^ Kxi svxxpia-Tiixt. II. 53)- The passage

VI. 23 : ÄVT/ äv(Ttaii; Tvji; St xtfjCXTUv rifv Aoyotijv xxt ivxtfiCiKTOv xxt tjjv (j.vttikvjv,

\irti e'n; rbv Sxvxtov tov xvp/cv avijLß6?^oüv x<^9'^ s7riTe^s7raci rov <toijij.xtoq xItov kxi

Tov x't'tiXTOc; does not belong to the original document, but to the interpolator.

With the exception therefore of one passage in the Apostolic Church order (printed

in my edition of the Didache prolegg. p. 236) viz. : vi 7rpoa-(popx tov o-uij-xtoi; hxi

rov x'l'i^xToi;, we possess no proofs that there was any mention in the East before

Eusebius' time of a sacrifice of Christ's body in the Lord's Supper. From this,

however, we must by no means conclude that the mystic feature in the celebration

of the sacrifice had been less emphasised there.

' In ep. 63. 13 Cyprian has illustrated the incorporation of the community with

Christ by the mixture of wine and water in the .Supper, because the special aim

of the epistle required this: "Videmus in aqua populum intellegi, in vino vero

ostendi sanguinem Christi
;
quando autem in calice vino aqua miscetur, Christo

populus adunatur et credentium plebs ei in quem credidit copulatur et iungitur etc."

The special mention of the offerers (see already TertuUian's works: de corona 3,

de exhort, cast. 11, and de monog. 10) therefore means that the latter commend
themselves to Christ as his own people, or are recommended to him as such. On
the Praxis see Cyprian ep. i. 2 '•'•..

. si quis hoc fecisset, non offerretur pro eo nee

sacrificium pro dormitione eius celebraretur"; 62. 5: " ut fratres nostros in mente

habeatis orationibus vestris et eis vicem boni operis in sacrificiis et precibus

repraesentetis, subdidi nomina singulorum."
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repeat this doctrine to the present day. For the idea that

partaking of the Lord's Supper cleansed from sin like the

mysteries of the Great Mother (magna mater) and Mithras, though

naturally suggested by the ceremonial practice, was counter-

acted by the Church principles of penance and by the doctrine

of baptism. As a sacrificial rite the Supper never became a

ceremony equivalent in effect to baptism. But no doubt, as far

as the popular conception was concerned, the solemn ritual

copied from the ancient mysteries could not but attain an

indescribably important significance. It is not possible, within

the framework of the history of dogma, to describe the develop-

ment of religious ceremonial in the third century, and to show

what a radical alteration took place in men's conceptions with

regard to it (cf. for example, Justin with Cyprian). But, in

dealing with the history of dogma within this period, we must

clearly keep in view the development of the cultus, the new
conceptions of the value of ritual, and the reference of cere-

monial usages to apostolic tradition ; for there was plainly a

remodelling of the ritual in imitation of the ancient mysteries

and of the heathen sacrificial system, and this fact is admitted

by Protestant scholars of all parties. Ceremonial and doctrine

may indeed be at variance, for the latter may lag behind the

former and vice versa, but they are never subject to entirely

different conditions.

III. Means of Grace, Baptism, and Eucharist. That which

the Western Church of post-Augustinian times calls sacrament

in the specific sense of the word (means of grace) was only

possessed by the Church of the third century in the form of

baptism. ' In strict theory she still held that the grace once

1 Much as the use of the word '•sacramentum" in the Western Church from

Tertullian to Augustine (Hahn, Die Lehre von den Sacramenten, 1864, p. 5 ff.)

differs from that in the classic Romish use it is of small interest in the history of

dogma to trace its various details. In the old Latin Bible (njo-Tvipiov was translated

"sacramentum" and thus the new signification "mysterious, holy ordinance or

thing" was added to the meaning "oath", "sacred obligation". Accordingly Ter-

tullian already used the word to denote sacred facts, mysterious and salutary signs

and vehicles, and also holy acts. Everything in any way connected with the Deity

and his revelation, and therefore, for example, the content of revelation as doctrine,

is designated "sacrament"; and the word is also applied to the symbolical which

is always something mysterious and holy. Alongside of this the old meaning
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bestowed in this rite could be conferred by no holy ceremony

of equal virtue, that is, by no fresh sacrament. The baptised

Christian has no means of grace, conferred by Christ, at his

disposal, but has his law to fulfil (see, e.g., Iren. IV. 27. 2).

But, as soon as the Church began to absolve mortal sinners,

she practically possessed in absolution a real means of grace

that was equally effective with baptism from the moment that

this remission became unlimited in its application. ' The notions

as to this means of grace, however, continued quite uncertain

in so far as the thought of God's absolving the sinner through

the priest was qualified by the other theory (see above) which

asserted that forgiveness was obtained through the penitential

acts of transgressors (especially baptism with blood, and next

in importance lamcntationes, iciunia. eleetnosynicv). In the third

century there were manifold holy dispensations of grace by the

hands of priests; but there was still no theory which traced

the means of grace to the historical work of Christ in the same

way that the grace bestowed in baptism was derived from it.

From Cyprian's epistles and the anti-Novatian sections in the

first six books of the Apostolic Constitutions we indeed see

that appeal was not unfrequently made to the power of for-

"sacred obligation" still remains in force. If, because of this comprehensive use,

further discussion of the word is unnecessary, the fact that revelation itself as well

as everything connected with it was expressly designated as a " mystery " is never-

theless of importance in the history of dogma. This usage of the word is indeed

not removed from the original one so long as it was merely meant to denote the

supernatural origin and supernatural nature of the objects in question; but more

than this was now intended; " sacramentum " {(/.va-r^piov) was rather intended to

represent the holy thing that was revealed as something relatively concealed. This

conception, however, is opposed to the Judfeo-Christian idea of revelation, and is

thus to be regarded as an introduction of the Greek notion. Probst (Sacramente

und Sacramentalia, 1872) thinks differently. That which is mysterious and dark

appears to be such an essential attribute of the divine, that even the obscurities of

the New Testament Scriptures were now justified because these writings were regarded

as altogether "spiritual". See Iren. II. 28. i—3. Tert. de bapt. 2: "deus in stul-

titia et impossibilitate materias operationis suae instituit."

1 We have explained above that the Church already possessed this means of

grace, in so far as she had occasionally absolved mortal sinners, even at an earlier

period; but this possession was quite uncertain and, strictly speaking, was not a

possession at all, for in such cases the early Church merely followed extraordinary

directions of the Spirit.
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giving sins bestowed on the Apostles and to Christ's declaration

that he received sinners ; but, as the Church had not made up her

mind to repeat baptism, so also she had yet no theory that

expressly and clearly supplemented this rite by a sacranientiim

absolutionis. In this respect, as well as in regard to the sac-

ramcnüini ordinis, first instituted by Augustine, theory remained

far behind practice. This was by no means an advantage, for,

as a matter of fact, the whole religious ceremonial was already

regarded as a system of means of grace. The consciousness of

a personal, living connection of the individual with God through

Christ had already disappeared, and the hesitation in setting up

new means of grace had only the doubtful result of increasing

the significance of human acts, such as offerings and satisfactions,

to a dangerous extent.

Since the middle of the second century the notions of bap-

tism ^ in the Church have not essentially altered (see Vol. I.

p. 206 fif.). The result of baptism was universally considered to

be forgiveness of sins, and this pardon was supposed to effect

an actual sinlessness which now required to be maintained. " We
frequently find "deliverance from death", "regeneration of

man", "restoration to the image of God", and "obtaining of

the Holy Spirit'". ("Absolutio mortes", " regeneratio hominis",

" restitutio ad similitudinem dei" and "consecutio spiritus sancti")

named along with the "remission of sins " and "obtaining of

eternal hfe " (" remissio delictorum " and " consecutio seternitatis").

Examples are to be found in TertuUian ^ adv. Marc. I. 28 and

elsewhere; and Cyprian speaks of the "bath of regeneration

and sanctification " (" lavacrum regenerationis et sanctificationis ").

Moreover, we pretty frequently find rhetorical passages where,

on the strength of New Testament texts, all possible blessings

are associated with baptism. '' The constant additions to the

1 Höfling, Das Sacrament der Taufe, 2 Vols., 1846. Steitz. Art. "Taufe" in Her-

zog's Real Encyklopadie. Walcb, Hist, pcedobaptismi (piattuorpriorum scECulorum. 1739.

- In de bono pudic. 2: " renati ex aqua et pudicitia," Pseudo-Cyprian expresses an

idea, which, though remarkable, is not confined to himself.

3 But TertuUian says (de bapt. 6): -'Noa quod in aquis spiritum sanctum con-

sequamur, sed in aqua emundati sub angelo spiritui sancto prseparamur."

4 The disquisitions of Clement of Alexandria in Psedag. I. 6 (baptism and sonship)
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baptismal ritual, a process which had begun at a very early

period, are partly due to the intention of symbolising these

supposedly manifold virtues of baptism, ' and partly owe their

origin to the endeavour to provide the great mystery with fit

accompaniments. "' As yet the separate acts can hardly be

proved to have an independent signification. ^ The water was

are very important, but he did not follow them up. It is deserving of note that

the positive effects of baptism were more strongly emphasised in the East than in

the West. But, on the other hand, tlie conception is more uncertain in the former

region.

• See TertuUian, de bapt. 7 ff. ; Cypr., ep. 70. 2 (-'ungi quoque necesse est eum
qui baptizatus est, ut accepto chrismate, /.?., unctione esse unctus dei et habere in se

gratiam Christi possit"), 74. 5 etc. "Chrism" is already found in TertuUian as well

as the laying on of hands. The Roman Catholic bishop Cornelius in the notorious

epistle to Fabius (Euseb., H. E. VI. 43. 15), already traces the rites which accompany
baptism to an ecclesiastical canon (perhaps one from Hippolytus' collection ; see

can. arab. 19). After relating that Novatian in his illness had only received clinical

baptism he writes: ov fiijv ov$e tuv äoittcSv 'ervxs, Sixipvywv Tijv vöa-ov, uv xp*t

l/,STXÄxi.ißixve(v xxTX Tov TJJs hxxÄvia-tccq xäcvövce, rov rs /rtppxyia-Sjivxt t/To rov ivta-KÖTrov.

It is also remarkable that one of the bishops who voted about heretic baptism

(Sentent, episcop., Cypr., opp. ed. Hartel I. p. 439) calls the laying on of hands a

sacrament like baptism :
" neque enim spiritus sine aqua separatim operari potest

nee aqua sine spiritu male ergo sibi quidem interpretantur ut dicant, quod per manus
impositionem spiritum sanctum accipiant et sic recipiantur, cum manifestum sit

nfroque sacranieti/o debere eos renasci in ecclesia catholica."' Among other partic-

ulars found in Tertullian's work on baptism (cc. i. 12 seq.) it may moreover be
seen that there were Christians about the year 200, who questioned the indispens-

ability of baptism to salvation (baptismus non est necessarius, quibus fides satis

est). The assumption that martyrdom replaces baptism (TertuU., de bapt. 16; Origen),

is in itself a sufficient pi-oof that tlie ideas of the "sacrament" were still uncertain.

As to the objection that Jesus himself had not baptised and that the Apostles had

not received Christian baptism see Tert., de bapt. 11, 12.

2 In itself the performance of this rite seemed too simple to those wiio sought

eagerly for mysteries. See Tertull., de bapt. 2 :
" Nihil adeo est quod obduret mentes

hominum quam simplicitas divinorum operum, quae in actu videtur, et magnificentia,

quae in effecta repromittitur, ut hinc quoque, quoniam tanta simplicitate, sine pompa,
sine apparatu novo aliquo, denique sine sumptu homo in aqua demissus et inter

pauca verba tinctus non multo vel nihilo mundior resurgit, eo incredibilis existimetur

consecutio aeternitatis. Mentior, si non e contrario idolorum solemnia vel arcana

de suggestu et apparatu deque sumptu fidem at auctoritatem sibi exstruunt."

^ But see Euseb., H. E. VI. 43. 15, who says that only the laying on of hands

on the part of the bishop communicates the Holy Spirit, and this ceremony must
therefore follow baptism. It is probable that confirmation as a specific act did not

become detached from baptism in the West till shortly before the middle of the

third century. Perhaps we may assume that the Mithras cult, had an influence here.
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regarded both as the symbol of the purification of the soul and

as an efficacious, holy medium of the Spirit (in accordance with

Gen. I. 2 ; water and Spirit are associated with each other,

especially in Cyprian's epistles on baptism). He who asserted

the latter did not thereby repudiate the former (see Orig. in

Joann. Tom. VI. 17, 0pp. IV. p. 133). ' Complete obscurity

prevails as to the Church's adoption of the practice of child

baptism, which, though it owes its origin to the idea of this

ceremony being indispensable to salvation, is nevertheless a

proof that the superstitious view of baptism had increased. In

the time of Irenaeus (II. 22. 4) and TertuUian (de bapt. 18)

child baptism had already become very general and was founded

on Matt. XIX. 14. We have no testimony regarding it from

earlier times; Clement of Alexandria does not yet assume it.

TertuUian argued against it not only because he regarded con-

scious faith as a needful preliminary condition, but also because

he thought it advisable to delay baptism (cunctatio baptismi)

on account of the responsibility involved in it (pondus baptismi).

He says: "It is more advantageous to delay baptism, especially

in the case of little children. For why is it necessary for the

sponsors (this is the first mention of "godparent?") also to be

thrust into danger ? . . . let the little ones therefore come when

they are growing up ; let them come when they are learning,

when they are taught where they are coming to ; let them

become Christians when they are able to know Christ. Why
does an age of innocence hasten to the remission of sins?

People will act more cautiously in worldly affairs, so that one

• See Tertullian's superstitious remarks in de bap. 3—9 to the effect that water

is the element of the Holy Spirit and of unclean Spirits etc. Melito also makes

a similar statement in the fragment of his treatise on baptism in Pitra, .\nal,

Sacra II., p. 3 sq. Cyprian, ep. 70. i, uses the remarkable words: "oportet vero

mundari et sanctificari aquam prius a sacerdote (Tertull. still knows nothing of this:

c. I7:etiam laicis ius est"), ut possit baptismo suo peccata hominis qui baptizatur

abluere." Ep. 74. 5: "peccata purgare et hominem sanctificare aqua sola non potest,

nisi habeat et spiritum sanctum." Clem. Alex. Protrept. i o. 99 : ÄceßeTS iiSoup Äoytxöv.

2 It was easy for Origen to justify child baptism, as he recognised something

sinful in corporeal birth itself, and believed in sin which had been committed in

a former life. The earliest justification of child l)aptism may therefore be traced

back to a philosophical doctrine.
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who is not trusted with earthly things is trusted with divine.

Whoever understands the responsibihty of baptism will fear its

attainment more than its delay." * To all appearance the

practice of immediately baptising the children of Christian families

was universally adopted in the Church in the course of the

third century. (Origen, Comment, in ep. ad Rom. V. 9, Opp.

IV. p. 565, declared child baptism to be a custom handed down
by the Apostles.) Grown up people, on the other hand, fre-

quently postponed baptism, but this habit was disapproved. '

The Lord's Supper was not only regarded as a sacrifice, but

also as a divine gift.
"^ The effects of this gift were not theoretic-

ally fixed, because these were excluded by the strict scheme ^

* T7-anslators note. The following is the original Latin, as quoted by Prof.

Harnack: "Cunctatio baptismi utilior est, prsecipue circa parvulos. Quid enim

necesse, sponsores etiam periculo ingeri . . . venianl ergo parvuli, dum adolescunt

;

veniant dum discunt, dum quo veniant docentur; fiant Christiani, cum Christum

nosse potuerint. Quid festinat innocens aetas ad remissionem peccatorum ? Cautius

agetur in ssecularibus, ut cui substantia terrena non creditur, divina credatur ... Si

qui pondus intelligant baptismi, magis timebunt consecutionem quam dilationem."

1 Under such circumstances the recollection of the significance of baptism in

the establishment of the Church fell more and more into the background (see

Hermas: "the Church rests like the world upon water"; Irenseus III. 17. 2: "Sicut

de arido tritico massa una non fieri potest sine humore neque unus panis, ita nee

nos multi unum fieri in Christo lesu poteramus sine aqua quae de coelo est. Et

sicut arida terra, si non percipiat humorem, non fructificat: sic et nos lignum

aridum exsistentes primum, nunquam fructificaremus vitam sine superna voluntaria

pluvia. Corpora unim nostra per lavacrum illam quae est ad incorruptionem uni-

tatem acceperunt, animas autem per spiritum"). The unbaptised (catechumens) also

belong to the Church, when they commit themselves to her guidance and prayers.

Accordingly baptism ceased more and more to be regarded as an act of initiation,

and only recovered this character in the course of the succeeding centuries. In

this connection the 7th (spurious) canon of Constantinople (381) is instructive:

xoä rijv 7rpüiT*iv itfjiifsiv ttoiovubv xi/tov^ Xpi<TTixvov(;, rifv Ss Sevrepxv x.xT\^xovfx.evovi;,

sItx rifv TpiTiiv i%opKt^o(j.ev xinoi/i; k.t.ä.

2 DöUinger, Die Lehre von der Eucharistie in dem ersten 3 Jahrhunderten, 1826.

Engelhardt in the Zeitschrift für die hist. Theologie, 1842, I. Kahnis, Lehre vom Abend-

mahl, 1851. Rückert, Das Abendmahl, sein Wesen und seine Geschichte, 1856. Leim-

bach, Beiträge zur Abendmahlslehre Tertullian's, 1874. Steitz, Die Abendmahlslehre

der gi'iechischen Kirche, in the Jahrbücher für deutsche Theologie, 1864— 1868;

cf. also the works of Probst. Whilst Eucharist and love feast had already been

separated from the middle of the 2nd century in the West, they were still united

in Alexandria in Clement's time; see Bigg, I.e., p. 103.

^ The collocation of baptism and the Lord's Supper, which, as the early Christian

monuments prove, was a very familiar practice (Tert., adv. Marc. TV. 34" sacra-
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of baptismal grace and baptismal obligation. But in practice

Christians more and more assumed a real bestowal of heavenly

gifts in the holy food, and gave themselves over to superstitious

theories. This bestowal was sometimes regarded as a spiritual

and sometimes as a bodily self-communication of Christ, that is,,

as a miraculous implanting of divine life. Here ethical and

physical, and again ethical and theoretical features were inter-

mixed with each other. The utterances of the Fathers to which

we have access do not allow us to classify these elements here;

for to all appearance not a single one clearly distinguished be-

tween spiritual and bodily, or ethical and intellectual effects

unless he was in principle a spiritualist. But even a writer of

this kind had quite as superstitious an idea of the holy elements

as the rest. Thus the holy meal was extolled as the communi-

cation of incorruption, as a pledge of resurrection, as a medium

of the union of the flesh with the Holy Spirit; and again as

food of the soul, as the bearer of the Spirit of Christ (the Logos),^

as the means of strengthening faith and knowledge, as a sancti-

fying of the whole personality. The thought of the forgiveness

of sins fell quite into the background. This ever changing con-

ception, as it seems to us, of the effects of partaking of the

Lord's Supper had also a parallel in the notions as to the

relation between the visible elements and the body of Christ.

So far as we are able to judge no one felt that there was a

problem here, no one enquired whether this relation was realistic

or symbolical. The symbol is the mystery and the mystery

was not conceivable without a symbol. What we now-a-days

understand by "symbol" is a thing which is not that which it

represents; at that time "symbol" denoted a thing which, in

some kind of way, really is what it signifies ; but, on the other

hand, according to the ideas of that period, the really heavenly

element lay either in or behind the visible form without being

mentum baptismi et eucharistise " ; Hippol., can. arab. 38: '"baptizatus et corpore

Christi pastus"), was, so far as I know, justified by no Church Father on internal

grounds. Considering their conception of the holy ordinances this is not suqjrising.

They were classed together because they were instituted by the Lord, and because

the elements (water, wine, bread) afforded much common ground for allegorical

interpretation.
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identical with it. Accordingly the distinction of a symbolic

and realistic conception of the Supper is altogether to be re-

jected; we could more rightly distinguish between materialistic,

dyophysite, and docetic conceptions which, however, are not

to be regarded as severally exclusive in the strict sense. In

the popular idea the consecrated elements were heavenly frag-

ments of magical virtue (see Cypr., de laps. 25 ; Euseb., H. E.

VI. 44). With these the rank and file of third-century Christians

already connected many superstitious notions which the priests

tolerated or shared. * The antignostic Fathers acknowledged

that the consecrated food consisted of two things, an earthly

(the elements) and a heavenly (the real body of Christ). They
thus saw in the sacrament a guarantee of the union between

spirit and flesh, which the Gnostics denied ; and a pledge of

the resurrection of the flesh nourished by the blood of the Lord

(Justin; Iren. IV. 18. 4, 5; V. 2. 2, 3; likewise Tertulhan who
is erroneously credited with a "symbolical" doctrine"), Clement

and Origen "spiritualise", because, like Ignatius, they assign

a spiritual significance to the flesh and blood of Christ himself

(summary of wisdom). To judge from the exceedingly confused

passage in Paed. II. 2, Clement distinguishes a spiritual and a

material blood of Christ. Finally, however, he sees in the

Eucharist the union of the divine Logos with the human spirit,

recognises, like Cyprian at a later period, that the mixture

of wine with water in the symbol represents the spiritual

process, and lastly does not fail to attribute to the holy food

a relationship to the body. ^ It is true that Origen, the great

1 The story related by Dionysius (in Euseb., I.e.) is especially characteristic, as

the narrator was an extreme spiritualist. How did it stand therefore with the dry

tree? Besides, Tertull. (de corona 3) says: "Calicis aut panis nostri aliquid decuti in

terram anxie patimur". Superstitious reverence for the sacrament ante et extra

zisum is a very old habit of mind in the Gentile Church.

" Leimbach's investigations of Tertullian's use of words have placed this beyond

doubt; see de orat. 6; adv. Marc. I. 14: IV. 40: III. 19; de resurr. 8.

* The chief passages referring to the Supper in Clement are Protrept. 12. 120;

Paed. I. 6. 43 : II. 2. 19 sq. : I. 5. 15 : I. 6. 38, 40; Quis div. 23; Strom. V. 10.

66: I. 10. 46: I. 19. 96: VI. 14. 113: V. II. 70. Clement thinks as little of for-

giveness of sins in connection with the Supper as does the author of the Didache

or the other Fathers; this feast is rather meant to bestow an initiation into know-

10
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mysteriosophist and theologian of sacrifice, expressed himself in

plainly "spiritualistic" fashion; but in his eyes religious mysteries

and the whole person of Christ lay in the province of the

spirit, and therefore his theory of the Supper is not " symbolical ",

but conformable to his doctrine of Christ. Besides, Origen was

only able to recognise spiritual aids in the sphere of the intel-

lect and the disposition, and in the assistance given to these

by man's own free and spontaneous efforts. Eating and drink-

ing and, in general, participation in a ceremonial are from

Origen's standpoint completely indifferent matters. The intel-

ligent Christian feeds at all times on the body of Christ, that

is, on the Word of God, and thus celebrates a never ending

Supper (c. Cels. VIII. 22). Origen, however, was not blind to

the fact that his doctrine of the Lord's Supper was just as far

removed from the faith of the simple Christian as his doctrinal

system generally. Here also, therefore, he accommodated him-

self to. that faith in points where it seemed necessary. This,

however, he did not find difficult; for, though with him every-

thing is at bottom "spiritual", he was unwilling to dispense

with symbols and mysteries, because he knew that one must

be initiated into the spiritual, since one cannot learn it as one

learns the lower sciences. ' But, whether we consider simple

believers, the antignostic Fathers or Origen, and, moreover,

whether we view the Supper as offering or sacrament, we every-

where observe that the holy ordinance had been entirely

ledge and immortality. Ignatius had already said, " the body is faith, the blood

is hope". This is also Clement's opinion; he also knows of a transubstantiation,

not, however, into the real body of Christ, but into heavenly powers. His teaching was

therefore that ofValentinus (see the Exc. ex. Theod. § 82, already given on Vol. i. p. 263)

Strom. V. II. 70: XoyiMv iiix,7v ßpäi-ix vi yvüffi^; I. 20. 46:7vxSii (pxyüif^sv f^oynccSi;.,

V. 10. 66: ßpüa-i^ yxp >ixi ttöo-k; tov Ssiov ^oyov ii yvüa-ii; ea-ri rij? ösi'xt; oikt/xq.

Adumbrat. in epp. Joh.: "sanguis quod est cognitio"; see Bigg, I.e., p. 106 ff.

1 Orig. in Matth. Comment, ser. 85: "Panis iste, quem deus verbum corpus

suum esse fatetur, verbum est nutritorium animarum, verbum de deo verbo pro-

cedens et panis de pane ccelesti . . . Non enim panem ilium visibilem, quern tenebat

in manibus, corpus suum dicebat deus verbum, sed verbum, in cuius mysterio

fuerat panis ille frangendus; nee potum ilium visibilem sanguinem suum dicebat,

sed verbum in cuius mysterio potus ille fuerat effundendus"; see in Matt. XI. 14;

c. Cels. VIII. 33. Hom. XVI. 9 in Num. On Origen's doctrine of the Lord's

Supper see Bigg, p. 219 ff.
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diverted from its original purpose and pressed into the service

of the spirit of antiquity. In no other point perhaps is the

hellenisation of the Gospel so evident as in this. To mention

only one other example, this is also shown in the practice of

child communion, which, though we first hear of it in Cyprian

(Testim. III. 25 ; de laps. 25), can hardly be of later origin

than child baptism. Partaking of the Supper seemed quite as

indispensable as baptism, and the child had no less claim than

the adult to a magical food from heaven. ^

In the course of the third century a crass superstition became
developed in respect to the conceptions of the Church and the

mysteries connected with her. According to this notion we
must subject ourselves to the Church and must have ourselves

filled with holy consecrations as we are filled with food. But

the following chapters will show that this superstition and

mystery magic were counterbalanced by a most lively con-

ception of the freedom and responsibility of the individual.

Fettered by the bonds of authority and superstition in the

sphere of religion, free and self-dependent in the province of

morality, this Christianity is characterised by passive submission

in the first respect and by complete activity in the second. It

may be that exegetical theology can never advance beyond an

alternation between these two aspects of the case, and a recog-

nition of their equal claim to consideration ; for the religious

phenomenon in which they are combined defies any explanation.

But religion is in danger of being destroyed when the insuffi-

ciency of the understanding is elevated into a convenient prin-

ciple of theory and life, and when the real mystery of the faith,

1 The conception of the Supper as viaticum mortis (fixed by the 13th canon of

Nicaea: yrspi S^ räv e^oSevovTWv 6 TraKocio^ xxi Kxvovtxot; vofzo^ (pvAsex^^f^^Tixi xxi

vt/v, ftJfl-TE e'lTiQ e^oSevoi, rot re^svTxlov kxi xvxyKxiorxrov e<poSiov //ij xTroirTspelcröxt,

a conception which is genuinely Hellenic and which was strengthened by the idea

that the Supper was (pxpi-ixxov xSxvxa-ixt;), the practice of benediction, and much
else in theory and practice connected with the Eucharist reveal the influence of

antiquity. See the relative articles in Smith and Cheetham's Dictionary of Christian

Antiquities.
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viz., how one becomes a new man, must accordingly give place

to the injunction that we must obediently accept the religious

as a consecration, and add to this the zealous endeavour after

ascetic virtue. Such, however, has been the character of Cath-

olicism since the third century, and even after Augustine's time

it has still remained the same in its practice.



EXCURSUS TO CHAPTERS II. AND III.

Catholic and Roman. '

In investigating the development of Christianity up till about

the year 270 the following facts must be specially kept in

mind : In the regions subject to Rome, apart from the Judaeo-

Christian districts and passing disturbances, Christianity had yet

an undivided history in vital questions
;

" the independence of

individual congregations and of the provincial groups of Churches

was very great; and every advance in the development of the

1 The fullest account of the "history of the Romish Church down to the pontificate of

Leo L" has been given by Langen, i88ij but I can in no respect agree (see Theol.

Lit. Ztg. 1 89 1, No. 6) with the hypotheses about the primacy as propounded by him
in his treatise on the Clementine romances (1890, see especially p. 163 flf). The
collection of passages given by Caspari, " Quellen zur Geschichte des Taufsymbols,"'

Vol. IIL, deserves special recognition. See also the sections bearing on this subject

in Renan's "Origines du Christianisme," Vols. V.—VII., especially VII., chaps. 5, 12, 23.

Sohm in his " Kirchenrecht " I. (see especially pp. 1 64 ff., 350 ff., 377 ff.) has adopted my
conception of "Catholic" and "Roman", and made it the basis of further investiga-

tions. He estimates the importance of the Roman Church still more highly, in so

far as, according to him, she was the exclusive originator of Church law as well

as of the Catholic form of Church constitution; and on page 381 he flatly says:

"The whole Church constitution with its claim to be founded on divine aiTange-

ment was first developed in Rome and then transfeired from her to the other com-

munities." I think this is an exaggeration. Tschirn (Zeitschrift für Kirchenge-

schichte, XII. p. 215 ff.) has discussed the origin of the Roman Church in the 2nd

«entury. Much that was the common property of Christendom, or is found in

every religion as it becomes older, is regarded by this author as specifically Roman.
2 No doubt we must distinguish two halves in Christendom. The first, the ecclesi-

astical West, includes the west coast of Asia Minor, Greece, and Rome together

with their daughter Churches, that is, above all, Gaul and North Africa. The second

or eastern portion embraces Palestine, Egypt, Syria, and the east part of Asia Minor.

A displacement gradually arose in the course of the 3rd century. In the West the

most important centres are Ephesus, Smyrna, Corinth, and Rome, cities with a Greek

and Oriental population. Even in Carthage the original speech of the Christian

•community was probably Greek.
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communities at the same time denoted a forward step in their

adaptation to the existing conditions of the Empire. The first

two facts we have mentioned have their limitations. The further

apart the different Churches lay, the more various were the

conditions under which they arose and flourished ; the looser

the relations between the towns in which they had their home
the looser also was the connection between them. Still, it is

evident that towards the end of the third century the develop-

ment in the Church had well-nigh attained the same point

everywhere—except in outlying communities. Catholicism, essen-

tially as we conceive it now, was what most of the Churches

had arrived at. Now it is an a priori probability that this

transformation of Christianity, which was simply the adaptation

of the Gospel to the then existing Empire, came about under

the guidance of the metropolitan Church, ' the Church of

Rome; and that "Roman" and "Catholic" had therefore a

special relation from the beginning. It might a limine be ob-

jected to this proposition that there is no direct testimony in

support of it, and that, apart from this consideration, it is also

improbable, in so far as, in view of the then existing condition

of society, Catholicism appears as the natural and only possible

form in which Christianity could be adapted to the world. But

this is not the case ; for in the first place very strong proofs

can be adduced, and besides, as is shown by the development

in the second century, very different kinds of secularisation

were possible. In fact, if all appearances are not deceptive,

the Alexandrian Church, for example, was up to the time of

Septimius Severus pursuing a path of development which, left

to itself, would not have led to Catholicism, but, in the most

favourable circumstances, to a parallel form. "

1 Rome was the first city in the Empire, Alexandria the second. They were

the metropolitan cities of the world (see the inscription in Kaibel, No. I56i,p. 407

:

6peili£ l-i' 'AÄs^ccvSpsix, fiirotKov 'iSxips $i 'Pw/^V, ^' xoa-fJLOv kcci yvii, u Seve, /xtfrpo-

To^si^). This is reflected in the history7of the Church; first Rome appears, then

Alexandria. The significance of the great towns for the history of dogma and of

the Church will be treated of in a future volume. Abercius of Hieropolis, according

to the common interpretation (inscription V. 7 f-) designates Rome as ''queen".

This was a customary appellation ; see Eunap., vita Prohser. p. 90 : ii ßxa-tÄsvova-ai 'Pw/zi^.

" In this connection we need only keep in mind the following summary of facts.

Up to the end of the second century the Alexandrian Church liad none of the
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It can, however, be proved that it was in the Roman Church,

which up to about the year 190 was closely connected with

that of Asia Minor, that all the elements on which Catholicism

is based first assumed a definite form. ' (i) We know that the

Roman Church possessed a precisely formulated baptismal confes-

sion, and that as early as the year 180 she declared this to be

the apostolic rule by which everything is to be measured. It

is, only in her case that we are really certain of this, for we
can merely guess at it as regards the Church of Smyrna, that

is, of Asia Minor. It was accordingly admitted that the Roman
Church was able to distinguish true from false with special

exactness ;
" and Irenaeus and TertuUian appealed to her to

decide the practice in Gaul and Africa. This practice, in its

precisely developed form, cannot be shown to have existed

in Alexandria till a later period; but Origen, who testifies to

it, also bears witness to the special reverence for and connection

with the Roman Church. (2) The New Testament canon, with

its claim to be accounted catholic and apostolic and to possess

Catholic and apostolic standards, and none of the corresponding institutions as

found in the Roman Church ; but her writer, Clement, was also " as little acquainted

with the West as Homer". In the course of the first half of the 3rd century she

received those standards and institutions; but her writer, Origen, also travelled to

Rome himself in order to see "the very old" church and formed a connection

with Hippolytus; and her bishop Dionysius carried on a correspondence with his

Roman colleague, who also made common cause with him. Similar particulars

may also be ascertained with regard to the Syrian Church.

1 See the proofs in the two preceding chapters. Note also that these elements

have an inward connection. So long as one was lacking, all were, and whenever

one was present, all the others immediately made their appearance.

'- Ignatius already says that the Roman Christians are xvoSivÄi<7-iJ.svoi xtto ttxvtoc,

a.KKoTfioxj xf63\j.u.T0(; (Rom. inscr.); he uses this expression of no others. Similar

remarks are not quite rare at a later period ; see, for instance, the oft-repeated eulogy that

no heresy ever arose in Rome. At a time when this city had long employed the

standard of the apostolic rule of faith with complete confidence, namely, at the

beginning of the 3rd century, we hear that a lady of rank in Alexandria, who
was at any rate a Christian, lodged and entertained in her house Origen, then

a young man, and a famous heretic. (See Euseb., H. E. VI. 2. 13, 14). The

lectures on doctrine delivered by this heretic and the conventicles over which

he presided were attended by a (zvpiov tt^^^oc; ov (zovov xiperiKäv, xÄÄx xxt yti^erspüiv.

That is a very valuable piece of information which shows us a state of things in

Alexandria that would have been impossible in Rome at the same period. See,

besides, Dionys. Alex, in Euseb., H. E. VII. 7.
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exclusive authority is first traceable in her; in the other com-

munities it can only be proved to exist at a later period. In

the great Antiochian diocese there was, for instance, a Church

some of whose members wished the Gospel of Peter read ; in

the Pentapolis group of congregations the Gospel of the Egyp-

tians was still used in the 3rd century; Syrian Churches of the

same epoch used Tatian's Diatessaron ; and the original of the

first six books of the Apostolic Constitutions still makes no

mention of a New Testament canon. Though Clement of Alex-

andria no doubt testifies that, in consequence of the common
history of Christianity, the group of Scriptures read in the

Roman congregations was also the same as that employed in

public worship at Alexandria, he had as yet no New Testa-

ment canon before him in the sense of Irenaeus and Tertullian.

It was not till Origen's time that Alexandria reached the stage

already attained in Rome about forty years earlier. It must,

however, be pointed out that a series of New Testament books,

in the form now found in the canon and universally recognised,

show marks of revision that can be traced back to the Roman
Church. ^ Finally, the later investigations, which show that af-

ter the third century the Western readings, that is, the Roman
text, of the New Testament were adopted in the Oriental MSS.
of the Bible, "' are of the utmost value here ; for the most natural

1 I must here refrain from proving the last assertion. The possibility of Asia Minor

having had a considerable share, or having led the way, in the formation of the

canon must be left an open question (cf. what Melito says, and the use made of

New Testament -writings in the Epistle of Polycarp). We will, however, be con-

strained to lay the chief emphasis on Rome, for it must not be forgotten that

Irenaeus had the closest connection with the Church of that city, as is proved by

his great work, and that he lived there before he came to Gaul. Moreover, it is a

fact deserving of the greatest attention that the Montanists and their decided oppo-

nents in Asia, the so-called Alogi, had no ecclesiastical canon before them, though

they may all have possessed the universally acknowledged books of the Romish

canon, and none other, in the shape of books read in the churches.

' See the Prolegg. of Westcott and Hort (these indeed give an opposite judg-

ment), and cf. Harris, Codex Beztc. A study of the so-called JVestern text of the

New Testament., 1891. An exhaustive study of the oldest martyrologies has already

led to important cases of agreement between Rome and the East, and promises

still further revelations. See Duchesne, " Les Sources du Martyrologe Hieron. " 1885.

Egli, "Altchristliche Studien, Martyrien und Martyrologieen ältester Zeit. " 1887; the

same writer in the "Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Theologie", 1891, p. 273 ff.
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explanation of these facts is that the Eastern Churches then

received their New Testament from Rome and used it to correct

their copies of books read in pubHc worship. '

(3) Rome is

the first place which we can prove to have constructed a list

of bishops reaching back to the Apostles (see Irenaeus). " We
know that in the time of HeHogabalus such lists also existed

in other communities; but it cannot be proved that these had

already been drawn up by the time of Marcus Aurelius or

Commodus, as was certainly the case at Rome. (4) The notion

of the apostolic succession of the episcopate ^ was first turned

to account by the Roman bishops, and they were the first who
definitely formulated the political idea of the Church in con-

nection with this. The utterances and corresponding practical

measures of Victor, " Calixtus (Hippolytus), and Stephen are

the earliest of their kind; whilst the precision and assurance

with which they substituted the political and clerical for the

ideal conception of the Church, or amalgamated the two notions,

as well as the decided way in which they proclaimed the sov-

ereignty of the bishops, were not surpassed in the third cen-

tury by Cyprian himself. (5) Rome was the first place, and

' On the relations between Edessa and Rome see the end of the Excursus.

^ See my treatise "Die ältesten christlichen Datirungen und die Anfänge einer

bischöflichen Chronographie in Rom." in the report of the proceedings of the Royal

Prussian Academy of Science, 1892, pp. 617—658. I think I have there proved

that, in the time of Soter, Rome already possessed a figured list of bishops, in

which important events were also entered.

3 That the idea of the apostolic succession of the bishops was first turned to

account or appeared in Rome is all the more remarkable, because it was not in

that city, but rather in the East, that the monarchical episcopate was first consoli-

dated. (Cf. the Shepherd of Hermas and Ignatius' Epistles to the Romans with his

other Epistles). There must therefore have been a very rapid development of the

constitution in the time between Hyginus and Victor. Sohm, I.e., tries to show

that the monarchical episcopate arose in Rome immediately after the composition

of the First Epistle of Clement, and as a result of it; and that this city was the

centre from which it spread throughout Christendom.

•* See Pseudo-Cyprian's work "de aleat" which, in spite of remarks to the

contrary, I am inclined to regard as written by Victor; cf. " Texte und Untersuchungen"

V. I ; see c. i of this writing :
" et quoniam in nobis divina et paterna pietas

apostolatus ducatum contulit et vicariam domini sedem cselesti dignalione ordinavit

et originem authentici apostolatus, super quern Christus fundavit ecclesiam, in superiore

nostro portamus."
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that at a very early period, to date occurrences according to

her bishops ; and, even outside that city, churches reckoned, not

according to their own, but according to the Roman episcopate. '

(6) The Oriental Churches say that two bishops of Rome com-

piled the chief apostolic regulations for the organisation of the

Church; and this is only partially wrong." (7) The three great

theologians of the age, Tertullian, Hippolytus, and Origen,

opposed the pretensions of the Roman bishop Calixtus ; and

this very attitude of theirs testified that the advance in the

political organisation of the Church, denoted by the measures

of CaUxtus, was still an unheard-of novelty, but immediately

exercised a very important influence on the attitude of other

Churches. We know that the other communities imitated this

advance in the succeeding decades. (8) The institution of lower

orders of clergy with the corresponding distinction of clerici

uiaiores and minores first took place in Rome; but we know
that this momentous arrangement gradually spread from that

city to the rest of Christendom. '
(9) The different Churches

communicated with one another through the medium of Rome. '

1 See report of the proceedings of the Royal Prussian Academy of Science, 1892,

p. 622 ff. To the material found there must be added a remarkable passage given

by Nestle (Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1893, p. 437), where the dates

are reckoned after Sixtus I.

' Cf. the 8th book of the Apostolic Constitutions with the articles refeiTing to

the regulation of the Church, which in Greek MSS. bear the name of Hippolytus.

Compare also the Arabian Canones Hippolyti, edited by Haneberg (1870) and

commented on by Achelis (Texte und Untersuchungen VI. 4). Apart from the additions

and alterations, which are no doubt very extensive, it is hardly likely that the name
of the Roman bishop is wrongly assigned to them. We must further remember the

importance assigned by the tradition of the Eastern and Western Churches to one of

the earliest Roman "bishops", Clement, as the confidant and secretary of the

Apostles and as the composer and arranger of their laws.

3 See my proofs in "Texte und Untersuchungen", Vol. II., Part 5. The canons

of the Council of Nicaea presuppose the distinction of higher and lower clergy for

the whole Church.

^ We see this from the Easter controversy, but there are proofs of it elsewhere,

e.g.^ in the collection of Cyprian"s epistles. The Roman bishop Cornelius informs

Fabius, bishop of Antioch, of the resolutions of the Italian. African, and other

Churches (Euseb., H. E. VI. 43. 3 : ^Aäov uc, viImxc, iTtaToKxi KopvyjÄiov 'VuimxIwv

sTritTnoTTOv Trpoi; . . . <i>xßiov, ivj^ovtrxt rx Trtpi rij; 'Puifx-xiiiiv irvvöSov^ xxi tx SöixvTX

TTxa-i TOic, KXTX rijv 'IrxÄixv Kxt ''A<PpiKijv Kxi TXi xi/röii x^f'^- We must not
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From these considerations we can scarcely doubt that the

fundamental apostolic institutions and laws of Catholicism were

framed in the same city that in other respects imposed its

authority on the whole earth ; and that it was the centre from

which they spread, because the world had become accustomed

to receive law and justice from Rome. ' But it may be ob-

jected that the parallel development in other provinces and
towns was spontaneous, though it everywhere came about at

a somewhat later date. Nor do we intend to contest the assump-

tion in this general sense ; but, as I think, it can be proved that

the Roman community had a direct and important share in the

process and that, even in the second century, she was reckoned

the first and most influential Church. ' We shall give a bird's-

eye view of the most important facts bearing on the question,

in order to prove this.

No other community made a more brilliant entrance into

Church history than did that of Rome by the so-called First

Epistle of Clement—Paul having already testified (Rom. i. 8)

that the faith of this Church was spoken of throughout the whole

world. That letter to the Corinthians proves that, by the end

of the first century, the Roman Church had already drawn up
fixed rules for her own guidance, that she watched with motherly

forget, however, that there were also bishops elsewhere who conducted a so-called

oecumenical correspondence and enjoyed great influence, as, ^.^•., Dionysius of Corinth

and Dionysius of Alexandria. In matters relating to penance the latter wrote to a

great many Churches, even as far as Armenia, and sent many letters to Rome
(Euseb., H. E. VI. 46). The Catholic theologian, Dittrich—before the Vatican

Decree, no doubt—has spoken of him in the following terms (Dionysius von Alexan-

drien, 1867, p. 26): "As Dionysius participated in the power, so also he shared in

the task of the primateship." "Along with the Roman bishop he was, above all,

called upon to guard the interests of the whole Church."

1 This conception, as well as the ideas contained in this Excursus generally, is

now entirely shared by Weingarten (Zeittafeln, 3rd. ed., 1888, pp. 12, 21): "The
Catholic Church is essentially the work of those of Rome and Asia Minor. The
Alexandrian Church and theology do not completely adapt themselves to it till the

3rd century. The metropolitan community becomes the ideal centi-e of the Great

Church"'... ''The primacy of the Roman Church is essentially the transference to

her of Rome's central position in the religion of the heathen world during the

Empire: tirbs externa urbs sacral

- This is also admitted by Langen (I.e., 184 f.), who even declares that this

precedence existed from the beginning.
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•care over outlying communities, and that she then knew how to

use language that was at once an expression of duty, love, and

authority. ^ As yet she pretends to no legal title of any kind,

but she knows the ''commandments and ordinances " {7Tpo7rx'yiJ!,x-x

and ^oy.xioc(ji,x~x) of God, whereas the conduct of the sister Church

evinces her uncertainty on the matter ; she is in an orderly

condition, whereas the sister community is threatened with dis-

solution ; she adheres to the '/.xvlc^ rijc Txpx^CTscc^, whilst the

other body stands in need of exhortation
;

" and in these facts

her claim to authority consists. The Shepherd of Hermas also

proves that even in the circles of the laity the Roman Church

is impressed with the consciousness that she must care for the

whole of Christendom. The first testimony of an outsider as

to this community is afforded us by Ignatius. Soften as we
may all the extravagant expressions in his Epistle to the Romans,

it is at least clear that Ignatius conceded to them a precedence

in the circle of sister Churches ; and that he was well acquainted

with the energy and activity displayed by them in aiding and

instructing other communities. ^ Dionysius of Corinth, in his letter

to bishop Soter, affords us a glimpse of the vast activity man-

ifested by the Christian Church of the world's metropolis on

behalf of all Christendom and of all brethren far and near;

and reveals to us the feelings of filial affection and veneration

1 Cf. chaps. 59 and 62, but more especially 63.

2 At that time the Roman Church did not confine herself to a letter; she sent

ambassadors to Corinth, oirivec, fjixpTvpet; sa-ovrxi (/.STtxiv vi/.c3v xxi iifiüv. Note

carefully also the position of the Corinthian community with which the Roman
one interfered (see on this point Wrede, Untersuchungen zum I Clemensbrief, 1891.)

^ In Ignatius, Rom. inscr., the verb Trpoxaajf//«/ is twice used about the Roman
Church (TrpoKciiiiTXi ev [to be understood in a local sense] to'xoj %wp/oti 'Vpwij.xiwj

—7rpoKxiT^IJ.i'jvi T^? «yaTTj^?^ presiding in, or having the guardianship of, love).

Ignatius (Magn. 6), uses the same verb to denote the dignity of the bishop or

presbyters in relation to the community. See, besides, the important testimony in

Rom. II.: «AAoo; hSiSxixrs. Finally, it must be also noted that Ignatius presup-

poses an extensive influence on the part of individual members of the Church in

the higher spheres of government. Fifty years later we have a memorable proof

of this in the Marcia-Victor episode. Lastly, Ignatius is convinced that the

Church will interfere quite as energetically on belialf of a foreign brother as on

behalf of one of her own number. In the Epistle of Clement to James, c. 2. the

Roman bishop is called «Asfäg/a;? 7rpoKxi£^öix,evot;.
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with which she was regarded in all Greece as well as in Antioch.

This author has specially emphasised the fact that the Roman
Chri.stians are Romans, that is, are conscious of the particular

duties incumbent on them as members of the metropolitan

Church. ' After this evidence we cannot wonder that Irenjeus

expressly assigned to the Church of Rome the highest rank
among those founded by the Apostles. His famous testimony

has been quite as often under- as over-estimated. Doubtless

his reference to the Roman Church is introduced in such

a way that she is merely mentioned by way of example, just

as he also adds the allusion to Smyrna and Ephesus ; but there

is quite as little doubt that this example was no arbitrary

selection. The truth rather is that the Roman community must
have been named, because its decision was already the most
authoritative and impressive in Christendom. ^ Whilst giving a

1 Euseb., H. E. IV. 23. 9— 12; cf., above all, the words: 'ES äp%?? ('[j.I'j sÖo^

ea-Ti Tovro, ttxvtxi; (j.sv xSsÄ<poii(; ttoiki^ok; svspysTslv, hux^^ijtT-ixtt; re tzoKKxIc, txIq

KXTX 77x(rxv "KOKi'j S'^öStx 7rs[ZTrsiv . . . TTXTpoyrxpxSorov eSot; 'Vufjixtdiv 'V(>)(j.xioi

hxipv/^xTTOVTS^. Note here the emphasis laid on 'Pui^xloi.

" According to Irenaeus a peculiar significance belongs to the old Jerusalem

Church, in so far as all the Christian congregations sprang from her (III. 12. 5:

xvrxi ipctivxi ri^Q skk^>jitix^, s% vii; •rrxtrx sirxixsv exxAyfo-ix rijt; xpx^v' xvtxi ipuvxi Tyjt;

lu.^Tpo7r6?^£iiJ(; tüv tjj? kxiv^i; ^ix^vjyoiQ ttoäitüv). For obvious reasons Irenreus did not

speak of the Jerusalem Church of his own time. Hence that passage cannot be utilised.

3 Iren. III. 3. i: '-Sed quoniam valde longum est, in hoc tali volumine omnium
ecclesiarum enumerare successiones, maximae et antiquissimte et omnibus cognitse,

a gloriosissimis duobus apostolis Paulo et Petro Romte fundatse et constitutas

ecclesise, eam quam habet ab apostolis traditionem et annunliatam hominibus fidem,

per successiones episcoporum pervenientem usque ad nos indicantes confundimus

omnes eos, qui quoquo modo vel per sibiplacentiam malam vel vanam gloriam vel

per csecitatem et malam sententiam, prseterquam oportet, colligunt. Ad banc enim
ecclesiam propter potentiorem principalitatem necesse est omnem convenire ecclesiam,

hoc est, eos qui sunt undique fideles, in qua semper ab his, qui sunt undique,

conservala est ea quae est ab apostolis traditio." On this we may remark as

follows: (i) The special importance which Irenreus claims for the Roman Church
— for he is only referring to her— is not merely based by him on her assumed found-

ation by Peter and Paul, but on a combination of the four attributes "maxima",
"antiquissima" etc. Dionysius of Corinth also made this assumption (Euseb., II.

25. 8), but applied it quite as much to the Corinthian Church. As regards

capability of proving the truth of the Church's faith, all the communities founded

by the Apostles possess priticipalitas in relation to the others; but the Roman
Church has the fotentior frincifalitas^ in so far as she excels all the rest in her

qualities of ecclesia maxima et omniöus cognita etc. Principalitas = "sovereign
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formal scheme of proof that assigned the same theoretical value

to each Church founded by the Apostles, Irenaeus added a re-

ference to particular circumstance, viz., that in his time many
communities turned to Rome in order to testify their orthodoxy. '

As soon as we cease to obscure our vision with theories and

keep in view the actual circumstances, we have no cause for

astonishment. Considering the active intercourse between the

various Churches and the metropolis, it was of the utmost im-

portance to all, especially so long as they required financial

aid, to be in connection with that of Rome, to receive support

from her, to know she would entertain travelling brethren, and

to have the power of recommending prisoners and those pining

in the mines to her influential intervention. The evidence of

Ignatius and Dionysius as well as the Marcia-Victor episode

place this beyond doubt (see above). The efforts of Marcion

and Valentinus in Rome have also a bearing on this question,

and the venerable bishop, Polycarp, did not shrink from the toil

of a long journey to secure the valuable fellowship of the

Roman Church; "'

it was not Anicetus who came to Polycarp,

authority," auSsvTix, for this was probably the word in the original text (see

proceedings of the Royal Prussian Academy of Science, 9th Nov., 1893). In com-

mon with most scholars I used to think that the " in qua " refers to '• Roman
Church"; but I have now convinced myself (see the treatise just cited) that it

relates to " omnem ecclesiam ", and that the clause introduced by '• in qua " merely

asserts that every church, /w so fm- as she is faithful to tradition^ i.e.^ orthodox^

must as a matter of course agree with that of Rome. (2) Irenaeus asserts that every

Church, i.e.^ believers in all parts of the world, must agree with this Church

("convenire" is to be understood in a figurative sense; the literal acceptation

"every Church must come to that of Rome" is not admissible). However, this

^'must" is not meant as an imperative, but= avÄyxtj ^ " it cannot be otherwise."

In reference \.o principalitas= xv^evrix (see I. 31. i : I. 26. I) it must be remem-

bered that Victor of Rome (I.e.) speaks of the "origo atitheniici apostolatus", and

TertuUian remarks of Valentinus when he apostatised at Rome, "ab ecclesia

authentictc regulie abriipit" (adv. Valent. 4).

' Beyond doubt his "convenire necesse est" is founded on actual circumstances.

" On other important journeys of Christian men and bishops to Rome in tlie

2nd and 3rd centuries see Caspari, I.e. Above all we may call attention to the

journey of Abercius of Hierapolis (not Hierapolis on the Meander) about 200 or

even earlier. Its historical reality is not to be questioned. See his words in the

epitaph composed by himself (V. 7 f-)' ^'? 'Vöi{JLViv oi STriizipsv ei^ev ßaa-if^yixv aiSpiia-xi

xxi ßx<riM(T(TXv iSslv ;^pi/(7oVToAov XP^"'''''''^^'^''^- However, Kicker raises very serious

objections to the Christian origin of tlie inscription.
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but Polycarp to Anicetus. At the time when the controversy

with Gnosticism ensued, the Roman Church showed all the rest

an example of resolution ; it was naturally to be expected that,

as a necessary condition of mutual fellowship, she should require

other communities to recognise the law by which she had reg-

ulated her own circumstances. No community in the Empire

could regard with indifference its relationship to the great Roman
Church ; almost everyone had connections with her ; she contained

believers from all the rest. As early as 180 this Church could

point to a series of bishops reaching in uninterrupted succession

from the glorious apostles Paul and Peter ' down to the present

time ; and she alone maintained a brief but definitely formu-

lated lex, which she entitled the summary of apostolic tradition,

and by reference to which she decided all questions of faith

with admirable certainty. Theories were incapable of overcoming

the elementary difterences that could not but appear as soon

as Christianity became naturalised in the various provinces and

towns of the Empire. Nor was it theories that created the

empiric unity of the Churches, but the unity which the Empire

possessed in Rome ; the extent and composition of the Graeco-

Latin community there ; the security—and this was not the

least powerful element—that accompanied the development of

this great society, well provided as it was with wealth and

possessed of an influence in high quarters already dating from

the first century ;
"' as well as the care which it displayed on

behalf of all Christendom. All these causes combined to convert

' We cannot here discuss how this tradition arose; in all likelihood it already

expresses the position which the Roman Church very speedily attained in Christendom.

See Renan, Orig., Vol. VII., p. 70: "Pierre et Paul (reconcilies), voila le chef-

d'oeuvre qui fondait la Suprematie ecclesiastique de Rome dans I'avenir. Une nouvelle

qualite mythique remplagait celle de Romulus et Remus." But it is highly probable

that Peter was really in Rome like Paul (see i Clem. V., Ignatius ad Rom. IV.);

both really performed important services to the Church there, and died as martyrs

in that city.

- The wealth of the Roman Church is also illustrated by the present of 200,000

sesterces brought her by Marcion (TertuU., de praesc. 30). The "Shepherd" also

contains instructive particulars with regard to this. As far as her influence is

concerned, we possess various testimonies from Philipp. IV. 22 down to the famous

account by Hippolytus of the relations of Victor to Marcia. We may call special

attention to Ignatius' Epistle to the Romans.
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tJie Chrisiian communities into a real confederatiort under the

primacy of the Roman Church (and subsequently under the

leadership of her bishops). This primacy cannot of course be

further defined, for it was merely a de facto one. But, from

the nature of the case, it was immediately shaken, when it was

claimed as a legal right associated with the person of the Roman
bishop.

That this theory is more than a hypothesis is shown by
several facts which prove the unique authority as well as the

interference of the Roman Church (that is, of her bishop). First,

in the Montanist controversy—and that too at the stage when
it was still almost exclusively confined to Asia Minor—the al-

ready sobered adherents of the new prophecy petitioned Rome
(bishop Eleutherus) to recognise their Church, and it was at

Rome that the Gallic confessors cautiously interfered in their

behalf; after which a native of Asia Minor induced the Roman
bishop to withdraw the letters of toleration already issued. ^ In

view of the facts that it was not Roman Montanists who were

concerned, that Rome was the place where the Asiatic members

of this sect sought for recognition, and that it was in Rome
that the Gauls interfered in their behalf, the significance of this

proceeding cannot be readily minimised. We cannot of course

dogmatise on the matter ; but the fact can be proved that the

decision of the Roman Church must have settled the position

of that sect of enthusiasts in Christendom. Secondly, what is

reported to us of Victor, the successor of Eleutherus, is still

plainer testimony. He ventured to issue an edict, which we
may already style a peremptory one, proclaiming the Roman
practice with regard to the regulation of ecclesiastical festivals

to be the universal rule in the Church, and declaring that every

congregation, that failed to adopt the Roman arrangement, -

1 See TertuUian, adv. Prax. i ; Euseb., H. E. V. 3, 4. Dictionary of Christian

Biography III., p. 937.

2 Euseb., H. E. V. 24. 9 : 'Ett/ rovrotc, 6 fiev rij? 'Pwi^x/wv Trpoea-ru^ Btxrup xSpöuc

TjJe 'Ao"/«^ TTtia-tiQ 2/Lt« TXii; oi^öpoiz SKX^yitrixit; rac^ TrxpoiKix^ xTOTSizveiv w<rxv iri-

poSo^ovtTxt;, TV); KOtvvjc; ivooa-staz Treipxrxi, nx) a-TyiÄireusi ye Six ypx(j.(iXTUv, xkoivk-

vyJTOvt; TXVTXt; xpSyjv tovi; SKsls-e xvxxyfpvTTMv xSeA^^ovi;. Stress should be laid on

two points here: (i) Victor proclaimed that the people of Asia Minor were to be

excluded from the xoivii evuia-tg^ and not merely from the fellowship of the Roman
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was excluded from the union of the one Church on the ground

of heresy. How would Victor have ventured on such an edict

—though indeed he had not the power of enforcing it in every

case—unless the special prerogative of Rome to determine

the conditions of the "common unity" {zoir/i hccric) in the

vital questions of the faith had been an acknowledged and well-

established fact ? How could Victor have addressed such a

demand to the independent Churches, if he had not been re-

cognised, in his capacity of bishop of Rome, as the special

guardian of the zcr//, h:c(7ic ?
' Thirdly, it was Victor who form-

ally excluded Theodotus from Church fellowship. This is the

first really well-attested case of a Christian taking his stand

on the rule of faith being excommunicated because a definite

interpretation of it was already insisted on. In this instance

the expression vib- ij.o-JoysT/,: (only begotten Son) was required

to be understood in the sense of Chuisi Seos (God by nature).

It was in Rome that this first took place. Fourthly, under

Zephyrinus, Victor's successor, the Roman ecclesiastics inter-

fered in the Carthaginian veil dispute, making common cause

with the local clergy against Tertullian; and both appealed to

the authority of predecessors, that is, above all, of the Roman
bishops. " Tertullian, Hippolytus, Origen, and Cyprian were

Church; (2) he based the excommunication on the alleged heterodoxy of those

Churches. See Heinichen, Melet. VIII., on Euseb., I.e. Victor's action is jjarallelled

by that of Stephen. Firmilian says to the latter: "Dum enim putas, omnes abs

te abstineri posse, solum te ab omnibus abstinuisti." It is a very instructive fact

that in the 4th century Rome also made tlie attempt to have Sabbath fasting

established as an apostolic custom. See the interesting work confuted by Augustine

(ep. 36), a writing which emanates from a Roman author who is unfortunately un-

known to us. Cf. also Augustine's 54th and 55th epistles.

1 Irenceus also (I.e. § 11) does not appear to have questioned Victor's proceeding

as such, but as applied to this particular case.

- See Tertull., de orat. 22: "Sed non putet institutionem unusquisque anteces-

soris commovendam." De virg. vel. I: "Paracletus solus antecessor, quia solus

post Christum"'; 2: "Eas ego ecclesias proposui, quas et ipsi apostoli vel apostolici

viri condiderunt, et puto ante quosdam "
; 3 :

" Sed nee inter consuetudines dispicere

voluerunt illi sanctissimi antecessores ". This is also the question referred to in

the important remark in Jerome, de vir. inl. 53: "Tertullianus ad mediam cetatem

presbyter fuit ecclesias Africanse, invidia postea et contumeliis clericorum Romans
ecclesioe ad Montani dogma delapsus."

II
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obliged to resist the pretensions of these ecclesiastics to authority

outside their own Church, the first having to contend with

Calixtus, and the three others with Stephen. '

It was the Roman CJiurcJi that first displayed this activit}'

and care; the Roman bishop sprang fi-om the community in

exactly the same way as the corresponding official did in other

places. ' In Iren^eus' proof from prescription, however, it is

already the Roman bishops that are specially mentioned. ^

1 Stephen acted like Victor and excluded almost all the East from the fel-

lowship of the Churchy see in addition to Cyprian's epistles that of Dionysius of

Alexandria in Euseb., li. E. VII. 5. In reference to Hippolytus, see Philosoph. I. IX.

In regard to Origen, see the allusions in de orat. 28 fin. 5 in Matth. XL 9, 15 : XII.

9—I4:X\T. 8, 22 : XVII. 14; in Joh. X. 16; Rom. VI in Isai. c. i. With regard

to Philosoph. IX. 12, Sohm rightly remarks (p. 389) : "It is clear that the responsibility

was laid on the Roman bishop not merely in several cases where married men
were made presbyters and deacons, but also when they were appointed bishops :

and it is also evident that he appears just as responsible when bishops are not

deposed in consequence of their marrying. One cannot help concluding that the

Roman bishop has the power of appointing and deposing not merely presbyters

and deacons, but also bishops. Moreover, the impression is conveyed that this

appointment and deposition of bishops takes place in Rome, for the passage contains

a description of existent conditions in the Roman Church. Other communities may
be deprived of their bishops by an order from Rome, and a bishop (chosen in

Rome) may be sent them. The words of the passage are: Ixt KäAA/o-tov vif%xvTo

STTta-KOVOi Kxi TrpBo-ßvrspot xxi SixKOvot Siyxi^oi Kxt rph/xiioi KxÖia-rxa-ßxt eii; xX^pov:-

St §s xxi ni; ev y.Kvipcü uv yxfj.oiyi, (zeveiv tov toiovtov sv to) y.^i^pca w? i^ij yiiixpnixoTX.

" In the treatise "Die Briefe des römischen Klerus aus der Zeit der Sedisvacanz

im Jahre 250" (.A.bhandlungen für Weizsäcker, 1892), I have shown how the Roman
clergy kept the revenue of the Church and of the Churches in their hands, though

they had no bishop. Wliat language the Romans used in epistles 8, 30, 36 of the

Cyprian collection, and how they interfered in the affairs of the Carthaginian Church !

Beyond doubt the Roman Church possessed an acknowledged primacy in the year

250; it was the primacy of active participation and fulfilled duty. As yet there was

no recognised dogmatic or historic foundation assigned for it; in fact it is highly

probable that this theory was still shaky and uncertain in Rome herself. The

college of presbyters and deacons feels and speaks as if it were the bishop. For

it was not on the bishop that the incomparable prestige of Rome was based—at

least this claim was not yet made with any confidence,—but on the city itself^ on

the origin and history, the faith and love, the earnestness and zeal of the whole

Ro7na7t Church otid her clergy.

3 In TertuUian, de prtesc. 36, the bishops are not mentioned. He also, like

Irenseus, cites the Roman Church as one amongst others. We have already remarked

that in the scheme of proof from prescription no higher rank could be assigned to the

Roman Church than to any other of the group founded by the Apostles. TertuUian
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Praxeas reminded the bishop of Rome of the authority of his

predecessors (" auctoritates prascessorum eius ") and it was in

the character of bishop that Victor acted. The assumption that

Paul and Peter laboured in Rome, that is, founded the Church
of that city (Dionysius, Irenaeus, Tertullian, Caius), must have
conferred a high degree of prestige on her bishops, as soon as

the latter officials were elevated to the position of more or less

sovereign lords of the communities and were regarded as success-

ors of the Apostles. The first who acted up to this idea was Calixtus.

The sarcastic titles of "pontifex maximus", " episcopus episco-

porum ", " benedictus papa" and " apostolicus", applied to him
by Tertullian in "de pudicitia" I. 13, are so many references to

the fact that Calixtus already claimed for himself a position of

primacy, in other words, that he associated with his own per-

sonal position as bishop the primacy possessed by the Roman
Church, which pre-eminence, however, must have been gradually

vanishing in proportion to the progress of the Catholic form

of organisation among the other communities. Moreover, that

is evident from the form of the edict he issued (Tert. 1. c, I

:

"I hear that an edict has been issued and that a decisive one ",

continues to maintain this position, but expressly i-emarks that the Roman Cliurch

has special authority for the Carthaginian, because Carthage had received its

Christianity from Rome. He expresses the special relationship between Rome and
Carthage in the following terms: "vSi autem Italic adiaces habes Romam, unde
nobis quoque auctoritas prjesto est." With Tertullian, then, the de facto position

of the Roman Church in Christendom did not lead to the same conclusion in the

scheme of proof from prescription as we found in Irenteus. But in his case also

that position is indicated by the rhetorical ardour with which he speaks of the

Roman Church, whereas he does nothing more than mention Corinth, Philippi.

Thessalonica, and Ephesus. Even at that time, moreover, he had ground enough

for a more reserved attitude towards Rome, though in the antignostic struggle he

could not dispense with the tradition of the Roman community. In the veil dispute

(de virg. vel. 2) he opposed the authority of the Greek apostolic Churches to that

of Rome. Polycarp had done the same against Anicetus, Polycrates against Victor,

Proculus against his Roman opponents. Conversely, Praxeas in his appeal to Eleu-

therus (c. I. :
'• prsecessorum auctoritates '"), Caius when contending with Proculus,

the Carthaginian clergy when opposing Tertullian (in the veil dispute), and Victor

when contending with Polycrates set the authority of Rome against that of the

Greek apostolic Churches. These struggles at the transition from the 2nd to the

3rd century are of the utmost importance. Rome was here seeking to overthrow

the authority of the only group of Churches able to enter into rivalry with her

those of Asia Minor, and succeeded in the attempt.
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"audio edictum esse praepositum et quidem peremptorium "),

from the grounds it assigned and from the opposition to it on

the part of TertuUian. From the form, in so far as Calixtus

acted here quite independently and, without previous consulta-

tion, issued a peremptory edict, that is, one settling the matter

and immediately taking eftect ; from the grounds it assigned,

in so far as he appealed in justification of his action to Matt.

XVI. i8fif.
'—the first instance of the kind recorded in history;

from TertuUian's opposition to it, because the latter treats it

not as local, Roman, but as pregnant in consequences for all

Christendom.. But, as soon as the question took the form of

enquiring whether the Roman bishop was elevated above the

rest, a totally new situation arose. Even in the third century,

as already shown, the Roman community, led by its bishops,

still showed the rest an example in the process of giving a

political constitution to the Church. It can also be proved that

even far distant congregations were still being bound to the

Roman Church through financial support, - and that she was

appealed to in questions of faith, just as the law of the city

of Rome was invoked as the standard in civil questions. '
It

1 De pudic. 21: "De tua nunc sententia quasro, unde hoc ius ecclesise usurpes.

Si quia dixerit Petro dominus: Super hanc petram ^edificabo ecclesiam meam, tibi

dedi claves regiii ccelestis, vel, Qucecumque alligaveris vel solveris in terra, eruut

alligata vel soluta in coelis, id circo prasumis et ad te derivasse solvendi et alligaudi

potestatemr" Stephen did the same; see Firmilian in Cyprian ep. 75. With this

should be compared the description Clement of Rome gives in his epistles to James

of his own installation by Peter (c. 2). The following words are put in Peter"^

mouth: KAj^/kevt« tovtov htt/o-kottov iiiUM xbi^oto^jü, ü rijv ii-iiiv tmv ^.oyiav Tria-Tevca

KX&sSpxv . . . Sib oilrSi iJ.£TxSßoojj.i T^v e^ova-ixv rov Ssfffisvsiv axi Äveiv, Yvx Trept

Txvro^ oil XV ;^5/poTOv,^(7}} stt} yt^Q '{(rrxt SsSoyizxTiTfzsvov gv ovpxvo7Q. Si^asi yxp

Ss7 Seövjvxi ax) Kvuii Ss7 At/äijva:/, w? rov T^q eKKÄtjirixt; siSm^ xxvdvx.

- See Dionysius of Alexandria's letter to the Roman bishop Stephen (Euseb..

1 1. E. VII. 5. 2): At IX.SVT01 Zvp/xt ÖÄX1 y.xi it ^Apxß/x, o'n; s~xpy.s7rs skxo-tots y.xi

Cii vCv h7rsa-TSi?.xrs.

3 In the case of Origen's condemnation the decision of Rome seems to have

been of special importance. Origen sought to defend his orthodoxy in a letter

written by his own hand to the Roman bishop Fabian (see Euseb., H. E. \'I. 36;

Jerome, ep. 84. 10). The Roman bishop Pontian had previously condemned him
after summoning a '-senate"; see Jerome, ep. 33 (Dollinger, Hippolytus and Calixtus,

p. 259 f.). Further, it is an important fact that a deputation of -\iexandrian Christians,

who did not agree with the Christology of their bishop Dionysius, repaired to Rome
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is further manifest from Cyprian's epistles that the Roman
Church was regarded as the ecclesia principalis, as the guardian

par excellence of the unity of the Church. We may explain

from Cyprian's own particular situation all else that he said in

praise of the Roman Church (see above p. 88, note 2) and

specially of the cathedra Petri; but the general view that she

is the "matrix et radix ecclesia catholicse " is not peculiar to

him, and the statement that the " unitas sacerdotalis " originated

in Rome is merely the modified expression, necessitated by the

altered circumstances of the Church, for the acknowledged fact

that the Roman community was the most distinguished among
the sister groups, and as such had had and still possessed the

right and duty of watching over the unity of the whole. Cyprian

himself no doubt took a further step at the time of his corre-

spondence with Cornelius, and proclaimed the special reference

of Matt. XVI. to the cathedra Petri; but he confined his theory

to the abstractions "ecclesia", "cathedra". In him the im-

portance of this cathedra oscillates between the significance of a

once existent fact that continues to live on as a symbol, and

that of a real and permanent court of appeal. Moreover, he

did not go the length of declaring that any special authority

within the collective Church attached to the temporary occupant

of the cathedra Petri. If we remove from Cyprian's abstractions

everything to which he himself thinks there is nothing concrete

corresponding, then we must above all eliminate every prerog-

ative of the Roman bishop for the time being. What remains

behind is the special position of the Roman Church, which in-

deed is represented by her bishop. Cyprian can say quite

to the Roviaji bishop Dionysius and formally accused the first named prelate. It

is also significant that Dionysius received this complaint and brought the matter up
at a Roman synod. No objection was taken to this proceeding (Athanas., de synod.).

This information is very instructive, for it proves that the Roman Church was ever

regarded as specially charged with watching over the observance of the conditions

of the general ecclesiastical federation, the xo/vjj 'ivaia-it;. As to the fact that in

circular letters, not excepting Eastern ones, the Roman Church was put at the head

of the address, see Euseb., H. E. VII. 30. How frequently foreign bishops came
to Rome is shown by the 19th canon of Aries (A.D. 314): ''De episcopis pere-

grinis, qui in urbem solent venire, placuit iis locum dari ut offerant." The first

canon is also important in deciding the special position of Rome.
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frankly: "owing to her magnitude Rome ought to have preced-

ence over Carthage" ("pro magnitudine sua debet Carthaginem

Roma praecedere '") and his theory: "the episcopate is one, and

a part of it is held by each bishop for the whole" (" episco-

patus unus est, cuius a singulis in solidum pars tenetur "), virtu-

ally excludes any special prerogative belonging to a particular

bishop (see also " de unit." 4). Here we have reached the

point that has already been briefly referred to above, viz.,

that the consolidation of the Churches in the Empire after

the Roman pattern could not but endanger the prestige and

peculiar position of Rome, and did in fact do so. If we con-

sider that each bishop was the acknowledged sovereign of his

own diocese—now Catholic, that all bishops, as such, were re-

cognised to be successors of the Apostles, that, moreover, the

attribute of priesthood occupied a prominent position in the

conception of the episcopal office, and that the metropolitan

unions with their presidents and synods had become completely

naturalised—in short, that the rigid episcopal and provincial

constitution of the Church had become an accomplished fact,

so that, ultimately, it was no longer communities, but merely

bishops that had dealings with each other, then we shall see

that a new situation was thereby created for Rome, that is, for

her bishop. In the West it was perhaps chiefly through the

cooperation of Cyprian that Rome found herself face to face

with a completely organised Church system. His behaviour in

the controversy about heretical baptism proves that in cases of

dispute he was resolved to elevate his theory of the sovereign

authority of each bishop above his theory of the necessary

connection with the catJicdra Petri. But, when that levelling

of the episcopate came about, Rome had already acquired

rights that could no longer be cancelled. ' Besides, there was

' Peculiar circumstances, which unfortunately we cannot quite explain, are connecled

with the cases discussed by Cyprian in epp. 67 and 68. The Roman bishop must

have had the acknowledged power of dealing with the bishop of Aries, whereas

the Gallic prelates had not this right. Sohm, p. 391 ff., assumes that the Roman
iiishop alone—not Cyprian or the bisho]« of Gaul—had authority to exclude the

Ijishop of Aries from the general fellowship of the Church, but that, as far as the

( lallic Churches were concerned, such an e.'^communication possessed no legal effect,

but only a moral one, because in their case the bishop of Rome had only a
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one thing that could not be taken from the Roman Church,

nor therefore from her bishop, even if she were denied

the special right to Matt, XVL, viz., the possession of Rome.

The site of the world's metropolis might be shifted, but Rome
could not be removed. In the long run, however, the shifting

of the capital proved advantageous to ecclesiastical Rome. At
the beginning of the great epoch when the alienation of East

from West became pronounced and permanent, an emperor,

from political grounds, decided in favour of that party in Antioch
'' with w^hom the bishops in Italy and the city of the Romans
held intercourse " (oh x-j ci y.xrx ry^y "IrxKixy zx) rvi'j 'Pa/zxij^y

TToKiy £7ri7xo7roi rov ^oyf^xrcc s-niirky.'/.oisy '). In this instance the

spiritual authority and no legal power. Further, two Spanish bishops publicly ap-

pealed to the Roman see against their deposition, and Cyprian regarded this appeal

as in itself correct. Finally, Cornelius says of himself in a letter (in lOuseb., H. E.

VI. 43. 10) : T&iv Ao/TTwv sTrta-KÖTTwv StxSöxovQ £;? rot/? toVov?, hv oiz ijo-xv, p^sipor-

ovi^o-Ä'/Tf? xTrsa-Tx^^xxfjisv. This quotation refers to Italy, and the passage, which

must be read connectedly, makes it plain (see, besides, the quotation in reference to

Calixtus given above on p. 162), that, before the middle of the 3rd century, the

Roman Church already possessed a legal right of excommunication and the recognised

power of making ecclesiastical appointments as far as the communities and bishops

in Italy were concerned (see Sohm, p. 389 ff.).

1 Euseb., H. E. VII. 30. 19. The Church of Antioch sought to eoter upon an

independent line of development under Paul ofSamosata. Paul's fall was the victory

of Rome. We may suppose it to be highly probable, though to the best of my
belief there is for the present no sure proof, that it was not till then that the Roman
standards and sacraments, catholic and apostolic collection of Scriptures (see, on the

contrary, the use of Scripture in the Didaskalia), apostolic rule of faith, and apostolic

episcopacy attained supremacy in Antioch
; [but that they began to be introduced

into that city about the time of Serapion"s bishopric (that is, during the Easter

controversy). The old records of the Church of Edessa have an important bearing

on this point; and from these it is evident that her constitution did not begin to

assume a Catholic form till the beginning of the 3rd century, and that as the result

of connection with Rome. See ^/le Doctrine of Addai by Phillips, p. 50: "Palut

himself went to Antioch and received the hand of the priesthood from Serapion,

bishop of Antioch. Serapion, bishop of Antioch, himself also received the hand
from Zephyrinus, bishop of the city of Rome, from the succession of the hand of

the priesthood of Simon Cephas, which he received from our Lord, who was there

bishop of Rome 25 years, (sic) in the days of the Caesar, who reigned there 13 years."

(See also Tixeront, Edesse, pp. 149, 152.) Cf. with this the prominence given in the Acts

of Scharbil and Barsarnya to the fact that they were contemporaries of Fabian, bishop of

Rome. We read there (see Rubens Duval, Les Actes de Scharbil et les Actes de

Barsamya, Paris, 1889, and Histoire d'Edesse, p. 130) : "Barsamya (he was bishop of

Edessa at the time of Decius) lived at the time of Fabian, bishop ofRome. He had
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interest of the Roman Church and the interest of the emperor

coincided. But the Churches in the various provinces, being now
completely organised and therefore seldom in need of any more

help from outside, were henceforth in a position to pursue

their own interest. So the bishop of Rome had step by step

to fight for the new authority, which, being now based on a

purely dogmatic theory and being forced to repudiate any

empirical foundation, was inconsistent with the Church system

that the Roman community more than any other had helped

to build up. The proposition " the Roman Church always had

the primacy" (" ecclesia Romana semper habuit primatum")

and the statement that " Catholic " virtually means " Roman
Catholic" are gross fictions, when devised in honour of the

temporary occupant of the Roman see and detached from

the significance of the Eternal City in profane history ; but,

applied to the Church of the imperial capital, they contain a

truth the denial of which is equivalent to renouncing the attempt

to explain the process by which the Church was unified and

catholicised.
^

received the laying on of hands from Abschelama, who had received it from Palut.

Palut had been consecrated by Serapion, bishop of Antioch, and the latter had been

consecrated by Zephyrinus, bishop of Rome." As regards the relatioii of the State

of Rome to the Roman Church, that is, to the Roman bishop, who by the year

250 had already become a sort of prtz/ectus urbis^ with his district superintendents,

the deacons, and in fact a sort of frinceps ccmulus^ of. (i) the recorded comments

of Alexander Sevenis on the Christians, and especially those on their organisation

;

(2) the edict of Maximinus Thrax and the banishment of the bishops Pontian and

Hippolytus; (3) the attitude of Philip the Arabian; (4) the remarks of Decius in

Cyp. ep. 55 (see above p. 124) and his proceedings agaiirst the Roman bishops, and

(5) the attitude of Aurelian in Antioch. On the extent and organisation of the

Roman Church about 250 see Euseb., H. E. \\. 43.

1 The memorable words in the lately discovered appeal by Eusebius of Dory-

Lxum to Leo I. (Neues Archiv., Vol. XL, part 2, \>. 364 f.) are no mere flattery,

and the fifth century is not the first to which they are applicable: " Curavit desuper

et ab exordio consuevit thronus apostolicus iniqua perferentes defensare et eos qui

in evitabiles factiones inciderunt, adiuvare et humi iacentes erigere, secundum

possibilitatem, quam habetis ; causa autem rei, quod sensum rectum tenetis et incon-

cussam servatis erga dominum nostrum lesum Christum fidem, nee non etiam

indissimulatam universis fratribus et omnibus in nomine Christi vocatis tribuitis

caritatem, etc." See also Theodoret's letters addressed to Rome.



IL FIXING AND GRADUAL HELLENISING OF
CHRISTIANITY AS A SYSTEM OF

DOCTRINE.

CHAPTER IV.

ECCLESIASTICAL CHRISTIANITY AND PHILOSOPHY.

THE APOLOGISTS.

I. Introduction. '

The object of the Christian Apologists, some of whom filled

ecclesiastical offices and in various ways promoted spiritual

progress, - was, as they themselves explained, to uphold the

Christianity professed by the Christian Churches and publicly

preached. They were convinced that the Christian faith was

founded on revelation and that only a mind enlightened by God
could grasp and maintain the faith. They acknowledged the

Old Testament to be the authoritative source of God's revel-

ation, maintained that the whole human race was meant to be

1 Edition by Otto, 9 Vols., 1876 f. New edition of tlie Apologists (unfinished:

only Tatian and Athenagoras by Schwarz have yet appeared) in the Texte und

Untersuchungen zur altchristlichen Litteratur-Geschichte, Vol. IV. Tzschirner, Ge-

schichte der Apologetik, ist part, 1805; id., Der Fall des Heideuthums, 1829. Ehlers,

Vis atque potestas, quam philosophia antiqua, imprimis Platonica et Stoica in doctrina

apologetarum habuerit, 1859.

- It is intrinsically probable that their works directly addressed to the Christian

Church gave a more full exposition of their Christianity than we find in the Apol-

ogies. This can moreover be proved with certainty from the fragments of Justin's,

Tatian"s and Melito's esoteric writings. But, whilst recognising this fact, we must

not make the erroneous assumption that the fundamental conceptions and interests

of Justin and the rest were in reality other than may be inferred from their Apologies.
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reached by Christianity, and adhered to the early Christian

eschatology. These views as well as the strong emphasis they

laid upon human freedom and responsibility, enabled them to

attain a firm standpoint in opposition to "Gnosticism", and to

preserve their position within the Christian communities, whose

moral purity and strength they regarded as a strong proof of

the truth of this faith. In the endeavours of the Apologists to

explain Christianity to the cultured world, we have before us

the attempts of Greek churchmen to represent the Christian

religion as a philosophy, and to convince outsiders that it was

the highest wisdom and the absolute truth. These efforts were

not rejected by the Churches like those of the so-called Gnos-

tics, but rather became in subsequent times the foundation of

the ecclesiastical dogmatic. The Gnostic speculations were

repudiated, whereas those of the Apologists were accepted. The
manner in which the latter set forth Christianity as a philos-

ophy met with approval. What were the conditions under which

ecclesiastical Christianity and Greek philosophy concluded the

alliance which has found a place in the history of the world?

How did this union attain acceptance and permanence, whilst

"Gnosticism" was at first rejected? These are the two great

questions the correct answers to which are of fundamental impor-

tance for the understanding of the history of Christian dogma.

The answers to these questions appear paradoxical. The
theses of the Apologists finally overcame all scruples in ecclesi-

astical circles and were accepted by the Gra;co-Roman world,

because they made Christianity rational without taking from,

or adding to, its traditional historic material. The secret of the

epoch-making success of the apologetic theology is thus explain-

ed : These Christian philosophers formulated the content of the

Gospel in a manner which appealed to the common sense of

all the serious thinkers and intelligent men of the age. More-

over, they contrived to use the positive material of tradition,

including the life and worship of Christ, in such a way as to

furnish this reasonable religion with a confirmation and proof

that had hitherto been eagerly sought, but sought in vain. In

the theology of the xA.pologists, Christianity, as the religious

enlightenment directly emanating from God himself, is most
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sharply contrasted with all polytheism, natural religion, and

ceremonial. They proclaimed it in the most emphatic manner

as the religion of the spirit, of freedom, and of absolute moral-

ity. Almost the whole positive material of Christianity is em-

bodied in the story which relates its entrance into the world,

its spread, and the proof of its truth. The religion itself, on

the other hand, appears as the truth that is surely attested and

accords with reason—a truth the content of which is not pri-

marily dependent on historical facts and finally overthrows all

polytheism.

Now this was the very thing required. In the second cen-

tury of our era a great many needs and aspirations were un-

doubtedly making themselves felt in the sphere of religion and

morals. "Gnosticism" and Marcionite Christianity prove the

variety and depth of the needs then asserting themselves within

the space that the ecclesiastical historian is able to survey.

Mightier than all others, however, was the longing men felt to

free themselves from the burden of the past, to cast away the

rubbish of cults and of unmeaning religious ceremonies, and to

be assured that the results of religious philosophy, those great

and simple doctrines of virtue and immortality and of the God
who is a Spirit, were certain truths. He who brought the mes-

sage that these ideas were realities, and who, on the strength

of these realities, declared polytheism and the worship of idols

to be obsolete, had the mightiest forces on his side; for the

times were now ripe for this preaching. What formed the

strength of the apologetic philosophy was the proclamation that

Christianity both contained the highest truth, as men already

supposed it to be and as they had discovered it in their own
minds, and the absolutely reliable guarantee that was desired

for this truth. To the quality which makes it appear meagre

to us it owed its impressiveness. The fact of its falling in with

the general spiritual current of the time and making no attempt

to satisfy special and deeper needs enabled it to plead the

cause of spiritual monotheism and to oppose the worship of

idols in the manner most easily understood. As it did not

require historic and positive material to describe the nature of

religion and morality, this philosophy enabled the Apologists
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to demonstrate the worthlessness of the traditional rehgion and

worship of the different nations. ' The same cause, however,

made them take up the conservative position with regard to

the historical traditions of Christianity. These were not ulti-

mately tested as to their content, for this was taken for granted,

no matter how they might be worded ; but they were used to

give an assurance of the truth, and to prove that the religion

of the spirit was not founded on human opinion, but on divine

revelation. The only really important consideration in Christi-

anity is that it is revelation, real revelation. The Apologists

had no doubt as to what it reveals, and therefore any investi-

gation was unnecessary. The result of Greek philosophy, the

philosophy of Plato and Zeno, as it had further developed in

the empires of Alexander the Great and the Romans, was to

attain victory and permanence by the aid of Christianity. Thus

we view the progress of this development to-day, " and Christi-

anity really proved to be the force from which that religious

philosophy, viewed as a theory of the world and system of

morality, first received the courage to free itself from the poly-

theistic past and descend from the circles of the learned to the

common people.

This constitutes the deepest distinction between Christian

philosophers like Justin and those of the type of Valentinus.

The latter sought for a religion; the former, though indeed they

were not very clear about their own purpose, sought assurance

as to a theistic and moral conception of the world which they

already possessed. At first the complexus of Christian tradition,

which must have possessed many features of attraction for them,

was something foreign to both. The latter, however, sought to

make this tradition intelligible. For the former it was enough

that they had here a revelation before them ; that this revelation

' That is, so far as these were clearly connected with polytheism. Wiere this was

not the case or seemed not to be so, national traditions, both the true and the spurious,

were readily and joyfully admitted into the catalogns testhtionicrtim of revealed

truth.

- Though these words were already found in the first edition, Clemen (Justin

1890, p. 56) has misunderstood me so far as to think that I spoke here of conscious

intention on the part of the Apologists. Such nonsense of course never occurred to me.
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also bore unmistakable testimony to the one God, who was a

Spirit, to virtue, and to immortahty ; and that it was capable

of convincing men and of leading them to a virtuous life.

Viewed superficially, the Apologists were no doubt the conserva-

tives; but they were so. because they scarcely in any respect

meddled with the contents of tradition. The "Gnostics", on
the contrary, sought to understand what they read and to in-

vestigate the truth of the message of which they heard. The
most characteristic feature is the attitude of each to the Old
Testament. The Apologists were content to have found in

it an ancient source of revelation, and viewed the book as a

testimony to the truth, i.e.. to philosophy and virtue; the Gnos-

tics investigated this document and examined to what extent it

agreed with the new impressions they had received from the

Gospel. We may sum up as follows: The Gnostics sought to

determine what Christianity is as a religion, and, as they were
convinced of the absoluteness of Christianity, this process led

them to incorporate with it all that they looked on as sublime

and holy and to remove everything they recognised to be in-

ferior. The Apologists, again, strove to discover an authority

for religious enlightenment and morality and to find the confirm-

ation of a theory of the universe, which, if true, contained for

them the certainty of eternal life ; and this they found in the

Christian tradition.

At bottom this contrast is a picture of the great discord

existing in the religious philosophy of the age itself (see p. 129,

vol. I.). No one denied the fact that all truth was divine, that

is, was founded on revelation. The great question, however,

was whether every man possessed this truth as a slumbering

capacity that only required to be awakened; whether it was
rational, i.e., merely moral truth, or must be above that which
is moral, that is, of a religious nature ; whether it must carry

man beyond himself; and whether a real redemption was neces-

sary. It is ultimately the dispute between morality and religion,

which appears as an unsettled problem in the theses of the

idealistic philosophers and in the whole spiritual conceptions

then current among the educated, and which recurs in the con-

trast between the Apologetic and the Gnostic theology. And,
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as in the former case we meet with the most varied shades

and transitions, for no one writer has developed a consistent

theory, so also we find a similar state of things in the latter ;
'

for no Apologist quite left out of sight the idea of redemption

(deliverance from the dominion of demons can only be effected by
the Logos, i.e., God). Wherever the idea of freedom is strongly

emphasised, the religious element, in the strict sense of the

word, appears in jeopardy. This is the case with the Apologists

throughout. Conversely, wherever redemption forms the central

thought, need is felt of a suprarational truth, which no longer

views morality as the only aim, and which, again, requires

particular media, a sacred history and sacred symbols. Stoic

rationalism, in its logical development, is menaced wherever we
meet the perception that the course of the world must in some
way be helped, and wherever the contrast between reason and

sensuousness, that the old Stoa had confused, is clearly felt to

be an unendurable state of antagonism that man cannot re-

move by his own unaided efforts. The need of a revelation

had its starting-point in philosophy here. The judgment of

oneself and of the world to which Platonism led, the self-

consciousness which it awakened by the detachment of man
from nature, and the contrasts which it revealed led of necess-

ity to that frame of mind which manifested itself in the craving

for a revelation. The Apologists felt this. But their ration-

alism gave a strange turn to the satisfaction of that need. It

was not their Christian ideas which first involved them in con-

tradictions. At the time when Christianity appeared on the

scene, the Platonic and Stoic systems themselves were already

so complicated that philosophers did not find their difficulties

seriously increased by a consideration of the Christian doctrines.

As Apologists., however, they decidedly took the part of

Christianity because, according to them, it was the doctrine of

reason and freedom.

The Gospel was hellenised in the second century in so far

as the Gnostics in various ways transformed it into a Hellenic

1 Note here particularly the attitude of Tatian, who has already introduced a

certain amount of the "Gnostic" element into his '•Oratio ad Graecos", although,

he adheres in the main to the ordinary apologetic doctrines.
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religion for the educated. The Apologists used it—we may
almost say inadvertently—to overthrow polytheism by maintaining

that Christianity was the realisation of an absolutely moral theism.

The Christian religion was not the first to experience this twofold

destiny on Graeco-Roman soil, A glance at the history of the

Jewish religion shows us a parallel development; in fact, both

the speculations of the Gnostics and the theories of the Apol-

ogists were foreshadowed in the theology of the Jewish

Alexandrians, and particularly in that of Philo. Here also the

Gospel merely entered upon the heritage ofJudaism. ' Three cen-

turies before the appearance of Christian Apologists, Jews, who
had received a Hellenic training, had already set forth the religion

of Jehovah to the Greeks in that remarkably summary and spi-

ritualised form which represents it as the absolute and highest

philosophy, i.e., the knowledge of God, of virtue, and of re-

compense in the next world. Here these Jewish philosophers had

already transformed all the positive and historic elements of the

national religion into parts of a huge system for proving the

truth of that theism. The Christian Apologists adopted this

method, for they can hardly be said to have invented it anew, '

We see from the Jewish Sibylline oracles how wide-spread it

was. Philo, however, was not only a Stoic rationalist, but a

hyper-Platonic religious philosopher. In like manner, the Christian

Apologists did not altogether lack this element, though in some
isolated cases among them there are hardly any traces of it.

This feature is most fully represented among the Gnostics,

This transformation of religion into a philosophic system would

not have been possible had not Greek philosophy itself happened
to be in process of development into a religion. Such a trans-

formation was certainly very foreign to the really classical time

of Greece and Rome. The pious belief in the efficacy and
power of the gods and in their appearances and manifestations,

as well as the traditional worship, could have no bond of union

' Since the time of Josephus Creek philosophers had ever more and more
acknowledged the "philosophical" character of Judaism; see Porphyr., de abstin,

anim. II. 26, about the Jews: «ts (pi?.6<7o<pot to "/hoi; cyrfc-

- On the relation of Christian literature to the writings of Philo, cf. Siegfried,

Philo von Alexandrien, p. 303 f.
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with speculations concerning the essence and ultimate cause of

things. The idea of a religious dogma which was at once

to furnish a correct theory of the world and a principle of

conduct was from this standpoint completely unintelligible. But

philosophy, particularly in the Stoa, set out in search of this

idea, and, after further developments, sought for one special

religion Avith which it could agree or through which it could at

least attain certainty. The meagre cults of the Greeks and Romans
were unsuited for this. So men turned their eyes towards the

barbarians. Nothing more clearly characterises the position of

things in the second century than the agreement between two

men so radically difterent as Tatian and Celsus. Tatian emphat-

ically declares that salvation comes from the barbarians, and to

Celsus it is also a "truism" that the barbarians have more

capacity than the Greeks for discovering valuable doctrines. '

Everything was in fact prepared, and nothing was wanting.

About the middle of the second century, however, the moral

and rationalistic element in the philosophy and spiritual culture of

the time was still more powerful than the religious and mystic

:

for Neoplatonism, which under its outward coverings concealed

the aspiration after religion and the living God, was only in

its first beginnings. It was not otherwise in Christian circles. The
"Gnostics" were in the minority. What the great majority of the

Church felt to be intelligible and edifying above everything

else was an earnest moralism. " New and strange as the

' It is very instructive to find Celsus (Origen, c. Cels. I. 2) proceeding to say

that the Greeks understood better how to judge, to investigate, and to perfect the

doctrines devised by the barbarians, and to apply them to the practice of virtue.

This is quite in accordance with the idea of Origen, who makes the following

remarks on this point: "When a man trained in the schools and sciences of the

Greeks becomes acquainted with our faith, he will not only recognise and declare it to

be true, but also by means of his scientific training and skill reduce it to a system and

supplement what seems to him defective in it, when tested by the Greek method of

exposition and proof, thus at the same time demonstrating the ü-uth of Christianity.

- See the section "Justin und die apostolischen Väter" in Engelhardt"s "Christ-

enthum Justin's des Märtyrers'', p. 375 ff, and my article on the so-called 2nd

Epistle of Clement to the Corinthians (Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte I. p. 329 ff.).

Engelhardt, who on the whole emphasises the correspondences, has rather under-

than over-estimated them. If the reader compares the exposition given in Book I.,

chap. 3, with the theology of the Apologists (see sub. 3), he will find proof of the

intimate relationship that may be traced here.
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undertaking to represent Christianity as a philosophy might

seem at iirst, the Apologists, so far as they were understood,

appeared to advance nothing inconsistent with Christian common
sense. Besides, they did not question authorities, but rather

supported them, and introduced no foreign positive materials.

For all these reasons, and also because their writings were not

at first addressed to the communities, but only to outsiders,

the marvellous attempt to present Christianity to the world as

the religion which is the true philosophy, and as the philo-

sophy which is the true religion, remained unopposed in the

Church. But in what sense was the Christian religion set forth

as a philosophy? An exact answer to this question is of the

highest interest as regards the history of Christian dogma.

2. Christianity as PhilosopJiy and as Revelation.

It was a new undertaking and one of permanent importance

to a tradition hitherto so little concerned for its own vindication,

when Ouadratus and the Athenian philosopher, Aristides, pre-

sented treatises in defence of Christianity to the emperor. '

About a century had elapsed since the Gospel of Christ had

begun to be preached. It may be said that the Apology of

Aristides was a most significant opening to the second century,

whilst we find Origen at its close. Marcianus Aristides ex-

pressly designates himself in his pamphlet as a philosopJier of

the Athenians. Since the days when the words were written:

" Beware lest any man spoil you through philosophy and vain

deceit" (Col. II. 8), it had constantly been repeated (see, as

evidence, Celsus, passim) that Christian preaching and philosophy

were things entirely different, that God had chosen the fools,

and that man's duty was not to investigate and seek, but to

1 See Euseb., H. E. IV. 3. Only one sentence of Quadratus' Apology is preserved

;

we have now that of Aristides in the Syriac language; moreover, it is proved to

have existed in the original language in the Historia Barlaam et Joasaph; finally,

a considerable fragment of it is found in Armenian. See an English edition by

Harris and Robinson in the Texts and Studies I. 1891. German translation and

commentary by Raabe in the Texte und Untersuchungen IX. 1892. Eusebius says

that the Apology was handed in to the emperor Hadrian ; but the superscription

in Syriac is addressed to the emperor Titus Hadrianus Antoninus.

12
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believe and hope. Now a philosopher, as such, pleaded the cause

of Christianity. In the summary he gave of the content of

Christianity at the beginning of his address, he really spoke as

a philosopher and represented this faith as a philosophy. By
expounding pure monotheism and giving it the main place in

his argument, Aristides gave supreme prominence to the very

doctrine which simple Christians also prized as the most impor-

tant. ^ Moreover, in emphasing not only the supernatural char-

acter of the Christian doctrine revealed by the Son of the Most

High God, but also the continuous inspiration of believers—the

new race (not a new school)—he confessed in the most express

way the peculiar nature of this philosophy as a divine truth.

According to him Christianity is philosophy because its content

is in accordance with reason, and because it gives a satisfactory

and universally intelligible answer to the questions with which

all real philosophers have concerned themselves. But it is no

philosophy, in fact it is really the complete opposite of this, in

so far as it proceeds from revelation and is propagated by the

agency of God, i.e., has a supernatural and divine origin, on

which alone the truth and certainty of its doctrines finally depend.

This contrast to philosophy is chiefly shown in the unphilosoph-

ical form in which Christianity was first preached to the world.

That is the thesis maintained by all the Apologists from Justin

to Tertullian," and which Jewish philosophers before them pro-

pounded and defended. This proposition may certainly be

expressed in a great variety of ways. In the first place, it is

important whether the first or second half is emphasised, and

secondly, whether that which is "universally intelligible" is to

be reckoned as philosophy at all, or is to be separated from it

as that which comes by " nature ". Finally, the attitude to be

taken up towards the Greek philosophers is left an open question,

so that the thesis, taking up this attitude as a starting-point,

may agam assume various forms. But was the contradiction

which it contains not felt? The content of revelation is to be

' See Hernias, Mand I.

2 With reservations tliis also holds good of the Alexandrians. See particularly

Orig., c. Ceb. I. 62.

i
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rational ; but does that which is rational require a revelation r

How the proposition was understood by the different Apologists

requires examination.

Aristides. He first gives an exposition of monotheism and

the monotheistic cosmology (God as creator and mover of the

universe, as the spiritual, perfect, almighty Being, whom all

things need, and who requires nothing). In the second chapter

he distinguishes, according to the Greek text, three, and, according

to the Syriac, four classes of men (in the Greek text polytheists,

Jews, Christians, the polytheists being divided into Chaldeans,

Greeks, and Egyptians; in the Syriac barbarians, Greeks, Jews,

Christians), and gives their origin. He derives the Christians

from Jesus Christ and reproduces the Christian kerygma (Son

of the Most High God, birth from the Virgin, 12 disciples,

death on the cross, burial, resurrection, ascension, missionary

labours of the 12 disciples). After this, beginning with the

third chapter, follows a criticism of polytheism, that is, the false

theology of the barbarians, Greeks, and Egyptians (down to

chapter 12). In the 13th chapter the Greek authors and philo-

sophers are criticised, and the Greek myths, as such, are shown

to be false. In the 14th chapter the Jews are introduced (they

are monotheists and their ethical system is praised; but they

are then reproached with worshipping of angels and a false

ceremonial). In the 15th chapter follows a description of the

Christians, i.e.. above all, of their pure, holy life. It is they

who have found the truth, because they know the creator of

heaven and earth. This description is continued in chapters

16 and 17: "This people is new and there is a divine admixture

in it." The Christian writings are recommended to the emperor.

Justin. ' In his treatise addressed to the emperor Justin did

not call himself a philosopher as Aristides had done. In es-

• Semisch, Justin der Märtyrer, 2 Vols., 1840 f. Aul^e. S. Justin, philosoplie et

martyre, 2nd reprint, 1875. Weizsäcker, Die Theologie des Märtyrers Justin"s in

the Jahrbuch für deutsche Theologie, 1867, p. 60 ff. Von Engelhardt. Christenthum

Justin"s. 1878; id., "Justin", in Herzog"s Real Encyklopädie. Stählin, Justin der

Märtyrer, 1880. Clemen, Die religionsphilosophische Bedeutung des stoisch-christ-

lichen Eudämonismus ni Justin's Apologie, 1890. Flemming, zur Beurtheilung des

Christenthums Justin's des Märtyrers, 1893. Duncker, Logoslehre Justin"s, 1848.

Bosse, Der präexistente Christus des Justinus, 1891.
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pousing the cause of the hated and despised Christians he re-

presented himself as a simple member of that sect. But in the

very first sentence of his Apology he takes up the ground of

piety and philosophy, the very ground taken up by the pious

and philosophical emperors themselves, according to the judg-

ment of the time and their own intention. In addressing them

he appeals to the '/.oyo: 7cc0p:c-^ in a purely Stoic iashion. He
opposes the truth—also in the Stoic manner—to the ^o^xis

TTOiXixiSiy. ' It was not to be a mere captatio benevolenticB. In

that case Justin would not have added :
" That ye are pious

and wise and guardians of righteousness and friends of culture,

ye hear everywhere. Whether ye are so, however, will be

shown." " His whole exordium is calculated to prove to the

emperors that they are in danger of repeating a hundredfold

the crime which the judges of Socrates had committed. ^ Like

a second Socrates Justin speaks to the emperors in the name
of all Christians. They are to hear the convictions of the wisest

of the Greeks from the mouth of the Christians. Justin wishes

to enlighten the emperor with regard to the life and doctrines

(/3/c^ y.cCi iJ.yM,iJ.xTx) of the latter. Nothing is to be concealed,

for there is nothing to conceal.

Justin kept this promise better than any of his successors.

For that very reason also he did not depict the Christian

Churches as schools of philosophers (cc. 6i

—

6^). Moreover,

in the first passage where he speaks of Greek philosophers, * he

is merely drawing a parallel. According to him there are bad

Christians and seeming Christians, just as there are philosophers

who are only so in name and outward show. Such men, too,

were in early times called "philosophers" even when they

preached atheism. To all appearance, therefore, Justin does

not desire Christians to be reckoned as philosophers. But it is

nevertheless significant that, in the case of the Christians, a

^ Apol. I. 2, p. 6t ed. Otto.

2 Apol. I. 2, \i. 6, sq.

3 See the numerous philosophical quotations and allusions in Justin's Apology

pointed out by Otto. Above all, he made an extensive use of Plato's Apology of

Socrates.

» Apol. 1. 4. p. 16, also I. 7, p. 24 sq : i. 26.
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phenomenon is being repeated which otherwise is only observed

in the case of philosophers ; and how were those whom he was

addressing to understand him? In the same passage he speaks

for the first time of Christ. He introduces him with the plain

and intelligible formula: ö li^x7'/.x?x: Xpt^roc ("the teacher

Christ").^ Immediately thereafter he praises Socrates because

he had exposed the worthlessness and deceit of the evil demons,

and traces his death to the same causes which are now he says

bring-ino- about the condemnation of the Christians. Now he

can make his final assertion. In virtue of "reason" Socrates

exposed superstition; in virtue of the same reason, this was

done by the teacher whom the Christians follow. But tJiis

teacher ivas reason itself: it was visible in Jam, and indeed tt

appeared bodily in him.

"

Is this philosophy or is it myth? The greatest paradox the

Apologist has to assert is connected by him with the most

impressive remembrance possessed by his readers as philoso-

phers. In the same sentence where he represents Christ as the

Socrates of the barbarians, ^ and consequently makes Christianity

out to be a Socratic doctrine, he propounds the unheard of

theory that the teacher Christ is the incarnate reason of God.

Justin nowhere tried to soften the effect of this conviction or

explain it in a way adapted to his readers. Nor did he con-

ceal from them that his assertion admits of no speculative

demonstration. That philosophy can only deal with things

which ever are, because they ever were, since this world began,

is a fact about which he himself is perfectly clear. No Stoic

could have felt more strongly than Justin how paradoxical is the

assertion that a thing is of value which has happened only

once. Certain as he is that the "reasonable" emperors will

regard it as a rational assumption that "Reason" is the

1 Apol. I. 4, p. 14.

- Apol. I. 5, p. 18 sq., see also I. 14 fin.: oli aoi^ifnvic, vTri^px^'-' «AAas Svvxi/.ti;

&SOV ^OyO^ XVTOV ^v.

•'* L. c. : ov yitp ij.6vav sv "EAA^ja-f Six HaixpacTovc; vVo ?xyov yi^iyx^'-f rxCroc, ocKKx

y.xt ev ßxpßxpoiQ t/T' xvrov tov Äoyov (/.opi^aiievToi; y.xi xvSpaiTrov xxi V^G-oiJ Xpi^roC

JiAsj^evTO?.
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Son of God, ' he knows equally well that no philosophy will

bear him out in that other assertion, and that such a statement

is seemingly akin to the contemptible myths of the evil demons.

But there is certainly a proof which, if not speculative, is

nevertheless sure. The same ancient documents, which contain

the Socratic and super-Socratic wisdom of the Christians, bear

witness through prophecies, which, just because they are pre-

dictions, admit of no doubt, that the teacher Christ is the in-

carnate reason ; for history confirms the word of prophecy even

in the minutest details. Moreover, in so far as these writings

are in the lawful possession of the Christians, and announced

at the very beginning of things that this community would

appear on the earth, they testify that the Christians may in a

certain fashion date themselves back to the beginning of the

world, because their doctrine is as old as the earth itself (this

thought is still wanting in Aristides).

The new Socrates who appeared among the barbarians is

therefore quite difterent from the Socrates of the Greeks, and

for that reason also his followers are not to be compared with

the disciples of the philosophers. -^ From the very beginning

of things a world-historical dispensation of God announced this

reasonable doctrine through prophets, and prepared the visible

appearance of reason itself. The same reason which created

and arranged the world took human form in order to draw the

whole of humanity to itself. Every precaution has been taken

to make it easy for any one, be he Greek or barbarian, edu-

cated or uneducated, to grasp all the doctrines of this reason,

to verify their truth, and test their power in life. What further

importance can philosophy have side by side with this, how

can one think of calling this a philosophy?

And yet the doctrine of the Christians can only be compared

with philosophy. For, so far as the latter is genuine, it is also

1 Celsus also admits this, or ratlier makes liis Jew .acknowledge it (Orig.. c.

Cels. II. 31). In Book VI. 47 lie adopts the proposition of tlie •ancients" tliat

the world is the Son of Ood.

- See Ajiol. 11. 10 I'm.: Zcny.pxTsi ovSsi; ETe/a-ä^ vTrsp rovrov rov Soyi-iXTo:; xxo-

^vyja-y.etv Xpia-Tui Ss tS xxi i;to 'Zuy-pxrcvc xt'o iJ.epovc yvai^ie-^ri . . . ch :pi?,öa-o^oi
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guided by the Logos ; and, conversely, what the Christians

teach concerning the Father of the world, the destiny of man,

the nobility of his nature, freedom and virtue, justice and

recompense, has also been attested by the wisest of the Greeks.

They indeed only stammered, whereas the Christians speak.

These, however, use no unintelligible and unheard-of language,

but speak with the words and through the power of reason.

The wonderful arrangement, carried out by the Logos himself,

through which he ennobled the human race by restoring its

consciousness of its own nobility, compels no one hence-

forth to regard the reasonable as the unreasonable or wisdom

as folly. But is the Christian wisdom not of divine origin?

How can it in that case be natural, and what connection can

exist between it and the wisdom of the Greeks? Justin bestowed

the closest attention on this question, but he never for a moment

doubted what the answer must be. Wherever the reasonable

has revealed itself, it has always been through the operation

of the divine reason. For man's lofty endowment consists in

his having had a portion of the divine reason implanted within

him, and in his consequent capacity of attaining a knowledge

of divine things, though not a perfect and clear one, by dint

of persistent efforts after truth and virtue. When man remembers

his real nature and destination, that is, when he comes to him-

self, the divine reason is already revealing itself in him and

through him. As man's possession conferred on him at the

creation, it is at once his most peculiar property, and the power

which dominates and determines his nature.^ All that is reasonable

1 The utterances of Justin do not clearly indicate whether the non-Christian

portion of mankind has only a a-Trspi^x tov ^oyov as a natural possession, or

whether this a-7repi^x has in some cases been enhanced by the inward workings of

the whole Logos (inspiration). This ambiguity, however, arises from the fact that

he did not further discuss the relation between Äöyoi; and to a-repi^x tov y.6yov

and we need not therefore attempt to remove it. On the one hand, the excellent

discoveries of poets and philosophers are simply traced to to sij.(^\jtov tt^vtI yevsi

xvipciiTCDv a-TTipi^x TOV Koyov (Apol. II. 8), the {J-ipoc, a-Trepi^XTixov höyov (ibid.)

which was implanted at the creation, and on which the human svpefriti xxt äsccpix

depend (II. lo). In this sense it may be said of them all that they " in human fashion

attempted to understand and prove things by means of reason"'; and Socrates is

merely viewed as the ttxvtmv svTOvüiTepoc (ibid.), his philosophy also, like all pre-

Christian systems, being a (pi^oc-dpix xi/^puxtioc; (II. 15). But on the other hand
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is based on revelation. In order to accomplish his true destiny

man requires from the beginning the inward working of that

divine reason which has created the world for the sake of man,

and therefore wishes to raise man beyond the world to God.'

Apparently no one could speak in a more stoical fashion. But

this train of thought is supplemented by something which limits

it. Revelation does retain its peculiar and unique significance.

For no one who merely possessed the "seed of the Logos"

[iTTTspfjiO!, rov Xiyo-j)^ though it may have been his exclusive guide

to knowledge and conduct, was ever able to grasp the whole

truth and impart it in a convincing manner. Though Socrates

and Heraclitus may in a way be called Christians, they cannot

be so designated in any real sense. Reason is clogged with

unreasonableness, and the certainty of truth is doubtful wherever

the whole Logos has not been acting; for man's natural endow-

ment with reason is too weak to oppose the powers of evil and

of sense that work in the world, namely, the demons. We must

Christ was known by Socrates though only o^to (ispov:;; for "Christ was and is the

Logos who dwells in every man"'. Further, according to the Apologist, the /-tepo;

ToO o-TTspizscriKOv &S10V ?^6'yov bestows the power of recognising whatever is related

to the Logos (to a-vyysvst; IL 13). Consequently it may not only be said: oVä

TTXfx vxTt xx>.SJz s'pi^TXi 'hl-tü-j, TÜv XfuTTixväv ho-Tt (ibid.), but, on the strength of

the "participation"' in reason conferred on all, it may be asserted that all who
have lived with the Logos {i^stx Äoyov) — an expression which must have been

ambiguous — were Christians. Among the Greeks this specially applies to Socrates

and Heraclitus (I. 46). Moreover, the Logos implanted in man does not belong to

his nature in such a sense as to prevent us saying vtto >^6yov Six ^utepxrovi; ifX-

iyX^^ x.T.A. (I. 5). Nevertheless xvtoi; 6 ?.öyo^ did not act in .Socrates, for this

only appeared in Christ (ibid). Hence the prevailing aspect of the case in Justin

was that to which he gave expression at the close of the 2nd Apology (11. 15 :

alongside of Christianity there is only Ini7na7i philosophy), and which, not without

regard for the opposite view, he thus formulated in II. 13 fin. : All non-Christian

authors were able to attain a knowledge of true being, though only darkly, by

means of the seed of the Logos naturally implanted within them. For the Txopx and

[u{v/nj.x of .1 thing, which are bestowed in proportion to one's receptivity, are quite

different from the thing itself, which divine grace bestows on us for our possession

and imitation."

1 "For the sake of man" (Stoic) Apol. I. 10 : II. 4. 5 : Dial. 41. ]). 260A, Apol I. 8:

" Longing for the eternal and pure life, we strive to al>ide in the fellowship of

God, the Father and Creator of all things, and we hasten to make confession, be-

cause we are convinced and firmly believe that that happiness is really attainable."

It is frequently asserted that it is the Logos which produces such conviction and

awakens courage and strength.
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therefore believe in the prophets in whom the whole Logos

spoke. He who does that must also of necessity believe in

Christ; for the prophets clearly pointed to him as the perfect

embodiment of the Logos. Measured by the fulness, clearness,

and certainty of the knowledge imparted by the Logos-Christ.

all knowledge independent of him appears as merely human
wisdom, even when it emanates from the seed of the Logos.

The Stoic argument is consequently untenable. Men blind and

kept in bondage by the demons require to be aided by a

special revelation. It is true that this revelation is nothing new,

and in so far as it has always existed, and never varied in

character, from the beginning of the world, it is in this sense

nothing extraordinary. // /s the divine Jielp granted to man,

zi'/io has fallen iDider the poiver of the denio7is, and enabling

him to follow his reason and freedom to do luJiat is good. By
the appearance of Christ this help becaine accessible to all men.

The dominion of demons and revelation are the two correlated

ideas. If the former did not exist, the latter would not be

necessary. According as we form a lower or higher estimate

of the pernicious results of that sovereignty, the value of revel-

ation rises or sinks. This revelation cannot do less than give

the necessary assurance of the truth, and it cannot do more
than impart the power that develops and matures the inalien-

able natural endowment of man and frees him from the dominion

of the demons.

Accordingly the teaching of the prophets and Christ is related

even to the very highest human philosophy as the whole is to

the part, ' or as the certain is to the uncertain ; and hence also

' Justin has destroyed the force of this argument in two passages (I. 44. 59)
by tracing (like the Alexandrian Jews) all true knowledge of the poets and philo-

sojihers to borrowing from the books of the Old Testament (Moses). Of what further

use then is the a-Trspiix Xoyov sinpvro-^ : Did Justin not really take it seriously .-

Did he merely wish to suit himself to those whom he was addressing: We are not

justified in asserting this. Probably, however, the adoption of that Jewish view of

the history of the world is a proof that the results of the demon sovereignty were

in Justin's estimation so serious that he no longer expected anything from the o-Trep/.ta:

Äöyov siz^'^TO'^ when left to its own resources ; and therefore regarded truth and

]:)rophetic revelation as inseparable. 15ut this view is not the essential one in tlie

Apology. That assumption of Justin's is evidently dependent on a tradition, whilst

his real ojünion was moi^e "liberal".
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as the permanent is to the transient. For the final stage has

now arrived and Christianity is destined to put an end to

natural human philosophy. When th? perfect work is there;

the fragmentary must cease. Justin gave the clearest expression

to this conviction. Christianity, i.e.. the prophetic teaching

attested by Christ and accessible to all, puts an end to the

human systems of philosophy that from their close affinity to

it may be called Christian, inasmuch as it effects all and more

than all that these systems have done, and inasmuch as the

speculations of the philosophers, which are uncertain and mingled

with error, are transformed by it into dogmas of indubitable

certainty. ' The practical conclusion drawn in Justin's treatise

from this exposition is that the Christians are at least entitled

to ask the authorities to treat them as philosophers (Apol. I.

7, 20: II. 15). This demand, he says, is the more justifiable

because the freedom of philosophers is enjoyed even by such

people as merely bear the name, whereas in reality they set

forth immoral and pernicious doctrines.

'

^ Comjjare with this the following passages : In Apol. I. 20 are enumerated a

series of the most important doctrines common to philosophers and Christians. Then

follow the words: "If we then in particular respects even teach something similar

to the doctrines of the philosophers honoured among you, though in many cases

in a divine and more sublime way : and we indeed alone do so in such a way
that the matter is proved etc."" In Apol. 1. 44 : II. 10. 13 uncertainty, error, and

contradictions are shown to exist in the case of tlie greatest ])hilosophers. The

Christian doctrines are more sublime than all human j)hilosophy (II. 15). "(Hu-

doctrines are evidently more sublime than any human teaching, because the Christ who
appeared for our sakes was the whole fulness of reason"" (to /oy/;«oy to oAov. II. 10).

"The principles of Plato are not foreign («AAoVp/«) to the teaching of Christ, but

they do not agree in every respect. The same holds good of the Stoics'" (II. 13).

"We must go forth from the school of Plato"" (II. 12). --Socrates convinced no

one in such a way that he would have been willing to die for the doctrine jiro-

claimed by him; whereas not only philosopliers and philologers, liut also artisans

and quite common uneducated people have believed in Christ"" (II. 10). These are

the very people—and that is perhaps the strongest contrast found lietween Logos and

Logos in Justin— among whom it is universally said of Christianity: Svvxi^k; ea-ri

rov xpfj^TOv TTxrpbi; xxt ovx' xvUfoiTrsiov Äöyov xxTXirKSvi^ {see a\so I. l^nnd ehewhare.)

- In Justin"s estimate of the (rreek pliilosophers two other points deserve notice.

In tlie first place, he (h'aws a very sliarj) distinction between real and nominal

]ihiloso])hers. P>y the latter he specially means the Ejiicureans. They are no doubt

referred to in 1. 4, 7, 26 (I. 14: Atheists). Epicurus and .Sardanajjalus are classed

together in II. 7: Epicurus and the immoral jmets in 11. 12: and in the conclu-

sion of II. 15 the same philosopher is ranked with the worst society. But according
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In the dialogue with the Jew Trypho, which is Hkewise meant

for heathen readers, Justin ceased to employ the idea of the

existence of a "seed of the Logos implanted by nature" {^Trspy^y^

"Koyo-j £,u(pvTCv} in every man. From this fact we recognise that

he did not consider the notion of fundamental importance. He
indeed calls the Christian religion a philosophy ;

' but, in so far

as this is the case, it is "the only sure and saving philosophy ".

No doubt the so-called philosophies put the right questions, but

they are incapable of giving correct answers. For the Deity,

who embraces all true being, and a knowledge of whom alone

makes salvation possible, is only known in proportion as he

reveals himself. True wisdom is therefore exclusively based on

revelation. Hence it is opposed to every human philosophy,

to II. 3 fin. {xSvvxTOv Kvviy.ii, xSixipopov TO TfAc? Trpoiei^evi-i, rb xyx^bv siSevxi TZÄijv

xStx<popixc) the Cynics also seem to be outside the circle of real philosophers.

This is composed principally of Socrates, Plato, the Platonists and Stoics, together

with Heraclitus and others. Some of these understood one set of doctrines more

correctly, others another series. The Stoics excelled in ethics (II. 7) : Plato described

the Deity and the world more correctly. It is, however, worthy of note—and this

is the second point—that Justin in principle conceived the Greek philosophers

as a unity, and that he therefore saw in their very deviations from one another

a proof of the imperfection of their teaching. In so far as they are all included

under the collective idea '-human philosophy", philosophy is characterised by the

conflicting opinions found within it. This view was suggested to Justin by the

fact that the highest truth, which is at once allied and opposed to human jihilosophy,

was found by him among an exclusive circle of fellow-believers. Justin showed

great skill in selecting from the Gospels the passages (I. 15— 17), that prove the

'•philosophical" life of the Christians as described by him inc. 14. Here he cannot

be acquitted of colouring the facts (cf Aristides) nor.of exaggeration (see, for instance,

the unqualified statement : x f%o/x£v si^ koivov Cpipovret; y.xi ttxvti Seoix.s)/M y.ci-ju-

vovvTSt;). The philosophical emperors were meant here to think of the '•^'Z-^o/i; xävt«

xoivx". Yet in I. 67 Justin corrected exaggerations in his description. Justin's

reference to the invaluable benefits which Christianity confers on the state deserves

notice (see particularly I. 12, 17.) The later Apologists make a similar remark.

' Dialogue 8. The dialogue takes up a more positive attitude than the Apology,

both as a whole and in detail. If we consider that both works are also meant for

Christians, and that, on the other hand, the Dialogue as well as the Apology appeals

to the cultured heathen public, we may perhaps assume that tlie two writings were

meant to present a graduated system of Christian instruction. (In one passage the

Dialogue expre.ssly refers to the Apology). From Justin's time onward the apologetic

polemic of the early Church appears to have adhered throughout to the same method.

This consisted in giving the polemical writings directed against the Greeks the

form of an introduction to Christian knowledge, and in continuing this instruction

still further in those directed against the Jews.
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because revelation was only given in the prophets and in Christ/

The Christian is the philosopher," because the followers of Plato

and the Stoics are virtually no philosophers. In applying the

title "philosophy" to Christianity he therefore does not mean
to bring Christians and philosophers more closely together. No
doubt, however, he asserts that the Christian doctrine, which is

founded on the knowledge of Christ and leads to blessedness, '

is in accordance with reason.

Athenagoras. The petition on behalf of Christians, which

Athenagoras, "the Christian philosopher of Athens", presented

to the emperors Marcus Aurelius and Commodus, nowhere

expressly designates Christianity as a philosophy, and still less

does it style the Christians philosophers. ^ But, at the "very

beginning of his writing Athenagoras also claims for the Christian

doctrines the toleration granted by the state to all philosophic

tenets. ^ In support of his claim he argues that the state punishes

nothing but practical atheism,'^ and that the "atheism" of the

Christians is a doctrine about God such as had been propounded

by the most distinguished philosophers—Pythagoreans, Platonists,

Peripatetics, and Stoics—who, moreover, were permitted to

write whatsoever they pleased on the subject of the "Deity".'

The Apologist concedes even more :
" If philosophers did not

also acknowledge the existence of one God, if they did not

also conceive the gods in question to be partly demons, partly

matter, partly of human birth, then certainly we would be justly

expelled as aliens."** He therefore takes up the standpoint that

the state is justified in refusing to tolerate people with com-

pletely new doctrines. When we add that he everywhere assumes

that the wisdom and piety of the emperors are sufficient tötest

* Dial. 2. s([. Tlial Justin's Christianity is founded on tlieoretical scepticism is

clearly shown by the introduction to the Dialogue.

- Dial. 8 : oZtm^ Sij xasi Six txvtx (pi^o^oipot; lyü.

•' Dial., 1. c. : TrxpsTrrj uoi rov Xpi^ro-^ tcv &eov eri'j vo'vr; xxi rsÄsiu ", s-^Of-tsvea

slSxii^tovslv.

^ See particularly the closing chapter.

^ Suppl. 2,

*• Suppl. 4.

7 Suppl. 5—7.
s Suppl. 24 (see also Aristides c. 13).
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and approve ' the truth of the Christian teaching, that he merely

represents this faith itself as the reasonable doctrine, " and that,

with the exception of the resurrection of the body, he leaves

all the positive and objectionable tenets of Christianity out of

account, * there is ground for thinking that this Apologist differs

essentially from Justin in his conception of the relation of

Christianity to secular philosophy.

Moreover, it is not to be denied that Athenagoras views the

revelation in the prophets and in Christ as completely identical.

But in one very essential point he agrees with Justin; and he

has even expressed himself still more plainly than the latter, in-

asmuch as he does not introduce the assumption of a " seed

of the Logos implanted by nature" {777kf:ij.x/.oyo'j&iJ.^-JTQ'j). The
philosophers, he says, were incapable of knowing the full truth,

since it was not from God, but rather from themselves, that they

wished to learn about God. True wisdom, however, can only

be learned from God, that is, from his prophets ; it depends

solely on revelation. ^ Here also then we have a repetition of

the thought that the truly reasonable is of supernatural origin.

Such is the importance attached by Athenagoras to this pro-

position, that he declares any demonstration of the "reasonable
"

to be insufficient, no matter how luminous it may appear. Even

that which is most evidently true

—

e.g., monotheism—^is not

raised from the domain of mere human opinion into the sphere

of undoubted certainty till it can be confirmed by revelation,"

This can be done by Christians alone. Hence they are very

different from the philosophers, just as they are also distinguished

from these by their manner of life. " All the praises which

Athenagoras from time to time bestows on philosophers, parti-

cularly Plato, ' are consequently to be understood in a merely

1 Suppl, 7 fin. and many otlier places.

2 E. g.. Suppl. 8. 35 fin.

3 The Crucified Man, the incarnation of the Logos etc. are wanting. Nothing

at all is said about Christ.

* vSuppl. 7.

* Cf. the arguments in c. 8 with c. 9 init.

^ Suppl. II.

'' Suppl- 23.
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relative sense. Their ultimate object is only to establish the

claim made by the Apologist with regard to the treatment of

Christians by the state ; but they are not really meant to bring

the former into closer relationship to philosophers. Athenagoras

also holds the theory that Christians are philosophers, in so far

as the "philosophers" are not such in any true sense. It is only

the problems they set that connect the two. He exhibits less

clearness than Justin in tracing the necessity of revelation to

the fact that the demon sovereignty, which, above all, reveals

itself in polytheism, ' can only be overthrown by revelation ; he

rather emphasises the other thought (cc. 7, 9) that the necessary

attestation of the truth can only be given in this way."'

Tatian s ^ chief aim was not to bring about a juster treat-

ment of the Christians. ^ He wished to represent their cause

as the good contrasted with the bad, wisdom as opposed to

error, truth in contradistinction to outward seeming, hypocrisy,

and pretentious emptiness. His "Address to the Greeks" be-

1 Suppl. 18. 23—27. He. however, as well as the others, sets forth the demon

theory in detail.

- The Apology which Miltiades addressed to Marcus Aurelius and his fellow-

emperor perhaps bore the title: t/Tsp tj}? Ka.Tx Xpia-nxvovi; <pt^o<70(^ixQ (Euseb.. H. E. V.

17. 5). It is certain that Melito in his Apology designated Christianity as vi y.xi^

vitJ.xt; <piAo<ro^ix (1. c , I\'. 26. 7). But, while it is undeniable that this writer attempted,

to a hitherto unexampled extent, to represent Christianity as adapted to the Empire,

we must nevertheless beware of laying undue weight on the expression " philosophy ".

What Melito means chiefly to emphasise is the fact that Christianity, which in former

times had developed into strength among the barbarians, began to flourish in the

provinces of the Empire simultaneously with the rise of the monarchy under Augustus,

that, as foster-sister of the monarchy, it increased in strength with the latter, and

that this mutual relation of the two institutions had given prosperity and splendour

to the state. When in the fragments preserved to us he twice, in this connection,

calls Christianity '•'philosophy'", we must note that this expression alteniates with

the other "0 xxi' ii/^x? ^6yoi;'\ and that he uses the formula : "Thy forefathers held

this philosophy in honour along with the other cults'" (xpöi; tä7? «AAa*? äptfa-xe/«/?").

This excludes the assumption that Melito in his Ajiology merely represented Christian-

ity as philosophy (see also IV. 26. 5, where the Christians are called "to twv

isoa-sßüv ysvoi;"). He also wrote a treatise ttb pi xt/Vew? xxt yi^jitreuc, Xpta-Tov. In

it (fragment in the Chron. Po-sch.) he called Christ ®eov Köyoi; Trpb xiü-^uv.

* See my treatise "Tatian's Rede an die Griechen übers.", 1884 (Giessener

Programm). Daniel. Tatianus, 1837. Steuer, Die Gottes- und Logoslehre des Tatian.

1893.

^ But see Orat. 4 init., 24 fin., 25 fin., 27 init.
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gins with a violent polemic against all Greek philosophers.

Tatian merely acted up to a judgment of philosophers and

philosophy which in Justin's case is still concealed. ' Hence it

was not possible for him to think of demonstrating analogies

between Christians and philosophers. He also no doubt views

Christianity as " reasonable "
; he who lives virtuously and follows

wisdom receives it ;
" but yet it is too sublime to be grasped

by earthly perception. '^ It is a heavenly thing which depends

on the communication of the "Spirit", and hence can only be

known by revelation.^ But yet it is a " philosophy " with definite

1 He not only accentuated the disagreement of philosophers more strongly than Justin,

but insisted more energetically than that Apologist on the necessity of viewing the

practical fruits of philosophy in life as a criterion; see Orat. 2, 3, 19, 25. Never-

theless Socrates still found grace in his eyes (c. 3'). With regard to other philo-

sophers he listened to foolish and slanderous gossip.

- Orat. 13, 15 fin., 20. Tatian also gave credence to it because it imparts such

an intelligible picture of the creation of the world (c. 29).

•' Orat. 12: TJ£ TV}? '/tiJ-STSjiXQ TxiSsiixi; so-tiv xvuTspit) T^Q y.OTiJ.iy.y)!; y.XTxKvj'lieoiiZ-

Tatian troubled himself very little with giving demonstrations. No other Apologist

made such bold assertions.

* See Orat. 12 (p. 54 fin.). 20 (p. got. 25 fin., 26 fin., 29, 30 (p. 116), 13 (p. 62),

15 (p. 70), 36 (p. 142), 40 (p. 152 sq.). The section cc. 12— 15 of the Oratio is

very important (see also c. 7 ff) ; for it shows that Tatian denied the natural im-

mortality of the soul, declared the soul (the material .spirit) to be something inherent

in all matter, and accordingly looked on the distinction between men and animals

in respect of their inalienable natural constitution as only one of degree. According

to this Apologist the dignity of man does not consist in his natural endowments

;

but in the union of the human soul with the divine spirit, for which union indeed

he was planned. But, in Tatian's opinion, man lost this union by falling under

the sovereignty of the demons. The Spirit of God has left him, and consequently

he has fallen back to the level of the beasts. So it is man's task to unite the Spirit

again with himself, and thereby recover that religious principle on which all wisdom

and knowledge rest. This anthropology is opposed to that of the Stoics and related

to the '-Gnostic" theory. It follows from it that man, in order to reach his

destination, must raise himself above his natural endowment; see c. 15: «vflpwTov

Asyw Tov TToppoü i^ev «vflpwTroTifTo; t/jo? xvtov Ss tov 0eov Ke%ft)p>j;<orÄ. But with

Tatian this conception is burdened with radical inconsistency; for he assumes that

the Spirit reunites itself with every man who rightly uses his freedom, and he

thinks it still possible for every person to use his freedom aright (11 fin., 13 fin.,

1 5 fin.) So it is after all a mere assertion that the natural man is only distinguished

from the beast by speech. He is also distinguished from it by freedom. And further

it is only in appearance that the blessing bestowed in the "Spirit" is a dotiuin

superadditum ct supernaUnale. For if a proper spontaneous use of freedom infal-

libly leads to the return of the Spirit, it is evident that the decision and conse-
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doctrines {oo'^-y.^rx) ;
' it brings nothing new, but only such

blessings as we have already received, but could not retain
"'

owing to the power of error, /.c\. the dominion of the demons. *

Christianity is therefore the philosophy in which, by virtue of

the Logos revelation through the prophets, ^ the rational know-

ledge that leads to life ^ is restored. This knowledge was no

less obscured among the Greek philosophers than among the

Greeks generally. In so far as revelation took place among
the barbarians from the remotest antiquity, Christianity may
also be called the barbarian philosophy. '' Its truth is proved

quently the realisation of man's destination depend on human freedom. That is.

however, the proposition which all the Apologists maintained. But indeed Tatian

himself in his latter days seems to have observed the inconsistency in which he

had become involved and to have solved the problem in the Gnostic, that is, the

religious sense. In his eyes, of course, the ordinary philosophy is a useless and

pernicious art; philosophers make their own opinions laws (c. 27) ; whereas of

Christians the following holds good (c. 32): x6yov rov Syiixoa-iov nx'tsTrtyeiovxsx'^'

fia-(j.£vot xxi Tsiioi-t-svot @£ov Trxpxyye^i-ixs'i nxt v6ij.m TrxTpoc xipSxptr/xi; iz'öiJ.svot, ttxv

TO Iv So^y; y.si'i-ievBv xv5pw7rivifl 7rxpxiT0Vi/.eix.

' C. 31. init. : vi vii/.£Tipx (^i^oa-o^ix. 32 (p. 128) : 0/ ßov?,6ix.ivot ^if.ouo^slv TTxp''

ytfztv xvSpüiTToi. In c. 33 (p. 130) Christian women are designated xi Trxp' yii-ü-^

<piÄo<7-o<poviTXi. C. 35: yi xäÖ' yii^xi; ßxpßxpoi; (pt?<o<TO<^ix. 40 (p. 152): 01 xxTxM.(i3V(j-ix

xxi ofiotug xvrSi <Pi?iO<TO<Povvrsc. 42 : xxrx ßxpßxpovt; <pi^oa-o^c5v Txrtxvöi. Tlie

Soyi^xTx of the Christians: c. i (p. 2), 12 (p. 58), 19 (p. 86), 24 (p. 102), 27 (p. 108),

35 (p. 138), 40, 42. But Tatian pretty frequently calls Christianity ''w •^I'l.erspx

TTxiSsix'', once also ^•vo(zoSea-ix''^ (12; cf. 40: 01 -hiJ-STspoi vcfzoi), and often TroA/re/Ä.

" See, e.g.. c. 29 tin.: the Christian doctrine gives us ovx oTf^p I^>1 s^xßoi/.£->,

xKK" oTtep Äxß6vT£Q VTTO riji; ttA^vj;; H%f'v £xuÄvSiif/.sv.

3 Tatian gave still stronger expression than Justin to the opinion that it is the

demons who have misled men and rule the world, and that revelation through the

prophets is opposed to this demon rule; see c. 7 ff. The demons have fi.ved the

laws of death: see c. 15 fin. and elsewhere.

•4 Tatian also cannot at bottom distinguish between revelation through the

prophets and through Christ. See the description of his conversion in c. 29. where

only the Old Testament writings are named, and c. 13 fin., 20 fin., 12 (p. 54) etc.

5 Knowledge and life appear in Tatian most closely connected. See, e.£^., c. 13

init.: -'In itself the soul is not immortal, but mortal; it is also possible, however,

that it may not die. If it has not attained a knowledge of that truth it dies and

is dissolved with the body; but later, at the end of the world, it will rise again

with the body in order to receive death in endless duration as a punishment. On

the contrary it does not die, though it is dissolved for a time, if it is equipjied

with the knowledge of God."

6 Barbarian: the Christian doctrines are rx tüv ßxpßxpojv 5öyiJ.xTX (c. i): if
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by its ancient date ' as well as by its intelligible form, which

enables even the most uneducated person that is initiated in

it ' to understand it perfectly. ' Finally, Tatian also states (c. 40)

that the Greek sophists have read the writings of Moses and

the prophets, and reproduced them in a distorted form. He
therefore maintains the very opposite of what Celsus took upon

him to demonstrate when venturing to derive certain sayings

and doctrines of Christ and the Christians from the philosophers.

Both credit the plagiarists with intentional misrepresentation or

gross misunderstanding. Justin judged more charitably. To
Tatian, on the contrary, the mythology of the Greeks did not

appear worse than their philosophy ; in both cases he saw

imitations and intentional corruption of the truth. ^

y.x.i'' yiiJ.xt; ßxpßxpoQ (piÄoa-o^/x (c. 35): /) ßacpßxpixi; voiu.oSei7ix (c. 12); "/pacj^xt ßxp-

ßxpiy.xi {c. 29); y.xfiioroi^£7v rx ßxpßxpwv hoyi-txTx (c. 35); 6 xxtx ßxpßxpovi; ipi?,oa--

B^äv TxTtx'j6<; (c. 42): Mwuo-j}? Taa-^? ßxpßxpov ^t^^oo-o^ixz xpx'-iyo? {c 31)5 see also

c. 30, 32. In Tatian's view barbarians and Greeks are the decisive contrasts in history.

' See the proof from antiquity, c, 31 ff.

^ C. 30 (p. 114): rovruv oii'j rifj y.xTxhyj^iv (Me(jLv>f(jiivoz.

^ Tatian's own confession is very important here (c. 26): "• Whilst I was reflecting

on what was good it happened that there fell into my hands certain writings of

the barbarians, too old to be compared with the doctrines of the Greeks, too divine

to be compared with their errors. And it chanced that they convinced me through

the plainness of their expressions, through the unartificial nature of their language,

through the intelligible representation of the creation of the world, through the

prediction of the future, the excellence of their precepts, and the summing up of

all kinds under one head. My soul was instructed by God and I recognised that

those Greek doctrines lead to perdition, whereas the othei-s abolish the slavery to

which we are subjected in the world, and rescue us from our many lords and

tyrants, though they do not give us blessings w^e had not already received, but

rather such as we had indeed obtained, but were not able to retain in consequence

of eiTor." Here the whole theology of the Apologists is contained in nuce\ see

Justin. Dial. 7— 8. In Chaps. 32, 33 Tatian strongly emphasises the fact that the

Christian philosophy is accessible even to the most uneducated; see Justin. Apol.

II. 10; Athenag. 11 etc.

^ The unknown author of the Aoyo? 'rpo? "EAA^jyasi; also formed the same

judgment as Tatian (Corp. Apolog., T. III., p. 2 sq., ed. Otto; a Syrian trans-

lation, greatly amplified, is found in the Cod. Nitr. Mus. Britt. Add. 14658. It

was published by Cureton. Spic. Syr., p. 38 sq. with an English translation).

Cliristianity is an incomparable heavenly wisdom, the teacher of which is the Logos

himself. "It produces neither poets, nor philosophers, nor rhetoricians; but it

makes mortals immortal and men gods, and leads them away upwards from the

earth into super-Olympian regions.'' Through Christian knowledge the soul returns

to its Creator: '^sl yxp xxo-KXTx^rx^vfjxt il&ev «ttsVtjj.

13
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TheophilüS agrees with Tatian, in so far as he everywhere

appears to contrast Christianity with philosophy. The rehgious

and moral culture of the Greeks is derived from their poets

(historians) and philosophers (ad Autol. II. 3 fin. and elsewhere).

However, not only do poets and philosophers contradict each

other (II. 5); but the latter also do not agree (II. 4. 8: III. 7),

nay, many contradict themselves (III. 3). Not a single one of

the so-called philosophers, however, is to be taken seriously ;

^

they have devised myths and follies (II. 8); everything they

have set forth is useless and godless (III. 2); vain and worth-

less fame was their aim (III. 3). But God knew beforehand

the "drivellings of these hollow philosophers" and made his

preparations (II. 15). He of old proclaimed the truth by the

mouth of prophets, and these deposited it in holy writings.

This truth refers to the knowledge of God, the origin and

history of the world, as well as to a virtuous life. The pro-

phetic testimony in regard to it was continued in the Gospel. -

Revelation, however, is necessary because this wisdom of the

philosophers and poets is really demon wisdom, for they were

inspired by devils. ^ Thus the most extreme contrasts appear

to exist here. Still, Theophilus is constrained to confess that

* Nor is Plato "0 Joxav Iv cdirolc, a-S[j.\i6rspo\i Trsipi^^os-oipyjKSvxi'^ any better than

Epicurus and the Stoics (III. 6). CoiTcct views which are found in him in a

greater measiu-e than in the others (0 Sohüv 'EAAjjvwv a-oipürepot; yeysviia-ixi). did

not prevent him from giving way to the stupidest babbling (III. i6). Although

he knew that the full truth can only be learned from God himself through the

law (III. 17), he indulged in the most foolish guesses concerning tlie beginning

of history. But where guesses find a place, truth is not to be found (III. 16:

si Se £]Kxa-(j.(ti, oiiK xpa äAs^Sjj £S-t;v tx i/tt' xutov elp^fMsvx).

- Theophilus confesses (I. 14) exactly as Tatian does: kxi yxp eyu -^77lo-rovvrovro

s<!-£(7dxi, xK},x vvv y.xrxMOVi(rxo, xlirx ttio-tsvm, xfzx xxi STrirvx^v kpxlc; ypxipxt^ rüv

xytmv TTpoipyiTÜv, c'l xxi TrposlTTov Sex ttvsvi^xtoc ®£ov t i TTpoysyovoTX ü rp6'!7iii

ysyovsv kx) tx evsa-Tiirx tivi rpö-XM yivsrxi, xxi rx BTTspxöiisvx ttoIx rxtsi xtt-

xpri<r&yi<T£Txi. ^ATToSsihv ouv Äxßaiv rcSv yivoj-isvciiv kxi TTpoxvx'^vs^iüvvjiMevu-^ oIk

ÄTT/a-TÄ; see also II. 8— 10, 22, 30, 33—35: HI- 10, 11, 17. Theophilus merely

looks on the Gospel as a continuation of the prophetic revelations and injunctions.

Of Christ, however, he did not speak at all, but only of the Logos (Pneuma),

which has operated from the beginning. To Theophilus the first chapters of

Genesis already contain the sum of all Christian knowledge (II. lo—32).

•'* See II. 8: t/xo oxiiio-joov ot t/zTvet/s-ägvTf? xx) i/t' xutü'j •p'^s-iioSsvTs; x s'ittov

Si^ XVTÜV eivov.
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truth was not only announced by the Sibyl, to whom his remarks

do not apply, for she is (11. 36) : Jv ''E/.'/.y,7iy zx\ h rcl~ 'aoittoJc

ihsfji-j y£yoy.hy, 77:od)>jric, but that poets and philosophers,

"though against their will", also gave clear utterances regard-

ing the justice, the judgment, and the punishments of God, as

well as regarding his providence in respect to the living and

the dead, or, in other words, about the most important points

(II. 37, 38, 8 fin.). Theophilus gives a double explanation of

this fact. On the one hand he ascribes it to the imitation of

holy writings (II. 12, T,y : 1. 14), and on the other he admits

that those writers, when the demons abandoned them [t'^ '•P^XYI

r/,yy/->pxyT£c i^ 'XvrSiy), of themselves displayed a knowledge of

the divine sovereignty, the judgment etc., which agrees with

the teachings of the prophets (II. 8). This admission need not

cause astonishment ; for the freedom and control of his own
destiny with which man is endowed (II. 27) must infallibly lead

him to correct knowledge and obedience to God, as soon as

he is no longer under the sway of the demons. Theophilus

did not apply the title of philosophy to Christian truth, this

title being in his view discredited ; but Christianity is to him
the "wisdom of God", which by luminous proofs convinces the

men who reflect on their own nature. '

^ The unknown author of the work dt: restirrectione^ which goes under the

name of Justin (Corp. Apol., Vol. III.) has given a surprising expression to tlie

thought that it is simply impossible to give a demonstration of truth. ('O /zsv

TV)? xXvi^sixc, ÄÖyog sa-riv sÄsvSepöi; rs Kxi xvTS^ovirioi;, vtto i^iiSe(j.iciv ßxa-xvov sÄsyx"^
SsÄUV TTITTTSIV [JLVjSs xJJv TTXpX TOtq Xy.0l/0\J<71 St SCTToSsi^SülC s'tSTCi(7iV VTrOfMeVStV . TO

yxf si/ysvsg xItov v.ou TreTroiSoi; xi/Tii rii 7rsix.ipxvTi KiTTSviT^xi 6sÄsi). He inveiglis

in the beginning of his treatise against all rationalism, and on the one hand
professes a sort of materialistic theory of knowledge, whilst on the other, for that

very reason, he believes in inspiration and the authority of revelation; for all

truth originates with revelation, since God himself and God alone is the truth. Christ

revealed this truth and is for us tcSv oP^mv "Khric, v.cii xTroSsihi^. But it is far from
probable that the author would really have carried this proposition to its logical

conclusion (Justin, Dial. 3 ff. made a similar start). He wishes to meet his adver-

saries "armed with the arguments of faith which are unconquered" (c. i., p. 214),

but the arguments of faith are still the arguments of reason. Among these he
regarded it as most important that even according to the theories about the world,

that is, about God and matter, held by the ''-so-called sages", Plato, Epicurus,

and the Stoics, the assumption of a resurrection of the flesh is not irrational (c. 6,

p. 228 f.). Some of these, viz., Pythagoras and Plato, also acknowledged the im-
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Tertulliaii and Mijuicius Felix. ' Whilst, in the case of the

Greek Apologists, the acknowledgment of revelation appears

conditioned by philosophical scepticism on the one hand, and

by the strong impression of the dominion of the demons on the

other, the sceptical element is not only wanting in the Latin

Apologists, but the Christian truth is even placed in direct oppo-

sition to the sceptical philosophy and on the side of philosophical

dogmatism, i.e.. Stoicism." Nevertheless the observations of Ter-

tuUian and Minucius Felix with regard to the essence of Christian-

ity, viewed as philosophy and as revelation, are at bottom

completely identical with the conception of the Greek Apologists,

although it is undeniable that in the former case the revealed

character of Christianity is placed in the background. ' The

recognition of this fact is exceedingly instructive, for it proves

mortality of the soul. ]>ut, for that very reason, this view is not sufficient, "for

if the Redeemer had only brought the message of the (eternal) life of the soul

what new thing would lie have proclaimed in addition to what had been made

known by Pythagoras, Plato, and the band of their adherents?" (c. 10, p. 246)

This remark is very instructive, for it shows what considerations led the Apologists

to adhere to the belief in the resurrection of the body. Zahn, (Zeitschrift für

Kirchengeschichte, Vol. VIII., pp. i f., 20 f.) has lately reassigned to Justin him-

self the fragment de resurr. His argument, though displaying great plausibility,

has nevertheless not fully convinced me. The question is of great importance for

fixing the relation of Justin to Paul. I shall not discuss Hermias' ''Iirisio Gentilium

Philosophorum", as the period when this Christian disputant flourished is quite un-

certain. We still possess an early-Church Apology in Pseudo-Melito's ''Oratio ad

Antoninum Csesarem " (Otto, Corp. Apol. IX., p. 423 sq.). This book is preserved

(written?) in the Syrian language and was addressed to Caracalla or Heliogabalus

(preserved in the Cod. Nitr. Mus. Britt. Add. 14658). It is probably dependent

on Justin, but it is less polished and more violent than his Apology.

* Massebieau (Revue de I'histoire des religions, 1887. Vol. XV. No. 3) has

convinced me that Minucius wrote at a later period than Tertullian and made use

of his works.

' Cf. the plan of the "• Octavius". The champion of heathenism here opposed

to the Christian is a philosopher representing the standpoint of the middle Acad-

emy. This presupposes, as a matter of course, that the latter undertakes the

defence of the Stoical position. See, besides, the corresponding arguments in the

Apology of Tertullian, <f.^., c. 17, as well as his tractate: '•de testimonio animce

naturaliter Christian?e". We need merely mention that the work of Minucius is

throughout dependent on Cicero's book, " de natura deorum." In this treatise he

takes up a position more nearly akin to heathen syncreti.sm tlian Tertullian.

•* In R. Kiihn's investigation ("Der Octavius des Min. Felix", Leijizig, 1882)

—the best special work we possess on an early Christian Apology from the point
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that the conception of Christianity set forth by the Apologists

was not an individual one, but the necessary expression of the

conviction that Christian truth contains the completion and

guarantee of philosophical knowledge. To Minucius Felix (and

TertuUian) Christian truth chiefly presents itself as the wisdom

implantecT by nature in every man (Oct. 16. 5). In so far as

man possesses reason and speech and accomplishes the task of

the "examination of the universe" (" inquisitio universitatis "),

conditioned by this gift, he has the Christian truth, that is, he

finds Christianity in his own constitution, and in the rational

order of the world. Accordingly, Minucius is also able to

demonstrate the Christian doctrines by means of the Stoic principle

of knowledge, and arrives at the conclusion that Christianity is

a philosophy, i.e., the true philosophy, and that philosophers

are to be considered Christians in proportion as they have dis-

covered the truth. ' Moreover, as he represented Christian ethics

to be the expression of the Stoic, and depicted the Christian

bond of brotherhood as a cosmopolitan union of philosophers,

who have become conscious of their natural similarity, " the

revealed character of Christianity appears to be entirely given

up. This religion is natural enlightenment, the revelation of a

truth contained in the world and in man, the discovery of the

one God from the open book of creation. The difference between

him and an Apologist like Tatian seems here to be a radical

one. But, if we look more closely, we find that Minucius— and

not less TertuUian—has abandoned Stoic rationalism in vital

points. We may regard his apologetic aim as his excuse for

clearly drawing the logical conclusions from these inconsist-

of view of the history of dogma—based on a very careful analysis of the Octavius,

more emphasis is laid on the difference than on the agreement between Minucius

and the Greek Apologists. The author's exposition requires to be supplemented

in the latter respect (see Theologische Litteratur-Zeitung, 1883, No. 6).

1 C. 20: Exposui opiniones omnium ferme philosophorum . . .
, ut quivis arbi-

tretur, aut nunc Christianos philosophos esse aut philosophos fuisse jam tunc Cln-isti-

anos."

" See Minucius, 31 ff. A quite similar proceeding is already found in TertuUian,

who in his Apologeticiim has everywhere given a Stoic colouring to Christian

ethics and rules of life, and in c. 39 has drawn a complete veil over the jjeculi-

arity of the Christian societies.
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encies himself. However, these deviations of his from the doctrines

of the Stoa are not merely prompted by Christianity, but rather

have already become an essential component of his philosophical

theory of the world. In the first place, Minucius developed a

detailed theory of the pernicious activity of the demons (cc. 26,

27). This was a confession that human nature was not what

it ought to be, because an evil element had penetrated it from

without. Secondly, he no doubt acknowledged (I. 4: 16. 5) the

natural light of wisdom in humanity, but nevertheless remarked

{32. 9) that our thoughts are darkness when measured by the

clearness of God. Finally, and this is the most essential point,

after appealing to various philosophers when expounding his

doctrine of the final conflagration of the world, he suddenly

repudiated this tribunal, declaring that the Christians follow the

prophets, and that philosophers " have formed this shadowy picture

of distorted truth in imitation of the divine predictions of the

prophets" (34). Here we have now a union of all the elements

already found in the Greek Apologists; only they are, as it

were, hid in the case of Minucius. But the final proof that

he ag-reed with them in the main is found in the exceedinglv

contemptuous judgment which he in conclusion passed on all

philosophers and indeed on philosophy generally ' (34. 5 : 38. 5).

This judgment is not to be explained, as in TertuUian's case,

by the fact that his Stoic opinions led him to oppose natural

perception to all philosophical theory— for this, at most, cannot

have been more than a secondary contributing cause, "' but by

the fact that he is conscious of following revealed wisdom. '

1 TertuUian has clone exactly the same thing: see Apolog. 46 (and de praescr. 7.)

- TertulL, de testim. I.: "Sed non earn te (animam) advoco, quL"e scholis formata,

bibliothecis exercitata, academiis et porticibus Atticis pasta sapientiam ructas.

Te simplicem et rudern et impolitam et idioticam compello, qualeni te habent qui

te solam habent... Inii)eritia lua mihi opus est, quouiam aliciuantulce peritin;

tuse nemo credit."'

•' Tertull., Apol. 46: ''Quid simile philosoplius et Christianus ? Groecise discipulus

et coeli?" de prasscr. 7: "Quid ergo Athenis et Hierosolymis? Quid academic et

ecclesiser" Minuc. 38.5: '-Philosophorum supercilia contemnimus, quos corruptores

et adulteros novimus . . . nos, qui non habitu sapientiam sed mente prseferimus,

non eloquimur magna sed vivimus, gloriamur nos consecutos, quod illi summa
intentione quKsiverunt nee invenire potuerunt. Quid ingrati sumus, quid nobis

invidemus, si Veritas divinitatis nostri temporis Ktate maturuit?"
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Revelation is necessary because mankind must be aided from

without, i.e., by God. In this idea man's need of redemption

is acknowledged, though not to the same extent as by Seneca

and Epictetus. But no sooner does Minucius perceive the teachings

of the prophets to be divine truth than man's natural endowment
and the speculation of philosophers sink for him into darkness.

Christianity is the wisdom which philosophers sought, but were

not able to find.
'

We may sum up the doctrines of the Apologists as follows:

(i) Christianity is revelation, i.e., it is the divine wisdom, pro-

claimed of old by the prophets and, by reason of its origin,

possessing an absolute certainty which can also be recognised

in the fulfilment of their predictions. As divine wisdom Christ-

ianity is contrasted with, and puts an end to, all natural and

philosophical knowledge. (2) Christianity is the enlightenment

corresponding to the natural but impaired knowledge of man.

"

It embraces all the elements of truth in philosophy, whence it

is tJie philosophy ; and helps man to realise the knowledge with

which he is naturally endowed. (3) Revelation of the rational

was and is necessary, because man has fallen under the sway

of the demons. (4) The efforts of philosophers to ascertain the

right knowledge were in vain ; and this is, above all, shown by

the fact that they neither overthrew polytheism nor brought

about a really moral life. Moreover, so far as they discovered

the truth, they owed it to the prophets from whom they borrowed

1 ^linucius did not enter closely into the significance of Christ any more than

Tatian, Athenagoras, and Theophilus; he merely touched upon it (9.4 : 29.2). He
also viewed Christianity as the teaching of the Prophets; whoever acknowledges

the latter must of necessity adore the crucified Christ. Tertullian was accordingly

tlie first Apologist after Justin who again considered it necessary to give a detailed

account of Christ as the incarnation of the Logos (see the 21st chapter of the

Apology in its relation to chaps. 17—20).

- Among the Greek Apologists tlie unknown author of the work '-de Monarchia",

which bears the name of Justin, has given clearest expression to this conception.

He is therefore most akin to Minucius (see chap. I.). Here monotheism is desig-

nated as the y.x^oMy.i^ Soiec which has fallen into oblivion through bad habit; for

T'^c xvapaiTTtvifi; (\>v<rscüc; to kxt^ ^PX^'" irv^vyixv a-vvso-swt; xxi a-uryipiXQ Kocßovd'Vjt;

tl; sTriyvaitrrj «A'^fls/issi; dpija'KSixi; re riit; £/? tov 'ivx xxi tävtwv Sea-TroTtiv. Accord-

ing to lliis. then, only an awakening is required,
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it; at least it is uncertain whether they even attained a know-

ledge of fragments of the truth by their own independent eftbrts.
'

But it is certain that many seeming truths in the writings of

the philosophers were imitations of the truth by evil demons.

This is the origin of all polytheism, which is, moreover, to some

extent an imitation of Christian institutions. (5) The confession

of Christ is simply included in the acknowledgment of the wis-

dom of the prophets ; the doctrine of the truth did not receive

a new content through Christ; he only made it accessible to

the world and strengthened it (victory over the demons ; special

features ackowledged by Justin and TertuUian). (6) The practical

test of Christianity is first contained in the fact that all persons

are able to grasp it, for women and uneducated men here become
veritable sages ; secondly in the fact that ithas the powerofproducing

a holy life, and of overthrowing the tyranny of the demons. In

the Apologists, therefore, Christianity served itself heir to antiquity,

i.e., to the result of the monotheistic knowledge and ethics of the

Greeks: ''Oax cb'j Tzxpx rrx^r/.xP.S;.: sl:Y,rxi, •/jfy.xv r:cyX:i7Ttxy:c> sjti
"

(Justin, Apol. II. 13). It traced its origin back to the beginning of the

world. Everything true and good which elevates mankind springs

from divine revelation, and is at the same time genuinely human,

because it is a clear expression of what man finds within him

and of his destination (Justin, A^o\.\. ^6: :l y.sTX '/.oycv iZixyx'yrs:

\pi7Ttxyci £}(ji, y,xv xösoi iyofxi7Ö>j7xy, ci:> h ''E/.?.y/7i f/.h ^xy.pxry^:

y.x) '\lpxyj.£irc: y.xi 01 of/,siot xjrch, h iZxpßxpci^ ^s Wßpxxy, y..T./..,

"those that have lived with reason are Christians, even though

they were accounted atheists, such as Socrates and Heraclitus

and those similar to them among the Greeks, and Abraham etc.

among the barbarians"). But everything true and good is

Christian, for Christianity is nothing else than the teaching of

revelation. No second formula can be imagined in which the

claim of Christianity to be the religion of the world is so power-

fully expressed (hence also the endeavour of the Apologists to

1 But almost all the Apologists acknowledged that heathendom jiossessed

prophets. They recognise these in the Sibyls and the old poets. The author of

the work "de Monarchia" expressed the most pronounced views in regard to this.

Hennas (Vis. II. 4), however, shows that the Ajwlogists owed this notion also to

an idea that was widespread among Christian jieojile.
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reconcile Christianity and the Empire), nor, on the other hand,

can we conceive of one where the specific content of traditional

Christianity is so thoroughly neutralised as it is here. But the

really epoch-making feature is the fact that the intellectual

culture of mankind now appears reconciled and united with

religion. The "dogmas"' are the expression of this. Finally,

these fundamental presuppositions also result in a quite definite

idea of the essence of revelation and of the content of reason.

The essence of revelation consists in its form : it is divine com-

munication through a miraculous inward working. All the media

of revelation are passive organs of the Holy Spirit (Athenag.

Supplic. 7; Pseudo-Justin, Cohort. 8: Justin, Dialogue 115. 7;

Apol. I. 31, 33, 36; etc.; see also Hippolytus, de Christo et

Antichr. 2). These were not necessarily at all times in a state

of ecstasy, when they received the revelations ; but they were

no doubt in a condition of absolute receptivity. The Apologists

had no other idea of revelation. What they therefore viewed

as the really decisive proof of the reality of revelation is the

prediction of the future, for the human mind does not possess

this power. It was only in connection with this proof that the

Apologists considered it important to show what Moses, David,

Isaiah, etc., had proclaimed in the Old Testament, that is, these

names have only a chronological significance. This also explains

their interest in a history of the world, in so far as this interest

originated in the effort to trace the chain of prophets up to the

beginning of history, and to prove the higher antiquity of re-

vealed truth as compared with all human knowledge and errors,

particularly as found among the Greeks (clear traces in Justin,
'

first detailed argument in Tatian). " If, however, strictly speaking,

it is only the form and not the content of revelation that is

supernatural in so far as this content coincides with that of

reason, it is evident that the Apologists simply took the con-

tent of the latter for granted and stated it dogmatically. So,

whether they expressed themselves in strictly Stoic fashion or

not, they all essentially agree in the assumption that true religion

' See Justin. Apol. I. 31. Dial. 7. p. 30 etc.

2 See Tatian. c. 31 ff.
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and morality are the natural content of reason. Even Tatian

forms no exception, though he himself protests against the idea.

3. TJie doctrines of CJiristimiity as the revealed

and rational religion.

The Apologists frequently spoke of the doctrines or "dogmas "

of Christianity; and the whole content of this religion as philo-

sophy is included in these dogmas. ' According to what we have

already set forth there can be no doubt about the character of

' la the Xew Testament the content of the Christian faith is nowhere designated

as dogma. In Clement (I. II.), Hennas, and Polycarp the word is not found at all

:

yet Clement (I. 20. 4, 27. 5) called the divine order of nature roc. SsSo-yi.e.xTitriisvx

vTTO ®sov. In Ignatius (ad Magn. XIII. i) we read: c-xovSx^srs ovv ßsßxiuiii'/xi

iv To7? Soyi^xo-tv tov y.vpiov y.x) tcov xTros-TÖ?^-/, but Soyi^-XTX here exclusively mean

the rules of life (see Zahn on this passage), and this is also their signification in

AiSxx^ XI, 3. In the Epistle of Barnabas we read in several passages (I. 6 : IX. 7 :

X. I, 9 f.) of "dogmas of the Lord": but by these he means partly particular

mysteries, partly divine dispensations. Hence the Apologists are the first to apply

the word to the Christian faith, in accordance with the language of philosophy.

They are also the first who employed the ideas Qeo^oyelv and ^sohoyix. The latter

word is twice found in Justin (Dial. 56) in the sense of '-aliquem uominare deum".

In Dial. 113, however, it has the more comprehensive sense of '-to make religio-

scieutific investigations"". Tatian (10) also used the word in the first sense: on the

contrary he entitled a book of which he was the author " 'Ttfoc, toIc, xTTo^-^vxiJ-ivovii

rx TTsp) ©£00" and not "Trpo; TOt); ^eof.oyov-^rxi;". In Athenagoras (Suppl. 10)

theology is the doctrine of God and of all beings to whom the predicate ^' Deity
""

belongs (see also 20, 22). That is the old usage of the word. It was thus em-

ployed by Tertullian in ad nat. II. i (the threefold division of theolog)'; in II. 2,3

the expression '-theologia physica. mythica" refers to this): Cohort, ad Gr. 3, 22.

The anonymous writer in Eusebius (H. E. \'. 28. 4, 5) is instructive on the point,

liiilliant demonstrations of the ancient use of the word "theology"" are found in

N'^atorp, Thema und Disposition der aristotelischen Metaphysik (Philosophische

Monatshefte, 1887, Parts I and 2, pp. 55—64). The title ''theology "", as applied to

a philosophic discipline, was first used by the Stoics; the old poets were previously

called '• theologians"", and the "theological" stage was the prescientific one which

is even earlier than the "childhood"" of '•physicists" (so Aristotle speaks throughout).

To the Fathers of the Church also the old poets are still 0/ TTxhxtoi SsoÄöyot. But

side by side with this we have an adoption of the Stoic view that there is also a

philosophical theology, because the teaching of the old poets concerning the gods

conceals under the veil of myth a treasure of philosophical truth. In the Stoa arose

the "impossible idea of a 'theology" which is to be philosophy, that is, knowledge

based on reason, and yet to have positive religion as the foundation of its certainty."

The Apologists accepletl this, liut added to it the distinction of a y.o<j-fj.iy.if and

öeoÄoyiKij a-o(pix.
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Christian dogmas. TJiey arc tJie rational truths, revealed by tJw

prophets in the Holy Scriptures, and summarised in Christ

(XpiTTo:: ?J'/oc xtz) vo(j.oS), zvhich in their unity represent the divine

zvisdom, and the recognitio7i of tvhich leads to virtue and eternal

life. The Apologists considered it their chief task to set forth

these doctrines, and hence they can be reproduced with all

desirable clearness. The dogmatic scheme of the Apologists

may therefore be divided into three component parts. These

are : (A) Christianity viewed as monotheistic cosmology (God as

the Father of the world)
;
(B) Christianity as the highest morality

and righteousness (God as the judge who rewards goodness and

punishes wickedness); (C) Christianity regarded as redemption

(God as the Good One who assists man and rescues him from

the power of the demons). ^ Whilst the first two ideas are

expressed in a clear and precise manner, it is equally true that

the tiiird is not worked out in a lucid fashion. This, as will

afterwards be seen, is, on the one hand, the result of the Apol-

ogists' doctrine of freedom, and, on the other, of their inability

to discover a specific significance for the person of Christ within

the sphere of revelation. Both facts again are ultimately to be

explained from their moralism.

The essential content of revealed philosophy is viewed by the

Apologists (see A, B) as comprised in three doctrines.' First,

there is one spiritual and inexpressibly exalted God, who is

Lord and Father of the world. Secondly, he requires a holy

life. Thirdly, he will at last sit in judgment, and will reward

the good with immortality and punish the wicked with death.

The teaching concernincr God, virtue, and eternal reward is traced

to the prophets and Christ ; but the bringing about of a virtuous

' Christ has a relation to all three parts of the scheme, (i) as Xoyoi^: (2) as

vöfj,o(;. voizoisTyii., and KpiTi^(; : (3) as SiSxa-KseÄot; and tj-wr^p.

' In the reproduction of the apologetical theology historians of dogma have

preferred to follow Justin: but here they have constantly overlooked the fact that

Justin was the most Christian among the Apologists, and that the features of his

teaching to which particular value is rightly attached, are either not found in tlie

others at all (with the exception of TertuUian), or else in quite rudimentary form.

It is therefore proper to put the docti-ines common to all the Apologists in the

foreground, and to describe what is peculiar to Justin as such, so far as it agrees

with New Testament teachings or contains an anticipation of the future tenor of

docma.
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life (of righteousness) has been necessarily left by God to men
themselves ; for God has created man free, and virtue can only

be acquired by man's own efforts. The prophets and Christ are

therefore a source of righteousness in so far as they are teachers.

But as God, that is, the divine Word (which we need not here

discuss) has spoken in them, Christianity is to be defined as the

Knowledge of God, mediated by the Deity himself, and as a

virtuous walk in the longing after eternal and perfect life with

God, as well as in the sure hope of this imperishable reward.

By knowing what is true and doing what is good man becomes

righteous and a partaker of the highest bliss. This knowledge,

which has the character of divine instruction, ' rests on faith in

the divine revelation. This revelation has the nature and power

of redemption in so far as the fact is undoubted that without

it men cannot free themselves from the tyranny of the demons,

whilst believers in revelation are enabled by the Spirit of God
to put them to flight. Accordingly, the dogmas of Christian

philosophy theoretically contain the monotheistic cosmology, and

practically the rules for a holy life, which appears as a renuncia-

tion of the world and as a new order of society. ' The goal

is immortal life, which consists in the full knowledge and con-

templation of God. The dogmas of revelation lie between the

cosmology and ethics ; they are indefinitely expressed so far as

they contain the idea of salvation ; but they are very precisely

worded in so far as they guarantee the truth of the cosmology

and ethics.

I. The dogmas which express the knowledge ofGod and the

world are dominated by the fundamental idea that the world as the

created, conditioned, and transient is contrasted with something

1 Cicero's proposition (de nat. deor. II. 66. 167): "nemo vir magiius sine aliquo

afflatu divino iinquam fuit," which was the property of all the idealistic philoso-

phers of the age, is found in the Apologists reproduced in the most various forms

(see, e.g.^ Tatian 29). That all knowledge of the truth, both .among the proi)hets

and those who follow their teaching, is derived from inspiration was in their eyes

a matter of certainty. But here they were only able to frame a theory in the

case of the prophets; for such a theory strictly applied to .all would have threatened

the spontaneous character of the knowledge of the trutli.

" Justin, Apol. I. 3: 'V^iiSTspov oiiv tpyov nxi ß/cv hxi (/.xitiixxTUv tjjv sTiiry.e-ljiv
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self-existing, unchangeable and eternal, which is the first cause

of the world. This self-existing Being has none of the attributes

which belong to the world ; hence he is exalted above every name
and has in himself no distinctions. This implies, first, the unity

and uniqueness of this eternal Being; secondly, his spiritual

nature, for everything bodily is subject to change; and, finally,

his perfection, for the self-existent and eternal requires nothing.

Since, however, he is the cause of all being, himself being un-

conditioned, he is the fulness of all being or true being itself

(Tatian 5 : zxöo ~X7X 'h-jyxi/.i: opxruy ts zx) xcpxrccy xvros Ottö^-

TX,7ig •//'>, 7vy xvTx rx :Txyrx). As the living and spiritual Being

he reveals himself in free creations, which make known his

omnipotence and wisdom, /.£'., his operative reason. These creations

are, moreover, a proof of the goodness of the Deity, for they

can be no result of necessities, in so far as God is in himself

perfect. Just because he is perfect, the Eternal Essence is also

the Father of all virtues, in so far as he contains no admixture

of what is defective. These virtues include both the goodness

which manifests itself in his creations, and the righteousness

which gives to the creature what belongs to him, in accordance

with the position he has received. On the basis of this train

of thought the Apologists lay down the dogmas of the monarchy

of God (-;l-v cXcovrc [j.o-Jxpx.iy,öv); his supramundaneness (jo xppvjTO'j,

ro x'JS'/.^px7T0'y, ro x^i^p'/iToy, to xzxrx?^y,7rTcy, rh xTrspiviviTOV, to

jx^-jyxpiToy^ TO x^vf/^lSipxiTToy, to xysz^r/j'/y-oy ; see Justin, Apol,

II. 6 ; Theoph. I. 3) ; his unity (sU Qsog) ; his having no beginning

{xyxpx^?-> ^V/ xysy'/^TO^); his eternity and unchangeableness (xyx?.-

AoiccTo: y.xJoTi MxyxToc); his perfection (ts?.£ioc); his need of

nothing {x—po^'^s-J;::); his spiritual nature {Trysvf/^x ©sos) ; his

absolute causality (x-jto^ •Jirxpyjcy to~j irxyToc: '/j -jtottxtis, the

motionless mover, see Aristides c. i); his creative activity

(ztIttyi: T:cy TrxyTccy) ; his sovereignty (^£77r6T-/is TSJy oKccv) ; his

fatherhood {-ttxtvip ^ix to sbxi xvToy -zpo Tooy ÖK:cy) his reason-

power (God as Köyoq, yoxjq^ 77y£j[zx, 70<pix)\ his omnipotence

(jrxyTOzpxTccp oti xvtoc tx TrxyTX zpxTsT zx) ify.7rspi£X^')'y his

righteousness and goodness {ttxt-zip T>jg 'hizxic7-jyy,: zx,) 77X,7^y Toöy

jxpsTSiy xpyiTTÖTVjc). These dogmas are set forth by one Apologist

in a more detailed, and by another in a more concise form,
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but three points are emphasised by all. First, God is primarily

to be conceived as the First Cause. Secondly, the principle of

moral good is also the principle of the world. Thirdly, the

principle of the world, that is, the Deity, as being the immortal

and eternal, forms the contrast to the world which is the transient.

In the cosmology of the Apologists the two fundamental ideas

are that God is the Father and Creator of the world, but that,

as uncreated and eternal, he is also the complete contrast to it.
^

These dogmas about God were not determined by the Apol-

ogists from the standpoint of the Christian Church which is

awaiting an introduction into the Kingdom of God; but were

deduced from a contemplation of the world on the one hand

(see particularly Tatian, 4; Theophilus, I. 5, 6), and of the

moral nature of man on the other. But, in so far as the latter

itself belongs to the sphere of created things, the cosmos is the

starting-point of their speculations. This is everywhere dominated

by reason and order;' it bears the impress of the divine Logos,

and that in a double sense. On the one hand it appears as

the copy of a higher, eternal world, for if we imagine transient

and changeable matter removed, it is a wonderful complex of

spiritual forces; on the other it presents itself as the finite pro-

duct of a rational will. Moreover, the matter which lies at its

basis is nothing bad, but an indifferent substance created by

God, ^ though indeed perishable. In its constitution the world

is in every respect a structure worthy of God. ^ Nevertheless.

according to the Apologists, the direct author of the world was

not God, but the personified power of reason which they per-

' See the exposition of the doctrine of God in Aristides witli the conchision

found in all the Apologists, that God requires no offerings and presents.

- Even Tatian says in c. 19: Köa-i^ov (j.ev yxp vi y.xTxa-y.svif xäA-^', to Ss ev xvrii

TTOÄirSVl^X <pxOÄov.

' Tatian 5 : OUts xvxpxoQ 'h t'Af Kx^xTTBfi 6 0foc, oi/^e ^ix to xvxpxov y-xi xurij

](70ovvx[j.o^ TÖJ @£M' yevvijTij Ss y.xi ov% vtto tov «/lAov yeyovvlx' jiövov Ss vto

TOW TTxvruv Syji^iovpyov Tpoßeß^vj(/.£\iyi. 12. Even Justin does not seem to have

taught otherwise, though that is not quite certain; see Apol. I. 10, 59, 64, 67:

II. 6. Theophilus I. 4: II. 4, 10, 13 says very plainly: IS olx. 'ovtcov tx ttx'jtx

sTTOit^a-Bv .... Ti Se i-isyx, si 6 dso^ l£ inroKetiiiwi:; t/Ajji; Ittoisi tov y.6<TiMov;

4 Hence the knowledge of God and the right knowledge of the world are

most closely connected; see Tatian 27: i^ Osov >iXTxÄvj'\/ii ijv e%w Tipi rüv '6>mm.
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ceived in the cosmos and represented as the immediate source

of the universe. The motive for this dogma and the interest

in it would be wrongly determined by alleging that the Apol-

ogists purposely introduced the Logos in order to separate God
from matter, because they regarded this as something bad.

This idea of Philo's cannot at least have been adopted by them
as the result of conscious reflection, for it does not agree with

their conception of matter; nor is it compatible with their idea

of God and their beUef in Providence, which is everywhere

firmly maintained. Still less indeed can it be shown that they

were all impelled to this dogma from their view of Jesus Christ,

since in this connection, with the exception of Justin and Ter-

tuUian, they manifested no specific interest in the incarnation

of the Logos in Jesus. The adoption of the dogma of the

Logos is rather to be explained thus: (i) The idea of God,

derived by abstraction from the cosmos, did indeed, like that of

the idealistic philosophy, involve the element of unity and spirit-

uality, which implied a sort of personality; but the fulness of all

spiritual forces, the essence of everything imperishable were

quite as essential features of the conception; for in spite of the

transcendence inseparable from the notion of God, this idea was
neverthless meant to explain the world. ' Accordingly, they

required a formula capable of expressing the transcendent and

unchangeable nature of God on the one hand, and his fulness

of creative and spiritual powers on the other. But the latter

attributes themselves had again to be comprehended in a unity,

because the law of the cosmos bore the appearance of a har-

monious one. From this arose the idea of the Logos, and in-

deed the latter was necessarily distinguished from God as a

separate existence, as soon as the realisation of the powers

residing in God was represented as beginning. The Logos is

the hypostasis of the operative power of reason, which at once

preserves the 7inity and iincJiangeableness of God in spite of the

exercise of the poivers residing in him, and renders this very

exercise possible. (2) Though the Apologists believed in the

divine origin of the revelation given to the prophets, on which

The beginning of the fifth chapter of Tatian's Oration is specially instruc-

tive here.
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all knowledge of truth is based, they could nevertheless not be

induced by this idea to represent God himself as a direct actor.

For that revelation presupposes a speaker and a spoken word

;

but it would be an impossible thought to make the fulness of

all essence and the first cause of all things speak. The Deity

cannot be a speaking and still less a visible person, yet

according to the testimony of the prophets, a Divine Person

was seen by them. The Divine Being who makes himself known
on earth in audible and visible fashion can only be the Divine

Word. As, however, according to the fundamental view of the

Apologists the principle of religion, i.e., of the knowledge of

the truth, is also the principle of the world, so that Divine

Word, which imparts the right knowledge of the world, must

be identical with the Divine Reason which produced the world

itself. In other words, the Logos is not only the creative Reason

of God, but also his revealing Word. This explains the motive

and aim of the dogma of the Logos. We need not specially

point out that nothing more than the precision and certainty

of the Apologists' manner of statement is peculiar here ; the

train of thought itself belongs to Greek philosophy. But that

very confidence is the most essential feature of the case; for

in fact the firm behef that the principle of the world is also

that of revelation represents an important early-Christian idea,

though indeed in the form of philosophical reflection. To the

majority of the Apologists the theoretical content of the Chris-

tian faith is completely exhausted in this proposition. They re-

quired no particular Christology, for in every revelation of God
b}- his Word they already recognised a proof of his existence

not to be surpassed, and consequently regarded it as Chris-

tianity /;/ mice. ' But the fact that the Apologists made a dis-

tinction in tJiesi between the prophetic Spirit of God and the

Logos, without being able to make any use of this distinction,

' According to what has been set forth in the text it is incorrect to assert that

tlie Apologists adopted the Logos doctrine in order to reconcile monotheism with

the divine honours paid to the crucified Christ. The truth rather is that the Logos

doctrine was already part of their creed before they gave any consideration to the

person of the historical Christ, and vice versa Christ's right to divine honours was

to them a matter of certainty independently of the Logos doctrine.
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is a very clear instance of their dependence on the formulai of

the Church's faith. Indeed their conception of the Logos con-

tinually compelled them to identify the Logos and the Spirit,

just as they not unfrequently define Christianity as the belief

in the true God and in his Son, without mentioning the Spirit.
'

Further their dependence on the Christian tradition is shown in

the fact that the most of them expressly designated the Logos
as the Son of God. "

The Logos doctrine of the xApologists is an essentially unanimous

1 We find the distinction of Logos (Son) and Spirit in Justin, Apol. L 5, and
in every case where he quotes formula; (if we are not to assume the existence of

interpolation in the text, which seems to me not improlDable ; see now also Cramer
in the Theologische Studien, 1893. pp. 17 ff., 138 ff.). In Tatian 13 fin. the Spirit

is represented as SixKovoq rov ttsttbvÖötoi; @eov. The conception in Justin, Dial.

116, is similar. Father, Word, and prophetic Spirit are spoken of in Athenag. 10.

The express designation rpixg is first found in Theophilus (but see the Excerpta

ex Theodoto)' see IL 15: xi rpe7t; itixipxt tvtoi iitrh rijc rptxSoc, rov Oscv

aou rov Aoyov xvrov kxi tvji; a-oCpixi; xvrov; see II. 10, 18. But it is just in

Theophilus that the difficulty of deciding between Logos and Wisdom appears

with special plainness (II. 10). The interposition of the host of good angels be-

tween Son and Spirit found in Justin, Apol. I. 5 (see Athenag.), is exceedingly

striking. We have, however, to notice, provided the text is right, (i) that this inter-

position is only found in a single passage, (2) that Justin wished to refute the

reproach of Msorviq, (3) that the placing of the Spirit after the angels does not

necessarily imply a position inferior to theirs, but merely a subordination to the

Son and the Father common to the Spirit and the angels, (4) that the good angels

were also invoked by the Christians, because they were conceived as mediators

of prayer (see my remark on I. Clem, ad Corinth. LVI. i): they might have found

a place here just for this latter reason. On the significance of the Holy Spirit in

the theology of Justin, see Zahn's Älarcellus of Ancyra, p. 228: "If there be any

one theologian of the early Church who might be regarded as depriving the Holy

Spirit of all scientific raison d'etre at least on the ground of having no distinc-

tive(-) activity, and the Father of all share in revelation, it is Justin." We cannot

at bottom say that the Apologists possessed a doctrine of the Trinity.

- To Justin the name of the Son is the most important; see also Athenag. 10.

The Logos had indeed been already called the Son of God by Philo, and Celsus

expressly says (Orig., c. Cels. II. 31); -'If according to your doctrine the Word
is really the .Son of God then we agree with you;" but the Apologists are the

first to attach the name of Son to the Logos as a projjer designation. If, however,

the Logos is intrinsically the Son of God, then Christ is the Son of God, not

because he is the begotten of God in the flesh (early Christian), but because the

spiritual being existing in him is the antemundane repi'oduction of God (see

Justin, Apol. II. 6: 6 Ctoz rev TXTpoi; y.xi @sov, (/.ovoi: Asyof-isvoi; xvpiax; ui6c)—

a

momentous expression.

14
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one. Since God cannot be conceived as witliout reason, x'/.oyo:,

but as the fulness of all reason,' he has always Logos in him-

self. This Logos is on the one hand the divine consciousness

itself, and on the other the power (idea and energy) to which

the world is due ; he is not separate from God, but is contained

in his essence. "' For the sake of the creation God produced

(sent forth, projected) the Logos from himself, that is, he en-

gendered ^ him from his essence by a free and simple act of

will {®sl: J/j 0f5D iTs^-jy.x: i'i kxurcv. Dial. 6i). Then for the

first time the Logos became a hypostasis separate from God,

or, in other words, he first came into existence; and, in virtue

of his origin, he possesses the following distinctive features :

^

' Athenag., lO; Tatiaii, Orat. 5.

" The clearest expression of this is in Tatian 5, whicli passage is also to be

compared with the following: ®so(; -^v iv xpxY^ t^v oe xpx^''' >'6yov Sv\ix(ziv

7rxp£i^^<paii^£v. 'O yxf SsG-TToryi^ räv oAwv, xvTOt; tnrxfiX'^'^ '^°^ TrxvTOi; ij v7röirTX<7ti,

xxrx (/.sv rijv ij-vj^sttw yeysviiixsvyiv Trar^a-iv /zovoi; vjV xxio 5s ttxo-x Svux/Jiit;, opxräv

TS KXI XOpXTUV XVTOQ V7r00"TÄl7<? !JV, (TVV XVTci TX T!XVTX' (TVV XVTW SlX f.OyiKVIC

Sv/xf/.sui xuTOi; Kxi }^öyog, &'; vjv iv xl/Tii, vTrsa-Tvias. @s}^v\ij.xti 5s xij? x-z?.ÖT'ijTO;

xl/Tov TTpoTryjSZ ?^6yoi^- 6 5s f^dyo^, 6v xxtx ksvov X'^P^^^i^ 'spyov TrpwTÖTOicov toZ

TTxrpÖQ yiverxi. Tovrov "kj{jlsv rov ii6<7(j.ov rijv xpx'^v. Tsyovs Ss xxtx (j,spitT(j.öv,

ol y.xrx XTToxoTTi^v to yxp xttot (jlvi^sv tov vpoiiTOv y.sx^P'O'Txi, to $e (zspia-isv

olxOVOIMtXi TijV xipStTtV TTpOlTf.xßdv OVX ivSsX TOV oisv s'tKVjTTTXt TTSTTOt^KSV . "flaTTSp

yxp XTÖ i-iixi; SxSoi; xvxtttstxi (msv Trvpx ttoAAä, tv)? Ss TzpuTi^^ SxSbi; Six t^v

S^X-'r'lV Tfti'/ TTOÄ^cSv SxSwV OVK i^XTTOVTXl TO (pUQ, OVTU KXI 6 XoyOQ TTpOSÄSätV ix

Ti^? TOV TtxTpcx; Svvxi/,Sü)i; ouk icXoyov ttsttoiiixs tov ysysvvvjxÖTX. In the identifi-

cation of the divine consciousness, that is, the power of God, with the force to

which the world is due the naturalistic basis of the apologetic speculations is

most clearly shown. Cf. Justin, Dial. 128, 129.

^ The woi-d "beget" {yswxv) is used by the Apologists, especially Justin, be-

cause the name '• Son " was the recognised expression for the Logos. No doubt

the words iispsvysa-äxt, TrpoßxKXsa-^xt^ Trpospx^o-äxt, TrpoTviSxv and the like express

the physical process more exactly in the sense of the Apologists. On the other

hand, however, ysvvxv appears the more appropriate word in so far as the relation

of the essence of the Logos to the essence of God is most clearly shown by the

name " Son '".

• None of the Apologists has precisely defined the Logos idea. Zahn. I.e..

p. 233, con-ectly remarks: "Whilst the distinction drawn between tlie hitherto

unspoken and the spoken word of the Creator makes Christ appear as the

thought of the world within the mind of God, yet he is also to be something

real which only requires to enter into a new relation to God to become an active

force. Then again this Word is not to be the thought that God thinks, but the

thought that thinks in God. And again it is to be a something, or an Ego, in
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(i) The inner essence of the Logos is identical with the essence

of God himself; for it is the product of self-separation in God,

willed and brought about by himself Further, the Logos is not

cut off and separated from God, nor is he a mere modality in

him. He is rather the independent product of the self-unfolding

of God (oho^^ofyJx), which product, though it is the epitome of

divine reason, has nevertheless not stripped the Father of this

attribute. The Logos is the revelation of God, and the visible

God. Consequently the Logos is really God and Lord, i.e., he

possesses the divine nature in virtue of his essence. The Apol-

ogists, however, only know of one kind of divine nature and

this is that which belongs to the Logos. (2) From the moment
when he was begotten the Logos is a being distinct from the

Father; he is xpiöfy.S: srspo-j ru &£cs Irspos, ©föj ^rJrfpcr i" some-

thing different in number, another God, a second God.") But

his personality only dates from that moment. " Fuit tempus,

cum patri filius non fuit," (" there was a time when the Father

had no Son ", so TertuUian, adv. Hermog. 3). The Ac'/cr Trpo^op-

I'/J: is for the first time a hypostasis distinct from the Father,

the '/.oyo: hlixöeroc is not. '
(3) The Logos has an origin, the

Father has not; hence it follows that in relation to God the

Logos is a creature; he is the begotten, that is, the created

God, the God who has a beginning. Wherefore in rank he is

below God (iv ^svTspx x^P^—Is-jrspo: <r)soc, " in the second place,

God's thinking essence, which enters into reciprocal intercourse with something

else in God; occasionally also the reason of God which is in a state of active

exercise and without which he would not be rational." Considering this evident

uncertainty it appears to me a very dubious proceeding to differentiate the con-

ceptions of the Logos in Justin, Athenagoras, Tatian, and Theophilus, as is usually

done. If we consider that no Apologist wrote a special treatise on the Logos,

that Tatian (c. 5) is really the only one from whom we have any precise state-

ments, and that the elements of the conception are the same in all, it appears in-

advis.ible to lay so great stress on the difference as Zahn, for instance, has done

in ilie book already refen-ed to, p. 232 f. Hardly any real difference can have

existed between Justin, Tatian, and Theophilus in the Logos doctrine proper. On
the other hand Athenagoras certainly seems to have tried to eliminate the appear-

ance of the Logos in time, and to emphasise the eternal nature of the divine

relationships, without, however, reaching the position which Irenaeus took up here.

1 This distinction is only found in Theophilus (II. 10); but the idea exists in

Tatian and probably also in Justin, though it is uncertain whether Justin regarded

the Logos as having any sort of being before the moment of his begetting.
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and a second God "), the messenger and servant of God. The
subordination of the Logos is not founded on the content of

his essence, but on his origin. In relation to the creatures,

however, the Logos is the i;%-/^, i.e., not only the beginning but

the principle of the vitality and form of everything that is to

receive being. As an emanation (the begotten) he is distinguished

from all creatures, for he alone is the Son ;
' but, as having a

beginning, he again stands on a level with them. Hence the

paradoxical expression, 'ipyoy TrpccTOrozo-j to~j Tvxrpö: (" first be-

gotten work of the Father"), is here the most appropriate

designation. (4) In virtue of his finite origin, it is possible

and proper for the Logos to enter into the finite, to act, to speak.

and to appear. As he arose for the sake of the creation of the

world, he has the capacity of personal and direct revelation

which does not belong to the infinite God ; nay, his whole

essence consists in the very fact that he is thought, word, and

deed. Behind this active substitute and vicegerent, the Father

stands in the darkness of the incomprehensible, and in the

incomprehensible light of perfection as the hidden, unchangeable

God.
^^

With the issuing forth of the Logos from God began the

realisation of the idea of the world. The world as /.o'jij.::

'joy,tÖc is contained in the Logos. But the world is material

and manifold, the Logos is spiritual and one. Therefore the

1 Justin, Apol. II. 6., Dial. 61. The Logos is not produced out of nothing, like

the rest of the creatures. Yet it is evident that the Apologists did not yet sharply

and precisely distinguish between begetting and creating, as the later theologians

did; though some of them certainly felt the necessity for a distinction.

2 All the Apologists tacitly assume that the Logos in virtue of his origin has

the capacity of entering the finite. The distinction which here exists between

Father and Son is very pregnantly expressed by Tertullian (adv. Marc. II. 27):

"Igitur quascumque exigitis deo digna, habebuntur in patre invisibili incongressibilique

et placido et, ut ita dixerim, philosophorum deo. Qurecumque autem ut indigna

reprehenditis deputabuntur in filio et viso et audito et congresso, arbitro patris et

ministro." But we ought not to charge the Apologists with the theologoumenon

that it was an inward necessity for the Logos to become man. Their Logos hovers,

as it were, between God and the world, so that he appears as the highest creature,

in so far as he is conceived as the production of God; and again seems to be

merged in God, in so far as he is looked upon as the consciousness and spiritual

force of God. To Justin, however, the incarnation is irrational, and the rest of the

Greek Apologists are silent al)out it.
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Logos is not himself the world, but he is its creator and in a

certain fashion its archetype. Justin and Tatian used the ex-

pression "beget" (/fvviv) for the creation of the world, but in

connections which do not admit of any importance being attached

to this use. The world was created out of nothing after a host

of spirits, as is assumed by most Apologists, had been created

along with heaven, which is a higher, glorious world. The

purpose of the creation of the world was and is the production

of men, i.e., beings possessed of soul and body, endowed with

reason and freedom, and therefore made in the image of God;

beings who are to partake of the blessedness and perfection of

God. Everything is created for man's sake, and his own creation

is a proof of the goodness of God. As beings possessed of

soul and body, men are neither mortal nor immortal, but cap-

able either of death or immortality. ' The condition on which

men can attain the latter introduces us to ethics. The doctrines,

that God is also the absolute Lord of matter ; that evil cannot

be a quality of matter, but rather arose in time and from the

free decision of the spirits or angels ; and finally that the world

will have an end, but God can call the destroyed material into

existence, just as he once created it out of nothing, appear in

principle to reconcile the dualism in the cosmology. We have

the less occasion to give the details here, because they are

known from the philosophical systems of the period, especially

Philo's, and vary in manifold ways. All the Apologists, how-

ever, are imbued with the idea that this knowledge of God and

the world, the genesis of the Logos and cosmos, are the most

essential part of Christianity itself. - This conception is really

not peculiar to the Apologists : in the second century the great

majority of Christians, in so far as they reflected at all, re-

' The most of the Apologists argue against the conception of the natural immortality

of the human soul: see Tatian 13; Justin, Dial. 5; Theoph. II. 27.

' The first chapter of Oenesis represented to them the sum of all wisdom, and

tlaerefore of all Christianity. Perhaps Justin had already written a commentary to

the Hexaemeron (see my Texte und Untersuchungen I. i. 2, p. 169 f.). It is certain

that in the second century Rhodon (Euseb., H. E. V. 13. 8), Theophilus (see his

2nd Book ad AutoL), Candidus, and Apion (Euseb., H. E. V. 27) composed such.

The Gnostics also occupied themselves a great deal with Gen. I.— III.: see, e.g..^

Marcus in Iren. I. 18.
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garded the monotheistic explanation of the world as a main part

of the Christian religion. The theoretical view of the world as

a harmonious whole, of its order, regularity and beauty; the

certainty that all this had been called into existence by an

Almighty Spirit; the sure hope that heaven and earth will pass

away, but will give place to a still more glorious structure,

were always present, and put an end to the bright and gor-

geously coloured, but phantastic and vague, cosmogonies and

theogonies of antiquity.

2. Their clear system of morality is in keeping with their

relatively simple cosmology. In giving man reason and freedom

as an inalienable possession God destined him for incorruptibility

{x()x'JX7ix. x^öxp7ix), by the attainment of which he was to become

a being similar to God. ' To the gift of imperishability God,

however, attached the condition of man's preserving rx ryjc

xQxyx7ixs ("the things of immortality"), i.e., preserving the

knowledge of God and maintaining a holy walk in imitation of

the divine perfection. This demand is as natural as it is just;

moreover, nobody can fulfil it in man's stead, for an essential

feature of virtue is its being free, independent action. Man
must therefore determine himself to virtue by the knowledge

that he is only in this way obedient to the Father of the world

and able to reckon on the gift of immortality. The conception

of the content of virtue, however, contains an element which

cannot be clearly apprehended from the cosmology ; moral good-

ness consists in letting oneself be influenced in no way by the

sensuous, but in living solely, after the Spirit, and imitating the

perfection and purity of God. Moral badness is giving way to

any affection resulting from the natural basis of man. The
Apologists undoubtedly beheve that virtue consists negatively in

man's renunciation of what his natural constitution of soul and

body demands or impels him to. Some express this thought

' See Theopliilus ad Aut. IT. 27: E; yxp 6 (dsoQ txiavxTOv rbv xv^pootrov ir'

xpx^'^ '^sTroiv\KSt, &SO-J xvTO'J TrsTroivjKsr TTxKiv el övifTÖv xvTOv TreTTCti^xsi eSoy.ei xj

0eO? CCtTWQ SJVXI TOV ixVXTOV XVTOV. Ot/Tf OVV XÖXVXTOV XVTOV eTToii^^lV oVtC fiijV

flvijTOv, xKXic §sy.Tixov xf^^OTspciiv; '/vx, el (i'^yi eTTi tx tJ}? xßxvx<n'xi; Tvifi^a-xc ts^v

fVTOAJjv TOV &eov, i^ttrodv KOi^iG-^TXt Txp XVTOV T>}y xixvxa-ixv y.xl yivvjTXi <r)ecz, el h^

xii Tfxrry' It; tx tcv ixvxTCv Tpxyi^xTx rrxfxy.cvrxc rev (riecv, xiiTOC exvTM x'irioc

V\ TOV QXVXTOV.
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in a more pregnant and unvarnished fashion, others in a milder

way. Tatian, for instance, says that we must divest ourselves

of the human nature within us ; but in truth the idea is the

same in all. The moral law of nature of which the Apologists

speak, and which they find reproduced in the clearest and most

beautiful way in the sayings of Jesus, ' calls upon man to raise

himself above his nature and to enter into a corresponding union

with his fellow-man which is something higher than natural

connections. It is not so much the law of love that is to rule

everything, for love itself is only a phase of a higher law ; it

is the law governing the perfect and sublime Spirit, who, as

being the most exalted existence on this earth, is too noble for

the world. Raised already in this knowledge beyond time and

space, beyond the partial and the finite, the man of God, even

while upon the earth, is to hasten to the Father of Light. By equa-

nimity, absence of desires, purity, and goodness, which are the

necessary results of clear knowledge, he is to show that he has

already risen above the transient through gazing on the imperish-

able and through the enjoyment of knowledge, imperfect though

the latter still be. If thus, a suffering hero, he has stood the

test or earth, if he has become dead to the world, he may be

sure tiat in the life to come God will bestow on him the gift

of immortality, which includes the direct contemplation of God
together with the perfect knowledge that flows from it.

^

Conversely, the vicious man is given over to eternal death, and

in this punishment the righteousness of God is quite as plainly

manifested, as in the reward of everlasting life.

3. While it is certain that virtue is a matter of freedom, it

' See Justin, Apol. I. 14 ff. and the parallel passages in the other Apologists.

" See Tatian. Orat. 11. and many other passages.

^ Ah-ng with this the Apologists emphasise the resurrection of the flesh in the

strongest way as the specific article of Christian anticipation, and prove the pos-

sibility of realising this irrational hope. Yet to the Apologists the ultimate ground

of their trust in this early-Christian idea is their reliance on the unlimited omni-

potence of God and this confidence is a proof of the vividness of their idea of him.

Nevertheless this conception assumes that in the other world there will be a return

of the flesh, which on this side the grave had to be overcome and regarded as

non-existent. A clearly chiliastic element is found only in Justin.
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is just as sure that no soul is virtuous unless it follows the will

of God, i.e., knows and judges of God and all things as they

must be known and judged of; and fulfils the commandments

of God. This presupposes a revelation of God through the

Logos. A revelation of God, complete in itself and mediated

by the Logos, is found in the cosmos and in the constitution

of man, he being created in his Maker's image. ' Kut exper-

ience has shown that this revelation is insufficient to enable

men to retain clear knowledge. They yielded to the seduction

of evil demons, who, b}' God's sufterance, took possession cf the

world, and availed themselves of man's sensuous side to draw

him away from the contemplation of the divine and lead him

to the earthly. " The results of this temptation appeared in the

facts that humanity as a whole fell a prey to error, was sub-

jected to the bonds of the sensuous and of the demons, and

therefore became doomed to death, which is at once a punish-

ment and the natural consequence of want of knowledge of

1 No uniform coaceptiou of this is found in the Apologists; see Weiidt, Die

Christliche Lehre von der menschlichen VoUkommenlieit 1882. pp. 8—20, Justin

speaks only of a heavenly destination for which man is naturally adapted With

Tatian and Theophilus it is different.

- The idea that the demon sovereignty has led to some change in the psyclwlogical

condition and capacities of man is absolutely unknown to Justin (see Wendt. 1. c,

p. II f., who has successfully defended the correct view in Engelhardt"s -Das Chris-

tenlhum Justin's des Märtyrers"' pp. 92 f. 151. f. 266 f., against Stählin, --Jistin der

Märtyrer und sein neuester Beurtheiler" 1880, p. 16 f.). Tatian expresseil a dif-

ferent opinion, which, however, involved him in evident contradictions (set above,

p. 191 ff.). The apologetic theology necessarily adhered to the two foUow^ig pro-

positions: (i) The freedom to do what is good is not lost and cannot b«. This

doctrine was opposed to philosophic determinism and popular fatalism. (1) The

desires of the flesh resulting from the constitution of man only become evil when

they destroy or endanger the sovereignty of reason. The formal liberum ai-bitrium

explains the possibility of sin, whilst its actual existence is accounted for by the

desire that is excited by the demons. The Apologists acknowledge the universality

of sin and death, but refused to admit the necessity of the former in order not to

call its guilty character in question. On the other hand they are deeply imbued

with the idea that the sovereignty of death is the most powerful factor in Ijlie per-

petuation of sin. Their believing conviction of the omnipotence of God. as well as

their moral conviction of tiie responsibility of man, protected them in tlieoiy from

a strictly dualistic conception of the world. At the same time, like all who separate

nature and morality in tlieir etliical system, though in other respects they do not

do so, the .Apologists were obliged in practice to be dualists.
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God. ' Hence it required fresh eftbrts of the Logos to free

men from a state which is indeed in no instance an unavoid-

able necessity, though a sad fact in the case of almost all. For

very few are now able to recognise the one true God from

the order of the universe and from the moral law implanted in

themselves ; nor can they withstand the power of the demons

ruling in the world and use their freedom to imitate the virtues

of God. Therefore the Almighty in his goodness employed

new means through the Logos to call men back from the error

of their ways, to overthrow the sovereignty of the demons upon

earth, and to correct the disturbed course of the world before

the end has yet come. From the earliest times the Logos (the

Spirit) has descended on such men as preserved their souls

pure, and bestowed on them, through inspiration, knowledge of

the truth (with reference to God, freedom, virtue, the demons,

the origin of polytheism, the judgment) to be imparted by them

to others. These are his "prophets". Such men are rare among

the Greeks (and according to some not found at all), but

numerous among the barbarians, i.e., among the Jewish people.

Taught by God, they announced the truth about him, and

under the promptings of the Logos they also committed the

revelations to writings, which therefore, as being inspired, are

an authentic record of the whole truth. - To some of the most

virtuous among them he himself even appeared in human form

and gave directions. He then is a Christian, who receives and

follows these prophetic teachings, that have ever been proclaimed

afresh from the beginning of the world down to the present

time, and are summed up in the Old Testament, Such a one

1 Death is accounted the worst evil. When Tlieophikis (II. 26) represents it

as a blessing, we must consider that he is arguing against Marcion. Polytheism

is traced to the demons: they are accounted the authors of the fables about the

gods; the shameful actions of the latter are partly the deeds of demons and

partly lies.

- The Old Testament therefore is not primarily viewed as the book of prophecy

or of preparation for Christ, but as the book of the full revelation which cannot

be surpassed. In point of content the teaching of the prophets and of Christ is

completely identical. The prophetical details in die Old Testament serve only to

attest the one truth. The Apologists confess that they were converted to Chris-

tianity by reading the Old Testament. Cf. Justin's and Tatian's confessions. Per-

haps Commodiau (Instruct. I. i) is also be understood thus.
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is enabled even now to rescue his soul from the rule of the

demons, and may confidently expect the gift of immortality.

With the majority of the Apologists "Christianity" seems to

be exhausted in these doctrines ; in fact, they do not even con-

sider it necessary to mention c\i- professo the appearance of the

Logos in Christ (see above, p. 189 fif.j. But, while it is certain

that they all recognised that the teachings of the prophets

contained the full revelation of the truth, we would be quite

wrong in assuming that they view the appearance and history

of Christ as of no significance. In their presentations some of

them no doubt contented themselves with setting forth the most

rational and simple elements, and therefore took almost no

notice of the historical ; but even in their case certain indica-

tions show that they regarded the manifestation of the Logos

in Christ as of special moment. ' For the prophetic utterances,

as found from the beginning, require an attestation, the prophetic

teaching requires a guarantee, so that misguided humanity ma\-

accept them and no longer take error for truth and truth for

error. The strongest guarantee imaginable is found in the fulfil-

ment of prophecy. Since no man is able to foretell what is

to come, the prediction of the future accompanying a doctrine

proves its divine origin. God, in his extraordinary goodness,

not only inspired the prophets, through the Logos, with the

doctrines of truth, but has from the beginning put numerous

predictions in their mouth. These predictions were detailed and

manifold ; the great majority of them referred to a more pro-

longed appearance of the Logos in human form at the end of

history, and to a future judgment. Now, so long as the pre-

dictions had not yet come to pass, the teachings of the pro-

phets were not sufficiently impressive, for the only sure witness

of the truth is its outward attestation. In the history of Christ,

1 The 07-atio of Tatian is very instructive iu this respect. In this book he

has nowhere spoken ex professo of the incarnation of the Logos in Christ; but

in c. 13 fin. he calls the Holy Spirit'' the servant of God who has suffered", and

in c. 21 init. he says: '•'we are not fools and do not adduce anything stupid.

when we proclaim that God has appeared in human form." Similar expressions

are found in Minucius Felix. In no ]iart of Aristides' Apology is there any

mention of the pre-Christian appearance of the Logos. The writer merely speaks

of the revelation of the Son of God in Jesus Christ.
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however, the majority of these prophecies were fulfilled in the

most striking fashion, and this not only guarantees the fulfil-

ment of the relatively small remainder not yet come to pass

(judgment, resurrection), but also settles beyond all doubt the

truth of the prophetic teachings about God, freedom, virtue,

immortality, etc. In the scheme of fulfilment and prophecy

even the irrational becomes rational ; for the fulfilment of a pre-

diction is not a proof of its divine origin unless it refers to

something extraordinary. Any one can predict regular occur-

rences which always take place, Accordingly, a part of what

was predicted had to be irrational. Every particular in the

history of Christ has therefore a significance, not as regards the

future, but as regards the past. Here everything happened

''that the word of the prophet might be fulfilled." Because the

prophet had said so, it had to happen. Christ's destiny attests

the ancient teachings of the prophets. Everything, however,

depends on this attestation, for it was no longer the full truth

that was wanting, but a convincing proof that the truth was a

reality and not a fancy. ' But prophecy testifies that Christ is

the ambassador of God, the Logos that has appeared in human
form, and the Son of God. If the future destiny of Jesus is

recorded in the Old Testament down to the smallest particular,

and the book at the same time declares that this predicted

One is the Son of God and will be crucified, then the paying

of divine honours to this crucified man, to whom all the features

of prophecy apply, is completely justified. The stage marked

by Christ in the history of God's revelation, the content of

which is always the same, is therefore the highest and last,

because in it the "truth along with the proof" has appeared.

This circumstance explains why the truth is so much more im-

pressive and convinces more men than formerly, especially since

Christ has also made special provision for the spread of the

1 We seldom receive an answer to the question as to why this or that parti-

cular occurrence should have been prophesied. According to the ideas of the

Apologists, however, we have hardly a right to put that question; for, since the

value of the historical consists in its having been predicted, its content is of no

importance. The fact that Jesus finds the she-ass bound to a vine (Justin, Apol. i.

32) is virtually quite as important as his being born of a virgin. Itoth occur-

rences attest the prophetic teachings of God. freedom, etc.
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truth and is himself an unequalled exemplification of a virtuous

life, the principles of which have now become known in the

whole world through the spread of his precepts.

These statements exhaust the arguments in most of the Apol-

ogies ; and they accordingly seem neither to have contemplated

a redemption by Christ in the stricter sense of the word, nor

to have assumed the unique nature of the appearance of the

Logos in Jesus. Christ accomplished salvation as a divine teacher,

that is to say, his teaching brings about the x'/./.xyJ! and ^~x-

vxyt-r/vi of the human race, its restoration to its original destina-

tion. This also seems to suffice as regards demon rule. Logically

considered, the individual portions of the history of Jesus (of

the baptismal confession) have no direct significance in respect

to salvation. Hence the teachings of the Christians seem to

fall into two groups having no inward connection, i.e., the pro-

positions treating of the rational knowledge of God, and the

predicted and fulfilled historical facts which prove those doctrines

and the believing hopes they include.

But Justin at least gave token of a manifest eftbrt to combine

the historical statements regarding Christ with the philosophical

and moral doctrines of salvation and to conceive Jesus as

the Redeemer. ' Accordingly, if the Christian dogmatic of

succeeding times is found in the connection of philosophical

theology with the baptismal confession, that is. in the •' scientific

theology of facts", Justin is, in a certain fashion, the first framer

of Church dogma, though no doubt in a very tentative way.

(i) He tried to distinguish between the appearance of the Logos

in pre-Christian times and in Christ ; he emphasised the fact

that the whole Logos appeared only in Christ, and that the

manner of this appearance has no counterpart in the past. (2)

' In lustiu's polemical works this must have appeared in a still more striking

way. Thus we tin<l in a fragment of the treatise ^rpo? Mapx/wy«, quoted by

Irenseus (I\'. 6. 2), the sentence "unigenitus filius venit ad nos, suum plasma

in semetipsum recajiitulans." So the theologoumenon of the recafitulatio fer

Christum already appeared in Justin. (Vide also Dial. c. Tryph. lOO.) If we
compare TertuUian's Afologeticiim with his Autignostic writings we easily see how
impossible it is to determine from that work the e.vtent of his Christian faith and

knowledge. The same is probably the case, though to a less extent, with Justin's

ajiologetic writings.
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Justin showed in the Dialogue that, independently of the theo-

logoumenon of the Logos, he was firmly convinced of the divinity

of Christ on the ground of predictions and of the impression

made by his personality. '

(3) In addition to the story of the

exaltation of Christ, Justin also emphasised other portions of his

history, especially the death on the cross (together with baptism

and the Lord's Supper) and tried to give them a positive

significance. " He adopted the common Christian saying that

the blood of Christ cleanses believers and men are healed through

his wounds ; and he tried to give a mystic significance to the

cross. (4) He accordingly spoke of the forgivene ss of sins

through Christ and confessed that men are changed, through

the new birth in baptism, from children of necessity and ignorance

into children of purpose and understanding and forgiveness of

sins. ^ Von Engelhardt has, however, quite rightly noticed that

these are mere words which have nothing at all corresponding

to them in the general system of thought, because Justin remains

convinced that the knowledge of the true God, of his will, and

of his promises, or the certainty that God will always grant

forgiveness to the repentant and eternal life to the righteous,

is sufficient to convert the man who is master of himself. Owing
to the fundamental conviction which is expressed in the formula;,

"perfect philosophy", "divine teacher ", "new law", " freedom",

"repentance", "sinless life", sure hope", " reward", " immortal-

ity", the ideas, "forgiveness of sins", "redemption "," reconcilia-

tion", "new birth", "faith" (in the Pauhne sense) must remain

1 Christians do not place a man alongside of God, for Christ is God, though

indeed a second God. There is no question of two natures. It is not the divine

nature that Justin has insufficiently emphasised—or at least this is only the case

in so far as it is a second Godhead—but the human nature; see Schultz, Gottheit

Christi, p. 39 ff.

- We find allusions in Justin where the various incidents in the history of the

incarnate Logos are conceived as a series of arrangements meant to form part of

the history of salvation, to paralyse mankind's sinful histoiy, and to regenerate

humanity. He is thus a forerunner of Irenaeus and jMelito.

^ Even the theologoumenon of the definite number of the elect, which must be

fulfilled, is found in Justin (Apol. I. 28, 45). For that reason the judgment is put

off by God (II. 7). The Apology of Aristides contains a short account of the history of

Jesus: his conception, birth, preaching, choice of the 12 Apostles, crucifixion,

resurrection, ascension, sending out of the 12 Apostles are mentioned.
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words, ' or be relegated to the sphere of magic and mystery. "'

Nevertheless we must not on that account overlook the intention.

Justin tried to see the divine revelation not only in the sayings

of the prophets, but in unique fashion in the person of Christ,

and to conceive Christ not only as the divine teacher, but

also as the "Lord and Redeemer". In two points he actually

succeeded in this. By the resurrection and exaltation of Jesus

Justin proved that Christ, the divine teacher, is also the future

judge and bestower of reward. Christ himself is able to give

what he has promised—a life after death free from sufferings

and sins, that is the first point. The other thing, however,

which Justin very strongly emphasised is that Jesus is even now
reigning in heaven, and shows his future visible sovereignty of

the world by giving his own people the power to cast out and

vanquish the demons in and by his name. Even at the present

time the latter are put to flight by believers in Christ. * So the

redemption is no mere future one ; it is even now taking place,

and the revelation of the Logos in Jesus Christ is not merely

intended to prove the doctrines of the rational religion, but

denotes a real redemption, that is, a new beginning, in so far

as the power of the demons on earth is overthrown through Christ

and in his strength. Jesus Christ, the teacher of the whole

* "•To Justin faith is oaly an acknowledgment of the mission and Sonship of

Christ and a conviction of the truth of his teaching. Faitli does not justify, but is

merely a presupposition of the justification which is effected through repentance,

change of mind, and sinless life. Only in so far as faith itself is already a free

decision to serve God has it the value of a saving act, which is iiideed of such

significance that one can say, 'Abraham was justified by faith," In reality, how-

ever, this took place through lisrxvotx.^' The idea of the new birth is exhausted

in the thought: 0eo? kx^s7 si^ izstxvoixv, that of the forgiveness of sins in the idea:

" God is so good that he overlooks sins committed in a state of ignorance, if man
has changed his mind,'' Accordingly, Christ is the Redeemer in so far as he has

brought about all the conditions which make for repentance,

- This is in fact already the case in Justin here and there, but in the main

there are as yet mere traces of it: the Apologists are no mystics,

•' If we consider how largely the demons bulked in the ideas of the Apologists,

we must rate very highly their conviction of the redeeming power of Christ and

of his name, a power continuously shown in the victories over the demons. See

Justin Apol, II. 6, 8; Dial, il, 30, 35, 39, 76, 85, iii, 121; Tertull,, Apol, 23,

27i 32, 37 etc, Tatian also (16 fin.) confirms it, and c, 12. p, 56, line 7 ff. (ed.

Otto) does not contradict this.
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truth and of a new law. which is the rational, the oldest, and

the divine, the only being who has understood how to call

men from all the difterent nations and in all stages of culture

into a union of holy life, the inspiring One, for whom his disciples

go to death, the mighty One, through whose name the demons

are cast out, the risen One, who will one day reward and punish

as judge, must be identical with the Son of God. who is the divine

reason and the divine power. In this behef which accompanies

the confession of the one God, creator of heaven and earth,

Justin finds the special content of Christianity, which the later

Apologists, with the probable exception of Melito, reproduced

in a much more imperfect and meagre form. One thing, how-

ever, Justin in all probabiHty did not formulate with precision,

viz., the proposition that the special result of salvation, i.e.,

immortality, was involved in the incarnation of the Logos, in

so far as that act brought about a real secret transformation of

the whole mortal nature of man. With Justin, indeed, as with

the other Apologists, the "salvation" (yccryipix) consists essentially

in the apportioning of eternal life to the world, which has been

created mortal and in consequence of sin has fallen a prey to

the natural destiny of "death"; and Christ is regarded as the

bestower of incorruptibility who thus brings the creation to its

goal; but as a rule Justin does not go beyond this thought.

Yet we certainly find hints pointing to the notion of a physical

and magical redemption accomplished at the moment of the

incarnation. See particularly the fragment in Irenaeus (already

quoted on page 220), which may be thus interpreted, and Apol.

I. 66. This conception, in its most complete shape, would have

to be attributed to Justin if the fragment V. (Otto, Corp. Apol. III.

p. 256) were genuine.' But the precise form of the presentation

1 Von Engelhaidt, Chi'istenthum Justin".s, p. 432 f., has pronounced against its

genuineness; see also my Texte und Untersuchungen I. i, 2, p. 158. In favour of

its genuineness see Hilgenfeld, Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1883.

p. 26 f. The fragment is worded as follows: n^tx^xi; 6 @sdg y.xr^ xpx^'i ^o'-' '^''-

SpiiiTrov Ti^Q y^uni^i; xiirov rx tvjc (pversuc; X7rif,üipiia-sv svto^^, //.ix Trofi^TXiJ.svo^ ri^v

öixTTStpx'/. <t>vÄx^xvrx (/.SV yxp txvtvjv tvic; xixvxrov hvi^swi; TeToiiiKev sffsaSxt,

vxpxßxvTx 5e ri?? svxvtix^. OE/'tw 'yeyovaiQ 6 xvipuvoi; y.xt Tpbt; tjjv 'xxpxßxirtv svii/i;

eÄSiiiv rijv ipiopxv (pva-ixüi; uasSs^xro. <PvfTSi Ss t^? (pSapxi; Trpoa-ys-JOiJiivt^i; xvxyxx'iov

>jv oTt (TÜa-xt ßov^.oi-ieMO!; ^v tsjv ipioporroiov ola-ixv xCpxvitrxt;. Tovto Se ovie ijv irepui;
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makes this very improbable. The question as to how, i.e., in

what conceivable way, immortality can be imparted to the mortal

nature as yet received little attention from Justin and the Apol-

ogists : it is the necessary result of knowledge and virtue. Their

great object was to assure the belief in immortality. '• Religion

and morality depend on the belief in immortality or the resur-

rection from the dead. The fact that the Christian religion, as

faith in the incarnate Son of God the creator, leads to the assurance

that the maker of all things will reward piety and righteousness

with the bestowal of eternal and immortal life, is the essential

advantage possessed by the Christian religion over all others.

The righteousness of the heathen was imperfect in spite of all

their knowledge of good and evil, because they lacked the certain

knowledge that the creator makes the just immortal and will

consign the unjust to eternal torment." The philosophical

doctrines of God, virtue, and immortality became through the

Apologists the certain content of a world-wide religion, which

is Christian because Christ guarantees its certainty. They made
Christianity a deistical religion for the whole world without

abandoning in word at least the old ''teachings and knowledge"

i^ihxyij.XTX y.£i y.xdyiiy.xrx) of the Christians. They thus marked

out the task of "dogmatic" and, so to speak, wrote the prole-

gomena for every future theological system in the Church (see Von
Engelhardt's concludmg observations in his " Christenthum Justin's

"

pp. 447—490, also Overbeck in the Historische Zeitschrift,

1880, pp. 499— 505.) At the same time, however, the)' adher-

ed to the early-Christian eschatology (see Justin, Melito, and,

with reference to the resurrection of the flesh, the Apologists

y£ve(7^Ki, SI ^/vjVep -/i
kxtx <pva-iv ^aii^ Trpoo-eTrÄXKii töj rijv (pSopxv SstxiJLBvifl, xtpx-^i^-

OV<TX liSV T^V ^iopxV, xixVXTOV Se TOV ?i0t7r0V TO Ss^XfjLSVOV SlXTiJpOVffX. AlX TOVTO

Tov ?K6yov s§£ii<T£v sv a-iiii^xTi yevsa-äxt, Yvx (tov Qxvxtov) tviq kxtx (pva-iv ii(j.x^ (piopxt;

s?i£v$£paj<ryj. E; "/xp, w? <^xrs, \/BV(/.xri (/.ovov tov Sxvxtov vjimmv x7rsKäi?^v(j£v, ob Trpot/'^ßi

IJ.SV Six T!)V ßoÖÄVjO-lV 6 äxVXTOg, OvSsV Ss ^TTOV Cp^XpTOl TTXÄIV >II^SV, ^^VUlKifV EV

ixvToli T'/fv :p6opxv TTspiipepovrBc.

1 Schultz (Gottheit Christi, p. 41) very rightly points out that all the systems

of the post-Socratic schools, so far as they practically spread among the people,

invariably assume that knowledge, as such, leads to salvation, so that the bestowal

of the x(pSxpa-ix need not necessarily be thought so naturalistic and mystic a process

as we are apt to imagine.
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generally), and thus did not belie their connection with earl}-

Christianity.
'

Interprctatio)! and Criticism, especially of Jjistiyi s Doctrines.

I . The fundamental assumption of all the Apologists is that

there can only be one and the same relation on earth between

God and free man, and that it has been conditioned by the

creation. This thought, which presupposes the idea of God's

unchangeableness, at bottom neutralises every quasi-historical

and mythological consideration. According to it grace can be

nothing else than the stimulation of the powers of reason exist-

ent in man ; revelation is supernatural only in respect of its

form, and the redemption merely enables us to redeem our-

selves, just as this possibility was given at the creation. Sin,

which arose through temptation, appears on the one hand as

error which must almost of necessity have arisen so long as

man only possessed the ''germs of the Logos" {777k^iJ.x-x rov

/.oyo-j\ and on the other as the dominion of sensuousness, which

was nearly unavoidable since earthly material clothes the soul

and mighty demons have possession of the world. The mytho-

logical idea of the invading sway of the demons is really the

only interruption of the rationalistic scheme. So far as Chris-

tianity is something different from morality, it is the antithesis

of the service and sovereignty of the demons. Hence the idea

that the course of the world and mankind require in some
measure to be helped is the narrow foundation of the thought

of revelation or redemption. The necessity of revelation and

redemption was expressed in a much stronger and more decisive

way by many heathen philosophers of the same period.

Accordingly, not only did these long for a revelation which

Avould give a fresh attestation to old truth, but they yearned

for a force, a real redemption, a prcesens imnien, and some new
thing. Still more powerful was this longing in the case of the

' Weizsäcker, Jahrbücher für deutsche Theologie, 1867. p. 1 19, has with good
reason strongly emphasised this element. See also Stählin, Justin der Märtyrer,

1880, p. 63 f., whose criticism of Von Engelhardt's book contains much that is

worthy of note, though it appears to me inappropriate in the main.

15
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Gnostics and Marcion ; compare the latter's idea of revelation

with that of the Apologists. It is probable indeed that the thought

of redemption would have found stronger expression among
them also, had not the task of proof, which could be best dis-

charged by the aid of the Stoic philosophy, demanded religious

rationalism. But, admitting this, the determination of the high-

est good itself involved rationalism and moralism. For immor-

tality is the highest good, in so far as it is perfect knowledge—
which is, moreover, conceived as being of a rational kind,—'that

necessarily leads to immortality. We can only find traces of

the converse idea, according to which the change into the im-

mortal condition is the prins and the knowledge the posterius.

But, where this conception is the prevailing one, moralistic in-

tellectualism is broken through, and we can now point to a

specific, supernatural blessing of salvation, produced by revel-

ation and redemption. Corresponding to the general develop-

ment of rehgious philosophy from moralism into mysticism

(transition from the second to the third century), a displace-

ment in this direction can also be noticed in the history of

Greek apologetics (in the West it was different) ; but this dis-

placement was never considerable and therefore cannot be clearly

traced. Even later on under altered circumstances, apologetic

science adhered in every respect to its old method, as being

the most suitable (monotheism, morality, proof from prophecy),

a circumstance which is evident, for example, from the almost

complete disregard of the New Testament canon of Scripture

and from other considerations besides.

2. In so far as the possibility of virtue and righteousness

has been implanted by God in men, and in so far as—apart

from trifling exceptions—they can actually succeed in doing

what is good only through prophetic, i.e., divine, revelations and

exhortations, some Apologists, following the early Christian

tradition, here and there designate the transformation of the

sinner into a righteous man as a work of God, and speak of

renewal and regeneration. The latter, however, as a real fact,

is identical with the repentance which, as a turning from sin

and turning to God, is a matter of free will. As in Justin, so

also in Tatian, the idea of regeneration is exhausted in the
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divine call to repentance. The conception of the forgiveness

of sins is also determined in accordance with this. Only those

sins can be forgiven, i.e., overlooked, which are really none,

i.e., which were committed in a state of error and bondage to the

demons, and were well-nigh unavoidable. The blotting out of

these sins is eftected in baptism, ** which is the bath of regener-

ation in so far as it is the voluntary consecration of one's own
person. The cleansing which takes place is God's work in so

far as baptism was instituted by him, but it is effected by the man
who in his change of mind lays aside his sins. The name of

God is pronounced above him who repents of his transgressions,

that he may receive freedom, knowledge, and forgiveness of his

previous sins, but this effects a change only denoting the new know-

ledge to which the baptised person has attained." If, as all this seems

to show, the thought of a specific grace of God in Christ appears

virtually neutralised, the adherence to the language of the cultus

(Justin and Tatian) and Justin's conception of the Lord's Supper

show that the Apologists strove to get beyond moralism, that

is, they tried to supplement it through the mysteries. Augus-

tine's assertion (de predest. sanct. 27) that the faith of the old

Church in the efficacy of divine grace was not so much ex-

pressed in the opnscula as in the prayers, shows correct insight.

3. All the demands, the fulfilment of which constitutes the

virtue and righteousness of men, are summed up under the title

of tJic new laiv. In virtue of its eternally valid content this

new law is in reality the oldest ; but it is new because Christ

and the prophets were preceded by Moses, who inculcated on

the Jews in a transient form that which was eternally valid. It

is also new because, being proclaimed by the Logos that appeared

in Christ, it announced its presence with the utmost impres-

siveness and undoubted authority, and contains the promise of

reward in terms guaranteed by the strongest proof—the proof

from prophecy. The old law is consequently a new one be-

cause it appears now for the first time as purely spiritual, per-

fect, and final. The commandment of love to one's neighbour

also belongs to the law; but it does not form its essence (still

less love to God, the place of which is taken by faith, obedience,

and imitation). The content of all moral demands is compre-
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hended in the commandment of perfect, active holiness, which

is fulfilled by the complete renunciation of all earthly blessings,

even of life itself. Tatian preached this renunciation in a spe-

cially powerful manner. There is no need to prove that no re-

mains of Judaeo-Christianity are to be recognised in these ideas

about the new law. It is not Judaeo-Christianity that lies behind

the Christianity and doctrines of the Apologists, but Greek

philosophy (Platonic metaphysics. Logos doctrine of the Stoics,

Platonic and Stoic ethics), the Alexandrine-Jewish apologetics,

the maxims of Jesus, and the religious speech of the Christian

Churches. Justin is distinguished from Philo by the sure con-

viction of the living power of God, the Creator and Lord of

the world, and the steadfast confidence in the reality of all the

ideals which is derived from the person of Christ. VVe ought

not, however, to blame the Apologists because to them nearly

everything historical was at bottom only a guarantee of thoughts

and hopes. As a matter of fact, the assurance is not less im-

portant than the content. By dint of thinking one can con-

ceive the highest truth, but one cannot in this way make out

the certainty of its reality. No positive religion can do more

for its followers than faith in the revelation through Christ and

the prophets did for the Apologists. Although it chiefly proved

to them the truth of that which we call natural theology and

which was the idealistic philosophy of the age, so that the

Church appears as the great insurance society for the ideas of

Plato and Zeno, we ought not at the same time to forget that

their idea of a divine spirit working upon earth was a far more

lively and worthy one than in the case of the Greek philo-

sophers.

4. By their intellectualism and exclusive theories the Apol-

ogists founded philosophic and dogmatic Christianity (Loofs

:

"they laid the foundation for the conversion of Christianity into

a revealed doctrine."^ If about the middle of the second century

' Loofs continues: "The Apologists, viewing the transference of the concept

'Son' to the preexistent Christ as a matter of course, enabled the Christological

problem of the 4th century to be started. They removed the point of departure of

.the Christological speculation from tlie historical Christ back into the pree.xistence

and depreciated the importance of Jesus' life as compared with the incarnation.
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the short confession of the Lord Jesus Christ was regarded as

a watchword, passport, and tessera Jiospitalitas (sigiuim et vin-

cnliun), and if even in lay and uneducated circles it was conceived

as "doctrine" in contradistinction to heresy, this transformation

must have been accelerated through men, who essentially con-

ceived Christianity as the "divine doctrine", and by whom all

its distinctive features were subordinated to this conception or

neutralised. As the philosophic schools are held together by

their "laws" (v^'/zj/) as the "dogmas" form the real bond between

the "friends", and as, in addition to this, they are united by

veneration for the founder, so also the Christian Church appeared

to the Apologists as a universal league established by a divine

founder and resting o?i the dogmas of the perfectly known truth,

a league the members of which possess definite laws, viz., the

eternal laws of nature for everything moral, and unite in common
veneration for the Divine Master, In the "dogmas" of the

Apologists, however, we find nothing more than traces of the

fusion of the philosophical and historical elements ; in the main both

exist separately side by side. It was not till long after this that

intellectualism gained the victory in a Christianity represented by

the clergy. What we here chiefly understand by " intellectualism
"

is the placing of the scientific conception of the world behind

the commandments of Christian morality and behind the hopes

and faith of the Christian religion, and the connecting of the

two things in such a way that this conception appeared as the

foundation of these commandments and hopes. Thus was created

the future dogmatic in the form which still prevails in the Churches

and which presupposes the Platonic and Stoic conception of the

world long ago overthrown by science. The attempt made at

the beginning of the Reformation to free the Christian faith from

this amalgamation remained at first without success.

They connected the Christology with the cosmology, Ijut were not al)le to combine

iL with the .scheme of salvation. Their Logos doctrine is not a 'higher' Christology

than the prevailing form; it rather lags behind the genuine Christian estimate of

Christ. It is not God who reveals himself in Christ, but the Logos, the depoten-

tiated God, who as God is subordinate to the supreme Deity."



CHAPTER V.

THE BEGINNINGS OF AN ECCLESIASTICO-THEOLOGICAL INTER-

PRETATION AND REVISION OF THE RULE OF FAITH IN

OPPOSITION TO GNOSTICISM ON THE BASIS OF THE

NEW TESTAMENT AND THE CHRISTIAN PHILO-

SOPHY OF THE APOLOGISTS:

MELITO, IREN.IiUS, TERTULLIAN, HIPPOLYTUS, NOVATIAN. *

I. TJie tJieological position of Ireneeits and the later

contemporary Church teachers.

Gnosticism and the Marcionite Church had compelled orthodox

Christianity to make a selection from tradition and to make this

binding on Christians as an apostolical law. Everything that

laid claim to validity had henceforth to be legitimised by the

faith, i.e., the baptismal confession and the New Testament canon

of Scripture (see above, chap. 2, under A and B). However, mere

"prescriptions" could no longer suffice here. But the baptismal

confession was no "doctrine"; if it was to be transformed into

such it required an interpretation. We have shown above that

the interpreted baptismal confession was instituted as the guide

for the faith. This interpretation took its matter from the sacred

books of both Testaments. It owed its guiding lines, however,

' Authorities: The works of Irenreus (Stieren's and Harvey's editions), Melito

(Otto, Corp. Apol. IX.), TertuUian (Oehler's and Reifl'erscheid's editions), Hippolytus

(Fabricius', Lagarde's, Duncker's and Schneidewin's editions), Cyprian (Hartel's

edition), Novatian (Jackson). Biographies of Bohringer, Die Kirche Christi und

ihre Zeugen, 1873 ff. \Verner, Der Paulinismus des Ireniüis, 1889. Nöldechen,

Tertulliau, 1890. Döllinger, "Mippolytus und Kallistus," 1853. Many monographs

on Irenreus and TertuUian.
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1

on the one hand to philosophical theology, as set forth by the

Apologists, and on the other to the earnest endeavour to maintain

and defend against all attacks the traditional convictions and

hopes of believers, as professed in the past generation by the

enthusiastic forefathers of the Church. In addition to this, certain

interests, which had found expression in the speculations of the

the so-called Gnostics, were adopted in an increasing degree

among all thinking Christians, and also could not but influence

the ecclesiastical teachers. ' The theological labours, thus initiated,

accordingly bear the impress of great uniqueness and complexity.

In the first place, the old Catholic Fathers, Melito, ' Rhodon, ^

Irenseus, Hippolytus, and Tertullian were in every case convinced

that all their expositions contained the universal Church faith

itself and nothing else. Though the faith is identical with the

baptismal confession, yet every interpretation of it derived from

the New Testament is no less certain than the shortest formula. ^

The creation of the New Testament furnished all at once a quite

1 The following exposition will show how much Irenaeus and the later old

Catholic teachers learned from the Gnostics. As a matter of fact the theology of

Irenceus remains a riddle so long as we try to explain it merely from the Apologists

and only consider its antithetical relations to Gnosis. Little as we can understand

modern orthodox theology from a historical point of view—if the comparison be

laere allowed—without keeping in mind what it has adopted from Schleiermacher

and Hegel, we can just as little understand the theology of Irenaeus without taking

into account the schools of Valentinus and Marcion.

- That Melito is to be named here follows both from Eusebius, H. E. V. 28. 5,

and still more plainly from what we know of the writings of this bishop; see

Texte und Untersuchungen zur Geschichte der altchristlichen Litteratur, I. i, 2, p.24ofif.).

The polemic writings of Justin and the Antignostic treatise of that "ancient" quoted

by Irenaeus (see Patr. App. Opp. ed. Gebhardt etc. I. 2, p. 105 sq.) may in a certain

sense be viewed as the precursors of Catholic literature. We have no material for

judging of them with certainty. The New Testament was not yet at the disposal

of their authors, and consequently there is a gap between them and Irenaeus.

3 See Eusebius, H. E. V. 13.

^ Tertullian noes indeed say in de prcescr. 14: "Ceterum manente forma regulne

fidei in suo ordine quantumlibet quaeras, et tractes, et omnem libidinem curiositatis

effiindas, si quid tibi videtur vel ambiguitate pendere vel obscuritate obumbrari'":

but the preceding exposition of the regula shows that scarcely any scope remained

for the '-curiositas", and the one that follows proves that Tertullian did not

mean that freedom seriously.
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unlimited multitude of conceptions, the whole of which appeared

as "doctrines" and offered themselves for incorporation with

the "faith".' The limits of the latter therefore seem to be in-

definitely extended, whilst on the other hand tradition, and

polemics too in many cases, demanded an adherence to the

shortest formula. The oscillation between this brief formula,

the contents of which, as a rule, did not suffice, and that ful-

ness, which admitted of no bounds at all, is characteristic of

the old Catholic Fathers we have mentioned. In the second

place, these Fathers felt quite as much need of a rational proof

in their arguments with their Christian opponents, as they did

while contending with the heathen;'" and, being themselves

children of their time, they required this proof for their own
assurance and that of their fellow-believers. The epoch in which

men appealed to charisms, and "knowledge" counted as much
as prophecy and vision, because it was still of the same nature,

was in the main a thing of the past. ' Tradition and reason

had taken the place of charisms as courts of appeal. But this

change had neither come to be clearly recognised, ' nor was

the right and scope of rational theology alongside of tradition

felt to be a problem. We can indeed trace the consciousness

of the danger in attempting to introduce new tcnnijii and regu-

lations not prescribed by the Holy Scriptures. '" The bishops

themselves in fact encouraged this apprehension in order to

^ The most important point was that the Pauline theology, towards which Clnostics.

Marcionites, and Encratites had already taken up a definite altitude, could now no

longer be ignored. See Overbeck"s Basier Univ.

—

Programm. 1877. Irena-us immediately

shows the influence of Paulinism very clearly.

- .See what Rhodon says about the issue of his conversation wiili .\ppelles in

Euseb., H. E. V. 13. 7 : lyw 31 yeAas-AC y.xrkyj(>i.> sdircti, oicti oiSxs-xxäoi; shxi

Af'ywv ovK 'ifSet to SiSx<rit6(x.svov i/V xvtov xpxrvver/.

3 On the old "prophets and teacliers"' see my remarks on tlie AiSxx'l- c. 11 tt..

and the section, pp. 93— 137, of the prolegomena to my edition of this work. The

5iSx(7-KX?iOi xTToa-roÄiy.oi xxt Trpo^i^Tty.oi (Ep. Smyrn. ap. Euseb., H. E. IV. 15. 39^

became lay-teachers who were skilful in the interpretation of tlie sacred traditions.

•• In the case of Irenseus, as is well known, there was absolutely no consciousness

of this, as is well remarked by Eusebius in II. E. V. 7. In supjiort of his nun

writings, however, Irenaus appealed to no charisms.

'•> .See the passage already quoted on ]). 63, note i.
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warn people against the Gnostics, ' and after the dehige of

heresy^ representatives of Church orthodoxy looked with distrust

on every philosophic-theological formula. - Such propositions

of rationalistic theology as were absolutely required, were, how-

ever, placed by Irenaeus and Tertullian on the same level as

the hallowed doctrines of tradition, and were not viewed by

them as something of a different nature. Irenaeus uttered most

urgent warnings against subtle speculations ;
^ but yet, in the

naivest way, associated with the faithfully preserved traditional

doctrines and fancies of the faith theories which he likewise

regarded as tradition and which, in point of form, did

not differ from those of the Apologists or Gnostics. ^ The

1 Ireuasus and Tertullian scoffed at the Gnostic terminology in the most bitter way.

2 Tertullian, adv. Prax. 3 :
''• Simplices enim quique, ne dixerim imprudeutes et

idiotse, quse major semper credentium pars est, quoniam et ipsa regula fidei a pluribus

diis sosculi ad unicum et verum deum transfert, non intellegentes unicum quidem,

sed cum sua 01XOVO1/.1X esse credendum, expavescunt ad oikovbi^iocv." Similar remarks

often occur in Origen. See also Hippol., c. Noet 11.

3 The danger of speculation and of the desire to know everything was im-

pressively emphasised by Irenreus, II. 25—28. As a pronounced ecclesiastical pos-

itivist and traditionalist, he seems in these chapters disposed to admit nothing but

obedient and acquiescent faith in the words of Holy Scripture, and even to reject

speculations like those of Tatian, Orat. 5. Cf. the disquisitions II. 25. 3 : "Siautem

et aliquis non iiavenerit causam omnium quse requiruntur, cogitet, quia homo est

in infinitum minor deo et qui ex parte (cf. II. 28.) acceperit gratiam et qui nondum

sequalis vel similis sit factori: II. 26. i: ''"Afig/vov y.xi trvi^ipopuTspov, iSiwtxq y.xi

cA^yOjitÄÖfTc vTxpxiiv, y.xi Six Tij? xyxTn^i; tA*#}o-/ov ysvsffSxi tov &sov ^ Tro^vi-ixhl^

XXI eiZTTSipovc honovvTxz ilvxi, ß^xff(p)iizovg £/? TOV BXVTÜv svpiansiT^xi SstTTTOTifv, and

in addition to this the close of the paragraph, II. 27. i : Concerning the sphere within

which we are to search (the Holy Scriptures and "quse ante oculos nostros occurrunt",

much remains dark to us even in the Holy Scriptures II. 28. 3) : II. 28. i f. on the

canon which is to be observed in all investigations, namely, the confident faith in Cod

the creator, as the supreme and only Deity; II. 28. 2—7: specification of the great

problems whose solution is hid from us, viz., the elementary natural phenomelia,

the relation of the Son to the Father, that is, the manner in which the Son was

begotten, the way in which matter was created, the cause of evil. In opposition to

the claim to absolute knowledge, />., to the complete discovery of all the processes

of causation, which Irenaeus too alone regards as knowledge, he indeed pointed

out the limits of our perception, supporting his statement by Bible passages. But

the ground of these limits, "ex parte accepimus gratiam", is not an early-Christian

one, and it shows at the same time that the bishop also viewed knowledge as the

goal, though indeed he thought it could not be attained on earth.

•• The same observation applies to Tertullian. Cf. his point blank repudi.ition
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Holy Scriptures of the New Testament were the basis on

which Irenaeus set forth the most important doctrines of Chris-

tianity. Some of these he stated as they had been conceived

by the oldest tradition (see the eschatology), others he adapted

to the new necessities. The qualitative distinction between the

fides credenda and theology was noticed neither by Irenaeus

nor by Hippolytus and Tertullian. According to Irenseus I. lo. 3

this distinction is merely quantitative. Here faith and theolog-

ical knowledge are still completely intermixed. Whilst stating

and establishing the doctrines of tradition with the help of the

New Testament, and revising and fixing them by means of in-

telligent deduction, the Fathers think they are setting forth the

faith itself and nothing else. Anything more than this is only

curiosity not unattended with danger to Christians. Theology

is interpreted faith.
'

Corresponding to the baptismal confession there thus arose

at the first a loose system of dogmas which were necessarily

devoid of strict style, definite principle, or fixed and harmoni-

ous aim. In this form we find them with special plainness in

Tertullian. This writer was still completely incapable of in-

wardly connecting his rational (Stoic) theology, as developed

by him for apologetic purposes, with the Christological doctrines

of the regula fidci, which, after the example of Irenaeus, he

constructed and defended from Scripture and tradition in opposi-

tion to heresy. Whenever he attempts in any place to prove

of philosopliy in tie prase. 7, and the use lie himself nevertheless mnde of it

everywhere.

* In point of form this standpoint is distinguished from the ordinary Gnostic

position by its renunciation of absolute knowledge, and by its corresponding lack

of systematic completeness. That, however, is an important distinction in favour

of the Catholic Fathers. According to what has been set forth in the text I cannot

agree with Zahn's judgment (Marcellus of Ancyra, p. 235 f.): -IrenKus is the first

ecclesiastical teacher who has grasped the idea of an independent science of

Christianity, of a theology which, in sj^ite of its width and magnitude, is a branch

of knowledge distinguished from others; and was also the first to mark out the

]")aths of this science."

" Tertullian seems even to have had no great appreciation for the degree of

systematic exactness displayed in the disquisitions of Irenreus. He did not reproduce

these arguments at least, hut preferred after considering them to fall back on the

proof from prescription.
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the intrinsic necessity of these dogmas, he seldom gets beyond

rhetorical statements, holy paradoxes, or juristic forms. As a

systematic thinker, a cosmologist, moralist, and jurist rather than

a theosophist, as a churchman, a masterly defender of tradition, as

a Christian exclusively guided in practical life by the strict pre-

cepts and hopes of the Gospel, his theology, if by that we under-

stand his collective theological disquisitions, is completely devoid

of unity, and can only be termed a mixture of dissimilar and,

not unfrequently, contradictory propositions, which admit of no

comparison with the older theology of Valentinus or the later

system of Origen. ' To TertuUian everything lies side by side ;

problems which chance to turn up are just as quickly solved.

The specific faith of Christians is indeed no longer, as it some-

times seems to be in Justin's case, a great apparatus of proof

for the doctrines of the only true philosophy; it rather stands,

in its own independent value, side by side with these, partly

in a crude, partly in a developed form ; but inner principles

and aims are nearly everywhere sought for in vain. " In spite

of this he possesses inestimable importance in the history of

dogma; for he developed and created, in a disconnected form

and partly in the shape of legal propositions, a series of the

most important dogmatic formulae, which Cyprian, Novatian,

Hosius, and the Roman bishops of the fourth century, Ambro-

sius and Leo I., introduced into the general dogmatic system

of the Catholic Church. He founded the terminology both of

the trinitarian and of the Christological dogma ; and in addition

to this was the first to give currency to a series of dogmatic con-

cepts (satisfaccrc. uicritnni, sacranientiini. vitiinn originis etc., ctc.j.

1 The more closely we study the writings of TertuUian, the more frequently \\ e

meet with inconsistencies, and that in his treatment both of dogmatic and moral

questions. Such inconsistencies could not but make their appearance, because Ter-

tullian's dogmatising was only incidental. As far as he himself was concerned,

he did not feel the slightest necessity for a systematic presentation of Christianity.

- With reference to certain articles of doctrine, however, TertuUian adopted from

Irenseus some guiding principles and some points of view arising from the nature

of faith; but he almost everywhere changed them for the worse. The fact that he

was capable of writing a ti-eatise like the de prrescr. hjeret., in which all proof of

the intrinsic necessity and of the connection of liis dogmas is wanting, shows the

limits of his interests and of his understanding.
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Finally it was he who at the very outset imparted to the type

of dogmatic that arose in the West its momentous bias in the

direction of auctoritas ct ratio, and its corresponding tendency

to assume a legal character [lex. formal and material), peculiari-

ties which were to become more and more clearly marked as

time went on. ' But, great as is his importance in this respect,

it has no connection at all with the fundamental conception of

Christianity peculiar to himself, for, as a matter of fact, this

was already out of date at the time when he lived. What in-

fluenced the history of dogma was not his Christianity, but his

masterly power of framing formulae.

It is different with Irena^us. The Christianity of this man
proved a decisive factor in the history of dogma in respect of

its content. If Tertullian supplied the future Catholic dogmatic

with the most important part of its formulae, Irensus clearly

sketched for it its fundamental idea, by combining the ancient

notion of salvation with New Testament (Pauline) thoughts. -

Accordingly, as far as the essence of the matter is concerned,

the great work of Irenaeus is far superior to the theological

writings of Tertullian. This appears already in the task, volun-

tarily undertaken by Irenseus, of giving a relatively complete

exposition of the doctrines of ecclesiastical Christianity on the

basis of the New Testament, in opposition to heresy. Tertullian

nowhere betrayed a similar systematic necessity, which indeed,

in the case of the Gallic bishop too, only made its appearance

as the result of polemical motives. But Irenaeus to a certain

degree succeeded in amalgamating philosophic theology and the

statements of ecclesiastical tradition viewed as doctrines. This

result followed (i) because he never lost sight of a fundamental

idea to which he tried to refer everything, and (2) because he

was directed by a confident view of Christianity as a religion,

1 Further references to Tertullian in n future volume. Tertullian is at the same

time the first Christian hidhidual after Paul, of whose inward life and peculiarities

we can form a picture t(} ourselves. His writings bring us near himself, but that

cannot be said of Irenceus.

2 Consequently the spirit of Irenrcus. though indeed strongly modified by that

of Origen, prevails in the Inter Church dogmatic, whilst that of Tertullian is not

to be traced there.
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that is, a theory of its purpose. The first fundamental idea,

in its all-dominating importance, was suggested to Irenaeus b\'

his opposition to Gnosticism. It is the conviction that the Creator

of the world and the supreme God are one and the same. '

The other theory as to the aim of Christianity, however, is

shared by Ireneeus with Paul, Valentinus, and Marcion. It is

the conviction that Christianity is real redemption, and that this

redemption was only eft'ected by the appearance of Christ. The
working out of these two ideas is the most important feature

in Irenaeus' book. As yet, indeed, he by no means really suc-

ceeded in completely adapting to these two fundamental thoughts

all the materials to be taken from Holy Scripture and found

in the rule of faith; he only thought with systematic clearness

within the scheme of the Apologists. His archaic eschato-

logical disquisitions are of a heterogeneous nature, and a great

deal of his material, as, for instance, Pauline formulae and thoughts,

he completely emptied of its content, inasmuch as he merely

contrived to turn it into a testimony of the oneness and absolute

causality of God the Creator; but the repetition of the same

main thoughts to an extent that is wearisome to us, and the

attempt to refer everything to these, unmistakably constitute the

success of his work. - God the Creator and the one Jesus Christ

' The supreme God is the Holy and Redeeming One. Hence the identity of

the creator of the world and the supreme God also denotes the unity of nature,

morality, and revelation.

- What success the eaidy-Christian writings of the second century had is almost

completely unknown to us; but we are justified in saying that the five books " adv.

hcereses" of Ireneeus wei-e successful, for we can prove the favourable reception of

this work and the effects it had in the 3rd and 4th centuries (for instance, on Hij)-

polytus, Tertullian, Clement of Alexandria, Victorinus, Marcellus of Ancyra, Epi-

phanius, and perhaps Alexander of Alexandria and Athanasius). As is well known,

we no longer possess a Greek manuscript, although it can be proved that the work

was preserved down to middle Byzantine times, and was quoted with respect. The
insufficient Christological and especially the eschatological disquisitions spoiled the

enjoyment of the work in later times (on the Latin Irenjeus of. the exhaustive

examination of Loof: "The Manuscripts of the Latin translation of Irenaeus", in

the "Studies of Church History" dedicated to Reuter, 1887). The old Catholic

works written against heretics by Rhodon, Melito, Miltiades, Proculus, Modestus,

Musanus, Theophilus, Philip of Gortyna, Hippolytus, and others have all been just

as little preserved to us as the oldest book of this kind, the Syntagma of Justin

agaiiist heresies, and the Memorabilia of Hegesippus. If we consider the criticism
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are really the middle points of his theological system, and in

this way he tried to assign an intrinsic significance to the several

historical statements of the baptismal confession. Looked at

from this point of view, his speculations were almost of an

identical nature with the Gnostic. ^ But, while he conceives

Christianity as an explanation of the world and as redemption,

his Christocentric teaching was opposed to that of the Gnostics.

Since the latter started with the conception of an original dual-

ism they saw in the em.piric world a faulty combination of

opposing elements, " and therefore recognised in the redemption

by Christ the separation of what was unnaturally united. Irenseus,

on the contrary, who began with the idea of the absolute caus-

ality of God the Creator, saw in the empiric world faulty

estrangements and separations, and therefore viewed the re-

demption by Christ as the reunion of things unnaturally separ-

ated—the " recapitulatio " {xy:iy.£<!)xÄxuc7ic).'^ This speculative

to which Tatiaii"s Christology was subiected by Arethas in the loth century (Oi-atio 5 :

see my Texte und Untersuchungen I. i. 2 p. 95 fF.), and the depreciatory judg-

ment passed on Chiliasm from the 3rd century downwards, and if we moreover

reflect that the older polemical works directed against heretics were supplanted by

later detailed ones, we have a summary of the reasons for the loss of that oldest

Catholic literature. This loss indeed makes it impossible for us to form an exact

estimate of the extent and intensity of the effect produced by any individual writing,

even including the gi-eat work of Irenseus.

1 People are fond of speaking of the "Asia Minor" theology of Irenreus.

ascribe it already to his teachers, Polycarp and the presbyters, then ascend from

these to the Apostle John, and complete, though not without hesitation, the equation :

John—Irenaeus. By this speculation they win simply everything, in so far as the

Catholic doctrine now appears as the property of an " apostolic " circle, and Gnosti-

cism and Antignosticism are thus eliminated. But the following arguments may be

urged against this theory: (i) What we know of Polycarp by no means gives

countenance to the supposition that Irenseus learned more from him and his fellows

than a pious regard for the Church tradition and a collection of historical ti-aditions

.and principles. (2) The doctrine of Irenseus cannot be separated from the received

canon of New Testament writings; but in the generation before him there was as

yet no such compilation. (3) The presbyter from whom Ireneeus adopted important

lines of thought in the 4tli book did not write till after the middle of the second century.

(4) Tertullian owes his Christocentric tlieology, so far as he has such a thing, to

Irenseus (and Melitor).

- Marcion, as is well known, weiit still further in his depreciatory judgment of

the world, and therefore recognised in the redemption througli Christ a pure act

of grace.

2 See Molwitz, De 'h.-Jxy.i^xhxtM7i(ti^ in Irentci theologia potestate, Dresden, 1S74.
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thought, which involved the highest imaginable optimism in

contrast to Gnostic pessimism, brought Irenseus into touch with

certain Pauline trains of thought, ' and enabled him to adhere

to the theology of the Apologists. At the same time it opened

up a view of the person of Christ, which supplemented the

great defect of that theology, ' surpassed the Christology of the

Gnostics, ' and made it possible to utilise the Christological

statements contained in certain books of the New Testament. ^

So far as we know at least, Irenseus is the first ecclesiastical

theologian after the time of the Apologists (see Ignatius before

that) who assigned a quite specific significance to the person

of Christ and in fact regarded it as the vital factor. '" That

was possible for him because of his realistic view of redemption.

Here, however, he did not fall into the abyss of Gnosticism,

because, as a disciple of the "elders", he adhered to the early-

Christian eschatology, and because, as a follower of the Apolo-

gists, he held, along with the realistic conception of salvation,

the other dissimilar theory that Christ, as the teacher, imparts

' See, e.g.^ the Epistle to the Ephesiaus and also the Epistles to the Romans
and Galatians.

- But see the remark made above, p. 220, note i. We might without loss give

up the half of the Apologies in return for the preservation of Justin's chief Anti-

gnostic work.

ä According to the Gnostic Christology Christ merely restores the status quo ante.

according to that of Irenjeus he first and alone realises the hitherto unaccomplished

destination of humanity.

* According to the Gnostic conception the incarnation of the divine, /.,?., the

fall of Sophia, contains, paradoxically expressed, the element of sin; according to

Irenseus' idea the element of redemption. Hence we must compare not only tlie

Gnostic Christ, but the Gnostic Sophia, with the Christ of the Church. Irenxus

himself did so in II. 20. 3.

^ After tracing in II. 14 the origin of the Gnostic theologoumena to the Greek

philosophers Irenceus continues § 7: "Dicemus autem adversus eos : utramne hi

omnes qui prcedicti sunt, cum quibus eadem dicentes arguimini (Seil, "ye Gnostics

with the philosophers"), cognoverunt veritatem aut non cognoverunt? Et si quidem

cognoverunt, superflua est salvatoris in hunc mundum descensio. Ut (lege "ad')

quid enim descendebatr" It is characteristic of Irena;us not to ask what is new

in the revelations of God (through the prophets and the Logos), but quite definitely

:

Cur descendit salvator in hunc mundum?" See also lib. III. prsef. : " Veritas, hoc

est dei filii doctrina", III. 10. 3: "Haec est salutis agnitio quae deerat eis, quae est

filii dei agnitio . . . agnitio salutis erat agnitio filii dei, qui et salus et salvator et

salutare vere et dicitur et est." III. 11. 3: III. 12. 7: IV. 24.
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to men, who are free and naturally constituted for fellowship

with God, the knowledge which enables them to imitate God,

and thus by their own act to attain communion with him.

Nevertheless to Irenaeus the pith of the matter is already found

in the idea that Christianity is real redemption, i.e., that the

highest blessing bestowed in Christianity is the deification of

human nature through the gift of immortality, and that this

deification includes the full knowledge and enjoying of God
(visio dei). This conception suggested to him the question as

to the cause of the incarnation as well as the answer to the

same. The question "cur deus—homo", which was by no

means clearly formulated in the apologetic writings, in so far

as in these "homo" only meant appearance among men, and

the "why" was answered by referring to prophecy and the

necessity of divine teaching, was by Irenaeus made the central

point. The reasons why the answer he gave was so highly

satisfactory may be stated as follows: (r) It proved that the

Christian blessing of salvation was of a specific kind. (2) It was

similar in point of form to the so-called Gnostic conception of

Christianity, and even surpassed it as regards the promised

extent of the sphere included in the deification. (3) It harmo-

nised with the eschatological tendency of Christendom, and at

the same time was fitted to replace the material eschatological

expectations that were fading away. (4) It was in keeping with

the mystic and Neoplatonic current of the time, and afforded

it the highest imaginable satisfaction. (5) For the vanishing trust

in the possibility of attaining the highest knowledge by the aid

of reason it substituted the sure hope of a supernatural trans-

formation of human nature which would even enable it to

appropriate that which is above reason. (6) Lastly, it provided

the traditional historical utterances respecting Christ, as well as

the whole preceding course of history, with a firm foundation

and a definite aim, and made it possible to conceive a history

of salvation unfolding itself by degrees {:iy.:>:,'zix fiscZ). Accord-

ing to this conception the central point of history was no longer

the Logos as such, but Christ as the incarnate God, while at

the same time the moralistic interest was balanced by a really

religious one. An approach was thus made to the Pauline
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theology, though indeed in a very pecuHar way and to some

extent only in appearance. A more exact representation of

salvation through Christ has, however, been given by Irenaius as

follows : Incorruptibility is a liabitiis which is the opposite of

our present one and indeed of man's natural condition. For

immortality is at once God's manner of existence and his attri-

bute; as a created being man is only "capable of incorruption

and immortality" i^' capax iiicorruptionis et inniiortalitatis'')\
^

thanks to the divine goodness, however, he is intended for the

same, and yet is empirically "subjected to the power of death
"

("sub condicione mortis"). Now the sole way in which im-

mortality as a physical condition can be obtained is by its

possessor uniting himself realiter with human nature, in order

to deify it "by adoption" {''per adoptionem'''), such is the

technical term of Irenaius. The deity must become what we
are in order that we may become what he is. Accordingly, if

Christ is to be the Redeemer, he must himself be God, and all

the stress must fall upon his birth as man. " By his birth as

man the eternal Word of God guarantees the inheritance of

life to those who in their natural birth have inherited death." '

^ See II. 24. 3, 4: "Non enim ex nobis neqiie ex nostra natura vita est; sed

secundum gratiam dei datur."' Cf. what follows. Irenneus has in various places

argued that human nature inclusive of the flesh is capax incorriiptibilitatis^ and

likewise that immortality is at once a free gift and the realisation of man's destiny.

" Book V. pref. :
'• Jesus Christus pi-opter immensam suam dilectionem factus est,

quod sumus nos, uti nos perficeret esse quod et ipse": III. 6. i: "Deus stetit in

synagoga deorum ... de patre et filio et de his, qui adoptionem perceperunt, dicit

:

hi autem sunt ecclesia. H^^c enim est synagoga dei," etc.; see also what follows

III. 16. 3: ''Filius dei hominis filius factus, ut per eum adoptionem percipiamus,

portante homine et capiente et complectente filium dei.'' III. 16. 6: "Dei verbum
' unigenitus, qui semper humano generi adest, unitus et consparsus suo plasmati se-

cundum placitum patris et caro factus, ipse est lesus Christus dominus noster . .

.

unus lesus Christus, veniens per universam dispositionem et omnia in semetipsum

recapitulans. In omnibus autem est et homo plasmatic dei, et hominem ergo iu

semetipsum recapitulans est, invisibilis visibilis factus, et incomprehensibilis factus

comprehensibilis, et impassibilis passibilis, et verbum homo, universa in semetipsum

recapitulans ... in semetipsum primatum assumens . . . universa attrahat ad semet-

ipsum apto in tempore." III. 18. i : "Quando incarnatus est filius homo et homo
factus longam hominum expositionem in se ipso recapitulavit, in compendio nobis

salutem praestans, ut quod perdideramus in Adam id est secundum imaginem et

similitudinem esse dei, hoc in Christo lesu reciperemus.'' Cf. the whole i8th chapter

where the deepest thoughts of the Pauline Gnosis of the death on the cross

16
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But this work of Christ can be conceived as rccapitiilatio be-

cause God the Redeemer is identical with God the Creator

;

and Christ consequently brings about a final condition which

existed from the beginning in God's plan, but could not be

immediately realised in consequence of the entrance of sin. It

are amalgamated with the Gnosis of the incarnation: see especially i8. 6, 7:

""Hv«0-ev ÖXJ'J TOV «vflpWTTOV Tai 0£ftj. E; yxp [JLV^ X\/ipU7rOQ SVIKVIITSV TJJV X-JTtTOiXOV

Tov ecvSpüiTTOv^ ovx siv Stxxicüi; hvixi^&>i 6 ex^po?. FIäA/v t£, si (iif 6 @soc; eSupi^a-xro

T>jv (TWTijp/Äi', oly. x)/ ßsßxiüiQ S'TX^IJ-^^ xvTviv . Kxl si (Mvi a-wt^vüi^vj 6 xv^puTToc, tS 0HW, oly.

ccv ifSw^dif (J.BTX7x^i'^ TJj? x^Sxpa-ixi;. ''ESsi yxp rov i^scrtTtiv @sov rs y.xi «väp&iTwv

Stx TJ)? ISixi; TrpoQ SKxrepoxK; o]y.si6r\^TO(; sit; <ptÄixv xxt oi^ovoixy tovi; x(j.<pOTipoxj(;

/Tv-jxyxyslv y.xt @sSi fisv Trxpxa-T^a-xi tov xvSpuTrov xvipoiiTroiQ Ss yvwpia-xi tov ©fo'v.

Qua enini ratione filiorum adoptionis eius participes esse possemus, nisi per filium

eam qu£e est ad ipsum recepissemus ab eo communionem, nisi verbum eius com-

municasset nobis caro factum? Quapropter et per onmem venit a^tatem, omnibus

resiituens eam quae est ad deum communionem." The Pauline ideas about sin, law,

and bondage are incoqDorated by Ireiireus in what follows. The disquisitions in

capp. 19—23 are dominated by the same fundamental idea. In cap. 19 Ireuaeus

turns to those who hold Jesus to he a mere man, ' perseverantes in Servitute pris-

tine inobedientice moriuntur, nondum commixti verbo dei patris neque per filium

percipientes libertatem . . . privantur munere eius, quod est vita aeterna: non reci-

pientes autem verbum incorruptionis perseverant in came mortali, et sunt debitores

mortis, antidotum vitse non accipientes. Ad quos verbum ait, suum munus gratiae

narrans : 'Eyw sIttx, vtot (/•\iitrrav so-tb Trxvrsg kx( Ssot' ü/^seX; Ss dig xvipanroi xtto-

6viia-xsTS. TxvTX ^.iyet Tcpoq TOt/5 (mvj Ss^xjjlsvovi; tj^v Supsxv xiJc vi'oSsa-ixi;, äAA'

xniix^ovrxi rijv (Txpxwa-iv rviQ y.xiupxq ysvvvi(TSU(; tov hoyov tov ®sov . . . E<? tovto

yxp 6 Äoyot; xvSpuTro^ et qui filius dei est filius hominis factus est, 7vx 6 iivopaiTroi;

TOV Äöyov x^P^^^i '^^' '^''1^ viodea-ixv Kxßöiv vloi; ysv^Txt ®sov. Non enim poteramus

aliter incorruptelam et immortalitatem percipere, nisi adunati fuissemus incorruptelre et

immortalitati. Quemadmodum autem adunari possumus incorruptelae et immortalitati,

nisi prius incorruptela et immortalitas facta fuisset id quod et nos, ut absorberetur

quod erat corruptibile ab incorruptela et quod erat mortale ab immortalitate, ut

filiorum adoptionem perciperemus? '" III. 21. 10: E; toivvv 6 yrpUTOt; ''A^xfj. stx^

TTXTspx xvSpuTTOv nx) Ix tTTs pfjixTOi; syswYj^^, stxoQ ifv xxt TOV SsvTspov 'A^Ä/i Xsysiv

it "laiirijip ysysvvj^a-Sxt. Ei Ss sksIvoq sk yvji sÄi^ipS^, ttAäs-tj)? Ss xvtov 6 <r)söi;, sSsi

XXI TOV XVXXS(pXÄXtOVIX.SVOV sit; xilTOV VTTO TOV &S0V "KSTThXtT {J.S\iOV XvSpUTTOV TijV xhTijV

sxsivM Tvii; ysvvvias(ti(; sxsiv 6ij.oi6t\^tx. E/? t< oiiv ttxKiv ohx e?.xßs x°^'^
"' ©f'?, iAA'

ix MxpixQ svvipyv[<3-s t^v ttKxtiv yevsa-^xi\ "Ivx i^-ii äAAv) TrXxo-it; yivviTxi (jlviSs «AAo

TO (TCio^oiMSvov 5, äAA' xvTOi; ixstvoz xvxKSCpxÄxiuSy; Tijpovi^sviii; tvi^ öfzoiÖTiiTOi;; III.

23. i: IV. 38: V. 36: IV. 20: V. 16, 19—21, 22. lu working out this thought

Irenseus verges here and there on soteriological naturalism (see especially the disqui-

sitions regarding the salvation of Adam, opposed to Tatian's views, in III. 23). But

he does not fall into this for two reasons. In the first place, as regards the history

of Jesus, he has been taught by Paul not to stop at the incarnation, but to view

the work of salvation as only completed by the sufferings and death of Christ

(See II. 20. 3 : "dominus per passionem mortem destruxit et solvit errorem cor-
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is perhaps Irenaius' highest merit, from a historical and ecclesi-

astical point of view, to have worked out this thought in preg-

nant fashion and with the simplest means, i.e., without the

apparatus of the Gnostics, but rather by the aid of simple and

essentially Biblical ideas. Moreover, a few decades later, he

and Melito, an author unfortunately so little known to us, were

already credited with this merit. For the author of the so-called

"Little Labyrinth" (Euseb., H. E. V. 28. 5) can indeed boast

with regard to the works of Justin, Miltiades, Tatian, Clement,

etc., that they declared Christ to be God, but then continues

:

Tji Y.]pv,'>0(.io-j Ti -AXi '^\s7.iTi<i'Jo: zxi r:cy /.oi7r:cy ri: xyvosl ßiß/.itx,

6ihy zx) hÖp:c77cy y.xTxyyk'/.'M'jnx, rh XpiTTc-j (" Who is ignorant of

the books of Irena;us, Melito, and the rest, which proclaim

Christ to be God and man"). The progress in theological views

is very precisely and appropriately expressed in these words. The
Apologists also professed their belief in the full revelation of

God upon earth, that is. m revelation as the teaching which

necessarily leads to immortality ;
^ but Irena^us is the first to whom

Jesus Christ, God and man, is the centre of history and faith.

"

ruptiouemc[ue exterminavit, et ignoraiitiam clestruxit, vitam autem manifestavit et

ostendit veritatem et incorruptionem donavit"; III. 16. 9 : III. 18. i— 7 and many
otlier passages), that is, to regard Christ as having performed a work. Secondly,

alongside of the deification of Adam's children, viewed as a mechanical result of

the incarnation, he placed the other (apologetic) thought, viz., that Christ, as the

teacher, imparts complete knowledge, that he has restored, />., strengthened the

freedom of man, and that redemption (by which he means fellowship with God)

therefore takes place only in the case of those children of Adam that acknowledge
the truth proclaimed by Christ and imitate the Redeemer in a holy life (V. i . i .

:

''Xon enim aliter nos discere poteramus quae sunt dei, nisi magister noster, verbum
exsi-stens. homo factus fuisset. Neque enim alius poterat enarrare nobis, quse sunt

patris, nisi proprium ipsius verbum . . . Neque rursus nos aliter discere poteramus,

nisi magistrum nostrum videntes et per auditum nosti-um vocem eius percipientes,

ut imitatores quidem operuni,factores autem sermonum eius facti, communionemhabe-
amus cum ipso", and many other passages. We find a combined formula in III. 5. 3 :

'"Christu? libertatem hominibus restauravit et attribuit incorruptelae ha;reditatem."

1 Theophilus also did not see further, see Wendt, I.e., 17 ff.

- Melito's teaching must have been similar. In a fragment attributed to him
{see my Texte und Untei-suchungen I. i, 2 p. 255 ff.) we even find the expression

'•«/ Ivo ola-ixi Xpia-rov". The genuineness of the fragment is indeed disputed, but,

as I think, without grounds. It is certainly remarkable that the formula is not

found in Irenzeus (see details below). The first Syriac fragment (Otto IX. p. 419)
shows that Melito also views redemption as reunion through Christ.
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Following the method of Valentinus, he succeeded in sketching

a history of salvation, the gradual realising of the cr/.c-jcy.lx

(dsDv culminating in the deification of believing humanity, but

here he always managed to keep his language essentially within

the limits of the Biblical. The various acting a^ons of the

Gnostics became to him different stages in the saving work of

the one Creator and his Logos. His system seemed to have

absorbed the rationalism of the Apologists and the intel-

ligible simplicity of their moral theology, just as much as it

did the Gnostic dualism with its particoloured mythology.

Revelation had become history, the history of salvation ; and

dogmatics had in a certain fashion become a way of looking

at history, the knowledge of God's ways of salvation that lead

historically to an appointed goal. '

But, as this realistic, quasi-historical view of the subject was

by no means completely worked out by Irena^us himself, since

the theory of human freedom did not admit of its logical

development, and since the New Testament also pointed in other

directions, it did not yet become the predominating one even

in the third century, nor was it consistently carried out by an\'

one teacher. The two conceptions opposed to it, that of the

early Christian eschatology and the rationalistic one, were still

in vogue. The two latter were closely connected in the third

century, especially in the West, whilst the mystic and realistic

view was almost completely lacking there. In this respect

Tertullian adopted but little from Irenaeus. Hippolytus also

lagged behind him. Teachers like Commodian, Arnobius, and

Lactantius, however, wrote as if there had been no Gnostic

movement at all, and as if no Antignostic Church theology

existed. The immediate result of the work carried on by Ire-

njeus and the Antignostic teachers in the Church consisted in

the fixing of tradition and in the intelligent treatment of indi-

vidual doctrines, which gradually became established. The most

' The conception of the stage by stage development of the economy of God
and the corresponding idea of '•'several covenants'' (I. lo. 3: III. 11— 15 and else-

where) denote a very considerable advance, which the Church teachers owe to the

controversy with Gnosticism, or to the example of the Gnostics. In this case the

origin of the idea is ciuite plain. For details see below.
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important will be set forth in what follows. On the most vital

point, the introduction of the philosophical Christology into the

Church's rule of faith, see Chapter 7.

The manner in which Irenaeus undertook his great task of

expounding and defending orthodox Christianity in opposition

to the Gnostic form was already a prediction of the future.

The oldest Christian motives and hopes ; the letter of both

Testaments, including even Pauline thoughts ; moralistic and

philosophical elements, the result of the Apologists' labours;

and realistic and mystical features balance each other in his

treatment. He glides over from the one to the other; limits

the one by the other
;
plays off Scripture against reason, tradi-

tion against the obscurity of the Scriptures; and combats fan-

tastic speculation by an appeal sometimes to reason, sometimes

to the limits of human knowledge. Behind all this and domin-

ating everything, we find his firm belief in the bestowal of

divine incorruptibility on believers through the work of the

God-man. This eclectic method did not arise from shrewd cal-

culation. It was equally the result of a rare capacity for ap-

propriating the feelings and ideas of others, combined with the

conservative instincts that guided the great teacher, and the

consequence of a happy blindness to the gulf which lay be-

tween the Christian tradition and the world of ideas prevailing

at that time. Still unconscious of the greatest problem, Irenaeus

with inward sincerity sketched out that future dogmatic method

according to which the theology compiled by an eclectic pro-

cess is to be nothing else than the simple faith itself, this being

merely illustrated and explained, developed and by that very

process estabhshed, as far as ''stands in the Holy Scripture",

and—let us add—as far as reason requires. But Irenaeus was

already obliged to decline answering the question as to how
far unexplained faith can be sufiicient for most Christians, though

nothing but this explanation can solve the great problems, " why
more covenants than one were given to mankind, what was the

character of each covenant, why God shut up every man unto

unbelief, why the Word became flesh and suffered, why the

advent of the Son of God only took place in the last times etc."

(I. 10. 3). The relation of faith and theological Gnosis was
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fixed by Irenasus to the eftect that the latter is simply a con-

tinuation of the former. ' At the same time, however, he did

not clearly show how the collection of historical statements found

in the confession can of itself guarantee a sufficient and ten-

able knowledge of Christianity. Here the speculative theories

are as a matter of fact quite imbedded in the historical propo-

sitions of tradition. Will these obscurities remain when once

the Church is forced to compete in its theological system with

the whole philosophical science of the Greeks, or may it be

expected that, instead of this system of eclecticism and com-

promise, a method will find acceptance which, distinguishing

between faith and theology, will interpret in a new and specu-

lative sense the whole complex of tradition r Irena^us' process

has at least this one advantage over the other method : accord-

ing to it everything can be reckoned part of the faith, provid-

ing it bears the stamp of truth, without the faith seeming to

alter its nature. It is incorporated in the theology of facts

which the faith here appears to be. ' The latter, however, im-

perceptibly becomes a revealed system of doctrine and history:

and though Irenaius himself always seeks to refer everything

again to the "simple faith" (-«L-.v.vj Triune), and to believing sim-

plicity, that is, to the belief in the Creator and the Son of God
who became man, yet it was not in his power to stop the

development destined to transform the faith into knowledge of

a theological system. The pronounced hellenising of the Gospel,

1 It would seem from some passages as if faith and tiieological knowledge \vt'ie

according to Irenseus simply related as the " is "' and the " why ". As a matter of

fact, he did express himself so without lieing really able to maintain the relation-

ship thus fixed; for faith itself must also to some extent include a knowledge of

the reason and aim of God's ways of salvation. Faith and theological knowledge

are therefore, after all, closely interwoven with each other. Irenreus merely souglit

for a clear distinction, but it was impossible for him to find it in liis way. Tlie

truth rather is that the same man, who, in opposition to lieresy, condemned an

exaggerated estimate of theoretical knowledge, contributed a great deal to the

transformation of that faith into a monistic speculation.

' See I. 10. 2: Kai oVre 6 ttxvv Svvxtoi; iv ?.6yic täv sv rxi^ ly.y.Kv^irixi!; !Tfos^-

rdiTuv erepx tovtuv (seil, than the regula fidei) efe7- ovSii:; yxp vTsp tov oiSxs-kx^.ov

ollre 6 xtrSeviit; Iv tS ^öyta s^xttwo-si rifv 7rxpxSo<riv. Mtxc yxp xxi ri?? «fTi?; t/s--

TSUi ova->i^ ovTS 6 TroAt) Tspt xhrvii; SuvxiJ-evoc sIttsIv ErAfo'vAS-Ev, cliTS to ohiyov

vjÄXTTÖvt^a-e.
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broucrht about by the Gnostic systems, was averted by Irenajus

and the later ecclesiastical teachers by preserving a great portion

of the early Christian tradition, partly as regards its letter, partly

as regards its spirit, and thus rescuing it for the future. But

the price of this preservation was the adoption of a series of

''Gnostic" formulai. Churchmen, though with hesitation, adopted

the adversary's way of looking at things, and necessarily did

so, because as they became ever further and further removed

from the early-Christian feelings and thoughts, they had always

more and more lost every other point of view. The old Catholic

Fathers permanently settled a great part of early tradition for

Christendom, but at the same time promoted the gradual hellen-

ising of Christianity.

2. The Doctrines of the CJiurch.

In the following section we do not intend to give a present-

ation of the theology of Irenaius and the other Antignostic

Church teachers, but merely to set forth those points of doctrine

to which the teachings of these men gave currency in succeed-

ing times.

Against the Gnostic theses ^ Irena^us and his successors, apart

from the proof from prescription, adduced the following intrin-

sic considerations: (i) In the case of the Gnostics and Marcion

the Deity lacks absoluteness, because he does not embrace

everything, that is, he is bounded by the kenouia or by the

sphere of a second God; and also because his omnipresence,

omniscience, and omnipotence have a corresponding limitation.
"

(2) The assumption of divine emanations and of a differentiated

1 See IJöhriiiger's careful reviews of the theology of Irenneus and Tertullian

(Kirchengeschichte in Biographien, Vol.1. 1st section, 1st half (2nd ed.), pp. 378—612,

2nd half, pp. 484— 739).

- To the proof from prescription belong the arguments derived from the novelty

and contradictory multiplicity of tlie Gnostic doctrines as well as the proofs that

Greek philosophy is the original source of heresy. See Iren. II. 14. i—6; Tertull.

de praescr. 7; Apolog. 47 and other places; the Philosophoumena of Hippolytus.

On Irenaeus' criticism of (Jnostic theology see Kunze, Gotteslehre des Irenäus,

Leipzig, 1891, p. 8 ff.
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divine pleroma represents the Deity as a composite, i.e., * finite

being ; and, moreover, the personification of the divine quaUties

is a mythological fi-eak, the folly of which is evident as soon

as one also makes the attempt to personify the affections and

qualities of man in a similar way. -'

(3) The attempt to make out

conditions existing within the Godhead is in itself absurd and

audacious. ^
(4) The theory of the passion and ignorance of

Sophia introduces sin into the pleroma itself, i.e., into the God-

head. * With this the weightiest argument against the Gnostic

cosmogony is already mentioned. A further argument against

the system is that the world and mankind would have been

incapable of improvement, if they had owed their origin to

ignorance and sin. ^ Irena^us and TertuUian employ lengthy

arguments to show that a God who has created nothing is in-

1 See Irenaeus II. I. 2—4: II. 31. i. Tertull., adv. Marc. I. 2— 7. TertuUian

proves that there can be neitlier two morally similar, nor two morally dissimilar

Deities; see also I. 15.

- See Irenjeus II. 13. TertuUian (ad Valent. 4) very appropriately defined the

jeons of Ptolemy as "' personales substantias extra deum determinatas, quas Valen-

timis in ipsa summa divinitatis ut sensus et affectus motus incluserat."

^ See Irenreus, I.e., and elsewhere in the 2nd Book, Tertull. adv. Valent.

in several passages. Moreover, Irenceus still treated the first 8 Ptolemaic reons with

more respect than the 22 following, because here at least there was some appear-

ance of a Biblical foundation. In confuting the doctrine of aeons he incidentally

raised several questions (II. 17. 2), which Church theologians discussed in later

times, with reference to the Son and Spirit. '-Qusritur quemadmodum emissi

sunt reliqui reones? Utrum uniti ei qui emiserit, quemadmodum a sole radii, an

efficabiliter et partiliter, uti sit unusquisque eorum separatim et suam figurationem

habens, quemadmodum ab homine homo . . . Aut secundum germinationem, quem-

admodum ab arbore rami? Et utrum eiusdem substantine exsistebant his qui se

emiserunt, an ex altera quadam substantia substantiam habentes? Et utrum in eodem

emissi sunt, ut eiusdem temporis essent sibi : . . . Et utrum simplices cpiidam et

uniformes et undique sibi asquales et similes, quemadmodum spiritus et lumina

emissa sunt, an compositi et differentes"? See also II. 17. 4: ''Si autem velut a

lumine lumina accensa sunt . . . velut verbi gratia a facula faculre, generatione

quidem et magnitudine fortasse distabunt ab invicem; eiusdem autem substantia cum

si lit cum jn-incipe emissionis ipsorum, aut omnes impassibiles perseverant aut at

pater ipsorum participabit passiones. Neque enim quae postea accensa est facula,

alterum lumen habebit quam iilud quod ante earn fuit." Here we have already a

statement of the logical reasons, which in later times were urged against the .\rian

doctrine.

4 See Iren. II. 17. 5 and II. iS.

5 See Iren. II. 4. 2.
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conceivable, and that a Demiurge occupying a position along-

side of or below the Supreme Being is self-contradictory, inas-

much as he sometimes appears higher than this Supreme Being,

and sometimes so weak and limited that one can no longer

look on him as a God. ' The Fathers everywhere argue on

behalf of the Gnostic Demiurge and against the Gnostic supreme

God. It never occurs to them to proceed in the opposite way
and prove that the supreme God may be the Creator. All

their efforts are rather directed to show that the Creator of the

world is the only and supreme God, and that there can be

no other above this one. This attitude of the Fathers is char-

acteristic ; for it proves that the apologetico-philosophical theol-

ogy was their fundamental assumption. The Gnostic (Marcionite)

supreme God is the God of religion, the God of redemption;

the Demiurge is the being required to explain the world. The
intervention of the Fathers on his behalf, that is, their assuming

him as the basis of their arguments, reveals what was fund-

amental and what was accidental in their religious teachinsT-

At the same time, however, it shows plainly that they did not

understand or did not feel the fundamental problem that troubled

and perplexed the Gnostics and Marcion, viz., the qualitative

distinction between the spheres of creation and redemption.

They think they have sufficiently explained this distinction by
the doctrine of human freedom and its .consequences. Accord-

ingly their whole mode of argument against the Gnostics and

Marcion is, in point of content, of an abstract, philosophico-

1 Tertullian in particular argued in great detail (adv. Marc. I. 9— 19) that every

Cod must, above all, have revealed himself as a creator. In opposition to Marcion's

rejection of all natural theology, he represents this science as the foundation of all

religious belief. In this connection he eulogised the created world (I. 13) and at

the same time (see also the 2nd Book) argued in favour of the Demiurge, i.e.. of

the one true God. Irenseus urged a series of acute and weighty objections to the

cosmogony of the Valentinians (see II. I— 5), and showed how untenable was the

idea of the Demiurge as an intermediate being. The doctrines that the Supreme
Being is unknown (II. 6), that the Demiurge is the blind instrument of higher reons,

that the world was created against the will of the Supreme God, aad, lastly, that

our world is the imperfect copy of a higher one were also opposed by him with

rational arguments. His refutation of the last conception is specially remarkable

(II. 7). On the idea that God did not create the world from eternal matter see

Tertull., adv. Hermog.
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rational kind. ' As a rule they do not here carry on their

controversy with the aid of reasons taken from the deeper views

of religion. As soon as the rational argument fails, however,

there is really an entire end to the refutation from inner grounds,

at least in the case of TertuUian; and the contest is shifted into

the sphere of the rule of faith and the Holy Scriptures. Hence,

for example, they have not succeeded in making much impression

on the heretical Christology from dogmatic considerations^ though

in this respect Irenaius was still very much more successful than

TertuUian. - Besides, in adv. ]\Iarc. II. 27, the latter betrayed

what interest he took in the preexistent Christ as distinguished

from God the Father, It is not expedient to separate the argu-

ments advanced by the Fathers against the Gnostics from their

own positive teachings, for these are throughout dependent

on their peculiar attitude within the sphere of Scripture and

tradition.

Irena^us and Hippolytus have been rightly named Scripture

theologians; but it is a strange infatuation to think that this

designation characterises them as evangelical. If indeed we here

understand "evangelical" in the vulgar sense, the term may
be correct, only in this case it means exactly the same as

"Catholic". But if "evangelical" signifies "early-Christian",

then it must be said that Scripture theology was not the pri-

mary means of preserving the ideas of primitive Christianity ; for.

as the New Testament Scriptures were also regarded as inspired

documents and were to be interpreted according to the regitla.

their content was just for that reason apt to be obscured. Both

Marcion and the chiefs of the Valentinian school had also been

Scripture theologians. Irensus and Hippolytus merely followed

them. Now it is true that they very decidedly argued against

the arbitrary method of interpreting the Scriptures adopted by

Valentinus, and compared it to the process of forming the mosaic pic-

1 But lliis very method of argument was without doubt specially impressive in

the case of the educated, and it is these alone of wliom we are here speaking.

On the decay of Gnosticism after the end of tlie 2nd century, see Renan. Origines,

Vol. VII., p. 113 ff.

' See his arguments that the Gnostics merely assert that they have only one

Christ, whereas they actually possess several, III. i6. i, 8 and elsewhere.
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1

ture of a kinginto the mosaic picture ofa fox, and the poems ofHomer
into any others one might choose ;

' but they just as decidedly protest-

ed against the rejection by Apelles and Marcion of the allegorical

method of interpretation, - and therefore were not able to set up a

canon really capable of distinguishing their own interpretation from

that of the Gnostics. ^ The Scripture theology of the old Catho-

lic Fathers has a twofold aspect. The religion of the Scripture

is no longer the original form ; it is the mediated, scientific

one to be constructed by a learned process; it is, on its part,

the strongest symptom of the secularisation that has begun. In

a word, it is the religion of the school, first the Gnostic then

the ecclesiastical. But it may, on the other hand, be a whole-

some reaction against enthusiastic excess and moralistic frigidity

;

and the correct sense of the letter will from the first obtain

imperceptible recognition in opposition to the "spirit" arbitra-

rily read into it, and at length banish this *' spirit" completely.

Irena^us certainly tried to mark off the Church use of the Scriptures

as distinguished from the Gnostic practice. He rejects the ac-

commodation theory of which some Gnostics availed themselves ;

*

he emphasises more strongly than these the absolute sufficiency

of the Scriptures by repudiating all esoteric doctrines; ^ he re-

jects all distinction between different kinds of inspiration in the

sacred books ;
" he lays down the maxim that the obscure pas-

1 See Iren., I. 9 and elsewhere; TertuU.. de prrescr. 39, adv. Valent. passim.

" See Tertull., adv. Marc. 11. 19, 21, 22: III. 5.6, 14, 19: V. i.; Orig. Comm.

in Matth., T. XV. 3, Opp. III., p. 655: Comm. in ep. ad Rom., T. II. I2.0pp. IV.,

p. 494 sq.; Pseudo-Orig. Adamantius, De recta in deum fide; Orig. I. pp. 808, 817.

3 For this reason Tertullian altogether forbade exegetic disputes with the Gnostics,

see de praescr. 16— 19: "Ego non ad scripturas provocandum est nee in his con-

stituendum certamen, in quibus aut nulla aut incerta victoria est aut parum certa."'

•« See Iren., III. 5. i : III. 12. 6.

* See Iren., III. 14. 2: III. 15. i; Tertull., de praescr. 25: "Scripture quidem

perfectce sunt, quippe a verbo dei et spiritu eius dicta;, nos autem secundum quod

minores sumus et novissimi a verbo dei et spiritu eius, secundum lioc et scientia

mysteriorum eius indigemus."

•• See Iren. II. 35. 2 : IV. 34, 35 and elsewhere. Irenajus also asserted that the

translation of the Septuagint (III. 21. 4) was inspired. The repudiation of different

kinds of inspiration in the Scriptures likewise involved the rejection of all the

critical views of the Gnostics that were concealed behind that assumption. The

Alexandrians were the first who again to some extent adopted these critical jirinciples.
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sages are to be interpreted from the clear ones, not vice versa ;

'

but this principle being in itself ambiguous, it is rendered quite

unequivocal by the injunction to interpret everything accord-

ing to the rule of faith " and, in the case of all objectionable

passages, to seek the type. ^ Not only did Irenasus explain

the Old Testament allegorically, in accordance with traditional

usage ;
^ but according to the principle :

" with God there is

nothing without purpose or due signification'' ("nihil vacuum

neque sine signo apud deum ") (IV. 21. 3), he was also the

first to apply the scientific and mystical explanation to the

Xew Testament, and was consequently obliged to adopt the

Gnostic exegesis, which was imperative as soon as the apostolic

waitings were viewed as a New Testament. He regards the

fact of Jesus handing round food to those lying at table as

signifying that Christ also bestows life on the long dead gen-

erations ;

'" and, in the parable of the Samaritan, he interprets

the host as the Spirit and the two denarii as the Father and

Son. '' To Irenaeus and also to Tertullian and Hippolytus all

numbers, incidental circumstances, etc., in the Holy Scriptures

are virtually as significant as they are to the Gnostics, and

hence the only question is what hidden meaning we are to give

to them. "Gnosticism" is therefore here adopted by the

ecclesiastical teachers in its full extent, proving that this " Gnos-

ticism " is nothing else than the learned construction of religion

with the scientific means of those days. As soon as Church-

men were forced to bring forward their proofs and proceed to

put the same questions as the "Gnostics", they were obhged

to work by their method. Allegory, however, was required in

^ See Iren. II. lo. i : II. 27. i. 2.

- See Iren. II. 25. i.

* IreuKus appropriates the words of an Asia Minor presbyter when he says

(IV. 31. i): De his quidem delictis, de quibus ipsce scriptures increpant patriarchas

et prophetas, nos non oportere exprobare eis ... de quibus autem scripturce nou

increpant (seil, delictis), sed simpliciter sunt positce, nos non debere fieri accusatores.

sed typum. quasrere."

* See, e.g.^ IV. 20. 12 where he declares the three spies whom Rahab entertained

to be Father, Son, and Spirit.

'" See Iren. IV. 22. i.

* See Iren. III. 17. 3.
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order to establish the continuity of the tradition from Adam
down to the present time—not merely down to Christ—against

the attacks of the Gnostics and Marcion. By establishing this

continuity a historical truth was really also preserved. For the

rest, the disquisitions of Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Hippolytus

were to such an extent borrowed from their opponents that

there is scarcely a problem that they propounded and discussed

as the result of their own thirst for knowledge. This fact not

only preserved to their works an early-Christian character as

compared with those of the Alexandrians, but also explains

why they frequently stop in their positive teachings, when they

believe they have confuted their adversaries. Thus we find

neither in Irenaeus nor Tertullian a discussion of the relation

of the Scriptures to the rule of faith. From the way in which

they appeal to both we can deduce a series of important pro-

blems, which, however, the Fathers themselves did not formulate

and consequently did not answer. '

TJic doctrine of God was fixed by the old Catholic Fathers for

the Christendom of succeeding centuries, and in fact both the

methodic directions for forming the idea of God and their results

remained unchanged. With respect to the former they occupy

a middle position between the renunciation of all knowledge—

-

for God is not abyss and silence—and the attempt to fathom

the depths of the Godhead. ' Tertullian, influenced by the Stoics,

strongly emphasised the possibility of attaining a knowledge of

God. Irenaeus, following out an idea which seems to anticipate

the mysticism of later theologians, made love a prelimin-

ary condition of knowledge and plainly acknowledged it as

the principle of knowledge. ^ God can be known from revel-

1 Justin had already noted certain peculiarities of the Holy Scriptures as distin-

guished from profane writings. Tertullian speaks oi two proprietates iudaicct literatuiuc

in adv. Marc. III. 5. 6. But the Alexandrians were the first to propound any kind

of complete theories of inspiration.

2 See above p. 233, note 2, Kunze, I.e.

3 See Iren., II. 26. I, 13. 4: "Sic et in reliquis omnibus nulli similis erit omnium

pater hominum pusillitati: et dicitur quidem secundum hsec propter delectionem,

sentitur autem super hgec secundum magnitudinem." Irenseus expressly says that

God cannot be known as regards his greatness, /.£., absolutely, but that he can be

known as regards his love, IV. 20. i : "Igitur secundum magnitudem non est
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ation, ' because he has really revealed himself, that is, both by

the creation and the word of revelation. Irenaeus also taught

that a sufficient knowledge of God, as the creator and guide,

can be obtained from the creation, and indeed this knowledge

always continues, so that all men are without excuse. In this

case the prophets, the Lord himself, the Apostles, and the

Church teach no more and nothing else than what must be

already plain to the natural consciousness. Irenseus certainly

did not succeed in reconciling this proposition with his former

assertion that the knowledge of God springs from love resting

on revelation. Irenceus also starts, as Apologist and Antignostic,

with the God who is the First Cause. Every God who is not that

is a phantom ;
^ and every sublime religious state of mind which

coi,nioscere deum, impossibile est euim meusurari patrem ; secundum autem dilect-

ionem eius—li£ec est euim qua: nos per verbum eius perducit ad deum—obedientes

ei semper discimus quoniam est tantus deus etc."; in IV. 20. 4 the knowledge of

God "secundum dilectionem "' is more closely defined by the words "-per verbum

eius lesum Christum." The statements in §§ 5 and 6 are, however, specially import-

ant: they who are pure in heart will see God. CJod's omnipotence and goodness

remove the impossibility of man knowing him. ^lan comes to know him gi'adually,

in proportion as he is revealed and through love, until he beholds him in a state

of perfection. He must be in God in order to know God: ws-xsp 0/ ßfjTrovrst; to

(^ÜQ evTOQ sta-i rov (pciiTb(; xxi tj?? hxiJ-^por-^TOC, xvtov ixsrexovtriv, ovtok; 01 ßKe-

TTOvTSi; rov 0sov h^iroi; sia-i rov &eov, (isrsxo'jrst; xlrov rvtQ Äxiivpörviroi;. Kxi $(x

rovro 6 xx^P'-ITOi; y.xi xKxrx?^yi7rro(; y.xi xopxroQ Spuizs-jov ixvrov . . . role; Trta-roli

TTxpes'X^'-'-, ''"* ^ccoTTOtija-yj roi/i; ;^wpoCyTÄC xxt ß^STTOvrxt; xvrov Six Ti'irrsu^. See

also what follows down to the words: iJ.£rox>l @sov strri rb yivtuirxeiv ©eov xxi

XTToÄxvsiv TJfC %pv5-To'Ti^TO? xurov, ct homines igitur videbunt deum, ut vivant, per

visionem immortales facti et pertingentes usque in deum. Sentences of this kind

where rationalism is neutralised by mysticism we seek for in TertuUian in vain.

' See Iren., IV. 6. 4: 'ESt§xie-j itizx; 6 y.vpio;;, b'rt ©fov siShxi ovSeit; Svvxrxi, [iii

ovx' &SOV SiSx'zxvTO!;, rovTsa-rtv, xvsv &eov i-iif yivcatrxsa-axi rbv <r)e6v xhrb Si rb

yi-jM(TKSiT^xi rb-j Oebv äs?.>iiJ.x slvxi rov Trxrpo!;, Tywero-/TXi yxp xvrbv oit; xv xto-

y.x>.v^Yi ° vtbt;.

2 Iren. II. 6. I, 9. I, 27.2: 111.25.1: •• Providentiam habet deus omnium propter

hoc at consilium dat : consilium autem dans adest his, c[ui morum providentiam

habent. Necesse est igitur ea (|ux providentur et gubernantur cognoscere suum

directorem; quce quidem non sunt irrationalia rieque vana, sed habent sensibilitatem

perceptam de Providentia dei. Et propter hoc ethnicorum quidam, qui minus ille-

cebris ac voluptatibus servieruiit, et non in tantum superstitione idolorum coabducti

sunt, Providentia eius moti licet tenuiter, tarnen conversi sunt, ut dicerent fabricatorem

huius universitatis patrem omnium providentem et disponentem secundum nos mundum."

Tertull., de testim. animce ; Apolog. 1 7.

•' See Iren., IV. 6. 2 ; Tertull., adv. Marc. I, II.
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-does not include the feeling of dependence upon God as the

Creator is a deception. It is the extremest blasphemy to de-

grade God the Creator, and it is the most frightful machination

of the devil that has produced the blasplieniia creatoris. ' Like

the Apologists, the early Catholic Fathers confess that the

doctrine of God the Creator is the first and most important of

the main articles of Christian faith
;

" the belief in his oneness

as well as his absoluteness is the main point. ^ God is all light,

all understanding, all Logos, all active spirit ;
^ everything an-

thropopathic and anthropomorphic is to be conceived as in-

compatible with his nature. ' The early-Cathohc doctrine of

God shows an advance beyond that of the Apologists, in so

far as God's attributes of goodness and righteousness are ex-

pressly discussed, and it is proved in opposition to Marcion that

1 See Iren., \'. 26. 2.

- See Iren., II. i. i and the Hymn II. 30. g.

3 See Iren., III. 8. 3. Very pregnant are Irenaeus' utterances in II. 34. 4 and
II. 30. 9: "-Principari enim debet in oninibu.s et dominari voluntas dei, reliqua

autem omnia huic cedere et subdita esse et in servitium dedita "... "' substantia

omnium voluntas dei;" see also the fragment V. in Harvey, Iren., Opp. II. p. 477 sq.

Because everything originates with God and the e.xisteace of eternal metaphysical

contrasts is therefore impossible the following proposition (IV. 2, 4), which is proved

from the parable of the rich man and Lazarus, holds good :
'•• ex una substantia esse

omnia, id est Abraham et Moysem et prophetas, etiam ipsum dominum."

•» See Iren. II. 28. 4, 5: IV. 11. 2.

^ Tertulliau also makes the same demand {e.g.^ adv. Marc. II. 27) ; for his asser-

tion "•deum corpus esse" (adv. Prax. 7: "Quis enim negabit, deum corpus esse,

etsi deus spiritus est? spiritus enim corpus sui generis in sua effigie") must be

compared with his realistic doctrine of the soul (de anima 6) as well as with the

proposition formulated in de carne ii: '"omne quod est, corpus est sui generis," nihil

est incorporale, nisi quod non est." Tertullian here followed a principle of Stoic

philosophy, and in this case by no means wished to teach that the Deity has a

liuman form, since he recognised that man's likeness to God consists merely in

his spiritual qualities. On the contrary Melito ascribed to God a coi-poreal existence

of a higher type (Eusebius mentions a work of this bishop under the title "0 tte/j;

lv3-w//«T0f ©eoC x6yoc,''\ and Origen i-eckoned him among the teachers who recognised

that man had also a likeness to God in form (in body); see my Texte und Unter-

suchungen I. I. 2, pp. 243, 248. In the second century the realistic eschatological

ideas no doubt continued to foster in wide circles the popular idea that God had

a form and a kind of corporeal existence. A middle position between these ideas

and that of Tertullian and the Stoics seems to have been taken up by Lactantius

<Instit. div. VII. 9, 21: de ira dei 2. 18.).
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they are not mutually exclusive, but necessarily involve each

other. '

In the case of the Logos doctrine also, TertuUian and Hippo-

lytus simply adopted and developed that of the Apologists,

whilst Irenaius struck out a path of his own. In the Apologcti-

cuni (c. 21) TertuUian set forth the Logos doctrine as laid down
by Tatian, the only noteworthy difference between him and his

predecessor consisting in the fact that the appearance of the

Logos in Jesus Christ was the uniform aim of his presentation.

-

1 See Iren.. III. 25. 2: Tertull.. adv. .Marc. I. 23—28: II. 11 sq. Hippolytus

briefly defined his doctrine of God in Phil. X. 32. The advance beyond the

.\pologists' idea of God consists not only in tlie thorough discussion of God".-»

attributes of goodness and righteousness, but also in the view, which is now
much more vigorously worked out, that the Almighty Creator has no other purpose

in his world than the salvation of mankind. See the lOth Greek fragment oflren-

seus (Harvey, II. p. 480); Tertull., de orat. 4: -Summa est voluntatis dei salus

eorum, quos adoptavit"; de ptenit. 2: '-Bonorum dei unus est titulus, salus hominum""

:

adv. Marc. II. 27: "Nihil tam dignum deo quam salus hominis." They had here

undeniably learned from Marcion; see adv. Marc. I. 17. In the tirst chapters of the

work de orat.. however, in which TertuUian expounds the Lord's Prayer, he succeeded

in unfolding the meaning of the Gospel in a way such as was never possible for

him elsewhere. The like remark may be made of Origen's work de orat., and, in

general, in the case of most authoi-s who interpreted the Lord's Prayer in the

succeeding period. This prayer kept alive the knowledge of the deepest meaning

of the Gospel.

- Apol. 21 : ''Necesse et igitur pauca de Christo ut deo... Jam edi.\imus deum

Universitäten! hanc mundi verbo et ratione et virtute molitum. Apud vestros quoque

sapientes Aoyov, id est sermonem et rationem, constat artificem videri universitatis."

(,\n appeal to Zeno and Cleanthes follows). •• Et nos autem sermoni atque ratioai

itemque virtuti, per quae omnia molitum deum ediximus, propriam substantiam sjii-

ritum inscribimus, cui et sermo insit pronuntiauti et ratio adsit dispouenti et virtus

praesit perficienti. Hunc ex deo prolatuni didicimus et prolatione geueratum et id-

circo filium dei et deum dictum ex unitate substantia;, nam et deus spiritus (that

is, the antemundane Logos is the Son of God). Et cum radius ex sole porrigitur,

portio ex summa; sed sol erit in radio, quia solis est radius nee separatur sub-

stantia sed extenditur (cf. adv. Prax. 8). Ita de spiritu spiritus et deo deus ut lumen de

lumine accensum. Manet Integra et indefecta materia: matrix, etsi plures inde traduces

([ualitatis mutueris : ita et quod de deo profectum est, deus est et dei filius et unus

ambo. Ita et de spiritu spiritus et de deo deus modulo alternum numerum, gradu

non statu fecit, et a matrice non recessit sed excessit. Iste igitur dei radius, ut retro

semper praedicabatur, delapsus in virginem quandam et in utero eius caro figuratus

nascitur homo deo mixtus. Caro spiritu instructa nutritur, adolescit, adfatur, docet,

operatur et Christus est." TertuUian adds :
•• Recipite interim hanc fabulam, similis

est vestris."' As a matter of fact the heathen must have viewed this statement as

a philosophical speculation with a mythological conclusion. It is very instructive
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He fully explained his Logos doctrine in his work against the

Monarchian Praxeas. ' Here he created the formula; of succeed-

ing orthodoxy by introducing the ideas " substance" and " person
"

and by framing, despite of the most pronounced subordination-

ism and a purely economical conception of the Trinity, defini-

tions of the relations between the persons which could be fully

adopted in the Nicene creed. ' Here also the philosophical and

cosmological interest prevails ; the history of salvation appears

only to be the continuation of that of the cosmos. This system is

distinguished from Gnosticism by the history of redemption

appearing as the natural continuation of the history of creation

and not simply as its correction. The thought that the unity

of the Godhead is shown in the una substantia and the una
doniinatio was worked out by Tertullian with admirable clear-

ness. According to him the unfolding of this one substance

into several heavenly embodiments, or the administration of the

divine sovereignty by emanated persons cannot endanger the

to ascertain that in Hippolytus' book against Noetus "the setting forth of the truth"

(c. 10 ff.) he begins with the proposition: ©eo'c ißovÄ^Sij h6<j-i/.ov xria-xt. The Logos
whose essence and working are described merely went forth to realise this intention.

1 See Hagemann, Die römische Kirche (1864), p. 172 ff.

" See my detailed exposition of the orthodox side of Tertullian"s doctrine of the

Trinity (*•' orthodox" in the later sense of the word), in Vol. IV. There it is also

shown that these formiilte were due to Tertullian's juristic bias. The formuke,

"una substantia^ tres persona^\ never alternates in his case with the others, "ima
natura^ tees persona''' \ and so it remained for a longtime in the West: they did not

speak of "natures" but of "substances" ("nature" in this connection is very rare

down to the 5th century). \Miat makes this remarkable is the fact that Tertullian

always uses "substance" in the concrete sense "individual substance " and has even

expressed himself precisely on the point. He says in de anima 32 :
" aliud est

substantia, aliud natura substantia; siquidem substantia propria est rei cuiusque,

natura vero potest esse communis. Suscipe exemplum: substantia est lapis, ferrum;

duritia lapidis et ferri natura substantite est, Duritia (natura) communicat, substantia

discordat. MoUitia lanae, mollitia plumje pariant naturalia eorum, substantiva non
pariant ... Et tunc naturae similitudo notatur, cum substantise dissimilitudo con-

spicitur. Men and animals are similar natura^ but not substantia^'' We see that

Tertullian in so far as he designated Father, Son, and Spirit as one substance

expressed their ujuty as strongly as possible. The only idea intelligible to the

majority was a juristic and political notion, viz., that the Father, who is the tota

substantia^ sends forth officials whom he entrusts with the administration of

the monarchy. The legal fiction attached to the concept "person" aided in the

matter here.

17
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unity; the "arrangement of the unity when the unity evolves

the trinity from itself" (" dispositio unitatis, quando unitas ex

semetipsa [trinitatem] derivat") does not aboHsh the unity, and,

moreover, the Son will some day subject himself to the Father,

so that God will be all in all. ^ Here then the Gnostic doctrine

of aeons is adopted in its complete form, and in fact Hippolytus,

who in this respect agrees with Tertullian, has certified that the

Valentinians " acknowledge that the one is the originator of

all" {"roy hz ofy.i/.c'/ci/7iy xhioy ri-v ^rivr.vv "), because with them

also, "the whole goes back to one'' {^'ro zScy sUhx xyxTpsx^'")-'

The only difference is that Tertullian and Hippolytus limit the

"economy of God" {:h:yc,uix rcj Ssov) to Father, Son, and

Holy Ghost, while the Gnostics exceed this number. •' Accord-

ing to Tertullian " a rational conception of the Trinity consti-

tutes truth, an irrational idea of the unity makes heresy " ("trini-

tas rationaliter expensa veritatem constituit, unitas irrationaliter

collecta haeresim facit") is already the watchword of the Christian

dogmatic. Now what he considers a rational conception is keep-

ing in view the different stages of God's economy, and distin-

guishing between dispositio. distiiictio. miiiieriis on the one hand

and divisio on the other. At the beginning God was alone,

but ratio and scruio existed within him. In a certain sense then,

' See adv. Prax. 3: •Igitur si et monarchia diviua per tot legiones et exercilus

angelorum administratur, sicut scriptum est : Milies centies centena milia adsistebant

ei, et milies ceutena milia apparebant ei, nee ideo uuius esse desiit, ut desinat

monarchia esse, quia per tanta milia virtutum procuratur: quale est ut deus divi-

sionem et dispersionem pati videatur in filio et spiritu sancto, secundum et tertium

sortitis locum, tarn consortibus substantive patris, quam non patitur in tot angelorum

numeror" (! !) c. 4: '-Videmus igitur non obesse monarchice filium, etsi hodie apud

filium est, quia et in suo statu est apud filium, et cum suo statu restituetur patri a

filio.'" L.c. : Monarchia in tot nominibus constituta est, in quot deus voluit."

- See Hippol., c. Noetum 11. According to these doctrines the unity is suf-

ficiently preserved (i) if the separate persons have one and the same substance, (2)

if there is one possessor of the whole substance, i.e.^ if everything proceeds from

him. That this is a remnant of polytheism ought not to be disputed.

3 Adv. Prax. 8: "Hoc si qui pulaverit, me 7rpo|3oA>jv alitiuam introducere id est

prolationem rei alterius ex altera, quod facit Yalentinus, prime quidem dicam tibi,

non ideo non utatur et Veritas vocabulo isto et re ac censu eius, quia et hasresis

utitur; immo heeresis potius ex veritate accepit quod ad mendacium suum strueref:

cf. also what follows. Thus far then theologians had got already :
'•'• Tiie economy

is founded on as many names as God willed " (c. 4).
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he was never alone, for he thought and spoke inwardly. If even

men can carry on conversations with themselves and make
themselves objects of reflection, how much more is this possible

with God. ' But as yet he was the only person. ' The moment,

however, that he chose to reveal himself and sent forth from

himself the word of creation, the Logos came into existence as

a real being, before the world and for the sake of the world.

For "that which proceeds from such a great substance and has

created such substances cannot itself be devoid of substance."

He is therefore to be conceived as permanently separate from

God " secundus a deo consititutus, perseverans in sua forma";

but as unity of substance is to be preserved (" alius pater,

alius filiiis, alius non aliud'''— ''ego et pater ununi suinus ad
substantiie unitateui, iioji ad numeri singularitatem dictum est''

—

'^ tres unuin sunt, non unus''—" the Father is one person and

the Son is another, different persons not different things", "/

a)ui the Father are one refers to unity of substance, not to

singleness in number"—"the three are one thing not one per-

son "), the Logos must be related to the Father as the ray to

the sun, as the stream to the source, as the stem to the root

(see also Hippolytus, c. Noetum 10). ^ For that very reason

"Son" is the most suitable expression for the Logos that has

emanated in this way {zxrx (j.spi'jfj'Jv). Moreover, since he (as

well as the Spirit) has the same substance as the Father ("unius

substantise " = c'/-''^^'^^'^'?) he has also the same /c^t'^v-^ as regards

the world. He has all might in heaven and earth, and he has

had it ab initio, from the very beginning of time. * On the

other hand this same Son is only a part and offshoot ; the

Father is the whole ; and in this the mystery of the economy
consists. What the Son possesses has been given him by the

Father ; the Father is therefore greater than the Son ; the Son
' See adv. Pi-ax. 5.

- Tertull., adv. Hermog. 3 : "fuit tempus, cum ei filius non fuit."

•• Novatian (de trin. 23) distinguishes very decidedly between ''factum esse'' and

"procedere ".

• Adv. Prax. 2: '-Custodiatur oly.ovoiJ.txi; sacramentum, quje unitatem ia trinitatem

disponit, tres dirigens, tres autem non statu, sed gradu, nee substantia, sed forma,

nee potestate, sed specie, unius autem substantice et unius status et potestatis."'

•* See the discussions adv. Prax. 16 ff.
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is subordinate to the Father. ^ " Pater tota substantia est, fiUus

vero derivatio totius et portio ".
' This paradox is ultimately

based on a philosophical axiom of TertuUian : the whole fulness

of the Godhead, i.e., the Father, is incapable of entering into

the finite, whence also he must always remain invisible, un-

approachable, and incomprehensible. The Divine Being that

appears and works on earth can never be anything but a part

of the transcendent Deity. This Being must be a derived exist-

ence, which has already in some fashion a finite element in

itself, because it is the hypostatised Word of creation, which

has an origin. ' We would assert too much, were we to say

that TertuUian meant that the Son was simply the world-thought

itself; his insistance on the *'unius substantiae " disproves this.

But no doubt he regards the Son as the Deity depotentiated

for the sake of self-communication ; the Deity adapted to the

world, whose sphere coincides witht he world-thought, and whose

power is identical with that necessary for the world. From the

standpoint of humanity this Deity is God himself, i.e., a God
whom men can apprehend and who can apprehend them ; but

from God's standpoint, which speculation can fix but not fathom,

this Deity is a subordinate, nay, even a temporary one. Ter-

tuUian and Hippolytus know as little of an immanent Trinity

1 Tei-tuU., adv. Marc. III. 6: "-filius portio plenitudinis." In another passage

TertuUian has ironically remarked in opposition to Marcion (IV. 39) : "Nisi Marcion

Christum non subiectum patri infert."

2 Adv. Prax. 9.

3 See the whole 14th chap. adv. Prax. especially the words: "lam ergo alius

erit qui videbatur, quia non potest idem invisibilis definiri qui videbatur, et conse-

quens erit, ut invisibilem patrem intellegamus pro plenitudine maiestatis, visibilem

vero filium agnoscamus pro modulo derivationis." One cannot look at the sun itself,

but, "toleramus radium eius pro temperatura portionis, qure in terram inde porri-

gitur." The chapter also shows how the Old Testament theophanies must have given

an impetus to the distinction between the Deity as transcendent and the Deity as

making himself visible. Adv. Marc. II. 27: Qufficunque exigitis deo digna, habe-

buntur in patre invisibili incongressibilique et placido et, ut ita dixerim, philosophorum

deo. Quaecunque autem ut indigna repreheuditis, deputabuntur in filio et viso et audito

et congresso, arbitro patris et ministi^o, miscente in semetipso hominem et deum in

virtutibus deum, in pusillitatibus hominem, ut tantum homini conferat quantum deo

detrahit." In adv. Prax. 29 TertuUian showed in very precise terms that the Father

is by nature impassible, but the Son is capable of suffering. Hippolytus does not

share this opinion; to him the Logos in himself is likewise «täSijc (see c. Noetum 15).
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as the Apologists; the Trinity only appears such, because the

unity of the substance is very vigorously emphasised ; but in

truth the Trinitarian process as in the case of the Gnostics, is

simply the background of the process that produces the history

of the world and of salvation. This is first of all shown by

the fact that in course of the process of the world and of sal-

vation the Son grows in his sonship, that is, goes through a

finite process ;
^ and secondly by the fact that the Son himself

will one day restore the monarchy to the Father. - These words

no doubt are again spoken not from the standpoint of man,

but from that of God ; for so long as history lasts " the Son

continues in his form." In its point of departure, its plan, and

its details this whole exposition is not distinguished from the

teachings of contemporaneous and subsequent Greek philoso-

phers, '* but merely differs in its aim. In itself absolutely unfitted

to preserve the primitive Christian belief in God the Father and

the Lord Jesus Christ, its importance consists in its identification

of the historical Jesus with this Logos. By its aid TertuUian

united the scientific, idealistic cosmology with the utterances of

early Christian tradition about Jesus in such a way as to make

the two, as it were, appear the totally dissimilar wings of one

and the same building, ^ With peculiar versatility he contrived

to make himself at home in both wings.

' According to TertuUian it is certainly an essential part of the Sorts nature to

appear, teach, and thus come into connection with men; but he neither asserted

tlie necessity of the incarnation apart from the faulty development of mankind, nor

can this view be inferred from his premises.

- See adv. Prax. 4. the only passage, however, containing this idea, which is

derived from I Cor. XV.

* Cf. specially the attempts of Plotinus to reconcile the abstract unity which is

conceived as the principle of the universe with the manifoldness and fulness of

the real and the particular (Ennead. lib. III.—V.). Plotinus employs the subsidiary

notion //.spta-iJioi; in the same way as TertuUian; see Hagemann I.e. p. 186 f. Plotinus

would have agreed with TertuUian's proposition in adv. Marc. III. i5:'-Deinomen

quasi naturale divinitatis potest in omnes communicari quibus divinitas vindicatur."

Plotinus' idea of hypostasis is also important, and this notion requires exact examination.

* Following the baptismal confession, TertuUian merely treated the Holy Ghost

according to the scheme of the Logos docü'ine without any trace of independent

interest. In accordance with this, however, the Spirit possesses his own '^numerus"

— "tertium numen divinitatis et tertium nomen maiestatis",— and he is a person

in the same sense as the Son, to whom, however, he is subordinate, for the sub-
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It is essentially otherwise with the Logos doctrine of Irenaeus. '

Whereas TertuUian and Hippolytus developed their Logos doctrine

without reference to the historical Jesus, the truth rather being that

they simply add the incarnation to the already existing theory ofthe

subject, there is no doubt that Irenaeus, as a rule, made Jesus Christ,

whom he views as God and man, the starting-point of his

speculation. Here he followed the Fourth Gospel and Ignatius.

It is of Jesus that Irenaeus almost always thinks when he speaks

of the Logos or of the Son of God ; and therefore he does not

identify the divine element in Christ or Christ himself with the

world idea or the creating Word or the Reason of God. - That

ordination is a necessaiy result of his later origin. See cc. 2. 8 : -tertius est spiritus

a deo et filio, sicut tertius a radice fructus a frutice, et tertius a fonte rivus a flumine

et tertius a sole apex ex radio. Nihil tarnen a matrice alienatur a qua proprietates

suas ducit. Ita trinitas per consertos et connexos gradus a patre decuiTens et monar-

chire nihil obstrepit et o\x.ovo{j.ictc, statum protegit"; de pudic. 2i. In de prrescr. 13

the Spii-it in relation to the Son is called "vicaria vis'". The element of personality

in the Spirit is with Tei'tuUian merely a result arising from logical deduction ; see

his successor Novatian de trin. 29. Hippolytus did not attribute personality to the

Spirit, for he says (adv. Noet. 14): "Evix@sovspcS,vpö(rcii7rxSsSvo,oiicovoi.iix$erpiT'/iv

TJjv %xptv Tov xytov Tvevijtxro^' Trxriifi (msv yxp sig, yrpötrüiTrx Se Svo, 'on y.xi 6 vi6c,

TO Ss rpiTOv TO xytov Trvevf-ix. In his Logos doctrine apart from the express emphasis

he lays on the creatureliness of the Logos (see Philos. X. 33 : E/ yxp ©eo'v ve •^ii>.-^a-s

7rotvi(Txi 6 &SÖ1;, sSvvxTO' £%£/? TOV ^6yov to TxpxSsiyi-ix) he quite agrees with Ter-

tuUian. See ibid.; hei-e the Logos is called before his coming forth '•svSixisro^

TOV TTxvTOf; Aoy<5-/'.io? " ; he is produced sk tüv 'ovtmv^ i.e., from the Father who
then alone existed; his essence is "that he bears in himself the will of him who

has begotten him" or "• that he comprehends in himself the ideas previously conceived

by and I'esting in the Father." Cyprian in no part of his writings took occasion

to set forth the Logos doctrine in a didactic way; he simply kept to the formula:

" Christus deus et homo ", and to the Biblical expressions which were understood

in the sense of divinity and preexistence; see Testim. II. i— 10. Lactantius was

still quite confused in his Trinitarian doctrine and, in particular, conceived tlie

Holy Ghost not as a person but as " sanctificatio '" proceeding from the Father or

from the Son. On the contrary, Novatian, in his work de frinitate^ reproduced

TertuUian's views. For details see Dorner Entwickelungsgeschichte I. pp. 563— 634,

Kahnis, Lehre vom heiligen Geiste; Hagemann, I.e., p. 371 ff. It is noteworthy

that TertuUian still very frequently called the preexistent Christ dei s/>v//i/s',seede

orat. I: "Dei spiritus et dei sermo ct dei ratio, sermo rationis et ratio sermonis et

spiritus, utrumque lesus Christus."" Apol. 21: adv. Prax. 26: adv. Marc. I. 10: III. 6,

16: IV. 21.

J See Zahn, Marcellus of Ancyra, pp. 235— 244. Duncker, Des heiligen Irenäus

Christologie, 1843.

- Zahn, I.e., p. 238.
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he nevertheless makes Logos (f/.:yo'/£yy;c, vrpccroTozos, " only be-

gotten", "first born") the regular designation of Christ as the

preexistent One can only be explained from the apologetic

tradition which in his time was already recognised as authori-

tative by Christian scholars, and moreover appeared justified

and required by John I. i. Since both Irenaius and Valentinus

consider redemption to be the special work of Christ, the cosmo-

logical interest in the doctrine of the second God becomes sub-

ordinate to the soteriological. As, however, in Irenaius' system

(in opposition to Valentinus) this real redemption is to be im-

agined as recapitnlatio of the creation, redemption and creation

are not opposed to each other as antitheses ; and therefore the

Redeemer has also his place in the history of creation. In a

certain sense then the Christology of Irenaeus occupies a middle

position between the Christology of the Valentinians and Mar-

cion on the one hand and the Logos doctrine of the Apol-

ogists on the other. The Apologists have a cosmological interest,

Marcion only a soteriological, whereas Irenaeus has both;

the Apologists base their speculations on the Old Test-

ament, Marcion on a New Testament, Irenaius on both Old

and New.

Irenaius expressly refused to investigate what the divine

element in Christ is, and why another deity stands alongside

of the Godhead of the Father. He confesses that he here

simply keeps to the rule of faith and the Holy Scriptures, and

declines speculative disquisitions on principle. He does not ad-

mit the distinction of a Word existing in God and one coming

forth from him, and opposes not only ideas of emanation in

general, but also the opinion that the Logos issued forth at a

definite point of time. Nor will Irenaeus allow the designation

"Logos" to be interpreted in the sense of the Logos being the

inward Reason or the spoken Word of God. God is a simple

essence and always remains in the same state ; besides we ought

not to hypostatise qualities. ' Nevertheless Irenaeus, too, calls

the preexistent Christ the Son of God, and strictly maintains

the personal distinction between Father and Son. What makes

1 See Iren., II. 13. S: II. 28. 4—9: II. 12. 2: II. 13. 2. and also the important

passage II. 29. 3 tin.
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the opposite appear to be the case is the fact that he does

not utilise the distinction in the interest of cosmology. ' In

Irenaeus' sense we shall have to say : The Logos is the revel-

ation hypostasis of the Father, "the self-revelation of the self-

conscious God", and indeed the eternal self-revelation. For
according to him the Son ahvays existed with God, always
revealed the Father, and it was always the ///// Godhead that

he revealed in himself. In other words, he is God in his specific

nature, truly God, and there is no distinction of essence be-

tween him and God. - Nov/ we might conclude from the strong

' A great many passages clearly show that IrenKUS decidedly distinguished the

Son from the Father, so that it is absolutely incorrect to attribute modalistic

ideas to him. See III. 6. i and all the other passages where Irenseus refers to the

Old Testament theophanies. Such are III. 6. 2 : IV. 5. 2 fin. : IV. 7. 4, where the

distinction is particularly plain: IV. 17. 6: II. 28. 6.

" The Logos (Son) is the administrator and bestower of the divine «race as

regards humanity, because he is the revealer of this grace, see IV. 6 (§ 7 :
" agnitio

patris filius, agnitio autem filii in patre et per filium revelata"'): IV. 5: IV. 16. 7:
IV. 20. 7. He has been the revealer of God from the beginning and always

remains so, III. 16. 6: IV. 13. 4 etc.: he is the antemundane revealer to the angel

world, see II. 30. 9: "semper autem coexsistens filius patri, olim et ab initio semper
revelat patrem et angelis et archangelis et potestatibus et virtutibus et omnibus, quibus

vult revelari deus: he has always existed with the Father, see II. 30. 9:111. 18. i :

"non tunc ccepit filius dei, exsistens semper apud pati'em"; IV. 20. 3, 7, 14. i:

II. 25. 3 :
'• non enim infectus es, o homo, neque semper coexsistebas deo, sicut

proprium eius verbum," The Logos is God as God, nay, for us he is God himself,

in so far as his work is the work of God. Thus, and not in a modalistic sense,

we must understand passages like II. 30. 9: "fabricator qui fecit mundum per semit-

ipsum, hoc est per verbum et per sapientiam suam," or hymnlike statements such as

III. 16. 6: '•et hominem ergo in semetipsum recapitulans est, invisibilis visibilis

factus, et incomprehensibilis factus comprehensibilis et impassibilis passibilis et ver-

bum homo " (see something similar in Ignatius and Melito, Otto, Coq). Apolog. IX,

p. 419 sq.). Irenseus also says in III. 6. 2: ''filius est in patre et habet in se

patrem," III. 6. i.: utrosque dei appellatione signavit spiritus, et eum c[ui ungitur

filium et eum, qui ungit, id est patrem." He not only says that the Son has revealed

the Father, but that the Father has revealed the Son (IV. 6. 3 : IV. 7. 7). He applies

Old Testament passages sometimes to Christ, sometimes to God, and hence in some
cases calls the leather the creator, and in others the Son ("pater generis humani verbum
dei", IV. 31. 2). Irenffius (IV. 4. 2) .approjiriated the expression of an ancient "im-

mensum patrem in filio mensuratum; mensura enim patris filius, quoniam et capit

eum.' This expi-ession is by no means intended to denote a diminution, but rather

to signify the identity of Father and Son. In all this Irenaeus adhered to an ancient

tradition; but these propositions do not admit of lieing incoiporated with a rational

system.
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emphasis laid on "always" that Irenaeus conceived a relationship

of Father and Son in the Godhead, conditioned by the essence

of God himself and existing independently of revelation. But

the second hypostasis is viewed by him as existing from all

eternity, just as much in the quality of Logos as in that of

Son, and his very statement that the Logos has revealed the

Father from the beginning shows that this relationship is always

within the sphere of revelation. The Son then exists because

he gives a revelation. Little interested as Irenaeus is in saying

anything about the Son, apart from his historical mission,

naively as he extols the Father as the direct Creator of the

universe, and anxious as he is to repress all speculations that lead

beyond the Holy Scriptures, he could not altogether avoid re-

flecting on the problems: why there is a second deity alongside

of God, and how the two are related to one another. His in-

cidental answers are not essentially different from those of the

Apologists and Tertullian ; the only distinction is this incidental

character. Irenaeus too looked on the Son as " the hand of God ",

the mediator of creation ; he also seems in one passage to dis-

tinguish Father and Son as the naturally invisible and visible

elements of God ; he too views the Father as the one who
dominates all, the head of Christ, i.e., he who bears the creation

and his Logos. ^ Irenai^us had no opportunity of writing against

1 Logos and Sophia are the hands of God (III. 21. 10: IV. 20): also IV. 6.6:
''• Invisibile filii pater, visibile autem patris filius." Judging from this passage, it is

always doubtful whether Irenosus, like Tertullian, assumed that transcendency belonged

to the Father in a still higher sense than to the Son, and that the nature of the Son

was more adapted for entering the finite than that of the Father (on the contrary

see IV. 20. 7 and especially IV. 24. 2: " verbum naturaliter quidem invisibile'").

But it ought not to have been denied that there are passages, in which Irenreus

hints at a subordination of the Son, and deduces this from his origin. See II. 28. 8

(the knowledge of the Father reaches further than that of the Son and the Father

is greater than the Son) ; III. 6. i (the Son receives from the Father the sovereignty)

;

IV. 17. 6 (a veiy important passage: the Father owns the name of Jesus Christ as

his, first, because it is the name of his Son, and, secondly, because he gave it himself);

V. 18. 21, 3 ("'pater conditionem simul et verbimi suumportans"—" verbum portatuni

a patre"

—

"et sic unus deus pater ostenditur, qui est super omnia et per omnia et

inomnibus; super omnia pater quidem et ipse est caput Christi "—" verbinn universorum

potestatem habet a patre"). '••This is not a subordination founded on the nature

of the second person, but an inequality that has arisen historically," says Zahn
(I.e., p. 241); but it is doubtful whether such a distinction can be imputed to Irenreus.
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the Monarchians. and unfortunately we possess no apologetic

writings of his. It cannot therefore be determined how he

would have written, if he had had less occasion to avoid the

danger of being himself led into Gnostic speculations about aeons.

It has been correctly remarked that with Irensus the Godhead

and the divine personality of Christ merely exist beside each

other. He did not want to weigh the different problems, be-

cause, influenced as he was by the lingering eftects of an early-

Christian, anti-theological interest, he regarded the results of this

reflection as dangerous ; but, as a matter of fact, he did not

really correct the premises of the problems by rejecting the

conclusions. We may evidently assume (with Zahn) that, accord-

ing to Irenajus, "God placed himself in the relationship of

Father to Son, in order to create after his image and in his

likeness the man who was to become his Son;" ^ but we ought

not to ask if Irenaeus understood the incarnation as a definite

purpose necessarily involved in the Sonship, as this question

falls outside the sphere of Patristic thinking. No doubt the

incarnation constantly formed the preeminent interest of Irenaeus,

and owing to this interest he was able to put aside or throw

a veil over the mythological speculations of the Apologists re-

garding the Logos, and to proceed at once to the soteriological

question.

"

We have rather simply to recognise the contradiction, wliich was not feh by Ireni\;us

because, in his religious belief, he places Christ on a level with God, but, as a

theologian, merely touched on the problem. So also he shows remarkable unconcern

as to the proof of the unity of God in view of the distinction between Father and Son.

1 Iren;T;us very frequently emphasises the idea that tlie whole economy of God
refers to mankind, see, c.g.^ I. lo. 3 : iy.^f/fye'l(r&cct rijv Tpxyi^xTStxv y.xi oikovoij./xv

ToC Osov r>iv eTTt ry, xvSpuTrÖTyiTt yevo/jcdv*!)/, W. 20.7: Verbum dispensator patern;i:

gratise factus est ad utilitatem hominum, propter quos fecit tantas dispositiones."

God became a creator out of goodness and love: see the beautiful expression in

IV. 20. 7: "Gloria dei vivens homo, vita autem hominis visio dei,"' or III. 20. 2 :

"Gloria hominis deus, operationes vero dei et omnis sapientii\; eius et virtutis recep-

taculum liomo."' V. 29. i : ''Non homo propter conditionem. sed conditio facta est

propter hominem."

- Irena-us speaks al>out the Holy Sjiirit in numerous passages. N\) doubt lie

firmly believes in the distinction of the Sjiirit (Holy Spirit, Spirit of God, Spirit of

the Father, Spirit of the Son, prophetic Spirit. Wisdom) from the Father and Son.

and in a [larticular significance lielonging to the Spirit, as these doctrines are found
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Nothing is more instructive than an examination of Irenaius'

views with regard to the destination of man, the original state,

the fall, and sin: because the heterogeneous elements of his

"theology", the apologetic and moralistic, the realistic, and the

in the re^tila. In general the same attributes as are assigned to the Son are every-

where applicable to him; he was always with the Father before there was any

creation (IV. 20. 3; Irenzeus applies Prov. III. 19: VIII. 22 to the Spirit and not to

the Son) : like the Son he was the instrument and hand of the Father (IV. pref. 4,

20. I : V. 6. I.). That Logos and Wisdom are to be distinguished is clear from

IV. 20. I— 12 and particularly from § 12: IV. 7. 4: III. 17. 3 (the host in the

parable of the Good Samaritan is the Spirit). Irenjeus also tried by reference to

Scripture to distinguish the work of the Spirit from that of the Logos. Thus in

the creation, the guidance of the world, the Old Testament history, the incarnation,

the baptism of Jesus, the Logos is the energy, the Spirit is wisdom. He also alluded

to a specific ministry of the Spirit in the sphere of the new covenant. The Spirit

is the principle of the new knowledge in IV. 33. i, 7, Spirit of fellowship with

God in V. i. i, pledge of immortality in V. 8. i, Spii-it of life in V. 18. 2. But

not only does the function of the Spirit remain very obscure for all that, particularly

in the incarnation, where Ireneeus was forced by the canon of the New Testament

to unite what could not be united (Logos doctrine and descent of the Spirit upon

Mary—-where, moreover, the whole of the Fathers after Irenreus launched forth into

the most wonderful speculations), but even the personality of the Spirit vanishes

with him, e.s[.. in III. 18. 3 : "unguentem patrem et unctum filium et unctionem,

qui est spiritus" (on Isaiah LXI. i); there is also no mention of the Spirit in IV.

pref. 4 fin., and IV. i. i , though he ought to have been named there. Father, Son, and

Spirit, or God, Logos, and Sophia are frequently conjoined by Irenseus, but he

never uses the formula rp/Ä?, to say nothing of the abstract formulae of Tertidlian.

In two passages (IV. 20. 5 : V. 36. 2) Irenasus unfolded a sublime speculation, which

is inconsistent with his usual utterances. In the first passage he says that (jod

has shown himself prophetically through the Spirit (in the Old Testament), then

adoptively through the Son, and will finally show himself paternally in the kingdom

of heaven ; the Spirit prepares man for the Son of God, the Son leads him to the

Father, but the Father confers on him immortality. In the other passage he adopts

the saying of an old presbyter (Papiasr) that we ascend gradually througli tlie

Spirit to the Son, and through the Son to the Father, and that in the end the Son

will deliver up everything to the Father, and God will be all in all. It is re-

markable that, as in the case of Tertidlian (see above), it is i Cor. XV. 23—28

that has produced this speculation. This is another clear proof, that in Iren?eus the

equality of Father, Son. and Spirit is not unconditional and that the eternity of

Son and SjMrit is not absolute. Here also we plainly perceive that the several

disquisitions in Irenseus were by no means part of a complete system. Thus, in

IV. 38. 2, he inverts the relationship and says that we ascend from the Son to the

Spirit: \\oä oix tovto TIxv^oq KopivSioii ip>icri- 7«/« w//«? Ittötio-x, oh ßpäf^a, ovie

ykp -^ovvxeroe ßxtrrx^siv rovTsvrt, rijv (zev y.xrx xvipcüTTCv Txpovctxv rov y.vptov

il^xS'/irs-jäi^TS, cho-/iXov os to tov TTxrpOQ ttvsvizx sTTxvxTrxverxi s^'' vfj-xc Six t-^v

viJi,wv xrdJveixv. Here one of Origen's thoughts appears.
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Biblical (Pauline), are specially apparent here, and the inconsist-

encies into which he was led are very plain. But these very

contradictions were never eliminated from the Church doctrinal

system of succeeding centuries and did not admit of being re-

moved ; hence his attitude on these points is typical. ' The
apologetic and moralistic train of thought is alone developed

with systematic clearness. Everything created is imperfect, just

from the very fact of its having had a beginning; therefore

man also. The Deity is indeed capable of bestowing perfection

on man from the beginning, but the latter was incapable of

grasping or retaining it from the first. Hence perfection, i.e.,

incorruptibility, which consists in the contemplation of God and

is conditional on voluntary obedience, could only be the destin-

ation of man, and he must accordingly have been made capable

of it. "" That destination is realised through the guidance of God

' The opinions advanced here are, of course, adumbrations of the ideas about

redemption. Noldechen (Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1885. p. 462 ff):

" Die Lehre vom ersten jNIenschen bei den christlichen Lehrern des 2 Jahrhunderts."'

" Here the whole 38th chapter of the 4th Book is to be examined. The following

sentences are perhaps the most important: E/ 5e \eysi t;?' oi/ic ifSvvxTO 6 0eo; xtt'

«p%i5s TS/^stov xvx^et'tcct tov xväpoüxo)/ ; Tvuru, on rii (isv @scS, xsi Kxrx rx xvrx

'ovTt y.xl xysvvviTia vTrxpxovri, w? Trpoi; sxvrov, ttävtä Svvxrx' rx St ysyovOTX, xxSo

jjiSTSTrstTX yevia-ewi; xpxh'i' tSixv 'i<rx^, y-xrx tovto y.xt vTrepsttr^xi Ss7 xvtx rov

TSTTotiixoTOi' ov yxp ifSvvxvzo xysvvyjTX slvxt Txl '^iuXTTi y syevv/tf^evx. Kxio Se (/.vi

£<rTiv xyi\/v^TX, y.xrk tovto xxi VTTipoti-jTxi tov TsKiioxj. K«äo 3e vsuTSpx, y.XTX

TOVTO xxi v^TTix, XXTX TOVTO xxt xiTvv^iif xxt xyvi^vxtTTX xpoi; Tyfv TS^sixv xyuyiiv.

The mother can no doubt give strong food to the child at the very beginning, but

llie child cannot stand it: xvipaiTroi xSvmxtoi; Äxßsiv xvt6- •jvitzio^ yxp '^v, see also

ij 2—4: '• Xon al) initio dii facti sumus, sed primo quidem homines, time demiuii

dii, quamvis deus secundum simplicitatem bonitatis su£e hoc fecerit, nequis eum
putet invidiosum aut imprrestantem. "Ego," inquit, "dixi, dii estis et filii excels!

omnes, nobis autem potestatem divinitatis baiulare non sustinentibus"' . . . Oportuerat

autem primo naturam apparere, post deinde vinci et absorb! mortale ab immortalitate

et corruptibile ab iiicorruptibilitate, et fieri hominem secundum imaginem et simili-

tudinem dei, agnitione accepta boni et mali."' Ibid. : iivoTxyi) &eov x^Sxpa-ix, xxl

Txpxf^ovii x^dxp^ixi; Sotx xyivvt^TOi; . . . opxtri^ &eov vspiTroiyjTiy.ij x^Qxp^ix;;' x^äxptn'x

Si eyyi/i; shxt iroisl &eov. In this chapter Irenasus contemplates the manner of

appearance of the Logos (as man) from the point of view of a o-vw^ittix^siv. His

conception of th^cajxicity and destination of man enabled him to develop his ideas

about the proj^^He training of the human race and about the different covenants

(see below).^^^Rs point cf. also IV. 20. 5— 7. The fact that, according to this

way of loJH^at things, the Good and Divine appeared only as \h.Q destinatiofi

of man—^^Tiich was finally to be reached through divine guidance—but not as his
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and the free decision of man, for goodness not arising from

free choice has no vakie. The capacity in question is on the

one hand involved in man's possession of the divine image,

which, however, is only realised in the body and is therefore at

bottom a matter of indifference ; and, on the other, in his like-

ness to God, which consists in the union of the soul with God's

Spirit, but only comes about when man is obedient to him.

Along with this Irenfeus has also the idea that man's likeness

consists in freedom. Now, as man became disobedient immedi-

ately after the creation, this likeness to God did not become
perfect. ' Through the fall he lost the fellowship with God to

nattire^ suggesled both to Irenreus and TertuUian the distinction between " natura"

and "gratia" or between "substantia" and "fides et iustitia". In other words,

they were led to propound a problem which had occurred to the Gnostics long

before, and had been solved by them in a dualistic sense. See Irenteus II. 29. i :

"Si propter substantiara omnes succedunt animte in refrigerium, et superfluum est

credere, superflua autem et discessio salvatoris ; si autem propter iustitiam, iam
non propter id, quod sint animas sed quoniam sunt iustK ... Si enim natura et

substantia salvat, omnes salvabuntur anim« ; si autem iustitia et fides etc. II. 34. 3 :

"Non enim ex nobis neque ex nostra natura vita est, sed secundum gratiam dei

datur," II. 34. 4. TertuUian adv, Maix. III. 15: "Christi nomen non ex natura

veniens, sed ex dispositione." In TertuUian these ideas are not unfrequently opposed

to each other in this way : but the relationship between them has by no means
been made clear.

1 On the psycliology of Irenxus see Bohringer, p. 466 f., Wendt p. 22. The
fact that in some passages he reckoned the ^vfC/za; in manas the latter's inalienable

nature {e.g. II. 33. 5), though as a rule (like .Tatian) he conceives it as the divine

Spirit, is an evident inconsistency on his part. The sVkmm is realised in the body,

the 6(jioiut7ii; is not given by nature, but is brought about by the union with the

Spirit of God realised through obedience (V. 6. i). The 6(j.oii>ja-iti is therefore sub-

ject to growth, and was not perfect at the beginning (see above, IV. 38. 4, where
he opposes Tatian's opinion). It is clear, especially from V. 12. 2, that it is only

the TTvo;}, not the 5rvet/f^Ä, that is to be conceived as an original possession. On
this point Irenjeus appealed to i Cor. XV. 45. It is plain from the 37th chapter

of the 4th Book, that IrenKus also views everything as ultimately dependent on
man's inalienable freedom. Alongside of this God's goodness has scope for dis-

playing itself in addition to its exercise at the creation, because it guides man's

knowledge tln-ough counsel; see §1. On Matth. XXIII. 37 Ireneeus remarks :" veterem

legem libertatis hominis manifestavit, quia liberum eum deus fecit ab initio, habentem
suam potestatem sicut et suam animam ad uteiidum sententia dei voluntarie et non
coactum a deo . . . posuit in homine potestatem electionis quemadmodum in angelis

(et enim angeli r.ationabiles), ut hi quidem qui obedissent iuste bonum sint possidentes,

datum quidem a deo^ servaium vera ab ipsis." An appeal to Rome II. 4—7 (!)

follows. In § 2 Irenseus inveighs violently against the Gnostic doctrines of natural
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which he was destined, i.e.. he is forfeit to death. This death

was transmitted to Adam's whole posterity. ' Here Irenaeus

followed sayings of Paul, but adopted the words rather than

the sense; for, in the first place, like the Apologists, he very

strongly emphasises the elements that palliate man's fall ' and,

secondly, he contemplates the fall as having a teleological signi-

ficance. It is the fall itself and not, as in Paul's case, the

goodness and wickedness: ira.vTic, tviC, cdirviC, ila-i (^vtsu^. In § 4 he interprets the

Pauline: "omnia licent, sed non omnia expediunt," as referring to man's inalienable

freedom and to the way in which it is abused in order to work evil(!): '-liberce

seiUenticC ab initio est homo et liberie sententise est deus, cuius ad similitudiiiem

factus est."' § 5 :
'• Et non tantum in operibus. sed etiam in fide, liberum et suk

potestalis arbitrium hominis servavit (that is, respected) dominus, diceus: Secundum
fideni tuam fiat tibi." § 4 :

^' deus consilium dat continere bonum, quod perficitur

ex obedientia." tj 3: '"to y.urii.oi(no'j rov xv^punrov y.xi to ffviJ.ßov^BiiTiv.bv rov @eov

[jLvj ßici^oiJ.s-jo\j. IV. 4. 3: '•'homo rationabilis et secundum hoc similis deo liber in

arbitrio factus et suas potestatis, ipse sibi causa est, ut aliquando quidem frumentum

aliquando autem palea fiat."

1 As a matter of fact this view already belongs to the second train of thought

;

see particularly III. 21—23. Here in reality this merely applies to the particular

individuals who chose disobedience, liut Irenoeus almost everywhere referred back

to the fall of Adam. See, however, V. 27. 2: " Quicunque erga eum custodiunt

dilectionem, suam his preestat communionem. Communio autem dei vita et lumen

et fruitio eorum quDe sunt apud deum bonorum. Quiciunque autem absistunt secundum

sententiam suam ab eo, his eam quae electa est ab ipsis separationem inducit. Separatio

autem dei mors, et separatio kicis tenebrse, et separatio dei amissio omnium qure

sunt apud eum bonorum." V. 19. i, i. 3, i. i. The subjective moralism is very

clearly defined in IV. 15. 2 :
" Id quod erat semper liberum et sute potestatis in homine

semper servavit deus et sua exhortatio, ut iuste iudicenturqui non obediunt ei quoniam

non obedierunt, et qui obedierunt et crediderunt ei, honorentur incorruptibilitate."

- Man's sin is thoughtlessness; he is merely led astray (I\'. 40. 3). The fact

thai he let himself be seduced under the pretext of immortality is an excuse for

him: man was infans, (See above; hence it is said, in opposition to the Gnostics,

in IV. 38. 4: " supergredientes legem humani generis et antequam fiant homines,

iam volunt similes esse factori deo et nullam esse differentiam infecti dei et nunc

facti hominis." The same idea is once more very clearly expressed in IV. 39. 3 ;

'•f[uemadmodum igitur erit homo deus, qui nondum factus est homo?" /.^., how
could newly created man be already perfect as he was not even man, inasmuch

as he did not yet know how to distinguish good and evil?). Cf. III. 23. 3, 5 :
*•• The

fear of Adam was the beginning of wisdom; the sense of transgression led to

repentance; but God bestows his grace on the penitent"... "eum odivit deus, qui

seduxit hominem, ei vero qui seductus est, sensim paullatimque misertus est." The

"pondus peccati" in the sense of Augustine was by no means acknowledged by

IrenreuSj and although he makes use of Pauline sayings, and by preference such as

have a quite different sense, he is very far from sharing Paul's view.
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consequences of the fall, that he thus views ; for he says that

disobedience was conducive to man's development. Man had

to learn by experience that disobedience entails death, in order

that he might acquire wisdom and choose freely to fulfil the

commandments of God. Further, man was obliged to learn

through the fall that goodness and Kfe do not belong to him

by nature as they do to God. ' Here life and death are always

the ultimate question to Irenaeus. It is only when he quotes

sayings of Paul that he remembers sin in connection with re-

demption; and ethical consequences of the fall are not mentioned

in this connection *' The original destination of man was not

abrogated by the fall, the truth rather being that the fall was

intended as a means of leading men to attain this perfection

to which they were destined." - Moreover, the goodness of God
immediately showed itself both in the removal of the tree of

life and in the sentence of temporal death. ^ What significance

belongs to Jesus Christ within this conception is clear: he is

the man who first realised in his person the destination of

humanity; the Spirit of God became united with his soul and

accustomed itself to dwell in men. But he is also the teacher

who reforms mankind by his preaching, calls upon them to

direct their still existing freedom to obedience to the divine

commandments, thereby restoring, i.e., strengthening, fi-eedom,

so that humanity is thus rendered capable of receiving incor-

ruptibility. ^ One can plainly see that this is the idea of Tatian

' See IV. 37. 7: '•Alias autem esset nosti'um iiisensatum bonum, quod esset

inexercitatum. Sed et videre non tantum nobis esset desiderabile, nisi cognovissemus

quantum esset malum non videre; et bene valere autem male valentis experientia

lionorabilius efficit, et lucem tenebrarum comparatio et vitam mortis. Sic et cceleste

regnum lionorabilius est his qui cognoverunt terrenum." The main passage is III.

20. I, 2, which cannot be here quoted. The fall was necessary in order that man
might not believe that he was " naturaliter similis deo". Hence God permitted the

great whale to swallow man for a time. In several passages Irenseus has designated

the permitting of evil as kind generosity on the part of God, see, ^.^., IV. 39. 1,37. 7.

- See Wendt, I.e., p. 24.

3 See III. 23. 6.

* See V. I. I : "Non enim aliter nos discere poteramus quae sunt dei, nisi

magister noster, verbum exsistens, homo factus fuisset. . . . Neque rursus nos aliter

discere poteramus, nisi magistrum nostrum videntes," etc.; III. 23. 2, 5. 3 :
" liber-

tatem restauravit"; IV. 24. i : '-reformavit humanum genus"; III. 17. i :
- spiritus
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and Theophilus, with which Irena^us has incorporated utterances

of Paul. TertuUian and Hippolytus taught essentially the same

doctrine ;
* only TertuUian beheld the image and likeness of

God expressly and exclusively in the fact that man's will and

capacity are free, and based on this freedom an argument in

justification of God's ways. -

But, in addition to this, Irenaeus developed a second train of

thought. This was the outcome of his Gnostic and realistic

doctrine of recapitulation, and evinces clear traces of the influence

of Pauline theology. It is, however, inconsistent with the moral-

istic teachings unfolded above, and could only be united with

them at a few points. To the Apologists the proposition :
" it

is impossible to learn to know God without the help of God"
(" impossibile est sine deo discere deum ") was a conviction

which, with the exception of Justin, they subordinated to their

moralism and to which they did not give a specifically Christ-

ological signification. Irenaeus understood this proposition in a

Christological sense, ' and at the same time conceived the bless-

ing of salvation imparted by Christ not only as the incorrupt-

ibility consisting in the beholding of God bestowed on obedience

IV. 20. 5—7: IV. 38, but also as the divine sonship which

sanctus in filium dei, filiiun hominis factum, descendit cum ipso assuescens habitare

in genere humano." III. 19. i: IV. 38. 3: 39. i, 2. Wendt's summaiy. 1. c, p. 24

:

"By the Logos becoming man, the type of the perfect man made its appearance."'

formulates Irenaeus' meaning correctly and excludes the erroneous idea that he

viewed the Logos himself as tlie prototype of humanity. A real divine manhood
is not necessary within this train of thought ; only a homo itispiratus is i-equired.

1 See Hippol. Philos. X. 33 (p. 538 sq.) : 'Et; rovroic, tov xavr^v ixpxovTix Svii^i-

ovpyüv SK Trxa-cSv o-vväeTWv cva-iüv io-y.svxaev, ob @sbv flsAwv ttoisIv 'eV^iijAsv, oiiSs

xyye^vov, äAA' ÄvSpcuTrov. E< yxp &e6v a-s vj^i?^vjvs Troti^a-xi, e^vvxro' sx^i? tov f^oyov

TO TTXpxSsiyiJLX' XvipWTTOV Bs^dlV, XV&pUTTÖV (TS STTOlVjITSV £1 Si öeÄStq y.Xl OBOI; ySV£l7$Cil,

vTTXKovs Tw TTSTTor/iKÖTi. The famous concluding chapter of the Philosophoumena

with its prospect of deification is to be explained from this (X. 34).

" See Tertull. adv. Marc. II. 4— 1
1

; his undiluted moralism appears with particular

clearness in chaps. 6 and 8. No weight is to be attached to the phrase in chapter 4
that God by placing man in Paradise really even then put him from Paradise into

the Church. This is contrary to Wendt's opinion. I.e., p. 67. ff., where the exposition

of TertuUian is sfeciosior quam verlor. In adv. Marc. II. 4 ff. Wendt professes to

see the first traces of the scholastic and Romish theory, and in de auima 16, 41

the germ of the subsequent Protestant view.

3 See IV. 5. 1, 6. 4.
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has been won for us by Christ and which is reahsed in con-

stant fellowship with God and dependence on him. ' No doubt

he also viewed this divine sonship as consisting in the trans-

formation of human nature ; but the point of immediate import-

ance here is that it is no longer human freedom but Christ

that he contemplated in this connection. Corresponding to this

he has now also a different idea of the original destination of

man, of Adam, and of the results of the fall. Here comes in

the mystical Adam-Christ speculation, in accordance with the

Epistles to the Ephesians and Corinthians. Everything, that is,

the "longa hominum expositio", was recapitulated by Christin

himself; in other words he restored humanity to what it origin-

ally was and again included under one head what was divided.'

If humanity is restored, then it must have lost something before

and been originally in good condition. In complete contradiction

to the other teachings quoted above, Irena^us now says : "What
we had lost in Adam, namely, our possession of the image and

likeness of God, we recover in Christ. ^ Adam, however, is

humanity ; in other words, as all humanity is united and renewed

through Christ so also it was already summarised in Adam.
Accordingly "the sin of disobedience and the loss of salvation

which Adam consequently suffered may now be viewed as be-

longing to all mankind summed up in him, in like manner as

Christ's obedience and possession of salvation are the property

' See IV. 14. I : '•'In quantum enim deus nullius indiget, in tantum homo indiget

dei communione. Hsec eaim gloria hominis, perseverare et pemianere in dei Servi-

tute." This statement, which, like the numerous others where Irenceus speaks of

the adoptio, is opposed to moralism, reminds us of Augustine. In Irengeus' great

work, however, we can point out not a few propositions which, so to speak, bear

the stamp of Augustine; see IV. 38. 3: inroTxyi^ ®sov x<p6xpa-ix.

" See the passages quoted above, p. 241 f.

^ See III. 18. I. V. 16. I is very remarkable: 'Ev to?? vpoaSsv xpövoi<; sKsysTO

{isv -AOiT^ siy.ovx @sov ysyovivxi tov ixvöpooTrov, oiiy. kSei'y.vvro St^ sri yxp xdpxroQ vjv

6 Köyoc;, ov xxt' sixovx 6 xvipiaTrot; sysyövsi. Six tovto Sii kxI tsjv ofi-otciKTiv pxStaii;

xTTsßx^sv; see also what follows. In V. i. i Irenaeus even says : "Quoniam iniuste

dominabatur nobis apostasia, et cum natura essemus dei omnipotentis, alienavit nos

contra naturam diabolus." Compare with this the contradictory passage IV. 38 :

^'oportuerat autem primo naturam apparere" etc. (see above, p. 268)^ where nafura

hominis is conceived as the opposite of the divine nature.

18
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of all mankind united under him as their head." ' In the first

Adam we offended God by not fulfilling his commandments

;

in Adam humanity became disobedient, wounded, sinful,

bereft of life; through Eve mankind became forfeit to death;

through its victory over the first man death descended

upon us all, and the devil carried us all away captive etc.
"'

Here Irenaeus always means that in Adam, who represents all

mankind as their head, the latter became doomed to death. In

this instance he did not think of a hereditary transmission, but

of a mystic unity ^ as in the case of Christ, viewed as the

1 See Wendt, I.e.. p. 29, who first pointed out the two dissimilar trains of thought

in Irenaeus with regard to man's original state, Duncker having already done so in

regard to his Christology. Wendt has rightly shown that we have here a real and

not a seeming contradiction; but, as far as the explanation of the fact is concerned,

the truth does not seem to me to have been arrived at. The circumstance that

Irenaeus did not develop the mystic view in such a systematic way as the moralistic

by no means justifies us in supposing that he merely adopted it superficially (from

the Scriptures): for its nature admits of no systematic treatment, but only of a

rhetorical and contemplative one. No further explanation can be given of the

contradiction, because, strictly speaking, Irenseus has only given us fragments.

2 See V. 16. 3 : sv rZ vfÜTia 'ASxj^ TCfoa-exo'^/xiJLSv, i^ii Troi-^a-avTSi; xItov rifv-

svTo^^v. IV. 34. 2: "homo initio in Adam inobediens per mortem percussusest:"

III. 18. 7—23: V. 19. I :V. 21. I : V. 17. I sq.

2 Here also Irenreus keeps sin in the background : death and life are the essential

ideas. Böhringer I.e., p. 484 has very rightly remarked: -We cannot say that

Irenseus, in making Adam's conduct and suffering apply to the whole human race

had started from an inward, immediate experience of human sinfulness and a feeling

of the need of salvation founded on this." It is the thoughts of Paul to which

Irenaeus tried to accommodate himself without having had the same feeling about

the flesh and sin as this Apostle. In Tertullian the mystic doctrine of salvation is

rudimentary (but see, i?.^., de anima 40 : " ita omnis anima eo usque in Adam
censetur donee in Christo recenseatur," and other passages; but he has speculations

about Adam (for the most part developments of hints given in Iren^us; see the

index in Oehler's edition), and he has a new realistic idea as to a physical taint of

sin propagated through procreation. Here we have the first beginning of the doctrine

of original sin (de testim. 3 : "per diabolum homo a primordio circumventus, ut

praeceptum dei excederet, et propterea in mortem datus exinde totum genus de suo

samine infectum suae etiam damnationis traducem fecit." Compare his teachings in

de anima 40, 41, 16 about the disease of sin that is propagated " ex originis vitio
"

and has become a real second nature). But how little he regards this original sin

as guilt is shown by de bapt. 18: "Quare innocens aetas festinat ad baptismum?"

For the rest, Tertullian discussed the relationship of flesh and spirit, sensuousness

and intellect, much more thoroughly than Irenceus; he showed that flesh is not the seat

of sin (de anima 40). In the same book (but see Bk. V. c. i) he expressly declared that in
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second Adam. The teachings in III. 21. 10—23 ' show what

an almost naturaHstic shape the rehgious quasi-historical idea

assumed in Irenaeus' mind. This is, however, more especially

evident from the assertion, in opposition to Tatian, that unless

Adam himself had been saved by Christ, God would have been

overcome by the devil. " It was merely his moralistic train of

thought that saved him from • the conclusion that there is a

restoration of all individual men.

This conception of Adam as the representative of humanity
corresponds to Irenaeus' doctrine of the God-man. The historical

importance of this author lies in the development of the Christ-

ology. At the present day, ecclesiastical Christianity, so far

as it seriously believes in the unity of the divine and human
in Jesus Christ and deduces the divine manhood from the work
of Christ as his deification, still occupies the same standpoint

as Irenaeus did. Tertullian by no means matched him here;

he too has the formula in a few passages, but he cannot, like

Irenaeus, account for its content. On the other hand we owe
to him the idea of the "two natures', which remain in their

integrity— that formula which owes its adoption to the influence

this question also sure results are only to be obtained from revelation. This

was an impoiiant step in the direction of secularising Christianity through "philo-

sophy" and of emasculating the understanding through "revelation." In regard to

the conception of sin Cyprian followed his teacher. De op. et eleem. i reads indeed

like an utterance of Irenaeus ("dominus sanavit ilia qure Adam portaverat vulnera")
;

but the statement in ep. 64. 5 : "Recens natus nihil peccavit, nisi quod secundum
Adam carnaliter natus contagium mortis antiquae prima nativitate contraxit" is

quite in the manner of Tertullian, and pei'haps the latter could also have agreed

with the continuation: "infanti remittuiitiu- non propria sed aliena peccata." Ter-

tullian's proposition that absolutely no one but the Sou of God could have remained

without sin was repeated by Cyprian (see, c.g.^ de op. et eleem. 3).

1 III. 22. 4 has quite a Gnostic sound . . .
'• eam qufe est a Maria in Evam

recirculationem significans
;
quia non aliter quod colligatum est solveretur, nisi ipsoe

compagines alligationis reflectantur retrorsus, ut primce coniunctiones solvantur per

secundas, secundse rursus liberent primas. Et evenit primanr quidem compaginem a

secunda colligatione solvere, secundam vero colligationem primae solutionis habere

locum. Et propter hoc dominus dicebat primos quidem novissimos futuros et novis-

simos primos." Irenteus expresses a Gnostic idea when he on one occasion plainly

says (V. 12. 3) : 'Ev tw ''

K^xij. t^xvtsz x7roiv)is-HO[^sv, brt 'l"^Z''''-°'- ^^^t Paid, too,

made an approach to this thought.

- See III. 23. I. 2. a highly characteristic statement.
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of Leo I. and at bottom contradicts IrendCus' thought "the Son

of God became the Son of man", (" fihus dei factus fihus homi-

nis"). Finally, the manner in which Iren?eus tried to interpret

the historical utterances about Jesus Christ from the standpoint

of the Divine manhood idea, and to give them a significance in

regard to salvation is also an epoch-making fact.

"Fihus dei filius hominis factus", "it is one and the same

Jesus Christ, not a Jesus and a Christ, nor a mere temporar}'

union of an aeon and a man, but one and the same person,

who created the world, was born, suffered, and ascended "—this

along with the dogma of God the Creator is the cardinal doc-

trine of Irenaeus:^ "Jesus Christ truly man and truly God"
("Jesus Christus, vere homo, vere deus "). It is only the Church

that adheres to this doctrine, for " none of the heretics hold the

opinion that the Word of God became flesh" ("secundum nul-

1am sententiam haereticorum verbum dei caro factum est").''

What therefore has to be shown is (i) that Jesus Christ is really

the Word of God, i.e., is God, (2) that this Word really became

man and (3) that the incarnate Word is an inseparable unity.

Irena^us maintains the first statement as well against the " Ebi-

onites" as against the Valentinians who thought that Christ's

advent was the descent of one of the many leons. In opposi-

tion to the Ebionites he emphasises the distinction between natural

and adopted Sonship, appeals to the Old Testament testimony in

favour of the divinity of Christ, ^ and moreover argues that we

would still be in the bondage of the old disobedience, if Jesus

Christ had only been a man. ^ In this connection he also dis-

cussed the birth from the virgin. '' He not only proved it from

prophecy, but his recapitulation theory also suggested to him

a parallel between Adam and Eve on the one hand and Christ

1 See, e.g.., III. 9. 3, 12. 2, 16. 6—9, 17. 4 and repeatedly 8. 2: '-veibum dei.

per quem facta sunt omnia, qui est dominus noster Jesus Christus."

2 See IV. 6. 7.

3 See III. II. 3.

4 See III. 6.

5 See III. 19. I, 2: IV. 33. 4: V. I. 3; see also'Tertullian against '-Ebion"'

de carne 14, 18, 24; de prrescr. lO. 33.

fi See III. 21, 22 : V. 19—21.
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and Mary on the other, which included the birth from the

virgin. ' He argues in opposition to the Valentinians that it was

really the eternal Word of God himself, who was always with

God and always present to the human race, that descended. "^

He who became man was not a being foreign to the world—
this is said in opposition to Marcion—but the Lord of the world

and humanity, the Son of God, and none other. The reality

of the body of Christ, i.e., the essential identity of the humanity

of Christ with our own, was continually emphasised by Irena^us,

and he views the whole work of salvation as dependent on this

identity. ^ In the latter he also includes the fact that Jesus must

1 See the arguments, 1 c, V. 19. i :
" Quemadmodum adstiictum est moiti genus hu-

manuni per virginem, salvatur per virginem, «qua lance disposita virginalis inobedientia

per virginalem oljedientiam," and other similar ones. We find the same in Tertull.,

de carne 17, 20. In this connection we find in both very extravagant expressions

with regard to Mary (see, e.g.., Tertull., I.e. 20 fin.: "uti virgo esset regeneratio

nostra spiritaliter ab omnibus inquinamentis sanctificata per Christum." Iren. III.

21. 7: "' Maria cooperans dispositioni (dei);" III. 22. 4 "Maria obediens et sibi et

universo generi humano causa facta est salutis"'... "quod alligavit virgo Eva per

incredulitatem, hoc virgo Maria solvit per fidem''). These, however, have no doctrinal

significance; in fact the same Tertullian expressed himself in a depreciatory way

about Mary in de came 7. On the other hand it is undeniable that the later

Mariolatry has one of its roots in the parallel between Eve and Mary. The Gnostic

invention of the vh-giniias Maria: in partti can hardly be traced in Irenreus III.

21. 4. Terttillian (de carne 23) does not seem to know anything about it as

yet, and very decidedly assumed the natural character of the process. The popular

conception as to the reason of Christ's birth from a virgin, in tlie form still current

to-day, but beneath all criticism, is already found in Tertullian de carjte 18 :
"' Non

competebat ex semine humano dei filium nasci, ne, si totus esset filius hominis, non

esset et dei filius, nihilque haberet amplius Salomone, ut de Hebionis opinione

credendus erat. Ergo iam dei filius ex patris dei semine, id est spiritu, ut esset et

liominis filius, caro ei sola competebat ex hominis carne sumenda sine viri semine.

Vacabat enim semen viri apud habentem dei semen."' The other theory existing

side by side with this, viz., that Christ would have been a sinner if he had been

begotten from the semen, whereas he could assume sinless flesh from woman is so

far as I know scarcely hinted at by Iren?eus and Tertullian. The fact of Christ's

birth was frequently referred to by Tertullian in order to prove Christ's kinship to

God the Creator, e.g., adv. Marc. III. 11. Hence this article of the regttla ^dei

received a significance from this point of view also. An Encratite explanation of

the birth from the Virgin is found in the old treatise de resttrr. bearing Justin's

name ((^tto, Corp. Apol. III., p. 220.

- See, e.g.
.J

III. 18. i and many other places. See the passages named in note, p. 276.

•'' So also Tertullian. See adv. Marc. III. 8 : The whole work of salvation is

desti-oyed by Docetism ; cf. the work de came Christi. Tertullian exclaims to the
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have passed through and been subjected to all the conditions

of a complete human life from birth to old age and death. '

Jesus Christ is therefore the Son of God who has really become

the Son of man ; and these are not two Christs but one, in whom
the Logos is permanently united with humanity. -" Irena;us called

this union "union of the Word of God with the creature"

("adunitio verbi dei ad plasma")'' and "blending and commu-
nion of God and man " (" commixtio et communio dei et hominis ")

'

Docetist Marcion in c. 5: "Parce unica; spei totius orbis." Irenreus and Tertullian

mean that Christ's assumption of humanity was complete, but not unfrequently

express themselves in such a manner as to convey the impressioii that the Logos

only assumed flesh. This is particularly the case with Tertullian, who, moreover,

in his earlier time had probably quite naive Docetic ideas and really looked upon

the humanity of Christ as only flesh. See Apolog. 21 : '•^spiritum Christus cum
verbo sponte dimisit, pr?evento rarnificis officio." Yet Irenjeus in several passages

spoke of Christ's human soul (III. 22. i : V. i.i) as also did Melito {ro x^ifSsi; y.ou

x(pxvrxa-rov r^t; ^I'^X^i XpiTTOv Kxi rov o-üiizoctoi;, Ti^t; >c«fl' itl-i^? devipuTrivyit; (pvasui;

Otto, I.e., TX, p. 415) and Tertullian (de carne 10 ff. 13; de resuiT. 53) What we
possess in virtue of the creation was assianed by Christ (Iren., I.e., III. 22. 2.)

Moreover, Tertullian already examined how the case stands with sin in relation to

the flesh of Christ. In opposition to the opinion of the heretic Alexander, that the

Catholics believe Jesus assumed earthly flesh in order to destroy the flesh of sin in

himself, he shows that the Saviour's flesh was without sin and that it is not admissible

to teach the annihilation of Christ's flesh (de carne 16; see also Irenseus V. 14.2,3):

"Christ by taking to himself our flesh has made it his own, that is, he has made

it sinless.'' It was again passages from Paul (Rom. VIII. 3 and Ephes II. 15) that

gave occasion to this discussion. With respect to the opinion that it may be with

the flesh of Christ as it is with the flesh of angels who appear, Tertullian remarks

(de carne 6) that no angel came to die; that which dies must be born: the Son of

God came to die.

1 This conception was peculiar to IrenKUS, and for good reasons was not repeated

in succeeding times; see II. 22: III. 17. 4. From it also Irenreus already infeiTed the

necessity of the death of Christ and his abode in the lower world, V. 31. i. 2.

Here we trace the influence of the recapitulation idea. It has indeed been asserted

(very energetically by Schultz, Gottheit Christi, p. 73 f.) that the Christ oflrenieus

was not a personal man, but only possessed humanity. But that is decidedly incor-

rect, the truth merely being that Irenceus did not draw all the inferences from the

jiersonal humanity of Christ.

- See Iren. \. 31 2: " Surgens in carne sic ascendit ad patrem." Tertullian, de

carne 24 :
' Rene quod idem veniet de ccelis qui est passus ... et agnoscent qui

eum confixerunt, utique ipsam carnem in quam SKvierunt, sine ([ua nee ipse esse

poterit et agnosci;" see also what follows.

3 See Iren. IV. t,-}^. 11.

^ .See Iren. I\'. 20. 4; see also III. 19. i.
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without thereby describing it any more clearly/ He views

it as perfect, for, as a ride, he will not listen to any separation

of what was done by the man Jesus and by God the Word.-

The explicit formula of two substances or natures in Christ is

not found in Irena^us; but Tertullian already used it. It never

1 He always posits the unity in the form of a confession without describing it.

See III. 16. 6, which passage may here stand for many. "Verbum unigenitus, qui

semper humano generi adest, unitus et consparsiis suo plasmati secundum placitum

patris et caro factus ipse est lesus Christus dominus noster, qui et passus est pro

nobis et ressuiTexit propter nos . . . Unus igitur deus pater, quemadmodum ostendimus.

et unus Christus lesus dominus noster, veniens per universam dispositionem et omnia

in semetipsum recapitulans. In omnibus autem est et homo plasmatic dei, ethominem

ergo in semetipsiun recapitulans est, invisibilis visibilis factus, et incomprehensibilis

factus comprehensibilis et impassibilis passibilis et verbum homo.'" V. 18. i : "Ipsum

verbum dei incarnatum suspensum est super lignum."

" Here Ireneeus was able to adopt the old formula "God has suffered" and the

like; so also Melito, see Otto I.e., IX. p. 416: ©so? veTrovisv vtto Sshxf; ^Wpxti

MriSog (p. 422) :
" Quidnam est hoc novum mysterium ? iudex iudicatur et quietus

est; invisibilis videtur neque erubescit: incomprehensibilis prehenditur neque indig-

natur, incommensurabilis mensuratur neque repugnat ; impassibilis patitiu- neque

ulciscitur; immortalis moritur, neque respondit verbum, ccelestis sepelitur et id fert."

But let us note that these are not "doctrines", but testimonies to the faith, as they

were always worded from the beginning and such as could, if need were, be adapted

to any Christology. Though Melito in a fragment whose genuineness is not uni-

versally admitted (Otto, I.e., p. 415 sq.) declared in opposition to Marcion, that

Christ proved his htunanity to the world in the 30 years before his baptism; but

showed the divine nature concealed in his human nature during the 3 years of his

ministry, he did not for all that mean to imply that Jesus' divinity and humanity

are ia any way separated. But, though Irenseus inveighed so violently against the

'• Gnostic" separation of Jesus and Christ (see particularly III. 16. 2, where most

weight is laid on the fact that we do not find in Matth. : "lesu generatio sic erat
"

but "Christi generatio sic erat"), there is no doubt that in some passages he him-

self could not help unfolding a speculation according to which the predicates apply-

ing to the human nature of Jesus do not also hold good of his divinity, in fact he

actually betrayed a view of Christ inconsistent with the conception of the Saviour's

person as a perfect unity. We can indeed only trace this view in his writings in

the form of aa undercurrent, and what led to it will be discussed further on. Both he

and Melito, as a rule adhered to the simple "filius dei filius hominis factus" and

did not perceive any problem here, because to them the disunion prevailing in the world

and in humanity was the difficult question that appeared to be solved through this

very divine manhood. How closely Melito agreed with Iren^eus is shown not only

by the proposition (p. 419): " Propterea misit pater filium suum e coelo sine corpore

(this is said in opposition to the Valentinian view), ut, postquam incarnatus esset in,

utero virginis et natus esset homo, vivificaret hominem et colligeret membra eius

quae mors disperserat, quum hominem divideret," but also by the " propter hominem
iudicatus est iudex, impassibilis passus est?" (I.e.).
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occurred to the former, just because he was not here speaking

as a theologian, but expressing his belief. ' In his utterances

about the God-man TertuUian closely imitates Ireneeus. Like the

latter he uses the expression "man united with God" ("homo
deo mixtus")" and like him he applies the predicates of the

man to the Son of God. ^ But he goes further, or rather, in

the interest of formal clearness, he expresses the mystery in a

manner which shows that he did not fully realise the religious

significance of the proposition, "the Son of God made Son of

man" ("filius dei fiHus hominis factus"). He speaks of a "cor-

poral and spiritual, /.r., divine, substance of the Lord", (" cor-

poralis et spiritalis [i.e., divina] substantia domini ")
^ of

"either substance of the flesh and spirit of Christ" ("utraque

substantia et carnis et spiritus Christi"), of the "creation of

two substances which Christ himself also possesses", ("conditio

duarum substantiarum, quas Christus et ipse gestat")^ and of

• The concepts employed Ijy Irenajus are deiis^ verbttvi^ films dei. honio^ filhis

hominis^ plasma dei. What perhaps hindered the development of that formula in

liis case was the circumstance of his viewing Christ, though he had assumed the

plasma dei., humanity, as a personal man who (for the sake of the recapitulation theory)

not only had a human nature but was obliged to live through a complete human
life. The fragment attributed to Irenseus (Harvey IL, p. 493) in which occur the words,

TOW 0eou Köyov ivuoet r\ji axT vTroo'Txa'iv (pvo-iKp; ivüiiivTO^ t^i !rÄ;4p/, is l)y no means

genuiue. How we are to understand the words: 7vx 1% xi^iporspaiv to TrspiipxvsQrü'^

^ii(f£Mv TTxpxSsix^^ i'^ fragment VIII. (Harvey II., p. 479), and whether this piece

belongs to Irenaeus, is uncertain. That ^lelito (assuming the genuineness of the

fragment) has the formula of the two natures need excite no surprise : foi (i)Melito

was also a philosopher, which Irenaeus was not, and (2) it is found in TertuUian.

whose doctrines can be shown to be closely connected with those of Melito (see

my Texte und Untersuchungen I. i, 2, p. 249 f.). If that fragment is genuine

Melito is the first Church teacher who has spoken of two natures.

- See Apol. 21: "verbum caro figuratus . . . homo deo mixtus: adv. Marc. II. 27 :

"filius dei miscens in semetipso hominem et deum;"" de carne 15: "homo deo

mixtus;" 18: "sic homo cum deo, dum caro hominis cum spiritu dei." On the

Christology of TertuUian cf. Schulz, Gottheit Cliristi. p. 74 ff.

^ De carne 5: "Crucifixus est dei filius, non pudet quia pudendum est: et mortuus

est dei filius, prorsus credibile est, quia ineptum est; et sepultus resurrexit, certuni

est, quia impossibile est;'" but compare the whole book; c. 5 init. :
" deus cruci-

fixus" "nasci se voluit deus"". De pat. 3: "nasci se deus in utero patitur."' The

formula: "0 yevvijieii;, 6 iJiiyxq 0eo? is also found in Sibyll. VII. 24.

• De carne i. cf. ad nat. II. 4: "ut iure consistat collegium nominis communione

substantive."'

* De carne 18 fin.
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1

the "twofold condition not blended but united in one person

—

God and man" ("duplex status Jioii coiiftisus scd conjimctus in

una persona—deus et homo".' Here we already have in a

complete form the later Chalcedonian formula of the two sub-

stances in one person. ' At the same time, however, we can

clearly see that Tertullian went beyond Irenaeus in his exposi-

tion. '' He was, moreover, impelled to combat an antagonistic

principle. Irenaeus had as yet no occasion to explain in detail

that the proposition "the Word became flesh" (" verbum caro

' Adv. Prax. 27: "Ser] euim invenimus ilium directo et deum et homiiiem

expositum, ipso hoc psalmo suggerente (Ps. LXXXVII. 5) . . . hie erit homo et filius

hominis, qui definitus est filius dei secundum spii-itum . . . Videmus duphcem statum,

noil confusum sed coniunctum in una persona deum et liominem lesum. De Christo

autem differo. Et adeo salva est utriusque proprietas substantive, ut et spiritus res

suas egerit in illo, id est virtutes et opera et signa, et caro passiones suas functa

sit. esuriens sub diabolo . . . denique et mortua est. Quodsi tertium quid esset, ex

utroque confusum, ut electrum, non tam distincta documenta parerent utriusque sub-

stantice." In what follows the achis utiiiisqtte stibstantia are shai-ply demarcated:

"ambje substantive in statu suo quceque distincte agebant, ideo illis et operse et

exitus sui occurrerunt . . . neque caro spiritus fit neque spiritus caro : in uno plane

esse possunt."' See also c. 29 :
'• Quamquam cum duas substantia censeantur in

Christo lesu. divina et humana, constet autem immortalem esse divinam" etc.

'^ Of this in a future volume. Here also two substances in Christ are always

spoken of (there are virtually three, since, according to de anima 35, men have

already two substances in' themselves') I know only one passage where Ter-

tullian speaks of nniicres in reference to Christ, and this passage in reality proves

nothing; de came 5 : "Itaque utriusque substantia census hominem et deum exhi-

buit, hinc natum, inde nou natum (!), hinc carneum, inde spiritalem" etc. Then:

•'Quae proprietas conditionum, divinae et humana;, tequa utique natiiiu- cuiusque

veritate disjuncta est."'

* In the West up to the time of Leo I. the formula "deus et homo", or, after

Tertullian's time "duce substantia"", was always a simple expression of the facts

acknowledged in the Symbol, and not a speculation derived from the doctrine of

redemption. This is shown just from the fact of stress being laid on the unmix-

edness. With this was associated a theoretic and apologetic interest on the part

of theologians, so that they began to dwell ^ greater length on the unmixedness

after the appearance of that Patripassianism, which professed to recognise iheß/his

dei in the caro^ that is in the deus so far as he is incarnattis or has changed him-

self into flesh. As to Tertullian"s opposition to this view see what follows. In

contradistinction to this Western formula th& nionophysite one was calculated

to satisfy both the salvation interest and the vmderstanding. The Chalcedonian

creed, as is admitted by Schulz. I.e.. pp. 64 ff., 71 ff., is consequently to be explained

from Tertullian's view, not from that of the Alexandrians. Our readers w ill excuse

us for thus anticipating.
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factum") denoted no transformation. That he excludes the idea

of change, and that he puts stress on the Logos' assumption

of flesh from the Virgin is shown by many passages. ' TertuUian,

on the other hand, was in the first place confronted by (Gnostic)

opponents who understood John's statement in the sense of the

Word's transforming himself into flesh, and therefore argued

against the "assumption of flesh from the Virgin" (" assumptio

carnis ex virgine"); " and, in the second place, he had to do

with Catholic Christians who indeed admitted the birth from

the Virgin, but likewise assumed a change of God into flesh,

and declared the God thus invested with flesh to be the Son. *

In this connection the same TertuUian, wljo in the Church laid

great weight on formulae like "the crucified God", "God con-

sented to be born" (" deus crucifixus ", " nasci se voluitdeus")

and who, impelled by opposition to Marcion and by his apolo-

getic interest, distinguished the Son as capable of suflering from

God the Father who is impassible, and imputed to him

human weaknesses—which was already a further step,—sharply

emphasised the "distinct function" (" distincte agere") of the

two substances in Christ and thus separated the persons. With

TertuUian the interest in the Logos doctrine, on the one hand,

and in the real humanity, on the other, laid the basis of that

conception of Christology in accordance with which the unity

of the person is nothing more than an assertion. The " deus

factus homo" ("verbum caro factus ") presents quite insuperable

difficulties, as soon as "theology" can no longer be banished.

TertuUian smoothed over these difficulties by juristic distinctions,

1 ^' (^uare." says IreniBus III. 21. 10— ••igitur nou iterum sumpsit limum deus.

sed ex Maria operatus est plasmationem fieri? Ut nou alia plasmatic fieret neque alia

esset plasmatic qu£e salvaretur. sed eadem ipsa recapitularetur, servatasimilitudine:"'

- See de carne 18. Oehler has misunderstood the passage and therefore mis-

pointed it. It is as follows: "Vox ista (Joh. I. 14) quid caro factum sit contestatur.

nee tamen periclitatur, quasi statim aliud sit (verbum), factum caro, et non verbum . .

.

Cum scriptura non dicat nisi quod factum sit, non et unde sit factum, ergo ex alio,

non ex semetipso suggerit factum"' etc.

•* Adv. Prax. 27 sq. In de carne 3 sc[. and elsewhere TertuUian indeed argues

against Marcion that God in contradistinction to all creatures can transform him-

self into anything and yet remain God. Hence we are not to think of a trans-

formation in the strict sense, but of an adioiitio.
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for all his elucidations of "substance" and "person" are of

this nature.

A somewhat paradoxical result of the defence of the Logos

doctrine in the struggle against the " Patripassians " was the

increased emphasis that now began to be laid on the integrity

and independence of the human nature in Christ. If the only-

essential result of the struggle with Gnosticism was to assert

the substantial reality of Christ's body, it was Tertullian who
distinguished what Christ did as man from what he did as God
in order to prove that he was not a tertiuni quid. The discrim-

inating intellect which was forced to receive a doctrine as a

problem could not proceed otherwise. But, even before the

struggle with Modalism, elements were present which repressed

the naive confidence of the utterances about the God-man. If

I judge rightly, there were two features in Irenaeus both of

which resulted in a splitting up of the conception of the per-

fect unity of Christ's person. The first was the intellectual con-

templation of the perfect humanity of Jesus, the second was

found in certain Old and New Testament texts and the tradition

connected with these. ' With regard to the first we may point

out that Irenseus indeed regarded the union of the human and

divine as possible only because man, fashioned from the be-

ginning by and after the pattern of the Logos, was an image

of the latter and destined for union with God. Jesus Christ is

the realisation ol our possession of God's image ;

" but this

1 So I think I ought to express myself. It does not seem to me proper to read

a twofold conception into Irenseus' Christological utterances under the pretext that

Christ according to him was also the perfect man, with all the modern ideas that

are usually associated with this thought (Böhringer, I.e., p. 542 ff., see Thomasius

in opposition to him).

- See, e.g.^ V. i. 3. Nitzch, Dogmengeschichte I. p. 309. Tertullian, in his own

peculiar fashion, developed still more clearly the thought transmitted to him by

Irenteus. See adv. Prax. 12: "Quibus faciebat deus hominem similem? Filio quidem,

qui erat induturus hominem . . . Erat autem ad cuius imaginem faciebat, ad filii

scilicet, qui homo futurus certior et verior imaginem suam fecerat dici hominem,

qui tunc de limo formari habebat, imago veri et similitudo." Adv. Marc. \. 8:

"Creator Christum, sermonem suum, intuens hominem futurum, Faciamus, inquit,

hominem ad imaginem et similitudinem nostram"; the same in de resurr. 6. Rut

with Tertullian. too, this thought was a sudden idea and did not become thel)asis

of further speculation.
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thought, if no further developed, may be still united with the

Logos doctrine in such a way that it does not interfere with

it, but serves to confirm it. The case becomes different when

it is not only shown that the Logos was always at work in the

human race, but that humanity was gradually more and more

accustomed by him (in the patriarchs and prophets) to commun-

ion with God, ' till at last the perfect man appeared in Christ.

For in this view it might appear as if the really essential element

in Jesus Christ were not the Logos, who has become the new

Adam, but the new Adam, who possesses the Logos. That

Irenaius, in explaining the life of Jesus as that of Adam accord-

ing to the recapitulation theory, here and there expresses him-

self as if he were speaking of the perfect man, is undeniable

:

If the acts of Christ are really to be what they seem, the man
concerned in them must be placed in the foreground. But how
little Irenaeus thought of simply identifying the Logos with the

perfect man is shown by the passage in IIL 19. 3 where he

writes: ''
ccrrTrsp yocp Vi-j ^JfjöpcoTTo: ax rrstpx^öyi^ ovrco zx) '/.oyoc ox

'ho'ix'jfjy,. •/i7-j'x,x^oyrQ: f/,h rov /J'/ov h rx Trstpx^^TÖxt zx) 7rxvpo~j'jQxi

zx) xTTodv/i'TZsiy^ (Tvyyiyof/Jycv §f rx xyÖpccTrcc h t:c -jizx-j zx)

JTTCfyJysiy zx) ^py,7TS-Js7()x,i zx) Jcyi^rxTOxi zx) xyx/.xy.,3xy£7Öxi"

(" For as he was man that he might be tempted, so also he

was the Logos that he might be glorified. The Logos remained

quiescent during the process of temptation, crucifixion and death,

but aided the human nature when it conquered, and endured,

and performed deeds of kindness, and rose again from the dead,

and was received up into heaven"). From these words it is

plain that Irenaius preferred to assume that the divine and human

natures existed side by side, and consequently to split up the

perfect unity, rather than teach a mere ideal manhood which

would be at the same time a divine manhood. The "discrete

agere " of the two natures proves that to Irenaius the perfect

manhood of the incarnate Logos was merely an incidental

quality he possessed. In reality the Logos is the perfect man

1 Iren. IV. 14. 2; for further particulars on the point see below, wher

Irenreus' views on tlie preparation of salvation are discussed. The views of Doruer,

I.e., 492 f., that the union of the Son of Ood with humanity was a gradual process,

are marred by some exaggerations, Init are correct in their main idea.
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in so far as his incarnation creates the perfect man and renders

him possible, or the Logos always exists behind Christ the

perfect man. But nevertheless this very way of viewing the

humanity in Christ already compelled Irenasus to limit the "deus

crucifixus " and to lay the foundation for Tertullian's formulae.

With regard to the second point we may remark that there were

not a few passages in both Testaments where Christ appeared

as the man chosen by God and anointed with the Spirit. These

as well as the corresponding language of the Church were the

greatest difficulties in the way of the Logos Christology. Of
what importance is an anointing with the Spirit to him who is

God? What is the meaning of Christ being born by the power

of the Holy Ghost? Is this formula compatible with the other,

that he as the Logos himself assumed flesh from the Virgin etc. ?

Irenaius no doubt felt these difficulties. He avoided them (IIL 9. 3)

by referring the bestowal of the Spirit at baptism merely to the

man Jesus, and thus gave his own approval to that separation

which appeared to him so reprehensible in the Gnostics. ' This

separation indeed rescued to future ages the minimum of human-

ity that was to be retained in the person of Christ, but at the

same time it laid the foundation of those difterentiating specu-

lations, which in succeeding times became the chief art and

subject of dispute among theologians. The fact is that one

cannot think in realistic fashion of the "deus homo factus"

without thinking oneself out of it. It is exceedingly instructive

1 " Secundum id quod verbum del homo erat ex radice lesse et filius Abrahse,

secundum hoc requiescebat spiritus dei super eum . . . secundum autem quod deus

erat, non secundum gloriam iudicabat." All that Irenaeus said of the Spirit in ref-

erence to the person of Christ is to be understood merely as an exegetical necessity

and must not be regarded as a theoretical principle (this is also the case with Ter-

tullian). Dorner (I.e., p. 492 f.) has failed to see this, and on the basis of Irenaeus"

incidental and involuntary utterances has attempted to found a speculation which

represents the latter as meaning that the Holy Ghost was the medium which gi-adually

united the Logos, who was exalted above growing and suffering, into one person

with the free and growing man in Jesus Christ. In III. 12. 5—7 Iremeus, in

conformity with Acts IV. 27 : X. 38, used the following other formula about Christ

:

©eo?, "770 tili a-xc; rov ovpxvov k.t.^,, y.xt 6 tovtov ttxIi;, ov exP'<''^v @s6(;— ''Petrus

lesum ipsum esse filium dei testificatus est, qui et unctus Spiritu Sancto lesus dicitur."

But Irenseus only expressed himself thus because of these passages, whereas Hippo-

lytus not unfrequently calls Christ ttxIi; Osov.
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to find that, in some passages, even a man like Irenaeus was

obliged to advance from the creed of the one God-man to the

assumption of two independent existences in Christ, an assump-

tion which in the earlier period has only " Gnostic " testimony

in its favour. Before Irenaeus' day, in fact, none but these

earliest theologians taught that Jesus Christ had two natures,

and ascribed to them particular actions and experiences. The
Gnostic distinction of the Jesus patibilis (" capable of suffering ")

and the Christ x7:x(}y,q ("impassible") is essentially identical

with the view set forth by TertuUian adv. Prax., and this proves

that the doctrine of the two natures is simply nothing else than

the Gnostic, i.e., scientific, adaptation of the formula :
" filius dei

filius hominis factus ". No doubt the old early-Christian in-

terest still makes itself felt in the assertion of the one person.

Accordingly we can have no historical understanding of Ter-

tullian's Christology or even of that of Irenaeus without taking

into account, as has not yet been done, the Gnostic distinction of

Jesus and Christ, as well as those old traditional formulae :
" deus

passus, deus crucifixus est" ("God suffered, God was crucified").*

But beyond doubt the prevailing conception of Christ in

1 On Hippolytus' views of the iucarnation see Dorner, I.e., I. p. 609 ff.—an

account to be used with caution—and Overbeck, Qurest. Hippol. Specimen (1864),

p. 47 sq. Unfortunately the latter has not carried out his intention to set forth the

Christology of Hippolytus in detail. In the work quoted he has, however, shown

how closely the latter in many respects has imitated Irenaeus in this case also. It

is instructive to see what Hippolytus has not adopted from Irenasus or what has

1)ecome rudimentary with him. As a professional and learned teacher he is at

bottom nearer to the Apologists as regards his Christology than Irenaeus. As an

exegete and theological author he has much in common with the Alexandrians, just

as he is in more than one respect a connecting link between Catholic controver-

sialists like Irenjeus and Catholic scholars like Origen. With the latter he moreover

came into personal contact. See Hieron., de vir. ink 61 : Hieron., ep. ad Damas.

edit. Venet. I., ep. 36 is also instructive. These brief remarks are, however, by no

means intended to give countenance to Kimmers untenable hypothesis (de HippoL

vita et scriptis, 1839) that Hippolytus was an Alexandrian. In Hippolytus' treatise c.

Noet. we find positive teachings that remind us of TertuUian. An important passage

is de Christo et Antichristo 3 f.: sIq yxp xxi 6 tov @eoO 7ra7i (Iren.), Si' ov xxi

vil/.s7(; Tv^ovTE? rifv §tx tov xyiov 7rvsv(j.xT0i; xvxysvv^triv slg svx re^siov kcci bttov-

pccviov 'xvopanrav 01 TrxvreQ xxTxvT^trxi s7riöviJ,ovixsv (see Iren.) 'Ette/J»? yxp 6 ÄÖyo(;

TOV ®eou xtrxpxoi; wv (see Melito, Iren., Tertull.) hvsSva-xro rifv xylxv erxptcx Ik t^^

xyiet^ TTxpSsvov ui; vvi^tpio^ 1(j.xtiov £^v<Pxvxq bxvtw yjv t3 a-TxvpiKM TrxSit (Irenreus

and TertuUian also make the death on the cross the object of the assumption of
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Irenzeus is the idea that there was the most complete unity

between his divine and human natures ; for it is the necessary

consequence of his doctrine of redemption, that " yes?is Christus

factus est, quod suiniis nos, uti 110s perficeret esse quod et ipse''
'

the flesh), otzoic, TvyKspxa-xQ ro dvi^TOv vii^äv o-üimx t^ sxvtov ^vvx(j.st Koci iJ.ltx(; (Iren.,

Tertull.) rS xipScepru to (p^xprdv xxt ro xa-äsvsQ rii la-xvpSi crua-yj tov xTroA^vf^svov

xvSpwTTov (Iran.). The succeeding disquisition deserves particular note, because it

shows that Hippolytus has also borrowed from Irenseus the idea that the union of

the Logos with humanity had already begun in a certain way in the prophets.

Overbeck has rightly compared the xvxTrÄxa-a-eiv Si^ ixvrov tov 'ASx//., I.e., c. 26,

with the xvxxsipxÄxiovv of Irenseus and I.e., c. 44, with Iren. II. 22, 4. For Hippo-

lytus' Christology Philosoph. X. 33, p. 542 and c. Noet. 10 ff. are the chief passages

of additional importance. In the latter passage it is specially noteworthy that

Hippolytus, in addition to many other deviations from Irenaeus and TertuUian,

insists on applying the full name of Son only to the incarnate Logos. In this we
have a remnant of the more ancient idea and at the same time a concession to

his opponents who admitted an eternal Logos in God, but not a pre-temporal

hypostasis of the Son. See c. 15 : 7ro7ov oi/v vlbv ixvToC 6 ©eo? Six tvii; a-xpxo^

/'.XTSTrsf-j.^'ev «AA' j^ TOV Äoyov; ov vi'ov 7rpo<7y^y6pevs Six to (/.i^^siv xIitov ysvia-^xt.

y.xt TO aotvov 'ovofix Tviq elc xvSpuTrovt; (piÄotrTopyixi; xvx^x(j.ßxvet 6 vtoi; {kxitoi

rsf^eioi; ^dyoq wv (/.ovoyevvj^). ovS^ vj cxp'i xxi^ ixvTijv Si'x^ tov )\6yov {;% o<7tv\vxi

viSvvxTO Six to iv Äoycp TijV o-vcrTxo'iv sx^iv. ourwt; ovv si^ vtoi; tsä£io(; &bov S'^Pxvspaiöyi.

Hippolytus partook to a much greater extent than his teacher Irenjeus of the tree

of Greek knowledge and he accordingly speaks much more frequently than the

latter of the "' divine mysteries " of the faith. From the fragments and writings of

this author that are preserved to us the existence of very various Christologies can

be shown 5 and this proves that the Christology of his teacher Irenasus had not by

any means yet become predominant in the Church, as we might suppose from the

latter's confident tone. Hippolytus is an exegete and accordingly still yielded with

comparative impartiality to the impressions conveyed by the several passages. For

example he recognised the woman of Rev. XII. as the Church and the Logos as

Iier child, and gave the following exegesis of the passage (de Christo et Anti-

christo 61) : ov txvo-stxi vi iXKÄyia-tx yswaa-x kx y.xpSixi; tov Äoyov tov ev kotimic

CtTO XTTl'tTTOlV SlülxÖl-iSVOV. "XXtSTSKS", (pJ^ITlV, ^' VlOV XppSVX, 0^ (XSÄÄSl T011/.XIVSIV TTXVTX

Tx eivyi''\ TOV xppevx xxi TsKsiov XpiiTTÖv, ttxISx Osov, 0eov xxt xv^piaxov nxTxy-

yiK?.6iJ.£vov xti TiKTOva-x i\ ix.K^via-tx SiSxaxsi ttxvtx tx sivyf. If we consider how
Irenreus' pupil is led by the text of the Holy Scriptures to the most diverse

"doctrines", we see how the '•"Scripture" theologians were the very ones who
threatened the faith with the greatest corruptions. As the exegesis of the Valentinian

schools became the mother of numerous self-contradictory Christologies, so the same

result was threatened here—" doctrinas inolescentes in silvas iam exoleverunt Gnosti-

corum." From this standpoint Origen's undertaking to subject the whole material

of Biblical exegesis to a fixed theory appears in its historical greatness and importance.

1 See other passages on p. 241, note 2. This is also reechoed in Cyprian. See,

for example, ep. 58. 6: " filius dei passus est ut nos filiosdei faceret, et filius hominis

(seil, the Christians) pati non vult esse dei filius possit."'
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("Jesus Christ became what we are in order that we might

become what he himself is "). But, in accordance with the re-

capitulation theory, Irenaeus developed the "factus est quod

sumus nos " in such a way that the individual portions of the

life of Christ, as corresponding to what we ought to have done

but did not do, receive the value of saving acts culminating in

the death on the cross. Thus he not only regards Jesus Christ

as "salvation and saviour and saving" ('• salus et salvator et

salutare"), ' but he also views his whole life as a work of sal-

vation. All that has taken place between the conception and

the ascension is an inner necessity in this work of salvation.

This is a highly significant advance beyond the conception of

the Apologists. Whilst in their case the history of Jesus seems

to derive its importance almost solely from the fulfilment of

prophecy, it acquires in Irenaius an independent and fundamental

significance. Here also we recognise the influence of "Gnosis",

nay, in many places he uses the same expressions as the

Gnostics, when he sees salvation accomplished, on the one hand,

in the mere appearance of Jesus Christ as the second Adam,
and on the other, in the simple acknowledgment of this appear-

ance. - But he is distinguished from them by the fact that he

decidedly emphasises the personal acts of Jesus, and that he

applies the benefits of Christ's work not to the "pneumatic"

ipso facto, but in principle to all men, though practically only

to those who listen to the Saviour's words and adorn them-

selves with works of righteousness. ' Irenaeus presented this

work of Christ from various points of view. He regards it as

1 See III. lo. 3.

" See tlie remarkable passage in IV. 36. 7 : ^ yvücrt^ rov viov tov ®sov, i^rti; vjv

x^Sxpa-ix. Another result of the Gnostic struggle is Irenaeus" raising the question as

to what new thing the Lord has brought (IV. 34. l): "Si autem subit vos huius-

niodi sensus, ut dicatis: Quid igitur novi dominus attulit veniens ? cognoscite, quo-

niam omnem novitatem attulit semetipsum afferens, qui fuerat annuntiatus." The

new thing is then defined thus :
" Cum perceperunt eam qute ab eo est libertatem

et participant visionem eius et audierunt sermones eius et fruiti sunt muneribus ab

eo, non iam requiretur, quid novius attulit re.\ super eos, qui annuntiaverunt adven-

um eius . . . Semetipsum enim attulit et ea quce prtedicta sunt bona
"

^ See IV. 36. 6: "Adhuc manifestavit oportere nos cum vocatione (i.e., (/.erx

Ti^v y.^vt(7iv) et iustitise operibus adornari, uti requiescat super nos spiritus dei "

—

we must provide ourselves with the wedding garment.
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the realisation of man's original destiny, that is, being in com-

munion with God, contemplating God, being imperishable like

God; he moreover views it as the abohtion of the consequences

of Adam's disobedience, and therefore as the redemption of men
from death and the dominion of the devil ; and finally he looks

upon it as reconciliation with God. In all these conceptions

Irenaeus fell back upon the person of Christ. Here, at the same

time, he is everywhere determined by the content of Biblical

passages; in fact it is just the New Testament that leads him

to these considerations, as was first the case with the Valentin-

ians before him. How uncertain he still is as to their ecclesias-

tical importance is shown by the fact that he has no hesitation

in reckoning the question, as to why the Word of God became

flesh and suffered, among the articles that are a matter of con-

sideration for science, but not for the simple faith (I. 10. 3).

Here, therefore, he still maintains the archaic standpoint accord-

ing to which it is sufficient to adhere to the baptismal confes-

sion and wait for the second coming of Christ along with the

resurrection of the body. On the other hand, Ireneeus did not

merely confine himself to describing the fact of redemption, its

content and its consequences ; but he also attempted to explain

the peculiar nature of this redemption from the essence of God

and the incapacity of man, thus solving the question " cur deus

homo" in the highest sense. ^ Finally, he adopted from Paul

the thought that Christ's real work of salvation consists in his

death on the cross; and so he tried to amalgamate the two

propositions,
'^
films dei filius hominis /actus est propter nos''

("the Son of God became Son of man for us") and "filius dei

passus est propter nos " ("the Son of God suffered for us ") as

the most vital ones. He did not, however, clearly show which

1 The incapacity of man is referred to in III. 18. i: III. 21. 10; III. 21— 23

shows that the same man that had fallen had to be led to communion with God

;

V. 21. 3: V. 24. 4 teach that man had to overcome the devil; the intrinsic necess-

ity of God's appearing as Redeemer is treated of in III. 23. i :
" Si Adam iam non

reverteretur ad vitam, sed in totum proiectus esset morti, victus esset deus et superasset

serpentis nequitia voluntatem dei. Sed quoniam deus invictus et magnanimis est,

magnanimem quidem se exhibuit etc." That the accompli.shment of salvation must be

effected in a righteous manner, and therefore be as much a proof of the right-

eousness as of the immeasurable love and mercy of God, is shown in V. 1. 1 : V. 21.

19
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of these doctrines is the more important. Here the speculation

of Irenaeus is already involved in the same ambiguity as was

destined to be the permanent characteristic of Church specula-

tion as to Christ's work in succeeding times. For on the one

hand, Paul led one to lay all the emphasis on the death on the

cross, and on the other, the logical result of dogmatic thinking

only pointed to the appearance of God in the flesh, but not

to a particular work of Christ that had not been already in-

volved in the appearance of the Divine Teacher himself. Still,

Ireneeus contrived to reconcile the discrepancy better than his

successors, because, being in earnest with his idea of Christ as

the second Adam, he was able to contemplate the whole life

of Jesus as redemption in so far as he conceived it as a re-

capitulation. We see this at once not only from his conception

of the virgin birth as a fact of salvation, but also from his way

of describing redemption as deliverance from the devil. For,

as the birth of Christ from the Virgin Mary is the recapitulating

counterpart of Adam's birth from the virgin earth, and as the

obedience of the mother of Jesus is the counterpart of Eve's

disobedience, so the story of Jesus' temptation is to him the

recapitulating counterpart of the story of Adam's temptation.

In the way that Jesus overcame the temptation by the devil

(Matt. IV.) Irenaeus already sees the redemption of mankind

from Satan ; even then Jesus bound the strong one. But, whereas

the devil seized upon man unlawfully and deceitfully, no in-

justice, untruthfulness, or violence is displayed in the means by

which Jesus resisted Satan's temptation. ' As yet Irenaius is

quite as free from the thought that the devil has real rights

upon man, as he is from the immoral idea that God accomplished

his work of redemption by an act of deceit. But, on the strength

of Pauline passages, many of his teachings rather view redemp-

tion from the devil as accomplished by the death of Christ,

and accordingly represent this death as a ransom paid to the

"apostasy" for men who had fallen into captivity. He did not,

however, develop this thought any further.
-

1 IreuKUs demonstrated the view in V. 21 in great detail. According to his ideas

in this chapter we must include the history of the temptation in the regula fidei.

- See particularly V. i. I : "Verbum potens et homo verus sanguine suo ratio-
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1

His idea of the rccojiciliatioii of God is just as rudimentary,

and merely suggested by Biblical passages. He sometimes saw

the means of reconciliation solely in obedience and in the

"righteous flesh" as such, at other times in the "wood." Here

also the recapitulation theory again appears : through disobedience

at the tree Adam became a debtor to God, and through obe-

dience at the tree God is reconciled. ' But teachings as to vica-

rious suffering on the part of Christ are not found in Irenaeus,

iiabiliter redimens nos, redemptioiiem semetipsum dedit pro his, qui in captivitatem

ducti sunt . . . dei verbum non deficiens in sua iustitia, iuste etiani adversus ipsam

conversus est apostasiam, ea quae sunt sua redimens ab ea, non cum. vi, quemadmodum
ilia initio dominabatur nostri, ea quag non erant sua insatiabiliter rapiens, sed

secundum suadelam, quemadmodum decebat deum suadentem et non vim inferentem,

accipere quae vellet, ut neque quod est iustum confringeretur neque antiqua plasmatic

dei deperiret."' We see that the idea of the blood of Christ as ransom does not

possess with Irenaeus the value of a fully developed theory, but is suggestive of

one. But even in this form it appeared suspicious and, in fact, a Marcionite idea

to a Catholic teacher of the 3rd century. Pseudo-Origen (Adamantius) opposed it

by the following argument (De recta in deum fide, edid Wetstein 1673, Sectio I.

p. 38 sq. See Rufinus' translation in Caspari's Kirchenhistorische Anecdota Vol. I.

1883, p. 34 sq., which in many places has preserved the right sense): Tov %pic<j-

(jisvov "^4**??) slvoii TOV XpttTTOv; 6 TTSTrpocKMi; Tit; £<j-Tiv; ijAflfv eii; <rs 6 xTrKovt; (zv^oc,'

oTi 6 TTftjAwv xxi 6 diyopx^wv aiSe^ipot siiriv ; st xxko^ ajv o SixßoÄo^rip xyctiu 7rs7rpxy.1v,

oiiK %(7ri KXKOi; XÄÄX xyxQöi^' yxp «tt' «p%J5? <päov)^(7xi; tw xvSpdiTrcü, vVv ovx sri

vTTo tpSövov xysTxi, Tii xyxSui riiv vo/z^v vrxpx^ovq. sVt«« oi/v S/kxioi; 6 tov <p5övov

y.xi TTxvTOi; xxaov TrxvirxiiBvoQ. xlro^ yovv 6 ©eoc svpia-tcsTxi TTiaKi^a-xc; fj.xWov 5s

Cl V,(J.XpT\^>l6TSt; SXUTOVQ XTTyiÄÄOTp/aitrXV Ol XvQpCOTTOl SiX TXt; XliXpTlX^ XVTÜJV TTXÄIV

Ss s^vrpüiä>ir7xv Six t;)v £vi77r?iXyxvixv xvtov. tovto yxp <p^a-iv 6 tt poCpvjTVj^' Txiq xjzxp-

TIXIQ ll(J.COV STrpxäyjTS Kxi Tx7t; XVOl^lXli; e^XTTS^TSl^X TyfV fJL^^TSpX VfJ-aj-J. Kx^i xÄÄc;

TTxÄrr Aupsxv e7rpxö-/iTS, y.xi oii (u.£tx xpyuptov ÄVTpcüöi^a-Ea-ös. to, ovSs (jlstx xpyvpicv

oyiÄovÖTi, TOV xYfzxTOi; tov Xpia-Tov. tovto yxp (px<!-y.ei 6 Trpo^/'-jr^? (Isaiah, LIII. 5

follows). 'Eiy.oi; Ss oti -kxtx (ts S7rpixT0 Soii^ ixvTOv to xI(j.x' ttä? ovv ax} sx vsxpäv

•/lyelpSTO ; el yxp ^xßaiv Tijv TiiJ.iiv tüv xv^pcoTrcov, to x'i(j.x, xTri^UKSv, ovksti s7rdi!Äyj(rsv.

Ei Ss (/.if xTrsSaiKS, TTci/q xvsa-Tii Xpta-TOQ; ovksti ovv to, ''Etov<rixv e%w äs^vxi xxi

stova-ixv ixiti hxßiiv, 'idTXTXi ; 6 yovv $ixßoÄot; xxtsxh to x'hj.x tov Xpia-Tov xvti

TVji; Tt(j.a\i; TcSv xvßpdi7rü>v ; 7roÄfiii ß?^xa-<pi^ix.iO(; xvotx ] (pBv tcSv xxküjv I ^ATreöxvev, xvso't^

iLi; SvvxTOi;- sdi^y.sv 'sÄxßsv xvtvj ttoIx Trpxa-i^ ; tov 7rpo<p^Tov ^syovTOt;- 'Avxitt^tu

6 ®sot; >ixl ^iXimopTriiTiviTüKTXv 01 sx^po' xvtov; "Ottov xvxerTXO'iq, Izsl Sxvxtoc !

That is an argument as acute as it is true and victorious.

• See Iren. V. 2, 3, 16. 3, 17—4. In III. 16. 9 he says : Christus per passionem

reconciliavit nos deo.'' It is moreover very instructive to compare the way in which

Irenaeus worked out the recapitulation theory with the old proof from prophecy

(•'this happened that the Scripture might be fulfilled"). Here we certainly have an

advance; but at bottom the recapitulation theory may also be conceived as a

modification of that proof.
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and his death is seldom presented from the point of view of

a sacrifice offered to God. ' According to this author the re-

concihation virtually consists in Christ's restoring man to com-

munion and friendship with God and procuring forgiveness of

sins ; he very seldom speaks of God being offended through

Adam's sin (V. 16. 3). But the incidental mention of the for-

giveness of sins resulting from the redemption by Christ has

not the meaning of an abolition of sin. He connects the re-

demption with this only in the form of Biblical and rhetorical

phrases; for the vital point with him is the abolition of the

consequences of sin, and particularly of the sentence of death. -

Here we have the transition to the conception of Christ's work

which makes this appear more as a completion than as a restor-

ation. In this connection Irenaeus employed the following

categories : restoring of the likeness of God in Jiunianity : aboli-

tion of death ; connection and union of man with God; adoption

of men as sons of God and as gods ; imparting of the Spirit

who no-cv becomes acciistomed to abide with men : ^ imparting

of a knowledge of God culmiriati7tg in beholding him; bcstoiual

of everlasting life. All these are only the different aspects of

one and the same blessing, which, being of a divine order,

could only be brought to us and implanted in our nature by

God himself. But inasmuch as this view represents Christ not

as performing a reconciling but a perfecting work, his acts are

1 See, e.g.y IV. 5- 4'
'^fo^d{luc, ^Aßpxxix. tov 't'Siov (iovoyevvi y.cti xyxTn^rov Trxpx-

^(Ijpviaxt; 6vO-lXV Tli ®Sii, VVX xxi 0£O5 £llS0X-^(J-y! VTTSp TOV (TTTSpiMXTOi; XVTOV XXVTOC

TOV 'iSiov (iovoyevvj y.xi xyxTf^TOV viov Sva-txv xap«(r;^f7v eit; ?MTpct}<rtv i)iJ.iTipxv.

'^ There are not a few passages where Irenaeus said that Christ has annihilated

sin, aljolished Adam's disobedience, and introduced righteousness througli hi^

obedience (III. i8. 6, 7: III. 20. 2: V. 16—21); but he only once tried to explain

how that is to be conceived (III. 18. 7), and thenmerely reproduced PauVs thoughts.

3 Irenaeus has no hesitation in calling the Christian who has received the Spirit

of. God the perfect, the spiritual one, and in representing him, in contrast to the

false Gnostic, as he who in truth judges all men, Jews, heathen, Marcionites, and

Valentinians, but is himself judged by no one; see the great disquisition in IV. 33
and V. 9. 10. This true Gnostic, however, is only to be found where we meet

with right faith in God the Creator, sure conviction with regard to the God-man

Jesus Christ, true knowledge as regards the Holy Spirit and the economy of

salvation, the apostolic doctrine, the right Church system in accordance with the

episcopal succession, the intact Holy Scripture, and its uncorrupted text and inter-

pretation (IV. 33. 7, 8). To him the true believer is tlie real Gnostic.
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thrust more into the background; his work is contained in his

constitution as the God-man. Hence this work has a universal

significance for all men, not only as regards the present, but

as regards the past from Adam downwards, in so far as they

"according to their virtue in their generation have not only

feared but also loved God, and have behaved justly and piously

towards their neighbours, and have longed to see Christ and

to hear his voice." ' Those redeemed by Jesus are immediately

joined by him into a unity, into the true humanity, the Church,

whose head he himself is. " This Church is the communion of

the Sons of God, who have attained to a contemplation of him

and have been gifted with everlasting life. In this the work

of Christ the God-man is fulfilled.

In Tertullian and Hippolytus, as the result of New Testament

exegesis, we again find the same aspects of Christ's work as

in Irenaeus, only with them the mystical form of redemption

recedes into the background. ^

' See IV. 22. In accordance with the recapitulation theory Christ must also

have descended to the lower world. There he announced forgiveness of sins to

the righteous, the patriarchs and prophets (IV. 27. 2). For this, however, Irenseus

was not able to appeal to Scripture texts, but only to statements of a presbyter.

It is nevertheless expressly asserted, on the authority of Rom. III. 23, that these

pre-Christian just men also could only receive justification and the light of sal-

vation through the arrival of Christ among them.

- See III. 16. 6: '•"In omnibus autem est et homo plasmatio dei ; et hominem ergo

in semetipsum recapitulans est, invisibilis visibilis factus, et incomprehensibilis factus

comprehensibilis et impassibilis passibilis, et verbum homo, universa in semetipsum

recapitulans, uti sicut in supercDelestibus et spiritalibus et invisibilibus princeps est

verbum dei, sic et in visibilibus et coqjoralibus principatum habeat, in semetipsum

primatum assumens et apponens semetipsum cajnit ecclesia;. universa attrahat ad

semetipsum apto in tempore."

* There are innumerable passages where Tertullian has urged that the whole

work of Christ is comprised in the death on the cross, and indeed that this death

was the aim of Christ's mission. See, e.g.^ de pat. 3: '-Taceo quod figitur; in

hoc enim venerat"; de bapt. 11: "Mors nostra dissolvi non potuit, nisi domini

passione, nee vita restitui sine resurrectione ipsius"; adv. Marc. III. 8: "vSi men-

dacium deprehenditur Christi caro . . . nee passiones Christi fidem merebuntur.

Eversum est igitur totum dei opus. Totum Christiani nominis et pondus et fruetus,

mors Christi, negatur, quam tam impresse apostolus demendat, utique veram, sum-

mum eam fundamentum evangelii constituens et salutis nostroe et prtedictionis

suae, I Cor. XV. 3, 4; he follows Paul here. But on the other hand he has also

adopted from Irenaeus the mystical conception of redemption—the constitution of
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Nevertheless the eschatology as set forth by Irenaeus in the

fifth Book by no means corresponds to this conception of the

work of Christ as a restoring and completing one; it rather

appears as a remnant of antiquity directly opposed to the

Christ is the redemption—though with a rationalistic explanation. See adv. Marc.

II. 27: "filius miscens in semetipso hominem et deum, ut tantum homini couferat,

quantum dec detrahit. Conversabatur deus, ut homo divina agere doceretur. Ex
Kquo agebat deus cum homine, ut homo e.K Eequo agere cum deo posset." Here
therefore the meaning of the divine manhood of the Redeemer virtually amounts

to divine teaching. In de resurr. 63 Christ is called '•' fidelissimus sequester dei et

liominum, qui et homini deum et hominem deo reddet." Note the future tense.

It is the same with Hippolytus who in Philos. X. 34 represents the deification of

men as the aim of redemption, but at the same time merely requires Christ as the

lawgiver and teacher: "K«; tocxitx (ilv sn^svt^ Qsov rov 'ovrx SiSxx^sit;, e^eii; Ss

X^XVXTOV TO iTÜl-iX KX) X^SxpTOV X(J.X ^''UX^i, ßxiTl^StXV OVfXVüi'J XTTOA^i^^'V' ° ^^ 7^'

ßioi/i; xxi eTTOvpxviov ßx7i?^sx eTriyvovi;, 'ityy, Ss 6iJ.i}\i^Titz ®eov xxi ffV/xÄ-^povöi-ioi;

Xpi(7rov, oiiK hTTiivixixii; vi 'Kx^etri y.ou voa-oii; SovAovf^svo^. Tsyovxt; yxp ©sot;' otrx yxp

v%i(/.sivxi; 7r«äjj xvapanroi; uv, T«t/T« eSi'Sov, ort xvSpuToi; el?, oirx Ss 7rxpxy.o\ov^e~i

@SM, Txvrx TTxpex^'v STr^yysÄTXi ®eo;, on e^eo%oivj^\^q, x^xvxto^ yevviiSsii;. Tovtso-ti

TO TvcoSi a-sxvTOV, STTiyvoi/QTOv TTSTTotyixÖTX Osov. To yxp eTTiyvcSvxi sxvTOv e7riyvci)o-5y,'/xi

crviJ,ßeß>ixs tm xxAovfj-svai i/tt' xvtov. Mil (piÄex^P^'^^T^ roivvv exuTo7i, xv^puTzoi.

IzyjSe TO 7rx?ii-v$poi/.s7v Si(ttx<t>its. Xpta-Tot; yxp strrtv 6 xxtx ttävtwv 0eoi;, o? tjjv

XIJ,XpTIXV IS XvdpUTTCÜV XTTOTTXtjVSIV TTpOSTX^S, VSOV TOV TTXAXIOV XvSpWTTOV ÄXOTgAÄ'./,

sixdvx TOVTOv xx>,si7X(; «x' xpx^ii Six tvttov tjjv sti; crs eTridsty.vvfiSvo^ (TTopyvfj, oi/

'KpoffTxyiJ.XTi'i xjtzxxoiiijXC, a-s\J.MO~ic,^ y.x) xyxho\i xyx^oc, ysv6\J.S'JQ(^ /.i<//*^x)^?, iVvj o\J.cioc,

iiT?" XVTOV Tii^'/it^e/^. Ov yxp Trrciixsvei 0eö; y.xi as ®sov TTOivjirxi sii; Sotx'J xvtou."

It is clear that with a conception like this, which became prevalent in the 3rd cen

tury, Christ's death on the cross could have no proper significance: nothing liut

the Holy Scriptui"es preserved its importance. We may further remark that Ter-

tullian used the expression '• satisfacere deo" about men (see, eg:, de bapt. 20;

de pud. 9), but. so far as I know, not about the work of Christ. This expression

is very frequent in Cyprian (for penances), and he also uses it about Christ. In

both writers, moreover, we find '•'meritum" (^^•, Scorp. 6) and ''promereri deum ".

With them and with Novatian the idea of "-culpa" is also more strongly empha-

sised than it is by the Eastern theologians. Cf. Novatian de trin. 10: "quoniam

cum caro et sanguis non obtinere regnum dei scribitur, non carnis substantia dam-

nata est, qure divinis manibus ne periret, exstructa est, sed sola carnis culpa merito

reprehensa est." Tei-tuUian de bapt. 5 says: ''Exempto reatu eximitur et poena."

On the other hand he speaks of fasting as "officia humiliationis", through which

we can '' inlicere " God. Among these Western writers the thought that God's

anger must be appeased both by sacrifices and corresponding acts appears in a

much more pronounced form than in Irenceus. This is explained by their ideas

as practical churchmen and by their actual experiences in communities that were

already of a very secular character. We may, moreover, ]ioint out in a general

way that the views of Hij^iiolytus are everywhere more strictly dependent on .Scri])-

ture texts tlian those of Irenxnis. That many of the latter's speculations are not
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speculative interpretation of redemption, but protected by the

regiila fidei, the New Testament, especially Revelation, and the

material hopes of the great majority of Christians. But it would

be a great mistake to assume that Irenaeus merely repeated the

hopes of an earthly kingdom just because he still found them

in tradition, and because they were completely rejected by the

Gnostics and guaranteed by the regula and the New Testament.
'•

found in Hippolytus is simply explained by the fact that they have no clear

scriptural basis; see Overbeck, Qusest. Hippol., Specimen p. 75, note 29. On a

superficial reading Tertullian seems to have a greater variety of points of view

than Irenseus; he has in truth fewer, he contrived to work the grains of gold

transmitted to him in such a way as to make the form more valuable than the

substairce. But one idea of Tertullian, which is not found in Irenseus, and which

in after times was to attain great importance in the East (after Origen's day) and

in the West (after the time of Ambrosius), may be further referred to. We mean

the notion that Christ is the bridegroom and the human soul (and also the

human body) the bride. This theologoumenon owes its origin to a combina-

tion of two older ones, and subsequently received its Biblical basis from the

Song of Solomon. The first of these older theologoumena is the Greek philo-

sophical notion that the divine Spirit is the bridegroom and husband of the human

soul. See the Gnostics {e.g.^ the sublime description in the Excerpta ex Theodoto

27); Clem. ep. ad Jacob. 4. 6; as well as Tatian, Orat. 13; TertulL, de anima 41

fin.: "Sequitur animam nubentem spiritui caro; o beatum connubium"; and the

still earlier Sap. Sal. VIII. 2 sq. An offensively realistic form of this image is

found in Clem. Horn. III. 27: w\j.(^-^ yxp sa-riv 6 ttS? «vOpwTro?, oVo'täv too «AsjäoC?

-zpoCp-^Tov ÄSVKUI Aoyw tx^'/iSsixi; a-Tretpöi^svo? (pUTiXilTxi tov vow. The second is tlie

apostolic notion that the Church is the bride and the body of Christ. In the 2nd

Epistle of Clement the latter theologoumenon is already applied in a modified form.

Here it is said that humanity as the Church, that is human nature (the flesh), be-

longs to Christ as his Eve (c. 14; see also Ignat. ad Polyc. V. 2; Tertull. de

monog. II, and my notes on i\i$xx^ XI. ii). The conclusion that could be

drawn from this, and that seemed to have a basis in certain utterances of Jesus,

viz., that the individual human soul together with the flesh is to be designated as

the bride of Christ, was, so far as I know, first arrived at by Tertullian de resurr.

63: "Carnem et spiritum iam in semetipso Christus foederavit, sponsam sponso et

sponsum sponsne comparavit. Nam et si animam quis contenderit sponsam, vel

dotis nomine sequetur animam caro . . . Caro est sponsa, quae in Christo spiritum

sponsum per sanguinem pacta est"; see also de virg. vel. 16. Notice, however,

that Tertullian continually thinks of all souls together (all flesh together) rather

than of the individual soul.

• By the regula inasmuch as the words ' from thence he will come to judge

the quick and the dead" had a fixed place in the confessions, and the belief in

the duplex adi'entus Christi formed one of the most important articles of Church

belief in contradistinction to Judaism and Gnosticism (see the collection of passages

in Hesse, "das Muratorische Fragment", p. 112 f.). But the belief in the return of
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The truth rather is that he as well as Melito, Hippolytus, Ter-

tulHan, Lactantius, Commodian, and Victorinus lived in these

hopes no less than did Papias, the Asia Minor Presbyters and

Justin. ' But this is the clearest proof that all these theologians

were but half-hearted in their theology, which was forced upon
them, in defence of the traditional faith, by the historical situ-

ation in which they found themselves. The Christ, who will

shortly come to overcome Antichrist, overthrow the Roman
empire, establish in Jerusalem a kingdom of glory, and feed

believers with the fat of a miraculously fruitful earth, is in fact

a quite different being from the Christ who, as the incarnate

Christ to this world necessarily involved the hope of a kingdom of glory under

Christ upon earth, and without this hope is merely a rhetorical flourish.

1 Cf. here the account already given in Book I., chap. 3, Vol. I., p. 167 ff.. Book 1.,

chap. 4, Vol. I., p. 261, Book II., chap. 3, Vol. I, p. 105 f. On Melito compare the

testimony of Polycrates in Eusebius, H. E. V. 24. 5, and the title of his lost work
TTspt Tov Sixßo^ou Kxi TJ^i xTCOKx^v^scti^ 'IWÄvvov."' Cliiliastic ideas are also found in the

epistle from Lyons in Eusebius, H. E. V. i sq. On Hippolytus see his work
"de Christo et Antichristo" and Overbeck's careful account (Ic, p. 70 sq.) of the

agreement here existing between Irenaeus and Hippolytus as well as of the latter's

chiliasm on which unfounded doubts have been cast. Overbeck has also, in my
opinion, shown the probability of chiliastic portions having been removed at a

later period both from Hippolytus' book and the great work of Irenneus. The ex-

tensive fragments of Hippolytus" commentary on Daniel are also to be compared

(and especially the portions full of glowing hatred to Rome lately discovered by

Georgiades). With reference to Tertullian compare particularly the writings adv.

Marc. III., adv. Jud., de resurrectione carnis, de anima, and the titles of the sub-

sequently suppressed writings de paradiso and de spe fidelium. Further see Com-
modian, Carmen apolog., Lactantius, Instit. div., 1. VII., Victorinus, Commentary on

the Apocalypse. It is very remarkable that Cyprian already set chiliasm aside

;

cf. the conclusion of the second Book of the Testimonia and the few passages in

which he quoted the last chapters of Revelation. The Apologists were silent about

chiliastic hopes, Justin even denied them in Apol. I. 11, but, as we have remarked,

he gives expression to them in the Dialogue and reckons them necessary to complete

orthodoxy. The Pauline eschatology, especially several passages in I Cor. X\'.

(see particularly verse 50), caused great difficulties to the Fathers from Justin down-

wards. See Fragm. Justini IV. a Methodio supped, in Otto, Corp. Apol. III., p. 254,

Ireii. V. 9, Tertull. de resurr. 48 sq. According to Irenreus the heretics, who
completely abandoned the early-Christian eschatology, appealed to i Cor. XV. 50.

The idea of a kind of purgatory—a notion which does not originate with the

realistic but with the philosophical eschatology— is quite plainly found in Tertullian,

e.g.^ in de anima 57 and 58 ("modicum delictum illuc luendum "). He speaks in

several passages of stages and different places of bliss; and this was a universally

diffused idea {e.g.^ Scorp. 6).
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God, has already virtually accomplished his work of imparting

perfect knowledge and filling mankind with divine life and in-

corruptibility. The fact that the old Catholic Fathers have both

Christs shows more clearly than any other the middle position

that they occupy between the acutely hellenised Christianity of

the theologians, i.e., the Gnostics, and the old tradition of the

Church. We have indeed seen that the twofold conception of

Christ and his work dates back to the time of the Apostles,

for there is a vast difference between the Christ of Paul and

the Christ of the supposedly inspired Jewish Apocalypses; and

also that the agency in producing this conjunction may be

traced back to the oldest time ; but the union of a precise

Christological Gnosis, such as we find in Irenfeus and Tertullian,

with the retention in their integrity of the imaginative series of

thoughts about Antichrist, Christ as the warrior hero, the double

resurrection, and the kingdom of glory in Jerusalem, is really

a historical novelty. There is, however, no doubt that the

strength of the old Catholic theology in opposition to the Gnos-

tics lies in the accomplishment of this union, which, on the

basis of the New Testament, appeared to the Fathers possible

and necessary. For it is not systematic consistency that secures

the future of a religious conception within a church, but its

elasticity, and its richness in dissimilar trains of thought. But

no doubt this must be accompanied by a firm foundation, and

this too the old Catholic Fathers possessed—the church system

itself.

As regards the details of the eschatological hopes, they were

fully set forth by Irensus himself in Book V. Apart from the

belief that the returning Nero would be the Antichrist, an idea

spread in the West during the third century by the Sibylline

verses and proved from Revelation, the later teachers who
preached chiliastic hopes did not seriously differ from the Gallic

bishop ; hence the interpretation of Revelation is in its main

features the same. It is enough therefore to refer to the fifth

Book of Irenaius. ' There is no need to show in detail that

1 Irenaeus begins with the resurrection of the body and the proofs of it (in

opposition to Gnosticism). These proofs are taken from the omnipotence and

goodness of God, the long life of the patriarchs, the translation of Enoch and
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chiliasm leads to a peculiar view of history, which is as much
opposed to that resulting from the Gnostic theory of redemp-

tion, as this doctrine itself forbids the hope of a bliss to be

realised in an earthly kingdom of glory. This is not the proper

place to demonstrate to what extent the two have been blended,

Elijah, the preservation of Jonah and of the three men in the fiery furnace, tlie

essential nature of man as a temple of God to which the body also belongs, and

the resurrection of Chi-ist (V. 3— 7). But Irenseus sees the chief proof in the in-

carnation of Christ, in the dwelling of the Spirit with its gifts in us (V. 8— 16).

and in the feeding of our body with the holy eucharist (V. 2. 3). Then he dis-

cusses the defeat of Satan by Christ (V. 21—23), shows that the powers that be

are set up by God, that the devil therefore manifestly lies in arrogating to him-

self the lordship of the world (V. 24), but that he acts as a rebel and robber in

attempting to make himself master of it. This brings about the transition to

Antichrist. The latter is possessed of the whole power of the devil, sums up in

himself therefore all sin and wickedness, and pretends to be Lord and God. He is

described in accordance with the Apocalypses of Daniel and John as well as accoi'ding

to Matth. XXIV. and 2nd Thessalonians. He is the product of the 4th Kingdom
that is, the Roman empire: but at the same time springs from the tribe of Dan
(V. 30. 2), and will take up his abode in Jerusalem etc. The returning Christ

will destroy him, and the Christ will come back when 6000 years of the

world's history have elapsed; for '"in as many days as the world was made, in so

many thousands of years will it be ended" (V. 28. 3). The seventh day is then

the gi-eat world Sabbath, during which Christ will reign with the saints of the

first resurrection after the destruction of Antichrist. Irenaeus expressly argued

against such "as pass for orthodox, but disregard the order of the progress of the

righteous and know no stages of preparation for incorruptibility" (V. 31). By this

he means such as assume that after death souls immediately pass to God. On the

contrary he argues that these rather wait in a hidden place for the resurrection

which takes place on the return of Christ, after which the souls receive back their

bodies and men now restored participate in the Saviour's Kingdom (V. 31. 2).

This Kingdom on earth precedes the universal judgment; '-for it is just that they

should also receive the fruits of their patience in the same creation in which they

suffered tribulation"; moreover, the promise made to Abraham that Palestine

would be given to him and to his seed, i.e.^ the Christians, must be fulfilled

(V. 32). There they will eat and drink with the Lord in the restored body (V. 33. i).

sitting at a table covered with food (V. 33. 2) and consuming the produce of the

land, which the earth affords in miraculous fruitfulness. Here Irenceus appeals to

alleged utterances of the Lord of which he had been informed by Papias (V. 33. 3, 4).

The wheat will be so fat that lions lying peacefully beside the cattle will be able

to feed themselves even on the chaff (\'.
},2,. 3. 4). Such and similar promises are

everywhere to be understood in a literal sense. Irenaeus here expressly argues

against any figurative interpretation (ibid, and V. 35). He therefore adopted the

whole Jewish eschatology, the only difference being that he regards the Church as

the seed of Abraham. The earthly Kingdom is then followed by the second re-

suiTection, the general judgment, and the final end.
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and how the chiliastic scheme of history has been emptied of

its content and utilised in the service of theological apologetics.

But the Gnostics were not the only opponents of chiliasm.

Justin, even in his time, knew orthodox Christians who refused

to believe in an earthly kingdom of Christ in Jerusalem, and

Irenaeus (V. 33 ff.), Tertullian, and Hippolytus ' expressly argued

against these. Soon after the middle of the second century,

we hear of an ecclesiastical party in Asia Minor, which not

only repudiated chiliasm, but also rejected the Revelation of

John as an untrustworthy book, and subjected it to sharp criti-

cism. These were the so-called Alogi. - But in the second

century such Christians were still in the minority in the Church.

It was only in the course of the third century that chiliasm was

almost completely ousted in the East. This was the result of

the Montanistic controversy and the Alexandrian theology. In the

West, however, it was only threatened. In this Church the

first literary opponent of chiliasm and of the Apocalypse ap-

pears to have been the Roman Presbyter Caius. But his po-

lemic did not prevail. On the other hand the learned bishops

of the East in the third century used their utmost efforts to

combat and extirpate chiliasm. The information given to us

by Eusebius (H. E. VII. 24), from the letters of Dionysius of

Alexandria, about that father's struggles with whole communities

in Egypt, who would not give up chiUasm, is of the highest

interest. This account shews that wherever philosophical theol-

ogy had not yet made its way the chiliastic hopes were not

only cherished and defended against being explained away, but

were emphatically regarded as Christianity itself ' Cultured

' Hippolytus in the lost book vTrsp roV xxrec 'Iüjxvvviv slx'yys^tov xxt äxo-

y.xXv^psom;. Perhaps we may also reckon Melito among the literary defenders of

Chiliasm.

- See Epiph.. H. 51, who here falls back on Hippolytus.

•* In the Christian village communities of the district of Arsinoe the people would

not part with chiliasm, and matters even went the length of an "apostasy" from

the Alexandrian Church. A book by an Egyptian bishop, Nepos, entitled '-Refuta-

tion of the allegorists" attained the highest repute. "They esteem the law and the

prophets as nothing, neglect to follow the Gospels, think little of the Epistles of

the Apostles, and on the contrary declare the doctrine set forth in this book to be

a really great secret. They do not permit the simpler brethren among us to obtain
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theologians were able to achieve the union of chiliasm and

religious philosophy; but the "simplices et idiotae " could only

understand the former. As the chiliastic hopes were gradually

obliged to recede in exactly the same proportion as philosophic

theology became naturalised, so also their subsidence denotes

the progressive tutelage of the laity. The religion they under-

stood was taken from them, and they received in return a faith

they could not understand ; in other words, the old faith and

the old hopes decayed of themselves and the authority of a

mysterious faith took their place. In this sense the extirpation

or decay of chiliasm is perhaps the most momentous fact in

the history of Christianity in the East. With chiliasm men also

lost the living faith in the nearly impending return of Christ,

and the consciousness that the prophetic spirit with its gifts is

a real possession of Christendom. Such of the old hopes as

remained were at most particoloured harmless fancies which,

when allowed by theology, were permitted to be added to

dogmatics. In the West, on the contrary, the millennial hopes

retained their vigour during the whole third century ; we know
of no bishop there who would have opposed chiliasm. With

this, however, was preserved a portion of the earliest Christianity

which was to exercise its effects far beyond the time of

Augustine.

Finally, we have still to treat of the altered conceptions re-

garding the Old Testament which the creation of the New pro-

duced among the early-Catholic Fathers. In the case of Barna-

bas and the Apologists we became acquainted with a theory

of the Old Testament which represented it as the Chris-

a sublime and grand idea of the glorious and truly divine appearance of our Lord,

of our resurrection from the dead as well as of the union and assimilation with

him : but they persuade us to hope for things petty, perishable, and similar to the

present in the kingdom of God." So Dionysius expressed himself, and these words

are highly characteristic of his own position and that of his opponents; for in fact

the whole New Testament could not but be thrust into the background in cases

where the chiliastic hopes were really adhered to. Dionysius asserts that he convinced

these Churches by his lectures; but chiliasm and material religious ideas were still

long preserved in the deserts of Egypt. They were cherished by the monks; hence

Jewish Apocalypses accepted by Christians are iireserved in the Coptic and Ethi-

opian languages.
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tian book of revelation and accordingly subjected it throughout

to an allegorical process. Here nothing specifically new could

be pointed out as having been brought by Christ. Sharply

opposed to this conception was that of Marcion, according to

which the whole Old Testament was regarded as the proclam-

ation of a Jewish God hostile to the God of redemption. The
views of the majority of the Gnostics occupied a middle position

between the two notions. These distinguished different com-

ponents of the Old Testament, some of which they traced to

the supreme God himself and others to intermediate and male-

volent beings. In this way they both established a connection

between the Old Testament, and the Christian revelation and

contrived to show that the latter contained a specific novelty.

This historico-critical conception, such as we specially see it in

the epistle of Ptolemy to Flora, could not be accepted by the

Church because it abolished strict monotheism and endangered

the proof from prophecy. No doubt, however, we already find

in Justin and others the beginning of a compromise, in so far

as a distinction was made between the moral law of nature

contained in the Old Testament—the Decalogue—and the cere-

monial law ; and in so far as the literal interpretation of the

latter, for which a pedagogic significance was claimed, was
allowed in addition to its typical or Christian sense. With this

theory it was possible, on the one hand, to do some sort of

justice to the historical position of the Jewish people, and on

the other, though indeed in a meagre fashion, to give expression

to the novelty of Christianity. The latter now appears as the

neiv law or the law of freedom, in so far as the moral law of

nature had been restored in its full purity without the burden

of ceremonies, and a particular historical relation to God was
allowed to the Jewish nation, though indeed more a wrathful

than a covenant one. For the ceremonial regulations were

conceived partly as tokens of the judgment on Israel, partly as

concessions to the stiffneckedness of the people in order to

protect them from the worst evil, polytheism.

Now the struggle with the Gnostics and Marcion, and the

creation of a New Testament had necessarily a double conse-

quence. On the one hand, the proposition that the "Father of
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Jesus Christ is the creator of the world and the God of the

Old Testament" required the strictest adherence to the unity

of the two Testaments, so that the traditional apologetic view

of the older book had to undergo the most rigid development;

on the other hand, as soon as the New Testament was created,,

it was impossible to avoid seeing that this book was superior

to the earlier one, and thus the theory of the novelty of the

Christian doctrine worked out by the Gnostics and Marcion had

in some way or other to be set forth and demonstrated. We
now see the old Catholic Fathers engaged in the solution of

this twofold problem ; and their method of accomplishing it has

continued to be the prevailing one in all Churches up to the

present time, in so far as the ecclesiastical and dogmatic prac-

tice still continues to exhibit the inconsistencies of treating the

Old Testament as a Christian book in the strict sense of the

word and yet elevating the New above it, of giving a typical

interpretation to the ceremonial law and yet acknowledging that

the Jewish people had a covenant with God.

With regard to the first point, viz., the maintenance of the

unity of the two Testaments, Irena^us and Tertullian gave a

most detailed demonstration of it in opposition to Marcion, '

and primarily indeed with the same means as the older teachers

had already used. It is Christ that prophesied and appeared

in the Old Testament ; he is the householder who produced

both Old and New Testaments. - Moreover, as the two have

the same origin, their meaning is also the same. Like Barnabas

the early-Catholic Fathers contrived to give all passages in the

Old Testament a typical Christian sense : it is the same truth

which we can learn from the prophets and again from Christ

and the Apostles. With regard to the Old Testament the watch-

word is: "Seek the type" (" Typum qmeras "). ^ But they went

1 See Irenceus lib. IV. and Teitull. adv. Marc. lib. II. and III.

- It would be superlluous to quote passages here; two may stand for all. Iren.

IV. 9. I : "Utraque testamenta unus et idem paterfamilias produxit, verbum dei,

dominus noster lesus Christus, qui et Abrahse et Moysi collocutus est." Both Testa-

ments are "unius et eiusdem substantite." IV. 2. 3: "Moysis literse sunt verba

Christi."

3 See Iren. IV. ^i. 1.
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a step further still. In opposition to Marcion's antitheses and

his demonstration that the God of the Old Testament is a

petty being and has enjoined petty, external observances, they

seek to show in syntheses that the same may be said of the

New. (See Irenaeus IV. 21—36). The effort of the older teachers

to exclude everything outward and ceremonial is no longer met

with to the same extent in Irenaeus and TertuUian, at least

when they are arguing and defending their position against the

Gnostics. This has to be explained by two causes. In the first

place Judaism (and Jewish Christianity) was at bottom no longer

an enemy to be feared ; they therefore ceased to make such

efforts to avoid the "Jewish" conception of the Old Testament.

Irenaeus, for example, emphasised in the most naive manner the

observance of the Old Testament law by the early Apostles

and also by Paul. This is to him a complete proof that they

did not separate the Old Testament God from the Christian

Deity. ' In connection with this we observe that the radical

antijudaism of the earliest period more and more ceases. Ire-

naeus and TertuUian admitted that the Jewish nation had a

covenant with God and that the literal interpretation of the Old

Testament was justifiable. Both repeatedly testified that the

Jews had the right doctrine and that they only lacked the

knowledge of the Son. These thoughts indeed do not attain

clear expression with them because their works contain no

systematic discussions involving these principles. In the second

place the Church itself had become an institution where sacred

ceremonial injunctions were necessary; and, in order to find

a basis for these, they had to fall back on Old Testament

commandments (see Vol. I., chap. 6, p. 291 ff.). In Tertul-

lian we find this only in its most rudimentary form ;
' but in

1 Ireu. III. 12. 15 (oQ Gal. II. 11 f.): Sic apostoli, quos universi actus et

uuiversa; doctrinae dominus testes fecit, religiose agebant circa dispositionem legis,

qnte est secundum Moysem, ab uno et eodem significantes esse deo"; see Over-

beck "Ueber die Auffassung des Streits des Paulus mit Petrus bei den Kirchen-

vätern," 1877, p. 8 f. Similar remarks are frequent in Irenaeus.

- Cf., e.g.^ de monog. 7 :
" Certe sacerdotes sumus a Christo vocati, mouoga-

mise debitores, ex pristina dei lege, qu£E nos tunc in suis sacerdotibus prophetavit.'"

Here also Tertullian's Montanism had an effect. Though conceiving the directions

of the Paraclete as new legislation^ the Montanists would not renounce the view
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the course of the third century these needs grew mightily ' and

were satisfied. In this way the Old Testament threatened to

become an authentic book of revelation to the Church, and that

in a quite different and much more dangerous sense than was

formerly the case with the Apostolic Fathers and the Apologists.

With reference to the second point, we may remark that just

when the decay of antijudaism, the polemic against Marcion,

and the new needs of the eccleciastical system threatened the

Church with an estimate of the Old Testament hitherto unheard

of, the latter was nevertheless thrust back by the creation and

authority of the New Testament, and this consequently revived

the uncertain position in which the sacred book was henceforth

to remain. Here also, as in every other case, the development

in the Church ends with the coviplexjis oppositoruni, which no-

where allows all the conclusions to be drawn, but offers the

great advantage of removing every perplexity up to a certain

point. The early-Catholic Fathers adopted from Justin the dis-

tinction between the Decalogue, as the moral law of nature,

and the ceremonial law ; whilst the oldest theologians (the Gnos-

tics) and the New Testament suggested to them the thought

of the (relative) novelty of Christianity and therefore also of the

New Testament. Like Marcion they acknowledged the literal

sense of the ceremonial law and God's covenant with the Jews;

and they sought to sum up and harmonise all these features in

the thought of an economy of salvation and of a history of

salvation. This economy and history of salvation which con-

tained the conception of a divine acco7m)iodation and pedagogy,

and which accordingly distinguished between constituent parts

of different degrees of value (in the Old Testament also), is the

great result presented in the main work of Irenaus and accepted

by TertuUian. It is to exist beside the proof from prophecy

without modifying it ;
' and thus appears as something inter-

that these laws were in some way ah'eady indicated in the written documents of

revelation.

1 Very much may be made out with regard to this from Origan's works and

tlie later literature, particularly from Commodian and the Apostolic Constitutions,

lib. I.—VI

- Where Christians needed the proof from prophecy or indulged in a devotional
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mediate between the Valentinian conception that destroyed the

unity of origin of the Old Testament and the old idea which

neither acknowledged various constituents in the book nor re-

cognised the peculiarities of Christianity. We are therefore justi-

fied in regarding this history of salvation approved by the

Church, as well as the theological propositions of Irenseus and

Tertullian generally, as a Gnosis "toned down" and reconciled

with Monotheism. This is shown too in the faint gleam of a

historical view that still shines forth from this " history of sal-

vation " as a remnant of that bright light which may be recog-

nised in the Gnostic conception of the Old Testament. ' Still,

it is a striking advance that Irenaeus has made beyond Justin and

especially beyond Barnabas. No doubt it is mythological history

that appears in this history of salvation and the recapitulating

story of Jesus with its saving facts that is associated with it

;

and it is a view that is not even logically worked out, but ever

and anon crossed by the proof from prophecy
;
yet for all that

it is development and history.

The fundamental features of Irenaeus' conception are as

follow : The Mosaic law and the New Testament dispensation

of grace both emanated from one and the same God, and were
granted for the salvation of the hiiman race in a form appro-

priate to the times. '^ The two are in part different; but the

difference must be conceived as due to causes ^ that do not

affect the unity of the author and of the main points. ^ We
must make the nature of God and the nature of man our point

of departure. God is always the same, man is ever advancing

towards God; God is always the giver, man always the receiver;
''

application of the Old Testament, everything indeed remained as before, and every

Old Testament passage was taken for a Christian one, as has remained the case

even to the present day.

' Witli the chiliastic view of history this newly acquired theory has nothing

in common.

- Iren. III. 12. 11.

3 See III. 12. 12.

^ No comnmtatio agnitionis takes place, says Irenaeus, but only an increased

gift (IV. II. 3); for the knowledge of God the Creator is "principium evangelii."

(III. II. 7).

= See IV. II. 2 and other passages, e.g.^ IV. 20. 7 : IV. 26. i : IV. 37. 7 : IV. 38. 1—4.

20
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God leads us ever to the highest goal; man, however, is not

God from the beginning, but is destined to incorruptibility,

which he is to attain step by step, advancing from the child-

hood stage to perfection (see above, p. 267 f.). This progress,

conditioned by the nature and destination of man, is, however,

dependent on the revelation of God by his Son, culminating in

the incarnation of the latter and closing with the subsequent

bestowal of the Spirit on the human race. In Irenaeus therefore

the place of the many different revelation-hypostases of the

Valentinians is occupied by the one God, who stoops to the

level of developing humanity, accommodates himself to it, guides

it, and bestows on it increasing revelations of grace. * The
fundamental knowledge of God and the moral law of nature, ?>.,

natural morality, were already revealed to man and placed in

his heart - by the creator. He who preserves these, as for

example the patriarchs did, is justified. (In this case Irenaeus

leaves Adam's sin entirely out of sight). But it was God's will

to bring men into a higher union with himself; wherefore his

Son descended to men from the beginning and accustomed him-

self to dwell among them. The patriarchs loved God and re-

frained from injustice towards their neighbours; hence it was

not necessary that they should be exhorted with the strict letter

of the law, since they had the righteousness of the law in them-

selves. ^ But, as far as the great majority of men are concerned,

they wandered away from God and fell into the sorriest con-

dition. From this moment Irenaeus, keeping strictly to the Old

Testament, only concerns himself with the Jewish people. These

1 Several covenants I. 10. 3 ; four covenants (Adam, Noah, Moses, Christ)

III. 1 1. 8 : the two Testaments (Law and New Covenant) are very frequently mentioned.

• This is very frequently mentioned; see ^.^., IV. 13. i: '"Et quia dominus

naturalia legis, per quae homo iustificatur, quae etiam ante legisdationem custo-

diebant qui fide iustificabantur et placebant deo non dissolvit etc." IV. 15. i.

3 Irenaeus, as a rule, views the patriarchs as perfect saints; see III. 11. 8:

" Verbum dei illis quidem qui ante Moysem fuerunt patriarchis secundum divini -

tatem et gloriam colloquebatur", and especially IV. 16. 3. As to the Son's having

descended from the beginning and having thus appeared to the patriarchs also,

see IV. 6. 7. Not merely Abraham but all the other exponents of revelation knew

both the Father and the Son. Nevertheless Christ was also obliged to descend to

the lower world to the righteous, the prophets, and the pati-iarchs, in order to

bring them forgiveness of sins (IV. 27. 2).
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are to him the representatives of humanity. It is only at this

period that the training of the human race is given to them ; but

it is really the Jewish iiation that he keeps in view, and through this

he differs very decidedly from such as Barnabas. ^ When righteous-

ness and love to God died out in Egypt, God led his people

forth so that man might again become a disciple and imitator

of God. He gave him the written law (the Decalogue), which

contains nothing else than the moral law of nature that had

fallen into oblivion. '' But when they made to themselves a

golden calf and chose to be slaves rather than free men, then

the Word, through the instrumentality of Moses, gave to them,

as a particular addition, the commandments of slavery (the

ceremonial law) in a form suitable for their training. These were

bodily commandments of bondage which did not separate them

from God, but held them in the yoke. The ceremonial law was

thus a pedagogic means of preserving the people from idolatry

;

but it was at the same time a type of the future. Each constit-

uent of the ceremonial law has this double signification, and both

of these meanings originate with God, /.i'., with Christ; for "how
is Christ the end of the law, if he be not the beginning of it?

"

(" quomodo finis legis Christus, si non et initium eius esset")

IV. 12. 4. Everything in the law is therefore holy, and moreover

we are only entitled to blame such portions of the history of the

Jewish nation as Holy Scripture itself condemns. This nation

was obliged to circumcise itself, keep Sabbaths, offer up sacrifices,

and do whatever is related of it, so far as its action is not

censured. All this belonged to the state of bondage in which

men had a covenant with God and in which they also possessed

' On the contrary lie agrees with the teachings of a presbyter, whom he

frequently quotes in the 4th Book. To Irenaeus the heathen are simply idolaters

who have even forgotten the law written in the heart; wherefore the Jews stand much

higher, for they only lacked the agnitio filii. See III. 5. 3 : III. 10. 3 : III. 12.7

IV. 23, 24. Yet there is still a great want of clearness here. Irenasus cannot get

rid of the following contradictions. The pre-Christian righteous know the Son and

do not know him; they require the appearance of the Son and do not require it;

and the agnitio filii seems sometimes a new, and in fact the decisive, Veritas^ and

sometimes that involved in the knowledge of God the Creator.

- Irenasus IV. 16. 3. See IV. 15. i: "-Decalogum si quis non fecerit, non habet

salutem".
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the right faith in the one God and were taught before hand to

follow his Son (IV. 12, 5 ;
" lex prsedocuit hominem sequi oportere

Christum"). In addition to this, Christ continually manifested

himself to the people in the prophets, through whom also he

indicated the future and prepared men for his appearance. In

the prophets the Son of God accustomed men to be instruments

of the Spirit of God and to have fellowship with the Father in

them; and in them he habituated himself to enter bodily into

humanity. ' Hereupon began the last stage, in which men, being

now sufficiently trained, were to receive the " testamentumliber-

tatis" and be adopted as Sons of God. By the union of the

Son of God with the flesh the agiiitio filii first became possible

to all ; that is the fundamental novelty. The next problem was

to restore the law of freedom. Here a threefold process was

necessary. In the first place the Law of Moses, the Decalogue,

had been disfigured and blunted by the "traditio seniorum".

First of all then the pure moral law had to be restored ; secondly,

it was now necessary to extend and fulfil it by expressly search-

ing out the inclinations of the heart in all cases, thus unveiling

the law in its whole severity ; and lastly the partiadaria legis,

i.e., the law of bondage, had to be abolished. But in the latter

1 As the Soil has manifested the Father from of old, so also the law, and indeed

even the cei'emonial law, is to be traced back to him. See IV. 6. 7 I^'- 12. 4 :

IV. 14. 2: "his qui inquieti erant in eremo dans aptissimam legem. . . per omnes

transiens verbum omni conditioni congruentem et aptam legem conscribens'". IV.

4. 2. The law is a law of bondage; it was just in that capacity that it was

necessary; see IV. 4. i : IV. 9. i : IV. 13. 2, 4: IV. 14. 3: IV. 15 : IV. 16: IV.

32 : IV. 36. A part of the commandments are concessions on account of hard-

ness of heart (IV. 15. 2). But IrenEeus still distinguishes very decidedly between

the "•' people" and the prophets. This is a survival of the old view. The prophets

he said knew very well of the coming of the .Son of God and the granting of a

new covenant (IV. 9. 3: IV. 20. 4, 5: IV. 33. 10); they understood what was

typified by the ceremonial law, and to them accordingly the law had only a typi-

cal signification. Moreover, Christ himself came to them ever and anon thi-ough

the prophetic spirit. The preparation for the new covenant is therefore found in

the prophets and in the typical character of the old. Abraham has this peculi-

arity, that both Testaments were prefigured in him: the Testament of faith, be-

cause he was justified before his circumcision, and the Testament of the law. The

latter occupied "the middle times", and therefore come in between (IV. 25. i).

This is a Pauline thought, though otherwise indeed there is not much in Irenceus

to remind us of Paul, because he used the moral categories, gro'oih and training.^

instead of the religious ones, sin and grace.
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connection Christ and the Apostles themselves avoided every

transgression of the ceremonial law, in order to prove that this also

had a divine origin. The non-observance of this law was first

permitted to the Gentile Christians, Thus, no doubt, Christ him-

self is the end of the law, but only in so far as he has abolished

the law of bondage and restored the moral law in its whole

purity and severity, and given us himself.

The question as to the difference between the New Testament

and the Old is therefore answered by Irenaeus in the following

manner. It consists (i) in the cr^;////V^ _;?/// and consequent trans-

formation of the slaves into children of God ; and (2) in the

restoration of the law, which is a law of freedom just because

it excludes bodily commandments, and with stricter interpretation

lays the whole stress on the inclinations of the heart. ' But in

' The law, /.t'., the ceremonial law, reaches clown to John, IV. 4. 2. The New
Testament is a law of freedom, because through it we are adopted as sons of

God, III. 5. 3: III. 10. 5: III. 12. 5: III. 12. 14: III. 15. 3: IV. 9. I, 2: IV.

II. I : IV. 13. 2, 4: IV. 15. I, 2: IV. 16. 5: IV. 18: IV. 32: IV. 34. I : IV.

36. 2 Christ did not abolish the iiatitraUa legis^ the Decalogue, but extended and

fulfilled them ; here the old Gentile-Christian moral conception based on the Ser-

mon on the Mount, prevails. Accordingly Irenaeus now shows that in the case of

the children of freedom the situation has become much more serious, and that

the judgments are now much more threatening. Finally, he proves that the ful-

filling, extending, and sharpening of the law form a contrast to the blunting of the

natural moral law by the Pliarisees and elders; see IV. 12. i ff. : "Austero dei

Ijrxcepto miscent seniores aquatam traditionem". IV. 13. i. f.:
•' Christus naturalia

legis (which are summed up in the commandment of love) extendit et implevit . .

.

plenitudo et extensio . . . necesse fuit, auferri quidem vincula servitutis, superextendi

vero decreta libertatis"'. That is proved in the next passage from the Semion on

the Mount: we must not only refrain from evil works, but also from evil desire.

I\". 16. 5: "Htec ergo, quse in servitutem et in sigimm data sunt illis, circum-

scripsit novo libertatis testamento. Quje autem naturalia et liberalia et communia

omnium, auxit et dilatavit, sine invidia largiter donans hominibus per adoptionem,

patrem scire deum . . . auxit autem etiam timorem : filios enim plus timei'e oportet

quam servos". IV. 27. 2. The new situation is a more serious one; the Old

Testament believers have the death of Christ as an antidote for their sins, "prop-

ter eos vero, qui nunc peccant, Christus non iam morietur". IV. 28. i f.: under

the old covenant God punished "typice et temporaliter et mediocrius", under the

new, on the contrary, "vei^e et semper et austerius"' . . . as under the new cove-

nant '-fides aucta est", so also it is true that ''diligentia conversationis adaucta

est". The imperfections of the law, the "particularia legis", the law of bondage

have been abolished by Christ, see specially IV. 16, 17, for the types are now
fulfilled; but Christ and the Apostles did not transgress the law; freedom was first

granted to the Gentile Christians (III. 12) and circumcision and foreskin united
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these two respects he finds a real addition, and hence, in his

opinion, the Apostles stand higher than the prophets. He proves

this higher position of the Apostles by a surprising interpreta-

tion of I Cor. XII. 28, conceiving the prophets named in that

passage to be those of the Old Testament. ' He therefore views

the two Testaments as of the same nature, but " greater is

the legislation which confers liberty than that which brings

bondage" (" maior est legisdatio quae in libertatem, quam qua;

data est in servitutem "). Through the two covenants the accom-

plishment of salvation was to be hastened " for there is one

salvation and one God ; but the precepts that form man are

numerous, and the steps that lead man to God are not a few ;

("una est enim salus et unus deus
;
quai autem formant hominem,

praicepta multa et non pauci gradus, qui adducunt hominem ad

deum "). A worldly king can increase his benefits to his subjects ;

and should it not also be lawful for God, though he is always

the same, to honour continually with greater gifts those who
are well pleasing to him? (IV. 9. 3). Irenaeus makes no direct

statement as to the further importance which the Jewish people

have, and in any case regards them as of no consequence

after the appearance of the covenant of freedom. Nor does this

nation appear any further even in the chiliastic train of thought.

It furnishes the Antichrist and its holy city becomes the capital

of Christ's earthly kingdom ; but the nation itself, which, according

to this theory, had represented all mankind from Moses to Christ,

just as if all men had been Jews, now entirely disappears. -

This conception, in spite of its want of stringency, made an

immense impression, and has continued to prevail down to the

present time. It has, however, been modified by a combination

(III. 5. 3). But Irenaeus also proved how little the old and new covenants contra-

dict each other by showing that the latter also contains concessions that have

been granted to the frailty of man; see IV. 15. 2 (i Cor. VII.).

1 See III. II. 4. There too we find it argued that John the ISaptisl was not

merely a prophet, but also an Apostle.

- From Irenseus' statement in IV. 4 about the significance of the cily of Jerusalem

we can infer what he thought of the Jewish nation. Jerusalem is to liim the vine-

branch on which the fruit has grown: the latter having reached maturity, the branch

is cut oft" and has no further importance.
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with the Augustinian doctrine of sin and grace. It was soon

reckoned as Paul's conception, to which in fact it has a distant rela-

tionship. Tertullian had already adopted it in its essential features,

amplified it in some points, and, in accordance with his Montanist

ideas, enriched it by adding a fourth stage (ab initio—Moses

—

Christ— Paraclete). But this addition was not accepted by the

Church.'

1 No special treatment of Tertullian is required here, as he only differs from

Irenseus in the additions he invented as a Montanist. Yet this is also prefigured in

Irenreus' view that the concessions of the Apostles had rendered the execution of

the stern new law more easy. A few passages may be quoted here. De orat. i :

Quidquid retro fuerat, aut demutatum est (per Christum), ut circumcisio, aut sup-

pletum ut reliqua lex, aut impletum ut prophetia, aut perfectum ut fides ipsa. Omnia
de carnalibus in spiritalia renovavit nova dei gratia superducto evangelio, expunctore

totius retro vetustatis." (This differentiation strikingly reminds us of the letter of

Ptolemy to Flora. Ptolemy distinguishes those parts of the law that originate with

Crod, Moses, aiad the elders. As far as the divine law is concerned, he again

distinguishes what Christ had to complete, what he had to supersede and what he

had to spiritualise, that is, perficere, solvei'e, demutare). In the regula fidei (de

prKscr. 13): "Christus prsedicavit novam legem et novam promissionem regni ccelo-

rum"; see the discussions in adv. Marc. II., III., and adv. lud.; de pat. 6: "am-
plianda adimplendaque lex." Scorp. 3, 8, 9; ad uxor. 2 ; de monog. 7 : ^'Etquoniam

tjuidam interdum nihil sibi dicunt esse cum lege, quam Christus non dissolvit. sed

adimplevit, interdum quce volunt legis arripiunt (he himself did that continually),

plane et nos sic dicimus legem, ut onera quidem eius, secundum sententiam aposto-

lorum, qure nee patres sustinere valuerunt, concesserint, quae vero ad iustitiam

spectant, non tantum reservata permaneant, verum et ampliata."' That the new law

of the new covenant is the moral law of nature in a stricter form, and that the

concessions of the Apostle Paul cease in the age of the Paraclete, is a view we find

still more strongly emphasised in the Montanist writings than in Iren^us. In ad

uxor. 3 Tertullian had already said: '"Quod permittitur, bonum non est," and this

proposition is the theme of many arguments in the Montanist writings. But the

intention of finding a basis for the laws of the Paraclete, by showing that they

existed in some fashion even in earlier times, involved Teitullian in many contradic-

tions. It is evident from his writings that Montanists and Catholics in Carthage

alternately reproached each other with judaising tendencies and an apostasy to

heathen discipline and worship. Tertullian, in his enthusiasm for Christianity, came

into conflict with all the authorities which he himself had set up. In the questions

as to the relationship of the Old Testament to the New, of Christ to the Apostles,

of the Apostles to each other, of the Paraclete to Christ and the Apostles, he was

also of necessity involved in the greatest contradictions. This was the case not

only because he went more into details than Irenaeus; but, above all, because the

chains into which he had thrown his Christianity were felt to be such by himself.

This theologian had no greater opponent than himself, and nowhere perhaps is

this so plain as in his attitude to the two Testaments. Here, in every question of
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3. Results to ecclesiastical Christiajiity.

As we have shown, Irenseus, Tertullian, and Hippolytus had

no strictly systematised theology; they formulated theological

propositions because their opponents were theologians. Hence
the result of their labours, so far as this was accepted by the

Western Church of the third century, does not appear in the

adoption of a systematic philosophical dogmatic, but in theolo-

gical fragments, namely, the rule of faith fixed and interpreted

in an antignostic sense. ' As yet the rule of faith and theology

nowhere came into collision in the Western Churches of the

third century, because Irenseus and his younger contemporaries

did not themselves notice any such discrepancies, but rather

imagined all their teachings to be expositions of the faith itself,

and did not trouble their heads about inconsistencies. If we

detail, Tertullian really repudiated the proposition from which he starts. In reference

to one point, namely, that the Law and the prophets extend down to John, see

Noldechen's article in the Zeitschrift für wissenschaftliche Theologie, 1885,

p. 333 f. On the one hand, in order to support certain trains of thought, Tertullian

required the proposition that prophecy extended down to John (see also the

Muratorian Fragment: completus numerus prophetarum", Sibyll. I. 386: y.ou tots

Sij TTxva-ii; ea-Txi izststtsitx 7rpo(Pi]TcSv, seil, after Christ), and on the other, as

a Montanist, he was obliged to assert the continued existence of prophecy. In

like manner he sometimes ascribed to the Apostles a unique possession of the

Holy Spirit, and at other times, adhering to a primitive Christian idea, he denied

this thesis. Cf. also Barth " TertuUian's Auffassung des Apostels Paulus und seines

\'erhältnisses zu den Uraposteln" (Jahrbuch für protestantische Theologie, Vol. III.

p. 706 ff.). Tertullian strove to reconcile the principles of early Christianity with

the authority of ecclesiastical tradition and philosophical apologetics. Separated from
the general body of the Church, and making ever increasing sacrifices for the

early-Christian enthusiasm, as he understood it. he wasted himself in the solution

of this insoluble problem.

' In addition to this, however, they definitely established witliin the Church the

idea that there is a " Christian " view in all .spheres of life and in all questions

of knowledge. Christianity appears expanded to an immense, immeasurable breadth.

This is also Cnosticism. Thus Tertullian, after expressing various opinions about

dreams, opens the 45th chapter of his work "de anima" with the words: '"Tene-

mur hie de somniis quoque Christianam sententiam expromere". Alongside of the

antignostic rule of faith as the "doctrine" we find the casuistic system of morality

and penance (the Church "disciplina") with its media of almsgiving, fasting, and

prayer; see Cypr , de op. et eleemos., but before that Hijipol., Comm. in Daniel

('Ex;«A. 'AA',^3. 1886, p. 242): 0/ f/? TO 0V0//Ä Tov i-^sov zic-TSvoMTS^ y.xi Si^ xyx'iospyix:;

TO 7rp6<rct)'zov xItoS e%i?.X'Ty.6jj.i'^at.
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wish to form a notion as to what ideas had become universally

prevalent in the Church in the middle of the third century let

us compare Cyprian's work " Testimonia ", written for a layman,

with Novatian's work "De Trinitate ".

In the "Testimonia" the doctrine of the two Testaments, as

developed by Irenaeus, forms the framework in which the individual

dogmas are set. The doctrine of God, which should have been

placed at the beginning, has been left out in this little book
probably because the person addressed required no instruction

on the point. Some of the dogmas already belong to philosoph-

ical theology in the strict sense of the word ; in others we have

merely a precise assertion of the truth of certain facts. All

propositions are, however, supported by passages from the two

Testaments and thereby proved. ' The theological counterpart

to this is Novatian's work "De Trinitate". This first great

Latin work that appeared in Rome is highly important. In regard

to completeness, extent of Biblical proofs, and perhaps also its

influence on succeeding times, it may in many respects be

compared with Origen's work Trsp) Jcpxccy. Otherwise indeed it

difters as much from that work, as the sober, meagre theology

of the West, devoid of philosophy and speculation, differs in

general from that of the East. But it sums up in classic fashion

the doctrines of Western orthodoxy, the main features of which

were sketched by Tertullian in his antignostic writings and the

work against Praxeas. The old Roman symbol forms the basis

of the work. In accordance with this the author gives a com-

prehensive exposition of his doctrine of God in the first eight

chapters. Chapters 9—28 form the main portion; they establish

the correct Christology in opposition to the heretics who look

on Christ as a mere man or as the Father himself; the Holy
Scriptures furnish the material for the proofs. Chapter 29 treats

of the Holy Spirit. Chapters 30 and 3 i contain the recapitulation

and conclusion. The whole is based on Tertullian's treatise against

Praxeas. No important argument in that work has escaped No-

vatian; but everything is extended, and made more systematic

' In the case of Iren.reus, Hippolytu.s, and Tertullian we already find that they

observe a certain order and sequence of books when advancing a detailed proof

from Scripture.
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and polished. No trace of Platonism is to be found in this

dogmatic ; on the contrary he employs the Stoic and Aristotelian

syllogistic and dialectic method used also by his Monarchian

opponents. This plan together with its Biblical attitude gives the

work great outward completeness and certainty. We cannot help

concluding tha': this work must have made a deep impression

wherever it was read, although the real difficulties of the matter

are not at all touched upon, but veiled by distinctions and for-

mulae. It probably contributed not least to make TertuUian's

type of Christology the universal Western one. This type, how-

ever, as will be set forth in greater detail hereafter, already

approximates closely to the resolutions of Nicaea and Chalcedon.'

Novatian adopted TertuUian's formulae " one substance, three

persons" ("una substantia, tres personae "), "from the substance

of God" ("ex substantia dei "), "always with the Father"

("semper apud patrem"), "God and man" (" deus et homo"),

"two substances" (" dus substantia; "), "one person" ("una

persona "), as well as his expressions for the union and separa-

tion of the two natures adding to them similar ones and giving

them a wider extension. Taking his book in all we may see

1 It is worthy of note tliat there was not a shigle Arian ecclesiastic of note in

the Xovatian churches of the 4th century, so far as we know. All Xovatian"s

adherents, even those in the West (see Socrates' Ecclesiastical History), were of the

orthodox Xicajan type. This furnishes material for reflection.

- Owing to the importance of the matter we shall give several Christological

and trinitarian disquisitions from the work "de trinitate". The archaic attitude

of this Christology and trinitarian doctrine is evident from the following consider-

ations, (i) Like Tertullian, Xovatian asserts that the Logos was indeed always

with the Father, but that he only went forth from him at a definite period of

time (for the purpose of creating the world). (2) Like Tertullian, he declares that

Father, Son, and .Spirit have one substance (that is. are 6izo6va-ioi., the hovioousia

of itself never decides as to equality in dignity): but that the Son is subordinate

and obedient to the Father and the Spirit to the .Son (cc. 17, 22. 24), since they

derive their origin, essence, and function from the Father (the Spirit from the Son).

(3) Like Tertullian. Xovatian teaches that the Son, after accomplishing his work,

will again become intermingled with the Father, that is, will cease to have an

independent existence (c. 31): whence we understand why the West continued so

long to be favourable to Marcellus of Ancyra; see also the .so-called symbol of

.Sardika). .\part from these points and a few others of less consequence, the

work, in its formulae, exhibits a type which remained pretty constant in the West

down to the time of .\ugustine, or, till the adoption of Johannes Damascenus'

dogmatic. The sharp distinction between "-deus'' and "homo" and the use that
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that he thereby created for the West a dogmatic vadcuieciim^

which, from its copious and well-selected quotations from Scrip-

ture, must have been of extraordinary service.

The most important articles which were now fixed and trans-

is nevertheless made of "permixtio " and synonymous words are also specially

characteristic. Cap. 9: "Christus deus dominus deus noster, sed dei filius"; c. 11:

"non sic de substantia corporis ipsius exprimimus, ut solum tantum hominem ilium

esse dicamus, sed ut divinitate sermonis in ipsa concretione permixta etiani deum
ilium teneamus"; c. 11 Christ has atictoritas divina.^ "tam enim scriptura etiam

deum adnuntiat Christum, quam etiam ipsum hominem adnuntiat deum, tam homi-

nem descripsit lesum Christum, quam etiam deum quoque descripsit Christum

dominum." In c. 12 the term ^'Immanuel'" is used to designate Christ as God in

a way that reminds one of Athanasius; c. 13: '-prcesertim cum animad vertat,

scripturam evaugelicam utramque istam substantiam in unam nativitatis Christi

foederasse concordiam"'; c. 14: "Christus ex verbi et carnis coniunctione concre-

tus"; c. 16: ^'
. . . ut neque homo Christo subtrahatur, neque divinitas negetur . . .

utrumque in Christo confoederatum est, utrumque coniunctum est et utrumque con-

uexum est . . . pignei'ata in illo divinitatis et humilitatis videtur esse concordia . .

.

qui mediator dei et hominum efifectus exprimitur, in se deum et hominem sociasse

reperitur . . . nos sermonem dei scimus indutum carnis substantiam . . . lavit sub-

stantiam corporis et materiam carnis abluens, ex parte suscepti hominis, passione"";

c. 17: "... nisi quoniam auctoritas divini verbi ad suscipiendum hominem interim

conquiescens nee se suis viribus exercens, deiicit se ad tempus atque deponit, dum
hominem fert, quem suscepit": c. iS: "... ut in semetipso concordiam confibularet

terrenorum pariter atque caelestium, dum utriusque partis in se connectens pignora

et deum homini et hominem deo copularet, ut merito filius dei per assumptionem

carnis filius hominis et filius hominis per receptionem dei verbi filius dei effici

possit"; c. 19: "hie est enim legitimus dei filius qui ex ipso deo est, qui, dum

saiictum illud (Luke I. 35) assumit, sibi filium hominis annectit et ilium ad se

rapit atque transducit, connexione sua et permixtione sociata prasstat et filium ilium

dei facit, quod ille naturaliter non fuit (Novatian's teaching is therefore like that

of the Spanish Adoptionists of the 8th century), ut principalitas nominis istius

'••filius dei"' in spiritu sit domini, qui descendit et venit, ut sequela nominis istius

in filio dei et hominis sit, et merito consequenter hie filius dei factus sit, dum non

principaliter filius dei est, atque ideo dispositionem istam anhelus videns et ordinem

istum sacramenti expediens non sic cuncta confundens, ut nullum vestigium dis-

tinctionis coUocavit, distinctionem posuit dicendo. 'Propterea et quod nascetur ex

te sanctum vocabitur filius dei '. Ne si distributionem istam cum libramentis suis

non dispensasset, sed in confuso permixtum reliquisset, vere occasionem hcereticis

coiatulisset, ut hominis filium qua homo est, eundum et dei et hominis filium pro-

nuntiare deberent . . . Filius dei, dum filium hominis in se suscepit, consequenter

ilium filium dei fecit, quoniam ilium filius sibi dei sociavit et iunxit, ut, dum

filius hominis adhteret in nativitate filio dei, ipsapermixtionem foeneratum et mutuat-

um teneret, quod ex natura propria possidere non posset. Ac si facta est angeli

voce, quod nolunt haeretici, inter filium dei hominisque cum sua tamen sociatione

distinctio. urgendo illos. uti Christum hominis filium hominem intelligant quoque

dei filium et hominem dei filium id est dei verbum deum accipiant, atque ideo
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ferred to the general creed along with the necessary proofs,

especially in the West, were: (i) the unity of God, (2) the

identity of the supreme God and the creator of the world, that

is, the identity of the mediators of creation and redemption, (3)

Cliristum lesum dominum ex utroque connexum, et utroque contextum atque cou-

cretum et in eadem utriusque substantia: concordia mului ad invicem foederis con-

fibulatione sociatum, hominem et deum, scripture hoc ipsum dicentis veritate cog-

noscant". c. 21: "-hxretici nolunt Christum secundam esse personam post patrem,

sed ipsum patrem;"" c. 22: "Cum Christus 'Ego' dicit (John X. 30), deinde patrem

infert dicendo, 'Ego et pater", proprietatem personte suk id est filii a patenia

auctoritate discernit atque distinguit, non tantummodo de sono nomiuis, sed etiam

de ordine dispositae potestatis . . . unum enim neutraliter positum, societatis concor-

diam, non unitatem personje sonat . . . unum autem quod ait, ad concordiam et

eaiidem sententiam et ad ipsam charitatis societatem pertinet, ut merito unum sit

pater et filius per concordiam et per amorem et per dilectionem. Et quoniam ex

patre est, quicquid iUud est, filius est, manente tamen distinctione . .
." denique

novit hanc concordire unitatem est apostolus Paulus cum personarum tamen dis-

tinctione." (Comparison with the relationship between Paul and Apollos! -Quos

jiersouse ratio invicem dividit, eosdem rursus invicem religionis ratio conducit:

er quamvis idem atque ipsi non sint, dum idem sentiunt, ipsum sunt, et cum duo

sint. unum sunt"'); c. 23: ''constat hominem a deo factum esse, non ex deo pro-

cessisse; ex deo autem homo quomodo non processit, sic dei verbum processit"".

In c. 24 it is argued that Christ existed before the creation of the world and that

not merely "predestinatione"', for then he would be subsequent and therefore in-

ferior to Adam, Abel, Enoch etc. '• Sublata ergo prsedestinatione quae non est

posita, in substantia fuit Christus ante mundi institutionem"; c. 31: "Est ergo

deus pater omnium institutor et creator, solus originem nesciens(!), invisibilis. im-

mensus, immortalis, ceternus, unus deus(!), ... ex quo quando ipse voluit. sermo

filius natus est, qui non in sono percuss! aeris aut tono coactrc de viscerihus vocis

accipitur, sed in substantia prolatse a deo virtutis agnoscitur, cuius sacras et divinje

nativitatis arcana nee apostolus didicit..., filio soli nota sunt, qui patris secreta

cognovit. Hie ergo cum sit genitus a patre, semper est in patre. Semper autem sic

dico. lit non iiinatum, sed natum probem; sed qui ante omne tempus est, semper

in ]iatre fuisse discendus est, nee enim tempus illi assignari potest, qui ante tem-

pus est; semper enim in patre, ne pater non semper sit pater: quia et pater ilium

etiam praecedit, quod necesse est, prior sit qua pater sit. (Juoniam antecedal

necesse est eum, qui habet originem, ille qui originem nescit. Simul ut hie minor

sit. dum in illo esse se seit habens originem quia nascitur. et per patrem quamvis

originem habet qua nascitur. vieinus in nativitate, dum ex eo patre, qui solus origi-

nem non habet, nascitur..., substantia scilicet divina, cuius nomen est verbum..
.

,

deus utique proeedens ex deo secundam personam efficiens, sed non eripiens illud

patri quod unus est deus . . . Cuius sic divinitas traditur, ut non aut dissonantia

aut inrequalitate divinitatis duos deos reddidisse videatur . . . Dum huic, qui est

deus, omnia substrata traduntur et cuncta sibi subiecta filius accepta refert patri,

totam divinitatis auctoritatem rursus patri remittil, unus deus ostenditur verus et

Kternus jiater, a quo solo 1kt:c \'is divinitatis emissa. etiam in t'llium tradita et

directa rursus per substantia; comnuinionem ad patrem revolvitur."'
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the identity of the supreme God with the God of the Old Testa-

ment, and the declaration that the Old Testament is God's

book of revelation, (4) the creation of the world out of nothing,

(5) the unity of the human race, (6) the origin of evil from

freedom, and the inalienable nature of freedom, (7) the two

Testaments, (8) Christ as God and Man, the unity of his

personality, the truth of his divinity, the actuality of his

humanity, the reality of his fate. (9) the redemption and

conclusion of a covenant through Christ as the new and crowning

manifestation of God's grace to all men, (10) the resurrection

of man in soul and body. But the transmission and interpretation

of these propositions, by means of which the Gnostic theses

were overthrown, necessarily involved the transmission of the

Logos doctrine ; for the doctrine of the revelation of God and

of the two Testaments could not have prevailed without this

theory. How this hypothesis gained acceptance in the course

of the third century, and how it was the means of establishing and

legitimising philosophical theology as part of the faith, will be

shown in the seventh chapter. We may remark in conclusion

that the religious hope which looked forward to an earthly

kingdom of Christ was still the more widely diffused among the

Churches of the third century ;
^ but that the other hope, viz.,

that of being deified, was gaining adherents more and more.

The latter result was due to men's increasing indifference

to daily life and growing aspiration after a higher one, a longing

that was moreover nourished among the more cultured by the philo-

sophy which was steadily gaining ground. The hope of deification

is the expression of the idea that this world and human nature

do not correspond to that exalted world which man has built

up within his own mind and which he may reasonably demand

to be realised, because it is only in it that he can come to

himself. The fact that Christian teachers like Theophilus, Ire-

naeus, and Hippolytus expressly declared this to be a legitimate

Christian hope and held out a sure prospect of its fulfilment

1 If I am not mistaken, the production or adaptation of Apocalypses did indeed

abate ia the third century, but acquired fresh vigour in the 4th, though at the same time

allowing greater scope to the influence of heathen literature (including romances

as well as hagiographical literature).
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through Christ, must have given the greatest impulse to the

spread and adoption of this ecclesiastical Christianity. But, when

the Christian religion was represented as the belief in the incarna-

tion of God and as the sure hope of the deification of man, a

speculation that had originally never got beyond the fringe of

religious knowledge was made the central point of the system

and the simple content of the Gospel was obscured. '

1 I did not care to appeal more frequently to the Sibylline oracles either in

this or the preceding chapter, because the literaiy and historical investigation of

these writings has not yet made such progress as to justify one in using it for the

history of dogma. It is well known that the oracles contain rich materials in

regard to the doctrine of God, Christology, conceptions of the history of Jesus,

and eschatology; but, apart from the old Jewish oracles, this material belongs to

several centuries and has not yet been reliably sifted.



CHAPTER VI.

THE TRANSFORMATION OF THE ECCLESIASTICAL
TRADITION INTO A PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION,
OR THE ORIGIN OF THE SCIENTIFIC THEOL-
OGY AND DOG.MA TIC OF THE CHURCH.

Cleme)it and Origeii.

The Alexandrian school of catechists was of inestimable impor-

tance for the transformation of the heathen empire into a Christian

one, and of Greek philosophy into ecclesiastical philosophy. In

the third century this school overthrew polytheism by scientific

means whilst at the same time preserving everything oi any

value in Greek science and culture. These Alexandrians wrote

for the educated people of the whole earth ; they made Christianity

a part of the civilisation of the world. The saying that the

Christian missionary to the Greeks must be a Greek was first

completely verified within the Catholic Church in the person

of Origen, who at the same time produced the only system of

Christian dogma possessed by the Greek Church before John

Damascenus.

I. The Alexandrian Catechetical School. Clenic}it ofAlexandria.^

" The work of Irenajus still leaves it undecided whether the

form of the world's literature, as found in the Christian Church,

1 Guericke, De schola, quK Alex, floruit catechetica 1824, 1825. Vacherot, Hisl.

crit. de Tecole d'Alex., 1846—51. Reinkens, De Clemente Alex., 1850. Redepenning,

Origenes Thl. I. p. 57 ff. Lsemmer, Clem. Al. de Logo doctrina, 1855. Reuter,

Clem, theolog. moralis, 1853. Cognat, Clement d'Alex. P.aris, 1859. Westcott, Origen
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is destined only to remain a weapon to combat its enemies, or

is to become an instrument of peaceful labour within its own
territory." With these words Overbeck has introduced his examina-

tion of Clement of Alexandria's great masterpiece from the

standpoint of the historian of literature. They may be also applied

to the history of theology. As we have shown, Irenaeus, Ter-

tuUian (and Hippolytus) made use of philosophical theology to

expel heretical elements ; but all the theological expositions that

this interest suggested to them as necessary, were in their view

part of the faith itself. At least we find in their works absolutely

no clear expression of the fact that faith is one thing and theology

another, though rudimentary indications of such distinctions are

found. Moreover, their adherence to the early-Christian eschatol-

ogy in its entirety, as well as their rejection of a qualitative

distinction between simple believers and ' Gnostics ', proved that

they themselves were deceived as to the scope of their theolog-

ical speculations, and that moreover their Christian interest was

virtually satisfied with subjection to the authority of tradition,

with the early-Christian hopes, and with the rules for a holy

life. But since about the time of Commodus, and in some cases

even earlier, we can observe, even in ecclesiastical circles, the

and the beginnings of Christian Philosophy (Contemporary Review, May 1879).

Winter, Die Ethik des Clemens von Alex., 1882. Merk, CI. Alex, in seiner Ab-

hängigkeit von der griech. Philosophie, Leipzig, 1879 (see besides Overbeck, Theol.

Lit. Ztg., 1879. No. 20 and cf. above all his disquisitions in the treatise '• Ueber.

die Anfange der patristischen Litteratur,"' Hist. Ztschr. X. F., Vol. XII., pp. 455—472

Zahn, Forschungen, Vol. III. Bigg, The Christian Platonisls of Alexandria, Oxford,

1886. Kremmer, De catal. heurematum. Lips. 1890. Wendland, Qu«st. Musonian»,

Eerol. 1886. Bratke, Die Stellung des Clem. Alex. z. antiken Mysterienwesen

(Stud. u. Krit. 1888, p. 647 ff.). On Alexander of Jerusalem see Routh, Reliq. Sacr.

T. II. p. 161 sq.; on Julius .\fricanus see Gelzer, Sextus Jul. Afr. I. Thl.. 1880^

p. I ff., Spitta, Der Brief des Jul. Afr. an Aristides, Halle 1877, and my article

in the Real-Encykl. On Bardesanes see Hilgenfeld, B., der letzte Gnostiker, 1864,

and Horl"s article in the Dictionary of Christian Biogi-aphy. On the labours in

scientific theology on the part of the so-called Alogi in .\sia Minor and of the

Roman Theodotianists .see Epiph. hrer. 51, Euseb., H. E. V. 28 and my article

"Monarchianismus"' in the R.-Encykl. f. protest. Theol. 2nd. ed., Vol. X., pp.

183 ff., 188 ff. On the tendencies even of orthodox Christians to scientific theology

see Tertull., de prKscr. h?er. 8 ff. (cf. the first words of c. 8 : '-Venio itaque ad

ilium articulum, quern et nostri prcetendunt ad ineundam curiositatem. Scriptum est,

inquiunt, Qurerite et invenietis"' etc.).
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1

growing independence and might of the aspiration for a

scientific knowledge and treatment of the Christian religion, that

is of Christian tradition. ^ There is a wish to maintain this

tradition in its entirety and hence the Gnostic theses are rejected.

The selection from tradition, made in opposition to Gnosticism—
though indeed in accordance with its methods — and declared

to be apostolic, is accepted. But there is a desire to treat the

given material in a strictly scientific manner, just as the Gnostics

had formerly done, that is, on the one hand to establish it by

a critical and historical exegesis, and on the other to give it a

philosophical form and bring it into harmony with the spirit of

the times. Along with this we also find the wish to incorporate

the thoughts of Paul which now possessed divine authority. "

Accordingly schools and scholastic unions now make their appear-

ance afresh, the old schools having been expelled from the

Church. * In Asia Minor such eftbrts had already begun shortly

before the time vv^hen the canon of holy apostolic tradition was

fixed by the ecclesiastical authorities (Alogi). From the history

of Clement of Alexandria, the life of bishop Alexander, after-

wards bishop of Jerusalem, and subsequently from the history

of Origen (we may also mention Firmilian of Caesarea), we learn

that there was in Cappadocia about the year 200 a circle of

ecclesiastics who zealously applied themselves to scientific pur-

suits. Bardesanes, a man of high repute, laboured in the Christian

kingdom of Edessa about the same time. He wrote treatises on

philosophical theology, which indeed, judged by a Western

standard, could not be accounted orthodoX; and directed a

theological school which maintained its ground in the third

' This manner of expression is indeed liable to be misunderstood, because it

suggests the idea that something new was taking place. As a matter of fact the

scientific labours in the Church were merely a continuation of the Gnostic schools

under altered circumstances, that is, under the sway of a tradition which was now
more clearly defined and more firmly fenced round as a noli me tangere.

" This was begun in the Church by Irenceus and Tertullian and continued by

the Alexandrians. They, however, not only adopted theologoumena from Paulinism,

but also acquired from Paul a more ardent feeling of religious freedom as well as

a deeper reverence for love and knowledge as contrasted with lower morality.

'' We are not able to form a clear idea of the school of Justin. In the year

180 the schools of the Valentinians, Carpocratians , Tatian etc. were all outside the

Church.

21
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century and attained great importance. ' In Palestine, during

the time of Heiiogabalus and Alexander (Severus), Julius Afri-

canus composed a series of books on scientific theology, which

were specifically different from the writings of Irenasus and

Tertullian ; but which on the other hand show the closest relation-

ship in point of form to the treatises of the so-called Gnostics.

His inquiries into the relationship of the genealogies of Jesus

and into certain parts of the Greek Apocalypse of Daniel showed

that the Church's attention had been drawn to problems of

historical criticism. In his chronography the apologetic interest

is subordinate to the historical, and in his K^yr;/, dedicated to

Alexander Severus (Hippolytus had already dedicated a treatise

on the resurrection to the wife of Heiiogabalus), we see fewer

traces of the Christian than of the Greek scholar. Alexander

of yElia and Theoktistus of Caesarea, the occupants of the two

most important sees in Palestine, were, contemporaneously with

him, zealous patrons of an independent science of theology. Even at

that early time the former founded an important theological library
;

and the fragments of his letters preserved to us prove that he

had caught not only the language, but also the scientific spirit

of the age. In Rome, at the beginning of the third century,

there was a scientific school where textual criticism of the Bible

was pursued and where the works of Aristotle, Theophrastus,

Euclid, and Galen were zealously read and utilised. Finally,

the works of Tertullian show us that, even among the Christ-

ians of Carthage, there was no lack of such as wished to

naturalise the pursuit of science within the Church ; and Euse-

bius (H. E. V. 27) has transmitted to us the titles of a series

of scientific works dating as far back as the year 200 and

ascribed to ecclesiastics of that period.

Whilst all these phenomena, which collectively belong to the

close of the second and beginning of the third century, show

1 On the school of Edessa see Assemani, Bibl. orient., T. III., P. II., p. 924;

Von Lengerke, De Ephraemi arte hermen., p. 86 sq. ; Kihn, Die Bedeutung der

antiochenischen Schule etc., pp. 32 f. 79 f., Zahn, Tatian's Diatessaron, p. 54.

About the middle of the 3rd century Macarius, of whom Lucian the Martyr was a

disciple, taught at this school. Special attention was given to the exegesis of the

Holy Scriptures.
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that it was indeed possible to suppress heresy in the Church,

but not the impulse from which it sprang, the most striking

proof of this conclusion is the existence of the so-called school

of catechists in Alexandria. We cannot now trace the orisfin

of this school, which first comes under our notice in the year

190,' but we know that the struggle of the Church with heresy

was concluded in Alexandria at a later period than in the West.

We know further that the school of catechists extended its

labours to Palestine and Cappadocia as early as the year 200,

and, to all appearance, originated or encouraged scientific pur-

suits there. "" Finally, we know that the existence of this school

was threatened in the fourth decade of the third century ; but

Heraclas was shrewd enough to reconcile the ecclesiastical and

scientific interests. ^ In the Alexandrian school of catechists the

whole of Greek science was taught and made to serve the purpose

of Christian apologetics. Its first teacher, who is well known
to us from the writings he has left, is Clement of Alexandria. "*

His main work is epoch-making. " Clement's intention is nothing

1 Overbeck, I.e., p. 455, has very rightly remarked: "The origin of the Alex-

andrian school of catechists is not a portion of the Church history of the 2nd

century, that has somehow been left in the dark by a mere accident ; but a part

of the well-defined dark region on the map of the ecclesiastical historian of this

period, which contains the beginnings of all the fundamental institutions of the

Church as well as those of the Alexandrian school of catechists, a school which was

the first attempt to formulate the relationship of Christianity to secular science." We
are, moreover, still in a state of complete uncertainty as to the personality and

teaching of Pantasnus (with regard to him see Zahn, "Forschungen" Vol. III.,

pp. 64 ff. 77 ff.). We can form an idea of the school of catechists from the 6th

Book of Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History and from the works of Clement and Origen.

• On the connection of Julius Africanus with this school see Eusebius, VI. 31.

As to his relations with Origen see the correspondence. Julius Africanus had,

moreover, relations with Edessa. He mentions Clement in his chronicles. On the

connection of Alexander and the Cappadocian circle with PantEenus, Clement, and

Origen, see the 6th Book of Eusebius' Ecclesiastical History. Alexander and Origen

were disciples of Panta;nus.

^ See my article '• Heraklas " in the Real-Encyklopädie.

^ We have the most complete materials in Zahn, '-Forschungen" Vol. III.

pp. 17— 176. The best estimate of the great tripartite work (Protrepticus, Pseda-

gogus, Stromateis) is found in Overbeck, I.e. The titles of Clement's remaining

works, which are lost to us or only preserved in fragments, show how compre-

hensive his scientific labours were.
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less than an introduction to Cliristianity, or, speaking more cor-

rectly and in accordance with the spirit of his work, an initiation

into it. The task that Clement sets himself is an introduction

to what is inmost and highest in Christianity itself. He aims,

so to speak, at first making Christians perfect Christians by

means of a work of literature. By means of such a work he

wished not merely to repeat to the Christian what life has already

done for him as it is, but to elevate him to something still

higher than what has been revealed to him by the forms of

initiation that the Church has created for herself in the course

of a history already dating back a century and a half." To
Clement therefore Gnosis, that is, the (Greek) philosophy of

religion, is not only a means of refuting heathenism and heresy,

but at the same time of ascertaining and setting forth what is

highest and inmost in Christianity. He views it as such, how-

ever, because, apart from evangelical sayings, the Church tradi-

tion, both collectively and in its details, is something foreign to

him ; he has subjected himself to its authority, but he can only

make it intellectually his own after subjecting it to a scientific

and philosophical treatment. ^ His great work, which has rightly

been called the boldest literary undertaking in the history of

the Church, " is consequently the first attempt to use Holy

Scripture and the Church tradition together with the assumption

that Christ as the Reason of the world is the source of all truth,

as the basis of a presentation of Christianity which at once

addresses itself to the cultured by satisfying the scientific demand

for a philosophical ethic and theory of the world, and at the

same time reveals to the believer the rich content of his faith.

Here then is found, in form and content, the scientific Christian

doctrine of religion which, while not contradicting the faith, does

1 This applies quite as much to the old principles of Christian morality as to

the traditional faith. With respect to the first we may refer to the treatise: '"Quis

dives salvetur", and to the 2nd and 3rd Books of the Pnedagogus.

- Clement was also conscious of the novelty of his undertaking: see Overbeck,

/.c, p. 464 f. The respect enjoyed by Clement as a master is shown by the letters

of Alexander of Jerusalem. See Euseb., H. E. VI. 1 1 and specially VI. 14. Here

both Pantaenus and Clement are called " Father "", but whilst the former receives

the title, 6 [/.xnxpio:; oii x^vjiü; ax) tcvpiog, the latter is called: 6 tiphz KAi^'/ijj;,
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not merely support or explain it in a few places, but raises it

to another and higher intellectual sphere, namely, out of the

province of authority and obedience into that of clear knowledge

and inward, intellectual assent emanating from love to God/
Clement cannot imagine that the Christian faith, as found in

tradition, can of itself produce the union of intellectual indepen-

dence and devotion to God which he regards as moral perfection.

He is too much of a Greek philosopher for that, and believes

that this aim is only reached through knowledge. But in so far

as this is only the deciphering of the secrets revealed in the

Holy Scriptures through the Logos, secrets which the believer

also gains possession of by subjecting himself to them, all know-

ledge is a reflection of the divine revelation. The lofty ethical

and religious ideal of the man made perfect in fellowship with

God, which Greek philosophy had developed since the time of

Plato and to which it had subordinated the whole scientific

knowledge of the world, was adopted and heightened by Clement,

and associated not only with Jesus Christ but also with ecclesias-

tical Christianity. But, whilst connecting it with the Church

tradition, he did not shrink from the boldest remodelling of

the latter, because the preservation of its wording was to him

a sufficient guarantee of the Christian character of the speculation.-^

In Clement, then, ecclesiastical Christianity reached the stage

that Judaism had attained in Philo, and no doubt the latter

' Strom. VI. 14. 109: tAeov sfrriv tov xtirreiJiTxt to yvcSvxt. Pistis is yvcSa-i^

a-vvToi-tot; rü'j y.xTsz-styovruiv (VII. 10. 57, see the whole chapter), Gnosis is

xTTohetii^ TÜV Six TTia-Teui; Trx(iit^T^i.n.t.svcav rj; -TTiimt STrotxoSoijtovi^svij (he), TeXstiiXFt^

xvipctiTTOv (he), 7vi<7TtQ STrio-Tyn^oviK'^ (II. II. 48).

- We have here more particularly to consider those paragraphs of the Stroma-

teis where Clement describes the perfect Gnostic : the latter elevates himself by

dispassionate love to God, is raised above everything earthly, has rid himself of

ignorance, the root of all evil, and already lives a life like that of the angels.

See Strom. VI. 9. 7^1 7^'- Oi/Ss yxp ivSe7 rt xvrSs vfOQ htofj-Oiaitrtv tw xäAw y.xi

xyx&Si slvxr oi/Se xpx 4>/Ae7 tivx tj^v Koivifv rxvTifv <ptÄixv, <zAA' xyxTrx tov xTia-Tyv

Six tSüv KTHTiJ-XTtav, Ot/V oiiv Ixi^vi^lx Kxi ope^ei Tivi tspittitttsi ovti svSsvji; Itti

XXTX ys T^v 4'^X*!^ '''*''' «^^«f TIVÖ1; a-vvoiiv j^^jj J<' xyxTryft; tZ spx<7T(i, Si Sij iiiy.e/-

UTxi y.XTX T>iv x'lpea-iv xxi rfj 12 xa->c\^a-eui; s^st, tovtu 7rpo(7£x^<rTSpov (Tvvsyyi^aiv,

liXXXpiOCi CÜV StX TVtV TWV xyxiwv TTSptOVITlXV, (avTB 'SVSKX yS TOVTUV S%0(iOlOV(7^Xl

ßi^^STXi Tci StSxa-xx/^u sl(; xTTx^eixv. Strom. VII. 69—83 : VI. 14, 113 : ot/Vw; ovvx/ziv

ÄxQoij(TX xvpixxifv y ^^X^ (j.s\£tx elvxt ©eo'c, kxkov (isv ovSiv xKXo xXvfj xyvoix^

shxi •jofJt.i^oiiG-x. The whole 7th Kook should be read.
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exercised great influence over him. ' Moreover, Clement stands

on the ground that Justin had aheady trodden, but he has

advanced far beyond this Apologist. His superiority to Justin

not only consists in the fact that he changed the apologetic

task that the latter had in his mind into a systematic and positive

one ; but above all in the circumstance that he transformed the

tradition of the Christian Church, which in his days was far

more extensive and more firmly established than in Justin's time,

into a real scientific dogmatic ; whereas Justin neutralised the

greater part of this tradition by including it in the scheme of

the proof from prophecy. By elevating the idea of the Logos

who is Christ into the highest principle in the religious explana-

tion of the world and in the exposition of Christianity, Clement

gave to this idea a much more concrete and copious content

than Justin did. Christianity is the doctrine of the creation,

training, and redemption of mankind by the Logos, whose work

culminates in the perfect Gnostics. The philosophy of the Greeks,

in so far as it possessed the Logos, is declared to be a counter-

part of the Old Testament law ;

" and the facts contained in the

Church tradition are either subordinated to the philosophical

dogmatic or receive a new interpretation expressly suited to it.

The idea of the Logos has a content which is on the one hand

so wide that he is found wherever man rises above the level of

nature, and on the other so concrete that an authentic knowledge

of him can only be obtained from historical revelation. The
Logos is essentially the rational law of the world and the teacher

;

but in Christ he is at the same time ofificiating priest, and the

blessings he bestows are a series of holy initiations which

1 Philo is quoted by Clement several times and still more frequently made use

of without acknowledgment. See the copious citations in Sie^jfried. Philo von

Alexandrien. pp. 343—351. In addition to this Clement made use of many Greek

philosophers or quoted them without acknowledgment, e.^.. Musonius.

" Like Philo and Justin, Clement also no doubt at limes asserts tliat tlie Greek

philosophers pilfered from the Old Testament; but see Strom. I. 5. 28 sq. : vxvtuv

liiv ieiTiOQ rSJv KX^Siv 6 ©eo'?, «AAä rüv (/.ev xxrx Trpovjyovij.evov aiq tviq ts SixS^H'ifQ

TVlli TTXÄXIX^ X.XI TVIZ V£«?, T«!/ 51 KXT" ItT XKO?.Ovii^fJ.X (ill; T>5? :pl^0<70^lXi;. TXX^ ^^

XXI TTpoyiyovi^evu^ to7? "EAAjjo'/v l^dätf tots Trpiv yj tov xupiov kxäb<7Xi xxi tov^

"E^^yjvxQ. sTTxiSxycoysi yxp xxi xvTyi to 'EAA>;v/xsv w? 6 v6(moi; tov:; 'Eßpxiovg si?

XpiJTÖV.
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alone contain the possibility of man's raising himself to the

divine Hfe. ' While this is already clear evidence of Clement's

affinity to Gnostic teachers, especially the Valentinians, the same

similarity may also be traced in the whole conception of the

task (Christianity as theology), in the determination of the formal

principle (inclusive of the recourse to esoteric tradition; see above,

p. 35 f.)," and in the solution of the problems. But Clement's

great superiority to Valentinus is shown not only in his contriving

to preserve in all points his connection with the faith of the

main body of Christendom, but still more in his power of master-

ing so many problems by the aid of a single principle, that is,

in the art of giving the most comprehensive presentation with

the most insignificant means. Both facts are indeed most

closely connected. The rejection of all conceptions that could

not be verified from Holy Scripture, or at least easily reconciled

with it, as well as his optimism, opposed as this was to Gnostic

pessimism, proved perhaps the most eff*ective means of persuading

the Church to recognise the Christian character of a dogmatic

that was at least half inimical to ecclesiastical Christianity. Through
• See Bratke's iuslructive treatise cited above.

- The fact that Clement appeals in support of the Gnosis to an esoteric tradition

(Strom. VI. 7. 61 : VI. 8. 68: VII. 10. 55) proves how much this writer, belonging

as he did to a sceptical age, underestimated the efficacy of all human thought in

determining the ultimate truth 6f things. The existence of sacred writings containing

all truth was not even enough for him; the content of these writings had also to

be guaranteed by divine communication. But no doubt the ultimate cause of this,

as of all similar cases of scepticism, was the dim perception that ethics and religion

do not at all come within the sphere of the intellectual, and that the intellect can

produce nothing of religious value. As, however, in consequence of philosophical

tradition, neither Philo, nor the Gnostics, nor Clement, nor the Neoplatonists were

able to shake themselves free from the intellectual scheme^ those things which

—

as they instinctively felt, but did not recognise—could really not be ascertained by

knowledge at all received from them the name of suprarational and were traced

to divine revelation. We may say that the extinction or pernicious extravagancies

to which Greek philosophy was subjected in Neoplatonism, and the absui'dities

into which the Christian dogmatic was led, arose from the fact that the tradition of

placing the ethical and religious feelings and the development of character within

the sphere of knowledge, as had been the case for nearly a thousand years, could

not be got rid of, though the incongi-uity was no doubt felt. Contempt for empir-

icism, scepticism, the extravagancies of religious metaphysics which finally become

mythology, have their origin here. Knowledge still continues to be viewed as the

highest possession: it is, however, no longer knowledge, but character and feeling;

and it must be nourished by the fancy in order to be able to assert itself as knowledge.
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Clement theology became the crowning stage of piety, the highest

philosophy of the Greeks was placed under the protection and
guarantee of the Church, and the whole Hellenic civilisation was
thus at the same time legitimised within Christianity. The Logos
is Christ, but the Logos is at the same time the moral and
rational in all stages of development. The Logos is the teacher,

not only in cases where an intelligent self-restraint, as understood

by the ancients, bridles the passions and instincts and wards
off excesses of all sorts; but also, and here of course the revela-

tion is of a higher kind, wherever love to God alone determines

the whole life and exalts man above everything sensuous and
finite. ' What Gnostic moralists merely regarded as contrasts

Clement, the Christian and Greek, was able to view as stages

;

and thus he succeeded in conceiving the motley society that

already represented the Church of his time as a unity, as the

humanity trained by one and the same Logos, the Pedagogue.

His speculation did not drive him out of the Church ; it rather

enabled him to understand the multipHcity of forms she contained

and to estimate their relative justification ; nay, it finally led him
to include the history of pre-Christian humanity in the system

he regarded as a unity, and to form a theory of universal history

satisfactory to his mind. " If we compare this theory with the

1 Clement was not a Neoplatonic mystic in the strict sense of the word. When
he describes the highest ethical ideal, ecstasy is wanting; and the freshness with

which he describes Quietism shows that he himself was no Quietist. See on this

point Bigg's third lecture, I.e., particularly p. 98 f. '•
. . . The silent prayer of the

Quietist is in fact ecstasy, of which there is not a trace in Clemei\t. For Clement
shrank from his own conclusions. Though the father of all the Mystics he is no
Mystic himself. He did not enter the "enchanted garden", which he opened for

others. If he talks of "flaying the sacrifice", of leaving sense behind, of Epop-
teia, this is but the parlance of his school. The instrument to which he looks

for growth in knowledge is not trance, but disciplined reason. Hence Gnosis,

wlien once obtained, is indefectible, not like the rapture wliich Plotimis enjoyed

but four times during his acquaintance with Porphyry, wliich in the experience of

Theresa never lasted more than half an hour. The Gnostic is no Visionary, no
Theurgist, no Antinomian."

* What a l)old and joyous thinker Clement was is sliown by the almost auda-

cious remark in Strom. I\'. 22. 136: si yovv t<? x«ä' vTroSea-iv 7rpoS£i*iTii yvwariKM

"TTorifov B^strSxi ßov^oiTO rifv yvcHa-tv rov ®eov vf rviv truTijfu'xv rifv xiuvtxv, e'ly S^

TOCVTO! KBX0üpi!7lX,£VX VX'JTOt; (iXKhOV SV TXlITÖTijTe 'OVTX, oilhl KxT OTtOVV SkTTXTX^

e?iOiT'' XV rifv yucSa-iv rov &eov.
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rudimentary ideas of a similar kind in Irenaius, we see clearly

the meagreness and want of freedom, the uncertainty and nar-

rowness, in the case of the latter. In the Christian faith as he

understood it and as amalgamated by him with Greek culture,

Clement found intellectual freedom and independence, deliverance

from all external authority. We need not here directly discuss

what apparatus he used for this end. Irenaeus again remained

entangled in his apparatus, and much as he speaks of the novum

tcstamejitum libertatis, his great work little conveys the impres-

sion that its author has really attained intellectual freedom.

Clement was the first to grasp the task of future theology.

According to him this task consists in utilising the historical

traditions, through which we have become what we are, and

the Christian communion, which is imperative upon us as being

the only moral and religious one, in order to attain freedom

and independence of our own life by the aid of the Gospel ; and

in showing this Gospel to be the highest revelation by the Logos,

who has given evidence of himself whenever man rises above

the level of nature and who is consequently to be traced through-

out the whole history of humanity.

But does the Christianity of Clement correspond to the Gospel?

We can only give a qualified affirmation to this question. For

the danger of secularisation is evident, since apostasy from the

Gospel would be completely accomplished as soon as the ideal

of the self-sufiicient Greek sage came to supplant the feeling

that man lives by the grace of God. But the danger of secularisa-

tion lies in the cramped conception of Irenaeus, who sets up

authorities which have nothing to do with the Gospel, and creates

facts of salvation which have a no less deadening effect though

in a different way. If the Gospel is meant to give freedom and

peace in God, and to accustom us to an eternal life in union

with Christ Clement understood this meaning. He could justly

say to his opponents :
" If the things we say appear to some

people diverse from the Scriptures of the Lord, let them know

that they draw inspiration and life therefrom and, making these

their starting-point give their meaning only, not their letter"

(y.x-j hsfoJx 7171 rx'j tto}.}.^-^ y.y-x^x'vjv,rxi tx ii^^" y,[J.x-^ /.s'yiy.syx

TÄv •/.•jpix'/.:c'> ypx^ccy, l^rsoy cri ^y.ddsy xyxTryd rs zx) </j y.x) rxg
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iX<^cp,u}.~ xi:^ xiiTxy s^O'^rx roy -JoZfj ijA-jo'j^ o\j t-/jv /.ft/v, 7rxpi7Txv

sTrx.yys'A'AeTXi). ' No doubt Clement conceives the aim of the

whole traditionary material to be that of Greek philosophy, but

we cannot fail to perceive that this aim is blended with the

object which the Gospel puts before us, namely, to be rich in

God and to receive strength and life from him. The good-

ness of God and the responsibility of man are the central ideas

of Clement and the Alexandrians ; they also occupy the foremost

place in the Gospel of Jesus Christ. If this is certain we must
avoid that searching of the heart which undertakes to fix how
far he was influenced by the Gospel and how far by philosophy.

But, while so judging, we cannot deny that the Church tradition

was here completely transformed into a Greek philosophy of

religion on a historical basis, nor do we certify the Christian

character of Clement's " dogmas " in acknowledging the evangelical

spirit of his practical position. What would be left of Christianity,

if the practical aim, given by Clement to this religious philo-

sophy, were lost? A depotentiated system which could absolutely

no longer be called Christian. On the other hand there were

many valuable features in the ecclesiastical regula literally inter-

preted; and the attempts of Irenasus to extract an authoritative

religious meaning from the literal sense of Church tradition

and of New Testament passages must be regarded as conservative

eftbrts of the most valuable kind. No doubt Iren^eus and his

theological confreres did not themselves find in Christianity that

freedom which is its highest aim ; but on the other hand they

preserved and rescued valuable material for succeeding times.

If some day trust in the methods of religious philosophy vanishes,

men will revert to history, which will still be recognisable in

the preserved tradition, as prized by Irena^us and the rest, whereas

it will have almost perished in the artificial interpretations due

to the speculations of religious philosophers.

The importance that the Alexandrian school was to attain in

1 Strom. VH. I. I. In several passages of his main work Clement refers to

those churchmen who viewed the practical and speculative concentration of Church

tradition as dangerous and (juestioned the use of philosophy at all. See Strom.

VI. lO. 80: fcoKKol xxSxTrep ci Trxihsi: tx iJ.Offj.oKvx.sIx, oijrwi; SeoiX(rt Tyjv iÄÄvfvty.ifv

ipiÄctrO'^ixv, ^oßovi^evci f^jj XTrxyxyy) xIitcvc. \\. II. 93.
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1

the history of dogma is not associated with Clement, but with

his disciple Origen. ' This was not because Clement was more

heterodox than Origen, for that is not the case, so far as the

Stromateis is concerned at least
;

' but because the latter exerted

an incomparably greater influence than the former; and, with

an energy perhaps unexampled in the history of the Church,

already mapped out all the provinces of theology by his own
unaided efforts. Another reason is that Clement did not possess

the Church tradition in its fixed Catholic forms as Origen did

(see above, chapter 2). and, as his Stromateis shows, he was as

yet incapable of forming a theological system. What he öfters

is portions of a theological Christian dogmatic and speculative

ethic. These indeed are no fragments in so far as they are all

produced according to a definite method and have the same

object in view, but they still want unity. On the other hand

Origen succeeded in forming a complete system inasmuch as

he not only had a Catholic tradition of fixed limits and definite

type to fall back upon as a basis ; but was also enabled by the

previous efforts of Clement to furnish a methodical treatment of

this tradition,^ Now a sharp eye indeed perceives that Origen

' Eusebius, H. E. VI. 14. 8, tells us that Origen was a disciple of Clement.

- Clement's authority in the Church continued much longer than that of Origen

See Zahn, "Forschungen"' III. p. 140 f. The heterodox opinions advanced by

Clement in the Hypotyposes are for the most part only known to us in an ex-

aggerated form from the report of Photius.

* In ecclesiastical antiquity all systematising was merely relative and limited,

because the complex of sacred writings enjoyed a different authority from that

which it possessed in the following period. Here the reference of a theologou-

menon to a passage of Scripture was of itself sufficient, and the manifold and in-

congruous doctrines were felt as a unity in so far as they could all be verified

from Holy Scriptures. Thus the fact that the Holy Scriptures were regarded as a

series of divine oracles guaranteed, as it were, a transcendental unity of the doc-

trines, and, in certain circumstances, relieved the framer of the system of a great

part of his task. Hitherto little justice has been done to this view of the history

of dogma, though it is the only solution of a series of otherwise insoluble pro-

blems. We cannot for example understand the theology of Augustine, and neces-

sarily create for ourselves the most difficult problems by our own fault, if we make no

use of that theory. In Origen's dogmatic and that of subsequent Church Fathers

—

so far as we can speak of a dogmatic in their case—the unity lies partly in the

canon of Holy Scripture and partly in the ultimate aim ; but these two principles

interfere with each other. As far as the Stromateis of Clement is concerned,

Overbeek (I.e.) has furnished the explanation of its striking plan. Moreover, how
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personally no longer possessed such a complete and bold religious

theory of the world as Clement did, for he was already more

tightly fettered by the Church tradition, some details of which

here and there led him into compromises that remind us of

Irenaius; but it was in connection with his work that the devel-

opment of the following period took place. It is therefore suf-

ficient, within the framework of the history of dogma, to refer

to Clement as the bold forerunner of Origen, and, in setting

forth the theology of the latter, to compare it in important points

with the doctrines of Clement.

2. TJie system of Origen. '

Among the theologians of ecclesiastical antiquity Origen was

the most important and influential alongside of Augustine. He
proved the father of ecclesiastical science in the widest sense

of the word, and at the same time became the founder ofthat

theology which reached its complete development in the fourth

and fifth centuries, and which in the sixth definitely denied its

author, without, however, losing the form he had impressed on

it. Origen created the ecclesiastical dogmatic and made the

sources of the Jewish and Christian religion the foundation of

that science. The Apologists, in their day, had found everything

clear in Christianity; the antignostic Fathers had confused the

Church's faith and the science that treats of it. Origen recog-

nised the problem and the problems, and elevated the pursuit

of Christian theology to the rank of an independent task b}-

freeing it from its polemical aim. He could not have become

would it have been conceivable that the riches of Holy Scripture, as j^resented to

the philosophers who allegorised the books, cotdd have been mastered, problems

and all, at the first attempt.

' See the treatises of Huetius (1668) reprinted by Lommatzscii. Thomasius, ( )ri-

genes 1837. Redepenning, Origenes, 2 Vols. 1841—46. Denis, de la philosophic

d'Origene, Paris 1884. Lang, Die Leiblichkeit der Vernunftwesen bei Origenes,

Leipzig, 1892. Mehlhorn, Die Lehre von der menschlichen Freiheit nach Origenes

(Zeitschrift für Kirchengeschichte, Vol. H., p. 234 ff.). Westcott, Origenes, in the

Dictionary of Christian Biography Vol. T\'. Möller in Herzog's Real-Encyklopädie,

2nd ed.. Vol. XT., pp. 92— 109. The special literature is to be found there as

well as in Nitzsch, Dogniengeschichte L, p. 151, and Uebervveg, CJrundriss der

Cleschichte der Pliilosophie, 5th ed., p. 62 f.
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what he did, if two generations had not preceded him in paving

the way to form a mental conception of Christianity and give

it a philosophical foundation. Like all epoch-making personalities,

he was also favoured by the conditions in which he lived, though

he had to endure violent attacks. Born of a Christian family

which was faithfully attached to the Church, he lived at a time

when the Christian communities enjoyed almost uninterrupted

peace and were being naturalised in the world ; he was a member
of a Christian Church where the right of scientific study was

already recognised and where this had attained a fixed position

in an organised school. ' He proclaimed the reconciliation of

science with the Christian faith and the compatibility of the

highest culture with the Gospel within the bosom of the Church,

thus contributing more than any other to convert the ancient

world to Christianit}'. But he made no compromises from shrewd

calculation : it was his inmost and holiest conviction that the

sacred documents of Christianity contained all the ideals of

antiquity, and that the speculative conception of ecclesiastical

Christianity was the only true and right one. His character was

pure, his life blameless; in his work he was not only unwearied,

but also unselfish. There have been few Fathers of the Church

whose life-story leaves such an impression of purity behind it as

that of Origen. The atmosphere which he breathed as a Christian

and as a philosopher was dangerous ; but his mind remained

sound, and even his feeling for truth scarcely ever forsook him.'

1 See his letter in Eusebius, H. E. VI. 19. 11 ff.

- In the polemic against Celsus it seems to us in not a few passages as if the

feeling for truth had forsaken him. If we consider, however, that in Origen's idea

the premises of his speculation were unassailable, and if we further consider into

what sti-aits he was driven by Celsus, we will conclude that no pi'oof has been

advanced of Origen"s having sinned against the current rules of truth. These, how-

ever, did not include the commandment to use in disputation only such arguments

as could be employed in a positive doctrinal presentation. Basilius (Ep. 210 ad

prim. Neocaes) was quite ready to excuse an uttei'ance of Gregory Thaumaturgus,

that sounded suspiciously like Sabellianism, by saying that the latter was not

speaking Soyi^xTixai;, but xywvia-TiKWQ. Jerome also (ad Pammach. ep. 48, c. 13),

after defending the right of writing yvizvcea-Tixüi;, expressly said that all Greek

philosophers ^^ have used many words to conceal their thoughts, threaten in one

place, and deal the blow in another." In the same way, according to him, Origen,

Methodius, Eusebius, and ApoUinaris had acted in the dispute with Celsus and
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To us his theory of the world, surveyed in its details, presents

various changing hues, like that of Philo, and at the present

day we can scarcely any longer understand how he was able

to unite the different materials ; but, considering the solidity of

his character and the confidence of his decisions, we cannot

doubt that he himself felt the agreement of all essential parts

of his system. No doubt he spoke in one way to the perfect

and in another to the mass of Christian people. The narrow-

minded or the immature will at all times necessarily consider

such proceedings hypocrisy, but the outcome of his religious

and scientific conception of the world required the twofold lan-

guage. Orthodox theology of all creeds has never yet advanced

beyond the circle first mapped out by his mind. She has suspected

and corrected her founder, she has thought she could lop oft"

his heterodox opinions as if they were accidental excrescences,

she has incorporated with the simple faith itself the measure of

speculation she was obliged to admit, and continued to give the

rule of faith a more philosophic form, fragment by fragment,

in order that she might thus be able to remove the gap between

Faith and Gnosis and to banish free theology through the formula

of ecclesiastical dogma. But it may reasonably be questioned

whether all this is progress, and it is well worth investigating

whether the gap between half theological, clerical Christianity and

a lay Christianity held in tutelage is more endurable than that

between Gnosis and Pistis, which Origen preserved and bridged

over.

The Christian system of Origen ' is worked out in opposition

to the systems of the Greek philosophers and of the Christian

Gnostics. It is moreover opposed to the ecclesiastical enemies

of science, the Christian Unitarians, and the Jews. " But the

Porphyry. "Because they are sometimes compelled to say, not what they them

selves think, but what is necessary for their purpose; they do this only in the

struggle with the heathen "

1 See, above all, the systematic main work "7rfp< xpxuv".

- Many writings of Origen are pervaded by arguments, evincing equal discre-

tion and patience, against the Christians who contest the right of science in the

Church. In the work against Celsus, however, he was not unfrequently obliged

to abandon the simple Christians. C. Celsus III. 78 : V. 14—24 are particularly

instructive.
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science of the faith, as developed by Origen, being built up

with the appHances of Philo's science, bears unmistakable marks

of Neoplatonism and Gnosticism. Origen speculated not only in

the manner of Justin, but also in that of Valentinus and therefore

likewise after the fashion of Plotinus ; in fact he is characterised

by the adoption of the methods and, in a certain sense, of the

axioms current in the schools of Valentinus and traceable in

Neoplatonism. But, as this method implied the acknowledgment

of a sacred literature, Origen was an exegete who believed in

the Holy Scriptures and indeed, at bottom, he viewed all theol-

ogy as a methodical exegesis of Holy Writ. Finally, however,

since Origen, as an ecclesiastical Christian, was convinced that

the Church (by which he means only the perfect and pure

Church) is the sole possessor of God's holy revelations with whose

authority the faith may be justly satisfied, nothing but the

two Testaments, as preserved by her. was regarded by him as

the absolutely reliable divine revelation. ' But, in addition to

these, every possession of the Church, and, above all, the rule

of faith, was authoritative and holy. ' By acknowledging not

only the relative correctness of the beliefs held by the great

mass of simple Christians, as the Valentinians did, but also the

indispensableness of their faith as the foundation of speculation,

Origen like Clement avoided the dilemma of becoming a het-

erodox Gnostic or an ecclesiastical traditionalist. He was able

to maintain this standpoint, because in the first place his Gnosis

required a guaranteed sacred literature which he only found in

' In this point Origen is already narrower than Clement. Free judgments, such

as were passed by Clement on Greek philosophy, were not, so far as I know, re-

peated by Origen. (See especially Clement, Strom. I. 5.28—32: 13. 57, 58 etc.); yet

he also acknowledges revelations of God in Greek philosophy (see, e.g.^ c. Cels.

VI. 3), and the Christian doctrine is to him the completion of Greek philosophy

{see the remains of Origen's lost Stromateis and Hom. XIV. in Genes. § 3; other

passages in Redepenning II., p, 324 ff.).

- We must here content ourselves with merely pointing out that the method of

scientific Scriptural exegesis also led to historico-critical investigations, that accord-

ingly Origen and his disciples were also critics of the tradition, and that scientific

theology, in addition to the task of remodelling Christianity, thus began at its

very origin the solution of another problem, namely, the critical restoration of

Christianity from the Scriptui-es and tradition and the removal of its excrescences : for

these efforts, strictly speaking, do not come up for consideration in the history of dogma.
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the Church, and because in the second place this same Gnosis

had extended its horizon far enough to see that what the heretical

Gnosis had regarded as contrasts were different aspects of the

same thing. The relative way of looking at things, an inheritance

from the best time of antiquity, is familiar to Origen, as it was

to Clement ; and he contrived never to lose sight of it, in spite

of the absolute attitude he had arrived at through the Christian

Gnosis and the Holy Scriptures. This relative view taught him

and Clement toleration and discretion (Strom. IV. 22. 139: /,

"/•jccTi: xyo'^TTX zx) rob: xyjooli'JTx: ^t^xTzsi rs y.x) xxi^susi ry;y

7rx7xy zrtTiy to'j 77xy-oy.:xrc:o: ^£0\j riy^x-j, "Gnosis loves and

instructs the ignorant and teaches us to honour the whole creation

of God Almighty"); and enabled them everywhere to discover,

hold fast, and further the good in that which was meagre and

narrow, in that which was undeveloped and as yet intrinsically

obscure. ' As an orthodox traditionalist and decided opponent

of all heresy Origen acknowledged that Christianity embraces

a salvation which is offered to all men and attained by faith,

that it is the doctrine of historical facts to which we must adhere,

that the content of Christianity has been appropriately summarised

by the Church in her rule of faith, '" and that belief is of itself

sufficient for the renewal and salvation of man. But, as an

idealistic philosopher, Origen transformed the whole content of

ecclesiastical faith into ideas. Here he adhered to no fixed

philosophical system, but, like Philo, Clement, and the Neopla-

tonists, adopted and adapted all that had been effected by the

labours of idealistic Greek moralists since the time of Socrates.

These, however, had long before transformed the Socratic saying

"know thyself" into manifold rules for the right conduct of life,

and associated with it a theosophy, in which man was first to

attain to his true self' These rules made the true "sage"

• The theory tliat justitied a twofold morality in the Cliurch is now completely

legitimised, Ijut the higher form no longer appears as Encratite and eschatological,

but as Encratite and philosophical. See, for example, Clement, Strom. III. 12. 82 :

VI. 13. 106 etc. Gnosis is the principle of perfection. See Strom. IV. 7. 54:

' See the preface to the work Tfp/ xpxü^.

^ From the conclusion of Hippolytus' Pliilosophoumena it is also evident how
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abstain from occupying himself in the service of daily life and

"from burdensome appearance in public". They asserted that

the mind "can have no more peculiar duty than caring for itself.

This is accomplished by its not looking without nor occupying

itself with foreign things, but, turning inwardly to itself, restoring

its own nature to itself and thus practising righteousness." ' Here

it was taught that the wise man who no longer requires anything

is nearest the Deity, because he is a partaker of the highest

good through possession of his rich Ego and through his calm

contemplation of the world; here moreover it was proclaimed

that the mind that has freed itself from the sensuous " and lives

in constant contemplation of the eternal is also in the end

vouchsafed a view of the invisible and is itself deified. No one

can deny that this sort of flight from the world and possession

of God involves a specific secularisation of Christianity, and that

the isolated and self-sufficient sage is pretty much the opposite

of the poor soul that hungers after righteousness. ^ Nor, on the

other hand, can any one deny that concrete examples of both

types are found in infinite multiplicity and might shade off into

each other in this multiplicity. This was the case with Clement

and Origen. To them the ethical and religious ideal is the state

without sorrow, the state of insensibility to all evils, of order

and peace—but peace in God. Reconciled to the course of the

world, trusting in the divine Logos, ^ rich in disinterested love to

God and the brethen, reproducing the divine thoughts, looking

up with longing to heaven its native city,* the created spirit

the Sociatic Tvüii <tsx\jt6v was in that age based on a philosophy of religion and

was regarded as a watchword in wide circles. See Clem. Padag. III. ii. i.

1 See Gregory Thaumaturgus' panegyric on Origen, one of the most instructive

writings of the 3rd century, especially cc. 11— 18.

- Yet all excesses are repudi.ated. See Clem. Strom. IV. 22. 138: Olx. h/xpxri^i;

0ÜT01; en, äAA' Iv g'Se/ ysyot/sv xttx&sixq <txv,{j.x öslov s7rsvStji7X(riizi xvx/^svuv.

Similar remarks are found in Origen.

^ In many passages of Clement the satisfaction in knowledge appears in a still

more pronounced form than in Origen. The boldest expression of it is Strom.

IV. 22. 136. This passage is quoted above on p. 328.)

* See the beautiful prayer of the Christian Gnostic in Strom. IV. 23. 148.

* See Strom. IV. 26. 1 72 : Origen \s commentaries are continually interrupted by
similar outbursts of feeling.

22
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attains its likeness to God and eternal bliss. It reaches this by

the victory over sensuousness, by constantly occupying itself

with the divine—" Go ye believing thoughts into the wide field

of eternity "—by self-knowledge and contemplative isolation, which,

however, does not exclude work in the kingdom of God, that

is in the Church. This is the divine wisdom : "The soul practises

viewing herself as in a mirror : she displays the divine Spirit in

herself as in a mirror, if she is to be found worthy of this fellow-

ship ; and she thus discovers the traces of a mysterious way to

deification." ' Origen employed the Stoic and Platonic systems

of ethics as an instrument for the gradual realisation of this ideal.
'

With him the mystic and ecstatic as well as the magic and sacramen-

tal element is still in the background, though it is not wanting.

To Origen's mind, however, the inadequacy of philosophical

injunctions was constantly made plain by the following considera-

tions, (i) The philosophers, in spite of their noble thoughts of

God, tolerated the existence of polytheism ; and this was really

the only fault he had to find with Plato. (2) The truth did not

become universally accessible through them. ^
(3) As the result

of these facts they did not possess sufficient power. ^ In contrast

to this the divine revelation had already mastered a whole people

through Moses—"Would to God the Jews had not transgressed

the law, and had not slain the prophets and Jesus; we would

then have had a model of that heavenly commonwealth which

Plato has sought to describe " ^—and the Logos shows his universal

1 On deification as the ultimate aim see Clem., Strom. IV. 23. 149— 155 : VII.

10. 56, 13. 82, 16. 95: ovTut; 6 rii y.vpi'u 7reti6iJ.£vo^ y.a.) ry, SoSs/o-y, Si'' xvtov xxtx-

KO?xv^vi(Tcci TTpo^yiTSix TS^SMi; sy.T£Äs7raci axr" sixovx toC SiSxa-y.xKov sv (rxpy.i vspi-

TTOÄäv 0£o?. But note what a distinction Clement makes between 6 <?)s6t; and the

perfect man in VII. 15. 88 (in contradistinction to the Stoic identification); Origen

does this also.

2 Gregory (1. c, c. 13) relates that all the works of the poets and jjhilusophers were

read in Origen's school, and that every part of these works that would stand the

test was admitted. Only the works of atheists were excluded
, '"because these

overpass the limits of human thought." However, Origen did not judge philo-

sophers in such an unprejudiced manner as Clement, or, to speak more correctly,

he no longer valued them so highly. See Bigg, I.e., p. 133, Denis I.e. Introd.

3 See, for example, c. Cels. V. 43 : VII. 47, 59 sq. He compared Plato and

other wise men to those doctors who give tlieir attention only to cultured patients.

•• See, for example, c. Cels. VI. 2.

5 C. Cels. V. 43.
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power in the Church (i) by putting an end to all polytheism,

and (2) by improving everyone to the extent that his knowledge

and capacity admit, and in proportion as his will is inclined to,

and susceptible of, that which is good. '

1 One of Origeii's main ideas, which we everywhere meet with, particularly in

the work against Celsus (see, for example, VI. 2) is the thought that Christ has

come to improve all men according to their several capacities, and to lead some

to the highest knowledge. This conception appears to fall shoVt of the Christian

ideal and perhaps ideally does so ; but as soon as we measure it not by the Gospel

but by the aims of Greek philosophy, we see very clearly the progress that has

been attained through this same Gospel. What Origen has in his eye is mankind,

and he is anxious for the amendment not merely of a few, but of all. The actual

state of things in the Church no longer allowed him to repeat the exclamations

of the Apologists that all Christians were philosophers and that all were filled

with the same wisdom and virtue. These exclamations were naive and inappropri-

ate even for that time. But he could already estimate the relative progress made
hy mankind within the Church as compared with those outside her pale, saw no gulf

between the growing and the perfect, and traced the whole advance to Christ.

He expressly declared, c. Cels. III. 78, that the Christianity which is fitted for

the comprehension of the multitude is not the best doctrine in an absolute, but

only in a relative, sense; that the "common man", as he expresses himself, must

be reformed by the prospect of rewards and punishments; and that the truth can

only be communicated to him in veiled forms and images, as to a child. The
very fact, however, that the Logos in Jesus Christ has condescended so to act is

to Origen a proof of the universality of Christianity. Moreover, many of the

wonderful phenomena reported in the Holy Scriptures belong in his opinion to

the veiled forms and images. He is very far from doing violence to his reason

here; he rather appeals to mysterious powers of the soul, to powers of divination,

visionary states etc. His standpoint in this case is wholly that of Celsus (see

particularly the instructive disquisition in I. 48), in so far as he is convinced that

many unusual things take place between heaven and earth, and that individual

names, symbols etc. possess a mysterious power (see, for example, c. Cels. V. 45).

The views as to the relationship between knowledge and holy initiation or sacra-

rmentum are those of the philosophers of the age. He thinks, however, that each

individual case requires to be examined, that there can be no miracles not in

accordance with nature, but that on the contrary everything must fit into a higher

order. As the letter of the precepts in both Testaments frequently contains things

contrary to reason (see xep; a.fxlüM IV. 2. 8—27) in order to lead men to the

spiritual interpretation, and as many passages contain no literal sense at all (I.e.

§ 12), so also, in the historical narratives, we frequently discover a mythical element

from which consequently nothing but the idea is to be evolved (I.e. § 16 sq.:

"Non solum de his, qute usque ad adventum Christi scripta sunt, hjec Spiritus

sanctus procux-avit, sed . . . eadem similiter etiam in evangelistis et apostolis fecit.

Nam ne illas quidem narrationes, quas per eos inspiravit, absque huiuscemodi,

•quam supra exposuimus, sapientise suae arte contexuit. Unde etiam in ipsis non
parva promiscuit, quibus historialis narrandi ordo interpolatus, vel intercisus per
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Not only, however, did Origen employ the Greek ethic in its

varied types, but the Greek cosmological speculation also formed

the complicated substructure of his religious system of morals.

The Gnosis is formally a philosophy of revelation, that is a

Scripture theology, ' and materially a cosmological speculation.

On the basis of a detailed theory of inspiration, which itself,.

moreover, originates with the philosophers, the Holy Scriptures

are so treated that all facts appear as the vehicles of ideas and

only attain their highest value in this aspect. Systematic theol-

impossibilitateni sui reflecteret atque revocaret intentionem legentis ad intelligenti:^

interioris examen.") In all such cases Origen makes uniform use of the two points

of view, that God wished to present something even to the simple and to incite

the more advanced to spiritual investigations. In some passages, however, the

former point of view fails, because the content of the text is offensive: in that

case it is only the second that applies. Origen therefore was very far from finding

the literal content of Scripture edifying in every instance, indeed, in the highest

sense, the letter is not edifying at all. He rather adopted, to its widest extent,

the critical method employed by the Gnostics particularly when dealing with the

Old Testament; but the distinction he made between the different senses of Scrip-

ture and between the various legitimate human needs enabled him to preserve

both the unity of God and the harmony of revelation. Herein, both in this case

and everywhere else, lies the superiority of his theology. Read especially c. Cel-

sum I. 9— 12. After appealing to the twofold religion among the Egyptians,

Persians, Syrians, and Indians—the mythical religion of the multitude and the

mystery-religion of the initiated—he lays down exactly the same distinction

within Christianity, and thus repels the reproach of Celsus that the Christians were

obliged to accept everything without examination. With regard to the mytliical

fonn of Christianity he merely claims that it is the most suitable among religions

of this type. Since, as a matter of fact, the great majority of men have neither

time nor talent for philosophy, ttoix oiv «AA;^ ße^riuv tu.sdoSo(; Trpo^ to toT? ttcAAoT?

ßot^^vja-cet svpsäsiii, rvji; xtto rov 'lyia-oC rolg 'sivea-i TrxpxSoieia-yii; (I.e., 9). This

thought is quite in the spirit of antiquity, and neither Celsus nor Porphyry could

have any fault to find with these arguments in point of form: all positive religions

have a mythical element; the true religion therefore lies behind the religions.

But the novelty which neither Celsus nor Porphyry could recognise lies in the

acknowledgment that the one religion, even in its mythical form, is unique and

divine, and in the demand that all men, so far as they cannot attain the highest

knowledge, must subject themselves to this mythical religion and no other. In

this claim Origen rejected the ancient contrast between the multitude and tlie

initiated just as he repudiated polytheism; and in this, if I see rightly, his liistori-

cal greatness consists. He everywhere recognised gradations tending in the same

direction and rejected polytheism.

1 Bigg (I.e., p. 154) lias riglitly remarked: "Origen in point of nietliod differs-

most from Clement, who not unfrecpiently leaves us in doubt as to llie jnecise

Scriptural basis of his ideas."'
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ogy, in undertaking its task, always starts, as Clement and

Origen also did, with the conscious or unconscious thought of

emancipating itself from the outward revelation and community

of cultus that are the characteristic marks of positive religion.

The place of these is taken by the results of speculative cosmol-

ogy, which, though themselves practically conditioned, do not

seem to be of this character. This also applies to Origen's

Christian Gnosis or scientific dogmatic, which is simply the

metaphysics of the age. However, as he was the equal of the

foremost minds of his time, this dogmatic was no schoolboy

imitation on his part, but was to some extent independently

developed and was worked out both in opposition to pantheistic

Stoicism and to theoretical dualism. That we are not mistaken

in this opinion is shown by a document ranking among the

most valuable things preserved to us from the third century;

we mean the judgment passed on Origen by Porphyry in Euseb.,

H. E. VI. 19. Every sentence is instructive, ' but the culminating

point is the judgment contained in § 7 : zxrx fzh rov ßic-j XpiT-

Tix-Kc: Zcc'j '/.x) TTxpxyoy.ccs, zxrx ^s rx: •zsp) r5v Trpxyf/.xTCüv zx)

rev ds'iov ^ot;x~ 'E?J.y,yi^ccy zx) rx 'E?./.-/iyxy rch cöysicis -jTrcßx?.-

}.ilJ.s-j:: (/.uOoi:. (" His outward life was that of a Christian and

opposed to the law, but in regard to his views of things and

of the Deity, he thought like the Greeks, inasmuch as he

introduced their ideas into the myths of other peoples.") We can

everywhere verify this observation from Origen's works and

particularly from the books written against Celsus, where he is

continually obliged to mask his essential agreement in principles

and method with the enemy of the Christians. " The Gnosis is

in fact the Hellenic one and results in that wonderful picture of

the world which, though apparently a drama, is in reality immov-

able, and only assumes such a complicated form here from its

relation to the Holy Scriptures and the history of Christ. ^ The

1 Note, for example, § 8, where it is said that Origen adopted the allegorical

method from the Stoic philosophers and applied it to the Jewish writings. On

Origen's hermeneutic principles in their relation to those of Philo see Siegfried,

I.e., pp. 351—62. Origen has developed them fully and clearly in the 4th Book

of TTfp; xpx^'"-
" See Overbeds-, Theologische I.iteratur-Zeitung, 1878, Col. 535.

3 A full presentation of Origen's theology would require many hundreds of
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Gnosis neutralises everything connected with empiric history ; and

if this does not everywhere hold good with regard to the actual

occurrence of facts, it is at least invariably the case in respect

to their significance. The clearest proof of this is (i) that Origen

raised the thought of the unchangeability of God to be the norm
of his system and (2) that he denied the historical, incarnate

Logos any significance for "Gnostics". To these Christ merely

appears as the Logos who has been from eternity with the

Father and has always acted from the beginning. He alone is

the object of the knowledge of the wise man, who merely

requires a perfect or, in other w^ords, a divine teacher. ' The
Gospel too only teaches the "shadow of the secrets of Christ :

"

but the eternal Gospel, which is also the pneumatic one, " clearly

places before men's minds all things concerning the Son ofGod
himself, both the mysteries shown by his words, and the things

of which his acts were the riddles" ('yx'pxs 7roi:i7Tyi7i tu: •^::~j7t

ZX TTX'JTX hdcTVlO-J :T£p) XUTCV rOV 'j'lOV rev @£0V, ZX) TX ZXpi7'7X'J.£-JX.

ijL'j7ryipix iiTTO tx'j /J'yxy x-jtov, rx ts Trpxy^uxTX, :h xh'r/f/.XTX •/,7X'j

xl -Trpxtsi: x-jroj) " No doubt the true theology based on revela-

pages, because he introduced everything worth knowing into the sphere of tlieology,

and associated with the Holy Scriptures, verse by verse, philosophical maxims,

ethical reflexions, and results of physical science, which would require to be

drawn on the widest canvas, because the standpoint selected by Origen allowed

the most extensive view and the most varied judgments. The case was similar

with Clement before him, and also with TertuUian. This is a necessary result

of "Scripture theology" when one takes it up in earnest. Tertullian assumes, for

example, that there must be a Christian doctrine of dreams. Why: 15ecau>e we
read of dreams in tlie Holy Scriptures.

1 In c. Cels. III. 61 it is said (Lommatzsch X\TII.. p. 337): eTrsiz^pit^ o5/ 0fo;

fxyci; y.x^o i^sv tcerpot; to7q »(Mxpruf^o'ic, nxdb Se SiSxa-y.x?,oi isiuv fivfmfpiu)/ rol^

vj^vi y.xSxpo7i; y.xt izviKsri xix.xpTxvov<Tiv. See also what follows. In Comment, in

John I. 20 sq. the crucified Christ, as the Christ of faith, is distinguished from

the Christ who takes up his abode in us, as the Christ of the perfect. See 22

(Lomm. I. p. 43): y.xi i^xxxpioi ye 'da-oi Seof-isvoi tov viov tov @eov tcicCtci

yiyövxtriv, aii; i-iyjy.sTi xl/roC XP^X^'^ IxTpov rot/; y.xnwi; 'ixovTX^ ispx7r£vo\/To:, //Jj^e

TToii-tivoi;, liifSs xTTo^vrpua-suc, «AA3s a-oipixi; y.xi Koyov xxi ^ty.xtatrivviQ, vj e'i n «AAo

To7? ^tx TEÄsiÖTyirx p^w^e/v xItov rx Kx?>?u(rTX Svvxf^evoiQ. Read also c. Cels. II.

66, 69: IV. 15, 18: VI. 68. These passages show that the crucified Christ is no

longer of any account to tlie Gnostic, and that he therefore allegorises all the

incidents described in the Gospels. Clement, too, really regards Cln-ist as of no

importance to Gnostics except as a teaclier.

2 Comment, in Job. I. 9. Lomm. I. ]i. 20. The -mysteries"" of Christ is the
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tion makes pantheism appear overthrown as well as dualism,

and here the influence of the two Testaments cannot be mistaken
;

but a subtle form of the latter recurs in Origen's system, whilst

the manner in which he rejected both made the Greek philo-

sophy of the age feel that there was something akin to it here.

In the final utterances of religious metaphysics ecclesiastical

Christianity, with the exception of a few compromises, is thrown

off as a husk. The objects of religious knowledge have no history

or rather, and this is a genuinely Gnostic and Neoplatonic idea,

they have only a supramundane one.

This necessarily gave rise to the assumption of an esoteric

and exoteric form of the Christian religion, for it is only behind

the statutory, positive religion of the Church that religion itself

is found. Origen gave the clearest expression to this assumption,

which must have been already familiar in the Alexandrian school

of catechists, and convinced himself that it was correct, because

he saw that the mass of Christians were unable to grasp the

deeper sense of Scripture, and because he realised the difficulties

of the exegesis. On the other hand, in solving the problem of

adapting the different points of his heterodox system of thought

to the regiila ßdei, he displayed the most masterly skill. He
succeeded in finding an external connection, because, though

the construction of his theory proceeded from the top down-

wards, he could find support for it on the steps of the regnia

fidei, already developed by Irena^us into the history of salvation.'

The system itself is to be, in principle and in every respect,

monistic, but, as the material world, though created by God out

of nothing, merely appears as a place of punishment and purifica-

tion for souls, a strong element of dualism is inherent in the

system, as far as its practical application is concerned. "' The pre-

technical term for this theology and, at bottom, for all tlieology. For, in respect

of the form given to it, revelation always appears as a problem that theology has

to solve. What is revealed is therefore either to be taken as immediate authority

(by the believer) or as a soluble problem. One thing, accordingly, it is not. namely,

something in itself evident and intelligible.

' See Nitzsch, Dogmengeschichte, p. 136.

- To Origen the problem of evil was one of the most important; see Book III.

of TTff; xpxMv and c. Cels. \T. 53—59. He is convinced (i) that the world is

not the work of a second, hostile God; (2) that virtues and the works arising from
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vailing contrast is that between the one transcendent essence

and the multipHcity of all created things. The pervading ambigu-

ity lies in the twofold view of the spiritual in so far as, on the

one hand, it belongs to God as the unfolding of his essence,

and, on the other, as being created, is contrasted with God.

This ambiguity, which recurs in all the Neoplatonic systems

and has continued to characterise all mysticism down to the

present day, originates in the attempt to repel Stoic pantheism

them are alone good in the proper sense of the word, and that uothuig but the

opposite of tliese is bad; (3) that evil in the proper sense of the word is only

evil will (see c. Cels. IV. 66 : VI. 54). Accordingly he makes a very decided

distinction between that which is bad and evils. As for the latter he admits that

they partly originate from God, in which case they are designed as means of

training and punishment. I>ut he saw that this conception is insufficient, both in

view of individual passages of Holy Scripture and of natural experience. There
are evils in the world that can be understood neither as the result of sin nor as

means of training. Here then his relative, rational view of things comes in, even

with respect to the power of God. There are evils which are a necessary conse-

quence of carrying out even the best intentions (c. Cels. VI. 53 : rx xxkx sx

7?xpxy.o?^ov^via-£tti(; ysyivi^TXi ri?? xpo? tx Trpoyj'yovi/.svx):'" Evils, in the strict sense,

are not created by God; yet some, though but few in comparison with the great,

well-ordered whole of the world, have of necessity adhered to the objects realised:

as the carpenter who executes the plan of a building does not manage without

chips and similar rubbish, or as architects cannot be made responsible for the

dirty heaps of broken stones and filth one sees at the sites of buildings: (I.e., c. 55).

Celsus also might have written in this sti-ain. The religious, absolute view is here

replaced by a rational, and the world is therefore not the best absolutely, but the

best possible. See the Theodicy in Trepi xpx^'^ HI- i?—22. (Here, and also in

other parts, Origen's Theodicy reminds us of that of Leibnitz: see Denis, I.e.,

p. 626 sq. The two great thinkers have a very great deal in common, because

their philosophy was not of a radical kind, but an attempt to give a rational

interpretation to tradition.) But " for the gi'eat mass it is sufficient when they are

told that evil has not its origin in God" (IV. 66). The case is similar with that

which is really bad. It is sufficient for the multitude to know that that which is

bad springs from the freedom of the creature, and that matter which is inseparable

from things mortal is not tlie source and cause of sin (IV. 66, see also III. 42:

TO Kvpiitiz i-iixpbv xTo xxxixQ TOiSvTov eiTTt. <i>vm(; hs trtiiiJiXTOc; ov iMixpx' oh yxp

^ (pv(Tii; a-bi(MXT6i; la-Tt, to yswyizixov t^^ (jLixpoTyiTO^ ^X^' '^*l'^ y.xicixv)' but a closer

examination shows that there can be no man without sin (III. 61) because error is in-

separable from growth and because the constitution of man in the flesh makes

evil unavoidable (VII. 50). Sinfulness is therefore natural and it is the necessary

frhis. This thouglit, which is also not foreign to Irenieus, is developed by Origen

with the utmost clearness. He was not content with proving it, however, but in

order to justify God's ways proceeded to the assumption of a Fall before time

began (see lielow).
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and yet to preserve the transcendental nature of the human
spirit, and to maintain the absolute causahty of God without

allowing his goodness to be called in question. The assumption

that created spirits can freely determine their own course is

therefore a necessity of the system ; in fact this assumption is

one of its main presuppositions ' and is so boldly developed as

to limit the omnipotence and omniscience of God. But, as from

the empirical point of view the knot is tied for every man at

the very moment he appears on earth, and since the problem

is not created by each human being as the result of his own

independent will, but lies in his organisation, speculation must

retreat behind history. So the system, in accordance with certain

hints of Plato, is constructed on the same plan as that of Valen-

tinus, for example, to which it has an extraordinary affinity. It

contains three parts: (i) The doctrine of Godand his unfoldings

or creations, (2) the doctrine of the Fall and its consequences,

(3 ) the doctrine of redemption and restoration. "' Like Denis,

1 See Mehlhorn, Die Lehre von der menschlichen Freilieit nach (Jrigenes (Zeit-

schrift für Kirchengeschichte, Vol. II., p. 234 ff.)

- The distinction between Valentinus and Origen consists in the fact that the former

makes an aeon or, in other words, a part of the divine/Z^rcwü', itself fall, and diat he

does not utilise the idea of freedom. The outline of Origen's system cannot be

made out with complete clearness from the work Trefi xpxüv^ because he endeavoured

to treat each of the first three parts as a whole. Origen"s four principles are God,

the World, Freedom, Revelation (Holy Scripture). Each principle, however, is brought

into relation with Christ. The first part treats of God and the spirits, and follows

the history of the latter down to their restoration. The second part treats of the

world and humanity, and likewise closes with the prospect of the resurrection,

punishment in hell, and eternal life. Here Origen makes a magnificent attempt to

give a conception of bliss and yet to exclude all sensuous joys. The third book

treats of sin and redemption, that is, of freedom of will, temptation, the struggle

with the powers of evil, internal struggles, the moral aim of the world, and the

restoration of all things. A special book on Christ is wanting, for Christ is no

'principle"; but the incarnation is treated of in II. 6. The teachers of Valentinus'

school accordingly appear more Christian when contrasted with Origen. If we read

the great work vepi äp^wv, or the treatise against Celsus, or the commentaries

connectedly, we never cease to wonder how a mind so clear, so sure of the

ultimate aim of all knowledge, and occupying such a high standpoint, has admitted

in details all possible views down to the most naive myths, and how he on the

one hand believes in holy magic, sacramental vehicles and the like, and on the

other, in spite of all his rational and even empirical views, betrays no doubt of

his aljstract creations. F.ut the problem that confronts us in Origen is that presented
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however, we may also, in accordance with a premised theory of

method, set forth the system in four sections, viz., Theology,

Cosmology, Anthropology, Teleology. Origen's fundamental

idea is "the original indestructible unity of God and all spiritual

essence." From this it necessarily follows that the created spirit

after fall, error, and sin must ever return to its origin, to being

in God. In this idea we have the key to the religious philosophy

of Origen.

The only sources for obtaining a knowledge of the truth are

the Holy Scriptures of both Testaments. No doubt the specula-

tions of Greek philosophers also contain truths, but these have

only a propaedeutic value and, moreover, have no certainty to

offer, as have the Holy Scriptures, which are a witness to them-

selves in the fulfilment of prophecy. ' On the other hand Origen

assumes that there was an esoteric deeper knowledge in addi-

tion to the Holy Scriptures, and that Jesus in particular imparted

this deeper wisdom to a few ;
- but, as a correct Church theol-

ogian, he scarcely made use of this assumption. The first

by his age. This we realise on reading Celsus or Porphyry (see Denis I.e.. p. 613 :

" Toutes les theories cVOrigene, meme les plus imaginaires, represent I'etat intel-

lectuel et moral du siecle ou il a paru"). Moreover, Origen is not a teacher who,

like Augustine, was in advance of his time, though he no doubt anticipated the

course of ecclesiastical development. This age, as represented by its greatest men,

sought to gain a substructure for something new, not by a critical examination of

the old ideas, but by incorporating them all into one whole. People were anxious

to have assurance, and, in the endeavour to find this, they were nervous about

giving up any article of tradition. The boldness of Origen, judged as a Cheek

philosopher, lies in his rejection of all polytheistic religions. This made him all

the more conservative in his endeavours to protect and incorporate everything else.

This conservatism welded together ecclesiastical Christianity and Greek culture into

a system of theology which was indeed completely heterodox.

1 The proof from prophecy was reckoned by Origen among the articles liclonging

to faith, but not to Gnosis fsee for ex. c. Cels. II. 37): but, like tire Apologists, he

found it of great value. As far as the philosophers are concerned, Origen always

bore in mind the principle expressed in c. Cels. VII. 46 : ~/:o; txvtx $^viij.s7(; 4'^-

ffO(j.£v Ol ^.tgAertjo-ÄVTe? (^tiSevi xTrex^xveaSxt tüv Kx?ic3g ^^eyoiJiivuv, xxv 01 s^u tviz

vtiTTSWQ Äeywa-t xxAw^. In that same place it is asserted that God in his love has

not only revealed himself to such as entii-ely consecrate themselves to his service, but

also to such as do not know the true adoration and reverence which he requires.

But as remarked above, p. 338, Oricen"s attitude to tlie Greek jihilosophers is nuicli

more reserved than that of Clement.

^ See, for ex., c. Cels. \T. 6, Comment in Joliaun. XIII. 59, Lomm. II.. p. 9 sq.
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methodical principle of his exegesis is that the faith, as professed

in the Church in contradistinction to heresy, must not be tam-

pered with. ' But it is the carrying out of this rule that really

forms the task of the theologian. For the faith itself is fixed

and requires no particular presentation ; it never occurred to

Origen to assume that the fixing of the faith itself could present

problems. It is complete, clear, easily teachable, and really leads

to victory over sensuality and sin (see c. Cels. VII. 48 and cf.

other passages), as well as to fellowship with God, since it rests

on the revelation of the Logos. But, as it remains determined

by fear and hope of reward so, as "uninformed and irrational

faith" {TriTTi: I'^iccriz-Jj and Ji/.c/cs), it only leads to a " somatic

Christianity" (xpt>^'i'ix'M7f^oc frccf/^oirr/Jc). It is the task of theology,

however, to decipher "spiritual Christianity" [xpi'^TixyiTyJc

7rys-j(/.xTr/,i:) from the Holy Scriptures, and to elevate faith to

knowledge and clear vision. This is effected by the method of

Scripture exegesis which ascertains the highest revelations of

God. ' The Scripture has a threefold sense because, like the

cosmos, alongside of which it stands like a second revelation,

as it were, it must contain a pneumatic, psychic, and somatic

element. The somatic or historical sense is in every case the

first that must be ascertained. It corresponds to the stage of

mere faith and has consequently the same dignity as the latter.

But there are instances where it is to be given up and designated

as a Jewish and fleshly sense. This is to be assumed in all

cases where it leads to ideas opposed to the nature of God,

morality, the law of nature, or reason. * Here one must judge

(see above) that such objectionable passages were meant to

incite the searcher to a deeper investigation. The psychic sense

is of a moral nature: in the Old Te.stament more especially

most narratives have a moral content, which one can easily

find by stripping off the history as a covering ; and in certain

1 Tieft «p%wv preface.

" On Origan's e.vegetical method .see Kihn, Theodor v. Mopsu. p. 20 ff, Bigg,

I.e. p. 131 ff. On the distinction between his application of the allegorical method

and that of Clement see specially p. 134 f. of the latter work.

•^ Origen noted several such passages in the very first chapter of Cenesis.

Examples are given in Bigg, p. 137 f.
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passages one may content oneself with this meaning. The pneuma-
tic sense, which is the only meaning borne by many passages, an

assertion which neither Philo nor Clement ventured to make in

plain terms, has with Origen a negatively apologetic and a

positively didactic aim. It leads to the ultimate ideas which,

once attained, are self-evident, and, so to speak, pass completely

over into the mind of the theologian, because they finally obtain

for him clear vision and independent possession. ' When the

Gnostic has attained this stage, he may throw away the ladders

by which he has reached this height. - He is then inwardly united

with God's Logos, and from this union obtains all that he requires.

In most passages Origen presupposed the similarity and equal

value of all parts of the Holy Scriptures ; but in some he showed

that even inspiration has its stages and grades, according to the

receptivity and worthiness of each prophet, thus applying his

relative view of all matters of fact in such cases also. In Christ

the full revelation of the Logos was first expressed ; his Apostles

did not possess the same inspiration as he, ' and among the

Apostles and apostolic men differences in the degrees of inspira-

tion are again to be assumed. Here Origen set the example of

making a definite distinction between a heroic age of the Apostles

and the succeeding period. This laid the foundation for an

assumption through which the later Church down to our time

has appeased her conscience and freed herself from demands that

she could not satisfy.
^

' Bigg, I.e., has very appropriately named Origen's allegorism '-Biblical alchemy".

2 To ascertain the pneumatic sense, Origen frequently drew analogies between

the domain of the cosmic and that of the spiritual. He is thus a forerunner of

modem idealistic philosophers, for example. Drummond: "To Origen allegorism is

only one manifestation of the sacramental mystery of nature (Bigg. p. 134).

3 See Horn, in Luc. XXIX., Lomm. V., p. 193 sq.

^ Since Origen does not, as a rule, dispute the literal meaning of the Scriptures,

he has also a much more favourable opinion of the Jewish people and of the

observance of the law than the earlier Christian authors (but see Iren, and Tertull.).

At bottom he places the observance of the law quite on the same level as the

faith of the simple Christians. The Apostles also kept the law for a time, and it

was only by degrees that they came to understand its spiritual meaning. They
were also right to continue its observance during their mission among the Jews, (^n

the other hand, he considers the New Testament a higher stage than the Old both

in its literal and its spiritual sense. See c. Cels. II. i—4, 7, 75 : IV. 31 sq. : V. 10,

30, 31. 42 sq., 66: VII. 26.
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THE DOCTRINE OF GOD AND HIS SELF-UNFOLDINGS OR CREA-

TIONS. ' The world points back to an ultimate cause and the created

spirit to an eternal, pure, absolutely simple, and unchangeable

spirit, who is the original source of all existence and goodness,

so that everything that exists only does so in virtue of being

caused by that One^ and is good in so far as it derives its

essence from the One who is perfection and goodness. This

fundamental idea is the source of all the conclusions drawn by
Origen as to the essence, attributes, and knowableness of God.

As the One, God is contrasted with the Manifold ; but the order

in the Manifold points back to the One. As the real Essence,

God is opposed to the essences that appear and seem to vanish,

and that therefore have no real existence, because they have

not their principle in themselves, but testify :
" We have not made

ourselves." As the absolutely immaterial Spirit, God is contrasted

with the spirit that is clogged with matter, but which strives to

get back to him from whom it received its origin. The One is

something different from the Manifold ; but the order, the depend-

ence, and the longing ofthat which is created point back to the One,

who can therefore be known relatively from the Manifold. In

sharpest contrast to the heretical Gnosis, Origen maintained the

absolute causality of God, and, in spite of all abstractions in

determiningthe essence of God, he attributed self-consciousness and

will to this superessential Essence (in opposition to Valentinus,

Basilides, and the later Neoplatonists). " The created is one thing

and the Self-existent is another, but both are connected together

;

' In opposition to the method for obtaining a knowledge of God, recommended

by Alcinous (c. 12), Maximus Tyr. (XVII. 8), and Celsus (by analysis [apophat.],

synthesis [kataphat.], and analogy), Origen, c. Cels. VII. 42, 44, appeals to the

fact that the Christian knows God better, namely, in his incarnate Son. But he

himself, nevertheless, also follows ihe synthetic method.

- In defining the superessential nature of the One, Origen did not go so far

as the Basilidians (Philosoph. VII. 20, 21) or as Plotinus. No doubt he also re-

gards the Deity as sTrexsivx rvsz ova-lxc, (c. Cels. VII. 42—51; ^rsp? xpx^'^ I- '5

Clement made a closer approach to the heretical abstractions of the tJnostics inas-

much as he still more expressly renounced any designation of God; see Strom. V.

12, 13), but he is not /3t/flo; and a-tyvj, being rather a self-comprehending Spirit,

and therefore does not require a hypostasis (the vovi;) before he can come to him-

self. Accordingly the human intellect is not incapable of soaring up to God as

the later Neoplatonists assert ; at least vision is by no means so decidedly opposed
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as the created can only be understood from something self-

existent, so the self existent is not without analogy to the created.

The Self-existent is in itself a living thing; it is beyond dispute

that Origen with all his abstractions represented the Deity, whom
he primarily conceived as a constant substance, in a more living,

and, so to speak, in a more personal way than the Greek

philosophers. Hence it was possible for him to produce a

doctrine of the attributes of God. Here he did not even shrink

from applying his relative view to the Deity, because, as will

be seen, he never thinks of God without revelation, and because

all revelation must be something limited. The omnipresence of

God indeed suffers from no limitation. God is potentially every-

where ; but he is everywhere only potentially ; that is, he neither

encompasses nor is encompassed. Nor is he diftused through the

universe, but, as he is removed from the limits of space, so also

he is removed from space itself. ' But the omniscience and

omnipotence of God have a limit, which indeed, according to

Origen, lies in the nature of the case itself. In the first place

his omnipotence is limited through his essence, for he can only

do what he wills
;

' secondly by logic, for omnipotence cannot

produce things containing an inward contradiction : God can do

to thought, that is, elevated above it as something new, as is held by the Neopla-

tonists and Philo before them. Origen is no mystic. In accordance with this

conception Origen and Clement say that the perfect knowledge of God can indeed

be derived from the Logos alone (c. Cels. VII. 48, 49 : VI. 65—73 ; Strom. V.

12. 85: Yl. 15. 122), but that a relative knowledge may be deduced from creation

(c. Cels. VII. 46). Hence they also spoke of an innate knowledge of God (Pro-

trept. VI. 68; Strom. \'. 13. 78), and extended the teleological proof of God fur-

nished by Philo {vspi ä/j^wv I. i. 6: c. Cels. I. 23). The relatively correct predi-

cates of God to be determined from revelation are his unity (c. Cels. I. 23), his

absolute spirituality [Trveujix xa-aif^xTO!;, «üAoc, Ä3-%>fjw^T/<rT0?)—this is maintained

both in opposition to Stoicism and anthropomorphism 5 see Orig. yrepi xpxüv I. 1
,

Origen's polemic against Melito's conception of God, and Clem., Strom. V. 11.68:

V. 12. 82,—his unbegottenness, his immortality (this is eternity conceived as en-

joyment; the eternity of Ciod itself, however, is to be conceived, according to

Clement, as that which is alaove time; see Strom. II. 2. 6), and his absohite caus-

ality. All these concepts together constitute the conception of perfection. See

Fischer, De Orig. theologia et cosmologia, 1840.

1 Orig. Tspi Äp%wv II. I. 3.

- C. Cels. V. 2:;.
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1

nothing contrary to nature, all miracles being natural in the

highest sense '—thirdly, by the impossibility of that which is in

itself unhmited being comprehended, whence it follows that the

extent of everything created must be limited"'— fourthly, by the

impossibility of realising an aim completely and without disturbing

elements. ^ Omniscience has also its corresponding limits ; this is

specially proved from the freedom of spirits bestowed by God
himself. God has indeed the capacity of foreknowledge, but

he knows transactions beforehand because they happen ; they do

not happen because he knows them. ^ That the divine purpose

should be realised in the end necessarily follows from the nature

of the created spirit itself, apart from the supporting activity of

God. Like Irena^us and Tertullian Origen very carefully discussed

the attributes of goodness and justice in God in opposition to

the Marcionites. ^ But his exposition is different. In his eyes

goodness and justice are not two opposite attributes, which can

and must exist in God side by side ; but as virtues they are to

him identical. God rewards in justice and punishes in kindness.

That it should go well with all, no matter how they conduct

themselves, would be no kindness ; but it is kindness when God
punishes to improve, deter, and prevent. Passions, anger, and

the like do not exist in God, nor any plurality of virtues; but,

as the Perfect One, he is all kindness. In other places, however,

Origen did not content himself with this presentation. In opposi-

tion to the Marcionites, who declared Christ and the Father

of Christ to be good, and the creator of the world to be just,

he argued that, on the contrary, God (the foundation of the world)

1 L.c.

- Tlspi oifxcH-j II. 9. I :
'• Certum est, quippe quod pi-iefinito aliquo apud se numero

creaturas fecit: non enim, ut quidam volunt, finem putaiidum est non habere crea-

turas; quia ubi finis non est, nee comprehensio ulla nee circumscriptio esse potest.

Quod si fuerit utique nee contineri vel dispensari a deo, qua; facta sunt, poteruut.

Naturaliter nempe quicquid infinitum fuerit, et incomprehensibile erit." In Matth.,

t. 13., c. I fin., Lomm. III., p. 209 sq.

3 See above, p. 343, note 2.

•1 See c. Cels. II. 20.

* Clement also did so; see with respect to Origen "Zifi ocfX'^'^ II- 5) especially

§ 3 sq.
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is good, but that the Logos-Christ, in so far as he is the peda-

gogus, is just.

'

From the perfect goodness of God Origen infers that he reveals

or communicates himself, from his immutability that he akvays

reveals himself. The eternal or never beginning communication

of perfection to other beings is a postulate of the concept " God ".

But, along with the whole fraternity of those professing the same
philosophy, Origen assumed that the One, in becoming the

Manifold and acting in the interests of the Manifold, can only

effect his purpose by divesting himself of absolute apathy and

once more assuming a form in which he can act, that is, procuring

for himself an adequate organ

—

tJic Logos. The content ofOri-

gen's teaching about this Logos was not essentially different

from that of Philo and was therefore quite as contradictory

;

only in his case everything is more sharply defined and the

hypostasis of the Logos (in opposition to the Monarchians) more
clearly and precisely stated. - Nevertheless the personal independ-

1 See Comment, in Johann. I. 40, Lomm. I. p. 77 sq. I cannot agree that

this view is a rapprochcmetit to the Marcionites (contrary to Nitzsch".s opinion,

I.e., p. 285). The confused accounts in Epiph., H. 43. 13 are at any rate not to be

taken into account.

- Clement's doctrine of the Logos, to judge from the Hypotyposes, was perhaps

different from that of Origen. According to Pliotius (Bibliotli. 109) Clement

assumed two Logoi (Origen indeed was also reproached witli the same; see Pam-

phili Apol., Routh, Reliq. S., IV., p. 367), and did not even allow the second and

weaker one to make a real appearance on earth; but this is a misunderstanding

(see Zahn, Forschungen III., p. 144). Aeyerxt (/.h—these are said to have been

the words of a passage in the Hypotyposes

—

xxt 6 vtbi; Aoya; 6(j.(üviifx.(a<; rZ TrxrptKu)

Äöycii, «AA' ovx ouTO? SI7TIV 6 <s-kpt yevöf^evot;, oi/Se {/.ifv 6 TrxTpSioQ hdyoi^, iAAas

Svvxi^ti; rii; tov @eov, oiov xTropfoix rov >,6yov xItov vovt; yevöfzsvoi tx^ tüv

xvSpaiTTccv xxpSixt; ^txTve^oir^Ke. The distinction Ijetween an impersonal Logos-

God and the Logos-Christ necessarily appeared as soon as the Lt)gos was defin-

itely hypostatised. In the so-called Monarchian struggles of the 3rd century the

disputants made use of these two Logoi, who formed e.xcellent material for sophis-

tical discussions. In the Strom. Clement did not reject the distinction between a

A070? h^ix^sroi; and 7rpo(popi>c6i; (on Strom. V. I. 6. see Zahn, I.e., p. 145 against

Nitzscli), and in many passages expresses himself in such a way that one can

scarcely fail to notice a distinction between the Logos of the Father and that

of the Son. "The Son-Logos is an emanation of the Reason of God, which

unalterably remains in God and is the Logos proper." If the Adumbrationes are

to be regarded as parts of the Hypotyposes, Clement used the expression 6i/.oova-iot;

for the Logos, or at least an identical one (See Zahn, Forschungen III., pp. 87

—
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ence of the Logos is as yet by no means so sharply defined as

in the case of the later Arians. He is still the Consciousness

of God, the spiritual Activity of God. Hence he is on the one

hand the idea of the world existing in God, and on the other

the product of divine wisdom originating with the will of God.

The following are the most important propositions. ' The Logos
who appeared in Christ, as is specially shown from Joh. L i

and Heb. L i, is the perfect image" of God. He is the Wisdom

138 f.). This is the more probable because Clement, Strom. 16. 74, expressly re-

marked that men are not /-ifpo; ösoü x«; tw ©ew 6tj.oov<rioi, and because he says

in Strom. IV. 13. 91 : el stti to y.XTx?^v<7Xi BaivxTOv x(piKveiTxi to oixipspcv ysvcc,

chx, Ö XpttTTOi; Tov SxvxTOv y.xTVjfyvio-sv, si (/.ij y.xt xvtoi; xutoIq cixoovitio^ Äe^isiy;.

One must assume from this that the word was really familiar to Clement as a design-

ation of the community of nature, possessed by the Logos, both with God and

with men. See Protrept. 10. 1 10: dsloi; hoyoc;, 6 (pxvspuTXTOi; 'ovtw? ©so'c,

Tci SiiTTrÖTyj rwv ÖÄuv Ihiruistc;). In Strom. V. i. i Clement emphatically declared

that the Son was equally eternal with the Father: ol (/.iiv oi/Se 6 ttxtv^p xvsv viov-

'x\j.x yxp tSi ttxt-^p vfov ttxtv^p (see also Strom. IV. 7. 58: "av (jlsv to xyivjviTov

6 TTxvTOKpxTup, "iv §e y.xi TO TTpoyevvijSsv Si'' oil Tx TTx-jTX lye-^ETO, and Adumbrat.

in Zahn, I.e., p. 87, where i John I. I is explained: "principium generationis

separatum ab opificis principio non est. Cum enim dicit "quod erat ab initio"'

generationem tangit sine principio filii cum patre simul exstantis."' See besides the

remai'kable passage, Quis dives salv. 37: ©söj tx tvsq xyxit-^c, (xva-T-^pix, y.xl Tore

STTCTTTSvirsii; TOV y.6?^7rov tov TXTpoc, o'j Ö (zovoysviit; vioq Qeoi; jzovot; k^yiyiia-XTO- etj-Ti

05 y.xi xliTOC, 6 &söi xyxTnf y.xl St' xyx7r-^v v/z7v XMSy.pxSyf y.xl to (j-sv xpp-^TOv

xvTOv TTXT-^p, TO Ss ytfj-lv o'vi^Trx'isc yeyovs iJ.vjT-^p' xyxTTvjtrxi; 6 xät^p eS'/jAvvi-^, y.xi

TCVTCv iJLsyx (Tjff^E/ov, ov xvTOt; sysw/ja-sv sS xvtov y.xl 6 Tsx^^h ^1 xyxTr-zft; y.xp-roQ

xyxTT-^, But that does not exclude the fact tliat he, like Origen, named the Son
y.Ti<7iMX (Phot., I.e.). In the Adumbrat. (p. 88) Son and Spirit are called "primiti-

ve virtutes ac primo creatse, immobiles exsistentes secundum substantiam '". That

is exactly Origen's doctrine, and Zahn (I.e., p, 99) has rightly compared Strom. V.

14. 89: VI. 7. 58; and Epit. ex Theod. 20. The Son stands at the head of the

series of created beings (Strom. VII. 2. 5; see also below), but he is nevertheless

specifically different from them by reason of his origin. It may be said in general

that the fine distinctions of the Logos doctrine in Clement and Origen are to Ije

traced to the still more abstract conception of God found in the former. A sentence

like .Strom. IV. 25. 156 (0 jzev oi/v ©£0$ xvxTroSsty.TOt; wv oi/y. so-tiv s7rt<7Tyi(.t.o-jty.6!:,

6 Ss vioQ (70<Pix TS ha-Ti y.xl sTn^T-^iJ.-^) will hardly be found in Origen I ihink.

Cf. Schultz. Gottheit Christi, p. 45 ff.

' See Schultz, I.e., p. 51 ff. and Jahrbuch für protestantische Theologie I.

pp. 193 ff. 369 ff.

- It is very remarkable that Origen rrspl xpxZv I. 2. i in his presentation of

the Logos doctrine, started with the person of Christ, though he immediately

abandoned this starting-point "Primo illud nos oportere scire", so this chapter

23
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of God, the reflection of his perfection and glory, the invisible

image of God. For that very reason there is nothing corporeal

in him ' and he is therefore really God, not x\j-:i^}si:, nor I 0c:-%

nor x-jx^yjj: x^yj/i (" beginningless beginning"), but the second

God. But, as such, immutability is one of his attributes, that

is, he can never lose his divine essence, he can also in this

respect neither increase nor decrease (this immutability, however,

is not an independent attribute, but he is perfect as being an

image of the Father's perfection).'^ Accordingly this deity is not

a communicated one in the sense of his having another inde-

pendent essence in addition to this divine nature; but deity

rather constitutes his essence : h c-cotyiP cv zxtx y,£r:-j7ixy, x/./.x

y.xr' C-J71X-/ hr) (r)£i:^ ("the Saviour is not God by communica-

tion, but in his essence"). From this it follows that he shares in

the essence of God, therefore of the Father, and is accordingly

o(/,oo-JTioc Tx TTxrpl ("the same in substance with the Father")

or, seeing that, as Son, he has come forth from the Father,

is engendered from the essence of the Father. ^ But having

begins, '-Quod aliud est in Christo deitatis eius natura, quod est unigenitus filius

patris, et alia humana natura, quam in novissimis temporibus pro dispensatione

suscepit. Propter quod videndum primo est, quid »it unigenitus filius dei."

1 riepi xpx^v I. 2. 2, 6.

- The expression was familiar to Origen as to Justin (see Dial. c. Tryph).

See c. Cels. V. 39 : Kx) Ssvrepov oi/v Aeyui/^sv @s6v '.TruTXv, ort tov SevrepoM ®eov

ovx «AAo Ti ÄsyojJ.sv^ j^ rijv TTspisy.Tiy.ijv Trxfräv xpsräv xpsrifv y.xt tov 7Zspi£XTiv.bv

TTxyTOt; ovrtvoiTOvv >^6yov tcSv kxtx (^C<tiv Kxt zpo't^yovfiivun; ysysv^iJisvuv,

^ Uepi xpx^v I. 2. 13 has been much corrupted by Rufinus. The passage must have

Ijeen to the effect that tlie Sou is indeed xyxioi;, but not. like the Father, ät^päA-

^xxTW^ xyx^oz

* Selecta in Psalm., Lomm. XIII., p. 134; see also Fragm. comm. in ep. ad

Hebr., Lomm. V., p. 299 sq.

^ L.c. :
'• Sic et sapientia ex deo procedens, ex ipsa substantia dei generatur. Sic nihil-

omiiius et secundum similitudinem corporalis aporrhces esse dicitur aporrhcea glorii'e

omnipotentis pura qucedam et sincera. Qux utrsque similitudines (see the beginning of

the passage) manifestissime ostendunt communionem substantia esse filio cum patre.

Aporrhcea enim oizoovtrtoi; videtur, id est, unius substantia cum illo corpore, ex

cpio est vel aporrhcea vel vapor." In opposition to Heracleon Origen argues (in

Toh. XIII. 25., Lomm. II., p. 43 sq.) that we are not homousios with God

:

STTi^Tija'OJiJ.sv §e, el ju-ii a-ipoSpx Itt/v xosßiQ CfioovfTtovc; tv, xyB'Jvv\TU> (pvirsi xxi

'TTxtMfj.xKxpix slvxi ?.ey£iv Toiiz Trpo^KvvovvTXi Iv '!Tvev(j.xTi T(u &eu. On the meaning

of 6iJ.oov(rio(i see Zahn, Marcell., pp. 11—32. The conception decidedly excludes the

possibility of the two subjects connected by it having a different essence ; but it
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proceeded, like the will, from the Spirit, he was always with God
;

there was not a time when he was not, ' nay, even this expres-

sion is still too weak. It would be an unworthy idea to think

of God without his wisdom or to assume a beginning of his

begetting. Moreover, this begetting is not an act that has only

once taken place, but a process lasting from all eternity; the

Son is always being begotten of the Father. ' It is the theology

of Origen which Gregory Thaumaturgus has thus summed up

:

''

sJc y.vpios^ [j,o-^c: sz [jJ'jov, Qsoc iz (r)£ov, x^.pxy-Vip y.x) iizcoy r^r

(isirviTOc, ^'iyc: hspyo:^ 7oCplx tyiC t^v c?,:oy 'j'j7rx7soo: TTspirAriyJ/i

zx) '^•jyxy.i; rijs ^'^•'-^r z^it£:c: Trci'/iTiz-Ji, vie: x?.y/Jr/c: x/.y,(irj0J Trxrpö:,

dopxTOc xcpxTC-j zxi xCbdxp-o: xCpOxprcj zx) xdx-jx.ro: x,()x-jxtc-j zx)

d'i^ic: Süllcv. (" One Lord, one from one, God from God, impress

and image of Godhead, energetic word, wisdom embracing the

entire system of the universe and power producing all creation,

true Son of a true Father, the invisible of the invisible and in-

corruptible of the incorruptible, the immortal of the immortal,

the eternal of the eternal"). The begetting is an indescribable

act which can only be represented by inadequate images : it is

no emanation—the expression yrpoßo?.-/! is not found, so far as I

says nothing about how they came to have one essence and in what measure they

possess it. On tlie other hand it abolishes the distinction of persons the moment
the essence itself is identified with the one person. Here then is found the Unitar-

ian danger, which could only be' averted by assei'tions. In some of Origeii's

teachings a modalistic aspect i^ also not quite wanting. See Hom. VIII. in

Jerem. no. 2 : To (/.tv vTtoy.sti-tBvov 'iv e/rri, rxii; he sTrivo/ani; tx xoKXx ovoi^xtx sti

Stx^öpwv. Conversely, it is also nothing but an appearance when Origen (for ex.

in c. Cels. VIII. 12) merely traces the unity of Father and Son to unity in feeling

and in will. The charge of Ebionitism made against him is quite unfounded (see

Pamphili Apol., Routh IV. p. 367).

1 Oi/y. sa-Ttv ore ovx yfv, de princip. I. 2. 9: in Rom. I. 5.

- He pi xpxä-^ I. 2. 2—9. Comm. in ep. ad. Hebr. Lomm. V., p. 296 : '-Nunquam
est, quando filius non fuit. Erat autem non, sicut de seterna luce di.ximus, innatus,

ne duo principia lucis videamur inducere, sed sicut ingenitas lucis splendor, ipsam

illam lucem initium habens ac fontem, natus quidem ex ipsa ; sed non erat quando

non erat." See the comprehensive disquisition in Trepi xpxäv IV. 28, where we find

the sentence :
'• hoc autem ipsum, quod dicimus, quia nunquam fuit, quando non

fuit, cum venia audiendum est" etc. See further in Jerem. IX. 4, Lomm. XV.,

p. 212 : TO XTxvy XT i-i-x tv)? So^yiQ oi/Xf xttx^ yeyevJvjTXi, y.xi ovx' yev^xTXi . , . nxi

us.) yevvxTXi 6 a-wriip vtto toC Trxrpöi;; see also other passages.

3 See Caspari, Quellen, Vol. IV., p. 10.
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know '—but is rather to be designated as an act of the will

arising from an inner necessity, an act which for that very reason

is an emanation of the essence. But the Logos thus produced

is really a personally existing being ; he is not an impersonal

force of the Father, though this still appears to be the case in

some passages of Clement, but he is the " sapientia dei substan-

tialiter subsistens " ("the wisdom of God substantially existing"}

" figura expressa substantias patris " (express image of the Father's

substance"), "virtus altera in sua proprietate subsistens" (a

second force existing in its own characteristic fashion"). He is,

and here Origen appeals to the old Acts of Paul, an "animal

vivens" with an independent existence.* He is another person,^

namely, the second person in number. ^ But here already begins

Origen's second train of thought which limits the first that we
have set forth. As a particular hypostasis, which has its " first

cause'-' {TTcccrcy xirioy) in God, the Son is " that which is caused

"

{xhixröy), moreover as the fulness of ideas, as he who comprehends

in himself all the forms that are to have an active existence,

the Son is no longer an absolute simplex like the Father. " He
is already the first stage of the transition from the One to the

Manifold, and, as the medium of the world-idea, his essence has

an inward relation to the world, which is itself without begin-

1 In ^fp< ip^Äv IV. 28 the prolatio is expressly rejected (see also I. 2. 4) as

well as the "conversio partis alicuius suljstantiae dei in filium'' and the "procreatio

ex Dullis substantibus."'

2 L.c. I. 2. 2.

•'• L.c. I. 2. 3.

^ De orat. 15: ''Erepo? xät' oiktIxv y.xl vTrcKSiiiSvov 6 vtcQ etrri tcS Trxrpöt;. This,

however, is not meant to designate a deity of a hybrid nature, but to mark tlie

personal distinction.

s C. Cels. VIII. 12. : §vo ryi t/Voo-ria-f; Trpxyi/.xTx. Tliis was frequently urged

against the Monarchians in Origen's commentaries; see in Joh. X. 21: II. 6 etc.

The Son exists kxt' ISixv rij? oi/vixi; Trsftypx^viv. Not that Origen has not yet the

later terminology oha-lx, i/toVtas-z^, v7Toy.et[j.evov, Trpöa-UTOv. We find three hypostases,

in Joh. II. 6. Lomni. I., p. 109, and this is repeatedly the case in c. Cels.

^ In Joh. I. 22, Lomm. I., ji. 41 sq. : 0£o? fziv oiiv ttxvt*! sv liTTt kxi x-r?,ouv

6 oe Turiip y,ix.äv otx rx 7ro?.Äx. The Son is iSsx losüv, s-^/cmj/za: Ssiop-^fixrMv ev

xvtÜ (Lomm. I., p. 127).
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ning. ' As soon therefore as the category of causaUty is apphed

—which moreover dominates the system—and the particular

contemplation of the Son in relation to the Father gives way
to the general contemplation of his task and destination, the Son

is not only called y-l7iJ.x and %VtiJAZ-J:yy,'j.x, but all the utterances

about the quality of his essence receive a limitation. We nowhere

find the express assertion that this quality is inferior or of a different

kind when compared with that of God ; but these utterances

lose their force when it is asserted that complete similarity

between Father and Son only exists in relation to the world.

We have to acknowledge the divine being that appeared in Christ

to be the manifestation of the Deity ; but, from God's standpoint,

the Son is the hypostasis appointed by and subordinated to

him. - The Son stands between the uncreated One and the

created Many ; in so far as unchangeableness is an attribute of

self-existence he does not possess it. '' It is evident why Origen

was obliged to conceive the Logos exactly as he did ; it

was only in this form that the idea answered the purpose for

which it was intended. In the description of the essence of the

Logos much more heed continues to be given to his creative

than to his redeeming significance. Since it was only a teacher

that Origen ultimately required for the purpose of redemption,

he could unfold the nature and task of the Logos without thinking of

Christ, whose name indeed he frequently mentions in his disquisitions,

but whose person is really not of the slightest importance there.
''

In order to comply with the rule of faith, and for this reason

alone, for his speculation did not require a Spirit in addition to the

Logos, Origen also placed the Spirit alongside of Father and Son.

All that is predicated about him by the Church is that he is

equal to the other persons in honour and dignity, and it was he that

inspired both Prophets and Apostles ; but that it is still undecided

^ See the remarks on the saying: • The Father is greater than I," in Joh. XIII. 25,

Lomni. II., p. 45 sq. and other passages. Here Origen shows thathe considers thehomo-

ousia of the Son and the Father just as relative as the unchangeability of the Son.

2 ns/:; xfx^''' II- 2. 6 lias been corrupted by Rufinus; see Jerome ep. ad Avitum.

^ See TTffi xfy^S>-j I. 2. 13 (see above, p. 354, note 3).

* Athanasius supplemented this by determining the essence of the Logos from

the redeeming work of Christ.
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whether he be created or uncreated, and whether he too is to be

considered the Sonof God or not/ As the third hypostasis, Origen

reckoned him part of the constant divine essence and so treated him

after the analogy of the Son, without producing an impressive

proof of the necessity of this hypostasis. He, however, became

the Holy Spirit through the Son, and is related to the latter as

the latter is related to the Father; in other words he is sub-

ordinate to the Son; he is the first creation of the Father through

the Son. - Here Origen was following an old tradition. Considered

quantitively therefore, and this according to Origen is the most

important consideration, the Spirit's sphere of action is the

smallest. All being has its principle in the Father, the Son

has his sphere in the rational, the Holy Spirit in the sanctified,

that is in the Church ; this he has to rule over and per-

fect. Father, Son, and Spirit form a rpU:; ("triad")' to which

nothing may be compared ; they are equal in dignity and honour,

and the substance they possess is one. If the following is not

one of Rufinus' corrections, Origen said '
: Nihil in trinitate maius

minusve dicendum est cum unius divinitatis fons verbo ac ratione

sua teneat universa"'^ ("nothing in the Trinity is to be called

greater or less, since the fountain of one divinity holds all his

parts by word and reason"). But, as in Origen's sense the union

of these only exists because the Father alone is the " source of

deity" (tt'/j^j? rijc Ösöry/Tcs) and principle of the other two hypo-

stases, the Trinity is in truth no homogeneous one, but one which,

in accordance with a "subtle emanation idea", has degrees

within it. This Trinity, which in the strict sense remains a

1 See TTspt ipx^^ [)yx(. and in addition to this Ilermns" view of the Spiiit.

- nspt xpx^v I. 3. The Holy Spirit is eternal, is ever being Ijreathed out, but

is to be termed a creature. See also in Joh. II. 6. Lomm. I., p. 109 sq. : to xyiov

7rv£vi/.x hx Tov Xöyov eyeviTO, Trpea-ßvrepov (logically) Txp" xIto tcv Äöyov rvy-

XxvovTCC. Vet Origen is not so confident here as in his Logos doctrine.

=* See TTspi xpx^v I. 3, 5—8. Hence Origen says the heathen liad known the

Father and Son. but not tlie Holy Spirit (de princip. I. 3: II. 7).

' L.c. § 7.

5 See Horn, in Num. XII. i, Lomm. X
, p. 127: ''Est hcec trium distinctio per-

sonarum in patre et filio et spiritu sancto, qure ad i^luralem puteorum numerum revo-

catur. Sed horum puteorum unum est fons. Una eiiim substantia est et natura

trinitatis."'
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Trinity of revelation, except that revelation belongs to the essence

of God, is with Origen the real secret of the faith, the mystery

beyond all mysteries. To deny it shows a Jewish, carnal feeling

or at least the greatest narrowness of conception.

The idea of createdness was already more closely associated

with the Holy Ghost than with the Logos. He is in a still

clearer fashion than the Son himself the transition to the series

of ideas and spirits that having been created by the Son, are

in truth the unfolding of his fulness. They form the next stage

after the Holy Spirit. In assuming the existence of such beings

as were required by his philosophical system, Origen appealed

to the Biblical doctrine of angels, which he says is expressly

acknowledged in the Church. ' With Clement even the association

of the Son and Holy Ghost with the great angelic spirits is as

yet not altogether avoided, at least in his expressions. Origen

was more cautious in this respect. •' The worldof spirits appears

to him as a series of well-arranged, graded energies, as the

representative of created reason. Its characteristic is growth,

that is, progress {ttcczctt-Ji).
'^ Growth is conditioned by freedom :

•' oimiis creatura rationabilis laiidis et culpcs capax : laudis, si

secundiiui rationein. quam in se Iiabet. admcliora proficiat,culpa\

si ratioiiem recti declinet'"^ ("every rational creature is capable

of meriting praise or blame—praise, if it advance to better things

according to the reason it possesses in itself, blame, if it avoid

the right course") As unchangeableness and permanence are

- From Hermas. Jirstin, and Atheuagoras we learn how, in the 2nd century,

both in the belief of uneducated lay-Christians and of the Apologists, Son, Spirit,

Logos, and angels under certain circumstances shaded off into one another. To
Clement, no doubt. Logos and Spirit are the only unchangeable beings besides

God. But, inasmuch as there is a series which descends from God to men
living in the flesh, there cannot fail to be elements of affinity between Logos and Spirit

on the one hand and the highest angels on the other, all of whom indeed have

the capacity and need of development. Hence they have certain names and pre-

dicates ia common, and it frequently remains uncertain, especially as regards the

theophanies in the Old Testament, whether it was a high angel that spoke, or the

Son through the angel. See the full discussion in Zahn, Forschungen, III., p. 98 f.

^ ngp/ xpxüv L 5.

•• So also Clement, see Zahn. I.e.

* nspi ip%ftjy I. 5. 2.
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characteristic of the Deity, so freedom is the mark of the created

spirit. ' In this thesis Origen goes beyond the assumption of

the heretical Gnostics just as much as he does in his other

proposition that the creaturely spirit is in no sense a portion

of the divine (because it is changeable'"); but in reality freedom,

as he understands it, is only the capacity of created spirits to

determine their own destiny fo7- a time. In the end, however,

they must turn to that which is good, because everything spir-

itual is indestructible. Sub specie ceteniitatis, then, the mere

communication of the divine element to the created spirit ^ is

not a mere communication, and freedom is no freedom; but the

absolute necessity of the created spirit's developing itself merely

appears as freedom. Yet Origen himself did not draw this

conclusion, but rather based everything on his conception that

the freedom of natitrce rationabilcs consisted in the possibilitas

iitriiisquc, and sought to understand the cosmos, as it is, from

this freedom. To the natnne rationabilcs, which have different

species and ordines, human souls also belong. The whole of

them were created from all eternity ; for God would not be

almighty unless he had always produced everything "*

; in virtue

of their origin they are equal, for their original community with

' It was of course crented before the world, as it determines the course of tlie

world. See Comm. in Matth. XV, 27, Lomm. III., p. 384 sq.

- See Comm. in Joh. XIII. 25, Lonnn. II.. p. 45 : we must not look on tlie

human spirit as b(j.ooii<Tioc, witli tlie divine one. Tlie same had already been expi-essly

taught by Clement. See Strom.. II. 16. 74: ©so? ol^e(^tciv sx^' '^foc^i^izxQ^pvs-iy.ijv

(Txieri'j Wij 01 tSJ'j atfiirsoov y.TiTTXi 6s?.ovo-iv. Adumbr., p. 9I (ed. Zahn). This does

not exclude Cod and souls having quodammodo one substance.

' Such is the teaching of Clement and Origen. They repudiated the possession

of any natural, essential goodness in the case of created spirits. If sucii lay in their

essence, these spirits would be unchangeable.

* nep< «/)%»'/ I. 2. 10: '•Quemadmodum pater noa potest esse quis, si filius non

sit, neque dominus quis esse potest sine possessione, .sine servo, ita ne omnipotens

quidem deus dici potest, si non sint, in quos e.verceat potentatum, et dec ut omni-

potens ostendatur deus, omnia subsistere necesse est." (So the Hermogenes against

whom TertuUian wrote had already argued). "N^am si quis est, qui velit vel

ssecula aliqua vel spatia transisse, vel quodcunque aliud nominare vult, cum non-

dum facta essent, qure facta sunt, sine dubio hoc ostendet, quod in illis s;i;culis

vel spatiis omnipotens non erat deus et postmodum omnipotens factus est." God
would therefore, it is said in wliat follows, be subjected to a Trpoy.oTr^, and thus

be proved to be a finite being. III. 5. 3.
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1

the Logos permits of no diversit}-
'

; but, on the other hand, they

have received different tasks and their development is consequently-

different. In so far as they are spirits subject to change, they

are burdened with a kind of bodily nature, " for it is only the

Deity that is without a body. The element of materiality is a

necessary result of their finite nature, that is, of their being

created ; and this applies both to angels and human souls. '' Now
Origen did not speculate at all as to how the spirit world might

have developed in ideal fashion, a fact which it is exceedingly

important to recognise ; he knows nothing at all about an ideal

development for all, and does not even view it as a possibility.

The truth rather is that as soon as he mentions the natitne

ratio7iabiles, he immediately proceeds to speak of their fall, their

growth, and their diversities. He merely contemplates them in

the given circumstances in which they are placed (see the exposi-

tion in 'i7£p\ x^yjc-j II. 9. 2).

THE DOCTRINE OF THE FALL AND ITS CONSEQUENCES. All

created spirits must develop. When they have done so, they

attain perfection and make way for new dispensations and worlds.^

In the exercise of their freedom, however, disobedience, laxity,

laziness, and failure make their appearance among them in an

endless multiplicity of ways. " The disciplining and purifying

' rifpi «p%ft;v I. 8.

- Here, however, Origen is already thinking of the temporary wrong develop-

ment, that is of growth. See xsp; xpxüv I. 7. Created spirits are also of them-

selves immaterial, though indeed not in the sense that this can be said of God
who can never attach anything material to himself.

•^ Angels, ideas (see Phot. Biblioth. 109), and human souls are most closely

connected together, both according to the theory of Clement and Origen and also

to that of Pantcenus before them (see Clem, eclog. 56, 57)5 and so it was taught

that men become angels (Clem. Strom. W. 13. 107). But the stars also, which

are treated in great detail in Trspi xpxSiv I. 7, belong to the number of the angels.

This is a genuinely Gi-eek idea. The doctrine of the preexistence of human souls

was probably set forth by Clement in the Hypotyposes. The theory of the trans-

migration of souls was probably found there also (Phot. Biblioth. 109,). In the

Adumbrat.. which has been preserved to us, the former doctrine is, however, con-

tested and is not found in the Stromateis VI. 16. i. sq.

^ Phot. Biblioth. 109 : Kf^vuM-^i; ttoXKovq Trpo rot 'A^kfz y.s'ji/.ovQ Tspxrsverxi. This

cannot be verified from the Strom. Orig., Trspi «p^wi/ II. 3.

^ nspi ctpxÜM I. 5 and the whole 3rd Book. The Fall is something that

happened before time began.
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of these spirits was the purpose for which the material world

was created by God. ' It is therefore a place of purification,

ruled and harmoniously arranged by God's wisdom. - Each

member of the world of spirits has received a different kind of

material nature in proportion to his degree of removal from the

Creator. The highest spirits, who have virtually held fast by

that which is good, though they too stand in need of restitu-

tion, guide the world, are servants of God (jiy/s/.a), and have

bodies of an exceedingly subtle kind in the form of a globe

(stars). The spirits that have fallen very deeply (the spirits of

men) are banished into material bodies. Those that have altogether

turned against God have received very dark bodies, indescribably

ugly, though not visible. Men therefore are placed between the

angels and demons, both of whom try to influence them. The
moral struggle that man has to undergo within himself is made
harder by the demons, but lightened by the angels, ^ for these

spiritual powers are at all times and places acting both upon

' The assumption of uncreated matter was decidedly rejected by Origen {~€fi

if%ft)y II. I, 2). On the other hand Clement is said to have taught it in the

Hypotyposes (Phot.. I.e. : t^'A-^v i^%povcv So^x^si) : this cannot be noticed in the

Sti-oni.: in fact in VI. 16. 147 he vigorously contested the view of the uncreated-

ness of the world. He emphasised the agreement between Plato and Moses in the

doctrine of creation (Strom. II. 16. 74 has nothing to do with this). According

to Origen. matter has no qualities and may assume the most diverse peculiarities

(see. e.^., c. Cels. III. 41).

- This conception has given occasion to compare Origen"s system with Bud-

dhism. Bigg. (p. 193) has very beautifully said: '"Creation, as the word is com-

monly understood, was in Origen"s views not the beginning, but an intermediate

phase in human history. .Eons rolled away before this world was made: leons

upon £Eons, days, weeks, months and years, sabbatical years, jubilee years ofreous

will run their course, before the end is attained. The one fixed point in this

gigantic drama is the end, for this alone has been clearly revealed,"' ''God shall

be all in all." Bigg also rightly points out that Rom. VIII. and I Cor. XV. were

for Origen the key to the solution of tlie proljlems presented liy creation.

•' The popular idea of demons and angels was employed by Origen in the

most comprehensive way, and dominates his whole view of the present course of

the world. See yrspi xpx^^ m- - ^^^^ numerous passages in the Commentaries

and Homilies, in which he approves the kindred views of the Greeks as well as of

Hermas and Barnabas. The spirits ascend and descend: each man has his guard-

ian spirit, and the superior spirits support tlic inferior (fep; xpx'^^ ^- ^)- Accord-

ingly they are also to be reverenced (iepxTrsveG-ixi); yet such reverence as belongs

to a Gabriel, a Michael, etc., is far different from the adoration of God (c. Cels. VIII. 13).
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the physical and the spiritual world. But everything is subject

to the permission of the divine goodness and finally also to the

guidance of divine providence, though the latter has created for

itself a limit in freedom. ' Evil, however, and it is in this idea

that Origen's great optimism consists, cannot conquer in the

end. As it is nothing eternal, so also it is at bottom nothing

real; it is "nonexistent" {:-jz h) and "unreal" {xyj-ottxtc-j).'-

For this very reason the estrangement of the spirits from God
must finally cease ; even the devil, who, as far as his behig is

concerned, resulted from God's will, cannot always remain a

devil. The spirits must return to God, and this moment is also

the end of the material world, which is merely an intermediate

phase. *

According to this conception the doctrine of man, who in

Origen's view is no longer the sole aim of creation to the same

extent as he is with the other Fathers, * assumes the following

form : The essence of man is formed by the reasonable soul,

which has fallen from the world above. This is united with

the body by means of the animal soul. Origen thus believes

in a threefold nature of man. He does so in the first place,

1 Clement wrote a special work Tfp< tt^o-joIocc, (see Zahn, Forschungen III., jx 39 ff.),

and treated at length of TZfoyoia. in the Strom.: see Orig. Tsp/ sif,%Zv III. 1: de

erat. 6 etc. Evil is also subject to divine guidance; see Clem., Strom. I. 17. 81—

-

87: IV. 12. 86 sq. Orig. Horn, in Num. XIV., Lomm. X., p. 163 :
" Nihil otiosum,

nihil inane est apud deum, quia sive bono proposito hominis utilur ad bona sive

malo ad necessaria.'' Here and there, however, Origen has qualified the belief in

Providence, after the genuine fashion of antiquity (see c. Cels. IV. 74).

" l\spl Äp%ft)v II. 9. 2: ''Recedere a bono, non aliud est quam eftici in malo.

Ceterum namque est, malum esse bono carere. Ex quo accidit. ut in quanta

mensura quis devolveretur a Ijono, in tantam mensuram maliliie deveniret.'' In

the passage in Johann. II. 7, Lomm. I., p. 115, we find a closely reasoned ex-

position of evil as a,vvKÖ<nxroy and an argument to the effect that rlt. yrcjiipci

are

—

(.iij ovta.

'' Uepi xpxöüv I. 5. 3 : III. 6. The devil is the chief of the apostate angels

(c. Cels. IV. 65). As a reasonable being he is a creature of God (I.e.. and in

Joh. II. 7, Lomm., I.e.).

'' Origen defended the teleology culminating in man against Celsus" attacks on

it; but his assumption that the spirits of men are only a part of the universal

spirit world is, as a matter of fact, quite akin to Celsus' view. If we consider the

plan of the work Trsp} xpx^iv we easily see that to Origen humanity was merely

an element in the cosmos.
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because Plato holds this theory, and Origen always embraced

the most complicated view in matters of tradition, and secondly,

because the rational soul can never in itself be the principle of

action opposed to God, and yet something relatively spiritual

must be cited as the cause of this action. It is true that we
also find in Origen the view that the spirit in man has itself

been cooled down into a soul, has been, as it were, transformed

into a soul ; but there is necessarily an ambiguity here, because

on the one hand the spirit of man is said to have chosen a

course opposed to God, and, on the other, that which is rational

and free in man must be shown to be something remaining

intact. ' Man's struggle consists in the endeavour of the two

factors forming his constitution to gain control of his sphere of

action. If man conquers in this struggle he attains likeness to

God ; the image of God he bears beyond danger of loss in his

indestructible, rational, and therefore immortal spirit. " "V^ictory,

however, denotes nothing else than the subjugation of the instincts

and passions. ' No doubt God affords help in the struggle, for

nothing good is without God, ^ but in such a way as not to

interfere with freedom. According to this conception sin is a

' The doctrine of man's threefold constitution is also found in Clement. See

Piedng. III. I. I ; Strom V. 14. 94: VI. 16. 134. (quite in the manner of PlatoV

Origen, who has given evidence of it in all his main writings, sometimes calls the

rational part spirit, sometimes ^vx^l ^oyty.vi. and at other times distinguishes two

parts in the one soul. Of coui-se he also professes to derive his psychology from

the Holy Scriptures. The chief peculiarity of his speculation consists in his

assumption that the human spirit, as a fallen one, became as it were a soul, and

can develop from that condition partly into a spirit as before and partly into the

flesh (see vsp'i «p%wv III. 4. i sq.: II. 8. i—5). By his doctrine of the preexistence

of souls Origen excluded l)Oth tlie creation and traducian hypotlieses of the origin

of the soul.

- Clement (see Strom. II. 22. 131) gives the following as the opinion of some

Christian teachers : to (jlbv x«t' s]y.6vx evisw^ xxtx rifv yevstriv eh^vj^e^jxi to'j xvipu-

TTOv, TO y.xi^ diJ-oiMo-iv Ss va-TSpov xxrx rifv 7r£Ae/ws-/v (is^Äsiv X770?.xi^ßxvsiy. Orig.

c. Cels. I\'. 30 : s7roiif<rs S'6 &sb^ to-j x'Apu-o-j /.xt' sV/.o'jx &sov, x?.X' oOx' y-^^'

6(zoiw^f^ yjhvf.

•' Tliis follows from the fundamental psychological view and is frequently

emjihasised. One must attain the t7w(^op<j-vv^.

' 'Iliis is emphasised throughout. The goodness of God is shown first in his

liaving given the creature reason and freedom, and secondly in acts of assistance,

whicli, however, do not endanger freedom. Clem., Strom. ^T. 12. 96 : -^//ä? s; v/zwu

xiiTÜv ßovKsrxi erai^sträxt.
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matter of necessity in the case of fallen spirits ; all men are

met with as sinners and are so, for they were already sinners.'

Sin is rooted in the whole earthly condition of men ; it is the

weakness and error of the spirit parted from its origin. " The
idea of freedom, indeed, is supposed to be a feature which always

preserves the guilty character of sin ; but in truth it becomes a

mere appearance * it does not avail against the constitution of

man and the sinful habit propagated in human society. ' All

must be sinners at first,
''

for that is as much their destiny as

is the doom of death which is a necessary consequence of man's

material nature.
**

The Doctrine of Redemption and Restoration.

In the view of Clement and Origen the proposition :
" God

wishes us to be saved by means of ourselves" (: (rssl: viyLx: ft

vi'j.^-j x-jTic-j i3:-j/.£-xi 7cc'^£7Öxi) is quite as true as the other state-

1 See above, p. 344, and p. 361, note 5. Origen continually emphasised the univer-

sality of sin in the strongest expressions:; c. Cels. III. 61—66 : VII. 50; Clem.,

PXC\. III. 12. 93 : TO St^l^XpT^VStV 7!-X<7iV 'sf^^VTOV.

- See Clem., Strom. VII. 16. loi : (/.vpfcov yovv vvtuv v.xt^ xpiSi^iov x Trpxa-a-cva-iv

xvSpcüTTOt (TX^Sov Svo sta-iv xpx^i 7rx(7Vji; x(j.xpTtxc;^ xyvoix xxi xffdiveix, xjz^ta Ss l^»'

y;i-i7v, räv /.ts^xe IfleAovT&iv (/.xv&xveiv [/.^ts xii ri?? evtävi^ixi; KpxTilv. Two remedies

correspond to this (102) : >; yvüa-ii; te Kxi vi ri?? sx. räv ypx<päv ij-xprvpixi; svxpyitQ

x'^ToSst^ii; and >) xxtx Aoyov xtjy.vjiTii; iv. Tria-reiiiQ re axi Cpößov TrxiSxyajyovi^svi^, or

otherwise expressed: vi isup/x '.^ lx/5-T;j^.tov<«>) and -.l xpS|/C; which lead to perfect love.

•* Freedom is not prejudiced by the idea of election that is found here and

there, for this idea is not worked out. In Clem., Strom. VI. 9. 76, it is said of

the friend of God, the true Gnostic, that God has destined {7rpoMpt^$-^) him to son-

sliip before the foundation of the world. See VII. 17. I07-

-* C. Cels. III. 69.
•'» It is both true that men have the same freedom as Adam and that they have

the same evil instincts. Moreover, Origen conceived the stoiy of Adam symbolically.

.See c. Cels. IV. 40; Trspi xpx^v IV. 16; in Levit. hom. VI.2. In his later writings,

after lie had met with the practice of child baptism in Caesarea and prevailed on

himself to regard it as apostolic, he also assumed the existence of a sort of hereditary

sin orginating with Adam, and added it to his idea of the preexisting Fall. Like

Augustine after him, he also supposed that there was an inherent pollution in

sexual union 5 see in Rom. V. 9: VII. 4; in Lev. hom. VIII. 3; in Num. hom. 2

(Bigg, p. 202 f.).

" Nevertheless Origen assumes that some souls are invested with flesh, not for

their own sins, but in order to be of use to others. .See in Joh. XIII. 43 ad fin:

II. 24, 25 ; in Matth. XII. 30.
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ment that no spirit can be saved without entering into fellow-

ship with the Logos and submitting to his instruction. ' They
moreover hold that the Logos, after passing through his various

stages of revealing activity (law of nature, Mosaic law), disclosed

himself in the Gospel in a manner complete and accessible to

all, so that this revelation imparts redemption and eternal hap-

piness to all men, however different their capacities may be.

Finally, it is assumed that not only men but all spiritual creatures,

from the radiant spirits of heaven down to the dusky demons,

have the capacity and need of redemption; while for the highest

stage, the "spiritual Church", there is an eternal Gospel \\\\\c}cv

is related to the written one as the latter is to the law. This

eternal Gospel is the first complete revelation of God's highest

intentions, and lies hidden in the Holy Scriptures. " These

elements compose Origen's doctrine of revelation in general and

of Christ in particular. ^ They presuppose the sighing of the

creature and the great struggle which is more especially carried

on upon earth, within the human breast, by the angels and

demons, virtues and vices, knowledge and passion, that dispute

the possession of man. Man must conquer and yet he cannot do

so without help. But help has never been wanting. The Logos

has been revealing himself from the beginning. Origen's teaching

corcerning the preparatory history of redemption is founded on

the doctrines of the Apologists ; but with him everything takes

a more vivid form, and influences on the part of the heretical

Gnosis are also not lacking. Pure spirits, whom no fault of their

own had caused to be invested with bodies, namely, the prophets,

were sent to men by the Logos in order to support the struggling

and to increase knowledge. To prepare the way of salvation

the Logos chose for himself a whole people, and he revealed

himself among all men. But all these undertakings did not yet

lead to the goal. The Logos himself was obliged to appear and

1 Origen again and again strongly urged tlie necessity of divine grace.

- See on this point Bigg, pp. 207 ff., 223 f. Origen is tlie father of Joacliim

and all spiritualists.

•* See Knittel, Orig. Lehre von der Menscliwerdung (Tübinger Theologische

(^)uartalschrift, 1872). Ramers, Orig. Lehre von der Auferstehung des Fleisches,

1851. Schultz, Gottheit Christi, pp. 51—62.
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lead men back. But by reason of the diverse nature of the

spirits, and especially of men, the redeeming work of the Logos

that appeared could not fail to be a complicated one. In the case

of some he had really to show them the victory over the demons

and sin, a view which beyond dispute is derived from that of

Valentinus, He had, as the " Godman," to make a sacrifice which

represented the expiation of sin, he had to pay a ransom which

put an end to the devil's sovereignty over men's souls, and in

short he had to bring a redemption visible and intelligible to

all. ' To the rest, however, as divine teacher and hierophant

1 With regard to this point we find the same explanation in Origen as in

Irenreus and Tertullian, and also among the \'alentinians, in so far as the latter

describe the redemption necessary for the Psychici. Only, in this instance also,

everything is more copious in his case, because he availed himself of the Holy

Scriptures still more than these did, and because he left out no popular conception

that seemed to have any moral value. Accordingly he propounded views as to

the value of salvation and as to the significance of Christ's death on the cross,

witli a variety and detail rivalled by no theologian before him. He was, as Bigg

{p. 209 ff.) has rightly noticed, the first Church theologian after Paul's time that

gave a detailed theology of sacrifices. We may mention here the most important

of his views, (i) The death on the cross along with the resurrection is to be

considered as a real, recognisable victory over the demons, inasmuch as Christ

{Col. II. 14) exposed the weakness of his enemies (a very frequent aspect of the

matter). (2) The death on the cross is to be considered as an expiation offered

to God. Here Origen argued that all sins require expiation, and, conversely, that

all innocent blood has a greater or less importance according to the value of him
who gives up his life. (3) In accordance with this the death of Christ has also

a vicarious signification (see with regard to both these conceptions the treatise

E.xhort. ad martyr., as well as c. Cels. VII. 17: I. 31; in Rom. t. III. 7, 8, Lomm.
VI., pp. 196—216 etc.). (4) The death of Christ is to be considered as a raiisom

paid to the devil. This view must have been widely diffused in Origen's time;

it readily suggested itself to the popular idea and was further supported by Mar-

cionite theses. It was also accepted by Origen who united it with the notion of

a deception practised on the devil, a conception first found among the Basilidians.

By his successful temptation the devil acquired a right over men. This right

cannot be destroyed, but only bought off. God offers the devil Christ's soul in

exchange for the souls of men. This proposal of exchange was, however, in-

sincere, as God knew that the devil could not keep hold of Christ's soul, because

a sinless soul could not but cause him torture. The devil agreed to the bargain

and was duped. Christ did not fall into the power of death and the devil, but

overcame both. This theory, which Origen propounded in somewhat different fashion

in different places (see Exhort, ad martyr. 12; in Matth. t. XVI. 8, Lomm. IV.,

p. 27; t. XII. 28, Lomm. III., p. 175; t. XIII. 8, 9, Lomm. III., pp. 224—229; in

Rom. II. 13, Lomm. VI., p. 139 sq. etc.), shows in a specially clear way the con-

servative method of this theologian, who would not positively abandon any idea-
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he had to reveal the depths of knowledge, and to impart

in this very process a new principle of life, so that they might

now partake of his life and themselves become divine through

being interwoven with the divine essence. Here, as in the

former case, restoration to fellowship with God is the goal ; but,

as in the lower stage, this restoration is effected through faith

and sure conviction of the reality of a historical fact—namely,

the redeeming death of Christ,— so, in the higher stage, it is

accomplished through knowledge and love, which, soaring up-

ward beyond the Crucified One, grasp the eternal essence of

the Logos, revealed to us through his teachino; in the eternal

Gospel. ' What the Gnostics merely represented as a more or

No doubt it shows at the same time how imcertahi Origen was as to the applica-

bility of popular conceptions when he w^as dealing with the sphere of the Psychici.

We must here remember the ancient idea that we are not bound to sincerity

towards our enemies. (5) Christ, the God who became flesh, is to be considered

as high priest and mediator between God and man (see de Orat. 10, 15). All the

above-mentioned conceptions of Christ's work were, moreover, worked out by

Origeia in such a way that his humanity and divinity ai'e necessary inferences

from them. In this case also he is characterised by the same mode of thought

as Irenaeus. Finally, let us remember that Origen adhered as strongly as ever to

the proof from prophecy, and that he also, in not a few instances, regarded the

phrase, ''it is written'', as a sufficient court of appeal (see, for example, c. Cels.

II. 37). Yet, on the other hand, behind all this he has a method of viewing

things which considei'ably weakens the significance of miracles and prophecies. In

general it must be said that Origen helped to drag into the Church a great many

ancient (heathen) ideas about expiation and redemption, inasmuch as he every-

where found some Bible passage or other with which he associated them. While

he rejected polytheism and gave little countenance to people who declared

:

sva-sßscTTspoi sa-i^sv y.xi @eov y.xi rx »'yx?\(j.xTX a-eßovrsi; (Clemens Rom., Hom.
XI. 12), he had for all that a principal share in introducing the apparatus of polytheism

into the Church (see also the way in which he strengthened angel and hero worship)

1 See above, p. 342, note i, on the idea that Christ, the Crucified One, is of no

importance to the perfect. Only the teacher is of account in this case. To Clement

and Origen, however, teacher and mystagogue are as closely connected as they are

to most Gnostics. Christianity is izx6ii<rii; and (/.va-Txyuyix, and it is the one because

it is the other. But in all stages Christianity has ultimately the same object, namely,

to effect a reconciliation with God. and deify man. See c. Cels. III. 28: 'AAA«

yxp y.xi Tijv xxTxßx<;-xv sic; xvipuTriv/iv :pua-iv nxt sIq xvSpaiTr/vxq TrspivTXtreti; Svvx/^iv,

XXI XVX?^xß0V<J-XV 4'V%S)V •'iXI IjÜ(J.X XvipäJTTIVOV, SUptllV £X TOV TTttTTlVeO-ixi (/.ZTX TWV

SeiOTSpCtiV lTV(Mßx?^^OlJ.ivvt)/ £ig <TlüT^pixv TOlC "TTIfTTiVOXJITlV ÖpÜiriV, XTT^ SKSlVOV VlptXTO

^Six XXI XvipCUTTlVil (j-VVVipXlVSa-ßxi ^V7i:- Vv'- ii XvSpCOTTlVyl TV- 77p0i '0 ^llOrSpOV XOl-Jtü'/tX

yi-iiViTxi istx oiix Iv (j.6viü tic 'I^jtcv, x?.?^x xxi ttxti tcIc JZSTX TCS Z17TSVSIV ÄVäAä/Z-

ßxvc-ju'i ßiov, o'v 'l-f^TBvc; kSiox'£svx.
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less valuable appearance — namely, the historical work of Christ

—was to Origen no appearance but truth. But he did not view

it as the truth, and in this he agrees with the Gnostics, but as a

truth, beyond which lies a higher. That historical work of

Christ was a reality; it is also indispensable for men of more

limited endowments, and not a matter of indifference to the

perfect; but the latter no longer require it for their personal

life. Here also Origen again contrived to reconcile contradic-

tions and thus acknowledged, outdid, reconciled, and united

both the theses of the Gnostics and those oforthodox Christians.

The object and goal of redemption are the same for all, namely,

the restoration of the created spirit to God and participation in

the divine life. In so far as history is a struggle between spirits

and demons, the death of Christ on the cross is the turning-

point of history, and its effects extend even into heaven and hell.
'

On the basis of this conception ofredemption Origen developed

his idea of Christ. Inasmuch as he recognised Christ as the

Redeemer, this Christ, the God-man, could not but be as many-

sided as redemption is. Only through that masterly art of

reconciling contradictions, and by the aid of that fantastic idea

which conceives one real being as dwelling in another, could

there be any apparent success in the attempt to depict a homoge-

neous person who in truth is no longer a person, but the symbol

of the various redemptions. That such an acute thinker, how-

ever, did not shrink from the monstrosity his speculation produced

is ultimately to be accounted for by the fact that this very

speculation afibrded him the means of nullifying all the utterances

about Christ and falling back on the idea ofthe divine teacher as being

the highest one. The whole " humanity" of the Redeemer together

with its history finally disappears from the eyes of the perfect

one. What remains is the principle, the divine Reason, which

became known and recognisable through Christ. The perfect

one, and this remark also applies to Clement's perfect Gnostic,

thus knows no "Christology ", but only an indwelling of the

1 From this also we can very clearly understand Origen's aversion to the early

Christian eschatology. In his view the demons are already overcome by the work

of Christ. We need only point out that this conception must have exercised a most

important influence on his frame of mind and on politics.

24
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Logos in Jesus Christ, with which the indwellings of this same

Logos in men began. To the Gnostic the question of the divinity

of Christ is of as little importance as that of the humanity. The
former is no question, because speculation, starting above and

proceeding downwards, is already acquainted with the Logos

and knows that he has become completely comprehensible in

Christ; the latter is no question, because the humanity is a

matter of indifference, being the form in which the Logos made
himself recognisable. But to the Christian who is not yet perfect

the divinity as well as the humanity of Christ is a problem, and

it is the duty of the perfect one to solve and explain it, and

to guard this solution against errors on all sides. To Origen,

however, the errors are already Gnostic Docetism on the one hand,

and the "Ebionite" view on the other. ^ His doctrine was

accordingly as follows : As a pure unchangeable spirit, the Logos

could not unite with matter, because this as ^>j cV would have

depotentiated him. A medium was required. The Logos did

not unite with the body, but with a soul, and only through the

soul with the body. This soul was a pure one ; it was a created

spirit that had never fallen from God, but always remained in

faithful obedience to him, and that had chosen to become a soul

in order to serve the purposes of redemption. This soul then

was always devoted to the Logos from the first and had never

renounced fellowship with him. It was selected by the Logos

for the purpose of incarnation and that because of its moral dignity.

The Logos became united with it in the closest way ; but this

1 Clement still advocated docetic views without reservation. Photius (Biblioth.

109) reproached him with these (^z^ o-apnui^vxi rbv Äoyov xXfCx Sd^aei)^ and they

may be proved from the Adumbrat, p. 87 (ed Zahn): "fertur in traditionibus

—

namely, in the Acta of Lucius— quoniam Tohannes ipsum corpus (Christi), quod erat

extrinsecus, tangens manum suam in profunda misisse et duritiam carnis nullo modo

reluctatam esse, sed locum manui prrebuisse discipuli," and likewise from Strom. VI.

9. 71 and III. 7. 59. Clement's repudiation of the Docetists in VII. 17. 108 does

not affect the case, and the fact that he here and there plainly called Jesus a man,

and spol<e of his flesh (Paed. II. 2. 32 : Protrept. X. 1 10) matters just as little. This

teacher simply continued to follow the old undisguised Docetism which only admitted

the apparent reality of Christ's body. Clement expressly declared that Jesus knew

neither pain, nor sorrow, nor emotions, and only took food in order to refute the

Docetists (Strom. VI. 9. 71). As compared with this, Docetism in Origen's case

appears throughout in a weakened form; see Bigg, p. 191.
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1

connection, though it is to be viewed as a mysteriously real

union, continues to remain perfect only because of the unceas-

ing effort of will by which the soul clings to the Logos. Thus,

then, no intermixture has taken place. On the contrary the Logos
preserves his impassibility, and it is only the soul that hungers

and thirsts, struggles and suffers. In this, too, it appears as a

real human soul, and in the same way the body is sinless and
unpolluted, as being derived from a virgin ; but yet it is a human
one. This humanity of the body, however, does not exclude

its capacity of assuming all possible quahties the Logos wishes

to give it ; for matter of itself possesses no qualities. The Logos
was able at any moment to give his body the form it required,

in order to make the proper impression on the various sorts of

men. Moreover, he was not enclosed in the soul and body of

Christ; on the contrary he acted everywhere as before and united

himself, as formerly, with all the souls that opened themselves

to him. But with none did the union become so close as with

the soul, and consequently also with the body of Jesus. During

his earthly life the Logos glorified and deified his soul by degrees

and the latter acted in the same way on his body. Origen

contrived to arrange the different functions and predicates of the

incarnate Logos in such a way that they formed a series of

stages which the believer becomes successively acquainted with

as he advances in knowledge. But everything is most closely

united together in Christ. This union [zoivccyiiz^ hcoa-ic, cc-ja,xpx<7ic)

was so intimate that Holy Writ has named the created man,

Jesus, the Son of God ; and on the other hand has called the

Son of God the Son of Man. After the resurrection and ascension

the whole man Jesus appears transformed into a spirit, is completely

received into the Godhead, and is thus identical with the Logos.

'

1 See the full exposition in Thomasius, Origenes, p. 203 ff. The principal

passages referring to the soul of Jesus are de princip. II. 6: IV. 31 ; c. Cels. II.

9. 20—25. Socrates (H. E. III. 7) says that the conviction as to Jesus having a

human soul was founded on a izva-riKii TrxpxSoa-K; of the Church, and was not first

broached by Origen. The special problem of conceiving Christ as a real äsxvSpcaTrog

in contradistinction to all the men who only possess the presence of the Logos

within them in proportion to their merits, was precisely formulated by Origen on

many occasions. See Trspi xpxüv IV. 29 sq. The full divine nature existed in Christ

and yet, as before, the Logos operated wherever he wished (1. c, 30): "non ita

24*
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In this conception one may be tempted to point out all possible

"heresies":—the conception of Jesus as a heavenly man—but

all men are heavenly ;—the Adoptianist (" Ebionite ") Christology

—but the Logos as a person stands behind it;—the conception

sentiendum est, quod omnis divinitatis eius maiestas intra brevissimi corporis claustra

coaclusa est, ita ut omne verbum dei et sapientia eius ac substantialis Veritas ac

vita vel a patre divulsa sit vel intra corporis eius coercita et conscripta brevitatem

nee usquam prseterea putetur operataj sed inter utrumque cauta pietatis debet esse

confessio, ut neque aliquid divinitatis in Christo defuisse credatur et nulla penitus

a paterna substantia, quK ubique est, facta putetur esse divisio.'' On the perfect

ethical union of Jesus' soul with the Logos see Trspt xpx^v II. 6. 3: " anima lesu

ab initio creaturae et deinceps inseparabiliter ei atque indissociabiliter inhasrens et

tota totum recipiens atque in eius lucem splendoremque ipsa cedens facta est cum
ipso principaliter unus spiritus; " II. 6. 5: "anima Christi ita elegit diligere iusti-

tiam, ut pro immensitate dilectionis inconvertibiliter ei atque inseparabiliter inhsereret,

ita ut propositi firmitas et affectus immensitas et dilectionis inexstinguibilis calor

omnem sensum conversionis atque immutationis abscinderet, et quod in arbiti-io erat

positum, longi usus affectu iam versum sit in naturam." The sinlessness of this

soul thus became transformed from a fact into a necessity, and the real God-man
arose, in whom divinity and humanity are no longer separated. The latter lies in

the former as iron in the fire II. 6. 6. As the metal capax est frigoris et caloris

so the soul is capable of deification. "Omne quod agit, quod sentit, quod intelligit,

deus est," "nee convertibilis aut mutabilis dici potest" (I.e.). "Dilectionis merito

anima Christi cum verbo dei Christus efficitur." (II. 6. 4). T/? {/.xKXov tv\c, ^1-^(tov

^f^X^i ^ '**" TÄpÄTrAj/ir/wi; kskoa^.-zitxi tu Kvpioi ; 'oTrep si oiiru^ '^X^' °^'''- ^"''' ^"^^ '^

4"^X^ '^"^ 'I^^a-oO %poc^ Tov xäö")^? xTia-eciiq TrpMroToxov ®sov Xoyov (c. Cels. VI. 47).

The metaphysical foundation of the union is set forth in x£/i? xpx^v II. 6. 2 :

"Substantia animje inter deum carnemque mediante—non enim possibile erat dei

naturam corpori sine mediatore miscere—nascitur deus homo, ilia substantia media

exsistente, cui utique contra naturam non erat corpus assumere. Sed neque rursus

anima ilia, utpote substantia rationabilis, contra naturam habuit, capere deum." Even
during his historical life the body of Christ was ever more and more glorified,

acquired therefore wonderful powers, and appeared differently to men according to

their several capacities (that is a Valentinian idea, see Exc. ex Theod. 7) ; cf. c.

Cels. I. 32—38: 11. 23, 64: IV. 15 sq.: V. 8, 9, 23. All this is summarised in

III. 41 : "Ov (/.ev voi^i^ofisv xxl 7rs7r£i(7-iA.eSx xpx^&sv sJvxi @eov xxi vtbv @sov, ovro^

6 ai/To^oyoi htrri itxi vi cevroo-o^i'x hxi if xvroxÄi^isix- to S^ 6vi]T0v xvtov <tüjixx kxi

TijV XvöpWTTlVi^V £V XUtZ v|;V%I^V T^ TT pOC^ iKSlvOV OV (J.6vOV KOtVUVlX, XKKX KXt SVMO'Sl

KXl XVXKpX(7S(, TX (U.Syt(TTX <pXI/.SV TTpOlTltÄlf^SVXt Kx) TVj(; SKSlVOV ^SOT^TOl^ KSKOtVW-

vvjKOTx e/? @sbv iJ.eTxßsßviy.evxi. Origeu then continues and appeals to the philosophical

doctrine that matter has no qualities and can assume all the qualities which the

Creator wishes to give it. Then follows the conclusion: el iiyivi tx toixvtx, t!

$xvi/.xtrT6v, TyjV tto/oti^tx tov ^vvjtqv xxtx tov ''lyja-ovv a-MfiXToq TTpovoix ®sov ßov^yj-

6evT0i; (jLSTxßxÄslv sli; xtispiov xxi dsi'xv TrotÖTyjTX ; The man is now the same as

the Logos. See in Joh. XXXII. 17, Lomm. II., p. 461 sq.; Horn, in Jerem. XV. 6,

Lomm. XV., p. 288 : el xxi ijv xvipai7ro(;, «AA« vvv ov^xfiu^ so-tiv xväpaiToi;.
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of two Logoi, a personal and an impersonal ; the Gnostic separa-

tion of Jesus and Christ ; and Docetism. As a matter of

fact Origen united all these ideas, but modified the whole of

them in such a way that they no longer seem, and to some

extent are not, what they turn out to be when subjected to the

slightest logical analysis. This structure is so constituted that

not a stone of it admits of being a hair's-breadth broader or

narrower. There is only one conception that has been absolutely

unemployed by Origen, that is, the modalistic view. Origen is

the great opponent of Sabellianism, a theory which in its simplic-

ity frequently elicited from him words of pity ; otherwise he

made use of all the ideas about Christ that had been formed in

the course of two hundred years. This becomes more and more

manifest the more we penetrate into the details of this Christology.

We cannot, however, attribute to Origen a doctrine of two

natures, but rather the notion of two subjects that become

gradually amalgamated with each other, although the expression

"two natures" is not quite foreign to Origen.' The Logos

retains his human nature eternally, "^ but only in the same sense

in which we preserve our nature after the resurrection.

The significance which this Christological attempt possessed

for its time consists first in its complexity, secondly in the

energetic endeavour to give an adequate conception of Christ's

Imvianity, that is, of the moral freedom pertaining to him as a

creature. This effort was indeed obliged to content itself with a

meagre result : but we are only justified in measuring Origen's

Christology by that of the Valentinians and Basilidians, that is,

by the scientific one that had preceded it. The most important

advance lies in the fact that Origen set forth a scientific Christol-

ogy in which he was able to find so much scope for the humanity

of Christ. Whilst within the framework of the scientific Christol-

ogies this humanity had hitherto been conceived as something

' 111 c. Cels. III. 28, Origen spoke of an intermingling of the divine and human
natures, commencing in Christ (see page 368, note 1). See I. 66 fin.; IV. 15,

where any äAAätteo-Öä; kou [j-iTccTrXxTTiT^xi. of the Logos is decidedly rejected

;

for the Logos does not suffer at all. In Origen's case we may speak of a coin-

inunicaiio idioinattivi (see Bigg, p. 190 f.).

- In oppositioii to Redepenning.
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indifferent or merely apparent, Origen made the first attempt

to incorporate it with the various speculations without prejudice

to the Logos, God in nature and person. No Greek philosopher

probably heeded what Irenaeus set forth respecting Christ as

the second Adam, the recapittdatur generis hicmani \ whereas

Origen's speculation could not be overlooked. In this case the

Gnosis really adopted the idea of the incarnation, and at the

same time tried to demonstrate the conception of the God-

man from the notions of unity of will and love. In the treatise

against Celsus, moreover, Origen went the reverse way to work

and undertook to show, and this not merely by help of the

proof from prophecy, that the predicate deity applied to the

historical Christ. ' But Origen's conception of Christ's person

as a model (for the Gnostic) and his repudiation of all magical

theories of redemption ultimately explain why he did not, like

Tertullian, set forth a doctrine of two natures, but sought to

show that in Christ's case a human subject with his will and

feelings became completely merged in the Deity. No doubt he

can say that the union of the divine and human natures had

its beginning in Christ, but here he virtually means that this

beginning is continued in the sense of souls imitating the example

of Christ. What is called the real redemption supposed to be

given in him is certainly mediated in the Psychic through his

work, but the person of Christ which cannot be known to any

but the perfect man is by no means identified with that real

redemption, but appears as a free moral personality, inwardly

blended with the Deity, a personality which cannot mechanically

transfer the content of its essence, though it can indeed exercise

the strongest impression on mind and heart. To Origen the

highest value of Christ's person lies in the fact that the Deity

has here condescended to reveal to us the whole fulness of his

essence, in the person of a man, as well as in the fact that a

man is given to us who shows that the human spirit is capable

of becoming entirely God's. At bottom there is nothing obscure

* This idea is found in many passages, especial in Book III., c. 22—43, where

Origen, in opposition to the fables about deification, sought to prove that Christ

is divine because he realised the aim of founding a holy community in liumanity.

See, besides, the remarkable statement in III. 38 init.
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and mystical here ; the whole process takes place in the will

and in the feelings through knowledge. ^

This is sufficient to settle the nature of what is called personal

attainment of salvation. Freedom precedes and supporting grace

follows. As in Christ's case his human soul gradually united

itself with the Logos in proportion as it voluntarily subjected

its will to God, so also every man receives grace according to

his progress. Though Clement and Origen did not yet recommend
actual exercises according to definite rules, their description of

the gradations by which the soul rises to God already resembles

that of the Neoplatonists, except that they decidedly begin with

faith as the first stage. Faith is the first step and is our own
work." Then follows the religious contemplation of visible things,

and from this the soul advances, as on the steps of a ladder, to

the contemplation of the siibstanticE rationabiles, the Logos, the

knowable essence of God, and the whole fulness of the Deity.

^

She retraces her steps upwards along the path she formerly

passed over as a fallen spirit. But, when left to her own resources,

she herself is everywhere weak and powerless ; she requires at

every stage the divine grace, that is, enlightenment. ^ Thus a

^ A very i"emarkable distinction between the divine and human element in Christ

is found in Clement Pted. I. 3. 7 : tzol-jtci. 6vivy>t7iv 6 y.vpioQ xxi ttscvtx üj^sXsI xxt

w? xv^puTTot; Hxi w? @s6g, rx (isv xiJ.xprvj(.i.xTX uc, ©£05 x^isii;, sit; Se rb i^ij h^xf^xprxvetv

TTxiSxywyaiv w? xvSpuTro^.

' "Fides in nobis; mensura fidei causa accipiendarum gratiarunr" is the fun-

damental idea of Clement and Origen (as of Justin); "voluntas humana prsecedit".

In Ezech. hom. I. c. 1 1 :
" In tua potestate positum est, ut sis palea vel frumen-

tum ". But all growth in faith must depend on divine help. See Orig. in Matth.

series 69, Lomm. IV., p. 372: "Fidem habenti. quae est ex nobis, dabitur gratia

fidei quae est per spiritum fidei, et abundabit ; et quidquid habuerit quis ex naturali

creatione. cum exercuerit illud, accipit id ipsum et ex gratia dei, ut abundet at

firmior sit in eo ipso quod habet"; in Rom. IV. 5, Lomm. VI., p. 258 sq.; in

Rom. IX. 3, Lomm VII., p. 300 sq. The fundamental idea remains: 0£o? yif-i-xc

St ^(-i-MV xilTÜV ßoÖÄSTXl f7 Cll^S (J ^ XI

.

3 This is frequent in Clement; see Orig. c. Cels. VII. 46.

* See Clem., Strom. V. i. 7 : x^P'"^^ a-(ii^6[j.s^x, oux xvev [j.svtoi tuv kx^^cSv epyuv.

VII. 7. 48: V. 12. 82, 13. 83: s'lTS TO £v >iij(,7v xl/TS^ovtriov sii; yvau-iv x^iKOfMevo)/

rxyxiov (ry.tprx re KOii 'kvjZc/. VTrsp rx ii7y.x\Ji[J.ivx^ TTÄijv oy %ä/i;to; «v£y tv^i; £§Ä/p£TOu

TTTSpOVTXl Tg KXl XVItrTXTXl XXt XVCtl TcSv VTTSpiCSIIiSVltiV XipSTXt i] 4'^X^'-> The

amalgamation of freedom and grace. Quis div. salv. 21. Orig. Trspi xpx^v III.

2. 2 : In bonis rebus humanum propositum solum per se ipsum imperfectum est
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union of grace and freedom takes place within the sphere of

the latter, till the "contemplative life" is reached, that joyous

ascetic contemplativeness, in which the Logos is the friend,

associate, and bridegroom of the soul, which now, having become
a pure spirit, and being herself deified, clings in love to the

Deity. ' In this view the thought of regeneration in the sense

of a fundamental renewal of the Ego has no place ;
"

still

baptism is designated the bath of regeneration. Moreover, in

connection with the consideration of main Biblical thoughts (God
as love, God as the Father, Regeneration, Adoption, etc.) we
find in both Clement and Origen passages which, free from the

trammels of the system, reproduce and set forth the preaching

of the Gospel in a surprisingly appropriate way. ^ It is evident

that in Origen's view there can be no visible means of grace

;

but it likewise follows from his whole way of thinking that the

symbols attending the enlightening operation of grace are not

a matter of indifference to the Christian Gnostic, whilst to the

common man they are indispensable. ^ In the same way he brought

ad consummationem boni, adiutorio namque divino ad perfecta quKque perducitur."

III. 2. 5, I. i8: Selecta in Ps. 4, Lomm. XI., p. 450: to tov ?.o'yt!iov xy:iidv ix-cktov

sa-Tiv sy. TS Ti^i; Trpoccipsirscüg xvtov text TJ^i; a-v f^Trveova-i^i; ßei'ect; Su'^xfj-ecui; toi tx xxä^.kttx

7rposKo(JLev(ü. The support of grace is invariably conceived as enlightenment ; but

this enlightenment enables it to act on the whole life. For a more detailed account

see Landerer in the Jahrbücher für deutsche Theologie, Vol. IL, Part 3, p. 500 ff.,

and Wörter, Die christliche Lehre von Gnade ttnd Freiheit bis auf Augustifi^ \2>6o.

' This goal was much more clearly described by Clement than by Origen: but

it was the latter who, in his commentary on the Song of Solomon, gave currency

to the image of the soul as the bride of the Logos. Bigg (p. 188 f.)
: ''Origen, the

first pioneer in so many fields of Christian thought, the father in one of his many
aspects of the English Latitudinarians, became also the spiritual ancestor of Ber-

nard, the Victorines, and the author of the "-'De imitatione", of Tauler and

Molinos and Madame de Guyon."

- See Thomasius, Dogmengeschichte I., p. 467.

^ See e.g., Clem. Quis dives salv. 37 and especially Pa;dag. I. 6. 25—32 ; Orig.

de orat. 22 sq.— the interpretation of the Lord's Prayer. This exegesis begins with

the words :
" It would be worth while to e.Kamine more carefully whether the so-called

Old Testament anywhere contains a prayer in which God is called Father by any-

one; for till now we have found none in spite of all our seeking. .. Constant and

unchangeable sonship is first given in the new covenant."'

* See above, p. 339 f.
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into play the system of numerous mediators and intercessors

with God, viz., angels and dead and living saints, and

counselled an appeal to them. In this respect he preserved a

heathen custom. Moreover, Origen regards Christ as playing an

important part in prayer, particularly as mediator and high

priest. On prayer to Christ he expressed himself with great

reserve.

Origen's eschatology occupies a middle position between that

of Irenaeus and the theory of the Valentinian Gnostics, but is

more akin to the latter view. Whilst, according to Irenaeus,

Christ reunites and glorifies all that had been severed, though

in such a way that there is still a remnant eternally damned

;

and, according to Valentinus, Christ separates what is illegitimately

united and saves the spirits alone, Origen believes that all spirits

will be finally rescued and glorified, each in the form of its

individual life, in order to serve a new epoch of the world when
sensuous matter disappears of itself Here he rejects all sensuous

eschatological expectations.^ He accepted the formula, " resur-

rection of the flesh", only because it was contained in the

doctrine of the Church; but, on the strength of i.Cor. XV. 44,

he interpreted it as the rising of a "corpus spiritale", which

will lack all material attributes and even all the members that

have sensuous functions, and which will beam with radiant light

like the angels and stars. "' Rejecting the doctrine that souls

sleep, ^ Origen assumed that the souls of the departed immediately

enter Paradise, ^ and that souls not yet purified pass into a state

of punishment, a penal fire, which, however, like the whole world,

is to be conceived as a place of purification. * In this way also

1 See TTspi xfx^'^ II- H-

" See T£p< Ä/j^wi/ II. 10. I—3. Origen wrote a treatise ou the resurrection,

which, however, has not come down to us, because it was very soon accounted

heretical. We see from c. Cels. V. 14—24 the difficuhies he felt about the Church

doctrine of the resurrection of the flesh.

2 See Eusebius, H. E. VI. 37.

•> Orig., Horn. II. in Reg. I., Lomm. XL, p. 317 sq.

* C. Cels. V. 15: VI. 26; in Lc. Hom. XIV., Lomm. V., p. 136: "Ego puto,

quod at post resurrectiouem ex mortuis indigeamus sacramento eluente nos atque

purgante". Clem., Strom. VII. 6. 34: (pxiJ-ev S' viimsTi; xyia^siv to vvp, oh rx xpix,

XhKX TX^ XfiXfTU^OVC, -^/VXXti, TTvp OU TO TrxfjitpxyOV XXI ßxvXVCrOV, XÄÄX TO (ppOVljiOV
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Origen contrived to reconcile his position with the Church

doctrines of the judgment and the punishments in hell ; but, like

Clement, he viewed the purifying fire as a temporary and

figurative one; it consists in the torments of conscience. ' In the

end all the spirits in heaven and earth, nay, even the demons, are

purified and brought back to God by the Logos-Christ, '-^ after

they have ascended from stage to stage through seven heavens. ^

Hence Origen treated this doctrine as an esoteric one: "for the

common man it is sufficient to know that the sinner is punished." ^

This system overthrew those of the Gnostics, attracted Greek

philosophers, and justified ecclesiastical Christianity. If one

undertook to subject it to a new process of sublimation from

the standpoint given in the "contemplative life", little else would

be left than the unchangeable spirit, the created spirit, and the

ethic. But no one is justified in subjecting it to this process.
^

The method according to which Origen preserved whatever

appeared valuable in the content of tradition is no less significant

than his system of ethics and the great principle of viewing

everything created in a relative sense. Supposing minds of a

radical cast, to have existed at the close of the history of ancient

civilisation, what would have been left to us ? The fact of a

strong and undivided religious interest attaching itself to the

traditions of the philosophers and of the two Testaments was

the condition—to use Origen's own language—that enabled a

new world of spirits to arise after the old one had finished its

course.

During the following century Origen's theology at first acted

in its entirety. But it likewise attained this position of influence,

because some important propositions could be detached from

^syovrsi; (cf. Heraclitus and the Stoa), ro hmvovizevov Siis vf/t/^vj? rij? J;fp%o/^5v>}C to

Tvp. For Origen cf. Bigg, p. 229 ff. There is another and intermediate stage

between the punishments in hell and regnum dei.

' See T5p< xpx- II. 10. 4— 7; c. Cels. I.e.

2 See ^e/:; «p%. I. 6. 1—4: III. 6. 1—8; c. Cels. VI. 26.

2 On the seven heavens in Clem, see Strom. V. 11. 77 and other passages.

Origen does not mention them, so far as I know.

4 c. Cels. I.e.

s We would be more justified in trying this with Clement.
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their original connection and fitted into a new one. It is one

of the peculiarities of this ecclesiastical philosophy of religion

that the most of its formulae could be interpreted and employed

in utravique partem. The several propositions could be made
to serve very different purposes not only by being halved, but

also by being grouped. With this the relative unity that distin-

guishes the system no doubt vanished ; but how many are there

who strive after unity and completeness in their theory of the

world? Above all, however, there was something else that

necessarily vanished, as soon as people meddled with the individual

propositions, and enlarged or abridged them. We mean the

frame of mind which produced them, that wonderful unity between

the relative view of things and the absolute estimate of the

highest good attainable by the free spirit that is certain of its

God. But a time came, nay, had already come, when a sense

of proportion and relation was no longer to be found.

In the East the history of dogma and of the Church during

the succeeding centuries is the history of Origen's philosophy.

Arians and orthodox, critics and mystics, priests who overcame

the world and monks who shunned it but were eager for know-

ledge^ could appeal to this system and did not fail to do so.

But, in the main problem that Origen set for the Church in this

religious philosophy of his, we find a recurrence of that pro-

pounded by the so-called Gnosticism two generations earlier.

He solved it by producing a system which reconciled the faith

of the Church with Greek philosophy ; and he dealt Gnosticism

its death-blow. This solution, however, was by no means intended

as the doctrine of the Church, since indeed it was rather based

on the distinction between Church belief and theology, and

consequently on the distinction between the common man and

the theologian. But such a distinction was not permanently

tenable in a Church that had to preserve its strength by the

unity and finality of a revealed faith, and no longer tolerated

fresh changes in the interpretation of its possession. Hence a

further compromise was necessary. The Greek philosophy, or

speculation, did not attain real and permanent recognition within

' See Bornemaiin, In iavestiganda monachatus origine qiiibus de causis ratio

habenda sit Origenis. Gottingae 1885.
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the Church till a new accommodation, capable of being accounted

both Pistis and Gnosis, was found between what Origen looked

on as Church behef and what he regarded as Gnosis. In the

endeavours of Irenaeus, Tertullian, and Hippolytus were already

found hesitating, nay, we may almost say naive, attempts at

such an accommodation ; but ecclesiastical traditionalism was

unable to attain complete clearness as to its own position till

it was confronted with a philosophy of religion that was no

longer heathen or Gnostic, bnt had an ecclesiastical colouring.

But, with this prospect, we have already crossed the border

of the third century. At its beginning there were but few

theologians in Christendom who were acquainted with specula-

tion, even in its fragmentary form. In the course of the century

it became a recognised part of the orthodox faith, in so far as

the Logos doctrine triumphed in the Church. This development

is the most important that took place in the third century ; for

it denoted the definite transformation of the rule of faith into

the compendium of a Greek philosophical system, and it is the

parallel of a contemporaneous transformation of the Church into

a holy commonwealth (see above, chapter 3).

^
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